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Un Message du President · Gf,n~ral/A Message From the General Chairman 

Bienvenue a Sask.atoon. J'espere Que YOUS Welcome to Sask.atoon. l hope you will 
aerea toua aatisfaits de la conffrence et also get a chance to see aomething of the 
l'univeraire pendant votre aejour ici, C'eat la University, the City and the Province 
qu.atrieae Coaf,rence Natiooale de la CSCS1/ while you are here, Thia 1• the Fourth 
SC£10, lea troia pr~cedentea ayant ~te _ National Conference of the CSCSI/SCEIO, 
tenues a Vancouver en 1976, a Toronto et a the other three havina been held in 
Victoria en 1980. J1ai confiance que la Vancouver in 1976, Toronto in 1978, and 
n~tre aera le mellleure, Victoria in 1980. I am confident it will 

La CSCSI/SCEIO eat une organisation de be the beat one yet, 
petite eovergure tout en ~tant tres ,, The CSCS1/SCEIO 1a a small organiaation 
dyn&raique, £n plus de tenir une conference ae organisations go, but a vigorous one. 
tous les~d~ux ans, nous publions u~ bulletin In addition to hosting a biannual 
et, en general, nous essayons de reunir des conference, we also produce a newsletter 
chercheura (Canadien et autres) interessea and in general attempt to bring together 
dans le do111aine de l' intelligence researchera (Canadian and others) who are 
artificielle. Noua aommes toujours a la interested in computational studies of 
recherche de nouveaux membres et nous vous intelligence. We are alwaya looking for 
inviton• a '11:lus joindre ai le coeur vous new membera and would invite you to join 
en dit, ua if you wish. . 

Une conf:rence coane celle-ci ne se A conference such ae this does not 
r~alise pas du jour au lendemain. just happen. Many people must work long 
Plusieurs personnes doivent travailler and hard in order to bring it about and, 
d'arrache-pied en vue de sa r~alisation et, in an organisation ouch ae the CSCSI/SCEIO, 
dana une organisation telle que la CSCSl/ this work is ~trictly volunteer, l would 
SC£10, ce travail et fait strictement a particularly like to thank Nick Cercone 
titre volontaire. J'aimerais particuli~re- for doing a superb job of putting together 
ment remercier Nick Cercon~ pour son the prograoune and Brian Funt for editing 
excellent effort a la conception du the Proceedings. Many thanks to the 
programme et Brian Funt pour sa remarquable Programme Committee, who did yeoman 
c·ontribution a la publication de celui- ci . service in refere eing the papers; they 
Hille 11>ercil au comite du programme pour eon included James Allen, Norm Badler, Mike 
excellent travail d'evaluation des resum~a. Bauer, Wayne Davie, Hark Pox, Bill llavena, 
Font pa _rtie de ce comit~: James Allen, Norm Hector Levesque, Charles Horgan, John 
Badler, Mike Bauer, ~ayne Davis, Mark Fox, Hylopoulos, Zenon Pylyehyn, Reid Smith 
Blll Havens, Hector Levesque, Charles Horgan, and Doug Skuce. Other people who helped 
John Hylpouloa, Zenon Pylyshyn, Reid Smith et with the correspondence, envelope 
Doug Skuce. O'autres personnes ayant aid~es stuffing, label production, technical 
~ la correspondance, ~ la pr,paration des writing, registration, languags 
dossiers, a la production des cartea translation, etc,, include Peta Bate•, 
d'identit~s, a la documentation technique, Dave Goforth, Blake Ward, Harlene Colbourn, a l'in9cription, a la traduction, etc, and Charles Colbourn of the University of 
co.mprennenc Peca Bates, Dave Coforth, Blake Saskatchewan and Josie Backhouse, lulthy 
Ward, Marlene Colbourn, et Charles Colbourn Bootle, and John Gerdes of Simon Fraser 
de l'universite de la Saskatchewan, ainsi University, I would like to thank all 
que Josie Backhouse, Kathy Bootle et John of them for their efforts. The 
Cerdes de l'univeraici! Simon Fraser. co-operation and financial assistance 
J 'aimerais les remercier tous pour leur provided by the Computing Science 
fructueux efforts. La coop,ration et Department of Simon Fraser University and 
!'assistance financiere fournies par lea the Department of Computational Science 
d;partementa "Computing Science" dee at the University of S.nskatchcwan have 
univereit~s Simon Fraser et de Saskatchewan been invaluable. 'Finally, the 
ont ~t, ineatim.ables, Finalement noua en contributions of the Notional Science• 
savons gr: au Conseil National~ la and Engineering Research Council of 
Recherche Scientifique et due genie du Canada, the government of Saskatchewan, 
Canada, au governement de la Saskatchewan and the City of Saskatoon are gratefully 
et• la ville de Saskatoon pour leur acknowledged. 
precieuse contribution. 

Gordon HcCalla, 
President ce'n~ral, 
Quatrieme Confe'rence Nationale 

de la CSCS1/SC£IO 
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PARALLELISM IN PLANNING AND PROBLEM SOLVINGa 

REASONING ABOUT RESOURCES 

David E. wtlkln• 

SRI International Artificial Intelllgenca Center 

ABSTRACT 

The implications of allowing panllcl action., in a plan or 

pn,blrm solution arc disc~. The pl:rnning syskm should 

tale ad,-:anl:,~ of helpful intuaction, between p:uallel branches, 

mu,t Jetttt bumful interactions, and, if possible, remedy them. 

Thi:o p:.p<"r dcscrihes wb:.t i, involvt-d in this and. prc,ent., &ame 

new tttbni,1ucs tb:it a.re implcmenteJ in an actual planning sy$

trw :inti att ~dul in s«king solutions lo the~ problems. The 

1110,t im port:.nt of tbrse trcbnique,, re:uoning about tt,ourccs, 

i• rwpL . ..,,i,ccl and expl:.incd. 1 

1. Introduction 

Tbi:t P3pu discu~ problem, faced by an automatic plan• 

ning ,y,trm conccrntd with detecting and r"ponding lo in• 

trraction, in panllel br:u,cbn of a pl:.n. (Thi, could nl,o be 

1 hought of au a problem solving sy,tcm producing problem ,olu• 

1io11:o.) There arc three aspects to this situ:i.tioa: recognizing 

·in1rr:,,c1ions between bn.ncbe,; correcting harmful interaction, 

aht keep the pl:,a from accompli,bing iu overall goal; taking 

aJu,na :ige of helpful effects on pa.r:illcl branches no as not to 

pr<><lu,e inefficient plan,. 

\\'r ,b:,11 coa,iJer a domain-intlependent pl:rnning ay,tcm 

1L:.1 pnniJc, some formalism for representing the domain in 
•liich abe pl:.noing will be done(:>.! well as the goal, to be 

:icLir,rJ by the planner). The system also allow, for the reprc

... n1:.1ion of oprraton. Thoe u-e the ,y,tem', reprcscntation 

of action, abat m:,y be pcrforwcd in tbe tlowain or, in the 

c»e of bicran.-bical pl:i.nncn, abstractions of actions that can be 

p.-rlormeJ in the dom:i.in. A plan con,bts or pa.rtially ordered 

goaJ, and action, produccd by applying operator, to the initial 

goal. :\ction, in tbe plan explicitly list their effect.,, i.e., they 

sp«i6ca.lly Slate which relationship, in tbe world model change 

tlarir truth ,:Jue alter the action i, performed. (Thi, i, pa.rt or 

• bat \\"a!Jiager (eJ b:i.s c::i.llcd the STRIPS a.,.,uwption.) NOAII 

(:1J, :,.:o~I.I~ (SJ, and SIPE (7) a.re exam pl" or ,uch planners. 

la tbi, Ji,cussion, para.lltli,m u considered beneficial. (Two 

wgmenu or a plan are in pa.ralld if tbe pa.rtial ordering of the 
1 Tbe r.-ucb r<p.,tlcJ bcre u 1upporled b7 Air Force Office ol Scienlific 
kon.rch Cvntracl F~QG!»-7~C-0!88. 

plan docs not specify that one &egment must be done before tbe 

other.) In much automatic prognmmiug research the goal la to 

produce a ~quential program, ao it is often easier lo completely 

order the plan (program) rather than reason ubout parallel in

tcractiooa. llowcver, in multief?eclor euvironmenta parallc:liam i1 

preferable. For example, if there arc two robot arw1, plaru that 

~ thew in parallel t.o accomplish the goal arc o~en preferred 

to a sequential plao that could gel by with only one IIJ'm (even 

though it might take twice a., long lo 11ccomplish). Our approach, 

therefore, i, to keep a., much pa.rallclism u possible and lo rea,oa 

about the interactions that result from it. 

2. Parallel InteractloH 

The canonical simple problem for thinking about parallel 

iutcra.ctions in thi, coutcxt is the three-blocks problem. Dloek, 

A, B, aod C a.re on a table or on ooe another (only one bloek 

m:i.y be on another at any one: lime). The goal ls to acbicn 

(ON A B) in conjunction with (ON B C), thus making a three

block tower. (Initially the two goola arc represented a, being 

in parolld.) To move the blocka there 11 a PUTON operator 

(expresocd in the formalism or whatever planning system we wlab 

to talk about) that puts OBJECT! OD OJIJIWT2. It• definition 

sp.:cilie, the goal, of ma.king both OUJECTI and 0BJECT2 clear 

Ldorr pcrforwiog a ·primitive move action. (The table ie 11111umed 

alw:i.y~ to br dear :ind a block is clear only when no block i1 011 

top of it.) Thi, problem will be u,cd below lo provide examplea 

of interactions. 

Jr two br:i.nchcs or a plan are in parallel, an lnteractloo It 

defined lo occur when a goal that i1 trying to be achieved In 

ooe branch (at nny level in the hierarchy) ie made either true or 

false by an action in the other branch . Since the actiona in a 
plan explicitly list their el?ccu, it is alwDye pos,ible to recogni&e 

auch iutcractiona. (In :i. hicr:irchicol pla.nner, however, they ma7 

not appear until lower levels or the hierarchy of both branchn 

have been plonucd.) Dy requiring thot a goal be involved io lhe 

interaction, we :i.ttcwpl Lo eliminate inter11clion1 tbol we do not 

care about. For this lo eucceed, the domain mu.st be encoded 10 

that nll important relationships are represented u goal, aL 1ome 
lc,·el. This will be discussed later. 



Tb.- .,laoD.-r no po.s,ibly tale advantage or a situation in 

wbicb a gi>al in ooe braocb i1 made true in another branch (a 

hclprul intenction). Sup~ we solve tbe thrre-blocl.s problem, 

11&niog witb A and Con tbe table and 8 on A. In solving the 

(0!11 n C) parallel branch, the planner will plan to move B onto 

C, 1bu1 making A clear and C not clear. Now, while an allempt 

i:t lb&dt to move A onto 8 in the (ON A 8) br&nch, the goa.l or 

making A tlear btcomt1 part or the plan. Sinc.e A is not clear 

ia the initial atate, the plHncr ma, decide to make it true b7 

moYiog D rrom A to the table (after which it will move A onto 

R). lo thit u.ae it would be beucr to !'ffopi1e the hclprul eaect 

ol m;i.Ling A clc:u, •bicb h:\ppeos in the pa.nllcl branch. Then 

tbt pL>nncr could dttide 10 do (ON 8 C) 6nt, in which case 

liotb A and D become clear and the (ON A B) goal is easily 

.:w:rowpli~hed later. 

The pbnntr mu,1 dccidc whether or not to add more or

dc:rint roMtr;i.ints 10 the plan to t:i.ke advantage or such efrccu 

011 a p;u-a.llel bra.ncb. Ordering the pa.rallel branche, sequeo• 

ti::1111 is tbc best solution to this problem btcause (ON B C} 

mu,1 be done first in aoy case, but in other problems ao order

ing ,ui;:;n1tJ to tah adnotage or bclprul effects may be the 

"rong thing to do from the standpoint or cvrotually achieving 

ti.<' onrall goal. lo gcoenl, the pfaoncr cannot make aucb an 

or,l<"riug drci~ioa without c1Tor unless it completely iove:,tigatC3 

all tbt roo.uqucoccs or ,ucb a dcci,ioo.. Since this is not alway, 

pr.vi ic;J or Je,ir:i.blc, plaooing systems use heuristics to make 

,u<'h ,ltti.,ioos. 

rr ao int.-ractioo is detected that mak" a goal raise ia a 
p.'lnlld bnnch, tbuc is a problematic (i.e., p<Wibly barmrul) 

io1n:u1i0D which may mun that the plan is not• valid solution. 

ror cum pie, suppo,e tb.- planner docs not rccogoize the bclprul 

io1cr.c1ioa in our problem ud procCflls to pl:i.n to put B on 

,tbe taLlt ud A oa B in the (ON A B) branch. The plan is 

nu loa,er a nliJ ool111ioo (ir it i1 usumcd tbt.1 one or the two 

1•:ora11~1 br:,,ncbu will be uccuttd heron: the otbcr). Tbe pl:i.aner 

mu,t ttcocni1e I bis by detecting the problcm:1tic inter:1ction. 

~amdy, the go:,,! or b:i.viog B clear in the (ON B C) branch is 

mt.Je false ill the (OS A D) bnocb when A i, put onlo B. The 

pb11atr m.ut then decide bow to rectify tbi, situation. 

l 

As with helpful iatenctioos, there is no easy way to solve 

b:i.rwful ioter:utioiu. lien: too a torn:ct solution may require 

1h:i.1 all rutun con.cqueoca or an ordering decision be explored. 

S1r;a1a,eiu1 other tb:i.n ordering may be necrss:iry to aolvc tbe 

problem . For example, a new operator may perhaps need lo be 

a11plinl al • bis;b<'r Ind. c ·oiui,ler the proLlcw or awitcLing the 

"''""' ur tlie two reci,1.-n ia a two-r.-cisl<'r wnchiac. Applying 

1be ,..,i,ter-to-regi11cr moYC oper:itor crn1c1 a harmful inter

:,,ctioo that no ordering can solve, since a value is destroyed. 

Tbr , olution to 11.ia iuter.ctioo involves npplyinc a rcgislcr•l<>

mciuory move opt'ra1or at a bii;b level in order lo store one or 

tl,e valuo lewpoprily. Correcting many types or harmful inter· 

actions efficiently sc.-ma very difficult in a domt.io iodepeodenL 

planner - domain specific heuristics may be required. 

a. Summary or SIPE Sya\ern 

The problem or parallel ioter'actioos bu been etudied at 

SRI loterntiooal in the context or a domain-independent plu• 

ning system. This section brieOy aumm arius the aystem and the 

following eectioo explain, bow parallel iot.eractioaa are bt.ndled. 

Aoa Robinson and I bave dC3igoed aod· implemented a ayatem, 

SIPE (System for Interactive Plaooiog and' Execution mooit.or• 

ing) (71, that supvart.s both interactive and automatic planning. 

At present, it.a automatic acarch is not very li:oowledgeable • 

SIPE is dC3igoed to allow interaction with user, who are able 

to watch (graphically) and, when desired, guide t.od/or control 

the planning process, thus enabling the eolutioo of much more 

difficult problem, tban would be possible with the automatic 

search. The system can keep many alternative plane in readi

nc'9, each with the appropriate context, thus making breadth• 

first or ~st-first aearcbea easy to implement. 

Tbc system provides for reprc,cotation or domain object.a 

and tbeir invariant properties io a type hierarchy with inheritance. 

Relalioo,hip, awoog these objects that may change over time 
arc ,.-presented ~ predict.Les io first.-ordcr logic, with univer

sal quaotilicatioo allowed. Predicates are used to describe the 

preconditions and cfJecta or opcrnton. 

The sysLem permit.a tbe posting or many typea or coD· 

straiots OD the values or variablC3 io a plan (e.g., speciryiDC 

that tbc eventual io,taotiatioo or the variable must have a cer

tain value for a certain •ttribute, tb•t it must be the nme M 

tlac iastaoliation or another variable, etc.). Thia allow, partial 

tlcscriptioos or object.I to be built up M) that the planner can 

uecuruulutc i11form11tioa bdoro milking decl1i0D1. Con,tralnt.a 

h<'lp encode many tlaio~ that would be hard to represent in the 

predicate calculus language used for preconditions and efJecte. 

Constraints ue alao used to represent information about pt.ral

lel ioteraclioos (see the next section). 

The planning is bicrarcbical; each goal and action e&D be 
cxpnnded into a more detailed multislcp plan until the primi

tive level i, reached. Pl1101 are represented u procedural Dell 

(similar lo Lhose io NOAII (3]), their partial ordering being en• 
coded by succc•sor links iii tbe net. SPLIT and JOIN nodes in 

tlac net allow for parallcliow io plan,. 

OperaLors r<'prc•cot acLions in the domain or ab1traction1 

of actions (that will eventually be expanded at lower level, in 

tbe hierarchy to actual actions). Operators can introduce new 
variaLlca, iwva•c constraiul, upon new or old variables, and 

represent tLcir in,Lruclion, for expanding a node io a formalism 



aimil;ii lo procrJural Dcts-namely, noJrs •ith slots that are 

'p;ani:illy onlettd by the linls bet•·een them (see [3]}. The alots 

or a Dode will ttpresent (among othn propertics), the n:ime or 

an :act ion to be pt'rrormed for an action node, t be predicates to 

be achie\·ed for :a goal node, the arguments to be used, and the 

rlJrcu or pt'rforming the given action. SIPE allows arguments 

or aD a.rlioD or go:J Dode to be specified u •ruources• . A, we 

shall sec l:attr, this is nry userul for reasoning about parallel 

in1u:.c1iou. 

The cll'ecb or a.rtions mu.st be appropriately defined in the 

Opc'nton ao the systcm can u.se the STRIPS ~umption to 

detcrmine the al:ite or the worid in the middle of the pl:in. 

PrrJic:atn in thc cllttts may cont:ain univenal quantifien. SIPE 

;wo permits specification of deductive opera.ton; tightly con• 

trolled drJuctions :are performed automatically by the system. 

This mal:cs the encoding of operaton much simpler, since, in 

gcnu:J, only the prim:i.ry elJect must be cncoded in an operator 

:ind mo:.t side cllecl.3 c:in then be deduced rrom the primary 

dl'«t by using the deductivc operaton. 

~bny or the abovc features or the SIPE planning system 

an utrnsions or previous domain-independent planning ays

lrnu. Among such cxtc:n.sion, arc the following: c.lcvdopment 

of a pt'npicuou.s rormalism for encoding dcscriptions or actions; 

1he u..e or coasfraials lo partially describe objects; the crea

tion ur m«baai,m, 1h:a1 permit concurrent exploration or al• 

1crn:a1ivc pla.ns; the incorporation or heuristics for reaM>ning 

:.bout re,ourccs; u.se of qu:uitifien in the elrccts or actions and 

m«h:aai.,ms that ma\:e it pos5ible lo perform simple deductions 

(thucby simplifying opcr:itor dcscriptions). 

,. H-dliag Parallel Interaetloaa la SIPE 

The SIPE s,rstcm has produccd correct parallel plans for 

problem, in rov dill'crent domain., (the blocl:s world, cooking, 

airer:ah opc-ratiou, and a simple robotics iusembly taul:). This 

wrtion describes ncw rcaturn and heuristics in the aystem that 

aid in h:aa<lling parallel intcr:ictions. These fall into four arc:is: 

(I) re:asoning about rcsourecs, which is the major contribution 

of Sll'I-:; (2) u.sing constraints'° i;eacr:atc cornet parallel plans; 

(3) explicitly rcprescating the purpose of each action and goal to 

btlp SQ)n harmfol intenctions correctly; (4) taking advantage 

of helpful interaction.,. Other plaaaen have had ,ome or lhe 

fnl1&rn (c.,., NONLIN ha.s feat urn aimila.r to the l:ist lwo are:is 

meatioaed), bul SIPE develops lhC3e idea., with a difJcreot cm• 

ph»is •. Our own cm pbasis h:i.:s btto to represent lbe information 

th:al mw,l be rc:a,oncd about in a way that is natural lo humans 

kl that ,be planner can be c:uily controlled interactively-thus 

allow inc more difficult problems to be solved. 

3 

OPEl<ATOR: PUTON 
ARGUMENTS: DLOCl<t, ODJECTI IS NOT DLOCl<l; 
PURPOSE: (ON DLOCKI OBJECT!); 
PLOT: 

PARAUEL 
DRANCll 1: 

GOALS: (CLEAfITOP OUJECTl); 
ARGUMENTS: ODJECTl; 

DRANCH 2: 

GOALS: (CLEARTOP DLOCKl); 
ARGUMENTS: DLOCKI; 

END PARALLEL 

PROCESS 

ACTION: PUTON.PHIMITIVE; 
AIIGUMENTS: OBJECT!; 

RESOURCES: DLOCKl; 
EF'F'ECTS: (ON [lLOCKI OBJECT!); 

END PLOT 
END OPERATOR 

F'igurc I 

a PUTON operator In SIPE 

4.1 Rcaourcca 

In the following di~cu,sioo, actual examples will be pre,. 

sented to show how rc110urces hdp '!'ith parallel iutcrnc tiona. 

Fii;ure I 8bows o PUTON operator written in SIPE. The above 

example of achieving (ON A B) and (ON B C) a., a coujunc• 

tion ,bow, how resource rea.,oning i, l1elprul. Figure 2 depicta 

a plan thal might be produced by NOAH or NONLIN (or 

SIPE without making u,e of resource reuoning) for this prob

lem . Fii;ure 3 shows a plan from SIPE using tt!OllrCC3 in lhe 

operaton. 

The forwalism for reprc.enlinc operaton in SIPE includea 

a means of specifying that some or the variables associated 

with· an action or goal actually serve a.s resource, for that ac• 

tion or goal. Resources are lo be employed during a particular 

action and then relcascd, just as a aaw ie uscd durioc a cuttinc 

action. Reasoning about resources is a common phenomenon. 

r, is a ~cful way or reprcaenting many domains, a natural 

way for humans to think or problem•, and, consequently, aa 

important aid to interaction with the eyatem. 

SIPE has apecializeJ knowleJge for handling re,ourc"; 

merely specifying thal something is a resource causet the ,, .. 

tem to check on resource avai111bility and on resource conflicla. 

ll is often difficult or awkward to keep track or reaourcea in 

current planning aystcms (e.g., [3) [SJ). Reaource availability 
io the lattcr would have to be axioruatiied and checked in the 

prt't'ouditioua or opnaton, w bile rc,ource confiicu would have 
lo be caui;ht by tbe normal problematic interaction detect.or, 

which is ll'ss efficient (a.s we ahall ecc below). 



CLIAR A 

.IOIN l'UTA 
ON I 

CLIAR I 1,r1CTl1 
IONAII 

ll'LIT 
ICLEAR II JOIN 

CLIAR I 

l'UTI 
JOIN ONC 

CLEAR C EFFECTS : ION I Cl 
ICLEAR Cl 

Fi1ure I 
• plaa wi1bou1 r•eou, .. 

SPLIT 
CllAR I 

AROUMENTS_: I 

.CLEAR C 
AROUMENTS: C 

PUT ON IC 
AIIOUMENTS: C 
fl ESOU ACES: I 

JOIN 

Fi1ure a 
• plaa wilb reoou, .. , 

One adnn1:1,c or resources, there fore, i, that the7 htlp in 

t be :uiom;atiaatioo aod repr~otation or domains. Declaration 

or a rnouru -i:itcd with an action connotes that one 

prrcondi1 ion or the action is I be av;ul:ibility or tb:at resource. 

\lccb:ani,m, in the: planning 171te111, a.s they allocate and dtal• 

locate rnourct"S, autooutiully ensure that these implicit prc:con· 

,lit ion, will be: ntis6ed. The user of the planning 17sum don 

1101 ban to axiom:itiie aa a ·precondition the anil:ibility of 

rnourc:n in the domain operators. 

Ano1her important adn.otage or resourcn is that they 

help in culy detection or problematic inter:u:tioos on p:irallel 

bnnchn. The sysiem doo not :illo• one branch lo use an 

objN:t which is a rt30urc:e in a puallel bnnch. In NOAII 

a.,I NONI.IN, both orii;io:11 GOAL node, :ire cxp:indcd with 

lbe l'llTON operator or iu tquiv..leot. Tbi, produce, a plan 

aimilar 10 thr oor ,hown in Figure 2. The: central problem is 
1<1 Le a•att that D must be pul on C bc:fott A is put 011 D 

(otherwise B will not bc: clur when it is to be moved onto C). 
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NOAII aud NONLIN Loth build up a table or multiple e1Jecl1 

(TOME) that tabulat.n every predicate: i111tance as.,erted or 

denied io the parallel exparu1ioru1 or the two GOAL nodes. 

Using tbi, table, the programs detect that B is made clear 

in the expansion of (ON D C), but i, made not clear in the 
(ON A B) expansion. Doth program, then aolvc: thie problem 

by doing (ON B C) 6nt. 

SIPE ll3ea it.a resource heurietic to detect thia problem 

and propose the aolution without ho.viog lo generate a TOME. 

(SIPE does do a TOME-like analysis to detec:t iot.eraction1 

that do oot fit into the resource reasoning paradigm.) When 

some object is listed in an action a.s a resource, the ay,t.em 

then prncnta that particular object from being mentioned u 
eitli~r a r~ource or an argument in aoy action or goal that is 

io parallel. In the example above, the block being moved i1 

listed n.s a reeource io tbe primitive PUTON operator bccau11e 

it i, being physically moved . Therefore, nothing in a parallel 

branch ehould try to move it-or even be dependent on it• 



curnol loca1io11. This rntriction is enforced by ool allowing 

a prec.licate on a parallel br.uich 10 meatioa the resource. Tbi1 

is a 1troag rntriction (though usdul ia practice) and can be 

avoiJnJ by 1Uing 1h:t.red rcsourco (Ji.,c~ed below). Thus, u 

aoon u tbe up:uisioa or (ON BC) with tbe PUTON oper:itor 

is accomplished and tbe plan ia Figure 3 produced, SIPE 

rttogniat's thM &he pl:in is invalid 1ince Di, a resource ia tbe 

opansioa or (ON D C) and an argument in (ON A D). Thi, 

nn de detected without expanding the (ON A B) goal at all 

and without gntrating a TOME. 

Not being able to refer to a resource in another branch 

is somt'timo too strong a rotriction. SIPE also permits the 

sp«i6cation or shared resource,, whereby the same object cau 

be a roouree or au argument in a parallel branch it certain 

conditions tor the sharing arc met. (Currently shared resources 

arc ,h:>.r.lble under all conditions n.s the aharing conditions have 

not yct btta implemented.) 

Rc.ourcu Lclp in ,olving harmful interactions, a, well 

:u in detecting them. lo thc:,.e interactions no goal is made 

(al,e on a paral lel branch; there i, simply a resource conflict. 

llowenr, it the rbOurce availability rNJuirements were axiom• 

atizrd with prcdicatn, an avail:ibility goal would be made false 

on a parallel hr.inch. Thus, resource con8icts are considered 

to be problematic interactions. SIPE uses a heuristic for solv

ing r~ourcc-argument cooOicu. Such an interaction occun 

• bra a rN<>urce in one parallel branch is used a, an argument 

in another p:>.r.lllcl branch (distinct from a rt'30urce-resource 

coaOict, ia which the s:i.me object i, u,rd .u a resource ia two 

paralld branches). Thi, i, the type or conflict that occurs ia 

the pl:ia in Figure 3, since B is a resource ia the primitive 

f>UTO!II action and :ui argument in (ON A B). 

Sll'l::'s heuristic rot sol_ving a resource-argument con8ict 

is 10 put the branch using the object· as a resource before the 

p:ar.alll'I branch ming the same object as an argument. la this 

way SIPF. decides that (ON BC) must come before (ON AB) 

ia Figure 3. This i, done without generating a TOME, without 

npaaJiag both 11odn, and without analyzing the in~ractioa. 

The a»umptioa is that an object used a, a resource will have 

it, state or lcxation cb:uigcd by auch use; consNJuently, the 

as.scxi:ucJ action must be done lint to ensure that it will be 

"in pl:ace" w bu later actions occur that use it a, an argument. 

Tb~ heuristic~ not gua.r.antecd to be correct, but it bu proven 

mdul ia the rour domain, encoded in SIPE. (The user can 

ir:uily pnnn& the em.pl_oymcot or this heuri3tic by interacting 

with tbe 1ystem.) 

To take run advantage or resources, the ay1tem po:sll COD• 

11raints. Thu npability i, discussed briefly ia the next section. 

4.2 Con1tralnb 

Unbound variablca in a pl11n can accumulate nrioua coo• 

1tr11int, in SIPE, thus building up a partit.l dcacriptioo or the 

object. (Constraint.a were first used in planning by Stc6k in hi.t 

domai11-apeci6c planner MOLGEN (4).) Thia ia uacful ror tak• 

iog full advantage or rcsourcca to avoid harmful interaction,. 

When vari11Llc1 ti.int arc not fully io1laotiatcd nre listed u 

resources, the ayotcm poata constraiota oo the VllJ'iables which 

point to other variables that are potential resource con8ict1. 

WLea nllocatiag resourcea, tLe aystem tLcn attempll to in-

1tantiate variables ao that no resource conflicts will occur, For 

exnmple, if a robot arm ia used a, a resource in the block• 

moving operators, the system will try to use di!Tcrent robot 

arms (if they arc available) on parallel branches, thus avoid

ing reoourcc cooOicta. tr only one arm is available, it will be 

asoii;ned to both parallel branches in tbe l,ope tht the plaa 

can later be ordered to resolve tLe cooOict. lo lLi• way many 

harmful interactions arc averted by intelligent 11.•"ignmcnl or 

resources. 

4,S Solving Harmful Interact.10111 . 

The difficulty entailed in eliminating harmful interaction, 

bas already ~co discussed. llowevcr, if the syatcm know• 

why each part or tbe plan la present, it can use tbla Inform .. 

tion to come up with reasonable aolutiona to aome harmful 

interactions. Suppose a particular predicate i, made false at 

aomc node oo oue parallel brirnch and true at another node 
on nnother parallel branch. Dcp<'udini; oo the rationale for 

including tbr.ie nodca in the plan, it may be the case that the 

predicate io not relevant to tLe plan (an extraneous aicle elJect), 

or must be kept permanently true (the purpo,e of the plan), or 

wu,t ~ kept only temporarily true (a precondition tor later 

achievement or a purpose). 

Solutions to a harmful interaction may depend on which 

or these cases hold. Let ua call the three casca aide effect, 

purp!)Se, and precondition, respectively, and analy&e the con

acqucnt possibilities. tr the predicate in conflict on one branch 

i, a prcconJition, one ponaiLle aolutioo ia lo further order tho 

plan, Grot doing the part or the plnn rrom the precondition 

oa through ita corresponding purpose. Once this purpose bu 
been accomplished, there will be no problem io negating tbe 

precondition later. Thia aolution appliea no matter which or 

the three cases applies to the predicate in the other conftictiog 

branch. 

In case both conftictiog predicate• arc aide ell'ect.a, it ie 

immaterial to ua if the truth value of the predicate eban1et 
and thus uo rnl conOict exi,ts. lo the case of a aide caect 

that co110ict1 with a purpose, one eolutioo is to order the plan 

so that the 8idc cacct occurs before the purpose; thlll, once 
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1lw, poupo.e bu I.tu &ccomplishNI h •ill remain true. Whn 

botb coaftic1in, pr'Nlicates a.,c purposea, there is no possible 

onlcn11, tha1 will uhien both purposes at the end or the plan. 

Tl.f' r,l:011atf 111u,1 U><' a dilkttnl o~ratpr at a hi,her level or 

pin 10 rucbien one or the purpo,a later. llowevcr, none 

of the .abon 1aaestion.s for dealing with ioter:ictions can be 

11uuutrNI to prod)lct lhe bnt 1olu1i0D. 

Thia ba.t bttn a brid 1ummuy or SIPE'• algorithm for 

JuJiD, with problematic interac:tiona. Syatem1 like NOAH 

and NONLIN doaimil:i.r thinp. However, SIPE provide, meth

od, ror more prttix and efficient dctcctioa. · 11 ehould be 

rmphui1rd that maD,J inter.actions that would be problem• 

atinl in the other system, are dealt with in SIPE by the 

r.:>0ul'l'e-rn.'Wloin, mttb3.ni,m, and tbcrerore do not ncrd to 

be aoalJ1NI. Wbco iotcr&ctions are being anoly1ed, SIPE re

quir.-s 1h1 one or the cooOicting predicates be a ,oa! (not just 

a side clT«1) at 110me lcvd in the hirra.rchy. In this way, io

ta:.ctioo, betwttn side e!Iecu that ~ no problems arc not 

cHD dctttted. Thi, rt-quires that all important predic:>.tn be 

rrcor;nitcd :u goal, at tome level, which i, e:uily done io SIPE'• 

hicrucbical pL\Dnin, scLcmc. The system also distinguishes 

bctwccn m;,io and side e!Icct.s at each node in tbc plan. This 

a,:.l,... it c:uy to tell which predicate. llJ'e or interest to u., at 

~n, Intl of the plan 1"ithout looling up the hierarchy (since 

hi,bcr•locl eoal1 will become m:i.in elrect1 11 lower-level ac• 

lion,) . 

SIPE :i.ho pn>Yidc, for u:ict expression or tbc purpose or 

&.11)' goal in its opc,rlton. NOAII used a heuristic, according 

10 ,. bich 1.be l:ut node: io an expansion wa., tbe purpose or the 

up~n,ion. Tlii, is not alway, accurate aod in SIPE a node can 

,p,:ciry any 1:.tn node in tbe exp:i.nsioii as it~ purpose. Thi, 

cn:iLlcs better analysis or problematic conflicts. 

,., Chancing Coal• to Phantom, Tb rough LlnearisatloD 

SIPE r«o,:ai1u btlprul ioternctioo, and will try to fur-

1brr orJtr the plan to talc: adv:int:i.ge or tbem, 111hhough the 

u'\Cr un control this interactively ir .he wi,be,. Ir a go:il that 

rou , 1 ~ m~e true: on one parnllel brancL i, actually made 

1rur on anotbtr p:>.nlld branch, the system will order the plan 

"° that the othrr branch occun lint (if this causes oo other 

conflicu). The go.J ca.n then be changed to a pba.olom and 

at..J not be ubievcd. 

l'\0.\11 •as 1101 able to lake advant:i.ge or auch helprul 

rlfr<u. NONLIN did have an ability lo order the plan in this 

•a.7. Thi, is an important a.bility in many re:i.1-world domains, 

>iocc l.,·lprul ,i.tc tU«u occur rrc,1ucn1ly. For cxawple, ir 

par:i.llrl action., in a robot world Loth require tbe same tool, 

onl1 one branch nttd plan to get the tool out or the tool box; 

the other hu.nd1 1bould be able lo recogni&c that the tool is 

already out on the table. 

6. Related Work 

Much plaoni'!g-like research dpe, not 61 into the context 

we have dellned here-becall5e it i, epecialir.ed to one domain, 
because It doea not make the STRIPS utumptlon, or becauee 

it d~ not reuon about parallel actiou. For example, mucb 
automatic prop-•mmiog research does not dc:1111 witb para&. 

lel action, or doea not make the STRIPS usumption. The 

STRIPS planner (1) itselr does not deal with parallel actiou. 

T,he most relevant ayatems, NOAH and NONLIN, have al

ready been compared with SIPE throughout this paper. Both 

NOAll 11nd NONLIN find interaction, by generating a TOME 

(table or multiple effects). The TOME find.a all ioteractioo,, 

even harmless ones (i.e., those io which both predicatea l!-'e 

aide effect..,), work which SIPE avoid,. SIPE also provide, ror 

explicit dc.ignation or purpose ro~ precon,dition, that NOAH 

docs not provide. NONLIN provide, a similar capability with 
its "goal structure". The most aigni6c.aol improvement in 

SIPE is the use or resource reasoning (and tbc ability to post 

constraints), which averts many ha.rmf\11 interactions and CD• 

ables many others to be recogniied quickly and eolved. Neither 

NOAH nor NONLIN providu a aimila.r c11p1bility. 

6. Conclu,i,on 

We have defined the problem or parollel interactions iD a 

context that is not unique to SIPE. T.hc difficulty or aolvinc 
Larmful interactions wa.11 discu,scd and a cose-by,ca.,e an1ly1il 
or dilJerent situatioDJ presented. An actual planoin, 1y1tem 

wiu described that incorporates several new m«hanism, able 
to a.,sist in dealing with the parallel interaction problem. The 

most ,ignilicaat or these mechanism, is the ability to reason 

about reaourcee. Combined with the ey1icm'a ab\lity to poet 

constraiiite, resourc.c reasoning hclpa the 1y1tem avoid many 
h:irmful interactions, helps it .recogoiie aoooer those interM:• 

tioo, that do occur, and helps the ayatem eolvc eome or these 

interactions more quickly. 
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INCRDLENTAL PLANNING IN A PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR UNCERTAIN PROBLEM SOLVING 

Arthur H. Farley* 
o:>mputer and In format ion Science Department 

University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon 97403 

Abatrect 

A probabilistic model ot problem solving un
der conditions of uncertainty ill described. In
!onn.ition gathering operators are introduced to 
111.lke feasible the solution o·f reasonably con
strained, uncertain problems. The notion of re
l"""d solution .pl&n"s is defined, based upon the 
expected degree of goal space satisfaction. Our 
e>Odel leads to. straightforward scheme for in-
cremental planning. · 

I. Introduction 

Problem ,iolving refers to activity undertaken 
to reduce and eventually eliminate differencea 
bch1ecn current and desired (or goal) situati.ona. 
~r ... basic types of problem-solving activity c&n 
be distinguished, problem representation, solu
t1on. determination (planning), ·and pl&n execution. 
Traditional Artificial intelligence (All approaches 
to problem solving tended to consider these acti 
v1ties as successive phases ot the problem-solving 
process. Thi• proved appropriate for well-struc
tured, pu.a~le-like problems, Recently, increased 
attention has focused on applying Al solution 
techniques to problems arising in real-...orld con
texts. Such contexts confront an agent with un
~rtainty due to• variety of factors, including 
1~1 ,ci rfect interpretation of environmental infor
..... ~~on, un~eliable execution ot·planned actions, 
"1\d unpred~ctable interaction with other agents 
or n·aturt.l 11ystem.s. The ·uncertainty inherent in 
real-world problem solving IDOtivates con~idera
tions ot 1110re coa,pler control among the three 
basic activity types. 

Incremental planning refers to the inter
leaving of pl&n execution with pl&nning. In this 
paper, we define a scheme for incremental planning 
within• probabilistic model for uncertain problem 
solving. The scheme IIIAintaine a minimum expected 
probability of plan eucces e, replanning when in
sufficiently solved contingencies are encountered 
during pla.n execution. 

• Research performed while author on leave at the 
Artificial Inte lligence Center, SRI International, 
H.enlo Park, California 94025, and partially sup
ported by ONR Contract No. N00014-8l - C-Oll5. 
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I"I. A Probabiliatic Hodel for Uncert-ain 
Problem Solving 

Our probabi'listic model is a straight
forward generalization of the .well-studied 
notion of problem space. A problem space is a 
four-tuple (SS,OP,cs,GS), where ss is the 
state space, a setof allowable state descrip
tions, OP is a set of operators, function• 
mapping state descriptions to state descrip
tions, Si!_ is the current (or initial) state 
description, &nd GS is the goal space,~set 
of SS. Problem representation activities gen
erate a problem space represent-ing a particular 
problem, planning is carried out within the 
resultant .~roblem space. Heuristic methods to 
guide solution search have been long-st&ndi.n9 
topics of AI research. A heuristic search 
method is adntissi"ble if it is guaranteed to 
determine a minimum-cost solution to a problem, 
if a solution exists. Admissible heuristic 
search algorithms have been charact.erized in 
terms of required properties of associated 
evaluation functions l 4 ) , 

An uncertain problem is represented in 
term.a of an uncertain problem space. ,we da
fine an uncertain problem space to be a six
tuple (SS,USS,UOP,ucs,GT,ST). SS and GS are 
as in the certain case. USS is the space of 
uncertain states I ucs is the uncertain .current 
~- An uncertarn-state ie a set of compon
ent state descriptions from SS, with each com
ponent having an ·associated probability such 
that the sum of component probabilities is 
equal to l. 0. UOP i ,s a set of unreliable 
operators, function• mapping uncertain states 
to uncertain states. In [2}, we discuss the 
specification of unreliable operators as 
Markov processes over state descriptions. Ap
plying such an operator to an uncertain state 
.!!!_ yields the ·probabilistically weighted com
bination at results over components at us. our 
uncertain problem apace differ• from th;-models 
described for most Markov control problems that 
assume stochastic operators but certain (i.e., 
completely observed, singleton) states [1,4). 

ST is the solution threshold, O.O<ST<l.O, 
With each ·uncertain state .us we associate -a 
degree of goal space satisfaction, dsat(us), 
equaling the sum of the probabilities of~om
ponents of us that are also in GS. We init·i
ally define"a solution to an uncertain problem 



to be • acq,u,rn.::e ot unr .. li4hl~ opuratora uol, ••• , 
uok such that uok( ••• uol(uca) ••• ) •~with 
dsat(.!!.2,!_) !. ST. The notion is that a solution 
tra.nsforms an uncertain current state into one 
containing COlll(>Ot\cnts that satisfy goal space cri
teria with combined probability greater tha.n or 
equa.l to the solution threshold ST. A forward
directed aea.rch algorithm can be readily defined, 
halting when it selects a state us for develop
ment such that dsat(us) > ST, Iil°[2) we discuss 
the specification ofheuristic evaluation functions 
that result in admissible sea.rch algorithms (in 
terms of expect,ed cost) for uncertain problem 
solving. 

Our IIIOdel as defined thus far would have 
difficulty yielding solutions to uncertain pro
blelllS having normally constrained goal spaces and 
reasonably high solution thresholds. Application 
of an unreliable operator can be expected to re
sult in an uncertain state containing more com
ponents with lower probabilities than that to 
which the operator is applied. Furthermore, an 
operator may result in goal-directed states for 
some components and not for others; another oper
ator may produce complementary results. The needs 
to control state disunity and to realize pragma
tic focusing prOlllpt the addition of information 
g3thering operators (IGOPs) to our model. l\n 

IGOP obtains information as to the presently ex
isting environmental situation when performed 
during plan execution. Application of an IGOP at 
plAnning ti.al4 distributes one uncertain state in
to several uncertain states, each containing ·the 
subset of cocnponents consistent with a possible 
IGOP result. We asswne that the possible results 
of an IGOP serve to partition SS. Each result 
has a probability equal to the SUIII of probabili
ties of the components consistent with it. Plans 
containing IGOPs become rooted trees with uncer
tain. states as nodes, unreliable operators label
ing arcs, and IGOPs labelling arc sets. Branch
ing occurs when an IGOP is applied. The uncer
tain current state ucs is the root of such plan 
trees. 

Our original definition of uncertain problem 
aolution nust be extended to cover plans contain
ing IGOPs. A strict generalization is that a 
solution is a plan tree with leaf set LF such 
that dsat(lf) > ST for each loaf lf in LF. Thia 
definition""guara.ntees that the fi;;-;l uncertain 
atate produced by any plan execution satisfies 
the condition of our original solution definition. 
However, it requires that a sufficient plan be 
generated for every contingency without consid
eration of likelihood. With each uncertain state 
us of a plan, we can associate the probability 
-:-prob(usl of its being encountered during plan 
executioo, equaling the product of probabilities 
of IGOP results on the path between us and ucs 
(or l.O if none have been applied). 

Let ua now 'rela.x' our original solution 
definition to reflect the expected degree of goal 
aatisfaction1 a solution is a plan with leaf set 
u· such that SUM ( uprob (lf) •dsat (!.fl I ,!_ ST, sum
-d over a.l.l lf in u. Wecan associate with each 
uncertain state ~ of the plan the value past(~) 

') 

11q11al to the expected degr11u s,t u11ti.,f<>Clio11 
realized by the subplan havin9 ue as root. A 
relaxed solution plan is such thit peat(.!!£!_) 
> ST. This relaxed solution definition allowu 
a plan to ignore unlikely contingonciee whon 
others have been solved to sufficient degree. 

.4 

Fif,Ul"e l 

Figure 1 presents a schematic solution 
plan for an uncertain problem, illustratin9 
some of the notions introduced above, The root 
state ucs is at the bottom. IGOPs are repra
aented"t;y multiple arcs leaving a state, the 
probability of each IGOP reuult is indicated 
in parentheses. Each node represents an uncer
tain state ua. The value of daat(u1) i• indi
cated to th;-left of a node, that of paat(.!!!!_) 
is ~o the right. ':'ho plan shown could be a 
relaxed solution to an uncertain problem with 
ST • .77. · If the atrict 1olution definition 
were required, ST could be at moat the minimum 
of 1eaf satisfactions (or .40). Issues of 
determining relaxed solution plans in conjunc
tion with the use of (perfect and imperfect) 
IGOPs are discussed in (2). 

We want to define a scheme that inter
leaves planning with plan execution, requiring 
only relaxed solution plans yet guaranteeing 
satisfaction of the desirable property of our 
original solution definition, that the uncer
tain state us reached by plan execution 11 
such that dsat (.!!!_) > ST. 
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111. lncr~awntal PlA1tning 

Let. I.IA •••umc t.he ex.iat.ence pf a planning 
sy.t.ea for uncert.ain problelllS, activated by calling 
PLAN(~,CS,ST,UOP,IGOP) vith corresponding argu
aenta froa &n wicert.ain problem apace, IGOP i• a 
••t. of available infonnat~on gathering operatora. 
PLAN ret=• a pl.an wit.h ~ as root aatiafying 
tha relaxed aolution definition given above. We 
alao assume t.he existence of a plan execution sys
tea that i• activated by calling EXECUTE(ustate 
plan) which executes the operator from ustate<-'.m
reliable or IGOP) that is in~icated in p1an, return
ing aa it.a value the resultant uncertain state in 
pllU\. 

Our incremental planning scheme is presented 
bel~ as procedure INCR£.'tENTAL: 

procedure INCRD\£NTAL(ucs ,GS ,ST ,UOP, IGOP) 
begin --

ustate <- ucs, 
~t ,plan <- PLAN(ustate,GS,ST,UOP,IGOP)1 
~~ile I dsat.(ustate)~l do 

begin ~~-

usta.te - EXECUTE (ustate,current plan)1 
If [psat (ustat.e) < ST I then 
current pla.(I <- PLAN (~,GS,ST,UOP,llDP) 

end 
end. 

INCREMENTAL replans whenever it encounters 
Alt uncertain state us during plan execution such 
that put (~) < ST. In rigure 1, those states 
11.Arked by an 'x' would trigger replanning, assum
ing ST • • 77, The scheme. guarantees that current 
pl.in always satisfied our relaxed solution defi
nition and that, when INCREMENTAL halts, our ori
ginal solution condition is met. In Figure 1, 
t hose states m.,.rked by an 'o' correspond to possi
ble f1nal states. Actually, PLAN need not always 
find a plan such tha.t put (ustate) > ST. If the 
atate disunity of ustate were parti;;-ularly high, 
PL>..~ could jUat as well propose execution of a 
single lCOP, forestalli.ng search for a relaxed 
aolution plan until inare were known as to present
ly ex.iating conditions. 

IV. £x.uaple 

111 thia aection, ve demonstrate application 
of our notion• by considering a simplified robo
tics environment. In this real-1o10rld context, a 
robot has the t.ask of acquiring and then attach
ing acre.,. to &n object that is being asuell\hled. 
The robot c&n pick up a screw from a parts con
tainer and screw it into a pre-drilled hole. We 
l:!Odel the pouible robot actions by the following 
four operators, tvo unreliable, one reliable, and 
one &n ~rfeet. ICOP: 

~ 
err-SCREW 

(G-S) 
PR.ti_ NOT(HAVE(SCR.EW)) 

IN-SCRDI 
u-s, 

Pr.£: HAVE (SCRDI) 

OUT.COME 

HAVE(GOOD(SCREW)) 
KAVE (BAD (Sciu::w)) 

IN (SCREW) 
NOT(HAVE(SCREW)) 

P ( Ot.rrCOHE) 

.e 

.2 

.9 

.l 

10 

~ 
OROP-SCJU:W 

(0-S) 
PRE, H~VE(SCR.EW) 

IGOP 

OUTCOME 

NOT(HAVE (SCREW)) 
(reliable) 

~ 
TEST-SCREW G<?C>D(SCREW) 

(T-S) BAD(SCREW) 
GOOD 
BAp 
GOOD P~1 HAVE(SC~ 

P ( Rl::SULT) 

1.0 
.95 
.05 

The GET-SCREW operator represents the notion 
that only BO\ of the screws are good, we aa
sume they ar~ acquired from a container that is 
retil~ed frequently. The operator IN-SCJU.'W in
dic!ltes the success that the robot has in at
_taching a screw that it has. We assume that if 
the robot fails, the screw falls t~ the floor 

' an'd is swept away. . Similarly, if the robot 
drops a screw, it is removed from the context 
(i.e., work station). Note that our operator 
definitions are incomplete, conveying only 
main effects. The IGOP TEST-SCREW can be used 
by the robot to evaluate a scre,w it has acquir
ed. The operator is imperfect, categorizin.g 
a bad screw as good occasionally. 

Consid.er the simplest plan for putting in 
a screw, a, shown in Figure 2. HAVE, BAD, GOOD, 
SCREW, IN; arid NOT · ~re abbreviated by H,B -,G,S, 
I and N, respectively. This plan sol veil' the 
problem of having a screw in a hole with prob
ability .90, the limit of IN-SCRE\:i. Howev.er, 
if we are interested in having a good screw in 
a hole, our solu.tion threshold coul,d at most 
be • 72, for this plan to be considered a solu
tion. The plan of Figure 3 imprtives upon 
this solution threshold. 

Fi&:ire 2 

G-S 

(N(H(S)} (1. ))1----111fH(G(S)) 
lH(B(S)} 

Fip;ure 3 

1-S 

(.8)~I(G(S)) (.72~ 
(.2) i(B(S)) (.16) 

N(l(S)) ( ,1) 

I-S 

H(B(S)) ( .015) I(B(S)) (.014) ( H(G(S)) (.985tluI(G(S)) (.886~ 

/ N(I(S)) (.1) 

G (.81) 

fll(G(S)) ( sf\ 
.. "lH(B(S)) (2)J< T-S 

8 ( . 19) 

. '-
0-S 

(H(B(S)) (l.~1----111{t~(H(S)) (l.j} ... 



In the plan of Figure 3, if the robot aeea 
tl\4t it hlUI ab.ad acrew, it. dropa the acrew and 
then appliea the plan of Figure 2. If the robot 
believe• it haa a good acrew, it continue• by at
taclu.ng that acrev. Recall that a few bad acrewa 
can slip by the inapection. Thia plAn aathtied 
the 9041 ot having a good acrew in a hole with 
proha.bility :::s .854 (i.e., .81 • .885 + .19 • .72). 
Note that the probability of having either type 
of screw in remains at .90, as limited by the 
reliability of the IN-SCJU:W operation. To improve 
upco this, we would need to add an ?GOP that cAn 
assess whether a screw has gone in or not. Our 
model can be embellished in a variety of ways to 
better represent relevant aspects of robotic as
sembly tasks. The principles of plan representa
tion and ev&luation would remain the same. 

Incremental planning could be applied in 
robotic assembly contexts to allow realization of 
plans that repeat themselves as subplans. For 
ex.a,nple, if our robot found that it had a bad 
screw, it could simply drop the screw and sul:mit 
to replanning, generating the same plan that it 
had initially (e.g., O'J recall). The robot would 
continue to acquire screws until it believed it 
had a good one, realizing an upper limit of reli
ability of .88S. Robotic assembly systems that 
incorporate execution monitoring and adaptive 
control represent a real-1o10rld application of in
cr~mental planning that is currently receiving 
considerable research attention. 

V. Discussion 

For only one type of context has AI research 
ex.a.m.ined in any detail the interleaving of plan
ning with plan execution. Game playing shares 
with real-1o10rld problem solving the uncertainty 
due to interaction of multiple agents. Searching 
a game tree of possible futures before every move 
is consistent with an incremental planning per
apective. llacent plan-baaed approach•• to ch•••, 
as represented by PARADISE (5], better reflect 
our notion of executing an extant plan until an 
unconsidered contingency arises. Opponent move 
generation could be 11\0deled as an unreliable op
erator, adding probabilistic factors to game plan 
evaluation. 

An incremental planning approach to the con
trol of problem solving activitiea is particularly 
appropriate to problems for which no complete sol
ution plan can be expected to be found or to pro
blems which place strict time li.Jnits on the re
sponse time of an agent. Playing a complex game 
such as chess represents an example of the former 
class of problems. Modem (electronic) warfare 
presents problems in which quick reaction must be 
made in response to possible threats by applica
tion of imperfect sensors and unreliable counter
m.,asures. 0\ a more everyday scale, driving a 
car through a crowded city poaea similar problems, 
suggesting an interaction between a completed ab
stract plan (a selected route) and incremental, 
execution planning. 

ln this paper we have presented a general 
scheme for incremental plAnning based upon a prob-

II 

abdi,;tic model of uncertain problem uolvirag. 
Feldman and Sproull (3] diocuaa the notion of 
incremental planning in dociaion-theoretic 
terms. In their model, action• are reliable 
and initial uncertainties are axpreaaed aa 
probabilistic parameters of the environment. 
Goala, actions, and planning activity are aa
aigned utilitie• (or coats) and decision• are 
made to optimize expected utility. Their mo
del could be extended to directly represent 
uncertain states and include unreliable oper
ators. our incremental planning scheme could 
be extended to consider utility ae well aa 
degree of goal space satisfaction when making 
replAnning decisiona. 

Incremental planning is just one of many 
capabilities that will be required it AI aya
tema are to deal effectively with problem 
solving in real-world contexta. 
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I Introduction 

The problem of plan formation is central to the 
endeavor of Artifici,J Intelligence. Despite ;!:; ,:r.;;c:-... ~c. 
tne f,eld nu sti ll not developed a unified p lan generation 
fr~ewon. tlVt can be custom,zed to realistic domains -
be rt planning of mach,n.ng steps on a var,ed manufacturing 
process or routing and scneouling for mercnandos,ng. or 
po.vv,ong corporate transactions to aru,n stated objectives. 
The sute of tne art is such that each new application 
recuires spec~hzed problem formulation. design of 
represenuuon. and de s,gn of planning procedures and 
neJost,::s. The Usk specific activities often echpse the 
ru.,uuon of a gene,., framework. A scan of the literature 
revuis a coilect,on of specific problem solving attempts 
for spec,f,c domains [ 1). (2) and a few explorations of 
gener.i tecmiques (Jl Thora st ,11 rema,ns a need for 
oeve,op,ng an onteract1ve general planning faci lity which can 
ce c;ustom1zed for different usks by 1ncorpora11ng usk- · 
spec:if ,c pt.nning methods and task knowledge. It ,s still a 
resevcn question how a variety of different strategies may 
be comooned onto one 

II Context and acopa of our research 

We hllve been studyong plan generation in everyday 
serungs (4). as an important component of the larger 
procoem of plan recogn,t,on (5]. Plan Recognition os tne 
usa ot ¥nvong at an hypotnes,s about an actor's plan 
trom ooservauons. Le. descroptoons of ac11on performed by 
tne actor A "viable" p lan hypothesis is required to be 
self-consistent mot,vat,or\llly. consistent with tne 
ccservatJons. and well-supported by the observations. Plan 
Recognition proceeds by a process we have characterized 
as "hypothesize and rev,se· The el icotat,on of an ini11a1 
hypotMesos can be don, ,n a number of waya - plan 
generation from a goal attr ibuted to the actor is one of 
tnem [6) . 

From our studies we have gained an understanding of 
now the hu'Nn information processing system plans 
rObYstly ,n the presence of sparse and unrehable 
onfonn.11tJon. and does tn,s une1er limitations of processing 
resOYr::es. In tn,s p&per we o,scuss some of the p lann,ng 
tecnn,c;ues aeveloped to stuay human p1ann,ng We have 
oes.gneo and implemented , system. PLANX10. which 
cons,sts of • collectJon of these tecm,ques. The 
a,5euss,on ,s focused on the ~ngin~ring issue of how a 
p,a,-n,ng system fflily be organ12ed to work effectively 1n 
l¥ge .Jnd ruhstic Usk domains. We include a small 
ex~1e of plan generatJon We have not carried out , 
L¥ge ,pphcat,on yet bvt this report marks the beg,nn,ng of 
°"" concern with this ,mporunt eng,neerong question 

., . 

Iii Other recent approachH 

From an engineering point of view, sevi,ral research 
efforts have developed techniques and facilities that directly 
address or indirectly bear on aspects of effective planning 
on large and realistic task domains. We mention some of 
the recent approaches to: lal generating and manipulating 
large and complex _p lans; lb) handling large and complex 
knowledge bases; tc) operating with an. ,ncomplote world 
model and/or knowledge· base. 

Approaches for dealing with large and complex p lans 
include: Iii use of abstract ion 1n planning (7). [Bl (9). 

C 1 O); Iii) use of plans with actions only partially ordered 
over time [ 11); (iiil incremental planning and plan rep11r 

C 121 (9). [7). [ 13); livl consideration of alternate plan, 
C 14). (7); M opportun_i_stic plannina [ 1 ~); lvil distributed 

p lanning [ 16]. ( 12J; tv111 · uH of explicit reaource· 
declarations with action s (7): lviiil accounting for prepatory 
and c leanup actions (7); and (ix) the postponement of 
parameter se lection for act ions until appropriate constr,,nta 
h~ve been developed (2), (7). 

Approaches for handling large and complex knowledge 
bases include: lil using a distributed system of mu1t1pl1 
knowledge sources and resource limited information 
retrieval ( 17); and liil enrichment of the language of 
interaction with the knowledge base [ 1 Bl. 

One approach to cope woth missing knowledge is to 
allow assist.ince from an interactive uaer (7). A central 
issue to working with incomplete knowledge involvH the 
use of partial descriptions and object description, which 
have no current referent in the world model: i.1 .. phantom 
obJ~cu C7). C2l C 14). 

IV Componenta ot common·HnH plane 

A complex task may invo lve the construct ion of plans 
consisting of a large number of actions. may have • 
comple>< structure to the solution and may require I diverae 
variety of knowledge in the task domain. Furthermore. the 
knowledge will most hkely be incomplete and perhap1 
inconsistent Typically. current plan generators formulate 
plans consisting of 3 · 20 act1on1. Large tasks may require 
p lans that include 10- 200 actions. The pronc,plos of 
Artificial Intelligence ( 19) offer many useful eng,neer,ng 
ideas for coping with this kind of search complexity. 
Rather than focus on search. our study has concentrated on 
the structural complexity of commonsense plans. We have 
decomposed a plan into three structural parts: the familiar 
goal-directed component, a prepatory component, and a 
normative act,ons component Each component includea 
statements of goals to achieve u well u goals to ma,ntairt 
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Flgwe I: Components of an example commonsense plan 

Preperetlon Condition 

Rooa 11 visible. 

Preparation Plan 

Reach for match book. 
Take a,atchbook. 

Light match, 
Light candle, 

(T)IJim•im 

Aaaumptlon1 about WM 

Fred In living-room, 
Lights are not shining. 
Fred has acce11 to candle, 

Goel Directed Plan 

Go to basement. 
Approach fusebox, 

Open fu1eboa, 
Flip circuit-breaker, 

achievt111 

Lights are shining; 

Normetlve Component• 

Puff match, I Juff t cancs-1 e. 
L___L__j1rry back candle, 

Con1,c:1er the aomple in Figure 1. The primary 
component conu,ni I go11 and I set of subgoals forming 1 
Plf'l1.a1 ora«. The f11Ut l 1ctton will have as go11 the 9011 of 
~ entlfl plM\. e.g. lights are 1h1n1ng The goal-directed 
1c11on1 require v,s,b,lity of the local ,re, u I precondition 
,no !NI prepar1t,on pi.an 1ch1eves this by 1tgn11ng I candle 
ano tnen 1ad,ng otner 1ct,ons to ma,nu1n this visibility. 1.e 
Dy c:vry,ng me c.anale to thl buement Note that the 
prep.a,11,on condition 1s not I subgoal for any p lan unat 1n 
tne primary p l.an but 11 1 cond1t1on that needs to be 
.acn.avea and m,,nuined trw'Ougnout The normative 
component includes 1ct1on1 which do not contribute to the 

m.ain goal. ramer. tnese 1ct1ons arise from cons1der1t1on of 
Irle norms le.g politeness, and convenuons governing tne 
aemng 1e.g concern,ng ufety and economy! and roles of 
!Tie actors leg customer. guest!. 

11\/e have reiected the des,gn option of extending each 
.ct,on w1m preparation conditions and normative rules 1as in 

(7)1 in favor of 111ew,ng me wnol1 plan as be,ng dissected 
lf'lto components By aaopting this strategy we seek to 
recuce me struc'b.Xal comp1e1uty of the overall p lan and to 
control Ille complax,ty of tne reason,ng processes 1nvol11ed 
on pi.inning tn tna ex.ample plan. tne same prepara.t,on 
cono,t,on. v,s ,b,hty. ,s neeoea for every action in the goal
o,rectaa component It ,s more economical to let this 
CC)t'l(11'llon b1 pl.lMed for J\lSt once. If 1ct1ons in the goa1-
011ec1ea component 11 9 go,ng to the basemenu h lsify the 
p,-epar.atJon cond111on. act•':'"' may be added to ma,nta,n it 
1e g 11 .. e 11'141 c.andl1L F~er. in a planning s,tuat,on where 

tlo1e fusebox. 

~• <• 1;v1a,· ,o~. 

the construction of the goal- directed component requires 
backtracking search, our design 1tr1tegy pay1 off. The 
preparation actions are not involved during this stage. thu1 
search is simplified. Note that the actions in the normative 
component are temporally constrained only weakly in. 
re lation to the action, in th1 main parts of the p lan. 

V Typea of knowledge 

Realistic task domains require diverse ty~I of 
knowlttage 1n large amounts. There is I need to ensure' 
that increased knowledge is not a liability to the p lanning 
proceu. In realistic task domains we cannot make th1 
usual assumptions about the ·correctness· 1nd 
·completeness· of knowledge presentsd to the program. 
We tab le the issue of correctness of the knowledge base. 
for now. and elaborate the consequences of having 
incomplete knowledge. There are two upect& to th1 
incompleteness: incompleteness in the specif ication of the 
problem 1nd incompleteness 1n the action knowledge. 
Discussion can be simplified if we assume that the 
statement of lhe goal to achieve/prevent/maintain is clear 
and complete; but that it 1s difficult for us to provide a 
complete description of the initial situation that includes •II 
relevant information. Even if such completeness is possibl1 
in principle. to insure it in large scale situations would be 
tedious and thus error-prone. Consequently, p lanning 
algorithms must be designed to make appropriate· 1nd 
needed aefaulr assumptions about the initial situation by 
appeal to general knowledge. These assumptions should be 
explicit so that they can be evaluated as part of selecting 
the solution from cand1dau1s. 
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Figure 2: 

Precondition 
[G,ven an a;tion. retrieve its precond1t1onsJ 

Examplea of Rulea 

Outcome; 

I~ X !AGENT IPERSON Pll !FROM ICONTAINER Clll 
T 
IPERSON P 1Jt+1Allll) ICONT AINEA Cllll 

In o,d•r lo, • ~rsan to pour from • conralMr, 
SIM must hlv• II ,n !land. 

Act-Selec:t : 
[G,ven a ~ retrieve the actions that achieve it.) 

U08.ECT I.I 1ACCESS1B1.E !PERSON Plll 
UOIU:CT 1,1 (WITHIN ICONT AINER Cllll 
COPEN ll. IOF ICON'! AINER Cll (AGENT IPERSON Pllll 

To gain «ce" to an ob1ect that is 
within a container, open the container. 

Normally-True 
[G,ven an obiect description. determine if 
,t is normally true.J 

IIG:.ASS (; (CLEAN YESll 
UG...ASS G IWITHIN !CONTAINER C (TYPE C.AB INETlllll 
TI 

It is f)(Jrmally true that • glass In a 
c~iMt is cle1m. 

The use of oefault reasoning tnen leads us to formulate 
exphCtt arnouitions to be m.ide of key p l&nning decisiona. 
All 11.now1eoge used by tne p lan generator is in the form of 
Rul • Sers. ucn w,tn ruies of a uniform declarauve form.it 
Some of these rule sets are. Preconditions, OutcofTltls, Act
Stt l ,ci. Act-Cusromi:rtt. Normally-Fals•, Normally-Tru• 
(see F,g..re 2l A rule consists of ttvee pans - the first 
pan ,s tne ApplicllOiliry Test. the second pan is the 
wont: Moattl T1tst. and tne tr\Jrd part ,s the Rellittved 
/Cnowl«191t. Knowledge stored in the rule may be retneved 
wt'llle rusOl'llng ibout some action or some description. 
wnicn is called the invokinr; descriprion. 

For example. to select an action that would achieve the 
rel\Jlt that a g,ven ob1ect ,s m.ioe accessible to the actor. 
tr'I ACT-SEL.r:cT rule set 1s used with an invoking 
oescr~t,on tn,t ,no,~1u wtuch obiect ,s to be made 
.a;:ess:::ire to wtucn .aetor The Applicao ility Test ,s 
eapeCleo to matcn the ,nvok,ng descraptron. Then. Retrieved 
Knowledge is returned only if the World Model Test is 
successful Thu, tne Applicab•llty Teat Hrvu to index the 
ru1e. wnerus the World Mooer Test tests the situation to 
see 1f 1t 1s appropr~te. and aiso determ,nes the references 
to obiects in ttWI world model 

The Applic.bihty Test. serving to index into the rule set. 
c:¥1 oecome expensive to .use unless some org.an1ut1onal 
prrnc:,pies are used to provide strucru11n9 to avoid 
OTelevant searcning and inher,tance tor economy of 
expression We have chOsen to organize the rules 
~ora,ng to a single partial order relation on the 
applic;ac,11ty tasu. the relation of one aescrapt1on being 
more specific ,,..,, ,no~ T>it> search for relevant rules 
starts at tne top and prunes any set of rules that are more 
spec.it,c th¥I the one whose applicability test fails (because 
,t ,s too specif1Cl for the invoking description The same 
p¥t1.i ordering relation ,s used for pro111d1ng 1nhent1nce. 
"""'c:,, allows great economy of expression. especially in 
o., oescnption formalism. where a description can be 
spec..uzea funner to an infinite number of other 
oescr,pt,ons. Organizing the rules by inheritance also eases 
!he p,oblem of up<Utmg rules economicall y. 

(Given an action. retrieve its outcomea.J 
UOPEN X IAGENT (PERSON Pl) (OF (CONTAINER Clll 

((CONTAINER C ICC:,NTAINS IOBJECT Ollll 
!OBJECT O !ACCESSIBLE (PERSON Pllll 

Whtm a p,,rson op1,ns a contaln,r, any ob/act within 
the container Ncomi,s acc11sslbl11 to hlm/hllr. 

Act-Customize : 
[Given an action. retrieve possible action refinements.) 

!!POUR X UNTO (GI.ASS Gil !OF WATERII 
UBOnLE B CTVPE WATER - BOnLEIII 
(POUR X (FROM (BOnLE Bllll 

To pour wau,r Into a glass from a water bott/a, 
pour lrom a wi,ti,r botll•. 

Normally·-Falae ; 
[Given an object description. determine If 
it is . normally f alse.l 

UCONT AINER B IEMPTV VESll 
((CONTAINER B (WITHIN (CONTAINER R (TYPE REF)))I) 

fl 
It is norma//y-lalse that a contalni,r In 
a 1ef1igerator is empty. 

There are several ways of defining the relation of 
MorttS,,.clflcThan among descriptions. W• provide one 
such realization, giving the syntax for descriptions (defined 
in Figure 31 and a brief definition of the relation. A 
dHcrlptlon form conta1n1 a dHcrlptlon which m1ntion1 
vanables and an al/st mapping verlablu to 11111 of potential 
v.aluea. A description describes some object denoted by a 
variab le lor a constant) ca lled the root which is a member 
of a clua. For example, (PERSON P IINHANO (CONTAINER 
Clll has the root variable, P, which is a member of the 
c lass PERSON. This object Is further specified by a set of 
relational restrictions. in this e><ample. the person is 
required to be related to container C by the relation 
INHANO. When uveral restrictions are given. the object i1 
to ut1sfy all of them. 

l'l11ure :I: BNF Oefinltlon of ·ouc:Form" 

descform : :• (desc • a 11 st) 

desc : :• ·(clan root [rspec ... )) 

class ::• class-name I cla11•conjunct 
clas1-conjunct 11• (cla11 - name .•• ) 

root ::• variable I constant 
rspec . : :• (rel at Ion target ... ) 

target ::• root I de1c 
a I i st : : • (b Ind i ng • , • ) I NI L 

binding 11• (variable value ••• ) 
value 11• Instance I constant 
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Figure •: Example AKO H1er~chy 

08J£CT . 

r\OVABLE-OBJ CONTA INER 

CLASS BOTTLE 

lner• •• dimensions over whieh we t)av1 defined 01r 
p..bai oroer of MoreSpecif1cllan A description can be 
spec~hnd by lil using • subclass name to denote c lan 
l"n4mo..-st>1p lbued on .an exp1ic1t AKO 11 kind of) h1er1rchy; 
SH F,gure 41. eg using GLASS r1tl'ler than CONTAINER. or 
US1"'i1 me c~ss-con junct ""10VABLE-OBJ CONT AINERl rather 
tn,n CONT AIN!:R; liil using a consunt rather than I variab le; 
,,,,1 by 1od1ng moo re lational restnctions; hvl by specia lizing 
v1curs,v11y1 an embedoed cescript1on. 1.9 by using 
,BO"n'Lf C !OPEN YESll on p lace of !CONTAINER Cl In 
100,t,on to tneae local factors -of tne specificity re lation. 
tnere 11 'tl')e g1oci.1 factor of repetition of 111ri1bi1 names. 
~or uamp11 !PERSON P UNHAND !CONTAINER C 
10WNE.D8Y !PERSON F'lllll 1s more specific than !PERSON P 
,:l\rtANQ 1CONT AIN£R C IOWNEOBY l?ERSON Clllll. Thia 
oefll'\it,on of tne pvt~I oroerong ia I subsuntoal enrichment 
of me usUIJ AKO type of atrucw,1119 and onheriance in 
vogue. 

VI PLANX10 

In this HCtJOr\. we describe ~ implemented p lanning 
system. PLANX10 lsee [20) for a more oetailed 
oueropt1onl We hive oes1gned ,n explicit .nnotated g~I 

trH M"ICI pUlr'I gr.apn on wrui:n me program keeps track of 
1U own p,oo,em solving 1ct1v1ty. Tnus. full state 
..,+orm,tion for the p l.aM1ng process c:,n be s.iyed The 
....-.outed 11rvcv11 also allow ua to incorporate d1s1robut1d 
p1.ann1n9 and ,ncremenu1 pl.ann,ng method,. Funn11rmore. tne 
ume ,11'Y"o()tat,on s=t1re ,s used to make explic it record 
o f 1uump11ons about the presence or absence of objects 
ar\d 1tn..ctur11 °' fl.llCt1ona1 propenies of such ob1ects in 
tne tnito.al aitu.a:tion The structure of ttte .nnotated tr.tee 
reflects Ina g~l-1ubgoa1 Structure o f tne p1an. as well 1s 
tne r,,erarchl~ oepenoenc1ea among the planning decisions 
and ,s~ti~ 

A p,rt1cuwr pllrv'long algorittvn it designed u , 
collec:tlOt'I of plM)nlng ·meta-actions· that seiect,vely focus 
,nentJon on p,ru of the p~ graph and go.al tree and 
ea.tend or revise them. .User-guidllnr. .. ;~ ~ svcl' "let.a
&CllOI\ PI..ANX10 is Ible to Pl.!n with partia l oescnptions of 
actions and ocjecu. as well as w ,th phantom ob1ects. 
:.va1u.11Jon ·of , p,rt11I constraint description ,s represented 
w •tn llrl .ahSl That 1s. tne 1hst associated w1tn. a . description 
reptesentS the Hts of ~d1d1te instances Ice.. variab le 
b,no,ng,l wn.Ch utisfy the consua,nts of ioe (possib ly 
P¥l!.all oner1ptJon The selection of a p1rncu1~ c1nd1date 

PLACE SUB STANCE 

~ 
WAT~R WI.II£ 

SINK COUN TER 

instance can be postponed until appropriate constraints have 
been developed If information needed for p lanning is 
unavail.ible. PLANX10 is still capable of generating i parti1·1 
or skeletal p lan If at , later t ime new re levant informat ion 
i, ml!de available. the p l~ can be enriched ~d/or revised. 

A.. Annotat,d Goal TrH and Plan Graph 

The Goa/ TrH is constructed with three t yp.es of Tree 
Node,a: Goa/NO</•, ActNodt1, and ActlonNod11. The no_dtl 
are cr eated .yia the ,pplication of an operator to 4 node; 
the node operators ,re d11cribe.d in the ne!(t subsection. 
The node t ypes represent different stages in the .p lan 
generation process from goal to subgoal. [See Figure ·~.) 
The Tree Nodes. ,re interc!Jnnec-ted in two ways - a 
PAREN T/PAIUNT,OF r•l•tlons/1/p and .1 two le,ve l O~·ANO 
llnlc1g11. [Figure 6 illustrates an ActionNode.J The OR
ANO linkage his the characteristic thai if I Node i1 re
exp1nded (generating new i;:hild Nodes), ttle goal-subg_oal 
structure i, !Tlllintaintd without modifying ·any previously 
established links. 

Figure 15: Node Op,rator Mappings 

NODE-OPERATOR Domai n ••> Rang, 

CUSTOM I ZE-COAL Coa lNode ••> GoalNode 
EXPAND-COAL GoalNo~e ••> Go1INod1 

SEL~CT-ACT 1 GoalNode '!'8> ActNode 
CUSTOMI ZE-ACT 1 ~ctNode ~•> ActNode 
CREATE-ACT I ON ActNode ~~> ActionNode 

VERIFY-PRECONDITIONS I Act l onNode ••> Act i onNode 
CREATE-SUBGOAL ActionNode .. > CoalNode 

SI MULATE-ACTION ActlonNode •• 

-. ----------------------------------------------~-
·NOTES: 

CREATE-ACTION al•o createa a PlanNode, 
•• SI MULATE-ACTION doea not create any Nodes. 

1~ 



Figura 6: Example of an Act,onNode 

ActionNocl• ACTIONNOOl-10 
Oucfo,.. coPEN X IOF !CONTAINER Cll 

Dute-• 
OescFor• 

Opportunity 
Oe1cFor• 

Type 
Support 

State 

!AGENT !PERS~ I'll) 

UX oPEN• II IC CABINET ll IP LUO(EJI 

!CONTAINER C !OPEN Y£Sll 

UC CAB !NET Ill 

ICONT AINER C !CLOSED YESll 

ICC CAB 1Nl;T Ill 

TRUE 

S1 
Source NOR/UL LY-TRUE 

S2 Simulation S1 ••> 
Condition SUCCESS 
l'lerit 
Parent 
Orlink 

s 
ACTIONNODE-7 

AndLlnk GOALNODE-11 
Cre1ted8y VERIFY·PRECONOITIONS 
L1!tOper1tor Sll'IULATE•ACTION 

Pl.ANX10 also generates the Plan Gr11p11 !composed of 
PlanNooesl. The Pl.in Graph has cross references with the 
~ Tree. and is bu,it upon the Act1onNodes extracted 
from tne ~I Tree. A pl11n SCJlvtion is oef,ned ,n terms 
of P1¥>1\4odu (see Figure 7J. The knowledge represented 
by tnt Pi.in Graph prov,oes support for tne ptan crn,cs and 
~v,t,es outside of pl.in generation le.g.. plan execution, 
Plan recogrut,on. plan rev,1,onl. 

For each actJon represented in the Goal Tree. there ,s 1 
Pillnl'lloo• representing 1t in the Plan Graph. The PLANOF 
re1at,on connects a PlanNooe to an Act,onNode The otner 
C:OIYleC'llons involving PW'Nooes are oef,ned w1tn reference 
to tn, s Act,orJ\lode: 

• A PIMlNode ACHIEVES a GoalNode. if the 
~!Node represents the pri~ry gOill of the 
PlllnNode' s assoc~ted Act,onNooe. 

• A Pw-.Node X ENABLES a PlanNode Y. if the 
~INodt that PlanNode X ACHIEVES 
represents a precond11,on of the Act1onNooe 
assocuned wrtn PlanNooe Y. 

• A P!anNode X SuPPORTS a PlanNode Y. if one 
of tnt side effecu li.e.. an outcome other than 
tnt prmary goa;; of tne ActJonNode associated 
11111tt1 PtarNooe X ut1sf111 a precono,uon of 
tnt Ac:tJo~ooe associated with P1anNode Y. 

B. Planning operatora 

The plan construction ac11on1 available 1n PLANXIO arc, 
oef1ned as operator,. A nod• operator is applied to a 
node to extend 1nd modify the problem 1olv1ng ~aph IUlt 
combined Goal Tree and Plan Graph). Plan critic• art 
provided to evaluate "globar asp1ct1 of the problem solving 
graph. The critic, art applied to 1ubgraph1 and perform 
ev11ua11on1 and detect var1oua tvP•• of conflict, between 
par,llel port1on1 of a plan The crit1c1 ,re u11d for auch 
011c1s1on tuks II determ1n1ng Ult "btsl" nodts for 
expansion (te .. attention focusl and determining the ordering 
constraints between the actions within a aolution plan 

Node operators are shown in Figure !5. ThtH 
oper11ors connect new nodes to the parent node and add 
appropri1te annotations. CUSTOMIZE- GOAL specializes a 
GoalNode producing a disJunctive nt of GoalNodea. Each 
Goa!Node represents an alternate refinement of the parent 
goal with respect to knowledge of objects. pt1c11. i nd the 
current situation EXPAND-GOAL splits I coniunctive go11 
into • conjunctive set of simple go,11. SELECT-ACT 
creates a disjuctive set of ActNodea. These represent 
alternate actions for achieving a given goal. CUSTOMIZE
ACT creates • disjunctive set of ActNodes. Each ActNodt 
is an alternate specialization of the p,rent ActNodt. 
CREATE- ACTION determinH the precondition, and 
outcomes given a particular action specification (ActNodeL 
The elaborated action specification is assoc,ated with an 
Act1onNooe and a PlanNcidt. VERIFY-PRECONDITIONS 
determines the statua ttrue. false. unknownl of precondition• 
with respect to I particular situauon (i .e. model 11,tel. This 
proceu mav dr,w conclu11ons that ,re baaed on 
assumpt1on1 1bout the 11tuat1on. SIMULATE• ACTION 
extends the model 1t1t1 history to reflect the outcomu 
and side-effects of the action simulated. [Figure B show• 
tne annot.1t1ons generated during verification and simulation 
of an action.] At each step, tne user is given the option 
of directing the planning program. PLANXIO can 1tso bt 
run without user intervention 

VII Concluding remark• 

PLANX10 is programmed in 1 23-bit le><tandedl 
addressing Lisp. ELISP. using the representation and 
inference facility AIMDS [21 J. [22) PLANX10 has b .. n 
used 1n. commonsense taak dom11n1 and in thll domain of 
corporate tax law le.g., planning I aequence of ta>< free 
actions to achieve a desired end state) As our work 
matures. we e><pect to report on e,cperimental results in 
se lected large domains . 
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Figure 7: P~lly Ordered Plan Solution and example PtanNode 

Goal 1 [ (PERSON P (DRANK WATER)) • (P LUKE)) 

PlanNode•2 
Take gins. 

PlanNode•3 
Pour water. 

PlanNode-lt 
Open cabinet. 

PlanNode-S 
Take bottle. 

p '1 anNode•7 
Open ·refrigerator. 

PLANNODt PLANNOOE•4 
Enables 
Achieves 

PlanOf 

PLANNOOE-2 
C.OALNOOE·lt 

Ul.40Ve-OBJ O !ACCESSIBLE CPERSON I'll) 

CI P LUl(EJ CO GLASS 111 

ACT IONNOOE•7 
COPEN X COF CCONT AINER en CAGE NT !PERSON Pl)) 

ClX OPEN- 11 cc CABINET 1l CP Luo<en 
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Pl anNode-6 
Open bottle. 
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Planning Within F1rat-Order Uynamio Logic 

Henry A, Kaut& 
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.. bstraot · 

Thia paper develops a version or rirat-order 
dynaa1c logic suitable ror stating robot 
planning probleas. :he bidireotional planning 
algoritha developed by S. Rosenschein [12] is 
extended to handle a subset or this r1rst-order 
logic, while retaining (provable) correctness, 
Exam ples or hierarchical planning, disjunctive 
and quantiried goals, and multiple plan 
constraints are discussed, 

1.0 Ioteodwc:t1on 

Planning systems based on theorem proving in 
the situational calculus [5][8] orrer a well 
de~ined semantics ror plans (namely, the 
semantic• or rirat•order logio), a rioh 
vocabulary ror deacribing world states, and a 
provably oorrect planning process. The popular 
S".'RlPS-bued planner:, [ 3] neglect the:se reat.ures 
in order to concentrate on erricient control or 
the aearcb through the state-apace; state and 
goal descriptions are limited to sets or 
literals, which are added or deleted by action 
operatora. 

Stanley Rosenachein [12) has rormulated the 
propo,1tional planning problem ·1n dynamic logic, 
a •odal logic developed ror program verirication 
(6](10], and has given a complete bidirectional 
sea~ch algorit hm (•Bigresa•) ror synthesizing a 
broad class or plans, including ones involving 
disjunctive and conjunctive goals and 
non-determ1n1st1c actions. As in the 
situational calculus, correctness o~ plans is 
stated in terms or provability in a ronnal 
tang\lage; as in STRIPS, plans are round by a 
st~uctured search through a space or state 
descriptions. 

ln this paper, l derine a rirst-order dynamic 
logic suitable ror stating robot plann1ng 
problems, and extend Bigress to handle a subset 
or the language. Since state and action 
Je~cr1ptlons may contaln dlajuncLlvu and 
4ul&nU r led inronnation, calculating the errect 
or an action on a state (rorwards or backwards) 
1s a non-trivial problem. Techniques ror query 
~valuation on first-order data bases are used to 
determine the instances or the dynamic logic 
axioms releva.nt to the calaulation or the 
partlaular regression or progression. 

Perhaps the greatest errioienaiea in aearoh 
oan be obtained through the usa or plan 
hierarchies, Thia ia oommonly implemented (e.g. 
ABSTRIPS [13] and NOAH [14)) by temporarily 

• hiding •1eaa important" details rrom the 
planning unit; when the details are rilled in, 
the plan may be in error and must be patched up, 
The complexity or the patching prpoeu, 
unrortunately, weakens our raith in the ultimate 
oorrectneas or the plan and the overall 
erriciency or the strategy. 

The dynW11io logia rramework, on the other 
hand, auggeats an ~ hierarohy [12], 
Solutions to generalized planning problems, 
containing .121.an parameters, can be pre-computed, 
l orrer a simple example or provably correct 
hierarchical planning. 

2.0 Ill.c. Language 

A dynBJDiO iogio ia modal logio: a plan (or 
program) is a reachability relationship over a 
set or possible worlds. Where A is a plan, [A]P 
is true in a world l ir Pis true in every w6rld 
reachable rrom I by A. So [A)P can be read, 
•arter A, P". 

Many versions or dynamic logia have been 
developed (see [2]); generally, assignment ia 
taken as the only basic action, and programs 
relate worlds with differing interpretations or 
program variables, We are instead moat 
interested in parameterized actions which arreot 
only the extensions or predicates (e.g. the 
truth value or on(BLOCK9,TABLE) ia ohanged by 
the action pickup(BLOCK9)), I designed 
Transparent Dynamic Logic (TDL) to express suoh 
actions. 

2. 1 Sxn.U.l. 

TDL is an extension or runcticn-rree 
rirst-order logio. An "action symbol" (e.g. 
pickup) applied to a sequence or ·terms 1a the 
simplest kind or plan which can appear ina1de a 
[ ], Complex plana are built up by sequencing 
(A;B] and nltornatlon [Pz:>A,B) (monnlng 
u· p THl::N DO A t;Wil:: DO b). formally: 

Define the aeta or symbols: 

VAR:: variables 
CON: constants 



~h~U(k) • prddicat~ symbols or arity k 
(PRE0(2) includes • a •) 

A'=T(k) a action symbols o~ arity k 
Let ':£RMS • VAR U CON 

The plans and well rormed rormulas or TDL are 
derined recursively: 

1. Where a cACT(k), t 1, ••• ,tk, TERMS, then 
a(t.

1 
•••• • t.k) , TOL-Plans h an .llS2m1l:. A.!:.U.Qni 

the t1•s are its parameters. 

2. Where P la a non-modal quant1r1er-rree 
TDL-W!"!', and A,B, TOL-Plans, then null, (A;B), 
and (Paa)A,B) are TDL-Plans. 

3. Where p, PRED(k), t 1 , ••• ,tk < TERMS, then 
p(t 1, •• • tk), TOL-Wr~s is an~ orooo~ltlon. 

,. Where X ( VAR, P,Q ( TDL-wrrs, and A< 
TOL-Plans, then -p, (P v Q), E.ir:P, and [A]P are 
TDL-wrrs. 

A non-modal wrr is one not containing a 
subrormula or the rorm [A]. Define V, &, - > 
(implies)• <- > (equivalent) in tel"'llla or E, v, 
a~d - (not) as usual. A list or terms tk, ••• ,xn 
is orten abbreviated ,l. 

Any plan can be put in •normftl rorm•, where B 
1, in normal rorm 1r: 

1) 8 can be written ll;A2; ••• ;An with at moat 
one Ai not atoaaic; and 

11) Such an A1 is or the rorm (P == >Bl,82) 
w.be!"e P is an atomic proposition and 81 and 82 
are 1.n nonnal ror11. 

2.2 Semant.1c:, 

A structure ror TDL includes a a domain or 
individuals, a aet or worlds, and an 
interpretation ror the action symbols. Each 
world interprets the t enns as members or the 
domain, and the predicate symbols as predicates 
over the domain. '.he meaning or a plan is 
binary relationship over the set or worlds. 

These notions are aade preoise in [7], 
includin& semantic conditions for plans to 
rererentially transparent (which allows 
substitution or terms ror variables in modal 
ronnulu). 

2.3 &xlomottcs 

Tbe a.xlocas and rules or inrerence include all 
those ror runction- rree, r1r,t-order logic with 
equality and loop-:'ree dynamic logic •. P and Q 
stand ror any TDL-wrr,, x any variable, Band B' 
any TDL-Plans. and A ror any atomic action. We 
write P(t/x} !or P with t substituted ror all 
rree occurrences or x, where [A]P(t/xl a 

[A(t/x)]P(t/x) (parameter substitution). 
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rirst order 

A 1. 
A2, 
A3, 
All, 
A5, 
A6. 

All tautologiea or propoaitional calculus 
Vx(P ->Q) - >(VxP ->VxQ) 
VxP ->Pit/xi , ror any term t 
P ->VxP, where x 1a not rree in P 
Vx(x:x) 
t,=t2 ->(p( •• • ,t1•···> - >p( ••• ,t2····>> 

any t 1,t2 TERMS, p PREO 

modal 

(B](P ->Q) ->((B)P ->[B)Q) 
[null]P<- >P 
[B][B•]P<->[B;B 1 ]P 

A7, 
AB. 
A9. 
A10. [P ==>B,B')Q<->((P ->[B]Q) & ( - p ->[B']Q)) 

t°ransparenoy 

A12. Vx[A]P ~>[A]VxP, x not a parameter or A 
A13, Vxy (x:y ->(A) xsy) 
A111, Vxy (x~y ->[A) xly) 
A 15. ·[A) ralse 

ruloa or inferenoe 

R1. From P, P ->Q oonclude Q 

R2. From P conclude VxP 
R3, From P conolude [A]P 

Axiom A12, the "Barcan rormula" or modal 
logic, leta ua derive a theorem ror "pushing" 
quantiriers through actions: 

Tl, K[B]P ->[B)KP, where K is a sequenoe 
or quantiriera (both E and V), and none or 
the quantiried variables appear in 8. 

3.0 Finding f.l.aJl4 

Sinoe TOL inoorporatea r1rat-order logic, 1t 
11 obvioualy not deoidable. lt 1a well known, 
however, that the validity problem is decidable 
ror wrra which oan be put in prenex rorm ao that 
all universally-quantiried variables precede all 
existentially-quantiried onea [1], We reatriot 
our attention to a oleaa or planning problema 
which oan be solved using only r1rat - order 
reasoning about auch "V-rirat" wrra, We 
claas1ry wrra by their prenex rorm as "V- r1rat", 

·"E-rirat", "V- only", or "E- only". 

We review and extend 
framework rrom [12). 

the 

A planning problem ia 
<VOC, G, R(u(.11))> containing: 

propositional 

a triple 

1. 
the 
TDL, 

voe E <CON, PRED, ACT>, the vocabulary or 
problem, a rinite aubaet or tha aymbola or 

2, Domain axioma G, containing; 

Ga, a rinite aet or ¥-only non-modal 
(static) axioms. 



: I 

I 
. I 

Gd, a r1nite set or dynamic axioms, eaoh 
·o r the !"oni (Vl)(p ->[a(l.')]q). 1. and 1' are 
llata or variables 1uo~ that 1 oontaina 1', 
and p and q are non-mod'al quanti rier-rree 
... ~~ .. 

The non-llOdal axioms Gs should be strong 
enouah to derive all non-modal theorems 
derivable :"rOII C. 

3. Plan constraint, R(uOl}), a finite set or 
v!'!"s or the rona (VX.)(r ->[u(H.)] s }, where r is 
noo-lllOdal and V-only, s 1s non-modal and E-only, 
and li 13 a distingui!!hed set o.r variable:, oalled 
tbe •problem parameters•. •u• is a :special 
action symbol \Jhich doe, not appear 1n VOC. 

A ,olutioa is• plan B such that aub:stitut1ng 
8 !'or u(li) 1n each plan con:straint create:, a 
theorem derivable rr001 the axioms (Gl-r ->[B):s 
~or each plan con!ltraint), and the only rree 
va:-iable!! in Bare problem parameters. li i:s the 
•1nput• to the plan. 

For example, i!" R(u(Ji)} .1a 

Vh(block(h) ->[u(h) )inbox(h)), 
Vhx((-inbox(xl & x{h ->[ u(h)J -inbox(x)) 

the constraint 1s to rind a plnn to put any 
block h into the box, without putting anything 
el!!e in the box . The only input to the plan 
will be the particular block to be moved. 

':"he basic strategy o!" Ro~en!!chein':s planning 
algorit hm 1, a, !"ollows. We derine the 
~~ ~~ ~tconditUl.[l or a non-modal 
wr~ rand an action A a, a non-modal rormula r/A 
,~ch that c:-r -> (A)r/A (r/A is A postcondition) 
~nJ o:-r/A •>Q when~ver Cl-r -> [A)q, Similarly, 
the w~1kc~L orovabl: orccondlt1oa or a wrr sand 
act1on A is a non-modal rormula A\s !IUCh that 
c:-A\s ->[A )s and Gl-q ->A\s whenever 
G :-q ->(A ]s, 

Since l-Vl(r ->[B]s) 1rr 1-r ->(B)s, we can 
dr-op tbe quanti~iers which quantiry over the 
pla~ constraints, The algorithm r1r,t checks 
whethe~ each initial state description 
Ca~tecedent in the plan constraints) implies the 
corresponding goal description (consequence in 
the plan constraints); i~ so. the search halts. 
Otherwise, it non-deterministically chooses to 
either insert a conditional branch in the plan 
u.~der construction, or to select a simple action 
A, and either progress each initial state 
desc~iption through it (calculating r/A), or 
r egresses each g~l state description through it 

· (calculating A\s). The process is then 
applied recu.r,ively. 

ln the ~ollowina algorithm, braces 
u.3ed to construct lists or syntactic 
or ~onaulas. Where pre and post ror 
syntactic variables ranAing over O~r,, 

< > are 
variables 
I.ii.in are 
we write: 

2 I 

PO~T ror <poet
1

, ••• , postn> 
PRE/A ror <pre 1/A, ••• , pre IA> 
A\POST ror <A\poat 1 , ••• , A~poat > 
PRE & T ror <pre 1 & T, ••• , prenn• T> 

A solution to the planning 
<VOC, 0, R(u(Ji))> where R(u(.11)) is 

VX1 (r1 ->[uC.11)] e
1
), . 

VXn (r
0 

->[u(ii.)l •n> 

is round by calling 

problem 

Bigress(<r 1; ••• ,rn>' <r1, .•• ,en>' null, null). 

Bigression Algorithm e 

.lligress(PRE, POST, leader, trailer): 

IF GI-pre ->post ror 1.{1~ THEN 
RETURN!leader;trailer). 

CHOOSE: 

CHOOSE CA, PRE/A> FROM LiveForward(PRE): 
RETURN(Bigress(PRE/A, POST, leader;A, 

trailer)). 

CHOOSE <A, A\POST> FROM LiveBackward(POST): 
RETURN( Bigress(PRE, A\POST, leader, 

A; trailer)) • 

CHOOSE T FROM NonTriv(PRE): 
RETURN( leader; C; trailer ) where 

C: (P ==>Bigress(PRE & T, POST, null, null), 
Bigress(PRE & -1, POST, null, null)), 

end. 

Liveforward(PRE): 
RETUHN I <11Ct. 1 , ... ,t.k), PHt:/u(t. 1,, •• ,tk)> 

a c ACT(k), ti£ CON U .11, and 
ror SOME i , 1.ii~, 
not GI- pre1 ->pre1 /a(t 1, ••• ,tk) ) 

LiveBackward(POST): 
RETURN { <a(t 1 , ... ,tk), a(t 1 , ••• ,tk)\P0ST> I 

a ( ACT(k). ti £ CON u Ji, and · 
ror SOME 1 , 1.ii.i,l, 
not GI- a(t 1, ••• ,tk)\post1 ->posti) 

NonTriv(PRE): 
RETURN { p(t 1 , ••• , tk) I 

t1 £ CON U .11, ror 
not GI- prei ->T 
not GI- prei ->-T 1· 

p £ PREO(k), 
SOME 1, 1~, 

By making the non-modal axioms atrong enough 
to generate all non-modal theorems, the stopping 
test Gi-r ->s holds ir and only ir Gs ->(r ->s) 
is a valid rormula or rirst-order logic with 
equality; the latter rormula 1a 11-rirst, and ao 
(as in the propositional oase) the teat is 
decidable. The testa in L1veforward, 

• Adapted rrom the single constraint, 
propo~itional Bigress algorithm in [12), 



L1veBackvard, and NonTriv, also only applied to 
V-rtrst roraulas, serve to prune loops in the 
searcb space. For instance, ir Gl - r ->r/A ror 
every plan constraint, no solution need begin 
v1tb A, because A;B would sat1s!"y the plan 
constraints only i~ the shorter plan 8 would as 
well. 

-.o Enmpl,a 

Be~ore discussill& the progression and 
regression operators in detail, ve o~rer a 
number o~ example problems that can be solved by 
B1gress, but would prove d1~ricult for S,RIPS 
and its aore sophisticated descendents. 

Several boxes can bold various colored 
stones. The •dump• action transfers All the 
stones that are in one box to another. '!'he 
static axioms describe basic racts which are 
true in every state, and the dynamic axioms 
describe (perhaps only partially) "dump•. 

voe: CON: B 1, • , , , B 3, S 1 , ••• , S 10 
PRED: box, 1n, color 
ACT: dump 

Cs: box(B1), box(82), box(B3) 
81i1B2, 81iB2, •• , , S9ilS10 

Gd: ¥xyz((in(x,y ) & box(z)) 
->(dump(y,z)] in(x,z)) 

¥wxyz((in(x,w) & vily) 
- >[dump(y,z)J in(x,w)) 

¥wxyx(·color(v,x) 
•>[dump(y,z)J ·oolor(w,x)) 

'!'he last two axioms are ~ ~: axioms 
wn1ch describe con~itions which are invariant 
under an action [8). S7RIPS avoids explicit 
~rame axioms by ~aintaining a single model o~ 
the world, with the understanding that any 
pl"Qposition not explicitly deleted by an action 
operator carries tr.rough ~rom the previous 
state. But an action like dump, which arrects 
an arbitrarily large number or objects, can (as 
Waldinger [16) notes) nullify any erticiency 
advantage gained by such a strategy: the system 
still has to check and possibly add or delete a 
great many propositions. 

Problem 1: demonstrates quantified, 
conJunotlve, and disjunctive state descriptions 
and goals, '!'he plan constraint: 

¥x ((¥y(color(y,BLUE) -> 
(in(y,81) v in(y,82))) 

& in(S2,B3) 
->[u)((color(x,BLUE) - >in(x,82)) & 

Ez(in(z,81))) 

llbicb can be read, •given that .Ill. blue things 
are 1n eitber 81 or B2, and S2 is in B3, get .ll.ll. 
blue tbings in 82, and ,ometh1ng in e1• is 
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solved by: 

dump(B1,B2);dump(B3,B1) 

Disjunctions appear expl1o1tly 1n the 
constraints antecedent, and 1mplioitly in the 
implication in the oonaequenoe, •All blue 
thinga are in B2" cannot be exprea•ed by a sat 
or literals, as we have n.o.t.. invoked any •oloaed 
world aasumption" about the aet or blue things, 
nor need we have apeoir1o oonatanta to name 
them. 

Problem z is a variant or the "register 
exchange• problem [16], and 1lluatrates the 
dispatch or Bigreas•a regressive aearoh. 

(in(S1,81) & in(S2,B2)) 
- >[u](in(S1,B2 ) & in(S2,B1)) 

The solution 

dump(B1,B3);dump(B2,B1);dump(B3,B2) 

1a round with no baoktraok1ng. 
L1ve8aokward(1n(S2,B1) & 1n(S1,B2)) oontaina 
.Q.Q1Y dUJ11p(S3,S2) and dump(S3,S1) I other ohoioea 
are pruned, ainoe the goal regreaaea through 
them to ralse, Either poaaible ohoioe leads 
directly to the solution , 

Straightrorward linear planners (e .g. 
original STRIPS, whioh tries to achieve eaoh 
conjunct or a conjunotive goal in sequence) rail 
on this problem, a inoe a tirat step or 
dump (B1,B2) renders the solution impossible, A 
non- linear planner ( e.g. NOAH (1~). whioh 
creates independent ~ubplana to achieve eaoh 
oonjunot) rinda that ita 1ubplano .wi.a.!J,. be 
combined, and muat replan. RSTRIPS [ 16] ia 
ramed ror ita aimilar regressive solution to 
thia problem; but in more complicated caaea, 
Bigresa•a stronger handling or disjunctive goal1 
(as regressions are generally disJunotion1) 
could be more err1oient. 

Example 1: involving a non-determiniatic 
action, ia a version or the ubiquitous "3-sooka• 
problem: how to rind a pair or matching aocka 
in a dark room? Say S1,.,.,S10 are blaok or 
white socks, initially in B1; •take" pioka one 
out at random, and •put" puta it in B2; the 
goal . is to have a matching pair in 82. 

Gs: 
Vxy(hold(x ) ->·1n(x,y)) 
Vx(aock(x) -> 

(color(x,BLACK) V oolor(x,WHITE))) 
aock(S1), •• • , aock(S10) 

Gd: 
h(1n(x,B1) 

->(take)(hold(S1) v • • • v hold(S10)) 

Vx(in(x,81) - >[take)(hold(x) v in(x,B1)) 

¥x(in(x,B2) ->[take)in(x,B2)) 
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,x(bold(x) ->[put)1n(x,B2)) 

V..:y(tn(x,J) ->[put)ln(x,y)) 

I (11): 
(1n(S1,~tt Y ••• Y 1n($10,B1)) ->[u] 

txy(in(x,82.•) I, 1n(y,82) I, dy & 
CCoolorCx,•BUt:IC) & oolor(J,BLACk-)) Y 

(oolor(x,IIHI,E-) & oolor(y,WHITB)))) 

11,.-.11 arinda out the 1olution1 dip into the 
box Ju.st three times, 

take ;put ;take ;put; take .;put 

or the other systems discussed here, only NOAH 
can be .prosrammed ror •pick up a random aock•; 
but its weaker handling or disjunctive goala 
would lead 1t to create separate subplans to try 
to achieve .tl1htt •two black socks are in B•2• 2r. 
•two white soc~ ar• 1n B2• -- neither or which 
can be r•al1zed under the t1ven axiomatiz•tion. 

5.0 fcogcc3~1on w lluccs:,ion 

The next task is to der1ne the progression / 
and Nigreaaion \ ~nctioha. We concentrate here 
on the !'or111er; regression 1s handled slmilarl.y 
(see [T]). 'l'be rollowing algorithm is proven 
correct in detail -in ('r), but wi'th a hitch: in 
certain cues 1t. · may not terminate; 
pathologioal examples can be constructed where 
the strongest provable postcondition (weakest 
provable precondition) cannot be represented by 
a !'inite lensth non-modal !'ormula (see section 
... 0). . 

'l'be prog~ession or a state description r 
tbrouab an atomic action a(l.) using domain 
oonatra1nta O 1a calculate'd in !'our ate.pa, 'ihe 
bas1c idea 11 !'ind all the substitution 
lnHances c!' t •he dynamic axioms !'or a(l) whose 
antecedent, are implied by r. A simple example 
is worked out in parailel to illustrate the 
detlli ls. 

Example; Calculate the r1rst prosression 
!'ound by Bigress in a rorvard search ror the 
solution to ~roblem (1) above: 

(Vx(color(x,BLUE) ->(in(x,B1) v in(x,82)) & 
1n(S1,BJ)) / duaip(81,82) 

~11 
all UICI 

A Ill (the 
11st ,Z.. 

fora G(a(Z)), the aet or instanoea o~ 
dynaaic axioms ~or a, including A13 and 
equality rrame axioms) with parameter 

-'.l_: G(duaip(B1,B2)) a 

Vx((1n(x,B1) & box(B2)) -> 
(dump(B1,B2)) 1n(x,B2)), 

Vwx((in(x,w) & wiB2) -> 
(dump(·B1 ,B2)) in(x,w)), 

2) 

Vwx(-oolor(w,x) -> 
[dulDp(B1,B2))-oolor(w,x)), 

Vwx (wax ->(dump(·B1,B2)) wax'}, 

Vvx (wilx ->[,11ump(B1,B2)] wilx) ) 

Theae rormulaa a·re Ul derivable rroa O by 
A). 

~ l: Repiaoe any rree var1abl11 1o r and 
O (a(Z.)) by new oon11tant1; oall 01 and the 
transformed ·version, 'or r the "bua rormulu•. 

Derine • •query• u an E-quantiried ·non-modal 
rormula 1n dis~unotive rorm. A •variant• or a 
rormul'a is created by 11ubstituting various terms 
tor ita E-quantir1ed variables. An •answer" to 
a query ia a disjunction or or variants or .D.l2lllA 
or the diajunct11 or the quer¥, 11uoh that the 
answer 111 derivable rrom the base formulae, 

Form a query by taking the disjunction or the 
anteoedent11 or each rormula in O(a(l.)), placing 
E-quantiriere on the variables, 

.£¥,i The base formulas are Juat 011 and r 
above. 'l'be query oon11iat• or rive disJunot11 

Ex (1n(x,B1) r, box(B2)) v 
Ewx (in(x,w) & wi/81) v 
Ewx(-color(w,x)) v 
Ewx (x=w) v 
Ewx (xilw) 

~ }: Generate and conJoin (at least) all 
signiricantly different inswera to the query, 
Resolution with a~swer-extraotion provide• a 
complete strategy r·or answer generation baaed on 
theorem proving [4). The equality axioms 
(A5-A6 ) can be eimulated ~Y ~y apeoial rule, or 
inrerenoe, auoh aa parimodulation [11). 
Complete heurlatiOa such as aubsumption (2) oan 
be used to avoid generating weaker and weaker 
versions or the same answer (e.g., don't 
generate p(C ) or p(x) v q as answers ir p(x ) baa 
already been generated). Di11regard answer11 
derivable rrom Ga alone which are variants or 
the frli.llle-axiom antecedents. 

~: Answers to the query 1nolude: 

[1] Vx((1n(x,B1) & bo.x(B2) v 
(1n(x,B2) & B2i1B1) v -color(x,BLUE)) 

& 
(2) (in(S1,B3) & 83i1B1) 

We disregard answers such as "S1:S1" which 
don't depend oh r; ttteir inclusion would 
merely complicate the calculation. 'l'be 
notion is to try to avoid including in the 
final postco'nd1tion raota which are already 
in the domain constraints. 

~ .!I.: Replace eaoh variant 
conjunction or .answers by the 
var1ant q'; that ia, whure Q is a 

p' in the 
corresponding 

11ub11t1tution 



and VX(p - >(a(l))q) a member or G(a(I)) such 
t.bat p•apQ, let q•aqQ . 

Free ,ariables in the resulting ronnula take 
aa uni,ersal quantifiers, Finally, the new 
constaots introduced in step (2) are replaced by 
the original rree variables, 

1&: Tbe transronned rormula yields: 

¥x(1n(x,B2), in(x,B2), -color(x,BLUE)) 6 
1n(.S 1,83) 

as tbe f'inal postcondition; or simplirying, 

Vx(color(x,BLUE) ->in(x,B2)) l 
in(S1 ,B3) 

Tb.at this ron1ula bolds arter dump(B1,B2) 
rollovs rrom the ract the given state 
description implies the conjunction or 
answers (by the deduction principle or 
rirst-order logic), Propositional modal 
reasoning lets us combine the entecedents and 
consequences or non-quantified instances or 
the dynU1ic axioms for a(l,); axiom A12 
allows .the V-quantifier on x to be transrered 
across [dump(B1,82)), 

Gi,eo that r is V-only ands E-only, r/A and 
A\a are V-only and !-only reapeotively aa well, 
'!'bus the quantifier rules imposed . on the 
paraaeters or Digress to ensure decidability or 
the provability teat GI- are maintained. 

6.o tticcocohtool rioootoc 

Tbe search performed by a planner tenda to 
crow exponentially as the length or the solution 
increases; the computational problem is 
exacerbated by the very rlexibility a purely 
logical system allows in representing state 
descriptions and actions, The dynamic logic 
framework suagests an elegant and natural 
framework ror the hierarchical decomposition or 
a planning problem into smaller subtasks, 

l hierarchical planning problem is a tree or 
a1ngle-level problems [12), Higher le~el domain 
dyn.mic axioas are simply taken as lower level 
plan constraints. Specifically, ror each atomic 
action a(.1.) . which appears in a solution · to a 
node <VCY.:1 , G1 , R1 (u(.ll.))>, there is a child 
prcblea (VOC .,,Gi+1,Gi(a(l,))>, where . AC'\ 1 includes actions more primitive than those 1n 
AC~ • Because the lower-level plan whioh 
implements the higher-level action sattsries the 
plan constraints derived rrom the higher-level 
rrame axioms, it is rree rroai unexpected 
side-errects; and so the overall plan is 
constructed by simply piecing together the 
lowest-level solutions. 

Tbe 1+1 level planner can either solve ror 
the spec1ric instances or the actions used by 

~he higher- level plan, 
solution which takea 
high-level action as 
theorem ia: 

or oompute a more general 
the parameters or the 
input. The relevant 

T2. Suppose <VOC, O, o•(a(Z.))> haa 
B. Then ror any substitution g or 
variables, <VOC, O, o•(a(ZQ))> hae 
BQ. 

11olut1on 
term11 ror 
eolution 

For exlllllple, take problem (1) above aa a top 
level planning problem, <VOC1, 01, R1(u)>, No 
mention haa been made or how the dump aotion 
actually transrera items rrom box to box. Level 
2 introduces a robot that can grab all the 
objects in a box, move rrom plaoe to place, and 
drop the itema it'a carrying. 

VOC2: CON2: (aa above) 
PRED2: box, in, robat, hold, color 
ACT2: goto, grab, drop 

Gs2: V loo obj(1n(loo,obj) - >box(obj)) 

Os conta1na 

Vloo(box(loc) 
->[goto(loc)]robat(loo)) 

V loc obj((in(loo,obj) & robat(obJ)) 
->[grab)hold(loo)) 

V loo obj((hold(loo) v robat (obj) ) 
->[drop)in(loo,obj)) 

plus appropriate rrame axioms ror the three 
aotiona, 

Rather than treat the oonatra1nt aeta 
O 1(dump( B1 ,B2)) and 01 (dump(B3,B 1)) aa 
specirying unrelated planning problem11, the 
planner can aolve the more general problem 

<VOC2, G2, 01(dump(y,z))> 

whose three plan constraints are exactly the 
main and rrame axioms in 01 ror dump, and y and 
z are plan parameters. 

From the solution to thia problem, 

goto(y);grab;goto(z);drop 

T2 above leta ua derive the appropriate plana to 
implement dump(B1,B2 ) and dump(B3,B1), The 
overall solution 1a in the level 2 vocabulary, 
and aatiariea the level 1 plan oonatrainta1 

G21-Vx((Vy(color(y,BLUE) -> 
(in(y,B1) v in(y,B2)) ) 

& in(S1 ,83)) - > 
[goto (B1);grab;goto (B2);drop; 
goto(B3 ) ;grab;goto(B1 ) ;drop) 

· ( (color(x,BLUE) ->in(x,B2)) & 
Ez( in(z,B1)))) 
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Tb• aearcb involved 1n f'indtn& II hiih'-ievel 
2-nep· plan and a low-le'vU 11-ste·p . ptan -1a 
order• o!' •aan1tude l·h• thari ti11it neid ( d to 
clireotlJ ayntlle:slr:e· the bverall solution'. '· 

,.o .l troblcmot1ca·J.: ~ 

Th• quantlrUr-oriler t'UUa are riot. .sul1la 
auH'ic1ent to guarani•• t.enlinat.1oil or the 
anawer-generatlon pro'oesa 1il the progression or 
rigre:u1on runctionli ; Ut11o'U,h v't adaiit o·n1y i 
rtn1t-e nuilber ot consUnt tenu Cana no 
t'unoUona), arb1trlir1ly long aign1 !'1cant ansvt~i 
contalnin& (V.quanti !'1ed} llal'iibles oan lr"1H in 
the preaeno• or •reour,-1ve• d·omain axiO'iia. For 
e1.iaple, lat O contain 8nly: 

h:y Con(x,y) - ·>above(z,y)) 
Vzya ((oo(x,y) & ilbo've'(y,c)) ->above(,x,t)) 
Vxt (·on(x,y) ->[ f ] ~oh(x,y)) 

lllot.e that with this a:Uoalattiatiob, ti 1a Mt 
provable trail ·o that 
·above(l1,l2) - >[ a ]·above(l1,K2). In att~mpting 
to calculate - ab'ovelKt',12)/a, the an:,wer 
generation pl"()ce;, 1:, !iowid · to proliut>·e •ail 
1n!'1n1 te series or an,wer:, corresponding to th-e 
!'act that the strongut p"r'o-iabll!i postcondition 
o!' ·ahove(IC1,t2) can only be written all th6 
1nl'1D1te conjunction 

· on (l 1, 12) 
& Vx c·on(ll,x) v ·on(x,k2)) 
& \lxy (·on(l;,x) v ·on(x,y~ v ·on(y,K2)) 

' 
The duiage oan ,be repaired 1n thl present 

caae by augmenting d with ll rrii.rbe axiom rbr 
·above, so that ·above(l1,k2) .U. a postcondition 
wt1ich tapl1e3 each conjunct o~ the above 
uprtission. :'be exact conatraints on G to 
prevent :such problem:, lo the general case remain 
a top1o of current work, It ia 1mp~rtant to 
note, however, that even it' thl answlr 
generation proceal u:,ed by / and \ 18 
1neo•pleti, any solut1ona round by Btgrea:, will 
still be provably correct, although, o!' course, 
some an:,wers may be lost. 

e.o Conc111,31ons An1i Eiten,s1011:i 

!be l!Jstu ducr1bed bas not yet beeit 
lapte•ented here at Toronto. The liorld doesn't 
need anotber progr11111 that solve, bloc~ atack1ns 
pl"'Oble11s; ao incrementally extensible theory or 
plannlng is more interesting. This , paijer 
describes ao early step in this process. Ita 
••Jor oootr1but1on 1s to provide a first-order 
langUAge ror planning and a provably ciorrect 
aethOd ror handling pf'ogreSsion and r egression 
1D a complu voi"ld. 

1rr1cieac1 coas1derat1oas llduld pro~ably 
pr-ec•lude a direct implelliend.tion or all the 

rrame axioala, and demand' a apeo1ai treatment or 
thi equality predioi:te, 

[T] euggeatll how B1'greai ooul<I use "rormal 
ObjeO'ta• [15] to reauc6 iearo!l t1'.••· 

An importan't et urn,s:on b the i noorpor•uon 
or ioopa -- neoebary, tor ,xaaifjle, 1r th'e dump 
aot1on ii to be i~l>Hmi!ntia by • lbw leve'l: pltn 
1-ilvolving ll robot inovi-ng objel!tt oflf at a time. 
11uch work fieeda to be dtJ'il'e on th• tiierarch1oal 
piannlng bpebU I viz! vnat aharaot«rize• • 
•s;ood 11 l\ierarchfolil decomposition or a t>N>blem 
domain? How much ll1etaii can thct hierarchy 
au11preae', wtiU:e *voiding b•d 1nte'ract.1ona 
between aubplana? How exaotly oail a dynamio 
hierarchy (as in t14) ) be ror~alized in dynamic 
logic? 
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IC:Jer A. Browse 
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This paper discusses the operatlons of a 
QOC11PJter vis ion system used to interpret line 
drawirqs of bofy forll'l!'l. Mechanisms are described 
which permf t interactions among in format ion 
obtained at different levels of resolution. ThP.se 
mechanisms operate in a context of availability of 
information which is similar to that of the human 
vision systen. 

Interactlon betveen different levels of 

detai \ (resolution or spatial frequency) play an 

iq:iortant role ln o::rtp.Jtatlonal visia,. For the 

1110St part, the ope rat ions involving these 

dltferent levels do not relate to the scene daMin 

knowledge belrq used in interpretation (Hanson. and 

Riseman, 19741 Tanilroto, 1976). 

On the other hand, Kelly (19711 and Shirai 

(197ll have shown that each level of detail may be 

separately interpreted and that the result of one 

level NY aid the tnterpretatlon of the other. 

Rosenthal am Bajcsy ( 1978; Bajcsy and Rosenthal, 

1980) desct"ibe how search for specific. object!! in 

an iff\119e can be ass lsted by beirq able to predict 

the , r.ve l of detail at which an object can be 

loc;ated by explottirq the containment relation 

between scene dom.l in objects. 

This paper describes the operattons of a 

co111putational vision system which permits 

interpretation of images through cooperative 

interaction anong information obtained from more 

than one level of detail. It has been previously 

shown that this approach provides c:onpatlbility 

with aspects of human vision (Bro.rse, 1981). Thia 

paper outlines . the aystem~a ability to re<1uce 

interpretation possibilities hy providing !!CCM to 

image dorMtn mappings at t,.10 level s of' i,etall. 

'ttle vehicle for this research is a system to 

interpret line drawings of body forms. The 

e><amples being used are taken tran P.:ohko1 arv, 

WachmaM (1958) (see figure la). 'T'he design of the 

system adheres to the idea that domain knowledge 

should be declarative, and separate from the 

interpretation methods (see Browse, 1960). Aa a 

means of testlrq the adequacy of the scene domain 

knowledge, it has been translated into P!Otoei, and 

used to "prove" body forms in a data base of image 

assertions. 

The most su 1 table scene doma ln based 

interpretation schemes are found tn the echel1\lta 

basec1 systems of Mackworth and Haven11 (19811 

Havens and Mackworth, 1980). Provision for a 

recursive culng mechanism Is an integral part of 

schemata ba!'led system9. Thus the body form 
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la. 1.b. 

figure i. display of body--forin at different feve] 8 of ~tatl 

k riovl edge has been transiatei, into a 

rt"presentation suitable foe such operatlons which 

ts rlc:h tn component ahd specfa11zatlbn 

hierarchies. 

2A. l llVll<Je Opera tt ONI 

le. 

,. ) ine drawing is ill?,Jt as tn f lgure la, 

vtth the ald of a 1ight pen on a graphics 

tenitnal. Subsequently an image pyramtd is 

developed. with each stage lri the pyramtd 

representing a different level of c3etail isi!e 
r igurea la to le). The P'{ramid represents the 

ent ire .urblent array. but at Arr/ tnstant during 

interpretation. rine detail information is 

av.a llable in a small area or the lrMge, wlth a 

SI.Ir rourrli.rq area of coarser infoC1Mtion in a way 

arialogous to the availablllty of lnfofmatibn to 

the human eye (see figure ldl. figure ld. informatl6n a:ia il a ble wtthin fixation 
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Primitive iauge elements are available at 

differeflt levels of detail. Blobs with 

deten11inable characteristics are available from 

the coarse levels of detail, llhile lines and line 

oonnections are available frca the fine detail 

level. 

2B. Interpretation 

Image pclmitives from any level can act as 

cues to interpretation possibil itles. For exanple, 

a blob with certain pr~rties may suggest any of 

a nunber of body parts (such as ham, foot, or 

head), while a J ine connection of a certain type 

11\lY suggest particular views of a hand. 'Mlis cuing 

function ls always on-to-many and thus the 

organization of primitives is critical to 

understaming the image. In 9eneral, flne detail 

image elements (lines) cue scene elements at the 

fringe level of the ccnp:ioent and specialization 

hierarchies, whereas coarse detail image elements 

(blobs) cue elements higher (towards the root 

node) in the hierarchies. 

If only coarse level irnaige elements were 

being extracted, the system ooul.d still effect 

interpretation, and s imilarily for fine detail 

iaage elements, though the resu) ting image 

description would be richer tr the fine detalled 

infocmatlon were used. 

There are a nU110er of ways that nultlple 

levels of interpcetatlori can operate at the Sa.rrP. 

th,e, cooperating an<i shairlng their ongoing 

resu) ts through a common scene domaiin 

representation. By keeping the scene domain 

knowledge specification separate from the 

interpretation process, it ii possible to 

investigate a nUJTber of such possibilities. The 

following section describes a data-driven method 

currently being considered. 

3. AN EXAMPLE OF MUL'l'I-f..EVEL IN'l'ERPRF:TATIOO 

The interpretation process draws a sharp 

distinction between the detection of an image 

primitive (feature), and the analysis of its 

relation to other elements (feature integration). 

Within the information available at a ttnc, the 

system attenpts to delay the integration step. 

This provides a point of interaction between 

levels of interpretation and it ls also consistent 

wl th the fact that in human vision, features may 

be detecte<.l rapidly, aocurately, and in parallel 

over a stim.1lus, whereas the integration of these 

features requires the sequential application of a 

attentional mechanism. to the location being 

integrated (Treisman and Gelade, 1980). 

First of all, lmage primitives are extracted 

from the coarse 1 eve 1 of deta l t. Each detl!!Cted 

primitive maintains a set of possible noclels of 

which tt may be a part. Before considering the 

rel ationa anong these blobs, the fine detall area 

is processed for its image primitives. Each fine 

detail primit{ve also has a set of possible nodels 

(seo figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Hodel posg,ibllities a,t two levels Ci>f de:tail 

The illl<l'Je hierarchy structures may pr011ide 

the knowledge that some set of tine level 

primitives correspond with some coarse level 

primitive. In this case, two types of preHmlMry 

interpretation fl ltering may take place. 

l. S\noe the set of fine level primitives llllSt 

belong to the same model, inconsistent 

I 

\ . 

!extremity 
neck 
r.hooJMor 
hlpsl 

(hanc! 
foot 
lower leg 
~) 

interpretation possibilities may be elimtnated (as 

shown in figure 3). 

2, Interpretatton at the coarse level ITl.lst be the 

same, or a generalizat,f.en of, the intel'.pretation 

at the ,f.ine level. There'fore noce incx::inslstent 

poss-\ bil i ti.es can ·be ·e1>1mlilna ted .(as shown in 

figure 4). 

{ ttPf.le r 
~ 
ham 
foot 
lower legJ 

{wp~r er,n 
hand 
for,t 
)ower legl 

Figure 3. Mo:Jel posslbllitles after within-level filtering 
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Figure 4. Model posslbllities after across-level filtering 

Each blob ·which Hes within the fixation 

area is processed in this way, resulting in a 

significant reduction in the nurrber of possible 

Interpretations for the primitive irrage elements. 

For the exant)le fixation sl-o.m in figure ld., the 

appt teat ion of these two fllterlng operat Ions 

ell~inat~ 60\ of the possibilities. 

The next step involves the activation of 

upper level rrodels in a way simi tar to that of 

Havens and "b:kworth (1980). 'rtlls rrodel activation 

considers the relations arrcng primitives at each 

level, and establishes the existence of nore 

complex scene ccncepta. In the periphery, blobs 

may be interpreted as such general. ooncepts as 

•extremity• or •upper-lirrb•. In the foveal area, 

n:>re detailed interpretations are found, involving 

specific body parts with restricted ranges of 

three dimensional orientation. 

Through the use of the specialization 

hierarchy within the body m:idel knowledge, the 

more detailed interpretation at the fovea may 

propogate outwards to force instantiation of the 

per iphera1 objects. 

4 • CXN:UJS IOOS 

This paper has proposed the approach or 

al )owing information f.rom different levela of 

deta i 1 to interact through a common goal of 

interpretation, uti Uzing a camon scene daiiain 

knowledge. Ari exarrple data-driven interpretation 

method is provided which demonstrates a 

caiputatlonal arivantage to the approach, and which 

also shows consistency with some established 

aspects of human vi Rion, Other interpretat I.on 

schemes, using the same scene <bnain knowledge are 

planned. 'ltlese will consider the possibility of 

inadequate segmentation at the coarse level of 

detail, and will consider the development of 

intelligent declsionR regarding the subsequent 

placement of the retina on the ant>ient array 

representation. 
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Abstract 

O::rip.Jtational vision is difficult. because of 
ambiguous, lnoorrplet.e, am fnoonslstent. r,ata. An 
approach to these problems is a system which 
supports ll'LlJ t.lple interpret.at.ions, uses a world 
model, and iocorporat.es several. types of input 
in!ormat.ion. The data structures for a 
schemata-based system having these properties are 
described with SIOITle exanpl.es of how they can be 
errployed. 

1. lnt.roduct la, 

Percept.la, of real~rld phenomena nust. st.art 

vi th some iconic representation of the world. 

~l'octunately, elements of the ill\i}C}e relate to the 

elel!lf!f\t.s in the scene on,.y through son-e unkno.-in 

aapping which is confounded by the imaging 

process. Factors such as lighting, viewpoint, 

exposure, the focal length of the lens, and 

surface reflectance cait>J icate the uooerstanding 

of the ilnage. As individuals, the ill\i}C}e elements 

(pixels, edge elements, etc.) convey no meaning 

(unlike, say, vocds tn text): the meaning can 

eeerqc, c:,nly during the perceptual process. 

This leads to three undesirable situations 

llhich nust be remedied if effective interpretatia, 

is to take place. Anbiguous situations arise when 

data can be interpreted in rrore than one way, 

Incompleteness occurs when one does not have 

enough data to conclusively support an 

interpretation. Finally, inconsistency Is the 

result of uncovering evidence both for and against 

an I nterpretat Ion. 

One way to reBolve arrblgulties ts to add 

sources .of information to the original IJl\i}C}e. 

Examples incluiie range data (Nitzan et al., 77), 

elevation data !Horn and Oachnun, 78), arrl the 

work on map- guided Interpretation at SRI 

(Tenenbaum et al,, 78). Adding Information 

sources has the advantage of augment Ing the 

system's knowledge, but can lead to more 

inconsistencies, 

When interpretations can be matched to a 

world model, incompleteness can often be 

accommodated. Al so, a world model could 

potentially resolve ambiguities and 

inconsistencies in terms of what ts lnportant in 

the l!Ddel. In the aforementioned SRI system, the 

map can . be con!iidered a prlmltive world m::>del, 

More elaborate examples include models or 

g~oqraphic regiona (Bajcay and Tavak"H, 7J1 

Havens and Mackworth, 80), 

Handling inconsistent knowledge generally 

requires a flexible system that permits nultiple 

interpretations and non-rronotonic reasoning. Such 

a system will form the best interpretation based 

on the current context. Arrhigulties OOllld also be 
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cesolved by giving precedence to the most 

contextually •ce.l.SOnabte• interpretation. 

The Hearsay II speecti understanding system 

(Erllllll'\ and Lesser• 7:ir Lesser ard Erman, 771 

uhlblts the type of flexibility needed to handle 

lncooslstent tnformatton. Of partlcuJar note is 

the use of kl'¥)Wll!O;}e sources which are special hits 

in analyzing some part of the danain. They 

prOlflde the pr~r context to deal with incarp1ete 

data. Knowledge sources are written aa 

pcoductlons in a production system. 

Another current mechanism of similar 

II0'1u1 ar l ty is based on uni ts of schemata. Mapsee2 

!Havens ard Hackworth, BO: Mack""°rth arrl Havens, 

Bll ls an exarrple of a schemata-based system using 

a geographic world !l'Odet. It interprets 1.ine 

drawings as sketch maps. The following section 

describes an extension of Mapsee2 which uses 

several types of input information. In 

part lcular, the extension supports the use of a 

sketch map and a grey-scale image, each of which 

can ald in the interpretation of the other. 

2. A Repc-tation 'or Schemata 

The data structures foe the system betng 

devel~ (called Mair:1sl are an extension of Maya 

!Havens, 781, and use both Maya functions and the 

base language, uac MultUisp (ICoanen, BO). In 

addition, Maids incorporates a mmber of ideas 

t'rCIIII f"RL (Roberts and Goldstein, 77a and 77bl. 

Schemata are the basic representation units 

in Maids. They are composed of a list of 

attribute-name and attribute-value pales. '11lere 

are fwr distinguished categories of attributes: 

LINKS, VAUJEs, PRXEI:XJREs, and CCNF'IDEl-lCE. 

The knowledge base h a collection of 

intertwi·ned schemata hierarchies, with 

re lat lonshipa indicated by LINKs. ''Any nwrber of 

relations can be defined, such as LINKs to form a 

specialization (or subset) hierarchy, a 

decomposition (or subpart) hierarchy, and 

instances (to separate stereotype or generic 

objects fran their potential realizations in the 

scene) , Instances can be used to explore several 

possible interpretatlons without any cortrnitment to 

their ultlrnate existence. 

VALUEd types provide a slot that may be 

filled by a value. The slot can have expressions 

associated with ft, such as a default or the 

required attributes of the slot filler. 

Furtherrrore, functions can be initiated when the 

value is added, modified, rerroved, or needed, 

This flexibility is used to maintain the 

consistency of the interpretation under 

consideration, and to spread the effects of 

changes to the appropriate objects. VAUJEd types 

can be used with LINKs to generate property 

inheritance ( usually down a specialization 

hierarchy), Rnowledge '&haring of this kind can 

often oorrpensate for incarplete data. 

Procedural attachment ta a mechanism which 

facilitates object-centred control of the 

interpretation process. Il\ this system, 

PR<X::EIXJREs are invoked via pattern matching, the 

primary message-passing utl 11-ty in Maya, 

PROCEDURES will typically exist for situations 

where the schema is invoked as a ll'Odel (top-down) 

or to account for data (bottan-upl • Thie facility 



can alao be used to lnvoke procedures approprlate 

to the context current at the t lme the schema la 

entered. 

The CXNPIIECE attrlbute ls a nunber used by 

the global scheduler to encourage evahiatlon of 

the IIIOISt pcanlslr¥3 interpretations. A.-;soctate<1 

vith this attribute is a schema-specific algorithm 

to IIOdify the confidence value whenever VAUJEs are 

!OUM for this object or its carponents. Uslng an 

algoclthm provldes the flexibility to consider the 

difficulty and importance of completing the 

interpretation of an object as well as the 

probabi llty of its existence. 

Schemata are used to represent scene objects 

in a t.a.sk danatn. Sane exarrples ln the geographic 

dom.a ln are roads. r Ivers. shorelines. bridges, 

river systems, towns, and road systems. 'nle 

schemata are carbined in deooop:>5ltion hierarchies 

(e.g •• road systems are made up of roads, bridges, 

and towns; towns are made up of buildings and 

roads1 and so onJ and specialization hierarchies 

(e.g., lakeshores and coastlines are •types• of 

shorelines). 

The hypothesis of this research is that the 

col!blMtion of two interpretation tasks can work 

to their ffll.ltual benefit. One might assume that 

this would make the problem nore difficult instead 

of eas ler. AoweYer, the proper mixture of <lat.a 

vi 11 resolve ambiguities without increasing 

inconsistencies. Identification of features in an 

h1age. such as roads, rivers, and bridges can be 

gulded by their pre!'ieOCe in a sketch map. 

J. An E><anp)e 

A sketch map of Ashcroft, B.C. has been 

interpreted by Mapsee2 (Havens and Hackworth, 

19801 Hackworth and Havens, 1981). 'nle Maya 

schema which represents the unambiguoua 

representation of a bridge in the scene la in 

Figure l. 

sldel: 
sidel-desc1 

slde21 
side2-desc: 

regions: 

C/labels1 

Qll!Odels: 

*c:haln-3 
11!17 • HJ 

(0.886914 0.4619)4) 54.1202) 
*chain-5 
I (69 • 62) 
(-0.918062. - 0,)964)6) 47.918062) 

(*region-! *reglon-2 *region-J 
•reglon-4 *region-6) 

((*chaln-3 . *bridge) 
(*chaln-5. *bridge)) 

((*river- system •river-system-1) 
(*road- system •road- system-1)) 

Figure 1. *brldge-1 an Instance of *bridge 

Note that the slot flllers do not differentiate 

between pointers to other schemata (eg. sldel) and 

nu11¥?rlc values (eg. sidel-desc). 

A stereotyplcal bridge schema can also be 

written in Maids. Figure 2 shows the blank data 

structure with none or its slots fille<'I. 

tn addition, there are functlon'3 associated 

wlth this schema for top-down evaluotlon, 

bottom-up evaluation, and to instantiate the 

bridge in a grey-scale digitized image when it has 

been identified in the sketch map. '!tie execut ton 

of this latter · procedure will be followed to 

irrllcate how schemata can be manlpulated within 

Maids. 

The basis of the routine is the following: 

Regions In the appropriate are.i are sought that 

coui d be interprete<1 as road or shadow. 'Itien 

edges are fountl in the eann area which oould 
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ocderli•t1 

value1 nil \ccnfidenoe1 nl 1 

\if-added: (prog nil 
(prtntlb •value added to sketch 

IMP ltl!ffl • • \val) I 
llf- renovedr (prog nil 

(pal:Xlm •value renoved from sketch 
map iten1 • • \val) I 

lif-rrodifled1 (prog nil 
(paten •value rrtxHfled ln sketch 

map item•• \val)) 

Mi ghbour: req l ons 1 

sh.ldoJteq ions: 
ro.xlreq iMS: 

valuer 
valuer 
value1 
value: 

ni 1 
nil 
nil 
nil 

lccnfidenoe1 nil 
lccnfldence1 nil 
\confidencer nil 
\confidence: nil 

a-part-of-> 
l ns u.noes-> 

nil 
nll 

&oarposes-to-> nil 
ne.lg'iboors-> nu 

oonfldence, nll 
con!-alg: 

(prog Ost) 
I setq 1st ( sgeta I name .. deoarposes-to) l 
(c:ond ((nuJl 1st) (return 0.0)) 

l(atan 1st) (return (sgetc 1st))) 
It (return 

(ql.)()t lent 
(ar:pl.y '"plus 

(rMpcar 
'"(larrtx'la (n) (sgetc n)) 
1st) l 

(length ~ stll l Ill 

Figure 2. The Stereotype \bridge Schema 

dP.fine the sides of the bridge (am possibly a 

sharb.il. While the procedure is i.nterestlng by 

itself, it Is sho.ln to illustrate the actual use 

of the Maids sche!Mta manipulatia, functlais. 

The next .nectlon oonslsts of brlef' excerpts 

of ·psad:>-oode· lam possibly responses from the 

pcoqcara which wi 11 oo lnne!nte<i an<i pr~e<'I by a 

•>•1 followed by an explanation of w.hat is 

acx:i::rrtl 1 tshed. 't1le schem'l ta man l pu lat la, functions 

will be urderl lned throughout. The procedure is 

~tered with the variable SKE't'CHMAPSO!E'-V\ bound to 

the ••brl~e-1• frcrn Figure t. 

l t ISl<E'!O~ • 
(sqeta '"\bridge • .. ><etchmapitem '"yes '"one 

.. ( ln!!tanceii) I 
(return 'alreadyexlatsl) 

A. checl( to detec111lne wheth4!!r this schetn.'l hal'S been 

examined before, Sgeta searches frorn \bridge down 

the • insta.nces• links lqoldng for one in,;tanoe 
I 

schema oontaining S~ as its sketch 

IMt • (snewi '"\brid\1.el 
> create a n~ brid\J, instances lbridge-1 

pl• (car (age.ta s~ -~idel-desc)l 
p2 • (car (sger s~ '"•i~e2-desc)) 

> pl • (5 , ll) 
> p2 • (69 , 62) 

Since Mapsee2 schemata are und.i fferentiated, .9,!! 

!_ttribute returns the value of slots. Pl and p2 

are the locatlons of the midpoints of the bridge 

sides. 

I reglist g (polntstrips pl p2 lregmatfile 1.5) 
I > regions Hst • ( lJO 1186 1629 9 1750 20181 

Pointstrlps searches for all the regions 

(generated from a reg.ion-merg.lng a :lgorlthm> in· 

\regmatfi le ~t are enclos~ in a rectangular 

strip whose corners are 1.5 units from pl and p2, 

orderlist • (ordinterp reglist Inst) 
> order 11st • (Other Shadow Bridge Bridge 

Other I 

Orderlnterp interprets the regions ~nd rletermlnes 

if thelr Interpretations are consistent with 

regions aroum and over a bridge. Interpretations 

lnclooe ION), WATER, URBAN, SHAIXW, M:XJNTAIN, and 

HILLS. The appropriate regions are aMed to the 

"lbridge-1• schema in the slots "shadowreglons•, 

•roadregions•, and •nelghl:xx.Jrregions". The order 

1 ist shows the order of regions from pl to p2. tn 

this case they are Other, Shadow, and Bridge. 

I I~ IMt 'ordccl let ocriorll11tl 

~ the yalue of orderlist in the VAWEd type of 

th~ same nall'P. in Inst. 
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I (~ Inst 'orderl 1st 100) 

M the _£Onfidtmce of orderl lat at 100 (the 

I edgelist • (?)int.strips pl p2 \edgematfiJe l.5) 
> edges list• (88 11 205 206 241 2421 

Fin1 al 1 the edge segrrents in the same rectarqular 

str lp that was searched for reg ions. Edge 

segments come fra11 groups of zero-crossings of the 

Laplaclan of the Gaussian. 

I if (null edglistl 
I then (sfail-rrodel Inst) 

tf there are no edge segrrents then thls rroc1el can 

n:3t be cocrect. So, retT"CVe it and aey of l ta 

descendants frcm the graph. 

1f (notwithinrange edgeangle brldgeorientation) 
then I r enove edge edg lis ti 
> edges list• (88 11 2421 

Remove all edge segrrents that are not similar to 

the orientation of the bridge in the sketch map 

(wt\lch is 67 degrees). 

forall t in edgelist 
(a&ito edge] ist 

(lineneighbours i -1.0 JS ledgefilell 
> edges list• 1(88 89) (10 11 12 13 14 15) 

(2421) 

£:xpaM al 1 the edge segments in e<lgelist to 

lncll.rle segments out of the rectangular strip that 

are cx,nnected to arv1 ln a simllar orientation a~ 

existing edge segments. 

I (foceach group of edges i tn edgelist 
I I l lnestats ii) 

Linestats calculates the length of the edge 

segirents, the average contrast across the edge, 

ard the ma.xi111.1111 contrast. 

I (11\lt.chregionstoedges orderlist edgellst Inst) 

Match the regions fran regionlist with the edges 

in e<i<Jei 1st. One result of this ls the ere.it ion 

of a new type of schema-the \curb echem<1. Each 

\curb schema contains the data concern.lng one edge 

of the bridge. A special type of \curb la 

reserved for shatiows. After this routine has 

executed, the schemata shown in Figure J will 

ex lat. 

)7 

conf-alg1 (prog nil (return 
(quotient 

oonfidencer 

avgstrengthr 
maxstrength: 
length: 
ang1es1 
edgesegsr 
type: 

a-part-of-> 

(add (sgetc \narre 'length) 
(sgetc lnarre "maxstrength) 
(sgetc \name 'n~lesl) 

3))) 

value1 3.!I \contlc1ence 7~ 
value1 s Icon f i<lenc:e 75 
value: 20 loonfidence 100 
value1 (248 214) Icon fl dence 80 
valuer 188 89) \confidence 100 . 
value: shat1ow \confidence 100 

lbrldge-1 

Figure Ja. Instance \curb-1 

lllltlltttlltlllllllltllltttlllllltllt 

con f l<lence 1 
oonf-alg: 

avgstrength: 
maxstrength: 
length : 
angles: 

e<:}g e seg 8 r 

type: 

a-p,u t-of-> 

93 
(prog nil 

vaiue: 96.JJ loonfic'lence 100 
value: 134 loonfinence 100 
value: 54 \confidence 100 
value, (90 57 79 45 90 27) 

lconfidenoe 80 
valuer 110 ll 12 13 14 15) 

loonfidenoe 100 
value: road Icon fic'lence 100 

lbrldge-1 

Figure 3b. lnstance lcurb-2 

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
confidence: 
oonf-alg: 

avgstrength1 
IMXStrength: 
length: 
angles: 
edgesegs: 
type: 

a-part-of-> 

100 
(prog nll 

vaJue: 
value: 
value, 
value: 
value: 
value: 

22.0 
22 
17 
(228) 
(242) 
roan 

lbrldge-1 

loont'i<lence 100 
lconfldence 100 
lconfMence 100 
\confidence 100 
lconftdence 100 
\confidence 100 

Figure Jc. Instance lcurb-3 
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The confld= a1goclthm la execute<'! after the 

last value a1ot la fi 1 led by a call to ~ wlth · 

the Af'PC(lPC ia te flag set. 

tlverreg • (sgetv *\rivers ·reg ions •yes 
·valueonly • all • I instances) I 

> rlverreg • (l\rlver-1130 1058 943 8741 
l\river-2 1750 2018 209511 

toca1J regions r in neig'lbourreqlons 
it r la in rlverreq 
then (sa.-\'!1 Inst 'neighbours River)) 

> neig.~hours • (lriver-1 lrlver-21 

Search through all the existlr¥J river scheoota for 

the regions they contain. tf they match the 

nelghbourilY] regions of the bridge, atid .!.inks to 

the rivers frcn the bridge arvi vice versa • 

(snutv In.c;t 'sketchm:1pi tern SKETOr,w>SO!OIAJ 
(!rnUtc: Inst 'sketchrrllpitem 100 ti 
--> va'ue a.1nc<l to s'<etchmapitem • *bridge-1 

a.s the sketch rr.1p item for this scherM. Set its 

confidence tD the rr.,xlnum and propagate that fact. 

Figure 4 displays the schaM for \bridge-1 at this 

aketchrMpl tenu 

ocdt!rl 1st: 

neighbourreqlCXlS: 

a-part-of-> 
~a-t.o,.> 
neighbours-> 

conf ldence: 
oon~-a\g: 

value: •be ldge-1 
\confidence: 
\l f-a<ir1ecl : 
\lf-renoved: 
\if-rrodified: 

100 
(prog 
(prog ••• 
(prog • • • 

vallll'!: (Other Shadow Bridge 
Br lrlge Other I 

\confidence: 100 
value: ( 2018 1750 9 1.301 
\confidence: · 100 
value: (11861 
\confidence: 100 
value: (1629) 
loonfldencer 100 

nil 
(\curb-1 \curb-2 \curb-3.1 
(\river-1 \river-21 

90 
(prog (lst) ••• 

Figure 4. ln.-1t.ance lbddge-1 

Th ls ls just one way in whlch the functions 

In Malrie might be used. While only 80lre of Its 

capabill ties are shown directly, many of the 

functions refe·rred to oontaih entiedc'led cal.la to 

other Maids functions, Appendix A 1 lets the 

CXlll'plete range of schemata m.tnipulation functions. 

4. DiscuBsion 

'Itie benefits of cooperating knowledge sources 

arise because each source deals with similar 

inf.ormation in a different way. For exanple, in 

sketch map analysis it la often fopossible to 

decide whether the water is inside or outside of a 

shore. However, the lbeation of the shoreline in 

the sketch map can guide the search for the 

appropriate features in the grey-sca1e illl<l9e. 

Then, a simple pixel classification teclmique 

appl led to the grey'-scale image wil:1 generally 

suffice to discover whlbh region corresponds to 

water. Hence the interpretation of each knowledge 

source provides useful inforrMtion· to aid in the 

interpretation of the other source·. 

A critl.cal aspect of thbi system is that the 

schemata can a=ept and utUize kno,dedge fran 

cooperattng sources of knowledge. This ia 

difr.tcu1t since the data are usual1y in very 

different forrm. Even reoonc:Uing data {ran the 

same source (such as regi6n and edge data) can be 

problematic. 'Itie nodularity of the schemata along 

with a flexible control strategy can be used to 

overcx:me this problem. 

5. Conc1usions 

Knowled.ge sources that can incorporate 

information fran several types of input within the 

3() 



fr~k of a wocld node\ may be effective in 

c::anputational vision. This paper describes a 

schemata-based system that is testing those 

claias. 
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Apperrlix 'A. Schemata Manipulation Functions 

Schemata 

(ICBJF.X:"n VN.mD LINK PRJCEOORE omERI 
( I INSTANCEI VMlJEO LWK Pro:::EOORE cmtERI 

VMlJEO • attribute (lvalue S-exp 
(lloonfidence, nunberl 

(l<'.lefau1t. S-expl 
(lif-added. form) 
(llf-nnd i(ied. form) 
(llf-rerroved, form) 
(llf-needed. form> 
(%required. predicat.e)ll 

Suffix Conventions 

'A~any 'Attribute 
V- VAf1JFJl attributes 
L--LINK attributes 
I-Instances 
0--objects 

Functlon11 

1. (aM- J.ink-inverse J ink inverse) - adds link and 
its inverse to llink-typee. 

2. (ifneed schema attribute)- evals the \if-needed 
clause of attribute in schema. 

3, (saddl schemal link schema21- adds a link from 
schema! to schema2 (and the inverse). 

4.(sanylink? schemal schema2 ) - determines lf there 
ls a path from scherMl to schetM2 usi03 any 
type of LINKs. 

5. (sattr schema types)- returns a list of the 
attrihute na~s of schema. 

6. (sattrtype schem11 attrlbute )-returns the type of 
attribute l.n schema. 

7.(sconsistl- makes a riata base oonslstent by 
a<'.lrHng and rerroving appropriate LINKs aoo 
obiects. · . 

8. (screate {name/) - creates a new stereotype 
(obiectl schema. 

9.(serasel instance {If-removed/ {spllce?/1 -
destroys lnRtancf. 

10.(seraseo ob:ject spllce?II- destroys object 
(after user confirmation). 

11. (sgeta schema attribute { inherit allorone 
I inks/) - gets the value of attribute tn 
schema. 

12. (sgetc schema {attribute/I - returns the 
conf.ldence value for a schema or a VAU!Etl 
type attribute. 

13. (sgetl schema 1 Ink>- returns the schem.,(tal 
pointed to by 1 ink from schema. 

14, Cegetv schema attribute { inherit type al.lorone 
1inksl links2 /) - gets the value (or default) 
of attribute Ca VAWEd type) in schetM, 

15. (slink? schemal schema2 linkl- returns the 
I ength of the shortest path from scherMl to 
schema2, if it exists, using only link. 

16. (snewi object)-creates a new instance of object 
am returns its nanw,, 

17. I spl lee schema l Ink { inverse I) - rerroves all 
LtNKs from schema an<'! spi lees them together. 

18.(sprint schema)- pretty prints schema. 
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19. (spclntn schema ltnkl- pretty prints the tree 
structure urv\er schema using \ink. 

20. (sputa schema attribute {defnll- puts a new 
attribute (with value defnl in schemll. 

21.(S?Jtc schetM {attribute cval spread?ll-changes 
the confidence value of the schetM or a 
valued attribute to cval. 

22. (sputct schema attribute value oldconfldence 
newcx:n!idence spread)-replaces oldconfldence 
in the Ust of confidence values of 
attribute la VMlJEd typel in sche!M wtth 
newoon f ldeooe. · 

2.3.(sputv scheflla attribute value)-puts a new value 
for attribute (a VAilJEr1 type) in schetM. 

24.Caremovea schema attribute {If-removedll
remove11 the definition of attribute fran 
sc:hfflia. 

25. (srem:,veal adlCfM link.I- renoves au LINT<s from 
· schemll Cam the inverses) • 
26.(sreirovel schem.,t link schema21- renr::,ves the 

1 ink from schemal to schema2 (and the 
'"Wersel • 

27. CsrfflO\leY schema attribute)- sets the value of 
att lbute (a VJ\JlJ!:D type) in schema to NIL. 

28.(srestore {fllell- restores all the objects in 
file. 

29.(ss.!v-e {filell- saves all objects in !ile. 
30. (ssprintn schema)- pretty prints the graph 

structure frcrn schema using all L!Nl<s, 
31. (vcheck schP.ma attribute value)- checki, to see 

it value meets the conditions in the 
\required clause in schema • 

ljQ 
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ABSTRACT 

Streaks ariae in computed tomograma for a 
variety of reaaona such aa presence of high 
contrast e.!ges and objects, aliasing errors and 
use of a very few views. The problem appears ·to 
be an inherent difficulty with all 
reconstruction methods, including 
b.ick-projection (with convolution) and the 
algebraic reconstruction technique (ART). We 
found that .! posteriori removal of streaks is 
not vary affective and can cause . further 
artifacts, 'n\1a p.aper present• result• of a 
nu,iber of variations of ART oriented towards 
prevention of atreak1. In particular, pattern 
recognition of streaks during iterative 
reconstruction and the use of directional 
neighbourhood operations with ART are 
considered. Reconstructions of test patterns 
using the various alr,orithms derived are 
pre~enteJ and° optimization of the parameters 
involved is discussed. As good quality 
reconstructions are achievable using very few 
views, our methods can lead to a significant 
reduction in radiation dose in x-ray computed 
tomography. · They are currently being used for 
remote c~puted tomography ~ia teleradiology 
where a few radiographs acquired at different 
an~lea are transmitted to a central computing 
f~cillty, They should also be useful in electron 
aicroscopy of macromolecules and have widespread 
industrial applications where only a few views 
are obtainable for non-destructive testing. 

INTRODUCTION 

Streak-like artifacts arise for a variety 
of reasona in reconstructions 1118de from 
projections. There have been a few studies on 
the causes of such artifacts in computed 
tomography and correction procedures to remove 
atreaka have also been proposed. For example, 
Joaeph ~ Spltal (19ijl) dc~cribc the "cxponentlal 
eJi:e-11raJient ef feet" and glvc Fourler 
deconvolutlon and ray sum correction methods to 
eliminate atreaka. The presence of out-of-field 
object, (Huang et al. 1977) and opaque objects 
leading to saturated rays (Morin & Raeside, 
1981), aovement of objects during scanning, and 
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the uae of incomplete projection data 
(Gore & Leeman, 1980; Oppenheiru, 1977) have also 
been pointed out aa sources of streaks in 
reconstructions, Aliaaing error caused by 
inadequate sampling of the projection data h 
yet another cause of streaking (Brooks et al., 
1979; Stockharu, 1979), Although the software and 
mathematics of reconstruction are known to have 
this inherent weakness (Hall, 1975; Houn1<Held, 
1977; Moran, 1976), the methods proposed to 
overcome streaking have only been 
post-reconstructive cleaning- up procedures (for 
example, Henrich, 19·80) and pre- processing of 
projection data (for example, Brook• et al,, 
1979; Joaeph & Spital, 1981; Morin & Raeside, 
1981), Our initial attempt, at procea1ing the 
reconetructione were in a similar spirit. We 
used correlation meesures for detecting 1treak1 
and a variety of linear and nonlinear operators 
on the streaks, but did not obtain good results: 
while detection of 1<treake wus eilfflly performed, 
the choice of parameters for the operator• wa1 
round to be difficult and picture dependent and 
the procedure often introduced further 
artifact a. 

We felt that a suitable modification to the 
reconstruction procedure that would .£!event 
atreaka from getting into the recon1truction 
would be a better approach than trying to remove 
them after they have already been introduced, 
Thie paper presents initial result a ot 
variations of ART (Gordon et al,, 1970) derived 
with this approach in mind, In particular, the 
use of directional neighborhood operstione and 
pattern recognition of streaks during the 
iterations of an ART algorithm is considered, 
Reconstructione of test patterns made from a 
very few views using the new algorithm• are 
preiented and optimization of the parameter, 
involved is discussed, As good quality 
reconstructions are achievable with a very few 
views, these techniques could lead to a drastic 
reduction of radiation dose in x-ray computed 
tomography. They also pennit transmission of 
relatively few radiographic viewe for remot~ 
computed tomography via tcleradlology 
(Range raj & Gordon, 1982). Since only a tew 
views can be obtained in many industrial 
applications of computed tomography, the 
algorithms should be of considerable use in 
non-destructive testing. They should also 
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f l11J .ippltcatlona in electron microscopy (Be 'nder 
et al., 1970), where electron beam damage of 
a.acr<><aoleculea limit• . the number of useful 
exposures, and thus views, that can be obtained. 

TliE ALGEBRAIC RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE 

The algebraic reconstruction tet1nique (ART) 
ta an iterative procedure whtch starts wlth an 
lnttlal e1tim.ate of the picture and updates the 
pixels so as to satisfy the given projection 
data. A brief descrlptlon of ART frOC11 a digital 
picture processing point of view ts given below; 
for aore detailed analyaia of ART and other 
reconstruction algorithms, see Gordon et al. 
(1970) and Cordon (1974) . 

The 111.age reconstruction problem can be 
poae<I aa follows: Clven a aet of projectiona 
R(l,k) at anglea 91 , for P viewa (l • l ••• P), 
each view having 2R + 1 rays (k • -R •• ,R), 
compute a picture p(i,j) auch that the raysuma 
S(l,lc.) of p(i,j) are as close to R(l,lc.) as 
possible. The ART algorithm updatea pixe.la 
belonging to individual rays of a v'iew to meet 
the raysum criterion a, 

p q+I ( 1, j) • p q( 1, j) + (R( l ,lc.)-Sq( l ,lc.))/N(l ,lc.) 
(I) 

where N(l,k) ta the number of pixels in the ray 
(l,k) and q refera to the iteration nun,ber, The 
abov.. operation performed ov·er all views 
conatltut .. a one cycle, and a nU1Dber of such 
c ycl .. a will h~ve to be executed before all 
rAY•""'• are •at, A suitable converRence 
crlt.,rlon can be 1et up baaed on the error of 
r~conatructlon defined aa 

The Initial picture used 1• usually a uniforml'y 
gray picture of intensity equal to the average 
brightness of the picture, whlch may be computed 
froo, the given projection data. 

Equation (I) represent• additive ART, so 
called ~cauae the correction applied is 
additive. A5 this can lead to negative values 
b~lng asaigned to pixela, an additional 
constraint is essential. This la done by setting 
the pixel to zero whenever the value given by 
Equ.:atlon (I) ia negative. 

The •ultiplicative version of 
J•flnotJ a, 

ART h 

(3) 

whhl, has the advantage that negative pixel 
valuew are not encountered. 

Six test patterna were used to evaluate ART 
and the modi fica tlons ·derived. The original te11t 
patterns are given in Figures ,la,2a,3a,4a,5a and 
6a. (Figures la and 5a were .acquired uaing a TV 
camera and frame buffer; 2a 11 the negative of 
111 4a was derived from 2a by aatting the 
background to zero; and, 31 and 6a were created 
by computation, All patterns are of size 101Xl01 
pixels with a maximum of 256 gray levels), 
Reconstructions of these patterns by additive 
ART are given in Figure, lb,2b,4b and 5b; by 
multiplicative ART in Figure, 3b,4c,5c and 6b, 
Only eight views at angles 91 • 20,40, •• 140,160 
degrees (measured along the rays) were used, 
with 220 raya per view, Figure 3c ia the 
reconstruction of 3a by multiplicative ART using 
on1y four views at 30,7·0,110 & 150 degrees, 
included to demonstrate the distortions caused, 
The· raywid th wa a defined a, 

(4) 

such that each ray crosse1 one and only pixel 
per row or column, It is seen that the 
reconstructions have streak& at all projectioq 
anglea. While the atreaks in the additive ART 
reconstruction extend to the zero background in 
Figures 4b and 5b, the multiplicative ART 
reconstructions in Figure, 4c and Sc are free of 
thia. Thia property, howeve,r, can be easily 
incorporated into addic.ive AR:r by forcing all 
pixel• belonging to raya with zero sums to 
always remain at zero and excluding them from 
ART computations (cf, Cordon, 1974), 
Reconstructions computed with thia 'convex hull' 
feat~re included in additive ART are given in 
Figures 4d and 5d. Note that thi1 feature can 
lead to an improvement only in cases where there 
are rays with zero auma. In caaea of low level 
background noise, thia can be achieved by 
thresholding projection data. nie advantages of 
using the convex hull are that the rayaum 
distribution is more accurate and some 
computation 1a aav.ed by keeping the labeled 
pixels out of the reconstruction procedure. 

FEATURES OF STREAKS 

Linear streaks usually occur only along the 
raye used in reconstruction. The moat common 
cause of streaks is the presence of high 
contrast edges and objects in the image, The 
fundamental reason for streaking, how~ver, is 
that the reconstruction algorithms (both back 
projection and ART) have a 'smearing' feature: 
the rayaum, or the correction in the ca1e of 
ART, 1a 11pread out unif1>rmly along th11 path of 
the ray. Figure le gives reconatructiona of 
Figure la after each view during the first cycle 



of •JJltlve ART, wt ,~re thl• feature la clearly 
seen. While thil may occur only in the firat 
cycle of ART, the streaks ao introduced are 
usually not corrected by the subsequent 
lteratton1. the use of a very large number of 
views tend1 to merge the streak1 at different 
angle1 and give a unifonD background. When the 
number of views used ia small, as in our 
experlaent1, the streaks remain obvious, ae can 
be readily seen lo Figures lb,2b and 6b. 

A 1tudy of the 1treak patterns in Figure 6b 
point• to t\lO types of streaking mechanisms: the 
111earing of the larger (whiter) ray1um1 lead• to 
the broad atreaka which are whiter against the 
light background (transmission type), and, at 
the edge, of the high contrast object•, dark, 
tangential streaks arise due to compensation• 
made in the background for whiter value• 
assigned to plxela at the boundaries of the 
objects (coa,pensa tory type). While the 
transml11ion type of streaks are easily smoothed 
out by the use of a large number of views, the 
cOl!lpensatory &treaks are not. 

Treating the pixels of a ray aa fonDing a 
acan-line signal, we may characterize a streak 
by a high autocorrelation between successive 
pixel• of t he ray. This feature was used in our 
initial studies to detect streaka. In one 
procedure we tried, the reconstruction algorithm 
waa made to skip the ray correction if the new 
values h.ld flrat and second autocorrelation 
coefficient, higher than a fixed threshold. Thia 
procedure, however, failed to prevent streaking. 
Post-reconstruction processing of streaks so 
detected by different linear and non-linear 
contraat stretching operator•, with 
r..-nona.alia:ation to meet the raysum criterion, 
al10 failed due to lack of information about the 
contrast limits of the picture. The result of 
one 1uch operation, defined as 

p'(i,j) • p(i,j)/2 

2p(i,j) 

if p(i,j)<mean 

if p(i,j})mean 

(where • .. an' 11 the average value of all pixels 
along the ray considered) on the 1treaka in 
Figure lb 11 given in Figure le, where it is 
seen th.It 1uch a procedure can ·produce further 
artifacts (a ray being labeled as streak if the 
firat auto-correlation coefficient of the pixels 
of the ray exceeded 0.99 or both the first and 
second coefficients exceeded 0.97). 

DIRECTIONAL NEIGHBOURHOOD AVERAGING 

A1 linear 1treak1 ordinarily occur only in 
the direction, of the raya u1ed for ,canning, we 
felt that a 1uitable criterion based on pixels 
belonging to adjacent rays, when incorporated 
into the reconstruction algorithm, would prevent 
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strt:,1k i11g. One such approach la a l l11cur 
combination of ART •• in Equation (I), with a 
directional neighbourhood averaging which tends 
to minimi&e the difference, between pixel, 
belonging to adjacent ray,. Thi• la achieved by 
making a pixel value tend to a weighted average 
of its previous value and those pixela of it, 
a-neighbourhood that belong to the ray• on the 
left and right of the ray paa1ing through it. 
Based on the above discussion we define an error 
meaaure 

A(l(pq+l(i,j)-(C s(i,j) + (l-C) pq(i,j))} 2J 

+ (1-A)(l(pq+l(i,j) 

-(pq(i,j)+(R(l,k)-Sq(l,k)) /N( l,k))} 2
J 

( i. j) 
thil 
for 

where the aummstiona are over all pixel, 
belonging to ray (1,k). Minimization of 
error measure with respect to p(i,j) 
iteration q+l, gives the following algorithms 

pq+l(i,j) • max(O,A{C a(i,j) + (l-C) pq(i,j)) 

+(l-A)(pq(i,j) + (R(l,k)-S\l ,k)) /N(l ,k))) 

0 < A,C < l. 
(5) 

Equation (5) la the SPART (Streak Preventive 
ART) algorithm preaented in Gordon & luingaraj 
(1981). Here, a(i,j) is the average 1nten1ity of 
the immediate neighbour• of p(i,j) that belong 
to rays (l,k-1) and (l,k+l). Theaa pixel, are 
alway• in the 8-neighbourhood of (1,j) when the 
ray width ia defined a, in Equation (4). Th• 
weighting factor A determine, the proportion of 
averaging and ART to be used .and the factor C 
control• the weight of .the neighboura in 
directional neighbourhood averaging. A• c•n be 
seen froa Equation (5), A• 0 represent• regular 
ART. The value of the error defined in 
Equation (2) may be expected to be larger for 
higher values of A and C: a larger A will make 
the contribution of ART les1er and a higher C 
will increase the effect of the neighbouring 
pixela on the averaging. Further, the value, of 
A and c will together influence convergence of 
the algorithm. Reconstructions of the pattern• 
in Figures la and 2a using Equation (5) are 
given in Figures Id and 2c, with A• C • 0.85. 
It is seen that while streaking is prevented to 
some extent in Figure Id, contrast is loat: 
Figure lf givea a set of reconstructions of 
Figure la using the SPART algorithm with A 
(horizontal axis) and C (vertical axil) at 
O.l, 0,35, 0.6 and 0,85, Smaller value• of A and 
C were observed to lead to reconstruction, with 
streak• prevented to a lesser extent, but with 
higher contr11t, 

The SPART algorit hm failed in the ca11e of 
Figure 2c, Thie indicates that a uniform 
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aaoothln& la not dealrable. Haking C • function 
of tha local contraat, •• 

C • la(i,j)-p(i,j)l/(a(t,j)+p(t,j)) 

ylaldad the raconatruction in Figure 2d, which 
do.a not ahow auch improvement. In an attempt to 
recover contraat, we gradually reduced the 
~lghting factor A for succe1slve iterations 
do1o1n to zero, which resulted in the 
reconstruction in Figure 2e. An interesting 
obaaniatlon froca thla case 11 that atreak1 arise 
even if a better estimate than a flat picture 
(In thia ca1e a blurred reconstruction) ls given 
to ART. 

A point of note about the smoothing 
performed by the SPART algorithm is thia: the 
operation ls directional, being perpendicular to 
tlwt ray considered. Thu9 po.at-reconstruction 
blurring will not lead to saaie results, with 
st.andard hnage · processing operators . Further, 
the algorithm attempts to prevent streaks, 
rJther than just blur them by averaging. This is 
demonstrated in Figure lg where results of 
application of the digital Laplacian operator ( 
see Rosenfeld~ Kak, 1976) to Figures la,b and d 
are glvien. 

OPT1H1ZAT10N or NElCHIIORHOOD OPERATIONS 

Froia the results obtained from experiments 
diacu1 1ed in tlu! previou1 section, it la 
app,arent that the neighborhood operations must 
~ more flexible and picture dependent. A 
different approach, one of optimization of a 
glveo cost function subject to a constraint, waa 
taken. Let a(i,j) denote a linear combination of 
tlw lamedlate neighbor• of p(i,j) which belong 
to the r•ys to the left and right _of the ray 
~aalng through p(i,j), In order · to prevent 
occurrence of atrieak1, we IIAY proceed to 
iteratively alniaize 

2 I ( p(i,j) - a(l,j) ) 

subject to the constraint 

I p( 1, j) R(l ,k) 

where the aummatlons are over 
belonging to ray (1,k). Applying 
aethod of undeteralned multipliers 
exJ~ple, Burley, 1974) we get the 
algorltlw: 

all pixels 
Lagrange's 

(see, for 
following 

pq+l(l,j). a(l,j) + (R(l,k) - Ja(i,j))/N(l,k) 
(6) 

..t.ere the &U1Ul8t10D 11 
aaaociated with ray (l,k). 

over all a(t,j) 
nie multlpllcatlve 

versio11 of the above equation can be expresNed 
a, 

pq+l(i,j) • a(i,j)R(l,k)/1 a(l,j). 
(7) 

The important feature of the above algorithm ia 
that it tend• to keep the difference between 
adjacent ray scan-line, to a minimum, 1atiafyin& 
the rayaum constraint at the aame time. Thh 
represent, an improvement over SPART. 

Initially we defined a(i,j) a1 the average 
of all neighbor, of p(i,j) belonging to ray, 
(l,k-1) and (1,k+l). Reconstructions u1ing the 
additive version in Equation (6) are giv1n in 
Figure• 4e and 5e (with the convex hull feature 
described earlier); Figures 4! and 6c are 
reconstructions using the multiplicative version 
in Equation (7). In an attempt to improve the 
contrast in these reconstructions, the geometric 
mean of the expressions in Equation• (3) and (7) 
was tried, defined as 

pq+l(i,j) • sqrt[{a(i,j)R(l,k)/!a(i,j)} 

{pq(i,j)R(l,k)/Sq(l,k))), 
(8) 

Reconstruction of the test pattern in Figure 4a 
using this version is given in Figure 4g. Notice 
from the reconstructions in Figures 4e,f and 5e 
that the last projection used (at 160 degree, 
here) leaves a patchy appearance in that 
direction. To overcome this ,;last view effect", 
the reconstructions obtained at the end of each 
view were stored and then averaged during the 
final iteration: the reconstructions ao obtained 
are given in Figures 4h and 5f. 

In order to avoid loss of detail,, the 
neighborhood factor a(i,j) ha1 to be 
appropriately defined at each location u1ing the 
information available at that cycle in 1uch a 
way a, to prevent both 1treaking and 
indiscriminate blurring of features. With theae 
considerations in mind we defined three contraat 
measures to determine a(i,j): 

along• (lp_(i,j)-p(i,j)I + 

lp.(i,j)-p(i,j)l)/(p_(i,j)+p+(i,j)+2p(i,j)) 

across• (ll(i,j)-p(i,j)I + 

lr(i,j)-p(i,j)l)/(l(i,j)+r(i,j)+2p(i,j)) 

left-to-right•ll(i,j)-r(i,j)l/(1(1,j)+r(i,j)) 

where p(i,j) is a pixel belonging to ray(l,k), 
p_ (i,j) and P+(i,j) are neighbor• of p(i,j) 
along the ray scan-line (l,k), 1(1,j) 11 the 
average of neighbor• of p(i,j) belonging to ray 



(l,k-1), and r(t,j) 1• the average of neighbor• 
of p(l,j) belonging to ray (l,k+l), Note that 
vitb the above deftnitlon1, the contraat 
aeaaure1 have a convenient range of Oto 1, An 

important feature simplifies computation: the 
pixel, uaed are in the a-neighborhood of p(i,j) 
when the rayvidth la defined aa in Equation (4), 
Three option, w,ere provided in the definition of 
a(i,j) using the above contrast measures: 

if (acro11 > ltal) and (along< 11m2) 
1. then { atreak) 
if left-to-right) 111!13 

la. then ( edge) 
a(l,j)•oearer of 1(1,j) and r(i,j) to p(i,j) 

lb. el•• {hump} 
a(i,j) • O.S(l(i,j)+r(i,j)) 

2. else ( p~oceed with ART} 
a(i,j) • p (i,j) 

where liml, lim2 and lim3 are thresholds defined 
for the three contrast measures to detect 
streaks and edges in the reconstructed picture; 
'edge• refers to a large difference across the 
pixel aa at the edge of an object; and 'hump' 
refers co a streak over a flat background, in 
which caae the middle pixel would be higher (or 
lower) than both the left and right neighbors, 
Ry setting the contrast thresholds to the 
maximuro possible value (1.0), the algorithm may 
be forced to follow regular ART, To tnke maximum 
advantage of the above operations, the initial 
picture for ART was cocnputed from the first view 
data only (by giving to each pixel the value 
R(l,k)/S(l,k) appropriately), and the algorithm 
was started with the second view. Figure 6d 
gives the reconstruction of 6a using the above 
criteria with renormalization using Equation (7) 
(with 11ml • 111112 • 0.05, lim3 • 0.2) , The dark 
atreaka seen ln Figure 6b are not present in 
fl11ure bJ. furthar, the hockr.uund la more, 
unlfor• anJ the eJ!:es of the objects are sharper 
th.In in Figure 6c, An optimized choice of the 
threaholda should lead to an even better 
reconstruction. 

DISCUSSION 

\/hen we use only a few views ln 
reconstruction fr<><1 projections, we are dealing 
vith highly underdetennlned equations (Cordon, 
1974). For example, a IOOxlOO array with 8 views 
repreaents 10,000 unknowns with around 800 
equations (of the form R(l,k) • I p(l,j)). 
Standard algorithms, auch as ART, select but one 
of the infinite number of possible solutions. 
What we are attempting to do is find alternative 
aolutlons to the equations (cf, Cordon, 1973) 
which are free of the streaking artifacts 
typical of ART and other algorithms, The 
algorithm• derived have demonstrated their 
ability to select better solutions to the same 

set ot e4uationa. The uee or pattern recognition 
and all available information about the imag1 
being reconatructed to build some intalligence 
into the algorithm would make selection from the 
set of infinite solution• ea1ier, Our ·work haa 
been progressing in this direction and method• 
of improving perfonnance of the alaorithm1 
derived are being researched, The conv1rgenc1 
properties and effects of noiae will al10 be 
studied at a later ataje• 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. a)Pattern l; b) Additive ART reconstruction; 
c) Streak processing applied to b); d) SPART 
reconstruction (A•C•0.85), 

I. e) View-by-view results of ART reconstruction 
as in Figure lb, 

1, f) SPART reconstructions of la for A 
(horizontal axis) and C (vertical axis) at O.l, 
0.35, 0.6 snd 0.85. 

1, g) Results of application of 
Laplacian operator to la,b and d, Note 
of streaks in ld, 

digital 
absence 

2, a) Pattern 2; b) Additive ART; c) SPART 
reconstruction (A•C•0.85); d) SPART with 
variable C; e) SPART with elidinn A, 

3. a) Pattern 3; b) Multiplicative ART, 8 views; 
c) Multiplicative ART, 4 views. 

4. a) Pattern 4; b) Additive ART; c) 
Multiplicative ART; d) Additive ART with convex 
hull; e) Reconstruction by Equation (6); f) 
Reconstruction by Equation (7); g) 
Reconstruction by Equation (8); h) Same as (g) 
but with averaging during last cycle. 

5. a) Pattern S; b) Additive ART; c) 
Multiplicative ART; d) Additive ART with convex 
hull; e) Reconstruction by Equation (6); f) 
Reconstruction by Equation (8) with averaging 
during last cycle. 

6, a) Pattern 6; b) Multiplicative ART; c) 
Reconstruction by Equation (7) with averaging 
during last cycle; d) Reconstruction using 
Equation (7) with the three options for a(1,j). 
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Feature Conatrainta for Computer Interpretution !!.!_~!.£.!..!!Image•!!.!_ ~ 
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Abatract 
Computerised Axial Tomoaraphy (CAT) 

acana of log, reveal detail, of their 
internal 1tructure. We have determined 
feature• which can be extracted and u1ed 
a• con1tra1nta in a computer program to 
interpret CAT ,can image, of log,, 

lotroductfon 
A log entering a 1awmill 1a 1eldoa 

perfect, It will have knot, or rot tn1ide 
it. and it i, not po11ible to ••certain 
where the1e 1mperfectton1 are buried by 
a1mple viaual 1n1pection of its surface, 
When the log i1 cut the knot• and rot 
become obvioua, but by then it 1• too 
late, If the imperfection, in a loa could 
be found before cutttna it, then it would 
be poaaible to cut around them, 
Indu1trlal tomography h11 been ahown to 
be a viable method for non-destructive 
lnve,tigatton of the internal atructure 
of object• (Ellinger 1979, Hopkins 1981. 
Reiaer, 1980), In particular, tomography 
of log, haa 5hown that defect, and other 
~•p.,cta of internal structure are readily 
JJacernible. 

Thia paper deacribee a 1et of 
feature, by which CAT ecen imase• of 101 
croaa-aectiona can be aegmented into 
regions of knot•• rot. clear wood 
etcetera, Theae region• are identified by 
feature, 1uch a, the lenath, atrength, 
and direction of growth ring,, the 
denaity of the wood. and the 1ubjective 
contour, formed where a 1et of growth 
rings 11 interrupted by a hole ors 
rotten region, Following Marr (Marr 
1978), Barrow and Tenenbaum (Barrow 
197e). aod othera we have looked to the 
real-world domain to provide con1trainta 
whtc~ limit the poasible interpretation, 
of iaage features , Firat, the CAT 

· acanning proces1, and the visible 
feature• tn a log cro11-1ection will be 
Jeacrtbed, Next, the proce111ng 
'•ethodoloay will be deacr1bed, including 
prlaury f.,atur" l.'Xtruction and, at 11 

higher level, 1egmentat1on procea11ng, 
f_ ~ and Logs 

Computerized Axial Tomography 11 a 
well-developed medical imaging technique 
which 1• currently being applied in 
noo-medlcal area•, CAT scanning 11 a 

••thod wheraby & ••t of x-r•y• ~fa aJven 
object ta u,ed to create 1 
croa1-aectional den,ity map. The output 
of thi• procea1 1• • aray acale image, 
typically diaplayed on a TV monitor, with 
the intenaity value of any pixel 
correaponding to the den1ity of that area 
of the acanned o~ject, 

CAT acan, of loge exhibit readily 
di1ceroible features even to the 
untrained observer, Figura 1 is a diagram 
of the feature• which can be aeen tn a 
typical CAT acan of a log, Theae include, 
1, growth ringa - - d11tingui1hed by their 

high density and circular shape about 
the center of growth. 

2, hole•, crack,, pitch pocket1-
dJ1ttngut1hed by their low density 
(they appeAr a, light region, in 
ectual CAT 1cana), 

3. knot,-- dt1tinguiahed by their high 
den11ty, roughly elliptical 1hape 
(major axia pointing toward, the 
center of growth), and the fact that 
knot, tend to di1tort the growth 
rtng1 near them; 

4, rot-- d11tingutahed by its higher, 
lower, or varied denaity. and the way 
rotten ar .. aa interrupt growth rings, 

Proceaa1ng ~odology 
Although the input to thta ay1te11 1• 

from a 11mttad domain, the taaae• , 
the111elve1 can vary greatly, Loa• vary 
aero,, 1peciea, Al,o the water content of 
a log affect, ita CAT ,can image. 
Techntquea 1uch as 1tatt1t1cal pattern 
recognition. or 
1egmentat1on-by-threahold1ng will not 
yield conaiatent result, tn this 
environment, They can, however, be u1ed 
at lower level, to extract 1tmple 
feature•, Knowledge-directed 
interpretation of the input image ia 
needed at higher level, of proce11tng, 
The image aegmentation proce,1 divide, 
nicely into two phaae•, The fir1t 11 to 
extract primary or 11mple faaturea, Th, 
aecond 11 to u1e theae primary feature, 
to dct~rminr the imftQC reQion• 
correMponding to the internal atructure 
of the log, 
a, Primary Feature Extraction 

Stmpl~ thresholding aufficea to 
determine the external boundary of 
the log 1ince the den,tty difference 
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betwe e n air and wood is so 
pronounced, 

A standard edge-detection 
operator (Marr 1979) provid es a set 

of edge points. Clearly, growth rings 
generate edge ele me nts , as do cracks, 
hol es, and knot s. 

CENTER 
OF 

GROWTH 

ROT INSECT HOLE 

Figur e 
CAT scan image of a log, 

Figure 2 
The cross-hatc h ed areas correspo nd to regions of 

low d e n sity s uperimpos e d on th e original image. 
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b. Htih-levcl Fcaturca 
The prfaar7 featurea available 

are the ortainal denaity image, the 
external boundary of the log, and a 
aet of edge eleaenta. The 
claaa1ficat1on of image regtona 
depends 1n large part upon the global 
contest provided by the growth rtnga, 
Thta contest dependency ta not 
arbitrary, for growth ringa are a 
atrong viaual cue for human 
obaervera. ~e1ghbour1ng edge element• 
having atatlar characteriatica are 
linked together into curved line 
aegaenta. Thoae which are concentric 
wtth the log boundary are generallJ 
growth ringa, Since we know 
approximately where the growth rina 
aegmenta should continue we can trJ 
to extend them in a manner afm1lar to 
that which Shirai (Shirai 1975) uud 
for finding lines in the blocka 
world, 

Anothe~ atrong vleuul cue ta the 
center of growth of the log, The biaa 
of the center of growth nway from the 
geometric center ot the log often 
causes weak and closely packed growth 
ringa. The center of growth ts 
defined by the center of the set of 
concentric growth rings, Any two 
areas of obvious, unperturbed 
growth-- aa indicated by uniform 
growth rlnga-- can be used to locate 
the approximate center of growth, It 
ta located where the perpendiculara 
to the growth rings in each area 
interaect, Thia eatimate of the 
location of the center of growth cen 
be improved upon by repeating the 
aaae proceaa on nearby uniform growth 
areaa which are cloaer to the center, 

The priaary featurea and the 
center of growth are used to deflae 
and describe areaa of clear wood, 
knota, and rot, Concentric and 
un!fora growth rlnga are strong 
evidence of clear wood, There may be 
other reglona of clear wood, but 
indicated by weaker evidence, Slow 
tree growth and limited iaage 
reaolutlon cauae aoae areaa of clear 
wood to appear to be of almoat 
unifora denait7, A region ta 
Interpreted aa clear wood if ita 
denait7 ta unifora and aiailar to 
that of eatabliahed areaa of clear 
wood, 

Reg1ona which cannot be 
claaa1f1ed aa clear wood auat contain 
aoae defect which cau1ea the growth 
ringa to becoae diacontinuoua, Our 
aia 1• to claa1if7 theae regions a1 
knot a, · rot, crack•, or hole a. The 
boundary between the1e region• and 
clear wood 11 a aubject1ve contour 
foraed by breaka in the growth rings, 

Hany character1at1ca i ndicate 
ll, .. t • reaton 11 a knot, knota are of 
high denaity, and rouahly elliptical, 
The major ax1a of thia allipae point, 
toward the center of growth, There 11 
uaually a 'tail' of hi&h density (aee 
Figura 1) po1nt1n& in the direction 
of the canter of arowth. Knota al10 
tend to perturb the arowth rtna• near 
them, Thua grow~h ringa in the imaae 
which bend out of the circular 
pattern ara evidence that they ara 
near the boundary of a knot, 

Rot cauaea a log'a cellular 
atructure to decay into a maaa 
similar to packed aawduat, Since rot 
occurs after the growth rings are 
eatabl1ahed, they do not bend out of 
the circular pattern near the 
boundary of the rot, The water 
content within a rotten area may vary 
•• well, cau11ng regions of higher or 
lower denalty in the CAT acan image 
(see Figure 1), Generally, rot ta not 
found 1n amall pocket, embedded in 
clear wood, but rather in extenaive 
areas, often a complete quadrant of 
the log, All this aeana that In CAT 
scan• a region of rot can be 
identified by the pre1ence of 
fragmented growth ringa and widely 
varying density, 

Crack• and hole• are usually 
amall region,, They ara typically 
bounded on all 1ide1 by clear wood, 
They 1lso exhibit a uniformly low 
density thr~ughout, Holes are 
typically circular 1n nature, and 
cracka run radially inward toward the 
center of arowth, 

Computer Proceaatns 
Some reaulta of the low-level 

feature detection Qperationa are shown in 
Figures 2 and 3, Simple thresholding 
diat1ngu1ahaa low-denatty region• 
correapondtng to the external boundary of 
the log, and holea, cracka, and aome rot, 
Figure 2 1howa the CAT acan of the log 
and the threaholded area, Fiaure 3 ahowa 
t he edge pointa re1ult1ng from the 
application of an edge detector, The 
growth ringa in areas of aound wood and 
the boundar1e~ of knota are readily 
discernible, I~ areas of rot, the edge 
point• indicate regions where the denaity 
is rapidly changing, The fact that there 
ta no uniform direction to these edge 
points ia one indicator of rotten wood, 

Summary and Future Work 
KnowTedge of howthe internal 

atructure of a log i1 formed conatraina 
the interpretation of CAT scan image 
features, A log'o boundary and growth 

· r1nga provide a context for the 
. Interpretation of local image regions, 
1 Preliminary computer work indicate, that 
I 



tbe 1oteroal atructural feature• of a CAT 
acao of a loa can be readily found. Our 
current work 1a to incorporate thia 
koowledae 1oto a coaputer program that 
will claaatf7 local image region• of CAT 
acaoa of loaa. 
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ABSTRACT 

The atratt19Y ot a rule based computer vision 
•ystc,a is dd!ined and analysed. The first aspect 
involves determining the spatial order in which the 
system will process an image. In addition, an 
ordering has to be established among all the rules 
included in the model. A global strategy is 
achieved by dividing an image into areas of at
tention. These a.re processed in an order that 
d.epends on their properties, aa reflected by .a set 
ot performance measures, computed for eac h area. A 
local strategy is th!ll\ dynainically evalua·ted within 
each area, to determine the order o! analysis ot the 
reqions and lines, as well as the order o! applica
tion of the rules to the data . Dynamic strategy 
setting is formulated as a fuzzy decision - making 
problem, whose solution depends on the performance 
parameters for each of the areas in the image. 
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l• INTRODUCTIOO 

Setting strategy ia an important factor in 
the design o! a system, since it bears a direct 
consequence on determining how it will fW1ction, 
For a rule b4sed system, this involves the funda
aental i,isue of determining the order in which the 
n.ales will be matcheo against the data. In addition, 
for systems that deal with complex data structures, 
~sis the case with a computer vision system, an 
ur,l.·ri•uJ au::t be imtwi:~~" on ti~: d.,t ; , to 1~, m. ,t.t:114:d. 

t'or th,., rulu bused im..igc sc9ID<.!nt.itiou t1ystcm 
OCdcribed in (Levine and Nazif, 1982 a) both rule 
ordering and data ordering a.re part of the system 
strategy. "nle knowledge rules are matched against 
the data stored in a short term memory (5TH). This, 
th.irefore, requires the system to know the order in 
which the rules are to be matched. This is es
;>ecially ilnportant, when the data are such that more 
than one rule can fire. 

The d4ta are composed of areas in the image 
that contain the regions and lines defining a seq• 
mentation for that image. Once the order of the 

rules is established, the 11yett1m will ut11rt a 
rule cycle by matching the conditione ot a 
specific rule tc specific data entriua. 'l'h'"'" 
conditions require that the features of a region, 
lino or aro11 be teutod tor the pru,uwco ot a 
certain data configuration. Thus, the system 
must know the specific region, line and area for 
which this is to be done at any point in pro
cessing. Conceptually, the system is searching 
the image .for the occurrence ot the data con
figuration represented by a rule. It is ths 
order of that search that must be establ ished 
here. Thia translates to the probl6m ot select
ing which area of attention in the image to work 
on at any point in procoasing, and npecitying tha 
order, within thi·s area, in which tho regions 
and lines are to be visited. 

Image processing systems in the past have 
not seriously addressed the problem of detennin
ing the order in which an image ia to be pro
cessed. However, there i& ample proof that such 
an ordering affects the results ot the analysis. 
This is evident, for example, in region growing 
systems, in which initial regions are merged in 
a pre-specified order to form larger regions. 
It has been shown [Nazif and Levine, 1981) that 
changing the order in which the regions are 
merged will alter the configuration of the reeult
ing regions in tho final 11·ogmontAtion. Thh h 
true irrespective of tho tact that the merging 
criteria remain unc.hanged. Thua, this aspect ot 
setting strategy ia an important one, and in tact, 
it is responsibl-e for a lot o! the errors in the 
results of segmenting natural ecenea using 
existing segmentation systems. 

The inclusion of focus of attention areae 
in the data st~cture is significant (Levine and 
Na zif, 1982 aJ. These areas guide tho system to 
1->arts ot the imago that should bo 1>rocu11ued firi~t. 
The system strategy oatabllohos an ardor for tho 
areas, as well as within the areaa. Furthermore, 
that order is not a fixed one. It varies from 
one area to the next, according to the properties 
of the data within each. We thus introduce the 
notion of a dynamic. data ordering in processing 
an image. The implementation of such an orderin9 
will be described here in detail as part of the 
system otratcgy. 

In a more general sense, the strategy tor 
thia uyuttm includes not only specifying the 
order ot data proceeeing, but alto the ordar in 
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whi<.h lh~ ~10<;~~ain9 criteria embodied in the rulea 
ia ap~lied to the data, Unlike previous rule based 
ayateaa, t.hia order will be ahown to be a dyn&mic 
one as well. nie system cAn actually vary the order 
in which it aatchea ita rulea on the data, based on 
th• characteristics of the data themselves, '11\ie 
idea of a 4ynanuc data driven rule ordering 111ethod
ology ia alao a new one, a.nd helpa improve bot.h the 
•fficiency of computation and the quality of the 
output. 

In the next sections, we will define how the 
str&tegy for the rule based segmentation system is 
detenuned. To do thia, we first define what the 
elements that c;0111pose • strategy are. We then 
fonnulate the problem of strategy selection as that 
of ,a ae.lrch with.in the space composed by these 
el<:Jll<!nt.s, !or the most appropriate strategy to use 
for each data configuration , To solve this dynamic 
search problem, we define performance parameters 
that 11re evalu11ted by the system at different p·arte 
of the i11>A9c. They 11re used to determine the 
.:lcments ot strategy tor each of these part11 
i11d1v1dually. We will also introduce the constraints 
til.lt dc!1ne the r,, lation between the strategy 
e h ·,,,.,nts and each of the perfonnance parameters. 
Th e fr=cwork for the solution is shown to be that 
o ( a dcc1sion-tn..1k1n9 process, in which decision 
fun c tions are cv~luated from the performance para
~~ters, a.nd arc then used to instantiate the system 
s tr3tegy elements. '!1lo concepts of fuzzy set theory 
s~rvc as the design tool for this process. Fuzzy 
loglc will be used in representing the constraints, 
t1,!frn111q the objectives, and designing the decision
nu.~ing algorithm. 

l • STlv\ttGY Off! NIT ION 

It is seen frOlll the above argument that in 
or.Joor to dotine ,a atr&tegy tor the im39e processing 
rule based system, we need to answer two basic 
q....,stions: 

(ll Where tin the image) do we 90 to next? 

(2) What do we do when we get there? 

The answer to the first quest.ion provides the means 
for selecting the next data entry in the STM to 
a.>tch the rules on. Within the context of the low 
level processing system described here, two levels 
of data selection are indicated. A given strategy 
6hould first detail the global method by which the 
next •re.a in th41 image i a to be selected for pro
cessing. It should than proceed to specify the 
cr1teri.a for loc•lly selecting the next region and 
the next line in that area to be processed. 

nie an,iwcr t.o the second question also con
at.i wtes put of the local strategy. After the 
ne•t data entry to match on ha.s been selected, be it 
a region or• line, there still remains more than 
on,: 4lto,mat.ive, These correspond to tho different 
options provided by having more than one knowledge 
aouroe to instantiate, or in other words, ll>Ore than 
one rule to match, Would it be better to match 
IU:GION or UNE rules first? Do we give priority 
to me rging over splitting or should we do the 

oppo~iu,? For lines, do we firet add new lir11,11 
or delete existing ones? When do we move on to 
the next region or line? In general, 9ivun a 
certain data configuration, more than one rule 
can match, and the question is, if thie happenw, 
which rule should fire? For rule based ay1te11111 
thie ie known as the conflict resolution problem. 
The local strategy within an area should aleo 
provide the solution to thie problem by 11pecifyin9 
an ordering on the rules to be 111Atched. Thia 
ordoring will thus vary from ono aroa to another, 
depending on the features that describe each 
area. We will now proceed to define the local 
strategy more precisely by an11lyaing ita basic 
elements. 

~ Local Strategy Elements 

The in.formation required in order to specify 
the system behaviour within an area of attention 
is organi~ed into six basic elements. The local 
strategy can thus be described by a state vector 
with six components, that are referred to as the 
-elements- of the local strategy. These are 
selected to be independent entities, that 
completely address the strategic aspects of the 
problem. Each element can assume specific 
"states- that are attached to it by the system, 
Following is a discuss1on of each element. 

2.1.1 Region~ Strategy 

'11\is element of local strategy determines 
which region to address next after processing th• 
current region. Two possibilities exist, either 
a random selection of another region in the 
current area of attention, or a selection based 
on the features of the current and new regions, 
The FOCUS OF ATTENTION process is the one 
responsible for obtaining the next region. It 
does so by matching its own rules against the 
data in the STK. It is the action of these rules 
that determine• the method by which the next 
region ie to be fetched. Different action, are 
provided by the. FOCUS OF ATTENTION procesa, 
These correspond to the different states of the 
region path strategy element. They include 
getting the region with highest or lowest 
adjacency value to the current reg.ion, getting 
the adjacent region with the highest or lowest 
area; getting the region that is encountered 
when scanning the image in a raster scan, 
starting at the current region, or getting the 
region with the next highest region label, A 
epecification of the region path etrategy 1• thue 
equivalent to the selection of one of the above 
options. 

~- Line Path Strategy 

The determination of which line comes next 
is the same ae in the case of regions, except 
for the fact that the features used are different, 
The FOCUS OF ATTENTION p11ooess can invoke one of 
the following actions, getting the closest line 
that is in front of, behind, or parallel to the 
current line1 getting the longest or shortest 
line that is near the current line1 getting the 



lin• wit.h hiyh,u1t or lowd5t gradient t.hat ia near• 
the current line, gt0ttin9 t.he next line in a raster 
scan, or getting the line with the next highest 
label. WbeD there is more than one line in front 
(bo,hind or p&rallel), t.he first three options will 
get the one with the lowest distance from the. current 
line . The next four options, on the other hand, 
will get the line with a specific feature, with 
n,apect to tho other lines. 

.!:.!.:.l Sequential/Parallel Strategy 

llhen a re<Jion is visited by the s ystem, the 
IIEGION ANALYSER 111Atchea it's rule• on the feature• 
of this region. If all the condition• of a rule 
111atch, the r\lle will fire, and an action will be 
executed. This will result in the modification of 
the current region. Once this i11 done, the system 
has two recourses. It may again match t.he REGION 
rules t.o the same region, so that the same rule, or 
other~. m.iy fir~ and further modify this region. 
This can be repeated until no more REGION rules 
llldtc:h their conditions on the features of the current 
region. Alternatively, the system can move on to 
the next region, so that it will not visit the same 
region twice until al 1 the other regions in the same 
area have been visited at least once each. The 
first method produces a sequential order of pro
cessing, whereas the second simulates parallel 
processing. 

2.1.4 Processor Priority 

One of the questions that arisee during 
proce&sing is that of whether to process regions 
or lines. The system is faced with this choice at 
the end of every rule cycle. The process that 
executes the choice is the SO!EDULER, whose meta
rules can specify one of two actions: match REGION 
rules, or match LINE rules. 

~- Rule Priority 

As with all rule based systems, the order in 
which the rules are matched constitutes an important 
part o! the system design. This affects both its 
behaviour and its performance. With a rigid design, 
rule ordering is embedded in the structure of the 
system itself. A change in that ordering is 
virtually impossible without major modifications. 
This is not the case in production systems, where 
the produc~on rules are kept separate from the 
processlng IDOdules of the system. Therefore, an 
.. xpllcit rule ordua-ill<J mu .. t I.lo upociriud in oa-dor 
t.o carry out the rule matching process. Thia is 
usu.1lly done by attaching prioritie s to the rules, 
so that in case of conflict, the rule with higher 
~riority will fire. "nlis priority can be explicit, 
or it can be implicit by the temporal order in which 
the rules are matched. In . both cases, the ordering 
specified is static and cannot be changed during 
processing. In fact, all rule based systems 
developed so far using the production system 
approach have static conflict resolution 

• 
Note that a line that is near another must be in 
front, behind, or parallel to it. 

.,.,thv..Julogies. 

The system described here iq>lt:mentx a 
dynamic strategy approach which implies a dynamic 
change in the ordering of the rule•. The syutom 
knowledge rules are classified into sets that 
include REGION, LINE, nnd AREA analyaia rules. 
We observe that tho previous strategy element, 
that of proceaa priority, doea in !act ••tabliah 
an ordering on the rules. It apecifie• whether 
first to match REGION rules or LINE rulea. Since 
this ia a dynamic process that changes from one 
area in the image to the next, thia result• in a 
dynamic ordering of the rulss aets. 

We now carry the above argument one .step 
further, in order to establish an ordcrlng within 
each of the rule sets. Two strategy element• 
result from imposing such an ordering, they are, 
kEGION rule priority, and LINE rule priority. 

2.1.5.l. Region Rule Priority 

One way to order the rules le by their 
actions. An ordering is imposed so that rulea 
with certain actions have priority over rules 
with others. For REGION rules, two types of 
actions are possible, merging and splitting. 
Depending on the performance parameters that 
describe a certain area, the system may impose a 
priority for merging over splitting in that nrea, 
or vice versa. A dynamic ordering of the rules 
by their actions is thus es tablished. 

A further ordering of rules with the same 
type of action is possible. This is done by 
using the conditions associated with the rules 
to specify priorities for rules having the sn11111 
action. One may argue that rule1 with a larger 
number of conditions should have priority over 
those with a smaller number. In the aystem 
described here, conditions that take into account 
both region and line information take priority 
over those that consider only one or tho other. 
Unlike the action based ordering, this condition 
based ordering is a static one, that can be 
reflected in the order in which the rules are 
matched. 

Rules with the samo typo of action are 
sorted according to their established prioritie• 
prior to the convnencement of procesein9. The 
priority of the actions themselvca remain to be 
outllhliwh<id dynamicolly occordin9 t.o tho dot.a • 
This dynamic strategy element can have one of two 
states, namely, merging or splitting, depending 
on which action will have the higher priority 
setting. 

2.1.5.2. ~ Rule Priority 

The argument described obove for the R£GlON 
. rules also applies here. A dynamic ordering ie 
also imposed by the actions of the rulea, and a 
static ordering is imposed by the conditions of 
rule& with the aame type of action. "nlo typea 
of actions u~ed are, of course, different. Again, 
two types arc distinguishable, those that add new 

'f 
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lines, &nd those that deletu e,usting ones. The 
!oraer includes actions that insert, extend, and 
join lines, while the latter includes those that 
dulete a l ,ine and •urge two lines into one. The 
two at,ltea o! thia elellkmt ot dyn~c st~atagy , 
vill thua be reterrod to as the add and, delete 
a ta tea. 

'nli.s concludea our d.iac:uaaio,n ot tl)e verioua 
el .. enta ot the local atreteqy o( the syste•. · Theee 
eleeents can be dynAlllically modified to reflect any 
required c:oml:>ination of atatea [Levine and Nazi!, 
1982 b). Pigure (l) aunmarizes the strategy elements 
and thllir possible statea. 
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J. STRAttGY 0£'!1:llXINATION 

Ho.:,uuring pcdonn=~ i11 a key !dctor in pro
vid1ng a feedback path by w!1ich a system can modify 
its strategy during processing. Elsewhere, we intro
duc~ a set of segmentation meas ures which serve as 
performance parameters for the system [Levine and 
Naz1f, 1982 b). These measures collectively take 
1n1:0 account unitorr1ity within regions, contrast 
•cross regions, as well as making provision for 
line:; and texturc. They havl! the additional property 
ot be1nq dynamic, in the sense that they ref l ect the 
~tate of the segmentation at any point in time . 
wi,cn ev.ilu.ited oV\lr e.ich area of attent1on in the 
•"'•'J~, they conatitutc a per!onnance vector, whose 
utllity in detenn1ning local and global atrategi~s 
w111 ~come apparent. ·· 

'nle perfonnance vector for each area in the 
i ... ge will include cOC>ponenta tor region unilonnity, 
reg1on contrast, line contrast, line connectivity, 
nwr.ber of regio~, and nWJ\bcr of lines. Note that 
the first three components are computed per feat ure 
1n the 1m.age. For black and white images, each 
cocnponent can be computed for the grey level 
1nta:nsity of regions and lines. For color images, 
each component will contribute three elements, to 
the perfo=4nce vector, on" for each color channel 
1nunsity. In general, the unifor11U.ty and contrast 
of other features of regions and l1nes can be added 
to th" performance vector. For m such features 
the purfon>Ance vector P for ar.:a a will have ' 

a 

H L Jm•J components, and is given by 

p 
a 1 1 t/1"1 ~l m 

Ua,···• a'Ca•···• ~·Ha•····"a'Ta' 
Ra,Lal' ' Ill 

where .u
0

1 , c
0
i,, an A. Hai • i ..., a.re r"9 -.';'I) ~ - .tonnity, 

region contrast, and line contrast mee•urea for 
feature i in area a, Tai• ~h~ line con~eqtivity 

measure for a, Ra ~d La are th~ n~er ot regiona 

and lines in a, respectively. Each area a will 
be represented in the strateg,y determination. 
proc:esi by its performance vector P and 

0

ita 
type 'a· . ,a 

The strategy of the rule, based system ia 
determined in two steps, First, a global strategy 
evaluation scheme selects the next area ot 
attention in the image. Once this is done, the 
local strategy used by the system within the 
selected. area must be computed. This section 
deta.ils t;he methodology for determining the 
system strategy at both levels. A solution for 
global strategy determination is presented in the 
form of a fuzzy decision-making process .' For a 
detailed introduction to the fundamentals of 
fuzzy logic:, the reader is re.fer red to [Zadeh, 
1973; Zadeh, 19761 Gaines, 1976), and the 
recent bibliography on the sub j ect and related 
applications given by [Gaines ~n.d Kohout, 1977). 

The conatraints t hat govern the choice ot a 
particular local strategy, and define the giobal 
utratcgy tor area ooloction , will, bo Q!31!Cribed, 
The fact that these constrain~s are themselves 
fuz~y in nature, will be shown to be t he reason 
for using fuzzy logic, rather than other standard 
decision-making methodplogies. The proble• of 
evaluating the local strategy is posed in the 
form of a "black box" model with specific inputa, 
outputs, and guiding constraints . The same 
principles used for global strategy selection are 
also used to solve for the local strategy rDOdel. 

3.1 Global Strategy Evaluation 

Before determining the local strategy 
within an area in t he image, t he area must be 
selected. A global process snould examine all 
available areas in t he i.;,agu; ·~nd · aeloc:t, based 
on their properties, the most appropriate one. 
One global strategy is to select the area that: 
Ci) is in ' more need, of f~rther processing, and 
(ii) has boen lesa recently vi»ited by the 
system. An area's need for processing is 
reflected by its performance parameters. The 
first four parameters ·described !n equation (1) 
serve this purpose fully. The amount of 
additional region processing that an area 
requires is reflected in how low the region 
uniformity and contrast measures are. ~ values 
of line connectivity and contrast measu~s 

* Areas are classified as smooth, textured, or as 
bounded by closed lines, see [Levine and Nazif, 
1982 a]. 



iudL..:.&t-.; U,~ lh .. 1-.J tv,· .,.,J..11ny CJC d1,;ldtiny lhOru 1111uu, 
respectively. Th" ay~t.em should t.hus select the 
.iuea with the lowest overall values for these four 
pa.ramet.era. 

A para.meter that reflect.a t.emporal order, 
rather thanperfonnanoe, is required in order . to 
represent the second constraint mentioned Above. 
Consid.,r the ro,cency r.atio for ar..ia a given by 

R 
a 

Number of areas visited since a was ti) 

Total number of areas in the image 

A high value of R
0 

would indicate that the area has 

not been visited recently, and thus is an eligible 
candidate tor processing. 

Our global strategy, put in words, is to 
select the area of lower region uniformity and 
contrast, lower line connectivity and contrast, and 
of higher recency ratio. Although we can express 
each of these measures mathematically, the constraint 
over each oft.hem is not so well-defined. The 
fonnat is a fuzzy one, since it only indicate s that 
a measure should be low or high. Furthermore, the 
inethod by which the measures should be combined to 
have a.n effact on the final decision, yields another 
source of imprecision. We know that an area should 
satisfy as many of the constraints as possible, in 
the best possible way. In practical situations, 
each area will satisfy each of the constraints to 
some degree. Thus, a precise mathematical function 
of the measures could be formulated to produce a 
combined effect. However, such a formula, involving 
11ultiplicative or additive effects, would be too 
silll()listic and too precise. This is because we only 
have a fuzzy notion ot what to _expect. Too fuzzy, 
in fact, to be represented by A single-valued 
114thematical function. The choice is thus better 
dcscri~d by using a linguistic framework, as 
opposed to a multi-variable formula. This provides 
tha IIIOtivation for using t.he concepts of fuzzy set 
theory in aa.king the decision. 

The performance parameters of equation (1) 
were designed so that every measure would indicate 
how well an area satisfies a particular objective. 
A region unifonuity 11>easure of 0.8 for an area, for 
e:xample, indicat.es that we a.re BO\ confident that 
the ngions in the area are unitoxm. The same 
.applies to tho other region and line measures (note 
that they are all normalized to lie in the interval 
(O,l)). The confidences required by the fuzzy 
decision-malter can be derived directly from these 
measures. If the value of a perfonnance measure 
for an area. is x, the amount of further processing 
ruqui n,d to iaprovo thAt a,easure is proportionill to 
l - x. The recency ratio defined by equation (2) 
p.rov1des a confidence value that is proportional 
to an area's temporal eligibility. 

For each area, M • 3m + 2 objectives are 
defined, where m is the nwnber of features of 
regions and lines used for the evaluation, as 
1ntroduced by equatiCl'I (1). They correspond to all 
• region uniformity,• region contrast, m line 
contrast, one line connectivity, and one recency 
ratio ineasures. Let A be t.he set of N areas in 

A (]) 

and Y
1

, Y
2

, ••• , YH be tho aot at H ot.,jcc;tivu11. 

Following the notation in (Zadeh, 1976), wo havu 
for each ai, 

y • L (1 - J< ) /ai • O <k <;m, 
k ai 

y - L (1 
d"-m m<k<2m, - l/ai' k Qi 

y .. J (1 
k-2m 

)/a
1

, 2m< k < 3m, - H k ai 

y .. 
k 

A 

t (1 - T )/ai' 
Qi 

• J R / 
A 0

i 

k • 3m + 1, 

k • 3m + 2, 

(4-a) 

(4-b) 

(4-c) 

(4-dJ 

(4-e) 

where J< ck 
a' a' 

equation (1). 
indicates the 

H~, and T
0

, aro uofincd AD pur 

The function inside tho integral 
degree of membership of ai in the 

fuzzy set representing objective Yk. 

The decision - mak_ing process tuke11 placo by 
first computing the degree by which all areas 
satisfy each of the M objectives. For a 
particular objective k, this will correspond to 
finding the fuzzy subset Yk over the set of areu 
A: 

y -k 
(5) 

The yik are computed using equations (4-a) to 
(4-e), depending on the value of k. The fuzzy 
decision set Dis then computed from the H sety 
of objectives, so that 

D - yl n y2 ('I ()y 
H 

(6) 

or D •[ ~ d2 ,. .. ~ I' 
al a2 aN 

(7) 

where 
M 

d - HIN ( yik ). 
i k•l 

(8) 

Following the optimal decision rul..i, the My11tem 
will soloct area aj au tho next <>roil to procoss, 
if 

(9) 

The maxi-min process of tuzzy deci11ion-making 
is given by uquationu (8) and (9). The objective 
that is minimally satisfied by an area is oelectod 
to represent it. The area with the highest valuo 
for the latter will constitute the ouq,ut of the 
decision-maker. 
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Ll ~ Str•l~gy £valuAtion 

Once t.he glob~l strAtegy haa selected an ~co, 
in t.he illA(Je, it rem,tlns to define tjle local 
at.rAt.eqy vith.in the area. In sectiqn 2, we !Se11-
c:ril:>ed t.he el-nts of local st.ra~gy, their states, 
And how thtry can be edjusted by the · system. i,ie 
ha1r11 also introduced in this section, a performance 
Yl!Ctor that CAn be evaluated for diffen!nt areas in 
the i1u9e. The components of this vector have been 
dtlaigned to moasure the quality of a iiegmentation 
over an ar", and thus provide the means f.or 
&.djuat.ing tho local strategy within that area. Th•Y 
c.in do so by influencing the individual strategy 
uleaenta into particuiar states that are more 
s uitable for the data configuration in the area, as 
repre~e nted by these parameters. Ttle following 
problem..;>reaenta itself, Given a perforamnce 
vector P for area o, how can we determ~ne the 

Q 

el.,,,,cnUi of the strategy vector S
0 

for that area. 

What ""' are actually looking for fa the model J" 
represented by the "black box• in figu_re (2). 

I L --,. ---=C>, F ------C-- S 
k t______J . .. 

The constraint.JI imposed on this model are 
brought about by the manner in which each 
perfonnAnce parameter affects each strategy ~lement. 
One can say that line a.naly~is should have priority 
ov-er region analysis if the region measures of 
unifonuty and contra.st are high, and the line 
measures of contrast and connectivity are lo~. 
nus is an indication t .hat the image needs 100re 
llne proc.::ssing than region processing. The 
oppos 1 te is also true, and variations on the above 
are possible. Hore splitting is needed at low 
ru91on uni!ornuty and more ine ,rging at low region 
contra.st. Adding lines is preferable for low 
connectivity anias, while deleting lines is more 
useful in smooth areas. A sequential strategy is 
11\0re efftcumt if the AJDOunt ol processing left is 
low, as reflected by high values for the region and 
line 11.asurea. On the other hand, the _more con
•ervat1ve parallel strategy is safer if the mea.sures 
are low, and if the number of regions and lines are 
high. Bounded areas inay invite region merging, 
while textured areas allow for 1DOre line deletion. 
The path strategy is also affected by 1:hese con
•traints. While low region wiifonn.ity suggests 
visiting largeJ' regions first, lo.., region contra.st 
s uggest.a 1>0ving through high adjacency values. 
SIIJ.aller size regions are lll()re influential for 
texture areas, while the opposite is true for smooth 
.. ruas. 

These are just exAJ!t)les of the types of 
CX)nstraints present, and are not meant to constitute 
an e&hauative list. Clearly, not every ~rformance 
pualllo8t.er attects every strategy ele.ment, at least 
not to the s=e extent. Some constraints seel!I more 
.import.ant .than others. '1\.lo factors affect the 
presence and relative importance of these con
strainta1 improving the efficiency of the corn-

putatiu1,, and enhancing .ttw q'lalil;y of tho output 
sogJTIUlltation. 

~ consistent relation5pip can be obtained 
by 9ener4lizing !Jle effects of perforinanco pa
ram41 ,p,rs on 11trtte1;1y 111~ement11. 1!hf11 c~ be done 
by explicitiy n~ng tpe etfept o, ppry par~
ll)etf~ on all the states o, a~l atrat~gy elements. 
'J\olo aspects can be co~ed, the direction of th~ 
111tt,i::t, and ita ma9nit44e. ,.. perfoC111an~ pa
rameter can prqmoh th,i iry!!t~ti4tion ot a 
particulµ 11tate for Of!e pf the etriategy elements 
in pne of . t!of() different l!lay,. ·'rt!I! bJgll§r th!t 
value of the pa,:ame,ter, .the JllOre it would 
adv.ocate the cl)9ice or' th4't state. Thie will be 
tenned a positive effect. Tl:> p a~co.n4 and 
opposite effect, when a lower par~eter value 
is more s,ug,ge11,tive of tl}e 11elec,tion ,Qf the 
affected state, ip tenned the ne.gatiye effect. 

Table (1) represents the direction of the 
re~otion petween performance p~rametere and 
strategy elements. Th.e "+" and "-" 11igns .c_prre• 
spond ,to the positive and negativ_e effects, 
,:pspect ively. An entry ia included whenever the 
dir-ection of influence pf a paramete,: on a state 
is knoi,m 1 irrespective of the magnitude of that 
influence. If no known effect .exists, however, 
the en.tey in the table is lef,t bJ.ank. , 

As indicated previously, the extent by 
~hich perfonnanG:e paramet.ers affj!c;t strategy 
elements is not .constant. Some parameter~ are 
more import411,~ than others for c.ertain elements. 
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The rel&tive influence of the parAJneters on the 
el-enta will &lao depend on the type of are• for 
which the strategy is evalu&ted. TAble (2) 
sl.Zll&4rizes · th1s ~agnitude effect. The entries in 
the tAble CX)dc the influences int.o one of five 
c&tegorieaa very low (VL), low (L), medium (HI, 
b.i9b (Hl, And very high (VH). Variation due to 
•rea tyi:i- is represented by including three valuaa 
(one for each type of area), t.o indicate the 
aagnitude of the effect a performance parM>et.er haa 
oa e•ch of the six elements of strategy, 
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The concepts of fuzzy logic will now also be 
ext .. nded to the problem of local strat.egy determina
tion. Unlike the global strategy, rnore than one 
d..!cision is requi.red. Six elements must be instan
tiated in order to completely specify t.he local 
strategy. Therefore, as many decisions are needed 
t.o assign a state to each of these elements. The 
nodel Fis thus composed of six independent, yet 
identical, decision processes, that can be executed 
1n p.uallel. Each process involves the selection 
of one of a finite numl><!r of states, and hence the 
~termination of one component of the local strategy 
vector. The following analysis will apply equally 
to each of the strategy elements·. 

Let the set of n states for strategy element 
Si be given by 

Si· l sil' si2' • • • ·• sin). (lO) 

We can construct K fuzzy subsets of Si. Each subset 

corresponds to one of H • 211>+3 parameters constitut
ing an area's performance vector. Each subset will 
have the form 

y -k 
1Jk2 

si2' 

llkn 
s. 

1n 
I' 

(ll) 

where IJkj is the degree by which perfot,nance 

paramuter k satisfies the requirements ot atatc 
j for atrategy element i in the given area. Eacb 
paramotor is evaluated as a numorical quantity 
in the interval (0,1). It a parameter haa a 
positive effect on a state, then the higher the 
value of that parAJneter, the more u,e degree ot 
satisf&ction of that atato with it. For a 
negative effect, that degree would increase with 
lower parameter values, If parameter k is towid 
to have a value Pk, then 

Pk if k has a positive effect on j, 

)Jkj - (12) 

(1-Pk ) if k has a ne gative effect on j, 

as specified by the entries of Table (1). 

The dec ision objectives represuntod by the 
H fuzzy subsets of equation (11) can now be 
computed from the performance parameters of the 
area. Tiley can then be uaed to compute a f.uzzy 
decision set Di on the states of strategy element 

i, so that 

y y 
D • y il () y 12 () 

i 1 2 
(13) 

where yik is a quantity that reflects the 

relative importance of performance parameter k, 
in detennining strategy element i, according to 
Table (2). A positive power that is greater 
than unity, will emph1>sizo tho influonco ot o 
particular objective. A fractional power will 
have the oppos ite effect. 

The last four strategy elements in Table 
(1) are binary valued . The entries th1>t are 
positively supporting one state, are seen to 
have a negative effect on the other state for 
these elements,· Tho first two eloments are multi
valued, and each parameter can support more than 
one state, in a positive or negative manner, 
simultan-eously. It is the integrated effect over 
all parameters that tips the balance towards a 
particular state. This is, of course, a mutu1>lly 
exclusive process, sinco a strategy element can 
only assume a single state at a time. The tuz~y 
decision set D

1 
computed in equation (13), 

provides the degree of satisfaction of the 
decision-maker with each of the states of strategy 
element i, The state with the maK!mum aatie
faction value is chosen to represent that element 
in the output strategy vector. This process is 
repeated for all six strategy elements. 

The model Fin figure (2) can thus be 
repcesented by a set of modules, each of wnich 
computes the degree of satisfaction of each 
strategy clement state, with the current value of 
each performance parameter. These are followed 
by a maxi-min s~lection module tor every element. 



_!. CONCLlJSIONS 

ln the previous ;ections, we have discussed 
t.ha variOl.lS factora involved in setting the 
strategy of our ru!e based i11LA9e proc~ssing system. 
We '}ave demonstrated the d.ifficult.i.es involved 1n 
9ettin9 such a co~lex yet versatile syatem to 
f,.inct.ion in an optilllized fashion. To do thia, we 
haw analyzed t.he •Ya.um strategy into bas.i.c, well 
defined, and lndepcndent elemcmta, t.hat can acquire 
a number of finite and specific atates. Next we 
defined • set of para~ters that .measure the 
perfoma.noe of the ; ysu,ai, as reflected by the state 
of the ';'Utput at any point during processi~9. A 
a,o&!l is then introduced that uses these parameten 
in evaluatinq decision functions that allocate 
at.Ilea to the various strategy elements, thus 
defining a specific strat.egy for the system. 

nie s olution pi:oposed involves a novel 
"{>proach to both rule-ordc ring in .i rule based 
production aystum, and data ordering in image 
proces oi ng systems. nie system is designed to 
.. 11ow for dy.nam.ic setting of its rule matching 
pr1orltiea and its focua of attention scheme. A 
pool of focus of attention areas are generated 
according to certain criteria embedded in rules 
that are designed for this purp~se. Perfonnahce 
p.1.ra...,ters are subsequently computed for each area, 
based on the initial segmentation status wit.hin 
that area. n..ese parameters are StOr1'd and 
dyn.>.m..ically updated during processing, so tha~ they 
c:an cont1nuously and appropriately represent each 
area at any ti111e. Once an area is selected, the 
system proceeds to define the local strategy within 
that .1.rea. It eva luates decision functions that 
reflect the effect of the performance parameters 
of the •rea, on each of the individual strategy 
• l.,...unt.a. 80th locAl and global uvai uations employ 
.. fuzr.y set duciaion•NJdn9 111et.hodoloqy to account 
for the inh.orent imprecision in the conbtraints 
repre~ent.ing the relation .between the data and the 
resulting decisions. 

The key factor in creating a dynamic strategy 
1s the Ability to dynAmically ~asure the state of 
th• ••gmentation, and consequently obtain an 
indication o! th• diatance tr~ the final goal 
[~v1ne and Nazif, 1982 b). By implementi ng 
such a stratogy ln our rule baaed image processing 
system, we an, aorving a dual purpose. Pirst WO 

o,n¥U(O! etficient pCOC<!SSing by · modi·fying the areas 
in .an appropriate order. 'nle second goal is to 
m1nill\ize the segmentation errors by selecting the 
t~bt rules at the proper point. in the computation. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a technique !or matching 
two images of natural terrain using a syntactic 
pattern recognition approach, Points of interest 
in an image are classified and a graph possessing 
properties of invariance is created based on these 
points. A method !or generating a grammar string 
fro• the clasai!ied graph struct ure is presented 
Local match analysia ia perfonned and the best 
global match ia constructed. A probability-of
match metric is computed in order to evaluate the 
global match and results demonstrating these steps 
are presented. 

Introduction 

In or.der to match tvo images of natural ter
rain, the differences betveen images muat be ex
plored. The images to be matched may differ in 
viewing angle, lighting and weather conditions. 
Based upon the application, the images may also 
have been obtained with different sensors. As a 
result of these variations, 1114tching image by cor
relating the pixel intensity values is not effect
ive in the presence of such large differences as 
the partial obscurations that occur in natural 
terrain because of varying perspective angles. An 
alternate approach must be explored to solve thia 
problem, 

This paper deals with the application of 
•yntactic pattern recognition as it pertains to 
scene L3tching .• The goal of this work is to de
vise a method for matching a sensed image with a 
reference image. Because the sensed image may not 
be contained in the reference image, a probability 
of match must be detennined and a threshold select
ed so that each sensed image can be evaluated in
dependently. 

The syntactic approach to pattern recognition 
has attracted increasing interest in recent years. 
Several texts have been published which present 
syntactic recognition fundamentals (1-3). Many 
articles dealing with applications to s pecific 
.areas have also been presented_. Tai and Fu (4) 
investigated class inference in relation to con
text-free programmed grammars for syntactic pattern 
recognition. Tsai (5) combined statistics with a 
syntactic approach to recognize industrial objecta, 
l-1.)hr and KA1ini ( 6) inve1tigated i yntactic rocogni• 
tion as a strategy for scene analysis ~sing know
ledge directed recognition, Other methods have 
a lso been explored (7 -1 0). 

( Cl 

Syntactic Pattern Anulyui11 SyHtcna 

We can best understand the syntactic method 
proposed here by comparing it with the standard 
pattern recognition approach, which consists of 
four basic operations, First, an acquired image 
is input to a sensor. Second, some type of image 
preprocessing such as segmentation or image en
hancement ia applied, Third, a set of predeter 
mined statistical features are extracted from the 
image. Fourth, regions or the image are classi
fied based on their ststietical properties. Thie 
method is illustrated in Figure l. 

fll"'OCI 
OtCll,ON 

Fig. 1 Standard Pattern Recognition Approach 

The syntactic approach to the pattern re
cognitioh problem consists of aix distinct sec
tions: 

1, Point classification 
2, Craph generation 
3, Grammar string fonnation 
4. Hatch analysis. 
5. String compariaon 
6. Probability of match 

Theee auctions have been combined to form the 
Syntactic Pattern Analysis (SPA) oyetem. The 
SPA approach (Figure 2) combine• spatial rela
tionships and scene matching, 

INll'VT ,oi,-f ...... 
CLAS11, 1CATIOH OUlllllliATIOH 

ITIUNQ 
,o-.MATtON 

,,,oeA .. LITY 
Of 

MAJCH 

MATCH 
AAIAL'f'JII 

Fig, 2 Propoaed Syntactic Recognition Approach 

1. Point Classification 

In order to work with point pattern•, the 
point, of intere1t in an image mu1t be identified 
and classified into distinctive cla1ae1. The 
classification process 11 two-fold, Firat, the 
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iLlis<' ill prqiruc~,is.,J l<> identify and segment 
area• th~t are deemed claasif~•ble. Pnce theap 
region• have been 1egmented, • ••t of feature& ia 
detenained for each. Baaed upon ,ho.w we ,11 each 
fe.1ture 1e.t compares with a pr~4etennincd aet Qf 
feature vector,, a regi<?,D ia classified as a tree, 
field, haystack, river, iake, 111i,n;0ad.e object, 
moving object, or c~utter, reatures used in t~i~ 
claaeificatioo ioclude perimeter, area, · height, 
llidth, Euler numbe.r,i, text.ure, contrast me1111ures, 
and iotenaity momenta, Once ide.nt Hied, a repre-
1enFat1ve location point 1uch as t~e centroid 1, 
cho~eo for each region~ 

The second phase of the classification procesa 
deala with those regions which ~ave been classi
fied as clutter. Because t~e majority of i~agea 
encountered contain a relanvely sm4ll numb-er of 
nonclutter poJnts, an effort is made to identify 
three subclasses oC clutter, A sµbse~ of the 
orlglnal feature values from each region is sub
mitted to a K-mcan~ classifier. The K-mean1 
3)gorlthm is based on the minimization of a per
furm.ince . index, in this case the sum of the 
squJred distances bel~een all points in a cluster 
dulll.lln and the cluster ce11ter. · With K set to a 
value of three, the algorithm will iteratively . 
produce three distinct subclasses of clutter. 
~hen all of the subclasses have been identified, 
th., centroid of each region is chosen as the re
presentative pulnt location f~r that region. 

2. Gr.tph f.cn,•r_atlon 

After all of the points of interest are 
chsslfied, they are analyzed in terms of graph 
generation. The application requires symbolic 
graphs possessing properties invariant to trans-
1.Hlon, rotation, and m..1gnlficiltion. Large 
ch.Jn~o,• in pe?rspective hayu a dralJliltic effect on 
the symbolic gra~h and therefore ~ust also be 
aJdressed. A nearest-mean algorithm has been 
developed to han~le perspective changes in two 
dlmenelona. Further development of thia method 
•h~w~ promise in dealing with the turcc-dimcn
sional world. 

Craph generation ia a two-phase process in
volving both the internal and external graph 
1tructure, An internal g_ra11h representative such 
•• the two-neareat-nelghbor1 is applied to the 
classified points o( interest. The external huil 
is chosen when all of the points have been pro
cessed. The boundary hull or the convex hull are 
the only two choices available. The boundary hull 
traces the perlmt:ter or th·e internal structure, 
record1ng each node classification as it pro
gresses. The hull is completely determined when 
the initial starting point is re-encountered. 

The coovex hull algorithm tests a series of 
three point, for convexity. If a point is deemed 
co be part of the hull, it is recorded and a path 
from the last convex point is constructed (11). 
By combining the internal and external gra,phs of 
a point pattern, a &ymbolic representation of the 
original image 1• created. 
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3, Gr. .... 11dr Gener at ion 

Synq1ctic processing d.f.ctatea that lht< 
aymbolic graph.a gener,a.ted lrom tho;: poi.nt pultcrn11 
be tra,nafor,me.d into a gro(lllllar .iitring formation. 
Ope me.thod · of accomplishi.ng thi• is to aelect a 
node and make a clockwise sweep of ,all po.s,sible 
circuits tl:J,at flow throu.~h the given node, iach 
circuit would be recorded indtvidudly u • 
11tring of point clasalficaticm• , Thia proceu h 
repeated for all of the node• in the graph baaed 
on three prlorltie•1 

o First, the hull riodea are recorded as 
a circuit. 

o Seco~d, all subgraphs with at least one 
hull node are analyzed, 

o Third, all subgraphs with no hull nodes 
are identified. 

An example of the 
is shown in Figure ) • 
formed by this method 
and, as such, possess 
capabilities. 

granunar extraction process 
The string grammars 

constitute regular grammara 
rotatiqnal image matching 

C 

ABCDEF 
II A.BA, CD B, E F C, F·AA, f At 

Ill A 1J C 

Figure ). Prioritized Grammar E~traction 

4. Hatch Analysis 

A qne-to-one subgramrnar comparison of. the I 
sensed-grorranar string to the reference-granunsr J 

string is performfd in the match a11a-lysis. Pro-: 
ductiona of the regular grammar are possible due : 
to point misclassification but are recorded as 
transformations instead because of the unique 
applicati~n of the grammar. These transforma
tions are hierarchical in nature; that is, a 
moving object may be classified aa a man-made 
object but a man-mad·e object wtll never trans
form to a moving object. P.articular attentioo 
is paid to the number. o.f false ne-gatives and 
false positives encountered by each local match 
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Figure 5. String Comparison Probability Computation 

because they will noticeably affect match per
formance. Figure 4 demonstrates a scoring 
criteria when a false positive is placed in the 
sensed image, In this case; S4 would match R4 
and S5 would be disregarded, 

REFERENCE SENSED MATCH SCORES 

11 ABC AC 1) ABCXAC s, Al 0.909 
2 ) ABED 2) ABED S2 R.2 1.000 
3 ) BCE 3) B C E SJ R3 1.000 
4) CA E 4) C XE S4 A4 0.444 
51 ACD 51 XAOE S5 A4 0.381 
61 CADD 61 ACO S6 AS 1.000 
71 ODE 71 CAOO S7 R6 1.000 

81 ODE S8 A7 1.000 

Figure 4. Hatch Analysis Scoring Criteria 

5. String Comparison 

A global match analyaia is performed based on 
the local probability of match. The local pro
abilities are computed for each substring in the 
11.1tch analysis section to identify the best 
sensed-to-reference substring match. Only those 
probabilities which exceed a realistic threshold 
are 111.aintained. This approach is taken in order to 
analytically determine the best overall string 
111.:ltch, rather than take the first substring match 
found, and is an excellent means of dealing with 
the false negatives and false positives encounter
ed. These false values would otherwise deterior
ate the global match as it progressed through the 
substrings. The individual substring probabilit
ies are evaluated and the best overall match de
terained. When the global match is complete, the 
total number of false negatives, false positives, 
and transformations are determined. 

c.: 

6. Probability of Hutch 

The probability of match for the s,.meed 
image as it relates to the referenced image ie 
calculated based upon the following non-normal
ized equation: 

N the number of elements in referenced 
. image 

H the number of elements in ocnacd image 

NS~ number of elements in the reference 
image that were identically matched 
in the senaed image 

FN • the number of false nei:atives en
countered 

FP • the number of false positives en
. co untered 

T the number of element transformations 
encountered. 

Probability 
of 

Hatch 

(N+H-FN-FP-.5T) • 

(N+H) 
llill 
(N) 

The probability of mutch value is compared 
to an experimentally determined threshold and a 
decision made whether en exceptable match has 
been found. In the case of matching nwltiple 
sensed images to a referenced image, the image 
with the higheat probability would be the beet 
match, based on the aforementioned criteria. An 
example of a string comparison and its probabil
ity is shown in Figure 5. 

Classificstion Experiment 

A classification experiment to demonstrate 
the matching capabilities of the SPA system us
ing FLIR imagery waa performed. A reference 



l-..1 .. wa• cho,"'° O'igur" 6) and a »ub Image corre»
pondin& to a aenaad i,uga (F~aure 7) ~a• e.xtracted, 
The rafarenc• 1,uge vaa preproceaaed and the fol
loving point• of 1·ntereat and associated cl•t.•e• 
were generated: 

Point Location 

(20), 14) 

(176, 16) 

(186, 62) 

(107, 80) 

(226, 84) 

(247, .119) 

(154, 99) 

(154, 111) 

( 27, 164) 

( 19, 218) 

( 2), 255) 

(241, 281) 

(210, 308) 

(182, 217) 

(265, 170) 

(154, 194) 

A 

A 

C 

C 

A 

A 

B 

II 

A 

B 

C 

C 

B 

T 

H 

H 

Claa.atfication 

cluttel' 

cluttel' 

cluttel' 

clutter 

clutter 

clutter 

clutter 

clutter 

clutter 

clutter 

clutter 

cl u.t t er 

clutter 

target 

haystack 

haystack 

Thia procesa wa~ repeated for 'the sensed image 
yield Ing the follo.wlng point l .ocations and class
if le.at ions: 

17, 59) 

13, 150) 

(231, 126) 

9, 63) 

(200, 17)) 

(112. 62) 

(144, 39) 

(255, 15) 

A 

C 

C 

B 

8 

T 

H 

II 

Clnsst fl cation 

clutter 

clutter 

clutter 

clutter 

clutter 

target 

haystack 

haystack 

for each classified point pattern, a convex 
hull and a two - nearest-neighbor graph were gener
ated. Figures 8 and 9 are the symbolic reference 
anJ aMnaed graph•, respectively. Grammar strings 
were generated Cor both graphs and the resulting 
aatch 1• inJlcated below, 
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kefcrcncc Graeh Sens«d Craeh Hatch Scurcti 

l) ABCBCHAAAC ·l) ABCBCH S,l-P.l 0,4.5 

2) ABCTH 2) ABCTH S2-R2 1.00 

3) CBT )) . CBT S3-Rl 1.00 

4) ,BCT 4.) ,acr S4-R4 1.00 

5) CHT 5) CHT S5-S5 1.00 

6) IOIT 6) HAH ·s6-R6 0.4.4 

7) ACA 

8) MC 

9) MC 

10) CBB 

Prob_abillty of Ma.tch • 0. 72 

Summary 

Toe eynt.actic .pattern recogni.ti ·on problem 
has always been viewed ae ,imp.ractial .in appli
ca.tJo,n, based o.n the reeul ,te achievable using 
a e.tati,etiq1·l a.pprooch, In ,th.e f,ield 9.f ecene 
matching, th-is approac,h hiiS ,ed to systems w):iich 
are incapa.bl,e. of 9eaU.ng .wi,cl,l l,!!,r.ge c,h;ange,11 in 
perep.ect'tve o.r n.Qise-induced f•jlla.e negati,vee and 
fals.e posi,tiv,e_s, ",Addition.ally, i;io t,rue mean.a 
of dealin,s w;t.i;):i ,s ,t,atiet,1,cal ,mi.s.cl.a.s.s;l;.f,lcation 
hav,e been devel_o,pe\l. T.his ha" resulted in the 
oc,currence ,of 8 hig,h num.ber of fail_e.e al-11rms, 
Th,e Syn,tac t _i ,c ,:i'.a Hern Anal ye,is !1¥,&·tem alf.d re sees 
these problem,& i ,i;i an anal.y,tical manl'\er and shows 
exc~ptionsl promi!l.e .for further ,\olork, 
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Figure 6. Reference Image Figure 8. Symbolic Reference Graph 

B C 

~igure 7. Sensed Image 

B 

H 

Figure 9. Symbolic Sensed Graph 
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A3STRACT 
A text-recognition algorithm is described 

which uses a dictionary to correct the substitution 
errors of a Markov method. Experiments were con
ducted with the algorithm on texts of both conven
tional and unconventional underlying statistical 
structure. The letters comprising the texts were 
of varying quality: well-written and badly written. 
T;,e perfonnance of the a 1 gori thm is compared to its 
complexity, 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A common error in OCR (Optical Character 

Recognition) application fs that ·of substitution: 
a letter being recognized as some other letter. 
In text-recognition, substitution error is extreme
ly undesirable because it causes a spelling error 
in the word being recognized, and even a low letter 
error-rate can lead to a high word error-rate [5]. 
Cuite a few researchers (2), [3], (5), [7], (9), 
(10), (11), (17), (18) have identified different 
kinds of spelling errors and presented techniques 
to correct such errors. For OCR application Hanson 
et al. [5] used positional binary N-grams in a 
contextual postprocessor and succeeded in reducing 
the word error rate substantially for a data base 
of 6- letter words. However, the memory required to 
store the binary N- grams is fairly large because of 
the combinatorial problem caused by the various 
co,r.binations of posHions for which the binary 
N-gram are required. 

This paper presents an algorithm to correct 
some substitution errors in OCR application of text 
recognition. It is a hybrid algorithm as it com
bines the modified Vftebi algorithm (13) with a 
dic,tionary recognition method (1), [4]. Thus 1t 
requires that the words to be recognized exist in a 
previously compiled dictionary. The hybrid algo
rithm is described in Section II. The algorithm 
was experimentally tested on English texts of dif
ferent statistical structures. The passages of 
text were assembled by using handprinted letters of 
vdrying quality. The experiments are described fn 
Section III. The conclusion from the experiments 
are given in Section IV. 

II. THE PROBLEM OF TEXT RECOGNITION 
The text to be recognized consists of the 

patterns of the characters. A set of measurements 
(called the feature vector) is made on each pattern 

(.(. 

Let i • x0 ,x1,x2, ••• ,Xn,Xn+l be a sequence of 
such feature - vectors (n~l) which are presented 
sequentially to the recognizer. Let x0 and Xn+l 
be assoc-lated with the character ')5', and x1 to 

Xn with 1 etters A to z. x1 to Xn thus fonn a 

word in the_text. Let P(XII•Z ) denote the pro~
ability of X conditioned on the sequence of 
pattern classes I• A1,A 2, •.. ,An,An+l taking on 
the values f • z0 ,z1,z2, ... ,Z

0
,Zn+l. For slmplic

it,t in notation, P(XJI•!) shall be written as 
P(XI!) . The probabl ity of recognizing X cor
rectly is maximized by selecting that sequence 
of characters which maximizes the a__P.osterlori 
probability _l:(f!X) or a mono~onfc -function or1t. 
say log P(ZJX). By assuming that blanks are per
fectly recognizable (that fs, z0 • Zn+l • ·~·), 
that the feature-vectors are conditionally fn
dependent, and that letters in a word form a 
Markov chain of order 1, ft can be shown (13) 
that maximizi!!_g log P(ZIX) fs equivalent to 
maximizing g(X ,Z) , where 

n n+l 
g(X,Z) • i: log P(XilZi) + i: log P(ZilZ1_1). 

1" 1 i•l 

In the equation above , P(X 1 IZi) is called the 
likelihood, and P(Z 1!z1_1) is called the tran
sition probability (the probability of z1 
occurring to the frm1edfate right of z1_1 in tex~. 
Let g(X,Z) be called the~ of the word!. 
Computing the scores of the 26° possfble words, 
requires 2n x 26n additions, which 11 about 48.3 
million additions for an average word length of 
4.74 (14) . This is considered to be too high a 
complexity. One way to reduce this complexity ls 
to maxfl!)_i~_e g(X,f) approximately; that fs maxi
mize g(X,Z) over only a selected subset of the 
26" possible words. Different text recognition 
algorithms may use different criteria In 
selecting this subset. 

Four such algorithms were compared on their 
performance and complexity [12). These four 
algorithms wer~ Noncontextual , Heuristic approx
imation, Modified Viterbi, and Uniform Pruning. 
It was concluded that for its complexity, the 
Modified Viterbi Algorithms (MVA) gave the best 
perfonnance. Thus for the experiments 1n this 
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paper, it was decid~d to combine the HVA with a 
Dictionary Algorithm (DA), see [1]. [2), (4). (18). 

The MVA has been completely described in 03). 
So 1t is not being described here. lnfonnally, fit 
cons 1s ts of d 21 a•l tern at 1 ves ( d 1's a heuri's t 1 c) 
being selected as Cdndfdates fol' each X1 in the 
n• 1 et ter wol'd. A path h then traced through the d 
bin trellis such that at each x1 • only the d most 

likely letter strings ending with the d alternatives 
of x1 are, retained. Thus unlikely letter strings 

are pru~ed from consideration. In the DA based· on 
(1), g(X,!) is maximized over then-letter words 1n 
the dictionary. The MVA and DA were combined in 
(14) too, but here a further change was made. rt 
w1s observed that the output from the MVA 1uffered 
from errors of substftution. So t.he strings outpu,t 
by the MVA are searched for in the di'ctionary to 
find t he best match. Thus it corrects errors. The 
algorithm in now described below: 

Algorithm Etf!:ror C~rrec;ting Hybrid Algorithm) 

El . Recognize the input pa.ttern sequence X by the 
MIA. The ~1VA outputs d (dl.l) n-letter strings s

1
, 

Si•···•Sd such that s1(1~i~d) is the i -th most 

1 l~ e ly string into which X can be recognized. 
{'.;or.-ine nt : The value of d is a heuristic and is 
predec I ded by the user. Some typ1C'a 1 va 1 ues of d 
r1nge from 2 to 5, see (13).} 

[2. Perfonn Steps E3 through E4 for i •.1,2, ..• ,d. 

E3. Search Si in dictionary. If search is success

ful recognize X as Si and tenninate. 

E4. Check the dictionary to see if there are words 
w1,w2, ... wm (l!Ql) which are similar to Si. If such 

words are found, recognize X as w~ (1 .·,J~.rn) such 
tnJt w is the most slmi ldr to S ~and then 
tcnntdte . {Corm:ent: The measur~ of ~m_!_la rity 
betwee n two words is well - described by Hull and 
Dowling [6]. The criterion chosen for the 
~ lm1J_i_d.!:J.ly_ meHure depends on the user. · The 
cr1ter1on chosen for the experiments described tn 
'this pdper is very simple: Two n- l etter words are 
~j~ ila~ to each other if they differ from each 
other by exactly 1 letter; e.g. DU~~B and DUNB. If 
,-. 1 ,w2 , ... wm are similar to Si, t hen wj (l~jiJTI) i-s 

the most similar to Si ff probability of occurrence 

of wJ in text> probability of occurrence of wk in 

text for 1.dsin, klj . With this similarity measure, 
· it was found desirable to skip this step for words 
of l ength 2 or less, for intuitively obvious 

· reasons.} 

ES. Maximize g(X,Z) over then-letter words in the 
dictionary; that is, r~c2.9nize X as a word V if 
g(X,Z} is maximum for Z•V. Then tenninate. 

, {Corrrnent: Note this step cal led the dictionary 
a 1 gori thm( DA}. It h executed on ly if steps E3 
.ind E4 above failed in recognizing X for a•ll the 
d n-letter stri ngs output by the MVA.}. 

Thus the above algorithm combines the IWA 
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(Step El) with a DA (step ES). Let V(n,d) be 
the complexity of the MVA f.or a word size of n 
tettersand d alternatives, and let D(n) be the 
corresponding complexity of DA. The mathematical 
models of. V-(n,d.}. and D(n), ar,e given by Shinghal 
and Touss·aint [1'4], and so they ar.e no,t being 
reproduced here. The mathemat1'ca1 mod.els show 
that Dtn) > > V(n,d). The magrtttude 6f D(n) 
Increases rap,idly with increasing size of 
dicUonary. It should, be noted that whereas the 
MVA is exec_uted for a l1 words i,n the text. the 
DA fs executed for only a fraction B of the 
words in the text. So the compJ,ex1ty of the 
hybrid algorf.thm can be wr11tten a.s V(n,d)+ B O(n) .• 
The va 1 ue of ll 1-s observed exper1 men ta 1 ly. To 
reduce the complxlty of the hybrid algorithm, it 
i·s des 1 rabl e to. have the v.a 1 ue of B as 1 ow as 
possible. It should be noted that the lower 1s 
B, the fewer are the words in text for which the 
DA is invoked. 

A set of experiments in text-recognition 
were simulated to observe the perfonnance of the 
hybrid a 1 gori thm. The experJ.ments are described 
in the following section. 

Ill, THE TEXT RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS 

To conduct the experiments, it was nec 
essary to assembl e English language passages to 
be used as texts for ~ecognition. In this 
section the assembling of the passages is des
cribed first, and then the experiments. 

The 1 etters cho,sen to cons t,1-tute the 
pas sages were ta-ken from Mun·son' s [8] data -set, 
which contains letters handprinted b.v 49 writers. 
The patterns were size-normalized [15) on -a 24 
by 24 grid G, such that Gij (i -th row and j-th 

column of G) is equal to 1 for a dark point, and 
it is equal to O for a white point. From each 
pattern, a feature ve-ctor (x_

1
,><z -,x

3
, .••• • x.36 ) 

was extracted, su.ch that 

i =a+3 j=b+J 

I: I: Gij' 
i•a j•b 

where 

a " 
k-1 

4L6 J+ 1, and b • 4((k- l)mod 6)+1, 

for 1 s k ~ 36 . In the notes accompanyf ng hf s 
data-set, Munson identifies two of his writers: 
one whos_e letters are "among the cleanest-"; the 
other, "amonci the mos't difficult". These two 
writers sha11l be respectively cal>led the good 
and bad writers. l't was decided to use the 
1 etters wri Hen by these two writers as two 
separate testing sets for the experiments . in this 
paper. This was done to compare the performance 
of Alqorithm Eon both well -written and badly 
written letters. The data -set was then split to 
exclude the two testing sets, and the recoQnfzer 
was trained on the remaining letters. · 

Next, two EnQlish passages were assembled 
to serve a,s texts to be recogniz·ed.. The 
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p•ssages contained the occurrence of only 27 
characters: ~(blank) and the 26 letters from A to Z 
(all other symbols having been deleted). There was 
one blank between any two words of a passage. The 
first passage called the conventional assa e 
comprised 255 words (1096 etters and was arbi
trarily chosen from a newsmagazine. The second 
passage called the unconventional assa e comprised 
255 i.ords (1093 letters an was chosen rem 
Wright's Gads~y D9 ). Although the most frequent
ly occurring etter in co111T1only found English text 
is the letter E [16) Gadsby is a story of over 
50.000 words wTthout a single occurrence of that 
letter. With the afd of the Chi - square test. 
Siddiqui [15) has shown that the statistical dis
tribution of letters in the unconventional passage 
is significantly different from the distribution of 
letters in cOITlllOnly found English text. The 
objective behind selecting the two passages of 
these natures was to compare the performance of 
Algorithm Eon these passages, when however the 
statistical information used by the algorithm had 
been extimated from a corpora of corrrnonly found 
English text. Thus the passages.assembled were 
these: the conventional and the unconventional 
passages using the letters written by the good 
writer. and the same two passages using the letters 
written by the bad writer. 

Three exptrirnents {one each wit~ the MVA, the 
DA, and the other with Algorithm E) were conducted, 
using the assembled passages as texts to be rec
ognized. The experiments are described below. The 
recognition rates observed from the experiments are 
gi ven in Table 1. The values of 8 obs erved for the 
Algorithm E experiment are given in Table 2. 

EXPERIMENT 1: HVA 

The experiment was conducted for d=2,3,4 and 
5. Table 1 shows that the recognition rates are 
generally the highest at daJ. For va l ues of d 
greater than 3 0 the change in recognition rates is 
nominal. if at all. This holds true for both the 
good and the bad writer. 

EXPERIMENT Z: DA 

Tables 1 shows that the DA gives 
lllUCh higher recognition rates than the MVA. The 
hignest recognition rates are 99.91% (letters) and 
99.61: (words) for the conventional passag~ written 
by the good writer. The lowest recognition rates 
are 96.07! (letters) and 92.551 (words) for the 
unconventional passage written by the bad· writer. 

EXPERIMENT 3: Algorithm E 

Algorithm E was conducted for d=2,3,4, and 5. 
Table l shows that recognition rates stabilize at 
d•3. For values of d greater than 3, the chan9e in 
recognition rates is nominal. if at al 1. However, 
the recognition rates of Algorithm E are only 
c11Jr9inctl ly di ffercnt frum those of the DA. Tilb l c 
2 shows that as d increases. the value of 8 
decredses. For the good writer, the value of 8 at 
acS is less than 0.07; for the bad writer it is 
less than 0.19. As pointed out at the bottom of 
Section II. it is desirable to have low 8, becuase 
the lower is the value of B. the lower is the 
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complotty of Alqorfthm E. Compared to the MVA, 
Al9orithm E displays much better recognition 
rates, for a given passage and writer. 
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TABLE l 

PERCENTAGE RECOGNITION RATE FUR PASSAGES 

-·--
Unconventional Pa ssage Conventional Passage 

Good Writer Bad Writer Good Writer Bad Writer 

Method Used Letter Word Letter Word Letter Word Letter Word 
and Recog . Recog . Recog. Recog Recog . Reco9. Recog. Reco9. 

Value of d Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate 

HVA d•2 80.97 47.06 72 . 64 34 . 12 84.40 52.94 75 , 55 36 .08 . d• J 86 . 00 5B . 04 72.00 33 . 33 87 .23 60.78 76.46 36.86 . d•4 . . 72.28 34 . l ~ . II 76:83 38.04 

· I . d•5 . . . II II II II II 

Al 9orl thm E d• 2 96 .98 90.98 95 .88 89.80 96.44 . 91.37 95.71 87.45 . d•3 97.44 93 . 33 95.97 87.84 96.72 93.33 94.80 86.67 . d•4 • • 95 .88 87 .84 97 .08 II 95.26 87.84 . . d• 5 . • . M • II 94.98 87.45 
0 I c t i onary 98.17 96 .86 96 . 07 92 .55 99 .91 99 . 61 97 .81 93 . 33 
~ethod 

l 

··I· TABLE 2 

VALUE OF a OBSERVED FOR ALGORITHM E 

Unconventional Conventional 
Value of Pa ss age . Pa ssage 

d 
used . Good Writer Bad Writer Good Writer Bad Writer 

2 0. 1686 0.2318 0. 1012 0.2196 

3 0. 0824 0.2078 0.0628 0.1765 

I 
4 

I 
0.0706 ! 0.1804 0.0471 0. 1726 

5 0.0667 0.1804 0.0471 o. 1686 
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is seen that Algorithm E has a complexity 

~ery much lower than the dictionary algorithm, 
although their performance is nearly the same for 
both the good and the bad writer and for both the 
conventional and the unconventional passages 
written by them. For a given passage, the recog
nition-rates for the good writer are observed to be 
higherthanforthebadwriter. Thevalues ofa are 
consistently lower for the good writer than for 
the bad writer. Thus the complexity of Algorithm 
Eis lower for the good writer than for the bad 
writer. Munson has corrmented that the human recoq
n1tion rate of the characters in his database is· 
from 0.5% to 5.0:. This compares well to the 
recognition rate of Algorithm E. 
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HIS:'RAC'!' 

:'hi, paper present, a rramework tor the 
recogn1t1on or repetitive time varying 
signals such as electrocardiograms u,ing 
an expert system approaoh. A system 
called CAl (Causal Arr hythmia Analyzer) is 
being developed to realize this rramework. 
:'he ~AA system includes: 
a) A strat1r1ed knowledge base ror the 
d~scription or the underlvin~ ~ 
lLll.2..l!.~s..t o~ electrophy111ology in the 
he a !" t a II we 11 a, the ob~ e .. ya-bl c .:tliil 
~~ o~ morphology o~ ECG wave 
inputs, where physiological ev~nts are 
p!"oJected into the observable wave-shape 
do~ain or E~Gs. We use a Crame-ba~ 
u~antic net1,1ork with the u:ie o~ explicit 
~~ lulowledgc to describe ca usative 
teopo!"al relation, among under1y1ng events 
that emit observable signals like ECGs, 
and 
b) A control structure ror the recognition 
o~ repetitive time varying signals, whioh 
uses causal knowledge to check causal 
lntegrlty among temporal knowledge units 
<1.~ .. events) and al110 to expect and 
con'ir1 unseen events. This control 
:structure a 1 so u t.111 :u, :11 m 11 a r 1t y llo.lt:1. 
and other org-nizational primitives such 
as~ and part-o~ hierarchies ror its 
attention aechanism inherited rrom the 
previously developed ALVEN (A Lert 
V~Ntricle Wall Hotton Analysis) system 
(:'sotsos 1960). !he CAA system is being 
Lapleaented using a version or PSN 
(Procedural Semantic Networks), a 
~nowledge representation language that has 
been developed at the university or 
!oronto [Levesque, Hylopoulos 1979). 

t.o IN:'IIQDUCTION 

!he aain objective or this study is to 
establish a ~ramework ror the recognition 
o~ tiae warying signals ot a complex 
repetitive nature, such as 
electrocardiograms, using a knowledge 
engineering approach. To this end, an 
expert system called CAA (Causal 
Ar~bytbaia Analyzer) is being developed to 
diagnose rhythm disorders (usually called 
arrnythmias) ln eleotrocardiographic 
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monitoring. We have chosen the arrhythmia 
analysis problem because It 1, a domain 
rich 1n temporal and causal 
interrelationships. The arrhythmia 
recogn1i1on problem 1t~elr deserves 
attention because the overall perrormanoe 
or existing ECG programs is at moat 80S 
reliable tor abnormal ECGa despite ettorta 
since the late 195 0 's ( Hagan 1979), We 
believe that a basic reason ror thi1 
unreliability ia that current aystema lack 
underlying event knowledge to handle the 
complexity inherent in cardiac rhythms, 

To diagnose · rhythm disorders or the 
heart, the events in the underlying 
cardiac conduction system must be exactly 
determined rrom one or more streams ot 
observed bodysurrace ECG signals [general 
rererence, Sharmroth 19·76], The rinal 
objective or arrhythmia interpretation, 
therefore, becomes the recognition or the 
physiological and pathological status or 
the cardiao cond uction sy.st;.e,m, given one 
or more surrace ECG tracings. To 
accomplish thia, unlike other existing or 
proposed ECG systems, our system utilizes 
knowledge or the causal structure or 
underlying physiological events in the 
heart (what we call "u.nd,erlying event 
knowledge• ) . Baaed on this knowledge, the 
system tries to determine the most likely 
set (or sets) or underlying events that 
explain the input wave signals. For this 
purpose, the system introduoes and uses 
uii~ 1..1.n..lu!. extensively i ,n t ,he underlying 
event knowledge base where various oauaal 
relailons and temporal constraints are 
represented. 

The causal links in the CAA system play 
an essential role in characterizing a 
complex event concept aggregated rrom 
other more baaic (component) concepts by 
giving causal and temporal relationships 
among the component events. Hence, their 
role is analogous to that or structural 
descriptions in a composite structure 
concept in the spatial domain, which 
relate the component objects making up the 
whole structure, Thus, using causal links 
in an event recognition problem, an 
aggregated event can be ~eoognized not 
only by its component events, but also by 
taking into oona1derat1on the int1grity 
conditions implied by the causal relations 
that. the component events participate in, 



There~ore, this study pursues (1) an 
adequate representation ror causal 
knowledge, and also (2) a aethod wbioh 
errectlYely uses causality during the 
recognltion process, Hore apecirlcally, 
our goal ia to investigate the 
representation or causalities in a rioh 
teaporal doaain and to determine a control 
structure that uses causal and temporal 
knowledge in an integrated raahion ror the 
ezpectation and the oonrirmation or 
roregoing or rollowing unseen events in 
tiae. 

Our representational approach to the 
aboYe goal ia to conatruot a atratiried 
knowledge base that contains knowledge 
about tbe waveroraa or surrace ECG 
signals, the physiology or the heart that 
explains abnormalities in evenia and 
causalities, and the relationships that 
may ezist between surraoe ECO signals and 
abnoraalities in the heart. A rrame - based 
semantic net~ork representation is used to 
describe the CAA knowledge base, The KB 
evolved rrom the previously developed 
ALVEN system. 

As for the control structure, ALVEN'a 
basic control structure is also used and 
extended to include the mechanisms which 
rac111tate; (1) the projection rrom 
underlying events to observable shapes and 
Yice versa, (2) the ezpectation and the 
conriraation or unseen events rrom known 
events using causal links, and (3) the 
recognition or repetitive event sequence~ 
with beat-to-beat relationships. 

From the Al viewpoint, thererore, the 
CAA system is considered as an empirical 
semantic network system ror event sequence 
recognition, which includes (1) the 
explicit description and use or causative 
temporal knowledge, and (2) the use or a 
strattried knowledge base structure with 
inter-related distinct KBa. 

A prototype CAA system is being 
iapleaented using a version c~ PSN 
(Procedural Semantic Networks), a 
knowledge representation language that has 
been developed at the University or 
~oronto [Levesque & Hylopoulos 19~9], 
PSN/2 (PSN level 2) now includes 
s1milarlity links and IS-A/PART-OF 
hierarchies in addition to the basic 
primitives such as classes, ,metaclasses, 
relations, runctions, and programs 
[Schneider 19~6], [Kramer 1960). 

2 • .:h..l:. Domain lL! Electroca..e.diologx 

Abnormalities in heart runction can be 
viewed as characteristic deviations in 
observable variables such a, blood 
pre,,ure curves and electrocardiograms 
(ECGs). The ECG is the record or 
variation, in electrical potential 
generated by the heart muscle and 
projected onto the bodysurrace. 

7he ECG tracing la typically oompo5ed 
o~ a aeries or waves designated as the P, 

Q, R, ~. and T waves, and a ,oer1es or 
segmenta and intervals between theae 
waves. The Q, Rand S wavea are orten 
rererred to as a group and oalled the QRS 
complex, Fig-1 showa a typioal standard 
series or wavea ror one oyole or heart 
beat. 

P-R 

P-R 
interval 

R 

S-T 

S-T 
---rii te rval 

Fig-1 Typical ECO Treeing ror One Cardts9 
Cycle 

The underlying phyaiologioal origin or 
the ECG ia the oardiao oonduotion syatem 
that consists or the sinoatrial (S-4) 
node, the atria, the atrloventrioular 
(A-V) node, the bundle or Hia, the right 
and the lert bundle branches and the 
ventricular muaole, where the oyolio 
pacemaking impulse normally originates in 
the S-A node and ends up at lhe ventricles 
a3 seen in Fig-2, 

Atrial 

S· A node 

A·V noJc 

N'.)~LAJ. mNIXJCTJON SEQUENCE 

S-A node =$>Atria:!/ A-Y node Vcntri c1es 
~ -) 1r 

B und 1 e of II is - B.,.1.._m ... d ..... 1.,.(:__...B..,r;.urn,..c .. ·h..,,c..,s 

,Fig-2 The Cardiac Conduction Sy~tem 

The P wave and the QRS complex 
represent the ~l.AcJ...~~1.1.sul phases (1,A,, 
the initiation or muaoular oontraotion) or 
heart muscle cells in tho atria and the 
ventriclea, renpeotively, while the i wave 
representa the DLllQ.l..a.rizatton pha3e (1,A,, 



t~e recovery or the cell to 1ta resting 
state) in the ventricles. No eleotrical 
expression la usually seen rroa the 
bodyaurrace ~or the ~ct1vit1ea or the S-A 
node, the A-Y node, the bundle or His and 
the bundle branches. 

Arrhythaias (disorders or the cardiac 
conduction sequence or rhythm or cardiac 
events) are caused by irreguleritiea in 
l•pulae rormation or conduction in the 
cardiac conduction system. The dirrioulty 
in the computerized detection and 
elucidation or aoat arrhythmias in ECOa 
lies basically in the wave ident1~1cation 
problem. 

Some aajor complications or our 
recognition problem may be listed as 
follows, 
(1) soma kinda or signal ahapea are not 
always 1danti~labla due to low amplitude, 
overlapping, derormation, nolae, etc., 
1·~·• the shape ltaelr or a wave is not 
au~ricient to ldentlry it, rather the 
context among other waves la important, 
(2) shape abnormalities and event 
abnormalities do not uniquely correspond 
with each other, rather they represent a 
many to many mapping across the two 
domains; and 
(3) tiee varying repetitive behaviors . or 
the modal such as progreaalve shortening 
o~ even~ durations must be accounted ror 
in an extended temporal context. 

As will be 1een, the rtrat 11 handled 
by the use or expectation process about 
event locations that relies on causal 
link, between events; the segmentation or 
the system's knowledge base into the 
underlying event KB and the observable 
wave-shape lB alleviates the second 
aappina problem; the reour~1ve class 
de~1nitlons with causal links address the 
third co~plication. 

3.1 ~ 51..f. QQJn.1.1.o. Knowledge 
To represent the diagnostic knowledge 

o~ electrocardiog~aphy, several distinct 
types or domain knowledge oan be 

,discerned: 
a) knowledge about the physiology that 

lexplaina abnormalities in the heart 
(underlying event knowledge), 
bl knowledge about the rorm or aurraoe ECG 
slgnals (observable shape knowledge), and 
cl knowledge about human and machine 
intervention, such as additional 
measurements and drug administration 
(strategic knowledge). 

\ Our representational approach to the 
problem o~ building such a system as CAA 
ls to construct a stratified knowledge 
base which oontaina an independent KB ror , 
each type or domain knowledge, with the 
rel a tionships between concepts across 
dl~~erant KBa. 

Among the lBa in 
physiological KB 

such 
1a 

a system, t ·he 
particularly 

notewvrthy e1nce any abnormality in the 
heart muet be explained as a c~usal 
phenomenon at the level or the oardiao 
conduction ayatam, alt~oµgh moat or the 
conduction ayatem•a behavior is not 
observable in the ECG. Thia phyaiological 
KB playa the role or deeoribing not only 
normal and abnormal ~v~nta in the heart, 
(eaoh or which rapreaenta the activity or 
a apecirio part or the heart~, but aleo 
the interrelation~hipa among thoae eventa 
such as cauaal dapendenoiea and temporal 
oonatrainta. Examining the reaturea or 
the physiological K~, two oauaal aapeota 
or the proposed ayatem have been round to 
be or importance: 
(1) tbe representation or oauaal linka 
among aventa to naturally represent 
complex causal interrelationahipa among 
physiological events, and 
(2) the estimation or non-observable event 
parameters such as locations and durations 
by using the context in whioh they can be 
related to observable event parameters 
through causal linka. 

3.2 Element; Q! ~ Reoce,eotation 
The representation used in the CAA 

system is a rrame-based semantic network 
representation. Thua, the knowledge unita 
derined in rramea are called cla,se; and 
used to abstract various oonoapta at each 
knowledge domain, ~-£•,~CELL-CYCLE 
or each portion or the heart muacle, .a.lA.l..a. 
BEA Ting, and ~ BEAT-PATTE~N or 
consecutive heart b~ata, 

Each instantiation or the above claaa 
concepts generates a cla;;-tokon or aimply 
~l thus, a token "norm~l-beat or 
John• ia an 1n;tango g__t the olaaa 
NORMAL-BEAT. 

The above inatanoe-or ra~ation ia 
extended to a relation between a olaaa and 
a meta-cla;;. For example, any 
atatistioal data about olaaa BEAT itaelr 
cannot be the attributes or any apeoir1c 
beat inatanoe. Thia is a rather important 
distinction that moat medical expert 
ayatam do not make: a,tatiatioal 
inrormation, ao commonly used in medical 
diagnoaia ayatema, ahould be represented 
as attributes. or the class rather than or 
inetanoaa or the olaaa. Furthermore, this 
separation can be viewed aa a derault 
meohaniam. In disease clasaea ror which 
insurrioient inrormation is known to 
diagnose them categorically (Szolovitz & 
Pauker 1978), atatiatical inrormation are 
usually contained either in the der1nition 
or the claae, or with respect to a 
particular patient oaae. In auch caeea, 
however, metaclasaea may be derinad and 
used as the derault reasoning mechanism. 

A claaa-rrame conaista or three kinda 
or descriptors: the component descriptor, 
the organizational descriptor, and the 
link descriptor. The component deaoriptor 
is made up or alota rilled with oomponent 
(part) claaaea. The organizational 

]J 



~escriptor 1nclJd~a ~ and 1.n.tlc~:::..!l.! 
phrases, which indicate the corresponding 
parental concepts in these respective 
organi~ational relations. The link 
descriptor includes two types or link 
in~ormation: ,1m1lac1ty ~ and cau~al 
.l..J..:llu.. Similarity links are associated 
with compon e nt classes and used as an ald 
in activating alternative parallel 
hypotheses when exceptions occur in the 
recognltlon o~ these components (Tsotaos 
1981]. 

3.3 Reore,enta.t...1.o..n .QI. cau,al 1.1..n..ls.-'. 
Rieger's CSA (C~mmon Sense Algorithm) 

system (Rieger and Grinaberg 1976 & 1977) 
and Patil's ABEL system (Patil et al 1961] 
are perhaps the beat examples or current 
causal representations. Rieger and 
G~inaberg introduced several types or 
causal links ~or the Mechanism Lab in the 
Com~on Sense Algorithm system, and also 
distinguished two types or causal flows: 
continuou, cau,altty and 2.n..!:..!!.!Uu.. 
~1.l..1...tl'..• Although their syntactic event 
classi~ication la not applicable to our 
system, we adopted the ideas or continuous 
and oneshot causal ~low~, and the idea or 
eating condition~. Patil and othera 
introduced a multi-level causal network to 
explain aggregated structures in diseases 
such as diarrhea. Although the ABEL 
system explains the aggregating process 
~rom basic physiological causal links to 
mo~e global causal links between disorder 
events within one disease, it does not 
seem to provide the causal links 
classi~ied by the types or in~luence and 
temporality . These latter concepts are 
essential to describe time varying 
phenomena aa aeen in the electrophysiology 
o~ the cardiac conduction system. 

3.3.1 Features in a Causal Link 
We regard a causal link as a 

representation or causality in which we 
may observe some ~low or in~luence between 
two distinguishable events. We may 
characterize a causal link at least by the 
rollowing two reatures : 
(1) the ext,tential dependency or an 
e~~ect event on its cause event(s), ~.~ •• 
the reature that no e~rect events can 
exist or happen without cause events, and 
(2) the temporal con,tra1nt3 between the 
cause events and the errect events, 1.~ .• 
the 'eature that the rormer must preceed 
the latter in time, with a possible delay 
tlae interval. 

We should be aware that while a causal 
link implicitly includes a temporal 
constraint, the existence or a temporal. 
constraint does not necessarily mean a 
cause-e'rect relationship between two 
events, but it may strongly suggest the 
existence o~ a certain underlying chain or 
causal links. 

As well as temporal constraints, there 
could be other p,,oc1ated con~traint3 with 

a cau~al link. Hoat typical oon~trdlnL~ 
or thia kind are boundary conditlona on 
any state deaoribing variable such ae 
temperature, preaaure or the potential at 
the boundary time point between two 
consecutive eventa • 

3.3.2 Typea or Cauaal Llnka 
Cauaal linka or the CAA syatem are 

olassiried aooording to (1) typea or 
1nrluenoe, and (2) types or temporal 
oonstrainta. The type or 1nr1uence or a 
causal link muat be derined by the role or 
the link, the type or dependency, and the 
rolea or participating ovente suoh aa 
cause, erreot, and condition. The type or 
temporal constrainta in a causal link ia 
usually understood implicitly rrom the 
meaning or the link, which lmpliea the 
temporal relationships between the 
participating events in the link. In 
addition, asaociated oonstrainta on state 
variables may be attached to these cauaal 
links. 

Some uaerul one - shot type oaueal link• 
in CAA are the rollowing: 
(1) TRANSFER, TRANSITION -- oaueal links 
which describe atate (or phaae) ohange 
rrom the preceedlng event to the rollowing 
event in time involving a aingle subject; 
TRANSFER indicates the subject normally 
completes the preceeding state (event) and 
changes into the rollowing state; and 
TRANSITION means the subject ia roroed to 
terminate the current state and tranaitlon 
into a new atate. 
(2) INITIATION, INTERHUPT -- cauaal linka 
in which a cauaative event or one aubJeot 
initiatea or interrupta an erreot event or 
another eubject; In INITIATION, a 
causative atarting (or ending) event or 
one subject triggera a new event or 
another aubject, and in INTERRUPT, a 
causative event or one subject interrupta 
(and rorces to terminate) an event or 
another aubJect and make it transition to 
a new state. 

Note that ainoe the above oauaal links 
are one-shot type, the causal rlow oooura 
only once at the starting (or ending) time 
or the oausative event to cease/start the 
other events. 

3.4 Example3 o..r llo.llu11n ~nowledge 
.ll..tl..cJ:. ;,e o t a t 1 o n 

The rirst example ia a portion or the 
IS-A hierarchy rrom the wave - shape KB or 
CAA, to ahow how a generic (shape) oonoept 
can be specialized into a speoiric concept 
along this hierarchy. 

7': 
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HAJOR_ShAPE HINOR SHAPE 

Ii r- rr -
QIS,_LI~E_S~&PE ISO~ATED_HINOR SHAPE 

II ~,P_LIKE SljAPE 
1'"'-ISOL_NOJSE_HINOR 

NOI3E_k&JOR cdNSECUTIVE_HINOR_SHAPE 
~~FLUTTER SHAPE 

~FIBRILLATION_SHAPE 
CONSEC_NOISE_HINOR 

_pRsT_LllE_SHAPE 

WIDE_Q~SrAL[;f ~~ \~ENT_T 

SLlH_Q,-~Hf.Al~· INON i~ 8_ R;---: POSITIVE '!' 
rt " ,, T ~--1 -

•1: ..._ OR;~('' . - -·; ~l!IVERTED_T 

,
1
. / .r . ·. ABNORHAL_T 

1.:- . et C. 

5"."U1DARD_QRSi_SIIAP£ ~ ·, ,, ,,_\ 
WIDE_BIZARRE_ORS_SHAPE ~\ 

TALL_WIDE_BIZARRE_QRS_SHAPE 
etc. · 

P_LIKE_SHA~ 
-~;'111r 1i . . 

&N:'EGRADE_P ,t Bf!.OAD~P 1, ~ HIGH p . I' ;, - . -
RE:ROGRADE_l> N~RRO P ~ HED p 

BIPH&SlC_P \ . LOW=P 

S7&ND&RD_P _SHAPE .: ~ 
BROAD_ HI0H_P_SHAP£ -~ , 

~ETROGRADE_NARROW_P_SHAPE 
etc. 

An exaaple using the part-or structure 
or concept, in the phy,iological domain 
rollov,. :he underlying event KB cont~in, 
the rolloving generic concept, each or 
vhicb corre,ponds to each de,cription 
level (part level) or the p~ysiological 
knowledge. The~e concept, are: 
(1) the CELL_ PHASE generic concept 
de3cribes each pha3e or ce~l activity and 
13 temporally a part or a CELL CYCLE 
concept; - · 
(2) the CELL_CYCLE generic concept 
indicate3 the cell activity or a ,mall 
portion or a part or the heart and become, 
a part or an ACTIVI,Y . concept; 
{))"."he ACTIVl"."Y generic concept 
the activity or one part or the 
a, the atriu• and tbe A-V node 
par,t in a BEA T concept; 

rtipre11ents 
heart such 
and takes 

7S 

(4) the ~EAT generic concept 
single conduction sequence 
and 111 a component Qr a 
concept; 

de11cribes & 

or the heart 
BUT_PATTERN 

(5) the BEAT_PATTERN generic concept 
de11or1be11 the ba11io 11egm.ent or a cardiac 
rhythm and 111 a part or a PATTERN_SERIES 
concept; and 
(6) the PATTERN_SERIES concept deacribe1 a 
periodic aeri~11 or rhythm aegment1 
(BEAT_PATTERN11). 

Using 11pec1al1zed concept11 rro~ the 
above generic cqnc~pt11, ve are able to 
repre11ent any speciric phy111ologioal event 
in our cla11s-rrame · rormalism. For 
example, the following ola1111 derinition 
repre11ent11 a normal conduction z,equenoe in 
the heart. (The dot "·" notation in a 
slot mean, the part concept 11pec1r1cat1on 
as used in ALVEN.) 

~lLll. SINUS PACING BEAT 
l!llh - -
~n..e..n..u 

sano de -cycle: 
SAN_HATUR~_CE LL_ CYCLE; 

jltri um -activity: 
A TR_M.A TUR E_FOR WAR D_A C'i'l V ITY i 

avnode-activity: 
AVN_MATURE_fORWARD_ACTJVITY; 

lv-activity: 
LV_HATURE_FORWARD_ACTIVITY1 

av-interval:· ........ , ... ; 
/ 1 other component derinition11 

rollow here •••••• : •••••••• •; 

UJ.!.;, a 1 - 11 o k;, 
sanode-atrium - propag~t~on: INITIATION 

tl.!.L: a t 1 v s: - tlS1.1..o. &.:. umt. : 
sancde-cycle.depc+arization; 

;,tartio&-s:vs:ot: 
atr1um-activity.upper-oe~l-oyole. 
depolarization;; 

atri um -avnode-propagation: INITIATION 
cav~at1vs:-s:nd1ng ~JU.~: 
atrium-activ1ty;l6~er-oell-oyole. 
depolarization; 

;,tactin-s:vent: 
avnode-activity.upp~r-oell-oycle. 
depolarization;; 

avnode-lv-propagation: INITIATION 
/ 1 11imilar to the above ,1;; 

The above cau,al links give the 
causative sequence or impulse propagation, 
where the depolarization phase or one part 
or the heart triggers the depolarization 
phase or the next part. 

The cla1111 name11 u11ed in t~e 11lot11 or 
the above cla1111 rrame muat be derined 
independently elaewhere, 11uob a11, 



~ SlN_HlTURE_FORWlRD_CELL_CYCLE 
lt'..ll.h 
co~oonont3 

depolarisation : 
SlN_HATURE_DEPOL_CELL_PHASE; 

under -re polarization: 
SAN_HATURE_UNDER_REP_CELL_PHASE; 

partial-repolarization: 
SlN_HATURE_PlRT_REP_CELL_PHASE; 

coaplete-repolarization: 
SlN_HATURE_~OHP_REP_CELL_PHASE; 

cau3a1-11nks 
trans~er-rroa-depol-to-repol: TRANSFER 
ending-event: depolarization; 
,tarting-event: under-repolarization; 

transrer-rrom-under-repol-to-part-repol: 
TRANSFER 

!• similar to the above •1 
transrer-~rom-part-repol-to-comp-repol: 
TRANSFER 

/& similar to the above•!;; 

In the above 
subject (SAN: 
state ~rom one 
TRANSFER links. 

causal links, a single 
S-A node) is changing its 
phase to another using 

The above derinition also shows a 
CELL CYCLE consists or rour kinds or 
~ELL:PHASEs: a depolarization cell-phase, 
an under repol1zation cell-phase, a 
partial repolarization cell-phase, and a 
complete repolization cell-phase. 

Based on the ALVEN's control structure 
1n general, the control structure or the 
~AA system has been extended and developed 
ror three purposes: 
(1) to exploit causal knowledge about 
events, 
(2) to provide means or communication 
across distinct KBs, and 
()) to recognize repetitive event 
sequences and to detect beat to beat 
relationships. 

•.1 Expectation !.o.O. Conr1rmat1on through 
~au,al ~ 

The task ve are considering is the 
recognition or complex time-varying 
events. The role or causal relationships 
in such events is to provide local context 
ror their components or constituents, 
i.~ .• it is to produce expectation, o~ the 
properties or this aggregated event 
backward or rorward in time. The system , 
tbererore, must look ahead or look back 
ror these causally linked component 
events, starting vith one or more 
already-identiried component events. 
Thus, causal links are used to locate the 
temporal positions or •to-be-observed" 
events. That is to say, i~ there are 
events that are causally linked, we can 

generate the ~b.AJL\..A .l.Jl.01tlon4 or 
intermediate and terminal component eventa 
by lookirig rorward or backward through 
oauaal links rrom the looattona or known 
eventa. 

In the above prooeaa the linked 
component eventa aometimes, however, are 
not obaervable aa waverorms in the input 
atream~ In auoh a oaae, the ayatem vill 
aupply these non-observable variable• 
(auch aa event durationa) with 
appropriately eatimated values uaing the 
local context or the event. For th11 
purpoae, the statiatioal atandard valuea 
must be derined through the metaolaae or 
each (component) event. Since the 
metaolasa derinea the properties or the 
clasa concept itaelr auoh aa statiatioal 
and derault values, the system rerera to 
this kind or metaclaas knowledge when it 

racea lack or inrormation in the 
recognition proceaa. 

On the other hand, the temporal 
locations and the ahapea or the expected 
events must be conrirmed ir these eventa 
have observable counterparts in the ahapa 
domairi. This la the .l:JUl!.ima.1.1.9.n Q~~ 
rrom the event domain to the ahape 
(signal) domain. 

q.2 Recognition ~CJ2..4 - Initial Stage 
Signal recognition starts with picking 

up some prominent shapes in an input 
signal stream, which wa name ~C111&. 
~~. Anchoring shapes can be easily 
round in our ECG domain by rinding the 
steepest alopea in the aignal, namely QRS 
complexes. In general, the anchoring 
shapes ror a apecirio aignal recognition 
problem muat be olaas1r1ed and described, 
For this purpose, we have derined the 
wave-shape KB which oontaina various 
morphologies or input waverorma together 
wi~h their appropriate components and 
generalizations. As seen in the rirst 
example or section 3,3, the wave -s hape KB 
derines class MAJOR_SHAPE aa the anchoring 
shape; thus, it becomes the IS-A parent 
class or shape class QRST_ LIKE_SHAPE and 
the IS-A anoeater olaas or olaaa 
WIDE_ BIZARRE_QRS_SHAPE. In this raahion, 
in the wave-ahape KB, knowledge classes 
are organized via the PART - OF and IS-A 
relations. 

We will examine the prooeas or this 

]( 

recognition in more detail in the 
ro116wing steps. 

-Initial Shape Analysis 
When a aeries or aignal tokens are 

given to the recognition system, the 
system r1rat triea to rind an anchoring 
shape to siart the recognition with. 
Suppose we have chosen QRST_LIKE_SHAPE ror 
the anchoring shape. Aa the rirat atep, 
the aystem ploka up a oerta1n starting aet 
or signal tokens. Gradually posing 
constraints to the generic QRST_ LIKE_S HAPE 
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cl•aa. the ayate• tries to 1dent,ry the 
token aet to be a specialized QRST complex 
wave shapea such •• STANDARD_Q~ST_SHiPE 
and WIDE_NON_BIZARRE_QRST_SHAPE, Th.* 
~oc,.u and ot\ange or attention m,echaniaa 'or 
the ALVEN aystea is used to rind the b~at 
aatohl~g shape hypotbesea ~o ~he anqhoring 
ahape in tbe signal domain (Tsotaoa 1981), 

• Association Procesa rroa the Obaervable 
Wave-shape 18 to tbe Underlying Event KB 

Once . the shape hypotheses are reached 
(1pecialized QRST complex waves), the 
syatea aust loo~ !or the source events or 
these shapes, wbicb are non-observable in 
the 11gnal doaain, T~1a ~nderlying event 
seeking proceaa associatea each shape 
concept with its several underly1~g event 
classes. Tbis o,~oc1at1on across the two 
domains can b~ real~zed 1n the rollowing 
~a:,hlon. Suppose we have a shape 
hypothesis with a sta ndard QJS duration 
such as STANDARD QRST SHAPE. Since ·w• 
know either a noi'-•i°l lert ''ventricular (LV} 
activity, a self decay LV activity 
(escape), or a sel! decay in . the buridle or 
Hts, may generate the normal QRS shape and 
du~atlon, we de~ine tbe association path 
a, 

STlNDlRD_QRS,_SHlPE 
:--> 'LY_HA7URE_F6RWARD_ACTIVITY 
:--> LV_hlTURE_FOCUS_UPLV_ACTIVITY 
:--> LV_HATURE_COHPLETE_DECAY_ACTIVITY 

Sl•ilarly, 1r the shape has a wide . and 
non-bizarre QRS complex, it will be 
aa,oc iat ed witt\ 

LV_P REH 1 i'UR E_FOR W_A RD_A Ci I VI TY, and 
LV_PREH.lTURE_Focus_UPLV_ACTIVITY. 

The basic 1dea or this 
to maintain the list or 
project this recognized 
counterpart in the signal 

asaoctation is 
the events which 

shape as the 
doma.1n. 

-Exploring Probable Global Eventa rrom a 
Local Eve~t 

A~ter associations have activated 
physlologtcal event hypotheses, each event 
hypothesis tries to rt nd - a set or global 
event classes each or which possesses the 
original event hypothesis as a component 
eve nt. We call this process the 
LUl.loc.Al.lo.n. or global events. These 
explored global events such as various 
8EA7 event:, are the events to be 
hypothesized next. 

One example · is the exploration 
~rom LV_HATURE_FORWARD_ACTIVITY 
to (I) S1N U$_PA(:!NG_BEAT (normal) 

(2) PH.EMATURE_A,RIAL_BEA, (atrial 
~OCUS) 

(3) AV_NODAL_BEA7 (A-V nodal roous) 

- Expectation and Conrirmation Processes 
Using Causal Links 

Now that we have explored probable BEAT 

eve~ts, ror each BEAT event, we muat try 
to check the credib\~ity or these event, 
by instantiating their component eventa 
(mainly ACT~VITY events ror parta of the 
hear,t}. Thia instantiation starts with 
the known eventa whloh were associated 
with the establis~ed shape hypotheaea 
sl~oe the starting and the ending time, 
oan be determined rrom those or the ahape 
hypotheses, Sinoe oauaal linka include 
temporal conatrainta between causally 
related component eventa, tbe ayatem oan 
estimate the timea ot ,to-be-observed• 
eventa r,rom tile known eventa using theae 
oauaal rel,~ionahipa:· ¥e Jasume that 
average duratlona or eventa a~e given 
through their metaclaaaea; therefore, the 
system can eaaily expect the probable 
temporal looations or all the events whioh 
are causally related to the ~nown eventa. 
We 9all this prooeas the expeotatioQ 
process. 

The locations and the shapes or the 
expected events must be · oonfirmed if these 
events have observable counterparts in the 
signal (shape) domain, Thia oonricmatioQ 
~~ rrom the event domain to the 
signal shape domain is similar to t~e 
previous association .process whioh worka 
in the opposite dir~ction. Ir one (or 
more) or the oonrirmatlon processes raila, 
the corresponding global hypothesis raile 
and must be withdrawn. ' · · 

In ECO recognition, the location and 
the shape or the p ' wave mus,t; be expected 
and conr1rmed, both or whioh are very 
dirrerent according to the explored BEAT 
hypotheses. 

-Final Beat Hypotheses at the Initiation 
Stage 

We have a aet or eligible BEAT 
hypotheses at the end or the initiation 
stage. each . or which has passed the 
criteria on the matching anl integrity 
scores (certainty ractor) about each BEAT 
cl as.a. 

4 • 3 Re Pet 1 t 1 v c: 1!..t.u B.~s.n.1.U!ll llAu 
To diagnose ' a arrhythmia, its 

repetitive behavior in a seriei or BEATs 
must be recursively derined. In the 
rollowing simpiiried example, a repetitive 
pattern or (imaginary) SLOW_BEATs is 
derined in three class rramea, 

Note that the recursion is done through 
claas SLOW_BEAT_CYCLES, which is the IS-A 
parent or t;he last t~o repetition classes. 

~ SLOW_BEAT_PATTERN 
l!.ll.b. 

~ponent;, 
initial-beat: NORMAL_SINUS_BEAT; 
)eat-cycles: SL OW _BEAT_CYCLES; 
r1nal-beat: NORHAL_SINUS_BE~T; 

.QlU1 
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~ SLOW_BE1T_REPET1TI0N 
~ SLOW_BEiT_CtCLES 

tl.Ul. 
~a.uu 
~1rst-beat: SLOW_BEAT; 
successive-beat: SLOW_BEAT_CYCLES; 

.s:..n.d. 

~~~ SLOW_B£1T_REPETITION_UNIT 
~ SLOW_B£1T_CYCLES 

l!.ll.b. 
component;, 
~1rst-beat: SLOW_BEAT; 

.s:..n.d. 

Once beat patterns have been derined in 
the above rashion, the reoognition starts 
with one o~ the beat hypotheses 
established at the previous initiation 
stage. Examining this rirst hypothesis, 
the system hypothesizes several beat 
pattern classes that possess the same beat 
class in their derinitions. While the 
systea recursively generates successive 
beat classes, the recognition proceeds one 
beat to another along the time axis 
repeating the expectation and the 
con~irmation processes. In this 
recognition, similarity links are 
essential in the sense that the similarity 
links between repetitive beat patterns 
enable the hypothesis competition and 
cooperation mechanism to work along with 
tne progress o~ time. Also, the causal 
links between consecutive BEAT classes 
enable the system to veriry the causal 
relationships among corresponding 
components on a beat-to-beat basis and 
also estimate the periodioity or a series 
o~ beats as the whole. 

The ~inal arrhythmia interpretation 
hypotheses will be determined as those 
beat patterns that passed the c~iterion on 
the overall aatching scores calculated in 
the above process. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The basic design or the CAA system has 
been completed and its implementation is 
underway using the PSN/2 language, We 
~aye shown that the inclusion or causal 
links in a rrame-based semantic network, 
along witb the organizational primitives 
IS-A and PART-OF, has allowed us to tackle 
the problea o~ reconstructing complex 
electrophysiological event sequences rrom 
gross signal characteristics. This is 
accomplished by derining the semantics or 
causality and noting that it is these 
semantics that can be used ~or the 
generation or expected signal 
characteristics and other associated 
events. Hore generally, the inclusion or 
causal knowledge provides a context ror 
the recognition and reconstruction of 
complex event sequences. 
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Abstract 

A \ineaatic chain with redundant degree• of 
freedom and joint limit• is to be adjusted to 
bring It• distal end to s specified position. For 
eiuaple, the distal end of • human arm or robot 
manipulator la to be positioned. An algorithm 
which uses perfect descriptions of reach, 
(workspaces), ts presented, and shown to be 
correct. The constraint that the reach 
descrlptlona be perfect la then relaxed, and the 
algorltha 1• seen to work for a certain class of 
conservative approximation&. 

1, Introduction 

A chain la a sequence of rigid links, connected by 
Joints. One end of a chain is designated the 
proximal end ·. The proximal · end of the proximal 
link. ts connected, by a joint, to a reference link 
fixed In a world coordinate system. The pedestal 
of a manipulator ts an example of a reference 
link, The other end of the chain, called the 
distal end, ls free to move in space. In thie 
paper we conaider the problem of positioning the 
distal end of a chain, Cht. 

One .application ta in graphic muJelllng und 
evaluation of human environments, such aa 
worlr.stations or cockpits. A similar problem 
arlsea in the control of robot manipulators. In 
this case, however, the problem Is usually to 
achieve a apeclfted position and orientation for 
the distal link, Human b~lngs and other chordates 
auat also solve thla problem repeatedly in their 
normal activities. 

The d .. 11r,,cs of freedom of a chain corret1pond to u 
act of Independent varlublt!s dcMcrlbtnc the ranges 
of aotlon permitted by the joints. The rnnge of 
v.slue-s which may bl! taken on by ea.ch joint 
variablo, l:i usually limited. "Allowable" values 
for joint variables and "allowable" cont!gurat Ions 
are those which do not violate these limits. 
Independence of joint variables Implies that the 
joint limits for one variable do not . Jepend on the 
value of any other. 

~~~~~~~~~-~----------------------------
Thia worlr. wa1 supported In part by NSF grant 
number HCS-078-07466. 
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Definition: The workapace of a chain, Chi, 11 the 
set of all points in space which may be reached by 
the distal end. 

The dlmenaionaltty of the workspace depends on the 
number of joint variablea of the chain, and the 
relationship between eucceslve joints. lf Chi haa 
n degrees of freedom, its workspace la an object 
with dimensionality no greater than n. When the 
number of degrees of freedom la the same aa the 
dimensionality of the workspace, the chain la 
non-redundant. 

In the non-redundant caae, there are only a small 
number of configurations of the chain which will 
position the distal terminal at any point in the 
workspace, For a particular point, these 
configurations may be obtained by solving a ayetem 
ot n equations in n unknowns•, (n<•3), or by 
application · of fundamental geometric principle, 
(7,8). Since the algebraic and geometric 
procedures for obtaining values for joint 
variables do not account for joint limits, it iuy 
be necessary to discard configuration• which era 
not allowable. By definition, the workspace 1• 
the set of points which can be reached by at least 
one allowable configuration. 

If the number of degreea of freedom of a chain 11 
greater than the dimensionality of lt1 workapace, 
the chain is redundant, Thia la always the caae 
when there are more than three degrees of freedom, 
alnce the workspace la confined to physical epace, 
A redundant chain may reach moat pointa in lta 
workapace with any of an uncountable number of 
configurations. Thia la easy to aee, since • 
t1mall adjustment to one joint variable may usually 
be compensated for by the others. 

Redundant chains are of practical lntere1t for 
aevoral r~aaon1. External constraints, such ae 
the ovoidance of obstacles, mny disallow tho fow 
configurations In which u non-redundant 
manipulator can reach a particular point. Also, 
redundancy allows for a small change to be made In 
the positon of the distal terminal by comparably 
small changes In the chain degree• of fre~dom. 
Thie la not necessarily the case for a 

• Typically, the equations relate the coordinate, 
of the distal end with the joint variables, which 
are unknown. 
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noo•reJunJant chain wlth joint limits. 

Il. Contla11rlnB Redundant Chalna 

Ct,ren a chaln with n 
1n1t1al conflguratlon, 
aade to each degree 
po11tlon the d11tal 
poeitlont 

degree• of freedom and lta 
what adjuetmente ehould be 

of freedom in order to 
end ln a epeclfied goal 

There are three equality conatrainte on thie 
ayatea. arialn& from the triple of coordlnatee 
uaed to define the goal poeltion. I~ n. 'the 
n.uaber of degreu of freedom of the manipulator, 
le greater then three, the eye tea 11 
underconatralned, 

One approach to this proble• le to attempt to find 
a eolutlon u11ng only three of then degree• of 
freedoa. A generallzatlon of this approach, 
auggeated by \./hltney I 18] .1• to manufacture n-3 
additional equality constraints, to obtain a 
perfectly con1tralned ·1y1tem. For example. the 
poaltlon of one Joint, relative to another, might 
be apeclfled. However, the imposition of 
per .. nent constraint• llalte the capabtlltlea of 
the 11,o1ntpulator, essentially defeating the purpoae 
of redundancy. 

Another method 1• to Introduce an optimization 
crlterloo, and to formulate the problem aa a 
constrained optimization problem [I,~). Thia 
problem ha• three non-linear equality constraints 
and 2n linear inequality conatralnta, arialng from 
u·pper and lower limlt1 on each of the n degrees of 
freedoa. lf jolnt-ltmtt constraints are Ignored, 
It 11 posalble to attack the problem with the 
a.=thod of Lagraage Multlpliera (18). This metho'd 
produ·ce1 a perfectly coastralned system of 
equ~tlon•, whlch, In general, must be solved 
nulll<!rlcal 17, 1t 11 then neceaaary to guarantee 
that the ltaratlve rroce1• converge• to a po1ltlon 
••tlafylng the jolnt lialt conatralnt1. One 
posslbla aethod of dolng thla ls by uslng a 
penalty func:tlon, which lncrease1 the value of the 
objective function a, joint variable values 

•. appr~ch their llalt (4). 

We propoae a different approach, whlch uses 
lnfors.ttlon about the workapace of the · chaln and 
,o_ of tu 1ubchalna. lt wlll be as11.umed 
lnlttally that perfect descriptions of these 
worksp•cea are available. The Implications of 
ualng le•• than perfect descriptions will be 
e1<.1alned subsequently. 

' I I I. An A.lgorltha for Adjusting Redundant Chains 

let ua lapoae a linear ordering on the joint 
variable• of the manipulator, and label thee q(l] 
through q(n). For tlmpllclty, let us suppose that 

, each Joint has one degree of freedom, and number 
thea froa the aoat proximal, to the moat distal. 
ln thl• caae we can label each joint I with the 
name of 1ta joint variable, q[I). For 
consiatency, we label the distal terminal q[l+l). 

Oo 

An exJmple ta shown in flsure I, 

·-------------..------------
Chi1 

Figure 

We will call the chain Chi I 1 J, The dl'stal 
subchain beginning with joint q[2], and extending 
to the distal end ls called Ch1(2), The next one, 
beginning at ,q (3]. 1s Chi (3). etc., up to the 
degenerate distal subchain Chi[n+l) with aero 
degree• of freedom. The workspace of each chain 
Chl[n) ta called W[_n), 

Algorithm Reach 

1, If the goal point is not in the workspace of 
the chain, W[l), then halt Immediately and 
report f allure, 

2, Otherwise, adjuat the firat joint variable, 
q[l), enough to bring the goal point within 
W[2), the workspace of the next subchain. It 
may be the case tha·t no adjustment ta 
necessary, ff the goal point is already within 
W[2). 

3, Repeat the last 1tep for each remaining degree 
of freedom, qlf J, for ·each i up to n, 
incluaive. Each adjuatment effectively bring• 
the goal within reach of the next 1ubchaln, 
Chi [1+1). 

n,e algorithm will tail in atep l if and only lf 
the goal point · le unreachable by the chain. In 
atep 2, tn order for the neceaaary adjustment• to 
be made, it must be the caee that there is alway• 
an allowable value for the joint varlab'le to be 
adjusted that will bring the goal within reach of 
the next subchain, That 111 

Theorem I: lf a point e la in W(i), then there la 
aome allowable value of q[i) which will bring e 
into W(i+l). 

Proof: If the point E. la within W[i), for i lo 
[l,n) then it is, by definition of the workspace, 
reachable by Chili), in some allowable 
configuration. Suppo1e that the value of the 
joint variables ln this configuration are v(i], 
v[l+l), ••• , v[n) for variables q[i], q[i+l], ,,,, 
q[n), respectively. Then, when q[l)-v[l), and the 
joint variables of subchain Chl[i+l) take on 
values v(l+l), ••• ,v(n), rcApcctlvely, tta dlatal 
end will be at point£.• Rut 1ince .e_ le reachable 



by Ch ti I -t I ). It h In W ( I+ I 1-1 I 

The procedure for •dJuattns a joint v•rl•ble to 
brio& the goal point within reach or the next 
aubch•ln depend• upon the nature of the joint. 
The aituatlon, for a revolute joint, i• depict~d 
to figure 2. 

Ftsure 2 

Wor\r.ap•ce Vi• rlsldly affixed to the end of link 
L. The joint variable, q, muat be adjusted by 
&oae amount dq ao that the workspace .W envelopes 
the goal point .f.• Let the minimum •nd maximum 
VAlues for dq, (which put .e. on the boundary of W), 
be dq(eln) and dq[maxJ. The problem ls simplified 
by noting that there Is a dual problem, shown In 
figure 3. 

2. 

Figure 3 

Here, we auppoae that .e. 1• rigidly affixed to the 
end of ao imaginary link L', and that W ia fixed . 
Sow conaider the adjustment, dq', of L', neceaaary 
to bring it into the fixed workspace. Let the 
minimum and maximum •djusment1 be dq'(mln) and 
Jq' [m.1x). We see that dq' (min) has the 1ome 

Cl 

masnlludc aa dq(ein), but the oppoalte aenae, nnJ 
likewl1e for dq'(max) and dq[max). Horeovar, we 
aee that aa the "link" L' movea, £ aweepa out• 
circular arc. Thu• the dual problem, and hence, 
the original problem, may be aolved by flndlns the 
intersection• between thia arc and the bound•ry ot 
the workspace. The value• of dq at which t he 
Intersections occur are the extremes of the ranse 
of values of dq which br ing the goal into the 
workapace, If the workapace h•• concavitlea, 
aeveral auch ranges may exiat, Only rangea, or 
part• of range• which eatlafy joint limit 
reatrlctiona are allowable. 

The adjustment problem i• simpler for eliding 
jolnta. In the dual to thi• problem, the goal 
point .e. sweeps out a line segment rather than an 
arc. The intersections between thla segment and 
the workspace boundary then give the extreme 
valuea for the adjustment. For both revolute and 
sliding joint cases, the solution to the 
intersection problem depends on the way the 
workspace is represented, 

IV, Approxlmate Deecrtptlon11 of the Workspace 

No method for computing the exact workapaca ot an 
arbitrary chain with joint limits has · bl!en 
published at this time (3,5,10,11), One 
apprxoximate method has been proposed by Kumar 
(10,11) and Derby (3) independently. A aimilar 
approach was proposed by Sugimoto and Dutty 
(16,17). Pointa on the boundary ot the workspace 
for a manipulator with three or more degrees ot 
freedom are computed by finding the maximum 
extension in a specified direction. By varying 
the direction incrementally, a "shell" of points 
which lie on the boundary may be found. 

The algorithm proposed in the 
preauppoaed perfect deacrlpttona of 
of each chain Chi(ll, ••• ,'Chi(n). 
consequence of using approximation•? 

hat section 
the work1p1ca 
What h the 

In genera 1, the consequence 11 that Theorem 1 no 
longer holds, and the algorithm will not work. 
Let W(i) be an approximation to workapace W(i), 
It can no longer be guaranteed, in all cases, that 
when a point Is in W(i), there will be 11ome 
adjustment to q(i) will bring it into W[i+IJ. 

Suppoae, however, that the workapace 
approximation, 1r1 constructed in 1uch • way 10 •• 
to guarantee that Theorem 1 hold•, for avary 
succesive pair, W[1) and W(i+l). Then, 
workspace approximation which contains 
1• found, the algorithm will proceed to 

once e 
the point 
the end, 

The approximation to the last workspace, W(n+l), 
had better be conaervative, (that ta, a 1ub1et of 
W[n+l)). Otherwise, when we get to the end, It 
may not be possible to position the diatal end 
properly. Thia requirement, in conjunction with 
the requirement that the theorem be ,atified, 
implies that, for each 1, the approximation W(i) 
must be conservative. The requirement that all 
approximations W(l) be conservative 1, necessary, 
but not sufficient. For example, we could even 
construct conservative approxlmotion1 W[i) and 

• V 
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W(l+I) whlc~ ~re disjoint, 

Now, •Ince we begin the algorithm with the 
approxi&1te won.»pace W(I), rather that W(l), the 
algorltl>a will lmmcdlately indicate failure for a 
aoal point belonging _to W[l) but not to W[l), aa 
well aa for poiota oot in W[l). The algorithm 
will, however, produce a correct aolutlon for any 
&oal polnt ln W(l), 

Reach will work with any aet 
workapace approxlmatlona 

lo au ... ry, algorithm 
or conaervatlve 
Vl[l), •••, V(n+l) 
aatlafy Theorem 1, 
for point• ln W[l). 

vhosa succeaetve p1ir1 
The algorithm vill work only 

A full dl1cua1ton of the construction of 
workspaces 11 beyond the scope of thia paper. 
However, we wtll 111.1ke a few point& relating to the 
r~qulr~mentl eatabllshed above, 

Con1lder ftr1t workspace, of dimenalonality Iese 
than three, Since these workspaces exist in three 
dtaenslonal apace, they conaiat entirely of 
boundary points, For example, a two dimensional 
workspace 11 a surface patch. The only 
co nservative approximations to that patch are lta 
aubaet1, llut obtaining such an approximation ta 
typically no •lmp ler than obtaining an exact 
description,* We conclude that the concept of 
co nservative approximation la not uaeful for 
worksp~ce1 of lower dlmenaionality, 

lt 11 not until the workspaces reach the 
dimensionality of the apace in which they are 
imbedded that they come to have interiora. In 
this case a conservative approxim,atlon ls any aet, 
all of who1e pointa are interior to or on the 
buunJary of the work1pace, For example, a 
polyhedron enclosed In the work1~ace might serve 
as• useful conservative approximation, 

lne 1>ethod1 for approximating workspace discussed 
e.trl!er [3, 10, I I I are obtained by maximally 
extending the chain in ID4ny different direction,, 
n .. , 1 ..... Jl,1ta tcmr,t,1tlon la to join cnch surfnc" 
p~lnt found In this way to · it1 nearest neighbors 
by 10..e triangulation scheme, then;by obtaining a 
polyhedral approximation, But such an 
,1pproxi .. tion ta not gua·ranteed to be 
con•ervJtlve, ln fact, 1lnce workspace• ar~ not 
necessarily convex objects, ft Is ~ot immediately 
apparent how deep a cavity might lie between 
directions in whlch the maximum- extension 1s 
kn<>'ln,- Moreover, even If it 18 possible to "pare 
down" auch an ap proximation to gua_rantee its 
lnclualon within the tt'Ue workspace, the 
relationship ~tween each pair of auccealve 
workspace approxlut Ion• ·W(I) and W( 1+1 I le not 
guar~nteed to BJtl~fy the condition required by 
lneore111 I, 

~---~~~-~~~~~~-~~-------------------
* Ve Ignore aubaets consisting of scatterings of 
iaolated polnta or curve1, To be useful for our 
purposes, an approximation 1hould have the eame 
dla.enalonality as the approximated object, 

Consider a different approach to the computation 
of workBpace, , We begin with W(n+l), the 
workspace of the degenerate chain Chi[n+l), which 

h • aingle point, The.n, each succeaive workspace 
W(1 J 1a computed on the b.aafa of the laat 

workspace, W[i+l), and t~e parameter• of the joint 
' q(i) and the link which diatinguiah the two, The 
parameter• moat commonly u!ed in the robotic• 

literature are due to Denavit and Hartenberg [2), 
We may thlnk o"t W(i) aa _ the volul!le •wept out by 
~(1+1) aa q(i) variea over it• range of allowable 
valu!Sl (aee figure 4), 

Fig1,1re 4 

Further discussion of algorithms of this type 
appears in the author's ' Ph,D, thesis propo1al 
(9). Gupta and Roth [6) have applied this 
approach to manipulators wi'th unreatricted 
revolute joints, 1n order to compare workspace• of 
manipulators with al_ternative duign·, ', For 
application to control, thi1 general approach to 
the computation of workspace• ha1 e major 
advantage, We comput"e each workspace 
approximation W[t) in terms of W[i+l), If the 
operation of sweeping W[i+l) can be done 
conservatively, so that no "ex_tra" apace 11 
included, then W[i) and W[f+l) will satiafy the 
conJ It I on rcquJ red hy Th.,orcro I, Moreover, a I nee 
we begin with an exact deairiptlon of W[n+l), 
which ·1s just . a point, then W[n) and all 
subsequent workspace approximation• will be 
conservative, These are exactly the conditions 
required for algorithm Reach to .work, 

V. Extensions 

The algorithm Reach was not completely specified, 
in the following sense, We showed that we could 
alwaya adjust a joi~t variable to bring the goal 
point into the nexi worksp~~e; but we never 1tated 
exactly which adjustment would be cho,sen, The 
strategy which comes to mind immediately h to 
choose the smallest satisfactory adjustment, If 
this strategy is used, the configuration resulting 
from the algorit~m will hav~ the p~operty that 
joint variables at the end of the imposed ordering 
are ulway6 favored for · aJjustroent, If the 
ordering cho8ei1 is · proximal to di&tal, thh means 
that no joint will be moved unless the goal cannot 
be reached with the remaining, more distal portion 
of the chain, ' 



Tbia atrategy ,uy prove uaeful in aeveral 
appltcatlona. Suppose that a robot conalata of a 
aanipulator on a wheeled base. The chain 
repreaentlna the robot include• the degree• of 
freedoaa of motion over the floor.• \lhen a goal la 
to be reached, positioning and orienting the 
robot, and adJuatlng lta arm are all handled by 
the aaae procedure. Conaider another application 
of the algorltha Reach to some chain In a complex 
llnlr.aae with • tree atructure, like the human 
body. The property stated above impliea that the 
reach operation will not alter any parta of the 
tree that really needn't be dtaturbed. That ls, 
if an operation caused some link in the reaching 
chain to be moved, the reach operation could not 
have been performed without moving it. Thia ta 
advantageoua lo the context of performing 
simultaneous or overlapping taska. 

For a chain with three linka, a closed-form 
solution for joint variables may be evaluated very 
quickly. For thld reason, 1t may be desirable to 
use such a solution for the final links of a 
redundant chain. ln this case, the adjustment for 
previous degrees of freedom may still be found 
using the algorithm Reach. The last three 
iterations are simply replaced by a procedure to 
evaluate the closed-form solution. 

The Ideas Inherent ln the algorithm Reach may, in 
theory, be extended from the purely poatttonal to 
the position-orientation domain. Consider the 
problem of positioning the distal link of a 
awnlpulator with a specified position and 
orientation. A specification of position and 
orientation In ~pace has alx degrees of freedom; 
thus each such specification may be viewed as a 
vector ln a six dimensional position-orientation 
apace. Ye define the p.o. workspace of a chain 
as the set of all such vectors attainable by the 
dtatal link. Given descriptions of the p.o. 
workspaces of a chain and Its subchain&, we could 
perform a proces~ analogous to the one described 
for workspaces. In practice, approximate 
representation of objects of such high dimension 
tend to be too large to be useful. No 
description• of the p.o. workspace, (as ft Is 
defined here), have b~en published Rt this tlme 
( 10, l 5 ] . 

The algorftha Reach exemplifies a general 
principle. A workspace describes one aspect of 
the capabilities of a chain. A system can use 
knowledge about its own capabilities and the 
c•pab!lltlea of It• aubsyatema to partition a task 
in accordance with thoae capabtlltlea. 

VI. Summary 

We have presented an algorithm whereby a chain 
with redundant degrees of freedom and joint limits 
in.ty reach a goal point with its distal end. A 
linear ordering ia imposed on the degrees of 

• There are three degrees of freedom over a 
aurface: translation In two orthogonal directions 
and · rotation. 
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freedom. The algorithm uses lnforiutlon about the 
workspace• of the chain and Its aubchalna to 
determine the adjuatments neceaaary for each joint 
variable, in eucceaton. lt la required that the 
representation• used for vork•pacea be 
conservative, and that when a point la In tha Ith 
workapace, there la an allowabla value for the 1th 
degree of freedom which will brina it into th• 
I +I at workspace. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes an architecture to support 
t"- design of large scale teaching systems, an arch• 
ltecture which Is more general and sophisticated 
than traditional computer assisted instruction (CAI) 
frarne,,oorks and which has been developed with an 
awareness of the Issues raised by artificial Intel
ligence work on CAI. The architecture suggests 
that course material can be represented at many 
levels of detail using nested AND/OR prerequisite 
graphs. This makes It relatively easy to construct 
a course containing a variety of concepts to be 
presented In various styles and at various levels of 
cetail appropriate to each concept and each student. 
I.hen a concept Is not understood by a student, ap
propriate remedial action can be taken without need
ing to be explicitly pre - planned. Such remedial 
action is dependent not only on the unlearned concept 
itself, but also the student's performance so far 
in the entire course. The framework Is designed so 
as to be easily modified, hence encouraging the 
course builder to experiment with various versions 
of the course. In fact, a long - term goal of this 
research is to provide a highly interactive, flex
ible course-writing environment for course designers . 

I. Introduction 

The eventual aim of this research Is to pro
duce a very friendly environment for . course design
ers to use In building a course. The environment 
should allow the course designer to easily construct 
parts of • course and test them out; to monl.tor the 
course parts In action; and to expand and modify 
these parts as their strengths and weaknesses are 
understood. Obviously the environment should be 
Interactive. In addition nice graphics capabllltles 
(e.g. al lowing multi-colours, providing the abl llty 
to window through parts of a co·urse, giving the user 
a ...:>use or joy-stick) would enhance the environment 
substantially. Such a course-writing tool would 
compare (favourably) to traditional course- writing 
languages (e.g. TUTOR or HATAL) much as a nice 
LISP environment compares (favourably) to more 
traditional programming languages (e.g. FORTRAN, 
COBOL, or PL/I). 

The most crucial requlrment of such an envlron
~icnt is the provision of an appropriate set of prim
itives which represent what a course is and which 
the course designer uses to conceptualize a course. 
These must be high level primitives if the designer 

Is to be spared the tedium of explicitly speci
fying every last bell and whistle In a course. 
They not only should consist of high level data 
structures, but also high level control structures 
In order that the designer ~an think about the 
course In as non-procedural a fashion as possible. 
Finally, they should be general enough to allow 
a variety of courses to be specified. 

There seem to be two basic approaches to the 
design of these conceptual primitives : (I) a 
traditional frame-based approach to computer 
assisted Instruction (TCAI) and (11) a more 
knowledge based approach ~sing. some of the prln• 
clples developed In artificial Intelligence 
work on CAI (ICAI). lets ·Jook. more closely at 
these two approach••· 

Traditional approaches to CAI contain at 
their core an explicit graph suggesting various 
paths a student may take through a body of course 
material. Al though more recent "generative" 
approaches to CAI (Chambers and Sprecher (1980)) 
have led to some flexlbll lty In the way this 
material Is presented and tested, the need to 
explicitly predict control paths still leads to 
courses which are quite rigid and hard to design. 
Moreover, many aspects of a good teaching system 
tend to be Ignored , aspects which many Al-based 
systems attempt to take Into account. 

SCHOLAR (Collin~ ~nd Warnock (197~)), for 
example, Introduces the concept of knowledge 
representation to a teaching model. The SCHOLAR 
system has access to a knowledge base of concepts 
which allows It to In some sense "know" Its sub
ject domain of South American geography. The 
SOPHIE system (Brown, Burton and de Kleer (1981)) 
also has knowledge of Its (circuit design) domain, 
allowing It to detect bugs In students' solutions 
to c I rcu It des I gn prob I ems. In BUGGY, Brown and 
van Lehn (1980) Incorporate an entl re theory of 
bugs that students make In solving whole number 
subtraction problems. Goldstein (1979) has de
vised a structure called the "genetic graph" !!2!_ 
to represent paths through a body of course ma
terial, but to represent the various approaches 
a student takes when learning these concept5, 
The genetic graph forms the basis for a student 
model . 

Al I of these Al systems have In comi~n the 
fact that they severely I lmlt the subject domain 
in order to manageably study their particular 
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•ppro•ch. The problem of how to represent• l~rge 
body of lnleractlng concepts has been downp-layed. 
ln1uad, "coaching" technique, for a particular 
small domain have been developed-. It is not obvious "°"' (or even If) these techniques can be ·extended to 
larger subject domains, nor Is It obvious whether 
the techniques are well formulated enough to survive 
the results of further Investigation. 

So, we are left ·with the problem of choosing 
bet-en the. traditional and artificial lntell lgence 
approaches 11 our basic paradigm for representing 
the conceptual primitives of our system. We attempt 
to steer a middle cour1e between the two approaches. 
Al In traditional CAI, the basic structures being 
represented revolve about a body of material to be 
presented (rather than, for example, student model· 
I Ing or knowledge of the domJin), but these struc· 
tures are considerably more flexible and elegant 
than tho1e of TCAI. As In the genetic graph, a 
s.tudent model (and student history) Is kept, but It 
is formulated in terms of how well a student Is doing 
on the course material and not in terms of his/her 
evolving learning structures. Slmllarl~, student 
errors are diagnosed and the appropriate material 
~hich Is in error can be pinpointed, but, while this 
di•gnosis is sophisticated, It Is by no means a 
theory of bugs such as BUGGY constitutes for Its 
d~in. Hopefully, further developn~nts In . ICAI 
wi 11 lead to generally agreed upon and 1-4ldely a·p-
pl icable theories. This would allow a more useful 
set of primitives to be incorporated into the course 
. ' · 1 -· 1 - ' , - t , 11, I ' ' I ' II . 
) .. t ; ~ j I I ~ ._ . ..i l : ; .,. '. 1.,; .J I ~ , ,/ .. l: f l d i -. ... _; 

architecture to handle student models, knowledge 
representation, etc. 

In the next section of the paper an overview of 
tlwe course architecture Is given, and this Is fur· 
ther elaborated In section Ill. Section IV dis· 
cusses our experiences with the construction of a 
Portion of a LISP course in the archit_ecture. Sec· 
,tlon V sums up what has been accomplished and how 
It rel•tes to the long term goals of the research. 

II. An Overview of the Architecture of a Course 
' - --- - - ---
11. I ANO/OR Structure 

, As In Peachey (1982)
1 

course material Is re-
,presented In an ANO/OR -course graph (such _as the one 
shown in figure 1 wh I ch d I splays par-t of a LI SP 
course). The nodes represent Individual c·oncepts; 

, the links between nodes represent prerequisite re· 
latlonships (not flow of control) . All arc connect · 

, links represents an ANO relationship among the pre· 
requisites Implying that all prerequisites must be 
learned before the father node can be presented. 

' othcrwi,e, the prerequisites are ORed, s uggesting 
an alternate order of presentation at the same _ 
level of detail. for example, in figure I the pre-

1Thls work expands on concepts ·developed In Peachey's 
· forthcoming H. Sc. thesis. Huch of the basic arch

itecture ls his ; we extend the thesis work In the 
area of levels of detai I within a node and the in
teraction of the level of detail hierarchy with the 
,\NO/OR uruc.ture. The developn..:nt of the LISP 
course is also new (Peachey's examp les Involved 
teaching data structures and basic economics). 
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requisiic concepts for lambda•expresslons are 
e l th~r the three concepts QUOTE, I 1st manipulation 
functions, and predicates; or, alternatively, the 
two concepts multiple argument functions and sin
gle argument functions. 

The AND/OR structure has exactly the same sem· 
antics as In STRIPS (Nilsson (1971)) except that 
Instead of designating a node as "solved", "un· 
solved", or "unsolvable", It Is designated•• 
"learned", "unlearned", or "futile". lnl-tlally, 
all nodes start off as "unlear.ned" - the task of 
the automated tutor Is to guide the student 
through the course graph present l ng_ each concept 
(until It can be deemed "learned") keeping In mind 
that prerequisites must be satisfied at any stage. 
Hence, In the LISP course, data structures are 
presented first; then basic function calling not• 
atlon; then e i ther multiple argument functions 
and single argument funct ions, or QUOTE, list 
manipulation functions, and predicates; then 
lambda-expressions; and finally recursion. 

Once the last node (recursion In this case) Is 
changed from "unlearned" to "learned", the stu• 
dent Is deemed to have learned the entire graph. 
Occasionally, a concept can be deemed to be un· 
learnable In which case the corresponding node 
ls marked "fut I le". Unless there are OR paths 
through the graph, a futile node can block fur
ther progress towards learning the entire graph. 

~~~:e: 10J1~iJ~a~ r1: Fit Hr, r;~1

1~'1n:~
0

r~ 

have unso vab e prob ems tn prot em so v ng, so 
It Is possible to have a futile learning situ• 
atlon In this course architecture, 

What advantages does the AND/OR structure 
offer? The ANO structure allows a course de• 
signer to very naturally encode the prerequisite 
relationships of a course without necessarily Im
p lying an ordering on the conjuncts. The OR 
structure allows the designer to specify alter· 
nate presentation paths In case certain approach• 
es prove Inappropriate for a particular student 
or slmpley to provide variety In presentation style. 
But, most Importantly, the designer needn't worry 
about flow of control, I.e. which node to present 
next. The ANO/OR rule (that a node Is unlearned 
If any of Its ANO- prerequ i sites are unlearned or 
If all of Its OR prerequisites are unlearned) can 
be applied recursively to re-compute these fringe 
nodes.-

11.2 Node Structure 

So far, the nature of a node has not been 
specified. Each node contains the material nec • 
essary to present and test the concept represent· 
ed by the node. The designer has full flexibility 
In presenting this material any way that suits the 
material and the student. Thus, material could 
be presented loosely In a very open-ended learn
Ing slturatlon (such as a coaching environment) 
or more prescriptively using_ a pre-specified text 
with standard questions that test the comprehen· 
slon of the text. The only conv-nltment the arch
itecture Imposes on a node Is that alter present· 
Ing a concept to a student, there should be• list 
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of nodes diagnosed as learned as a result of present· 
Ing the concept and another 11st of nodes diagnosed 
as unlearned. The most conrnon diagnosis ls that the 
node Itself ls learned or (rarely) futile, although 
occasionally It Is possible to determine that certain 
previously learned concepts are shaky or certain con
cepts further on in the course are already well un
derstood. In any event, these Ii sts are used to up
date the status of nodes in the graph whereupon a 
new fringe of unlearned nodes can be comput~d. Note 
that this approach al lows the pace of presentation 
to be automatically adjusted to a particular stu
dent's talents. 

Strict node modularity Is essential If sophis 
ticated courses are to be created. However, pro
viding nothing more In a node would put a heavy 
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burden on the shoulders of the course designer. 
So, the course designer .Is given the option of 
creating nodes which are not considered merely to 
be primitive modules, but also can be broken Into 
AND/OR sub- graphs at a lower level of detail. 
For .example, the recursion node In the graph of 
Figure I could be further broken down Into the 
sub-graph of Figure 2, and the types of recursion 
node In Figure 2 could be broken down Into the 
sub-sub-graph In Figure 3. In fact, Figure 1 
Itself could be a sub-graph contained In the com
plete LISP course graph represented In Figure 4. 
To Initiate the presentation of a given node, 
then, merely lnvolves presenting the earliest 
unlearned node In the sub - graph which Is contained 
lri that node. This rule tan be appl led recur51vely 
down to some pr 1ml t Ive "hard wl red" I eve I. 
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11.) Thc lnter;oct Ion Beh,.,en ~ Struct·ure 
~nd Node Structure 

The inter.action of the level of detail hierar
chy with the ANO/OR hierarchy is an Important l1sue. 
A further rule It Introduced to handle th·ls • e node 
which has been "opened" Is unlearned l'f the lest 
node (the top-most node In these examples) o'f I ts 
tub-graph Is unlearned, Using this rule plus the 
u,u.al ANO/OR rules It Is possible to determine not 
only a fringe of un.learned nodes, but al10 a level 
at which to present the nodes. Normally this level 
will be the rrost primitive level (since an nodes 
st.art off as unlearned), but the designer has the 
option of specifying the last node of a sub-graph 
as learned and hence can prevent any given node 
from being opened. This gives the designer the· ab-
111 ty to present various parts of the course at 
appropriate levels of abstraction. It also allows 
a concept that is being reviewed to be presented at 
different levels of detail than It was the first 
time through (this Is possible because previous 
nodes at any level of detai I can be dtagnosed as 
unlearned). 

So, by appropriately speclfyl'ng nodes a, 
learned or unlearned, the course designer c11n set 
up fast or slow, detailed or abstract courses for 
a particul•r student. Alternate st~les of ~re
sentation at the same level of detail can ev.en be 
en,ured by plJclng futl le Indicators on nodes along 
certain OR paths forcing presentation of other paths. 
These indicators are kept in an Instantiated ver
sion of the course graph which constitutes a stu· 
d,ent model. The student model Is continuously up
dated as the student goes through a course, thus 
providing an ongoing rrodel of the state of the 
student's m,ntery of the course material. In 
.addition a student history ls maintained to keep a 
det•iled outline of the actual sequence of nodes 
pre,ented •nJ ,ome detal 1, on uu·dcnt behaviour at 
cJch node. The student history is used, among 
other things, to provide variety when reviewing 
the concepts of previously presented nodes - OR 
p•th, unused on the earl ler pas~ are taken the 
next time through If possible. 

Ill. Details of the Course Presentation 
Nethodolo~ ~~~ 

Ill.I Selecting~ Node _!2. Present 

Assume that• particular sub-graph ha~ been 
chosen •t the a ppropriate level of detail. ANO/OR 
,emantlcs will ~rovlde a fringe of unlearned nodes 
In the graph. The first problem is lo select one 
such node lo present to the student. 

Ally unlearned fringe node with a futile node on 
the path between It and the go•I (last) node can be 
el i•inated from consideration since it will be Im
possible to gel to the goal node In any event. To 
further refine the choice it is Important to realize 
that there are two kinds of unlearned nodes: tho~e 
that have never been presented and those that have 
been presented but have be·en diagnosed as unlearned 
•fter the presentation. In order to increase the 
variety of nodes presented, all unlearned but pre
viously presented nodi:s are rejected (unless rio 
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oth~, s are available). This ensures, for ekample, 
that alternative paths wfll , be chos~n over pre
vlou~ly unsuccessful patll~. ·· r, ·also ensurei. that, 
even in \he case o.f. CQnjunqJve s:ubgoals, the 
other conjunct Ive nodes ·wl F .b~ chosen before 
returning fo the unsuccessful ·nod,s, This may 
•I low the student to achieve a deeper understand
Ing of the subject before om;:e again trying some· 
thing he or she had trouble with before. 

rf there are still many ctto1ces, perhaps 
they can be d Is t I ngu I shed by how far they are 
from the goal node. Nodes furthest from the 
goal can be rejected, Finally., to choose between 
any equidistant nodes, Indicators· associated with 
the nodes can be examined. Each node has two 
kinds of lnd'lcators·: an Importance marker, In· 
dlcatlng how crucial a node Is as a prerequisite 
to another node; and a criticality marker In
dicating how crucial a node Is to the supernode 
In which It Is contained. In this context, only 
the Importance markers matter - the most Impor
tant prerequisite will be chosen. If the nodes 
still aren't dlstlngurshable, a random choice ls 
made. 

Once a fringe node Is chosen, another 
decision must be made: whether or not to open 
the node. 

111.2 Deciding Whether E.!:.~.!2. Open!!_~ 

Deciding whether or not to open a node Is a 
non-trivial task. Obviously, primitive nodes are 
not opened, but are just presented as Is. Non
pri·mitlve nodes are open~d or not using a pro
cedure that takes Into account the fo11owlng 
two factors. First, the node Itself contains a 
recofllTlendatlon as to whether or not It should 
be ope·ned·. Second, .sub-podes of' the node •re 
examined In a more subtle w~y than Indicated In 
I I.). The existence of leftw ~f unlearned nodes 
of h)gh criticality suggests the node should be 
opened In order to present these concepts. The 
lack of such nodes suggests the node should not 
be opened, either because there are not many 
sub-nodes of high critical lty or they are already 
learned. These factors are combined In a rather 
arbl trary fash'lon at present, a method which wl 11 
1 ikely be subject to consld~rable change as ex· 
perlmentatlon with ·the system continues. Basic· 
ally, an evaluation function Is used to combine 
the two factors. In this function the first 
factor dominates If most of the sub-nodes are 
un·learned and unpresented. Otherwise the second 
factor (the sub-node statuses) dominates the 
decls'lon. 

Once a node Is to be op_ened, two problems 
arise: first, which node In the sub-graph to 
choose (atready discussed In Ill.I); and second, 
whether or not to present some or all of the 
material at the current level of ~etall and If 
so whether to do It before or after the sub
graph is presented. 



111,3 ~Presentation~ 

In addition to possibly having a sub-graph, a 
node can cont a In "pr iml t Ive" mater I a 1 to be d I rect I y 
presented to the student, material that In a sense 
duplicates the content of the sub-graph but at a 
higher level of detail. For the purposes of this 
discussion It Is convenient to consider that this 
111aterlal consists of two components: a presentation 
part (cal led the "blurb") and a testing part. Of 
course, the material in many nodes will not have 
this structure (e.g . testing and presentation wlll 
be ml .. ed or the node wl II prov I de a coach I n·g env Ir
onn,ent), In which case the discussion Is less ap-
pl lcable although some lessons can still be drawn 
depending on the exact structure of the node. 

Clven that a node ls not opened, there ,are 
three possible presentation styles to consider: 
(i) just give the blurb (i.e. decide not to test, 
perhaps because this is not an important node or ls 
just being reviewed); (Ii) give both the blurb and 
the test; or (iii) Just test the concepts represent
ed by the node but don't give the blurb (perhaps 
because the node has been presented before but has 
later been deemed unlearned). 

If a node Is to be opened, there are four 
poulble styles: (I) give the blurb, then expand 
the node, and test the node on the way back out; 
(ii) give the blurb, then expand the node, but don't 
test it at this level at all; (ill) expand the node 
and test it on the way back out, but don't give the 
blurb at this level (presumably because the sub
nodes have provided enough verbiage); and (Iv) Just 
expand the node, but don't give the blurb or test 
it at this level (presumably because the sub-nodes 
have done these Jobs). Styles (i) and (II) are 
top-down styles; style (iii) is bottom-up; and 
style (Iv) makes no concessions to higher levels of 
detail at all. Choosing among these is not easy, 
although style (II) seems most widely appropriate 
because of Its abll lty to give successively refined 
overviews of the material without the tedium of 
inultiple levels of testing. We hope that further 
experimentation wlil provide more Insights on 
which styles to choose under which circumstances. 

111. ii After Present at Ion of !. Node 

After a node has been presented, a diagnosis 
must be made as to what has been learned or not . 

· This is usually done by the testing component (If 
such exists In the node) on the basis of student 
~rformance on the test. However, a more qualitat
ive diagnosis process can be imagined, based on 
"over the shoulder" observations of the student as 
he/she "plays" with conc:epts presented In the node. 

When the node decides that a certain c:oncept, 
represented by some other node, ls not well under
stood, It 111ust come up with a number that indicates 
the severity of the problem. Similarly, when the 
node decides (more rarely) that some other node ls, 
in fact, already well understood, it must come up 
with a number Indicating how well comprehended the 
concept represented by that node is. Such numbers 
are used to appropriately decrease (or increase) a 
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"learnc:d threshold" as1oclat11d with the poorly 
(or well) understood nodes. If this threshold 
drops below a certain number, the node ls diagnosed 
as unlearned; If It rises above a certain number, 
the node ls diagnosed as learned (even If It Is 
unpresented as yeti); and If It drops off the bot
tom of the scale, the node Is diagnosed as futile. 
Note that It Is not necessary to reach a full di 
agnosis of some node all at once. For example, a 
previously learned node can have Its threshold 
decreased . without yet making It unlearned. Future 
diagnosis could continue to decrease confidence In 
the student's understanding of that node's eK
pertlse until It finally slipped Into unlearned 
status. In this way diagnoses can be accumulated 
over time. 

Minimally, the current node should keep con
trol until It has reached a definitive diagnosis 
of Itself (If not of any other nodes). Once such 
a diagnosis Is made, the node ls finished and the 
learned, unlearned, and futile markers can be 
propagated throughout the entire course graph. 

I I I . 5 Compu t I ng .!h!:. New Fr I nge 

The process of computing a new fringe of 
unlearned nodes proceeds using basic AND/OR sem· 
antics. In essence any node with unlearned or 
futile prerequisites ls Itself unlearned or 
futile unless there Is an OR p~th without such 
unlearned or futile prerequisites. In actuality 
the process Is more subtle than this. Importance 
markers are taken Into account In deciding whether 
to propagate an unlearned or futile status - any 
relatively unimportant prerequisites may not have 
sufficient weight to count. 

Once the unlearned/fut I le propagation Is 
done, It must be decided whether the whole sub
graph Is learned (or futile). As mentioned In 11.J 
If the last (goal) node of the sub-graph 11 learned 
(or fut I le), then so Is the whole sub-graph. 
Once again, though, the whole process Is more 
subtle than this . Basically, a sub-graph can also 
be deemed to be learned (or fut I le) If enough of 
Its high critical lty no~cs are learned (or futile), 
under the assumption that the other nodes aren't 
significant contributors to the sub- graph status. 
When a learned (or futile) status Is given to the 
entire sub-graph, then It Is also given to the 
super-node containing the sub-graph, and the 
whole propagation process can · be repeated at the 
higher level and so on recursively. Note that 
the upwards propagation described here when com
bined with the decision as to whether or not to 
expand a node determ i nes automatically• level of 
detail at whlch · to present portions of tho cour1e. 

But, under the assumption that the upwards 
propagation does not occur, a fringe must be com
puted at the current level. A node Is on the 
fringe If there are nothing but unlearned nodes 
on at least one path connecting It to the goal 
node and If just previous to It (on all OR paths 
to the source (first) node) there are nothing but 
learned nodes. It ls from the fringe nodes that a 
new node to present can be chosen (see I I I. I), 
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The entire archhecture described above hH 
been Implemented and...., have begun the con,tructlon 
of a LISP course uslrig thl, architecture. Figure, 
I - , give a flavour If the kinda of graph, preseni 
In the course,. Host of the "bulc:s" node (Flgur'il 4) 
ha1 bffn Implemented at ,everal leveh of detal I and 
a preliminary version tested on a couple of 1tudent1. 
Unfortu~tely, bug, In the program prevented a ser• 
lous evaluation· of the usability of the course. 
~ver, the cour,e lt,elf was built In about 60 
hours of (on and off) work over the bus,y fall t11rm. 
Given that some debug gt ng of the course arch I tee· 
ture Itself was required as ~he LISP course was 
built, thi1 augers well for the u1efulne,, of the 
architecture to the course designer. 

The LISP course, as designed so iar, I~ not 
perfect. K.lny of the nodes are too wordy and lock· 
step the student Into a relatively boring sequence 
of fill - In-the-blank, multiple choice, or yes/no 
Questions (boring despite the fact that the 
questions generated vary each tifllt! through a node, 
thus at least providing some variety). But the 
nodes which test functions ('e.g. lambda expressions 
in Figure I) are not quite so mundane. The student 
is asked to write simple lambda expressions to 
achieve list twiddling examples. We have tm
plee..:nted a "smart" EVAL to cxecu,te lambd·a ex-
1iren ions. It does a syntactic ana,lysl\ of. the 
la~bda expr~sslon, steps through the lambda ex• 
press ion explaining to the student what ls h~p
peni ng at each stage and al lowi·ng her/him to stop 
an~ look aroun6 at each stage. A few standard 
!:lugs ,He recogni~ed, as well, In order to a,ld 
diagnosir.. 

This Is Just the first step In making the 
whole course more sophisticated. For example, 
ideas such as ~hose In Fine (1977) will need to 
be incorporate.d into the sy,,tem to make, It more 
l..n0wledgeable. llhether (or more 11,kely hO"I) tO 
.augr:..:nt our a.rchl tect•ure wl th suc-h things as sem
•ant ic networks, pattern directed, invocat,lon 
schcm.!S, etc. wl 11 have to awa,i t more ex tens Ive 
~ citing of the cur;ent -architecture and course. 

'.v. Conclus Ion 

In this paper - have dls·cussed an archltec
~ure for the design of fairly sophi~tlcated courses. 
the emphuls has been on provld.ing controlled f'le1<· 
iblllty to the course designer. The control ls 

,enforced t,hrough the rules for AND/OR prerequl·slte 
structure as extended to many, l~Mels of detail. 
The flexibility is provided through tl)e modularity 

,of nodes which gives the course: designer ful I 
,scope at any node, notwithstanding t.he minimal 
, interdependencies Imposed by the above rules. S,uch 
an architecture seems to provide the found~~lon for 
.a nice course writing environment. The, AtlO/OR and 

' level of detal I structure form the basis for power-
ful primitives .. hich the course d_eslgner can em· 

1
ploy .directly; the modularity allows the course de
signer to , incrementa.l ly refine and· extend a course 
.. ithout undu,e upheaval . 

It must be emphasized, however, that the 
arch( lecture ls Just the beginning O"f a nice 
coune writing environment. It needs to be extend
ed to handle other facets of the teaching/learning 
proceu - e.g. more sophisticated models of how 
1tudenti learn, more sophisticated knowledge 
representation technique, to al low the system to 
do more 1e l'f-an11 l·y1 h and make better Inference,, 
etc. It needs to be embedded l~to a better Inter· 
active environment where there are graphics that 
al low sub-graphs to· be displayed l·n separate win
dows and open (revea·led) or closed (hidden) at· 
will; with facl'lltles that allow the uudent (or 
cour1e designer) to see the nodes !>elng expanded, 
markers being propagate,d, etc.; with system pro
vided prlmltlvo1 for node creation, de,tructlon, 
and manipulation. A commitment to this archltec· 
ture suggest that this last, at least, should be 

' r~latlvely easy and that the prtmltlves can be 
very powerful when co.mpared to most course-writing 
tools. 

More esoterically, the course designer will 
need trace fac 111 t l·es, pre-packaged student mode Is 
representing· various stereo•typl'cal students, and 
perhaps, In order to test out a course, even ac
tive procedures (sort of simulated students) which 
could acttial ly "take" the course . The teacher who 
Is monitoring a student will' need to be provided 
with better tools as well. These could Include 
l:he ab( l'I t·y of the teacher t·o be hoo.ked to· a 
"slave" terminal and. from there to be abl'e to 
smoo.thly Interrupt or direct bo·th the student and 
the course ('e.g. to ove,rrl.de the course In t·he 
choice of material to present next). All of this 
wou l.d be·, of course, a ' huge amount o,f wo·rk and 
wouJd requi're the solut·lon to a Aumber of very 
h.ird problems. Ne,ve·rtheless we f'eel this Is an 
Interesting start. 
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1. INTIWDUCTION 

The UNIX Computer Consultant (UCC) Is an expert 
system currently under development at the Los Alamos 
!'.ational Laboratory and al the University of Virginia. It 
l:1 designed lo aid both novice and advanced users of the 
UNIX operating system m lhetr use of the system. 

UCC ls far more powerful than the typical operating 
system help utility, -..h ich provides on-line retrieval or 
only documentation or specifically named commands. 
Thus. a user who does not know the name of lhe com
mand he needs, or who needs information on Items other 
than command-specific definitions (such as Information 
on lhe or6 aru2al1on of the operating system's file sys
tem) cun .:ct little or no help from such o help ul1l1ly. 
t.:CC, on lhe other hand. contains a sophist1c£1led 
rctricv<1l f<1cilily lhal can key on a number or concepts, 
10clud1ng not only speci(lc command deflrut1ons bul also 
lo61cal operations witho ut a given command (e.g .. listing 
a text fue) and concept definitions (e.g., a U1'1X path} . 
}'urlhermore. UCC, unlike existing help systems. can 
respond with a specific an.;wer given a speci fic question. 

Because UCC is designed lo be a consultant for an 
e:.1stin6 system, it is nol mlegraled into spec i(lc utilities, 
bul rdlher cx1sls as an independent subsystem on lop or 
the opcr ... Ltng system. This 1s in contrast lo some sys· 
tcms that mcorporale user support facilities within lhe 
ut1hly While the direct integration approach shows 
much promise for help raciltlles for newly designed sys· 
tem,. its oppl1cabihly to c,: 1sting systems (such ns lJNIX) 
i, m.:i.de d1rT1cull by lhe nec es sity of rewriting p<1rl of lhe 
ei.1sltni; system. in add1llon lo the entire help rac1hly. 
~·urtt.crmoru. such d1rccl 1n corpor<1tlon or help ko.Lurcs 
m<1kc the answering o'. queries not keyed on specific 
commands very dirT1cull 

I . I. An Overview or UCC 

The UCC system consi~ts or two major modules, the 
fronl·end module and the Ul's!X knowledge base and 
solver module. The major role of the rront end ls lo 
lr.1nslate a user's nalur<1l language query into the spc· 
c ,-,lly designed !ormill query language UCCqucl and lo 
tr<1nsl,,tc answers Lo UCCqucl q11eries b,,ck lnlo lli.lturul 
langu<1g e. The role or the UNIX knowledge b<1se and 
solver. module is to produce answers lo the formal 
UCCqucl queries . 

The tronl·end module accepts questions from uscrii 
such as "!low do I hsl a directory file?" and culls a lexical 
,1n.:.lyL.:r to delete noise words from lhc question, con· 
verl synonyms and tensed words lo a standard token, 
and 1denl1fy unknown words. The tokenized question 11 
then parsed by an augmented transition network (ATN), 
phr..se by ' phrase, If an attempt to parse an entire sen
lcnce fu1ls . The AT:-; produces lhrcc pieces or lnforrna
lion : a) the type or question; b) a template , call ed a case 

frame, de~crlbln& lhe m11.ln opurullni wywlum ucllon 
mentioned In lhe question; and c) a ael or predlcatea, 
derived from noun phrases, prepositional phrasea, 
adverbs, and other modlfylna phrases and clausea that 
assert properties or entitles rercrred lo In the question 
(such as rues). 

The p·arser passes Ile output to a query generator 
which produces a) a formal query with a set of predl· 
cates describing II function to be porrormed by the 
operating system; b) preconditions describing the Input 
to that function; nnd c) postconditions describing lhe 
function's output. Tho formal query will contain 
unbound vnrlnbles that must be lnslunl1nlcd by lhe 
knowledge base and solver module lo answer the original 
question. 

The knowledge boso und solver modulo contains 
descriptions of UNIX com111und~ and· concepts, 1,nd 11 sol 
of propositional semantic definitions of commands slml· 
lar lo Hoare semanllcs ( 1 ] . The descriptions arc used to 
unswer questions such as "Whul ls II dtroclory fllo?" or 
"What docs 'ls' do?" The formal semantic defin itions arc 
used lo answer quc8llons such as "How do I llsl a d irec
tory file?" 

Once the variables In II query have been bound by 
the knowledge base, then the lnstonllated query 1, 
pas:ied back to lhe front end lo produce un unswcr In 
English for the user. The tronl end formulates an answer 
by noting whal lype of question was asked, selecting an 
appropriate template for an answer. and using a dtc.:llon
ary or predicate dcflnlllons lo duscrlbo tho ro lovanl 
parts of the 1nslanllalcd query. 

In this paper, wo discuss brteny tho nature or tho 
formal query language U(;Cqucl, and lhun wu dutall Lho 
process of tronsformlnll a natural-languni:o query Into 
UCCquol. In a future pupor. we will dclull tho workings or 
Lhe UNIX knowledge base und solver module. 

2. QUERY MODEIJNG AND CI.A!>Slt1CA1'10N 

To understand lhe operation of tho naluraHangu11gu 
front end, tl IH -flrul nocettuury to undorsland tho formul 
querlos thal ll ls to produce . In lhls eoctlon, wo oulll no 
the no.lure of the varloue quorlos that arc considered 

. and show how they aro rcp,·cscnlcd in UCCquol. 

2.1. Slallc Queries 
Stallc queries ure tho most bo.slo lyl'o Lhul nru hun· 

died by UCC. A static query ls one that requests Infer· 
matlon not Involving system dyn11mlcs, and. expressed in 
natural language, are typically of the "What ls ... ?" 
vurlely. Examples lncludu "Whol Is a pipe?" und "Whal is 
a home directory?" In each coso, a simple rolrlcvul or a 
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del1n1L1c.n 11 .JI lt1dl I·• ncce~sa.ry. In essence, e st1>lic 
query la JU.:.l i. retr 101141 or the form "eel Ix I P(x)f' 
(whlcb la lhe form or a nonprocedura:l query to e rela· 
t1onal dalab4Se [2]). For example, "W·hal Is a· pipe?" 
tra.nsl4tU Into the formal query "gel l:x I x Is lhe 
det\rulion or a pipe j. 

All queries In UCCquel are expressed in an LISP·like 
notation. Our representation or lhi-s query looks like 

(t\nd X 
(l1As1c-object·descripUon ("pipe") = X)). 

X 11 the free variable that must be bound an onswerln& 
the query . 

2.2.. Dynamic Querio. 

To be useful , UCC must also have the capability or 
proccn1(l£ dyn<1mic queries. These queries dilTer from 
thcll" static counlerpArts In that they deal with the 
d)·n.imic aspects or the UNIX operating system. E><am· 
pies include "!low do I hst the conLenls or u file paged 
And w1lh p .. g.e hedders?" and "What happens if I lry lp 
print a d,reclory t\le with the pr commend?" In eocb 
cdse, the query deals wllh the delerminal1on or oclion or 
" system command. 

'tic may sl11l ct .. sstry rnch queries es "get lx:P(x)I," 
provided we choose P appropriately. In the case o! a 
,l.,l1c query, P 1s Just a well-formed formula (wlT) In the 
(urd 1n .. ry) logic lh,1t de~cnbes the relnevul or concept 
dcnn,t,ons In Lhe case or dynamic queries. P must be 
rcpluc1.:d by a wlT 1n on approprto.1lc dynum1c logic 
hrc,,u;;c we arc now dealing wtlh system dynamics. For 
lht· purposes or UCC, the usual propos ilional· slyle 
St· mdnt 1CS, commonlr used in programming language 
scmunl1c dcnn1l1on I], provides a conven ient frame· 
.. uric A w(T in Liu~ style or ~cmanlic~ l<1kc~ -the gcncrul 
rllrm IHI r IQ!. "here Hand Q arc wtls tn an appropriate 
~t .. t 1c t\rst order logic (known all the under lying base 
lo,-:,c). ,md r 1s en action lhat may change lhe lrulh 
v .. due:1 or slc1lemenlll in the base logic : 

A• a parl1cul11r c,cample. consider lhe query givon 
ubo~c "!low do I hst the contents o! a fi le p..1gcd and with 
p<1.;:c hc .. ders?" llerc H 1s or the form ''Hx is A (generic} 
tci,;t tile" 11nd .Q Is or the form "The contents or the slan· 
d .. rJ li sl1n.;: device 11 what the contents or the ti le jx WdS 

before the comm4lld, mod 1tlcd lo be po.1ged wilh standard 
' pa.:c hc.idcrs ." risen unknown op(,rator, lo be round in 

,,n,,.~nn.;: the query. In the rclr1eva.l, l'(i.:) 1s !·I!( X IQ !. 

2 .3 tuodemeot.ti.l Types or Dynamic Queries 

A dynamic query or the form "get! x I P (x) I," where 
P = IHI r !QI. may be plAced into one or eight possible 
cl<lhinc .. t1on s. dependtnj! upon which s ubset of R. F. and 
Q 1s known and wb1ch is nol. In lhe initial 1mplcmenla· 

"taon or UCC. only two or these will be considered. 

( l) H And Q arc known. but r 1s not Th is 1s the general 
structure or A "llow do I .. . " type or query und Is 
1l lu strol.led by the example tn section 2.2. 

(Z) H and r are known, but Q is not. Th is is the general 
~truclurc or ol. "Wh.it h<lppens 1! ... ?" l•ypc or query . 
As An examplu, once ag,,in consider "\'ihat happens 
,r I try lo pnnl II directory nlc using the 'pr' com· 
n1o.1nd"" llcrc l( i~ "j>i is .i. (i:cncnc) directory ftlc" 
.. nd r 1>1 "pr /i,;," with Q lo be found . 

' 2.4. !iecondo.ry Responses in Dynamic Queries 

"ll'h1le the class1ncat1on or dynamic queries as oul · 
. ltnod 1n the previous section is a useful guideline, il is 

not o.lw ... yb <.;ompletely adeq411,le. For eit11,mple, cor,sidcr 
onco 11.g,lin the query "How do l li11t the content,; or o file 
paged and with page headeri;?" To answer this query 
wllh R and ~ as g,iven In section 2.2, It Is not sufficient to 
simply suppl:)' the response "pr .fx," becauae, f,or thla 
res·ponse lo be .. correct, we must have fbat #.x 11 a t\le 
that is currently readable by t:he mer. ln respond•ing 
with the answer, we must add. ~t.141 read'abllity c·ondltion 
to the precondlUona R. We term .such an addition a 
secondary response. In llhe formalization of dynamic 
queriea In UCCquel, we always permit the ·addition of 
appropriate aecondary roaponsea. 

2.b. An Example UCCquel Query 

Below la displayed the l:JCCquel query for "How do I 
l!Hl the contents or a Ale paged and with page headers?" 

(Find (Rl Fl Ql) 
(Dyn RF Q) 

(Ji)et\ne R 
(.(Clausea 

(file jx (type = "lext"))) 
(addnecesse.ry Rl))) 

(Define F 
(( transform Fl) 
(logical (llst· texl-flle)))) 

(Dct\ne Q 
((Clauses 

( contents(7.usc r ·lc rm in al) 
= modified (contcnls (limo (· l ,Clle(Nx))) 

(type = "Lexl") 
(paged = "yes") 
(pageheaders = "yes") 
(value standard))l) 

(addimpliculions QI)))) 

Pl, Fl, and Ql are the variables to be bound in the 
solution or the quety. (Dyn R •· Q) me11,nH IRI F IQ!. Fl la 
the fundamental variable to be bound and Is declured lo 
be a transrorm. Pl ond CU a-re lo be bound lo secondary 
preconditions and postconditions.. respectively. The 
definitions or J( and Q are wffs In our underlying logic 
known as the static det\nlllon logic. The "lime(-1 ... )" 
note.lion In lhe postcondition Q is \,\sed lo ensure that the 
value ot the user terminal a!Ler t·he execution ol lhe 
command will be the contents or Nx before the com
mo.1nd . This Is merely a i;horth11,nd and doas not vlolalo 
the conslr11lnt that R and Q be statements In a static 
logic; by setting #X to a dummy file @x in the precondl· 
lions and using file @x instead or Ume(-1 ,flle (•Hx)) , we 
can stay entirely wiHlin the constraint'B. The "logical ... " 
part or the definition ot F is lndicnling which case rrame 
was used In constructing the query, and wlll be men· 
lioned again In the next section. 

?.3 

2.6. Specific Querlea 
In the example query Illustrated above, the file to be 

listed is not specified, and so is represented as a generic 
tcxl file, Hx. It the user Instead had 11sked ' 'How do I list 
the contents or my Ole /bin/paper paged and with page 
headers1", the formulation would di!Tcr fundamentally in 
that /jx wou ld be replaced by /b·in/papcr. Also, lhe 
assumption lhal /bin/paper ls a lexl flle musl be 
dropped. Halhcr, It must be left lo the knowledge buse 
lo deelde whether or nol /bin/paper is listable. 



3. TIit.: INTt:lti'ACt.: Ut:1,H;t:N 1'11t.: USt.:H AND 
n n; KN OWU:I>G E DASE 

Thu rronl-end module as responsible for converlang a 
u,icr's Engltsh qunlions anlo formal UCCqucl queries und 
tormulaltni English responses. This process consists or 
t\ve levels of Analysis: lexical (or word). phrase, clause, 
1enlence. paragraph (or dialogue), and lopic. Five mojor 
d.alt1 1truclurca <Ha u,c,I t,y lluau luvcls . 111d11J1ni; a J1c· 

11011 .. ry, 11 lcl or c,uo fro1111c~. conloKl r,•i; 1slcrH, pn,J1• 
c .. tc dc»cnpl1ons. and Answer frame~ . We wall ex.imane 
these levu l1 and dAl4 1lructuru moro closely as wu fol
low lhe rront-end proces51ng or the queslion "How do I 
ltsl a tile paged and with page headers?" This queslion Is 
the mpul lo the front-end module and the output Is the 
UCCquel query given In sect ion 2 .5. Only the analysis ol 
a user's question wi ll be discussed here; we leave a dis 
cussion or the more stra ightforward process or generat
ing a n answer lo a ruturc paper. 

3. t. Lexical Analysis 

l.ex1cnl or word- level analysis is perrormcd by a lok
cnuang routine. Each time il is called by the parser, it 
~c .. ns the Bngltsh question and returns the next token. 
The tokent:lCr looks up words in the diclionary to see 1r 
they Are defined And replaces them with standard tokens 
tf lhey arc round. IL CAlches mulltword idioms a nd com
mon noun-noun mod1f\culion, such as "how do I" or 
~d1reclory file"; It also flags unknown words . ldenlitles file 
n.,mcs when possible, rcp !accs synonyms with a standard 
root, And replaces tensed and pluralized words with a 
st .. ndard token plus the realures indicating tense or 
number. 

The lokeruzer uses a loken definition stored in lhe 
d1cl1onury And a look-ahead mechanism lo determine 
•h.ll Bnglish "'ords or UJ\IX r,te names s hould be grouped 
mto one token. 'Words with no d1ct1onary entry are 
pa.ssed o.long lo lhe ATN because they may be names of 
•pec1(1c t\les 

}'or example, given our sample question "How do I 
llst . .. . ~ lhe tokenizer would return the following tokens 
(lho: S dcsa.-:nales a token): Shwd (rcprcscnlang the 
phr4Se Mhow do I"), It (!or "I"), Slist. Sa. Sflle. Sw1th, 
liphcad (plurc,I) (for page headers), Sand. and Spaged. 

:S.2. t'hra.o-Levcl Analysla 
1'okenazed questlons are parsed, phrase by phrase, 

usan,-: a grammar represented by 11.n nugmenled tr11nsl
l1on network (ATN). ATSs ue a stande.rd tool ror parsing 
nalural language [2). Although other parsing techruques 
have proved useful lor parsing restricted English 
c;ueslaons [3.4]. ATl',s c11n parse statement s that include 
ell1ps1s and grammatic .. ! error:; . 

UCC'1 ATN produces a parse tree !or a qucsl1on, 
cilhcr tor a "'hole scn lencc or phrasc·by· phrusc. ll 
uncoven and enforces syntacllc rules and semanllc con
slraanl s withan a phrase . Predicates are generated by 
lhc ATS lo represent the meaning ol the phrases . ThcMe 
pro,d1c .. lcs form the preconditions, IHI. and postcond1-
l1ons. IQ!. for dynamic queries. 

The ATNs dlso selo,ct a small .. sel ol case lrame candi
d4les lhat could correspond to the main action 
described an a clause. Cuse lramos und lhc1r ro lo aro 
Jc,.cribcll tn lhc m.:xt t1ccl1on . 

A p,,rsc ol our s .. mplc question would produce lhc 
lollo.,mg results. 

(1) Quo:st1on Type: hwd (m camng "how do I") . 

(2) Pl,ru,..: ·l.evcl Sem11ntlc1: 

Noun groups: (NG! (nl c llx) (type= "luKl") 
.(puged = "yed")) 

(NG2 (pagehcader,)) 
Verb groups: (VG\ (verb 11,t) (dlrecl-objecl t.Lil) 

(tense present)) 

Preposition groups~ (PG 1 (with NG2) ) 

(3) Cu110 t'nunu,: 

~

loglcal llst-texL-nlu) 
toatcal li•l-dlroclory) 
logical enumerate) 

3.3. Clause-I.eve! Analyala 
The ATN parses the phr11Nes In a question lo produce 

predicates describing lhe noun groups and preposition 
groups. These phrases arc grouped al the clause Jovel 
by a "case-rr11me-flller." Case frames are lcrnplatos 
representing lhe main t1cllon or 11 clause 11nd tho con~ll
lucnts of the action. such tis lhe uctor and roec lplenl of 
lhe acllon; usually. they correspond lo lh" main verb In 
lhc clause. 

Sever11l natural-language understanding systems 
have used case rrames lo represent lhe action In a een
lcnce [2,5] . For Schank and his coworkers, a small sel ol 
conceptual case rrames represent all actions expressed 
In natural language [5 ]. In UCC, case frames correspond 
lo logical operations In an operatln£ system, and they 
form the main lank between F.ngllsh language operating 
system concepts and tho formal semantic deflnltlon1 of 
speclnc UNfX commands. Some have a direct corrcspon· 
dence to UNIX commands, while others may be aNsocl
ated with several different commands that could be used 
lo accomplish lhe earne toi:lcal operation. 

For example, as shown In lhe 111st section, the verb 
"llsl" could represent one of three case frames, ll!rt
lexl-flle, List-directory, or enumeration. List-tcxt-nte I• 
associated In lho knowledae base with throe UNIX com
mands .for listing a text rue, "cal," "pr," and "more." The 
case-!rame-t\lter must select one or lhe throe possible 
case rrames using tho parsed question and semantic 0011-

straanls specified In lhe case rrame, and the knowledge 
base and solver module must decide whieh UNIX opera
tor associated with the llsl-lex l -tllo case frame, "cal," 
"pr." or "more," Is the 11pproprialc answer lo lhe uucr'1 
question. 

Case frames conl11ln dor11ult tnrormallon on procon
dillons 11.nd postconditions associated with tho logical 
11.cllon represented by lhe case rrame . They 11tso apeclfy 
s lots to be filled from a user's question or from context, 
and they provide semantic constraints on what lnlorma
lion can nit those s lots . 

In our example, lhe cnse·frame-flller selects the 
list-tcxl-flle case rrame because lhe direct object or 
"!Isl," ldcnlifJcd by tho ATN us tho noun croup "11. Ola," 11 
assumed lo be a text nte. The list-d irectory case frame 
would have been selected Ir tho object or "ll sl" had been 
a directory. and the cnumerulion case frame would have 
been picked II lho object hud boon a noun group lhut 
could be enumerated, such as "the number of users 
curre.nlly logged on lhe system." 

Once the llsl-text-flle case Ira.me Is chosen, the 
cAsc-lrame-fJller notes lhul lhu lial·loxt-nte apoc1ne1 
th"l lhe question should conluln phruaos dcscrlbln11 how 
the l<:xt ts listed . In our oxuniplo, Lho cuso-rrumo·Ollor 
(Inds lhc phruscs "pui;cd und w1lh pu,:o huudorw" und m, 
these Into slots that modily the dc!lcrlplion or the rosult 
or the togicul opcr..,lion li ~L-lc xt · flle . This descrlpllon 



,..,n.t1lul1.:• lh1.: po~lcond1l1on:1. IQJ . For our ei.:ample, 
lhc preco11J1l1ons •111 be lhe dirccl obJecl or "h,il" or lhe 
phr.i~c -. nle ." The case framo speciftes lhal lhe 
prc:conJ1l1on1 n1iul be "conlc nl11 (file (#K}(lypo = 
~lexl")).- and thls 1s consislenl wilh lhe A'T'N'1 parse or 
lhe noun &roup, "a rue." Smee "a nle" is parsed as an 
i.ndenrute noun aroup, lhe cue-rrame-1\tler binds the 
precond1t1on1 to be a &enerlc !\le, Ix. 

3.4. Seolaoc•·Lnel Analyal• 
Once a cue rrame has been selected for each clause 

tn • question and lhe case-rrame-ntler has formed IRI 
and IQ! from the parsed phrases, then the "query· 
i:cner4lor" Ii c.i.llod lo produce a formal UCCquel query. 
ror simple quesllon1 (questions ale.led In one cli.luse), 
the formal query is essentially built by lhe case-rrame· 
loller, und lh~ qucry-gcncr.ilor h.i,i lo only verify 1l "1lh 
the user and p.iss ll along lo the knowledge base and 
solver module . The formal query generated tor our 
e xAmplo w,,s given in sccl1on 2.~. 

The query-generator must integrate several clauses 
into ono formal query In the case or questions lhat are 
s t .. ted m sever.ii clauses (such as "If I ... , then ... ?") and 
quc:sl1ons slated in several sentences (such as "l have a 
d_1r<·<:lory ftle thAl l made read only. Why can'l I hst IL?"). 
:--.u~ h question$ will produce several lhsl unllaled case 
rr,,mc~. and the query·generalor must build. one query 
uul ol them. Usui.llly, multiple cl.iuses serve the funclion 
or lurlhcr describmi;: the precond1t1ons of lhe action In 
t hc m,,m clau,e. 

:!.~. Dillloguc· and Pnrlll!raph-1.cvcl Analysis 

\fork with nulural · languago database systems 1rnd 
upcrl consultant, [2.6.7] has shown that users usually 
11sk sHcral relaled questions and that lhe syslem must 
b~· <1hlc lo mc1.intam 11 dialogue with the user and uso 
inlcrscntence (or paragraph level) context. UCC saves 
conte).lu.i.l information using "context registers" similar 
lo lho1e used by Waltz [2) and by using clariflcalion 
_d,.i.lo~uc 

Conlexl register, arc push·down ,Lacks with Ii lihorl 
nHd leni: th. They hold m!ormat1on derived rrom prcvl· 
ou,i quc,;llons And answers, such as lhe la s t case rrames 
rcrerenced. the pre· and post·cond1tions or previous 
:qu,·sltons . and the ~ubJecls ;,mt objects or previous ques· 
loons 1:111ps1:1 (mi,smi: purt,ons' of " question) and pro· 
noun,i are common In questions. and UCC must use the 
cas.• fr,,mcs lo fill In ltu:i mform.ition . U lhe case· 
lr.irnu·nttcr or qucry·i:eneralor nnd~ thul a portion or a 
c,,se tr.imc or query 1s missihi; from a question, then 
they consult lhc conlclil registers lo find the most 
recent piece o! intorm1H1on th.it will salisty the semantic 

. con slr,unls of the current quesl1on . For ci.ample, If the 
user ,uks the question "!low do 1 list II file?" ond then 

/asks "W1lh page headers?", UCC musl rcoolve lhc ell1ps1s 
1n lh11 second question by popping o/T the most rccenlly 

!used c.i.s11 frdme and prccond1llons from the appropriule 
contc"l registers. 

UC.:C.: maml,.u~ d d1.iloguc wilh lhc user by ... 11 s,ve r · 
m,: tu~ quc;t1ons. saving the previous questions in con· 

' text registers. and usm;: clarification dialogue lo verity 
th.it a user's question hu~ been correctly underi;lood. ln 

· our c1'<1mplc, once the qucry ·i:cncr.ilor has formed the 
query, IL would verily the query wilh lhe u:,;cr with th e 

' !ollo.,mi: d1<1loi:ue . 

' UC.:C : Your query Is understood as: 
t'md a c omm<1nd that a.cccpls as Input. 
la . a lcxl m.,_ 

~- .. 

1.11,d lhc command will prod4ce output. 
2 .. at your terminal 
2b . has page headers 
2c. is p.ii:cd 

Is lhis all right? (yes /no) : 
lJSl::R. DO 

Because lhe user rosponded "no," UCC will n,ply 
with the follow1n& 

UCC: Do you. wish lo: 
1. rephrase lhe quesllbn entirely,? 
2. change an Item? 

Enter 1, 2: 
USER: 2 
UCC: WhJch ll.em(s)·. la, 2a, 2b, or 2c: 
USF:R : 2a 
UCC: Whal Is the new condlllon? 
l'.JSEH: output goes lo the splnwrller 
UCC: Any other changes? 
USER: no 
UCC: Your new query Is understood as ... 

Once UCC bas verified a query, ll is shipped otr lo 
lhe knowledge base and solver module lo produce an 
answer. 

3.6. 1'hc l"opic Level 
Users usua.lly ask several questions about a p11rl1cu· 

lnr UNIX topic. su.ch ns qucslions aboul using lho edilor, 
manipulalihg tiles, or compiling a. program. To success· 
fully parse and answer questions aboul a variety or 
topics, the knowledge base, vocabulary-, and case frames 
have been partil1oned Into ditrerent topic areas. Al 
present, UCC conl'ains in!brrllalion about only the tile 
system 1rnd the command language. W'e are experiment· 
ing with a menu-driven system fbr swllchlng belween 
lopic!s. Complex nalural-langua·ge processlhg and ques
tion answering require that questions hav.e a limited and 
wcll·dotlned context and that ~he case frames, vdcabu· 
lary, and knowledge base be parllt'loned°by toplca. 

4 . CONCJ.USJON 

Natural·l11nguage tronl ends tor du.labase syalcma 
have been In ex istence for severul years as have expert 
consullanl systems. UCC combinell bolh or these llnca or 
re~o.irch Into a slni;lo syslom lhal i:oos well boyond typl· 
cal operating system help tacil1lies to provide ari ex:r,erl 
consultant with sophisticated natural-language under· 
standing ability . 

We have outlined lhe process or' producing a formal 
query rroin 11 nalural-111ngua,::e question and shown how 
queries can be formully modeled In the UCCquel query 
lun,::uage . UCC succcssrully bridges the g~I> between 
users' English queslions and formal command definllions 
by div1don,:: lhc tusk inlo levels or unulysis from lcxicol to 
topic, and by parlilioning lhc mujor dala structure:. or 
UCC by topic In this way UCC achieves generality and 
sophisicated language understanding over a broad range 
or lop1c11 . IL Is intended lhat UCC servos aa a model tor 
lho design or c.:xperl consullanl11 for olhcr operating 11ys· 
lcms 11hd !or systems lhul, like operating syslemll, con· 
sisl or collcel1ons or processes. 
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Ahatraot 

Aa p¥t of the inference ayatem of a semantic 
Ml ~ •e building a resolution-based theorem prover 
~e of directly "resolving· not only complementary 
~ ,ra of literals SUCh as felephant!Clydel. "'llephant(x)l but 
also inc0ffl)1t1ble p.,ra such as. 

(elephlnt!ClydeL ~anim.ili K)l 
felept\Nlt!Clydel. canarybtll 
(yeliowiClydel. groy(Kll 
hsort-of elephanu!Clydel. '"'isort-of ,nim.i lKxll 

• ltsort- of tanllClydel. "'isort- of brownllxll 
l{sort- of ye llowHClydel. !sort-of blueHKll 

We. had on9,n.1Uy exp~cted to handle all such examples 
of '"tended resol\Jt,on by means of previously designed 
eff.c,ent 11gor,ttvns for type lan,ces. However, we have 
found th.It ceru.n ct1sse1 of · colour ·reso lutions· 
texe~hf ,ed by the list ~ir of literals above! do not 
lend themselves to l1tt,c11 methods. Instead. we have hid 
to augment our represent1t1on w ith another special group 
of 119ornrms based on • tlYee dimensional thue, purity 
~ d11ut1onl co104.r space. 

L lntroduc1lon 

A aemanbc net system in which kllOwledge i1 
top,cAJty orgMllzed arO\lld concepts his been under 
development 11 the Urwers1ty of A lbertJI for some years 
tScho.ibert. Goebel & Cercone 1979. Cov,ngton & Schubert 
19801 The syatem is c1p1ble of automatic topic1I 
c1us,f 1~t1on Ind onsertion of modal lc:>g1c input sentences. 
concept and topic oriented retneval. and property 
merouonc:e of I rather general sort. 

Efforts are ctSrently under way to extend the 
inf.-ence capati ,1,t,es of the system. to enable it to 
answer some of the kinds of questions which people can 
.tnswer ·without lh1nkll'lg·. One type of inference which 
his been under study ,s efficient inference of inclusion 
.and d,s1ointness re lationships in quasi- hierarchies of parts 
or concepts ltypesl. Speciali2ed data structures and 
1'90l'1trms h.lve been des,gned for this · purpose (Schubert 
1979. P~l.1Skar1s & Schubert 1981 ~ We view such 
apec,a1 - purpos111 mechanisms as esaent,al ad1unct1 to anv 
g_eneral inference ayltem bued on symbolic logic. 

Ccons1der e system · whose deductive component ia 
resolution-based las ours will be - th,s happens to be 
rui.u-i.J since the topiul classif ication and retrieva l 
mechllnosm already requires propositions to be in modal 
c1.iUse f0<ml. Th., following are some trivial deductive 
prob1oms the deductive component may be f.aced w ith. 
c,,ther on ar,swering user questions or 1n checking new 
111form.t1on for inconsistency and redundancy. 

\ G,.,,n knowl«Jg,: elephant(Clydel. 
~elephant(K) V greytxl 

o-s11on: 7greytClydel 

~. Given knowledgt!: elephanttClyde). 

':7 

plus knowledge 
animal• 

about 

Qut1stlon: 7 animaltClydel 

,3. Wvt1n knowled9t1: elephanttClydel. 
p lus knowledge about 
linimals 

Question: 7canary(Clydel 

4. Glvt1n knowledge: yellow(Clydel. 
~elephant(xl V grey(x) . 

types 

tvpes 

plus knowledge about coloura 
Question: 7elephant(Clydel 

of 

of 

Question 1 can be answered by resolving the 
two complementary "elephant" literals. with result 
grey(Clydel. In a refutation proof. this would in turn 
be r.esolved against the denial ~grey(Clydel of the 
question. The resultant emptv clause Justifies a ·yes" 
answer. 

Question 2 could be answered by a series of 
resolut ion steps that progress along the superconcept 
sequence connecting "elephant" and "animal"; but this ia 
just where we would like instead to invoke special 
inference methods for type lattices. From the theorem 
prover's point of view. this should be a one - ster. 
inference: in terms of a refutation proo • 
elephanUClydel i1 incompatible with the denial 
~animal!Clvdel of the question 1n much the ume way 
that complementary li terals are ihcomp1tible. and should 
yield the null ·resolvent". This idea can of course be 
implemented bv recognizing "elephant" and ·animar u 
elements of a type lattice for which special algorithm, 
are available le.g, McSkimin & Mink er 1979. Schubert 
1979. Papal1skari1 & Schubert 1981 1. Similarly, it 
should be possible to obtain I one step disproof for 
question 3 by "resolving· tt,e incompatible literal, 
elephlnt!Clydel and canary!Clydel. In question 4, one 
·resolving• step should recognize the incompatibility of 
yellowtClydel and grev(K) and henc·e infer the 
·resolvent" "'elephanttClydel. which then resolves in the 
proper sense w ith the question clause. to yield a 
negative answer . 

One interesting question which arises about this 
sort of "resolvinlf is whether it can be extended to 
deal with modified predicates such as "large animal", 
"dark brown· and ·sort of brown• (or brown/sh). 
Natural language. after ill, provides i large repertoire 
of predicate modifiers. and presumably any adequate 
knowledge representation language must contain the 
logical counterparts of at least some of these. 

II. Predicate& modified by hedgea 

We have concentrated our efforts on • 
particular ly troublesome modifier, namely "sort of". It la 
characteristic of this modifier land of "hedges· in 
general) that (sort - of PIM fai ls to entail P(x); this is in 
contrast with cases like (large PHxl. (typical Pltxl. and 
tdark PHxl. Note however that we can take P(x) to 
entail (sort-of P)(x). For example. an elephant is 



ceru1nay .w,r ol .an elephant. altnough the maxims of 
cooperat111e con11erut1on (spec1f1cally the quantity ,nd 
brevity ma11tmsl imply thllt use of the hedge is 
,rrc:>roper ,net therefore misleading if the unhedged 
p,-eo1cate is known to apply (Grice 19751 

Let us reconsider the (extended! resolution steps 
postulated 111 examples Ill - (41 w ith some of the 
predicates modified by sort-of. In 811ample Ill the 
sund¥d resolution lelephant!Clydel. -elephant(111) was 
required According to the assumed properties of 
son-of. the pa,r l1son-of elephantJIClyde l. -e lephantlxll 
1s compatib le whi le the pair (elephanUClydel. 
"'lsort-of elephant)(x J) is not The latter incompatibility 
as eu,ly oetected in two resolution steps gi11 en the 
axiom schema 

;>(xJ V (sort-of Pllxl. 

which ~tures the entailment postulated abo11e No 
methOds other than standard resolution (in conjunction 
w ith rules for applying schemata invo l11ing predicate 
mod1f,ersJ appear to be required in this case. 

Example (21 called for ·resolving· the pair 
lelephanttClydel. -arumal(Clydel) by special latt ice 
metnOds. so u to avoid the need for constructing 
long resolution chains. Now (!sort-of elephantllClyde). 
-an,mallClydell are compatible. but (elephant!Clydel. 
"'\sort-of an1malHClydeJ) plainly .-e not In fact the 
stronger sutement can be made that 
(Ison-of elephantJtClydel. -<sort-of animalHClyde)J are 
onc~atible. iThe st.itement is stronger because by the 
ax iom schema for sort-of. it entails the incompatibi lity 
of fe'ephantlClydel. "'\sort-of animalHClydelll This 
oncompat,b il1ty can again be efficiently detected w ith 
essent,all y the same lanice algorithms as were needed 
for tne unhedged case. along w ith the general rule 
tt\at ,f P ,s superord,~te to Q in a type lattice. then 
tsort-of OJ is incompatible with --<sort-of Pl (i.e .• 
ent.ii ls tsort-of Pll 

For 811ample 131. we observe that 
llsort-of elephant)(Clydel. canarytClydel) and 
(elephanUClydel. (sort-of canaryHClydell are incompatib le 
pa,rs. Given efficient methods for detecting 
nc~tJb1lity of type predicates P. a. we can easily 
detect tnese new · incompatibil1t1es as well. using the 
rule tnat tsort-of Pl. Q are incompatible whenever P. 
Q .re Note. however that the stronger 1ncompatibihty 
observed ,n example (21 now fail s: ((sort-of P)(x). 
tsort-of O ll xll are compat ible even when P. Q are 
not a thing can conctt1111tbly be both a sort of an 
elephant and a sort of canary (consider mythS and 
fairy talesl. though tne actual existence of such a 
tnong 1e11en 111ow,ng prod,g1ous 1d11ance1 in genetic 
eng•neerongJ may be wildly implausib le. 

The examples so far can inspire the hope that 
the o,~ structures and algorithms we -have already 
oeveloped for efficient detection of auperord,nation 
¥\d ,nco~t1b1hty relat ,onsh1ps 1n predicate taxonomies 
are 1Yff1c1ent as well for detecting incompatibiht1es of 
hedged pred1c.1tes. This hope begins to flllter. 
hOweve,-, as we proceed to example (4) Curiously 
co•our predicates. which we might imagine to be 
part,cu!M"ly "prim,tive· and more simply structured than 
nominal predicates. appear to obey more complex 
laws Not only is it correct to say that 
1,sort-of tanltClyde). --<sort-of brownHClydel) for 
example. are incompatible. as in the strong analog of 
example (21. but the strong analog of 4 now holds as 
we lJ n certain cases; for example. if Clyde is sort of 
ye:1ow (or ye llowish) he cannot be sort of blue (Or 
blve1st\l If tnts incompatibil ity held in all cases. there 
would st, 11 be no need for speciahzed represent.itions 
of relationships among colol.l' terms apart from those 
which CMl be captured in a simple specialization lattice. 
However. this ,s not the case; whi le a colour cannot 
De botl'l sort of ye llow and sort of blue. 1t can be 
Doth sort of ye llow and sort of green. for example; 
on 1ome 1en1e. tt111 i1 bec,uae ye llow and green are 

mor e n11arly compat ib le than yellow and blue 

One possible solution 11 to augment the ba51c 
hiera, chy with special "sort-of " links. Ordinary links 1n 
, specializat ion US-Al hierarchy indicate subordinat ion. 
and the d orect descendants of a node are lmphcitly 
taken to be incompatible. The ·sort-of" links would 
exhaustively specify for each colour whether It can be 
·sort-of" another colour. 

One disad11antage would be the 1011 of the tree 
structure; for example, there would be two ·,ort-of" 
links connecting "chartreuae· to yellow ,nd green 
respectively. which are on separate br1nches of the 
basic hierarchy. Moreover. there would be very many 
such links. The most serious problem. howe11er. i1 that 
compatibilities and incompatibilitiea of n11w colour term, 
could not be predicted. For example. the mer e 
absence of any colour term w ith ·,ort-of" link• to 
both "blue· and "yellow" doe, not rule out the 
possibihty that Uiere could be a colour term with both 
links. 

Thia has led us to consider an approach which 
introduces ·strong incompat ibility· links instead of 
sort-of links (fig. 11. Two colours P. Q are taken to 
be strongly incompatible just in case another colour 
cannot be both ·sort-of P" and ·sort-of a·. The 
resultant gr_aph is rather pleasing and solves the 
problem of predicting incompatibility of hedged colour 
terms. · 

However, each new type of link introduced into 
, graphical representation of colours seems to capture 
only one type of relationship among colour terms. For 
example. the strong incompatibilities appear to provide 
no explanation of the intuition that If a coloix la 
·sort-of scar let" then it is not just ·sort-of red", but 
.simp ly red. whereas the analogous inference fa ils for 
·sort-of magenu·. (Though magent.i is a shade of red. 

bl U.(. 

purple 

reel 

Figure 1: Strong incompatibility links between 
major colour terms. (The remaining 5 terms black. 
brown. grey. white and p ink can be added es 
well) 
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a ·r.on-ot m;igonu· nuy be too f¥ towards the 
purple to be properly ca lled red) 

Ill. The cube model 

Such wbllet1H have led us to a third kind of 
rep,esenut,on. m0<e spec~llzed still than h,erarchie1. 
wnic:n tM.es quanrir.ative .accolflt of the ,(perceived) 
t~s1t,on of colours Those with experience in 
pa,nting or computer gr.aph,cs may be familiar with 
tnree d,mensi~I models of colour space. One of the 
s,mplest models for representini, colours as mixtur~s 
of pr11TUt1ves 11 the colour cube (fig 2). Starting 1n 

( b) 

f igure 2 (al.Cb): Two v,ews of the colour cube 

9rttl''I 

Figure 3: Strong incompatibility links seen as 
diagonals of the colour cube. 

one corner (white) each of the edges coming out of 
that corner is increasing in the intensity of a primary. 
Any plane passing through the colour cube. parallel to 
one of the faces will be constant in one of the 
primaries and will contain all proportions of the 
remaining two. Thus the corner s of- the- cube are: red. 
orange. black. purple. blue. green. yellow and white. 

It is interesting, to note that the star shaped 
graph of fig. 1; formed by the strong incompatibility 
re lations among the ma jor colours. can be embedded 
in the cube (fig. 3). Also. ;ilthough there is a smooth 
transition between any two colours. a given colour 
term corresponds to a certain sub-volume inside the 
cube. It becomes apparent that a criterion for strong 
incompatibility is that the defining volumes for two 
predicates are not ad11cent Similarly, two colour, are 
incompatible if the defining volumt1 are 
non-overlapping. 

As one can appreciate from inspection of fig. 
2. defining the subregions of the- colour cube 
corresponding to the natural colours- 11 not • · trivial 
task. /We are not concerned about exact parameters. 
but we do need to do justice to the shapes of the 
regions and their interrelationships In order to achieve 
our inference objectives.) Instead of wor.king directly 
with the primary values. we found it helpful to 
re-parameterize colours in terms «;>f 

purity = 

• 

and 

pure colour component 

pure colour component + black component 

pure colour component 

1 - white component 

dilution • white component 

where 
pure colour • 1 - white - black. 

"' max(red.blue,yellow) - min{red.blue.yellow). 



... nite • 1 - ~"ll'ed.blue.yellowl. 
blo. • ffllll(red.blue. yell owl • 

.-.d all q..iantities •• assumed to range from O to 1. 

A third quMtity is needed to define the hue of 
tr'9 pu-e colour component We will not go into 
details. sr,ce we have found the cube model to be 
non-optimal for our pcrposes. Despite its initial appeal. 
and althOugh it is as adequate as any model for 
oescnb1ng colours u additive or subtractive mixtures 
of three prim¥ies. it fails to include all distinguishable 
colo.rs Surprising as trus may seem. it is due 10 the 
fact tnat any three primar ies <:Jin. at best produce 
only p.rt of the whOle spectn.m of hues JJudd 19631 
Of coisse. any graphics tool that we can use to 
experiment with our model w ill employ wee primar ies. 
but nonemeless we prefer to choose a model that in 
rt>eory could depict all distinguishable hues. Moreover. 
we would lik e regions defining the natural . colour 
terms to be simpler than those in the cube model. 

IV. The c:ylinder model 

The cylinder model is similar in many respects 
to Otl'\el" we ll known models (Munsell 1969. Ostwald 
19691 in that the ~es are arranged in a circle around 
some axis and hue is specif ied by angular 
01s;:::acement The essential difference from the cube 
mocer is that the chromatic 1rainbow) hues are no 
longer 111ewed as composed of primaries. but simply 
as par11cu1ar angular pos itions re lative to a reference 
cirect1on 1say. scar letJ. Purity and dilution. as defined 
ear lier. are the other two dimensions. However. the 
·pure co lois component'" is no longer reducible to the 
c ,fference between the max and m,n of the primaries. 
bo..t s,mply represents the amount of single- hue colour 
which nas been "blended.. with certa in amounts of 
oiack ano white to produce tne co lour ,n question 
Pur,ty ,s O on the axis and increases radially to l . 
M\d dilution increases vertically li.e.. ax ially) from O to 
1. FOf" purposes of graph,ca l illustration. it ,s natural 
to SIYll'll<. tne top lwh,te, surface of the cy linder to a 
poll'lt In the resultant cone there are no paths of 
zero colo.r gradient (see fig. 41 

i di I v.:t·,on 
wh·,t.e ~ 

Figw• .it: The pi.rity- dilution- hue colour space. 
1llustnted ,s I cone. 

The cyhndef model not only encompasses 1 11 
colours. but in addition makes it possible to define 
co,o.rs u regions bO<l\ded by surfaces which are 
oefined s1rT4>ly by keep,ng one coordinate f1xe_d; _le .. 
cola., regions are p,e snaped portions of cyllndncal 
anruJ1. Of coi.rse. in a representation which stvinks the 
top s...-face to I poll'll such regions taper towards 
me top (f,g 5 1. · 

100 

Figure 15: The cone model as partitioned by the 
basic colour regions. Here the red and pink 
regions are taken ou.t to give a view of the 
interior of .the solid. 

V. Inference methods 

As emphasized ear lier. inference about coloura 
is only a _part of I general inference system The 11011 
1s to design a special purpose mechanism that, given 
two literals - consisting of possibly hedged and/or 
negated colour predicates applied to unifiable 
arguments will determine whether they can be 
resolved. i.e.. it will indicate when the literals cannot 
both be true at once. 

Going . back to question 4 of the introduction. 
alter resolving elephant(Clyde) against ~elephllnt(x) of 
the second clause 1n the usu.al w1y, we are left with 
grey(Clydel and yellow(Clydel thesa are the two 
literals supplied to the colour reasoning algorittvn In 
the model the predicates grey and yellow 1111111 
correspond to non-overlapping regions 10 that 
grey(Clyde) can be reso lved against yellow(Clyde) to 
yield the null c lause. thus yielding ·~elephanUClydel", In 
a standard proof by contradict ion. 

The following examples illustrate the same type 
of reasoning as applied to I stucturally different kind 
of question: 

Given lcnowl edgt1: tan(x) V ~elephant(K). 
~tsort-of brownl(Clyde). 
plus knowledge about colours 

Quesrion: 7elephant(Clydel 

This states that all elephants are tan and that 
Clyde is not sort of brown Since um ia I kind of 
brown it ought to be possible to prove that Clyde ia 
not an eleph1nt R11&olving the negation of this 
conclusion against ~elephant(x) of the I 1rst clause we 
obtain tan(Clyde). The litertls to be ruolved by the 
colour reasoning algorithm are now ·t11nlClydel and 
·~1sort-of brownl(Clyde)". The defining region for I.In ia 
included in that for brow!\ so ~(sort-of brown)(Clyde) 
can be resolved against un1Clyde). thua disproving 
"elephant(Clyde)". 
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2 Giv•n l.nowl«J(ltl: grey(1d V --e lephant(11). 
-.. , ort-of brown)(Clydel. 
plus knowledge about colours 

0-#ion: 7elephant1Clydel 

This 1s very S11TUIM to question 1, but here 
._. 11 not enough information to answer the 
quest,on. U1Ce the res~ literals ate gre11(Cl11del and 
--<sort- of brownkClvdel. It 11 clearlv possible for Clvde 
to be grey and not ,on of brown Thus we ca,viot 
t eaolve these cl.-uses. 

The above uamplea ind1c1te the need for: 
-11 e p<ocedure r•l•t,on which takes two colour 

p,ed,c1tes A and B and determ,nu the re lation · of 
B to A. by comp1ring their hue. puritv and di lution 
intervals. . 

2l I Ul:>le which suites whether for I given relation 
of B to A. and corresponding modes a. b (i.e.. 
hedged and/or negated or simple. as given bv the 
mo<11f,or1 for A and B in the literals) the literals 
CM'I be resolved 

- r• l•t Ion between A and I 

• II ®®~ ~ ~ !AfID] 
at111ple .,..., .. ,. •• o ... ,. r•solve 

.. .., .. ,.,.OQed resolve 

• •-.pie "•geted 
· hectu•d 

a1aple "•gated 

·-" atac:,1• r•solve 

h•~d hec>Qed reaolve 

.,.<><;Jed negate-d 
• heOg•d 

hedged negated 

n•o• ted a laJJI• r"eaotve resolve re101ve resolve 
- he<>ged 

neoated hedged resolve reso l ve re101ve 
·heaoed 

n• o•'•d negated 
· h•<JiJ•d .. h•ttQ•d 

f"-.gAt•d ~•ted 
.. heOgeO 

neo•t•d Ila.pie r e so l ve resolve 

... Qated ~ re•olve 

n<eU4led neg•t•<J 
-nec;g.CI 

negated negated 

fig~• 6: This Uble determines whether two literals 
Cir\ be resolved g,ven the modes of each literal and 
tne rei,t,on between the correspond,ng colour 
pred,cates The re1~11on s. depicted graphicallv in the 
u::,1e are · apart·. ".idjacent". · over lapping·. "included" and 
· centre - ,ncluded". 

The relation of B to A cm be one of the 
following 
(ii "apart" - iff one or more of the corresponding 

intervals fo< A and B i1 not overlapping or 
adjacent 

lill "ad jacenr - iff all o.f the intervals are adjacent 
and possiblv acme but not all are included Of' 
overlapping 

liiil ·overlapping" - lff all are overlapping and possiblv 
some, but not all. are included 

(iv! "included" - lff all of the interval, of 8 •• 
Included in A 

M "including· - lff 111 of -the interval, of A •• 
Included In B 

(vi) •centre-Included" - lff thav are Included and none 
of the corresponding intervals have common 
endpoints 

lviil "centre- including" - lff thev· are Including and none 
of the corresponding Intervals have convnon 
endpoints 

The table will contain one entry each for 
· "included" and "including· and for ·centre- included" and 
"centre - including· and the order in which the inputs 
appear will determine the direction of the inclusion 
Thus, when the Ulble is queried the included pred1c1te 
will always be in the position of 8. This is to avoid 
repetitions. 

IUI 

The reason whv we consider "included" and 
"centre - included" as separat.e cases is that the\/ do 
resl,!lt in different reso lving patterns. For e1<ample, 
although both magenta and fire - engine red are special 
cases of red and their regipn~ are thus included in 
that for red. anything that is "se>rt of fire - engine red" 
is clearly red, but something that is "sort of magenta· 
mavbe too far towards the purple to be cpnsidered 
red. 

Another distinction that ml.!st be made ii 
between basic and non- basic colours. Detailed criteria 
for "basicness· are list13d and discussed in Kav & 
McDaniel 1978. Mervis & Roth 1981 and Kav 1961. 
We take as basic the fo llowing 11 terms and no 
others: black, grey. white. red. orange, yellow. green. 
blue. purple, pink. and brown We fee l there is 
sufficient evidence in evervdav usage to assume that 
these completely partition the colour space. Non- basic 
colours. such as vellow-green. r'IIV\I, maroon. ate .. 
sometimes lie across boundari11 and in 11'\I case 
overlap one or more basic colour~. Region, ocuppied 
bv non- basic colours are generally l"'!lller. A result of 
this is that a// shades included b\l I non- basic term 
which spans two basic colour, lie near the boundar\l 
between these basic colour s. Thus, for uample, all 
that is yellow- green is sort of yellow. yet not all that 
is yellow is sort of vellow-green. 

These facts can be dealt with b\l pre-ordering 
literal pairs aA, . bB before table look-up. in a manner 
dependent on the basic or non-basic status of A and 
B. Since basic colours alwavs include non-basic ones. 
rather than vice-versa. ind to be consistent with the 
order alreadv · established for the including case. the 
non-basic term, if any. is taken to be B. If both are 
basic or both are non- basic and tt,e order 1s not 
forced by an inclusion relatjon._ . it is determined by 
ranking the literals in a prespec1f1ed manner dependent 
on their modes 1. b. and taking the "lesser" of the 
two literals 15 aA and the "greater" as bB. The 
ordering we use for the input literal modas to the 
table is: 

simple < hedged < negated-hedged < negated. 

The algorithm · can be summariz.ed as follows: 

Given clauses aA(xl and bB(K) where A and B 
are colour predicates and a and b are either 
· sort - of" "~· "~sort - of· or nothing, which correspond 
to "hedged", . "negated''. "negated- hedged" and "simple". 

.. ' 



respectJvely. f,nt detormme the relation between A 
and a 
Let 

b.asidx):true iff x is one of tho basic terms; 
less(x.y)z true iff x precedes y. as described; 

Then proc:oed as follows: 

begin 
r .. relation(A.81; 
b.l :• tuisiclAI; 
bb :• buic'81; 
If tr•·contre-included'" or r•·inctudod"l then UbleCb.a.rl; 
If 1,...· adiacont" or r=·ovorlapping") then 

If I ba and bbl then tablelb.a.rl 
else If (ba=bb and less(lb.all than . ta!:)leCb.a.rl 

else Uble(a.b.rl; 
end 

VI. Conclusion 

We conclude that there are classes of 
pred,catos which at first seem to require no more 
~ quasi-h,erarehical representations. but on closer 
examuut1on are soon to ca ll for more special ized 
representations of a quite different sort - in tho case 
of colours. a numerically coded ·spatial" representation 
The cy l,nder model we have proposed allows constant 
time compatibility check.ing of various hedged and 
~edged colour terms. m inimizing the need for 
combinatorial inference Tho model is also attractive 
for another reason tne colour cy linder could servo IS 
tne interface between the perceptual and conceptual 
systems of a robot; the required parameters should be 
quite easy to extract from the primary sensory data. 
and once extracted. could easily be used to compute 
an appropriate colour label 
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The Repreaentation of Presupposition• 
Uaing Dehulta 

R.B. Mercer 
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MSTRAC'!' 

Thia paper i• • flr1t step towards the 
coaputatlon of an inference baaed on language 
.!!.!!• teni~ presupposition. Natural languages, 
unlike foraal language,a, can be semantically 
ambiguous. These ambiguities are resolved 
accordinq to pragmatic ~. We take the 
poaition that presuppositions are inference• 
generated from these pragmat_ic rule1. 
Prrsupposltlons are then used to generate the 
nreterred lnt<'rpretation o,f the ambiguous 
natural language sentence. A preferred 
interpretation can be circurovented by an 
e>epliclt inconalatency. Thia paper diacuaaea 
the appropriateness of using default rules 
(Re 1ter (1980) J to represent certain common 
exa~plea ot presupposition in natural language. 
we believe that default rule• au not only 
appropriate for representing presuppositions, 
but al,o provide a formal explanation for a 
precursory consi,tency- based presuppositional 
theory (Gaadar(l979)). 

lNTROOUCTION 

The aeaning of a natural language sentence 
includes the inferences that can be generated 
from the Bl'ntence t09ether with knowledge about 
the world and knowledg,e about language use. One 
type of inference which can be generated. in this 
a.snnar is called a presupoositl.on. What 
typitiu this kind of inference is thai: both the 
sentence and its negation imply the same 
presuppoaltlona. Originally proposed to infer 
the exlatence ot a referent, it ia now used to 
detine those inferences, generated from a number 
of lingui s ti c 1ituatlons, which pass this 
n~ation test. The following sentences show 
aoae prototypical examples of presuppositions. 
In each of these examples the positive 
a- aentence entails and the negative b-'senl:ence 
presupposes the c-sentence. 

Cla) The present king of France is bald. 
Clb) The preaent king ot France ia not bald. 
Cle) There exlata a present king of France. 
C2a) Jack'• children are bald. 
(2b) Jack's children are not bald. 
C2c) Jack has children. 
(la) Mary ia su~prised that Fred left. 
()bl Mary la not surprised that Fred left. 
(,Jc) Fred left. 

IOJ 

R. Reiter 

Computer Science Department 
Rutgers Unlveraity 

New Brunswick, NJ 08903 

(4a) John stopped beating the rug. 
(4b) John did not atop beating the rug. 
(4c) John has been beating the rug. 

Thia negation teat led to one of the early 
definitions of presuppositions 

If A and Bare sentences then 
A presupposes B lff 

(iJ A entail• B, and 
(ill _.,. entall1 s. 

It can easily be seen that under a bivalent 
semantics this deHni tlon lead1 to the 
unacceptable conclusion that Bis a tautology. 
This observation subsequently led to attempt• 
using multivalued semantics. Both Kempson(l975) 
and Gazdar (1979) give example,1 ,in which thh 
semantics also falls to generate the appropriate 
presuppositions. In parallel with these 
attempts at a semantic definition of 
presupposition, there were candidates for 
pragmatic definitions as well. There were two 
aorta of presupposition suggested. Firat, 
speaker presuppositions are those that the 
speaker assumes the listener knows. Second, 
"plugs, holes, and tilters• (categories of 
lexical items and the connectives and, or, and 
if •• ,then, which stopped, permitted, and 
filtered out presuppositions) were considered in 
Karttunen(l973,1974) as explanations for the 
presuppositlonal behaviour of compound 
sentences, Both of these approaches are 
convincingly argued against in Gazdar(l979 ) . 

The persistent theme in these early 
attempts by linguists at defining 
pr,esuppositiona, as summarized in l<empson(l975), 
Wilson(l97S), and Gazdar(l979) w,as that 
presuppositions are entailments of the sentence 
(and context in the case of the pragmatic 
definitions). Gazdar(l979) makes a major shift 
when he ·argues that presupposl-tlons should be 
defined in terms of consistency rather than 
entailment. His arguments centre around the 
other main issue for linguists, the projection 
problem, given the preauppoaiti'ona of a simple 
sentence, which ones survive the embedding ~f 
this sentence in a mor,e complex sente,nce. Hor,e 
generally, how does the con,text affect a 
sentence's presuppositions. 

An example of this contextual sensitivity 
follows, Under a •normal" interpretation, (4c) 



tn the eaaaple •bove c•n be •inferred• froa 
(4bl. But thia inference ia not an entailment 
ainc:e (4b) can be placed in a context which doea 
not Allow thia inference. 

(4d) John did not atop beating the rug 
becauae he hadn't started. 

Bence, a presupposition of a aentence la 
consiatent with that sentence, but when the 
sentence ia placed in a larger context, the 
presuppoaitioa aay be inconaiatent1 hence it can 
no longer be inferred. Preauppositions involve 
notions or incomplete knowledge and consequently 
non--.:inotonic systems of logic. 

We essentially agree with Gazdar•s 
approach, however we feel that hia solution la 
som..,hat ad hoc in that it is not a suitably 
formalized theory. In addition his theory usea 
a l!Odal sentential logic. We prefer a firat 
order representation of sentences. Also some of 
the questions that he poses cannot be answered 
within his framework, in particular1 why are the 
lexical and syntactic sources of presuppositions 
as they are. In all fairness it should be 
pointed out that Gazdar(l979) ia primarily 
interested in convincing the linguiatic 
cocmnunity or a certain pragmatic solution to the 
projection problea. 

The aain issue for us is the representation 
of presuppositions and the inferencing 
aechanilllaS required for genereting theae 
inferences in a coherent fashion. In doing so 
vot feel that our representation can provide the 
extra insight needed to answer the above 
question. In particular, we view 
presuppositions in a more general sense, as 
inferences generated in the absence of complete 
knowledge. Our proposal is intended to provide 
the required for.alism but keeps the essence of 
CazdAr's theory intact. 

Thia paper present• a 
representing presuppositions 
declarative aentences. 

framework for 
of asserted 

IU:PRESl'NTJNG PRESUPPOSITIONS USING DErAULT RULES 

Thia paper has a twofold purpose, 

(1) to provide a computational mechanism for 
computing presuppositions, 

(21 to furnish a formal explanation for a 
portion of the presuppositional theory 
in Gazdar(l979). 

In reference to (1) the only other attempts 
to compute presuppositions of natural language 
utterances have been Joshi and Weischedel(l977) 
and Kaplan(l979). Since the algorithms 
contained therein are based upon a theory of 
presupposition (Karttunen(l973,1974)), which has 
been refuted by Gazdar(l979), these approaches 
are no longer serious candidates for computing 
presuppositions. 

ln reference to (2) the tho,ory ot 
Gazddr(l979) uncouple• the generation ot 
(potential) preauppoeitions from the checking of 
their consistency. In contraat, our theory 
repreaenta each potential presupposition by • 
default rule. The proot theory tor detault 
logic provides the consistency checks required 
by Gazdar. 

Thia ia a novel use of default rules aa a 
repreaentational device. Reiter(l980) waa 
110tivated by a deaire to represent beliefs about 
inOOlllpletely apecified world•. He alao pointed 
out that default rules could be u1ed to 
repreaent prototypical aituationa. The novelty 
of the current application 11 that we are using 
detault rules to represent preterred 
interpretations of ambiguous linguistic forms. 

A default ~ la a rule of interence 
denoted 

ci (x) 1 HS (ii) 
w(1) 

where a(i), . 6(1), w(il are all firet order 
formulae whose free variable• are among thoae of 
x • xl, ••• ,XIII. Intuitively, a default rule can 
be interpreted aa •vor all individual, 
xl, ••• ,XIII, if a(x) is believed and it B(x) la 
consistent with our beliefs, then w(x ) may be 
believed•. (Reiter(l980)) 

Some example• should point out the 1aliant 
features. The first example will be given in 
some detail in order to describe the inferencing 
that leade to the preferred Interpretation 
(Wilson(l975)) of an ambiguous lexical item (or 
syntactic construct in later examplea). 
(Kempson(l975) usee the term natural 
interpretation.) Our solution ia to represent 
the preferred interpretation of an ambiguous 
linguiatic form aa the inference• obtained as a 
result of deducing the consequent, w(x), ot a 
default rule. The formal definition of •a 
presupposition of a preferred interpretation• la 
the~ the consequent of a default rule . 

F.xample l - Stop 

In this example e representa an event, and 
tl and t2 are time parameters meant to represent 
times relevant to the event, e. Even though a 
proper represention for contlnuoua actions haa 
yet to be obtained_ let uo assume here that the 
following meets our requirements for a 
definition of •stop•, 

STOP(e) <--~ (Etl t2).tl,t2, DO(e,tl) , 
-,DO(e,t2). 

That is, for our purpose&, an event stops 1ft 
there is a time tl at which the event was being 
done and a later time t2 at which the event was 
not being done. We can then generate the 
definition of •not stop" by a simple negation to 
obtain 



~P(el 4--> (tl t2) , (tl , t2 • DO_(e,tl)) -> 
DO(e,t2). (*I 

ror thi• particular ex1111ple the 4efault 
rule for •not atop• would be 

,-5TOP(e) 1 H(Et)D0(e 1t) 
(Bt)DO(e,t) 

Thia default rule now playa a crucial role 
ln 9eneratl119 the preferred interpretation. If . 
E 1• an e•ent and .,.STOP(!) ia given, tor examp1, · 

Jahn did not atop beating th, rug. 

than u•in<J the default rule va can deduce 

Oalnq thia inference, (*I, and the given fact 
~P(!), we can alao deduce 

(Et).DO(E,t) , (t') •. t,t' -> DO(B,t'), 

t h.tit is, there is i;,oa,e thie at wh.ich the event B 
was bainq done and it continue• to be done at 
all future timea . Thia matches our intuition• 
about the preterred interpretation of · •not 
stopping E". 

On the other hand, 

John dld not atop beating the rug becauaa he 
was never doing it. 

uaea the ·~ause clause• to indicate the extra 
quaUtlcation 

(ti .-PO (BF.A'I'-RUG (John) ,tl 

Oaing thi• qual,fication and (*) we can deduce 

-pT()P(BEAT-RUC(John)), 

a• required. Now t he default rule cannot be 
invoked becauae it• conaiatency condition la 
vlolated by the qualification. 

r.•a•ple 2 - Crlterlal and Noncriterlal 
pro1?4:rties 

In thia e•AJ11ple we . look at a type of 
ledc,i l preauppoaition which · ia baaed on the 
decldlng criterion for a lexeme'• meaning . Say 
then for purpose• or thla exaaple, that the 
detlnltlon ot •bachelor• la represented by the 
tollO\ling first order aentencea 

BACHELOR(x) <--~ K.l.LE(x) , ADOLT(X) , 
.....v.AAIED (X) 

Then the negation of "bachelor• would bea 

-.OACHELOR ( x ) <- -~ -y\ALE (X) V -,ADULT (X) V 
MARRIED(X). 

Thu s it the knowl edge base contained, 

,os 

MALE(John) 
ADULT (John I 

and it waa aubaequently provided with the 
knowle~ge that 

-,BA<;:HBLOR (JQl)I)) 

then it woul~ be poaaible t.o derive 
HARRIED(John) fro• the definition of 
-,BACHELOR(x). But if either of the flut two 
formulae are absent the definition of 
-,BACHELOR(x) ia inadeqyate to d~duce any of the 
remaining d,iajuncta. When · ua,d in a normal 
manner, however, •not a bachelor• typically 
mean• •a married ~dult male" vhether or not 
ADULT(x) and MALE(x) are ! priori knowledge. 
Being married or not married ls then the typical 
criterion used to decide one•a bachelor statue. 
The noncriterial parta of the definition have 
been referred to as the presuppositions of the 
lexical item. Hence the noncriterial parts of 
the definition are entailed in the positive and 
presupposed in the neg.ative u11ea of the lexeme. 
Thia knowledge of noncriterial patta of 
definitions of lexemes would thus be part of the 
knowledge base and could be represented aa, 

NONC(BACHELOR,MALB) 
~NC(BACHELOR,ADULT) 

In the same manner as Example l, we capture the 
pragmatic r4le for generating presuppositions in 
the follO\liog default rule ~1 

-,P(x) 'NONC(P,Pl) IM Pl(x) 
Pl(x) 

Hence in situations w~ere 'the age and sex of the 
non-bachelor are ~ot knovn, the age and sex can 
be presuppoaed. Por ex11111p~e 

Hy cou,ln ia not a bachelor. 

~uld be represented as, 

-,BACHELOR(cl) , (*) 

One Instance of the default rule achema above 
ha 

,13.a.CHELOR (cl) , NONC (B.a.C!IBLOR ,MALE) t H MALE (cl) 
MALE(cl). 

which would gener~te MALE(cl) and similarly a 
aecond instance wo~ld give ADULT(cl). Hence 
these are the presupppsitions of -,BACHELOR(cl). 
From (*l, these twQ default consequencea, and 
the definition of -,l3A~!iELC:>R, the desired 
MARI\I!D(cl) can be derived. 

Example 3 - Factive verbs 

Factives are a eubcategory of verbs vhich 
can take a relative clause and which pres~ppose 
that clause, that is, normally imply the 
relative clause whether the verb is negated or 
not . For example 



Jann ,egreta th•t Hary C4llle to the party. 
John doea not regret that Mary came to the 
party. 

Onder nonul circumstances, both of these 
aentences imply that 

Mary cue to the party. 

We need the folloving axiom schema1 

FACTIVE(P) • P(x,,) -> - (•) 

where - is any proposition. In addition, we 
propose the following default rule schema to 
provide the necessary presuppositions of 
factivesa 

FACTIVE(PI , -.Pix,~) 

where - ls a proposition. Suitable instances of 
these scheiaata for the above example would take 
R...."'GRET for P, John for x, and COME(Mary,partyl) 
for ~. ~ote that the knowledge base must 
contain the linguistic fact FACTIVE(REGRET). 

Thus in 
factive verb 
its negative, 
complement. 
in a context 
default rule. 

its positive occurrence, the 
entails its complement, whereas in 
the factive verb presuppose• it• 
This presupposition can be blocked 
that blocks application of the 
For example 

John does not regret that Mary ·came· to the 
party because she didn't come. 

roraally, ve view thia sentence as providing the 
inforaation 

-IX'IHB (Mary ,partyl). 

Proa 1••1 and a suitable instance of the axiom 
scheaa (*) we are able to deduce 

-iU;:CRt:T (John ,COKE (Mary ,partyl)). 

Moreover, the given fact (**) blocks the 
application of the default rule schema thereby 
preventing the derivation of the •normal• 
preauppoaltion COME(Hary,partyl). 

rxample 4 - Pocus 

TwO aethods of focusing parts of sentences 
which produce presuppositions are1 (1) a 
synt.actic aethod called clefting (clefts and 
pseudoclefts), and 12) an intonational method 
called contrastive stress. 

£!!!!! ~ pseudoclefts. We do not define 
theae two notions, instead we give an example 
which points out their important features. 

Cleft of •John caae (did not come).•, 
It was (not) John who caae. 

Presupposition: Someone came. 
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~seudocleft of •John wanted (did not want) 
the dog.•, 

What John wanted wae (not) the dog. 
Preeuppoaition1 John wanted eornething. 

Contrastive stress, Normal etreaa occura 
at the end of a~encs, but any of the 
co.natl tuents in a sentence can be streesed with 
certain presuppositional consequence•. If we 
have the normally stressed 

Bill did not wreck this truck. 

this could ·be represented as 

"?'IRECK(Bill,truckl). 

But we need some method for repreeenting focused 
items wherever they occur. We will uee 
A-abstracted predicates as in Nash-Webber and 
Reiter(l977). The representatione (disregarding 
tense) tor the focused eentences are then, 

Cleft1 It was not John who came. 
,(AX COME(x)lJohn 

Pseudocleft1 Whet John wanted waa not the 
dog. 

,(AX WI\NT(John,x)Jdogl 
Contrastive stress, Bill did not wreck this 

trui:ik. 
(Underlining signities 
stress.) 

,bx WRECKlx,truckl) )Bill 

We propose the tallowing pragmatic rule, 

,[Axpl(x) ]u I H(Ey)pl(y). 
(EY)!J (y) 

The presuppositions for each ot 
focused sentences would then be 
appropriately. For example, given 

the above 
generated 

!!!.!!, did not wreck this truck. 

which ia represented as 

,(Ax WRECK (x,truckl) )Bill 

we can derive the presupposition 

(Ey)WRECK(y,truckl) 

that ia, 

Someone wrecked this truck. 

CONCLUSION 

Thia paper regards preauppoaitiona as 
inferences derived partly from pragmatic rules 
(conventions of language use), and discuuea the 
suitability of using default rules to repre1ent 
such rulee. The preferred interpretation or 1n 
ambiguous lexical item or syntactic construct 
can then be interred u1in9 the derived 
presupposition,. 
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Ab3tract 

The Procedural Semantic Network (PSN) an 

extensible knowledge repre3entation 3cheme 1 with 

3everal unu3ual reatures and unique de3ign 

criteria. Thi3 paper outlines the current 3tate or 
PSN empba3izing 1t3 adherence to the de3ign 

criteria or unirol"lllity and selr-de,cription. It 

also de3cribes the current implementation or PSN at 

the University or ,oronto and 3ummarize3 re9earoh 

on PSN being conducted here. 

1. Introduction 

PSI is a knowledge representation 3cheme 

fherea~ter UI scheme) based on semantic network 

notions 3uch as those or object, link, and IS-A. 

However, instead or requiring a global interpreter, 

a PSH knowledge base (KB) contains procedures 

attached to each generic object (or ~) which 

-~ve the very important role or determining the 

instance and inheritance relationships ror that 

class along the lines or the rrame proposal [Minsky 

~5] . Further, PSN has a 

inheritance in its IS-A 

aany other lft aobemea llh1oh 

very strict notion or 

hierarchy as opposed to 

allow moat inherited 

inrormation to be overridden. 

PSN consists or • kernel and various 

extension, llhicb together form a set or KR schemes 

ranging rrom the very basic to the quite complex. 

7bese various KR schemes allow a user to select a 

level or runctionality that is appropriate ror his 

1: Following Hayes [Hayes 74] we derine • 
knowledge representation scheme as a ~ormal 
notation ror representing knowledge. 

application. He does not need to 1noludo 

unwanted runctionality with ite extra coat and 

complexity. PSN is de,1gned 30 that rurther or 

dirrerent exten3ions can be built rrom exi3ting 

reatures and integrated into it, thua 

accomodating application3 that do not rit well 

into current PSN. Ir this wa, not po,aible an 

ad-hoc extension (one that cannot be integrated 

into PSN and would likely be u5ele,, in 

unrelated application areas) would be required 

or a totally new KR acheme would have to be 

designed. Both or these routes lead to a 

pro11reration or incompatible KR achemea and 

make it harder u3era to aeleot an 

appropriate KR ,cheme. 

PSN adheres to two very important design 

criteria throughout all its exten~ions. The 

r1rst ia the uniformity or a KR scheme. A 

scheme ia unirorm ir it has only a rew ba~io 

concepts and all reatures in it are naturally 

applicable over large, regular ~et3 (ie. with 

rew exceptions). The Aotor rormaliam (ijew1tt 

73] and Smalltalk (lngalla 78) are highly 

unirorm schemes aa all entitiea within a program 

are or one ba9iC kind. Unirorm1ty is a powerrul 

dea1an or1terion in that it d1eoouraa•• the 

"kitchen aink" ayndrome where new oonatruota are 

added for each new concept being represented 

without considering the interaction or thea, naw 

concepts with the re3t or the rormalism, 

help is part1oularly important in • highly 

extensible KR scheme 3UOh as PSN. 

The aecond 

~e1r-de~cr1otion: 

design oon31deration is 

the degree to which the 
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•~Aning3 or dlrrerunt reature:i or a KR soheme are 

N1presenlable and acce:isible within the scheme 

1t:ielr. LISP, ror exa.mple, gains muoh power rrom 

its high degree or selr-desoription, ibis criteria 

ha:i a direct impact on the ease with which a scheme 

can be extended and which the extensions can ba 

under:itood. 

Together th·ese two design criteria give PSN a 

coherence that many extensible systems lack, 'i'he 

next section or this paper give:, an overview or PSN 

:,tre:ising the importance or these two design 

criteria in an extensible KR scheme. 

l new implementation or PSN 1:i currently in 

progre:i:, at the Uni ver:ilty or Toronto. ibis LISP 

implementation rollows the extensible design or PSN 

without payihg ror the usual 

selr-descriptive sy:items and will become 

cost or 

available 

to u:ier:, not closely connected with the PSN 

proJeot. The third :,action or this paper discusses 

the current implementation errort, Finally we give 

an overview or research que:itions related to PSN 

that are currently being considered at the 

University or Toronto. 

2. The Extensible Design or PSN 

PSN currently ha:i :iix extensions in addition 

to its kernel, The extensions are generally 

additive in that each one builds on the previoua 

one:i. '!'bis :iection will introduce the basic ideas 

and reature:i or the kernel and each extension with 

eapha:iis on how the main PSN design criteria impact 

on their design. '1'hese short di:icussion:i, although 

they :iuppress detail, :,erve to illu:itrate the ba:,io 

,dt1:i1gn philo:,ophy or PSN and demon:itrate how 

.adherence to the design philosophies or unirormity 

and :,elr-description serve to mould PSN. 

The kernel or PSN 1:, the basis or all 

e1ten:,ions. Tbe kernel ha:i been greatly inrluenced 

,bY Abrial (Abrial 14] and adhere:i to the rollowing 

de:,ign criteria: non-n:dupdancv -- no reature in 

the ker11el 1:, naturally or directly expressible in 

IC.9 

term~ or the other reaturea, min1ma11tv no 

unnec":rn.try reatures exist in the kern~l, 

completeness -- the kernel is surr1oient ror tne 

derinition or any reature 1n the extensions, and 

exteos1b111ty the kernel 1s naturally 

extensible to include arbitrary new reatures, 

'i'he basic unit or a PSN knowledge baae (K&) 

is the .l2.ll..1.e.Q.t which represent:, either an entity 

in the world being modelle.4 or a u:ierul concept 

in the organization or the KB. The moat basic 

unirormity constraint in PSN is that everything 

that ia represented by a PSN KB is represented 

a:, an object and can thererore be manipulated a:, 

an object. A~. in PSN, is a particular 

type or PSN object which represents a generic 

concept and has other object:, a:, instances, 

Another very important unirormity constraint in 

PSN is that every object in a PSN KB must be an 

instance or a cla:is, in particular every PSN KB 

has the cla:,:,e:, 'OBJECT' I which has aa in:stanoea 

all objects, and 'CLASS' I which has as instances 

all clas:se:s. Note that 'OBJECT• 1:, an object 

and 'CLASS' is a clas:i and thu:, they are both 

instance:, or themselves. 

What it means to be an instance or a class 

is determined by rour procedures attached to the 

class. One or these procedures is responsible 

ror adding in:itance:i to the olass, one tor 

removing instances rrom the olaaa, one ror 

determining whether an object is an instance or 

the class, and one ror generating all inatanoea 

or the class, These rour procedures surrtce to 

der1ne the semantic:, or each cla:,:,: this dirrers 

rrom most KR schemes in whioh an underlying and 

unchangeable interpreter, whioh cannot be 

manipulated rrom within the scheme, determines 

the semantics or all constructs. In particular 

the rour procedure:, attached to each or 'OBJECT• 

and 'CLASS' derine the semantios or thesa very 

important classes. These procedures are, more 

than any others, responsible ror the behaviour 

or the, PSN kernel, Their inolusion 1n PSN 

allows the behaviour or PSN to be investigated 

and modi.rted within PSN and rorms the basis or 



tb• selr-oescriptive aspects or PSN. 

Saa• classes 10 the PSN kernel have aa 

instances obJeota whioh represent binary 

relationships betweeo objects, Each or these 

classes thus ronaa a binary relation rrom objects 

to objects, 111 or these classes are instances or 

the •eta-class 'RELJ.TION' whose rour procedures are 

responsible ror the behaviour or relations, 

Finally, the class •PROCEDURE' is part or all PSN 

tBs and is responsible ror giving meaning to 

procedures which, or course, are objects and must 

be grouped into a class, 

Part or a small PSN kernel knowledge base 

(without 

several 

aoat or the attached procedures and 

instance relationships) is :ihown 

declaratively in Figure 1, The figure repre:ienta 

two instances or the class 'PERSON', namely •John' 

and 'Ha~y, two relations, •BROTHER' and 'SEX', and 

the appropriate relationship:, ror •John' and 'Mary• 

in these relations, The rour classes 'OBJECT', 

•cuss•, 'RELATION', and 'PROCEDURE' . rorm a 

pt'Ominent role in this KB, as in all PSN KBa. 

The rigure hides the ract that to do anything 

userul in the PSN kernel a !CB designer· ha:i to be 

concerned with the procedures that support classes 

Figure l 
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and relations , •·or example, to enrorce 

con"tralnta auch aa "ror eaoh inatanoe or 
'PERSON' there muat be an lnatanoe or 1SEX' 

mapping it to a aex" the add procedure ror 

'PERSON ' muat be explicitly modiried by the KB 

designer, 

The PSN kernel dertnea tha notion or 
object, the notion or olaaa with attached 

prooedurea derinlng the instances or eaoh olaaa 

and the behaviour or the olass, the notlona or 

relation and procedure, and the rour prederined 

claa:,es which hold things together, Here in the 

kernel are the moist important uae11 or 
unirormity, the constraints that everything muat 

be an object and that all objects mu~t be 

in11tance11 or cla:isea that de3cribe the behaviour 

or their in:itances through attached proc edures, 

This untrorm basis allows many dirrerent sort11 

or exten:iions to be made and al,o allow:, the 

extensions to be wide-ranging. Thus unextended 

ver11ion or PSN should a lso be uniform and will 

encourage rurther exten~ions, The kernel also 

lays down the ba11ia or :selr-de~cription in PSN 

_~Y its inclusion or tho objects '0DJt,;CT 1 , 

'CLASS', 'RELATION', and 'PROCEDURE', These 

objects have 1nrormation attached to them in the 

rorm or procedures that deoo·rtbe the behaviour

or all other objects and a major part or the 

extensions 

procedures. 

to PSN are exten:siona to these 

Tne r1rat extenaion to the kernel 1a the 

addition or an IS-A hierarchy , The baaic idea 

or this partial- order hierarchy 1a that tr olaaa 

A IS-A class B then every 1natanoe or A ia an 

in:itance or B _(le, this IS - A hierarchy haa no 

exceptions). This extension is errected by 

derining a new relation called 'IS- A', The rour 

pr-ocedures attached to 'IS- A' en11ure that it 

rorma a partial order on claaaes. To complete 

the implementation or thi s extenaion the 

prooedurea attached to the objeota derined by 

the kernel muat alao be extended to enaure that 

the IS - A hierarchy has the intended meaning, 

Thia involves creating 'IS- A' link11 aa 

... 
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appNlpr1ata and eoaur1ng that obJeota are added to 

lS-4 ~renta when added to a claas, All those 

extenaioot to procedures do not altar PSN'a 

behawlolll" when there are oo IS-A links and thus are 

trw.y e.Jttenaloos. 

'Iba L!-l extensloo oan be considered ln one or 
two waya: aa the derinttion or a new relation and 

warlous supporting procedure~ along with extension, 

to aeweral other prooedures or•' the addition or a 

atrlot IS-A hierarchy to PSN, A KB designer (ie, 

a typical PSH user) should only consider the second 

interpretation 

implcunentation 

or 

or 
this 

the new 

exten:,ion and the 

concept should remain 

ll.ldden t'l-oca h.ia. However, the implementation or an 

ex ten:,ion is . userul 

behaviour or when adding 

when investigating 

rurther extensions 

its 

and 

~0M11s part or the selr-deacriptive nature or PSN, 

dualism between intended meaning and 

1mplementation la present in all PSN extensions. 

'!be second extension to PSN 1a an independent 

enhancement to the kernel introducing alota (Minsky 

1S] (alias roles (Brachman 79], etc.). Each class 

1n this extension to PSN can derine slots which are 

~unct1onal relat1onah1ps between the class and 

other classes, <hat ls, each slot or a class maps 

each instance or' the class to a corresponding 

v&l ue. Slots are lntroduced as special relations 

which are also instances or the class 1 SLOT 1 

de~ined by tbla extension which constrains the 

values or slots to be unchangeable. As in the case 

o~ the IS-A extension, the procedure:, attached to 

'CLASS' and 'OBJECT' must be extended to correctly 

handle the set-up and use or slots. <he net errect 

ot this extension is to introduce a method ror 

aggre~ating inronnatlon about an object into ona 

conceptual unit. As with other extensions, the 

•.,el~-descriptive aspects are hidden rrom normal 

users, 

Tbe.se rtrst two extensions can be combined 

together and then rurther extended. This third 

·exten.,1on involves the inheritance or dots down 

the IS-A blerarchy, Since an instance or A is an 

1n:stanoe or all l's IS-A ancestors, A can be Daid 
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to have inherited all or the alota or 1ta 

ancestor11, We extend thla by allowing the 

definition or A to restrict, but not otherwise 

modiry, the ~aaible values ror alota that it 

inherita, 'tbi~ reatriotion or alota ia etreoted 

by the creation or • new alo.t which 1a related 

to the old via a 'RESTRICTION' link ( aim1lar to 

a DHODS link in KL-ON£), Thia again involves 

modirioationa or the 

Th,is extenaion doea 

predertned procedurea, 

not introduc9 much in the 

way or new oonoepta to PSN but 1a largely 

concerned with extending the reach or existing 

concepts or broadening their 

uaerulnesa. ln this way 

applicability 

it increases 

and 

the 

unirormity or PSN and ahows how the basic design 

criteria or PSN provide guidance ~ot only on how 

to proceed with an extension but also help to 

dictate what its content should be. 

With these three extensions PSN has an IS-A 

hierarchy plua an integrated alot mechaniam both 

having strict inheritance rulea, At this atage 

several declarative reaturea can be added to PSN 

to hide some or the procedural aspects or the 

kernel. 'Ibis results in~ lS..11. as shown by 

the small knowledge base in Figure 2, Two 

classes, 'PERSON' and 'STUDENT' with 'STUDENT• 

CLASS 

NU~~ t SCXES 
sex: SEXES ~ • 

STUDEtlT 

student-number 
:NUMBER 

3 5~ John----s'""'e'"'x ____ -1----1 male 

22,- age 
-~_.,.~:-;::~llffibe~ Mary 36307924~ 5 tudent- nuinber 

F 1 g u r e 2 

sex female 



an IS-A descendant or •PERSON' are ahown in thia 

:'lgure. Aho shown are derinitiona or the slots 

'age•, •sez•, and •student nW11ber• and their valuea 

ror 'John' and 'Hary•. ibis knowledge base shows 

tbe additiona or IS-A and slots in a declarative 

a&nner, the way that aost users would view them, 

These u.,era would not care that these reatures are 

errected via eztensions or the procedures ettached 

t.o the predet'ined objects or the kernel and to them 

basic PSN would have a large declarative core. 

However, the derivation or basic PSN rrom the 

PSN kernel is available to those who wish to 

investigate the procedural behaviour or the 

extensions or to further extend these concepts (as 

we have alN!ady done). Basic PSN is still highly 

unJrona (the extensions apply over all Classes 

unirormly) and has considerable aelr-description 

(as shown by the derivation or the extensions) and 

thus can itself be easily extended, 

The remaining extensions to PSN all build upon 

b.lsio PSN. The rirat or these extensions 

generalizes the slot mechanism already introduced 

[lramer BOb], The basic idea or this extension is 

to constrain all properties (both slots and slot 

derinitions) or an object by means or properties 

attached to the classes or which the object is an 

instance. (Previously the slot values or an object 

were constrained by the slot derinitiona in the 

classes to which it belongs but slot derinitions 

were unconstrained,) This new mechanism allows the 

user to impose constraints on the definitions or 
slots by aeans or special slots called meta-slots 

(and also on these constraints (and so on)}. For 

example, a meta-slot can constrain the number or 
slots or a given type in a class. With this 

extension the user can himaelr add new types or 

slot definitions that have their own constraint 

mechanise. PSN therefore becomes more 

selt-descriptive because one or its constraint 

mechanisms, slots, is now described within PSN. 

Unitormity within PSN is also increased because the 

special properties or •SLOT• are replaced by a 

hierarchy analogous to the instance hierarchy tor 

objects (consisting or objects, classes, 
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meta-clu1111ea, eta,). Thua uniformity and 

self-description not only allow thi11 extension 

to be made but strongly suggest that it be made 

and how it 11hould be de11igned. 

The next extension ia concerned with makina 

procedurea examinable and thus more like other 

objecta. In thia extension prooeduraa are 

represented aa olassaa, Each prooedura haa 

various alote attached to it whloh include tht 

operations or the prooedura. Sinoo procedure a 

are now classes with alota they can be usefully 

placed in the IS-A hierarchy. The IS-A 

inheritance or alota can now be uaed to inherit 

the procedural inrormation enclosed in the slota 

or procedures and thua a procedure can be made 

mora apecialized by modifying individual slota 

or adding new slot a 1ns.tead or modi tying the 

entire procedure. Thia allows rerinements to 

existing procedures to be created more eaaily 

[Borgida et al 82), an important oonaideration 

when creating the attached prooedurea 

claseea in a largo IS-A hierarchy, 

tor 

The sixth extension currently in PSN 

creates a class or relationships between olaaaee 

[Lesperance 80a]. One or these relationships ie 

the IS-A relationship and each or them 111 a 

method or organizing knowledge about claaaea, 

This generalization or IS-A allows the 

representation or non-strict inheritance auoh ea 

similarity mappings and exceptional claasee, 

thus increasing the utility or PSN. It alao 

provides a meta-description ror IS-A thua 

enhancing the selr-descriptive aspect11 or PSN. 

A small knowledge base showing eome or 
these extensions in a declarative manner 1a 

given in Figure 3, This figure actually ahowa 

parts or two procedurea demonstrating their 

declarative slots and the meta-slots derinod in 

'PROCEDURE' that constrain them and derine their 

behaviour. 

With these r1nal extensions PSN achieven a 

complexity 11imilar to other KR 11ohemea (auch an 
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11.-0NE (Brachman 79) and ~R~ (Bobrow a~d Winograd 

TT]). Uovever, 1r all lb1s complexity 1• not 

need9d then all the extensions do not ~ava to be 

used. This allo\13 users who want a simpler or 

Slll.Uler 

coasplex 

system ~o co-exist vitb those that ~ant a 

system orrerina many reaturea ror 

organi&in1 knowledge. 

lo eacb extension to PSN the design criteria 

or uniroraity and selr-description are use~ in two 

C011plementary ways. First, . they contribute to the 

ease o~ extending PSN. Second, they provide a 

mr.asure by which the suitability or a proposed 

extension can be measured: 1r an extension does not 

~~--PROCEDURE ____ --.. 

parameter: <O,•> 

prerequisite: <O,•> 

body: <O ,•> 

returns: <1,1> 

parameter 

student: STUDENT 
course: COURSE 

prcr-equisite 

room left?: BOOLEAN, 
course pre?: BOOLEAN, 

body 

enrol: 
fill course: 

returns 

( ••• J 
( ••• J 

[ ... ) 
( ... ) 

value: NUMBER, [fill course) 

,_ ______ ENROL-GRAD-STUDENT ________ ..., 

parameter 

atudent1 GRAD - STUDENT 

prerequisite 

advanced cour-se?: BOOLEAN,[ ••• ) 

body 

notify dept: C ••• I 

F i g u r e 3 
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retain or enhance unirormit.y or 1r 1t. does not 

le,nd itaelr to ,,1r-description th,~ it is not a 

deairable extenaio~ to PSN, In thif way PSN and 

ita extenaionq are rorced to rorm an 

w~ole, Any rurtl\er extensions to 

rollow this standard. 

integrate~ 

PSN ~ust 

3, The Implement~tion or PSN 

The current LISP implementation or PSN at 

the University or Toronto attempts to mirror the 

extensible aspects or PS~ wi~bpµt paying the 

very high penalty in terms or err1c1ency that a 
direct 1mpleme~tation or the aelr-de~oriptive 

a3pecta or PSN woul~. 

or PSN and moat or 
A preyioua implementation 

its 

interrace language (Kramer 

extensions 

80] resul~ed 

plus ~n 
in a 

very large program and has been P,Ut aside due to 

inaurricient computing reqourcea, The goal or 

erriciency 1~ the new implementation is par~ly a 

rea~lt or thia experience, 

Th~ idea behind the tmplementat1op· is to 

have a layer corresponding to each u3erui set or 

exten31ona in PSN, Theoe layera would not be 

selr-de3criptive as PSN 1a because the 

procedural exten3iona would be directiy 

implemented in LISP and not in PSN itaelr, Thia 

means that the implementation or an extension 

would not nece3sarily be directly accessible and 

modiriable rrom within PSN but would prod4oe a 

much more err1oient aystem, However, aa1de rrom 

this, the implementation ~111 have the same 

behaviour aa a direct implementation. Thia ia 

muoh the s8llle 

interpreted and 

aa the 

compiled 

dirrerence between 

L+SP, where the PS~ 

implementation ~a e3sentially a hand compiled 

and optimized version or PSN. 

A critical problem with suoh ·a layered 

implementation is that an application written in 

one layer may not work in another. This could 

arise rrom incompatibility or internal a~ructure 

or rrom reliance on 3cme code particular to one 

layer. We plan to retain as much upward and 



down1o1a.rd compolibilily as possible in the 

implementation. Ir an application is originally 

written in one layer or the implementation then it 

will work in a layer with more extensions and 1r it 

does not wse some or tbe extensions present in a 

layer then 1t Vill work in a layer not containing 

those extensions. 'ibis is precisely what would be 

expected 1r a direct 

extensions was done. 

implementation or the 

Currently only two implemented layers or PSN 

are available: PSN/0, an implementation or the 

kel"tlel, and PSN/1, an implementation or basic PSN. 

'i'hese two layers are raithrul implementations with 

only minor dirrerences rrom PSN. A third layer, 

incorporating some or the extensions arter basio 

PSN an probably several other extensions, is in the 

process or development. 

The implementation is expected to give another 

impetus to the development or PSN as applications 

are developed and users determine what are the most 

userul reatures or PSN. We expect that the 

adherence or PSN to the design criteria or 
unirormity and selr-description will help it resist 

the poor comprOG1ises that are orten rorced on KR 

schemes by users who want a particular reature 

implemented Without considering how it will impaot 

oo the lR scheme as a whole. 

,. Research Directions and Applications 

AltbOIJ8h PSH has had inrluence on the 

developaent or several knowledge- based systems 

(e.g. [Cohen 78), [Tsotsoa 80)), it hasn't been 

used yet as a knowledge representation scheme in 

lts own r1ght. However, the current implementation 

is intended to be used by a number or projects 

involving the development or knowledge-based 

systems ror medical applications (e.g. ALVEN 

[Tsotsos 80), CAA [Shibahara et al 82)), In ract, 

the reatures or PSN to be included in PSN/2 were 

detel"llined in part by the knowledge representation 

needs or the group that intends to use it, 

11 ~ 

11. ... ,,y re search questions havo been r Hi:,ed 

rrom our work on the PSN project. The 

repr11:ientation or ll.J:llU along with cau11al and 

temporal links relating them appeara t.o be an 

important issue, particularly ror a KR scheme 

t.hat 111 to be used in medical applicationa such 

as the CAA system, We would also like to 

rormalize the notion or KR scheme extensibility 

discussed in thh paper to make preolae 

statements about the compatibility or IC!la 

developed at dirrerent PSN layers. A third 

re:iearch Que11tion involves the development or an 

cbJeot-based representation ror a11:1ertlon11, We 

have already done 

repre:,entation ror 

much work 

procedure:, 

on 

110 

11uch a 

that PSN 

prccedurea have all the reaturea or cla1111e11, We 

would like 

so 

to 

that 

do 

a 

something 

PSN KB 

:iimilar with 

can include assertions 

entitles, 

represented 

rramework ., 

procedure11, 

within 

and a:,,sertiona all 

a single object- based 
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A COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH TO FUZZY QUANTIFIERS IN NATURAL LANGUAGES 1 

Lotfi A. Zadeh 

Division of Computer Science 
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACT 

The generic term fuzzy quantifier is employed in 
this paper to denote . the collection of quantifiers 
in natural languages whose representative elements 
are: several, most, much , many, not~. very 
~. not very~. few, quite!_ few,~ number, 
~number,~ to five, approximately ten, etc. 
ln our approach, such quantifiers are treated as 
fuzzy numbers which may be manipulated through the 
use of fuzzy arithmetic and, more generally, fuzzy 
logic. 

A concept which plays an essential role in the treat
ment of fuzzy quantifiers is that of the cardinality 
of fuzzy sets. Through the use of this concept, 
the meaning of a proposition containing one or more 
fuzzy quantifiers may be represented as a system of 
elastic constraints whose domain is a collection of 
fuzzy relations in a relational database. This re
presentation, then, provides a basis for inference 
from premises which contain fuzzy quantifiers . For 
e•.imple, from the orooositions "most X's are A's"and 
•most A's are B's," it follows thdt "'most X's are B's" 
where 2rrost is the fuzzy product of the fuzzy pro
portion most with itself . The method in question 
may be viewed as a constituent of test-score seman
tics-- a meaning-representation system for natural
languages in which the meaning of a semantic entity 
is represented as a procedure which tests, scores 
and aggregates the elastic constraints which are in
duced by the entity in question . 

1. INTRODUCTION 
During the past decade, the work of Montague and 
others (Montague (1974), Partee (1976), Dowty (1981)) 
has contributed greatly to our understanding of the 
proper treatment of the quantifiers a 11 , some and 
~ when they occur singly or in com~ination in a 
proposition in a nat\/'l"al language . 

Recently, Ban1ise and Cooper and others (Barwise and 
Cooper (1981), Peterson (1980)) have described me-

. thods of dealing with so-called generalized quanti
fiers e•etnplified by most, many, etc. In a different 
approach which we have described in a series of 
papers starting in 1975 (Zadeh (1975, 1977, 1978, 
1981)), the quantifiers in questions -- as well as 
other quantifiers wtth Imprecise meaning such as 
1Research supported in part by the NSF Grants 
~CS79--6543 and IST-801896 

few, several, not very many, etc. are treated as 
fuzzy numbers and hence are referred to as fuzzy 

7~antifiers. As an illustration, a fuzzy quanti -
1er such as most in the proposition "Most tall 

men are fat" is interpreted as a fuzzily defined 
proportion of the fuzzy set of fat men 1n the 
fuzzy set of tall men . Then, the concept of the 
cardinality of fuzzy sets is employed to compute 
the proportion in ·questton and find the degree to 
which it is compatible with the meaning of~. 

A convenient framework for the treatment of fuzzy 
quantifiers as fuzzy numbers h provided by a re
cently developed mea ning -represe ntation system 
for natural languages termed test -score semantics 
(Zadeh (1981)). ~- ~~~ 

Test-score semantics represents a break with the 
traditional approaches to semantics in that it is 
based on the premise that almost everything that 
relates to natural languages is a matter of degree . 
The acceptance of this premise necessitates an 
abandonment of bivalent logical systems as a basi s 
for the analysts of natural languages and suggests 
the adoption of fuzzy logic (Zadeh (1975, 1979), 
Bellman and Zadeh (1979)) as the baste conceptual 
framework for the representation of meaning, 
knowledge and strength of belief. 

Viewed from the perspective of test-score seman• 
tics, a semantic entity such as a proposition, 
predicate , predicate-modifier, quantifier, quali
fier, co1TJTiand, question, etc., may be regarded as 
a system of elastic constraints whose domain 11 a 
collection of fuzzy relations fn a database -- a 
database which describes a state of affairs (Car
nap (1952)) or a possible world (Lambert and van 
Fraassen (1970)) or, more generally, a set of ob- 1 

jects or derived objects in a universe of dis 
course. The meaning of a semantic entity, then, is 
represented as a test which applied to the data • . 
base yields a collection of partial test scores. ' 
Upon aggregation, these test scores lead to an 1 

overall vector test score,1, whose components are 
numbers in the unft interval, with 1 serving as a 
measure of the compatibility of the semantic en
tity with the database . In this respect, test
score semantics subsumes both truth-conditional 
and possible-world semantics as limiting cases in 
which the partial and overall test scores are re
stricted to {pass, fall) or, equivalently, {true, 
false} or (1,0}. 
In more specific terms, the process of meantng re· 

11 (. 
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presentation in t~st-score semantics involves three 
distinct phases. In Phase 1. an explanatory data
bdse frallll! or EDF. for short. is constructed. EDF 
consists of I collection of relational frames. i.e., 
rwn~s of relations, names of attributes and attri
bute domajns whose meaning 1s assumed to be known. 
In consequence of this assufl'4)tion. the choice of EDF 
is not unique and Is strongly Influenced by the know
ledge profile of the addressee of the representatlo~ 
process as well 1s by the desider~tum of explanatory 
effectivenes,. For example. 1n the case of the pro
position p ~ Over the past few years t-!ickeorned f1r 
inore than inost of his close friends. the EDF might 
consist of the following relations: INCOME [Name; 
Amount; Year] which lists t~e income of each indivi
dual identified by his/her name as a function of the 
variable Year; FRIEND (Name; IJ], where IJ is the de
gree to which Name 1s a friend of Nick; FEW [Number; 
1J], where IJ is the degree to which Number is compa
t'lble 1111th the fuzzy quantifier few; MOST [Propor
t'ion; "']. i~ which µ is the degreeto whfch Propor
tion ts compatible with the fuzzy quantifier J!!Q11; 
and FAR.MORE [lncomel, lncome2; µ],whereµ is the 
degree to which lncomel fits the fuzzy predicate 
far more In relation to lncome2. Each of these re-
1ati~ls interpreted as an ela~tic constraint on 
t1he variables which are associated wHh it. 

In Phase 2, a test procedure is constructed which 
acts on relations in the explanatory database and 
yields the test scores which represent the degrees 
to which the elastic constraints induced by the con
stituents of the se!Tl4ntic entity are satisfied. For 
example, in the case of p, the test procedure would 
yield the test scores for the constraints induced by 
the relations FRIEIID, FEW. ~iOST and FAR.MORE. 

In Ph.sse J, the partial test scores are aggregated 
into an overall test score,t, which, in general, is 
• vector which serves as a measure of the compati
bility of the sein.tntic entity with an instantiation 
of [OF . A~ was stated earl !er, the components of 
t~is vector are numbers in the unit interval or, 
more generally, possibility/probability distribu
tions over this interval . In particular, in the 
case of a proposition, p, for which the overall test 
score is a scalar, 1 may be interpreted-- in the 
spirit of truth-conditional semantics -- as the de~ 
gree of truth of the proposition with respect to ·· 
the expalantory database ED (i.e., an instantiation 
of [OF). Equivalently, t may be interpreted as the 
possibility of ED given p, in which cas_e we may say 
thdt p induces a possibility distribution. More 

c~ncr~tely, we sh.sl l ~.:,y th,1t p tr.i112_l~t~ ..!~ ~ 
~H~ ibility ill~~~ equation TZadch n978)): 

p • n(X X )a F 
l • • . n . . 

where Fis a fuzzy subset of a universe of discourse 
u, x1, •••• xn are variables which are explicit or 
,~plicit in p, and n(X .•• X) is their joint pos -
s l • • n 

sibility distribution. For example, in the case of 
the proposition p, Danielle is tall, we have 

Danielle is tall+ nHeight(Oanielle) · TALL (1.1) 

where TALL is a fuzzy subset of the real line, 
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Height(Danlelle} Is a variable which i~ implicit 
in p, and nHeight(Danielle) is the pos~ibility 
dl~tribution of the variable Height(Danielle). 
Equation (1.1) implies that 

Poss (Helght(Danielle)•u}•µTALL(u) 
where u Is a specified v~lue of the variable 
Hefght(Danlelle), µTALL(u) Is the grade of member-
ship of u In the fuzzy sei TALL. and Poss{X•u) 
should be read as "the possibfl fty that X fs u).• 
Jn effect. (1.1) signifies that t~e proposition 
"Danielle is tall,• m~y be interpreted as an elas
tic constraint on the variable Height(Danlelle), 
with the elasticity of the consfraint character
ized by the unary relation TALL which is defined 
as a fuzzy subset of the real line. 

The same basic idea may be applied to propositions 
containing one or more fuzzy quantifiers. As~ 
simple illustration, let us consider the proposi
tion 

p~ Mary has several credit cards 
in which several is regarded as a fuzzy quantifier 
which induces an elastic constraint on the nu~ber 
of credit cards possessed by Mary. In thi~ case. 
X may be taken to be the count of Mary's cards, 
and the possibility assignment equation becomes 

Mary has several credit cards+ (1,2) 
· nCount ( Ci! rds (Ma r,Y)) • SEY. ERAL • 

in which SEVERAL plays the role of a specified 
fuzzy subset of the integers 1, 2, ·,,, 10. Thus ; 
if the integer 4, say, is assume_d to be compati
ble with the meaning of several to the degree 0.8, 
t~~n (l .2) implies that, given p·and the defini
tion of several, the possib111ty that Mary has 
four credit cards is expressed by 

Poss(Count(Cards(~ary})•4}•· o.s. 
In the above example, the class of Mary's credit 
cards is a nonfuzzy set and hence there is no 
problem in counting their number. By contrast, 
in the proposition · 

pQ Mary has several close friends 
the class of close friends Is a fuzzy set and 
thus we must first resolve the questlon of how to 
count the number of elements in a fuzzy sets or, 
eAuivalently, how to determine its cardinality. 
This issue is· addressed in the followi~g section. 

2. CARDINALITY OF FUZZY SETS 
For si111plicity, we shall restrict our attention 
to finil~ universes of discourse, 1n which case a 
fuzzy subset of Uc{u 1,. ,., un} may be expressed . 

symbolically as 

F=µ1/u1+·•·+ µn/un 

in which the term µi/u 1, 1•1.· • ·, n, signifies 
that "'t is· t he grade of membership of ui in F, and 

2 Generally, we follow the practice of writing the 
name s of fuzzy subsets and fuzzy relation~ in 
uppercase symbols. 



the plus sign represents the union. 3 

A simple way of extending the concept of cardinality 
to fuzzy sets 1s to fonn the ~igma-count (Zadeh(l978, 
1981)). which is the arithmetic sum~he grades of 
snembership 1n f, Thus 

J:Count(f) Qi: 11,1 1 

with the understanding that the sum may be rounded, 
if need be, to the nearest Integer. Furthennore, one 
inay stipulate that the tenns whose grade of member 
ship falls below a specified threshold be excluded 
from the SIX!lllation, The purpose of such an exclusion 
is to avoid a situation In which a large number of 
tenns with low grades of membership become count
equivalent to a small number of terms with high 
r.icmbership. 

As a simple illustration of the concept of sigma
count. assll!le that the fuzzy set of close friends 
of Mary is expressed as 
F•0.8/Enrique+l/Ramon+-0.7/Elie+-0.9/Sergei+0.8/Ron 

In this case. 
rcount(F) • 0.8+1+0.7+0.g+-0,8 

• 4.2 

Another and perhaps more natural approach is to al
low the cardinality of a fuzzy set to be a fuzzy num
ber (Zadeh (1979)). In this case, the point of de
parture is a stratified representation of Fin tenns 
of its level sets, i.e., 

F • I: of a a 

in which the a-level-sets F 
O

are nonfuzzy sets de 
fined by 

F 
O 

21ul1,1F(u})ti) o <a<l • 

In terms of this representation. there are three 
fuzzy counts that may be associated with F. First. 
tne FGCount Is defined as the fuzzy integer 

FGCount (F} • r a/Count (F) 
a a 

Second, the FLCount is defined as 

FLCount (F) • (FGCount(F})' el _ 
where ' denotes the complement. and el means that 
1 is subtracted from the fuzzy number FGCount (F). 
And finally. the FECount (F) is defined as the in
tersection of FGCount(F) and FLCount(F}, i.e .• 

FECount (F) •FGCount(F) n FLCount(F) 

Equivalently. we may define the counts in question 
via their membership function, i.e .• 

µFGCount(F} (f )~s up
0
(o !Count(F 

0
})i}. f=o, 1 ~· · • ,n 

"FL Count( F) ( f )~sup O (u I Count (Fi-a "'11-1 } 

µFECount(F)(l)~µFGCount(F)(l)~µFLCount(F)(i) 

3For the most part we shall rely on the context to 
disambiquate the meaning of+, 
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where , stands for min 1n infix position 

For our purposes. it will be sufficient to deal with 
FGCount(F). For this count, l'FGCount(F)(1) llldy 

be Interpreted as the truth-value of the proposi
tion "The number of elements in Fis greater than 
or equal to l,N Another useful observation Is 
that FGCount(F) may readily be obtained from F by 
first sorting F 1n the order of decreasing grades 
of membership and then replacing u1 with 1. for 
example, If 
F•0.6/u1+0.9/u2+1/u3+0.7/u4+-0.J/u5 

then 
FGCount(F)•l/1+-0.g/2+0.7/3+0.6/4+0.3/5 

As wa s stated earlier, the concept of cardinality 
of fuzzy sets plays an essential role in testscore 
semantics in representing the meaning of seman
tic entities containing fuzzy quantifiers. In 
the following section. we shall consider a few 
examples which serve to illustrate the n~aning
representation process 1n question. 

3. MEANING REPRESENTATION AND INFERENCE 
Consider the semantic entity 

SE~ several balls most of which are large 
For this semantic entity, we shall assume that 
EDF comprises the following relations: 

EDF A BALL[ldentlfi er Size]+ 
LARGE[S1ze; µ] + 

SEVERAL[Number; p) + 
MOST[Proport1on; µ] 

In this EOF, the first relation has n rows and 1, 
a 11st of the Identifiers of balls and their re
spective sizes; 1n LARGE,µ ts the degree to which 
a ball of size S1ze 1s large, 1n SEVERAL.µ Is 
the degree to which Number fits the description 
several; and in MOST.µ is the degree to which 
Proportion ftts the description most. 
The test which yields the compatibility of SE with 
EO and thus defines the meaning of SE depends on 
the definition of fuzzy set cardinality. In par
ticular, using the sigma-count. the test procedure 
becomes: 

1. Test the constraint Induced by SEVERAL: 
t 1• µSEVERAL[Number •n] 

which means that the value of Number is set ton 
and the value of I' is read, yielding the test 
score 1 1 for the constraint in question. 

2. Find the s12e of each ball 1n BALL: 

Sizei• SizeBALL[ldentifier•Ident1fieri) 
• i • l ..... n. 

J. Test the constraint induced by LARGE 
for each ball in BALL: 

µLB(1)•µLARGE[S1ze •S1ze1] 
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4. Find the slgma-coun~ of l~rge ba~h in BAL~ : 

ICount(LB) • i: 1 1,1,L,B(i) 

S. Find t,he -proportio,n of l ~rge ,ball _s in BALL: 

PLB • ! ri1,1LB(i) 
n . 

6. Test the cons~ralnt induced by ltlOStf-: 

tz• ~ST(Proportlon,.PLB) 
IJ . 

1. Aggr.egate the partial test scores: 

,.. "1At2 

1o1here t ts the ovi:rall test score. The use of the 
min operator to aggregate 1 1 and 1 2 impJi~~ that we 
interpret the implicit tonju n~fion in SE as the c'ar
tes i an· product of the co_njuncts. ' 

The use of fuzzy carcjina11ty affect,s t he way in which 
t 1 ts computed. ,Specifica.lly, t he ~pJoyment of · 
FGCo un t leads to: 

t2• supi (FGCount(LB)n n x MO~T) 

"'hich expre,ssed in tenn_s of the membe_r_ship functipns 
of FGCount(LB) and ~OST may be -~ri ,tt_en a.s · 

t 1 • supi (uFGCpu~t(LB)(1)A IJMOST(*}) 

The rest of the test proce,dure h unchanged. 

As an additional exampJ e, consider the proposition 

p~ over the past few years _Nick earned 
far .more t han most oJ his close friends 

In this case, 1o1e shal 1 assume tha.t EDF consists of 
the following relations: 

EOF~ INCCJ,IE(Name; Amount; Year]+ 

FRIEND[~ame; 1,1)+ 

FEW[Number; 1,1]+ 

FAR.i..JRE[lncom,el; Income2; 1,1)+ 

M9ST[Proporti~ni 1,1) 

Using the sigm,i-count, th~ test procedu~e may be 
desert.bed as follows: 

1. Fi~.d Nick's ,i.nc~e .in Yeari , .i•l ,Z,··., 
counting backward from present: 

I H1 ~AlnountJNGOME [Name•N i ck; Yea r•Year i] 

2. Test th~ con_s,traint induces! by FEW: 
' ' 

1,1i Q FEW[Year•.Year i) 
. IJ ' 

3. Compute ·N_lck's total .iOC()fJle during the 
past few yea.rs: 

TIN• l:i lli !Ni 

:in which the 1,11 play the role of ~eightin~ coef
ficients. 

4. Ca,ipute _the total ,1!\COll\e of each Naff!eJ 
(other .than Ni ck-) during the past severa 1 ye~rs: 

TINamej •I:i _µ_1I_Nameji 

.• 7' 

where INameji is the jnco~~ of Namej tn Year1 

5. Find the fuzzy set of individuals tn rela
tion ~o whom Nick e'arned fa.r more. The 
grade o,f member sh Ip of".Namej tn thj s set 
1-s gt ven by ' ·· ' 0 ' : ·. ' ' • 
I' 

IJFH.(NameJ) • /AR,.MOij,E[lncomel•T·IN; 

Inc~e2•TIN~mej] 

6. Find the fuz-zy set of .close friends of 
~ick by lntensify1-ng (Zadeh (19-7.8)) .the 
relatfon :FR'IEND: · - ' · · 
• c'F • FRI-EN02 

which impltes that 

· µCF(Namej) • (/RIEND[Name=NamejJ)2 

7. Using t he sigma-count, count the number of 
close friends of Nick: · 

I:Count(CF,) • rj1,1\-~I.ENO,(NaJ!l!'j) 

8. Find the intersectipn of FM with CF. The 
grade of membership of Namej in t he inter-
section is ,given by ' ' ' 

i.,Ff,f"CF(Narnej)"µFM(NameJ)AµCF(NameJ! 

9. Compute the sigma-count of FW-CF : 

rco_unt( FW'CF)•I:j µFM(:NamJ:l J) AµCF (N~m~ j ,) 

J~. Compute the proporttbn .of individuals in 
Jf,f"CF _who are .in CF: 

p ~ J .Count(F~F) 
1:COiJ(l,t (CF) 

1.1. Test the cons_traint induced by MOSJ: 

t" l0ST[Propor_tio~•PJ 

which expresses the overall test score and thµs 
'represents t,he d'es ired compa't tb,1.1 lty of p w:1th" 
th_e _!!XP lana tory da_tabase. · 

The remaining examp.les illustrate how one can tn
_fer ,from propositions conta,i nfog fuz-zy quant.1 f;i_ers. 

\ ' . ' ' ! ' 

Example 

p1Q Dana is about 22 
p .&l Tandy ts a few _years olper ,tha,n D~M 

How .old ts Jpndy? 

Interpreting .t~e fuzzy _quant Hier a.bou.t ll_as a 
fuzzy .number and ernp.1oying ,fuzzy arHhmetic 
'(Dubois and ,Prade (1980))', T!lndy' s a·ge may be 
expre'ssed fS the fu.zzy SUl!l · 

Age (Tandy)= ABOUJ Z2 t FEW 

The possib1li,ty distr,ibut,ion _induced by the -fuzzy 
l)Umber Age (Tifndy,) is 9,i v'!ln .by ' 

IJAg~nandy),(v)• supu( 11,f\BOUT 22<.u)AµFEW(v:y)) 
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Example 
P Q 111ost Frenchmen are not .very tall 

How many Frenchmen are tall? 

As shown in Zadeh (1978), pis semantically equiva
lent to the proposition 

~ ant(most) Frenchmen are very tall 

where ant(most) denotes the antonym of~. f .e., 

1-lANT(MOST)(u)• ~OST (1-u) , ut[o,1] 

Furthermore, it can readily be shown that, in gen
eral, a proposition of the fonn 

QX's are very F 
where Q is a fuzzy quantifier and Fis a fuzzy set, 
enta i1 s 

r~1 X • s are F 

where Q1 is the square root of the fuzzy number Q. 
Consequently, the answer to the question may be ex
pressed as 

(ant(most)) 1 Frenchmen are tall: 
where 

~(ANT(MOST))l(u)•uMOST( (l-u) ) ut[0,1]. 

The ITI<lin point that the above examples are intended 
to make is that the interoretation of fuzzy quanti 
fiers as fuzzy numbers provides a systematic basis 
for both representing the meaning of - and inferring 
from- propositions containing fuzzy quantifiers. 
In the case of inference, the answer to_ a question 
is, in general, a possibility distribution which 
~ay be vi~wed as an elastic restriction on the pos
sible values of the variable in question. 
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COAL SELECTION STRATEGIES IN HORN Ll.AUSE PROCRAMHINC 
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It Is arguable that knowledge representation 
and use should be founded on a complete system, 
For examp le, If the knowledge representation 
language is to be first-order logic, then we would 
like to express the knowledge K under the assump· 
tion that we have available a sequenthood procedure 
... hich is complete In the sense that any true 
sequent K •> C Is demonstrably true by the 
procedure. For example, our knowledge system might 
be based on finite clausal sequents for which there 
is indeed a procedure using resolution which has 
the comp I e teness property (Robin son, . l 979), 

For resolution systems It Is wel I-known that 
selection strategies play a vital role In deter· 
mining the pragmatics of such systems and design of 
strategies has been an ongoing research activity. 

Over the last decade an Incomplete system 
cal led Prolog has been elaborated and has b.ecome 
widely used. Prolog has intriguing analogies with 
Absys - an auertat ive prograrmdng system developed 
in 1968 (Foster and Elcock, 1969), This note 
attempts to illustrate some issues of incomplete· 
ness by comparing some aspects of the two systems, 

Prolog Is a well documented system. There are 
excellent texts (Kowalski, 1979; Clocksln and 
Kellish, 1981), together with numerous short over· 
views. For this reason we shall s impl y note here 
that a Prolog program Is a pair [A,C) where A 
is a sequence of Horn clauses and G a conjunction 
of literals. The pair [A,G] has the model 
theoretic reading that A•> G Is a true sequent 
(C logically follows fr0tn A), It has a procedu· 
ral reading i.tilch regards G as an executable 
state-nt which Is Interpreted as a· set of procedu· 
re calls to procedures declared In A , The 
execution of the procedure calls essentially 
parallels a linear Input resolution strategy, The 
lnOdel theoretic and procedural semantics are 
potentially equivalent In a precise sense (Van 
Emden and Kowalski, 1976), However, for pragmatic 
reasons, Prolog uses a procedure call and evaluation 
strategy ... hlch parallels the LUSH restriction of 
the I lne.ar input nrategy. Essentially, the 
current executable statement Is regarded, not as a 
set, but as a sequence of procedure calls, and A 
is regarded as• sequence of procedure declarations. 
Prolog attempts to execute the first of the 
sequence of calls using the firstrnatchlng 
declaration In the sequence of°procedure declara· 
tions - the parallel of the depth first LUSH 
resolution strategy. Successful matching leads to 
replacement of the executed call by the body of the 

,. 
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relevant declaration, and the resumption of the 
execution cycle with an augmented binding 
environment determined by the matching (for 
details see Kowalski, 1979), 

This execution strategy makes Prolog 
Incomplete In the sense that a true sequent 
A•> C is not necessarily a terminating Prolog 
program [A,G] , A s lmple 11 lustrat Ive example 
1 s the program [A,G] where A Is the 
sequence of c l auses 

I, mem(X,[Y IL)) If mem(X,L). 

2. mem((X,[X ILJ, 

specifying I ist membership, and C Is 

mem(a,[alLJ). 

[XIL] Is simply a special notation (used 
In the Edinburgh Prolog) for a term whoae 
Intended Interpretation Is a I lit with flr1t 
member X and remainder I 1st L . 

The sequent A•> G Is true but the Prolog 
evaluator persistently uses clause I of A to 
generate the sequence of execution statement, 

mem(a,(alLJ) 

mem(a,L) 

mem(a,LI) 

mem(a,L2 ) 

etc. etc. 

where l Is [XILI] 

where LI Is [VIL2] 

Uni Ike Prolog, Absys Is not a well 
documented system and only In formal accounts are 
available (Foster and Elcock, 1969; Elcock, 
1971), Absys (standing for Aberdeen !t!_tem) was 
an experimental working on•llne Incremental 
compiler for assertions, developed by the 
Computer Research Group at the Unlver1lty of 
Aberdeen and essentially completed In 1968. 

A written program In Absy1 con1lst1 of a 
conjunction of assertions about obj~ct1 and 
relations holding over them. The 1ystem acts 
to construct objects satisfying the conjunction 
of assertions. The written program· place, no 
expl lclt constraints on the order In which par• 
ticular operations are performed. In addition, 
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the effect of proc~11in9 an assertion, as In 
Prolog, depend1 upon the binding context in which 
the as,ertlon I• proce,sed. Thus, In Ab1y1, as In 
Prolog, 

L - (XIHJ 

al~ply a11ert1 that L I•• list whose head 11 X 
and whose tall 11 L • Whether the a11ertlon acts 
to construct L , or to select X and · ", or 
simply check that L;x and " aatlsfy the 
asserted relation, depends solely on the data or 
binding environment at the time that the assertion 
Is processed. 

In Absys alternatives could be asserted by an 
eJ<pllclt dl1junctlon «al or a2» where al and 
a2 are conjunctions of assertions. The (lmpl lclt) 
and and or distribute In the usual way so that, for 
rumple,-

., << a2 ~ •3 >> a4 

<< al a2 a4 >> or << al a3 a4 >> • 

The sy1tem attempts to construct data to 
satisfy each conjunction of assertions, each 
conjunction notionally constituting a separate 
(par a llel) computation branch of the total program. 
In practice, of course, the non-determinism was 
handled by appropriate differential record keeping 
and bdcktracking in a similar spirit to Prolog 
implern.!ntatlons. The distribution of and and or 
connectives was handled In a way which attempted to 
minimize dupl !cation of processing. · A particular 
computationdl branch t~rminates when unsatis-
f labi l I ty ls detected. 

A lambda construction allowed the expression 
of functions other than the primitives of the 
system• the analogy of the procedure declarations 
of Prolog. Thus I lu member,hlp might be 
specified in Absy1 by: 

l'>llffl • lambda m,s key 1 

« m • p. 2!. mem.(m,sl) » » 

The auert Ion 

111e111 ( •, [ I , 2 , 3] ) 

11 equivalent to a,sertlng 

If In addition we were now to assert 

inem(x,(2,lt,6]) 

<< x•2 or x•4 or x•6 >> , 

-· 
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then distribution would lead to nine computa· 
tlonal branches of which only one, that 
associated with x•2 would be utllflable and 
hence remain active. 

The "key" statement In the declaration of 
"mem" (elaborated later on) prevents the kind of 
non-terminating behaviour exhibited In the 
(admittedly del lberately contrived) Prolog 
specification of "mem". The "key" 1tatement In 
effect uy1 "don't elaborate thle call of mem 
unles1 the actual parameter which 11 to be bound 
to the Indicated formal parameter"•" of mem 
hu a value". This prevents a poulble 
attempt to elaborate the recursive call of mem 
before the conjoined assertion s• [p l sl] has 
been successfully elaborated, and hence 
prevents the posslbll lty of non-terminating 
elaboration of mem. 

Anticipating Prolog, Absy1 had a primitive 
aggregation operator~: It takes as para• 
meters a prototype set element and ·an assertion 
and produces the set of prototype elements 
satisfying the assertion. The assertion ls 
typically a disjunction. The set aggregator 
initiates the "parallel" computations and then 
extracts the datum corresponding to the 
prototype from those computations which do not 
terminate because of unsatisfiability (c.f. 
Prolog's extraction of those elements for which 
the assertion is establ lshed to be a logical 
consequence of the "A" sequence of clauses). 

Anticipating Prolog and Planner, Absys 
negation acts I Ike a degenerate or In that It 
Initiates an Independent computatTonal bra'nch, 
but one In which the criteria fdr termination 
are reversed In that not («a») Is 
satisfiable lff «a» Is unsatisfiable 
(c.f. Prolog's "not provable"). 

Although neither the negation nor the 
aggregation operator are central to the theme 
of this note, they are mentioned In passing In 
the spirit of historical footnotes of potential 
Interest ~o a new generation of researchers lri 
artificial Intel I lgencel The main thrust of 
this thumbnail sketch of Ab~ys, which draws 
heavily on Foster and Elcock (1969), Is to 
bring attention to the fact that Absys, I Ike 
Prolog, has a declarative reading (semantics) 
which asserts relations holding over objects. 
Also I Ike Prolog, It has a uniform evaluation 
mechan Ism ( I nduc Ing a procedure 1- semant I cs) 
which attempts to Instantiate variables ~y 
constants In such a way that the assertions are 
demonstrably satisfied. Unl Ike Prolog, however, 
Absys, although possessing a clean appl lcatlve 
semantics, lacks the general lty of Prolog's 
powerful theoretical underpinnings supplied by 
the model theory of first-order logic and the 
practical power of unification as the basl_s fo,r 
the procedure call Ing mechanism for the system 
viewed as a progranvnlng language'. 

We have drawn atten'tlon to the fact that 
the Prolog evaluation mechanism Is Incomplete. 



Wh•t •b<>ut the Absy• ev•lu•tlon mechanism? It too 
ls Incomplete, but for quite different rea1on1 and 
In an lntere1tlngly different way. 

The Absys evaluation mechanism Is expl•lned 
In detail In Elcock et.al (1972). Absys maintains 
• list of relations still to be elaborated. 
Suppose ... activate the first such relatlon 
f(x,y,z) • say, on this 11st. It Is expected 
t~t the functor f , whether primitive or user 
defined, has been defined In such• way that the 
header for f specifies, by means of lu "key" 
statement,• constraint on Its argument set which 
Indicates whether or not It Is ''worthwhl le" 
el.iboratlng the body of f (e.g. "plus(x,y,z)" 
Is only worthwhile elaborating If two of Its 
arguments already have values In the domain of 
"plus"), If the rel at Ion Is not deemed worth 
elaborulng, then It Is "associated" with each of 
Its arguments which are currently uninstantiated 
varl.ibles. The evaluator now continues processing 
the list o'f relations awaiting elaboration. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that the relation 
f(x,y,z) Is worth process Ing In the sense that 
enough is known about some of the arguments to 
all°"' others to be Inferred through elaboration of 
the body of the function. The body ls now elabo• 
rated and the binding environment necessarily 
.iug1nented, The proceu of changing a variable 
binding In the binding environment automatically 
returns any relations associated with that 
variable to the list of relations still to be 
elaborated, 

let us Illustrate this with a very simple 
example Involving only system functions . Suppose 
... have the Absys program 

u+v• 16 and w"'u • v and u+IO • 12 

and suppose the list of relations ls Initially 
proceued In this order. The relation u+v• 16 Is 
examined and, for the reasons mentioned, associated 
.. ith u and v. The relation w*u•v is now 
examined and associated with w,u and v We now 
have the association lists (u: u+v•l6; w*u•v) 
(v: u+v• 16; w"'u• v) and (w: w*u • v). The 
relation u+IO • 12 is now examined, elaborated 
and the binding environment augmented so that u Is 
bound to 2 (12-10). As a result of this bindin9 
to u, the list of relations (2+v•16;w*2•v) 
auoclated with u Is appended to the 11st of 
relations to be elaborated. The relation 2+v• l6 
is now examined and elaborated and the binding 
environment augmented so that v ls bound to lit, 
.ind the list associated with v appended to the 
list of relations to be elaborated. This llu ls 
no,,, (2+11t • 16; w*2 • 14; w*2 • 14). The first 
relation is examined, elaborated and found satls· 
fied. The second is examined, cl~bor~tcd and the 
binding environment augmented so that w is bound 
to 7 , and the I ist associated with w appended 
to the list of relations still to be processed . 
This llu is now 0*2• lit; 7*2• 14 ) . Both these 
remaining relations are examined, elaborated and 
found satisfied. The list of relations to be 
elabor4tcd 1~ now empty and the (examinab le) state 
oi the binding environment reflects what 
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the system ha, been able to Infer from the 
orlyln1l conjunction of as,urtlon,. 

Let's now contrast this with a Prolog 
evaluation. Suppose we ask Prolog to establish 
that lu "system axioms" Imply that there 
exists a u,v, and w such that 

u+v• 16 and w•u•v and u+I0• 12, 

If the goal conjunction 11 In this order, then 
all Prolog lmplementlon, of which I am aw1re 
would fall at the flr,t relation. Thi• It 
because top-down-left-right relation 
selection-elaboration strategy ln1l,t1 th1t 
Prolog determine a successful match for the 
selected relation and elaborate It or el1e 
fall, Now Prolog, like Absys , sensibly says 
that It Is not going to have a system specl· 
flcatlon of "+" which will allow a matching 
of u+v• 12 Involving an Infinite (or at 
least potentially very very large) ,et of 
pairs u,v satisfying the relation: the 
chance of doing any useful arithmetic this way 
are slim. The Edinburgh Prolog, excess ively 
cautious In the true Scot1 tradition, would 
Insist that all of u,v, and w are already 
Instantiated to Integer,. IC Prolog from 
swlnglng · London, I Ike Ab1ys, Is happy If two 
of the three variables are Instantiated by 
Integers at the time of elaborating the call. 
However, IC Prolog Hill could not cope with 
the above ordering because of the left-right 
rule, although It could cope with the 
logically equivalent conjunction 

u+IO•l2 and u"v•l6 and w•'•u•v, 

Indeed, the action of thu Ab1y1 evaluator could 
be viewed as d namlcal I rearran In the order 
o elaboration o the re at ons under t e 
influence of the changing binding environment • 

We are now at the heart of the matter. 

Certainly the arithmetic example, of 
Itself, ls not very exciting, However, the 
Illustrated problem Is quite general. It Is 
that a knowledge manipulation system Is I lkely 
to have enough to worry about to generate a 
specification of a consequent under Its 
declarative reading without having to worry 
about any potential Incompleteness of a con• 
comltant procedural reading. 

For example, the arithmetic relations In 
the example above might have been gunerated In 
that order as a result of a particular parae 
of the word problem: "Two Hralght rods laid 
end to end measure sixteen Inches In length. 
The second rod Is longer than the first by a 
factor "k" , and the first rod Is the piece 
that was left after cutting ten Inches of a rod 
one foot I ong." 

Ab~ys would accept the parsed ,equunce of 
relations as Is. Prolog would need a further 
stage of processing In which the conjuncts were 
reordered to meet certain deflclences In the 
sequent processor. 
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lh~ o••mplc h••, of cour~e, b~en chosen to 
1h°"' Ab1y1 to •dv•nt•ge. However, the Absys 
dyn•~lc d1t1 directed el1bor•tlon of the conjunc
tion Is g1lned only at• high price of more 
el•bor•te runtime processing structures. In any 
case, 1 n•lve dyn•mlc data directed flow of 
el•boratlon, although elegant In certain well 
circumscribed contexts, of Itself rapidly runs out 
of st••~. For ex1mple, •nd st•ylng within arlth• 
metlc for ped•goglc simpl lclty, much more sophl1-
tlc•ted aggregation and solution methods would be 
necessary to deal with I conjunction of a general 
set of linear equations In n variables. Even the 
task of recognizing what aggregations of Individual 
conjuncts might lend themselves to reorganization 
u • ,poclflod "hl11hor" relation (o,q, 1ho rclo'ltlon 
", I eou I I ·" 11' ( l) " .. h., r • L I • • I I , l u f I I s U of 
cocifflclonu uy) Is challenging to ~av the least. 

Indeed , uc:h 1ggregatlon Is a central problem 
of knowledge deplorient. Nevertheless, it Is 
l ikely that flexlb e dynamically determined 
se lection strategie1 for evaluation systems will 
rem.11ln •n important feature of good knowledge 
1111nipulatlon systems in whatever formal Ism. The 
dynamic methods of Absys take one al ittle way. 
The author Is currently Investigating whether such 
11\o!thods c•n be extended • nd embedded In the con• 
te•t of a suitably designed logic prograrmllng 
l•ngu•ge. 

Sul!'flllry 

A major problem with particular logic 
prograrrming languages Is that a sequent may be 
true but not estab lished as such by the system 
simply because, In the interests of certain 
notions of efficiency, the sequenthood establ lshlng 
pro.:edure used by the system Is Incomplete. 

It h• a been argued that a central Issue for 
Prolog (and for other first-order systems) as a 
vehicle for knowledge representation and use 11 
the dyn•mlc •ggregatlon of •nd se lection of 
appropriate relation, for e laboration . The Issue 
h•s been lllust r•ted by a comparison of the 
elaborat ion strategies of Abset and Prolog. 
C•amlnatlon of the work of (certain) members of 
the Prolog prograrrmlng COll'fl'l.lnity shows that 
Incredibly complex procedural effects can be 
obt•lned (often by the rape of any model 
theoretic sem.intlc, the constructs might once have 
had) . Although not• suffic ient condition, this 
pheno,nenon offers hope that sophisticated 
behaviour •lght be obt•lned by tidier means. 
Indeed, the meta-logical approaches of Kowalski 
(Kow.1lskl, 1979) and others are examp les of such 
Jttempu. It might be thilt, by .:i suit.iblc i.upi:r
structure, one could maintain some of the 
prJgrn.ltlc advantages of Prolog (or Prolog like 
»ystems ) and yet avoid the sequencing difficulties 
Identified in this note, 

Tho content of this note and Its wider 
context Is part of work being conducted under 
Operating Grent Number A9123 from the Natural 
Science, Engineering Research Council of Canada. 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL THEOREM PHOVER USING 

FAST UNIFICATION AND VERTICAL PATH GRAPHS 

Nell v. Murray 

LeMoyne College 

Syracuse, NY 13214 

Abstract 

We describe an experimental 
Prawitz-based theorem prover. 
Unnormalized quantifier-free formulas 
are represented as directed acyclic 
graphs and we use a fast unification 
algorithm. An additional data structure 
called a vertical path graph (vpg) is 
used to guide the prover toward a proof, 
Paths in a vpg are related to disjuncts 
in the ONF of the quantifier-free 
formulas, We define a well-ordering of 
certain paths in the vpg, which allows 
the search for a proof to be organized 
as a recursive backtrack search. 

1. Introduction. 

In recent years, the non-clausal 
approach to theorem proving has drawn a 
growing amount of attention. Some of 
these efforts are based on inference 
and/or splitting and reduction methods 
{4,5,7,12,18) while others are 
variations of Prawltz analysis 
{l,2,6,8,16), The major advantage of 
the non-clausal approach ls that it 
avoids the proliferation of literals 
dur lng conversion to conjunctive (or 
disjunctive) normal form. Two 
advantages of Prawltz-analysis are that 
no new formulas are inferred (although 
variants of formulas may be) and the 
original problem is not split into 
separate parts which are then analyzed 
and processed locally. 

The theorem .. prover described here 
retains the advantages of non-clausal 
form and Prawitz analysis. The approach 
evolved from a preliminary variation on 
Prawltz-analysis, which was originally 
inefficient, but is now improved. 
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In section 2 we briefly describe 
the ori~inal approach and some 
experimental results. The removal of 
some major deficiencies la described in 
section 3. Features of the improved 
implementation and additional 
experimental results are presented in 
section 4, along with a brief discussion 
of possible future improvements. 

2. An approach to Prawitz-analysis 
based on fast unification and 
equivalence-class manipulation. 

We now tersely describe the 
formalism on which our theorem prover is 
based. Atoms are constructed in the 
usual way from a vocabulary of predicate 
and function symbols, and variables. 
Formulas are quantifier-free and all 
variables are implicitly universally 
quantified. We place no restriction on 
truth~functional structure1 atoms are 
for ... ulas and if B and Care formulas, 
then so are (B, Cl, (B v C), -e, 
CB•> C), and (B <•> C). Input to the 
theore~ prover consists of a set of 
formulas which is interpreted as the 
conjunction of its members. 

Such a set s of formulas is 
unsatisfiable iff for some n, the set of 
n variants of S, Sn, has an instance SnM 
that ls a boolean contradiction, Notice 
that M induces a partition Pon the atom 
set of Sn. Atoms X and Y are in the 
same block of P iff XM•YM, P is 
contradictory iff Sn ls false under all 
assignments in which atoms in the same 
block of P are assigned the same 
truth-value. Notice also that any 
partition O, of which P ls a refinement, 
is contradictory whenever Pis. We say 
a partition ls unifiable if it can in 
fact be induced by some substitution, P 
is maximal unifiable if it is the 
refinement of no unifiable partition. 
Thus Sn has a contradictory instance iff 
there is a maximal unifiable partition P 

. , ... 
I , • • , 
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of the atom set of Sn which ls 
contradlctory. 

The partitions of an atom set form 
a lattlce in a natural way. Top 1• the 
trlvlal partition havln9 only one block, 
and bottom h the other tr Iv hi 
partition in which each block 1• a 
slngleton. · The partial order is 
containment. To find maximal unifiable 
partitions, we may begin at top and 
follow each branch down until we 
discover the first unifiable partition. 
Or we may begin at bottom and climb up 
each branch, until we discover the first 
partition from which no branch leads to 
a unifiable partition. 

Now given S, we may investigate the 
~aximal unifiable partitions of the atom 
sets of Sl, S2, --- until we discover 
the first n for which Sn has a unifiable 
contradictory partition. This approach 
was directly implemented in the original 
design of our theorem-prover, we 
briefly describe the original 
i~plementation, noting that some 
important data structures and techn .lques 
~entloned remain an integral part of the 
improved version. 

The set of formulas to be refuted 
is represented as a set of acyclic 
graphs (dags), In which different 
occurrences of the same expression are 
represented by different paths to the 
sa~e node. Unifications are performed 
rapidly through fast . unification 
techniques which make use of the same 
equlvalence class op~rations (UNIO~ and 
FINO) as would be needed to represent 
partitions efficiently (18], 

With this representation, climbing 
up a branch in the lattice structure 
would involve the merging of two blocks 
in the current partition. Thls ls done 
by setting I pointer from the atom 
representing one block to the atom 
representing the other, which Ls also 
the first step in rapidly testing the 
resultant partition for unifiability. 

However, the partition constructed 
~ay be non-unifiable or 
non - contradictory and thus force 
backtracking, So the work done by the 
unification algorithm in the attempt to 
construct a partition must be quickly 
reversible. Therefore the sequence of 
UNION and FIND operations caused by a 
unification must be remembered and 
occasionally undone. This would create 
prohibitive overhead in the best-known 
ir.1pleC1entation of UNION and FIND. To 
reduce this overhead we do not allow 
path-compression in FIND, and we Ignore 
the weighted union rule. Omitting path 
coC1pression increases running time from 
almost - 1 in e ar to O(d log n), where d and 

n are the number of directed arcs and 
nodes in the dags being unified. The 
weighted union rule can be used without 
incurring unacceptable overhead (if 
UNIONs are undone in the opposite order 
in which they were performed, allowing 
recalculation of equivalence class 
sizes.) But its removal does not change 
the average running time, although the 
worst case becomes O(dn). We also force 
UNION to choose non-variables as 
equivalence ~lass representatives 
whenever possible, and this modification 
does not affect the running time order 
[ 12 I, 

Now consider the lattice of 
·partitions, through which the theorem 
prover must search. The number of paths 
from bottom to a given partition may be 
quite large, and represents the many 
redundant ways in which it can be 
constructed. Our search procedure was 
written so as to traverse exactly one 
path to each partition, effectively 
converting the lattice into a search 
tree in which the ancestor relation 
entails refinement. Partitions were 
constructed as follows. Given n atoms 
in a set of formulas, we number the 
atoms from l ton. Now every block in a 
partition can be uniquely numbered by 
the lowest numbered atom it contains. 
Starting at bottom (the partition having 
all singleton blocks) we may now 
construct all other partitions under the 
following restrictions. 
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Whenever blocks I\ and B are merged to 
form a new (more coarse) partition: 

l. B ls a singleton. 

2, The number of the atom in 8 
greater than that of 
highest numbered atom in A. 

la 
the 

3. l\l l blocks numbered 1 ess than B 
will not grow at any later 
time, 

It can easily be shown that every 
partition has a unique construction 
under these restrictions. The following 
algorithm summarizes the initial 
implemented search procedure, and ls 
qivan without additional explanation for 
the interested reader. 



procedure SEARCll(GROWlNGBLOCK, MAXATOH) 
Comment Add to the growing block 
MAXUNIFIABLt 1• TRUE 
FOR I 1• HAXATOH+l UNTIL NUMOFATOHS DO 

IP (GROWINGBLOCK and I can be unified) 
THEN BEGIN 

MAXUNIFIABLt 1• FALSE 
Unify blocks GROWINGBLOCK and I 
IF SEARCH(GROWINGBLOCK,I)•success 

THEN return (success) 
ELSE undo the unification 

£ND 
Comment GROWINGBLOCK is now static 
NEW :• GROWINGBLOCK+l 
FOR I :• NEW+l UNTIL NUMOFATOMS DO 

IP (I is in a singleton block) THEN 
FOR J :• I+l UNTIL NUMOFATOMS 00 

IF (I and J can be unifi~d) THEN 
BEGIN 
MAXUNIFIABLE 1• FALSE 
Unify blocks I and J 
IF SEARCH(I,J)•success 

THEN return (success) 
ELSE undo the unification 

ENO 
IP MAXUN IF IAB Lt 

N IF ( partition is contradictory) 
THEN return (success) 
ELSE return (failure) 

ELSE return (failure) 
end SEARCH 

This version of the theorem prover 
performed well on some theorems. The 
following two formulas express set 
~quivalence and the denial that set 
equivalence is commutative. x, s, and t 
are variables while a and b are 
constants. 

(1) s•t<•> (ELEMENT (X ,s) <•>ELEMENT (x,t)) 
(2) -11a•bl <•> (b-a)) 

De Champeaux [7] reported that for this 
example his connection gra~h theorem 
prover had generated 3S non-empty 
clauses when the run was abandoned. Our 
prover printed out the following 
contradictory instance of (1), (2), and 
a copy of (1), after running for .77 
seconds (on an IB~ 370-155). 

b•a <•> (ELEHENT(x,b) <•> ELEMENT(x,a)) 
- ( (a•b) <•> (baa)) 
a•b <•> (ELEMENT(x,a) . <•> ELEMENT(x,b)) 

Another good performance occurred when 
our prover was presented with the 
following unsatisfiable set of wffs: 

(Pxyu, Pyzv, Pxvw) •> Puzw 
P(g(r,s), r, s) 
P(l, h(l,m), Ill) 
-p(k(t), t, k(t)) 
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The first three wffs say that we are 
given a set which is closed under a left 
associative binary operation and that 
there exist solutions for g and h for 
all equation• of the form 9x•y and xh•y. 
The last wff la the denial that there 
exiata a right identity. In leas than 
one second the prover discovered the 
unifiable contradictory partitions 

{Pxyu, Pxvw, P(g(r,s),r,a)), 
(Pyzv, P(l,h(lm),m)), 
{Puzv, P(k(t),t,k(t))) 

Despite these isolated encouraging 
results, the theorem prover became 
bogged down on many theorems. This was 
the result of at least two major 
deficiences. First, all maximal 
unifiable partitions of an atom set were 
being constructed, without regard to the 
truth-functional structure of the 
formulas involved, yet in general only 
a small fraction of these partitions 
were contradictory. Second, for each 
maximal unifiable partition constructed, 
the NP-complete computation of testing 
for boolean satisfiability had to be 
performed, 

To reduce the number of candidate 
partitions, and thus alleviate both of 
the above problems to aome extent, a 
heuristic was added. We demanded that 
every block of the partition under 
construction eventually contain at least 
two atoms of opposite •polarity• as 
defined in (13]. Unfortunately, 
performance was still unsatisfactory. 

3. An almost optimal heuristic. 

Consider what properties an ideal 
heuristic should have, in order to 
reduce or eliminate the two deficiencies 
mentio~ed in section 2. To el iminatt 
the first, we would like to conatruct 
only Contradictory partitions. 
Furthermore if that could be 
accomplished, then the second deficiency 
is also eliminated. Andrews' concept of 
vertical path (2], defined for formulas 
in negation normal form, 1• adapted to 
our prover to provide the required 
(com pl eteness-preserv tng) heur iatlc, 

A vertical path in a formula F 1 la 
essentially a set of literals from F 
that corresponds to one of the disjuncts 
in the disjunctive normal form of F. If 
F has a contradictory instance, then all 
vertical paths in that instance contain 
a pair of complementary literals. 

We may construct a directed graph 
V(FJ so that every path from an initial 
to terminal node in VIFJ corresponds to 
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• vertical path ln r. We call V(F) a 
vertical path 9raph (vpg), and its set 
of lnlthl nodia (of lndtgru 0) and 
ten1inal nodes (of outdegree 0) are 
denoted I(F) and T[F) respectively. 
Node N(A) in V(F) corresponds to an 
occurrence of atoll ,. in F. N(1') is 
positive (ne9atlvel if the corresponding 
occurrence of ,. la unnegated (negated ) 
in the ne9ation (or dlsjunctlve, 
conjunctive) normal form of F (2), and 
11ay be written as +N(1') (-N .(A) ). we 
define V(F) inductively below. Note 
that in this definition a vpg is 
regarded as a .set of nodes and ordered 
pairs of nodes. A is an atom, and Band 
C are formulas. 

V(A) • I(A) • T[A) • {+N(A) ) 
v1-iJ • I[·i1 • r1·1.1 • ! -N<A> 

V(B , CJ • V[B] U V(C] U 
( (Ni ,Njl I Ni is in T(BJ, Nj ls in I (CJ J 

l(B,C)•I(B] T[e,c]•T[CJ 

V(B v CJ • V[B) U V[C) 
I[B v CJ• I(B) U I[C) 
T(B v CJ • T(B) U T[C) 

The remaining forms are all defined 
(eventually) in terms of the previous 
four. In these cases we give 
definitions for V and omit the obvious 
definitions of I and T. 

V(B •) C) • v1·e v CJ 
V((B <•> Cll. V((B' C) V c·e' ·c» 
v1·1e • c11 • v1·e v ·ci 
v1·1evc11 • v1·e,-c1 
v1··01 • V!BI 
vr·1a •> c11 v<e, -c i 
vr·ca <•> Cl! • v«·e, ci v (B, ·c» 

As an example, consider the formula 
(P •> 0) , R 
The reader may easily verify that 

V((P•>Ol•RJ • 
{ -N(Pl, +N(Ol, +N(R), 

(-N (Pl ,+s (R)), (+N (0) ,+N (R)) 
I((P •> 0) , R) {-N(P), +N(O)} 
T[(P •> 0), RJ • {+N(R) J 

We typically draw the vpg indicating 
node -N(P) as simply ·p. Note that the 
rules for the<•> connective may cause 
the vpg to have more than one node 
corresponding to a particular dag node. 
This does not proliferate atoms in our 
formulas. The several appropr late vpg 
nodes merely all point to the same dag 
node. 

At the heart of the improved 
th~orem prover is a recursive search 
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vpg for (P •> 0) , R 

procedure which conducts the search by 
climbing directly through the vpg. It 
is a backtracking procedure which seeks 
to force each path to contain a pair of 
nodes representing complementary 
literals (or to 'fix' each path, using 
Andrew's terminology (2],) To determine 
an order in which to attempt fixing 
paths, we define an order< on all paths 
in the vpg that begin with an initial 
node, called initial path~. Let I • 
{Il, I2, ---, Ir) be the set of initial 
nodes of a vpg. We assume some linear 
order for nodes in I so that 
Il<I2<,---,<Ir. We ambiguously use < 
for the ordering of nodes in I and the 
usual ordering of integers, as well as 
path ordering. We also assume the 
successors of a vpg node are ordered, 

Let pl • ( n-0, n 1, ---, nk) and 
---, ml) be initial p2 • (mO, ml, 

paths in the vpg, 
Let d be the least 
We have 3 cases to 

9 suco that nq·=mq. 
consider: 

Case 11 There is no such d, 
Then one path la an 1n1t1ol 
segment of the other. 
If k<l, then pl<p2, 

Case 2: d•O 
Then no and mo are different 
nodes in I. 
If nO<mO, then pl<pQ, 

Case 3: d>O 
Then nd and md are the i-th 
and j-th successors of 
n(d-1) and m(d-1) ,respectively. 
If i<j, then pl<p2. 

Lemma l: The relati6n < is a 
well-ordering of the initial paths of a 
VJ)g • 
Proof: Transitivity is easily shown for 
the nine combinations of cases 1-3. It 
is obvious that< uni~uely orders any 
pair of initial paths. Since we 
consider only finite vpgs, there are no 
infinite descending cha 'in·s, OED 
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CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 

Example: In the vpg illustrated below, 
we have (BC)<(BCF), (ACF)<(BC), and 
(BCE)<(BCF), assuming successors are 
ordered left to right. 

We attempt to fix paths in their defined 
order. However, fixing one path u•ually 
fixes many others. Consider path 
p,- (nO,nl, nk). If we fix p by 
unifying (the atoms represented by) 
nodes ni and nj where O<i<j<k, then we 
have really fixed the patn <no, ---, njl 
and all its extensions. We therefore 
would like not to consider path p until 
every way of fixing (nO, --- , n(k-1)) 
has led to failure. Furthermore we then 
know that the only way to fix pis by 
unifying nk with one of nO,nl, ---, 
n(k-1). So after fixing a given path p, 
we denote the next path to be considered 
by NEXTPATH(p), which is actually a 
defined procedure in our implementation. 
NEXTPATH(p) is defined as the earliest 
path> p which contains at least 2 nodes 
and is not an extension of p. 

Lemma 21 Let p • (nO,nl, ---, nk) and 
NEXTPATH(p) • (XO,xl, ~--, xr) 

If pis fixed and all ways of fixing 
(nO,---,n(k-1 )) lead to failure, then to 
fix NEXTPATH(p) we need only consider 
unifying xr with one of xo,---,x(r-1). 
Proof: Let d be the earliest q such 
that nd-•xd. 
Case 1: There is no such d. 
Then sine~ NEXTPATH(p) > p and not an 
extension of p, it is undefined1 i.e., 
fixing p fixes the last path in the vpg. 
Case 2: d•O 
Then NEXTPATH(p) • (xO, xl). 
Case 3: d>O 
Then for some i, nd and xd are the i-th 
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and (l+l) -th successors of n(d-l)•x(d-l) 
and d•r. · So (xO,xl, ---, x(r-l)•x(d-1)) 
• (nO ,nl, ---, n (d-1) ) 11nd all ways of 
fixing (nO, ---, n(k-1)) and therefore 
(nO, ---, n(d-1)) lead to failure. Thus 
fixing (XO, ---, xr) must involve xr. 

A 8 
1/\ 
CXD l l 
E F 

NEXTPATH(BCE)•(BCF) 

NEXTPATH(BC)•(BD) 

NEXTPATH(BCF) • (BD) 

NEXTPATH(BD) • null 

Lemmo 2 justifies the fact th11t 
procedure FIXPATH shown below only fixes 
a path p by unifying the last node in p 
with another node in p, If no such 
attempt succeeds, then FIXPATH begins 
work on the earliest extension of p. 

procedure FIXPATH(PATH) 
Comment PATH is II sequence of nodes 

(nO,nl, ---, nk), where k>l 
1. NEXT:•NEXTPATH(PATH) -
2. IF (PATH is already fixed) 

THEN return (FIXPATH(NEXT)) 
3, FOR i:•k-1 STEP -1 UNTIL ODO 

IF (unifying nk and ni fixes PATH) 
THEN BEGIN 

Unify nk and ni 
IF NEXT•() THEN return(auccesa) 
IF FIXPATH(NEXT)•success 

THEN return (success) 
ELSE undo the unification 

END 
4. IF (nk has s uccessors ) 

THEN BEGIN 
n(k+l):•first successor of nk 
APPEND(PATH, n(k+l)) 
k : • k+l 
Return to Step l 
ENO 

ELSE return ( fa 11 ure) 
end FIXPATH 

Notice that there ls no guarantee that 
the path that FIXPATH ls working on 
isn't already fixed. This is because 
fixing path p . may fix many paths thot 
11re not extensions of p. 

4. Current features, performance, and 
future work. 

As lt is currently implemented, the 
theorem prover has some advantageous 

I It .. 
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features and 5ome weaknesses. When a 
path la fixed, all extenaion111 of that 
path are appro~rlately lgnorid unl.as 
the path 1a unfixed through 
backtracking. The set of complemehtary 
pa~ra .which fix a 9lven se~ of paths 
(called a 11atln9 In (21) could be 
con~tructed ln a v,riety of ways. 
Organizing the search with path ordering 
prevents such redundant constructions of 
the same mating. Unfortunately this 
does not preve~t non-redundant 
constructfon of dltferent but redundant 
11at i ng S due to symme tr iea • If a toms 1' 
and Bare unified, t~e prover may un~o 
thla unification and later unify~ and 
B', where B' la a variant of B. The 
second mating cannot lead to success if 
the ·urat failed. It should also be 
noted that di~f,rent matings fflAY induce 
the same partition. Thia ls a 
redundancy ~voided in the initial 
implementation. 

Termination ls detected whenever ~ 
path 1* fixed (or discovered fixed) 
whose extensions include the last pat~. 
This 11ay not hbppen as soon as all paths 
are fixed, but is discovered before any 
crucial mating is undone. 

Below is a listing of some theorems 
on which the program has performed 
fairly well. ~he las~ four theorems are 
not given ln qu~ntifier-free form 
becau~e they double or quadr~ple when 
the quantifiers are re~oved. The table 
provides some basic performance 
measures. The variants column is 
essentially the number of copies 
( including the original) of the formulas 
required to produce a ~ontradiction. In 
cases where a formula has no quantifier 
whose aqope include• the entire formula, 
efficiency ls improved by duplicating 
only outermost quantifiers rather than 
the entire formula (2]. 

I (Pxyu , Pyzv) •> (Pxvw <•> Puzw) 
Pg(rs) ,r,s Pl,h('lm) ,m -1>k(t) ,t,k(t) 

II (Est <•> (~xs <•> Mxt)) 
- (tab <•> Eba) (set equ-lv. commutes) 

III -1 -Exists(y) Allix) Rxy <~> 
-Exists(z) (R1<z , Rzx) ) 

(Ouine's version of Russell's paradox) 

IV -c Ml(x) (PX<•> Exists(y) Py) <•> 
(All(x) PX<•> Exists(y) Py) ) 

V -, Exists(x) >.ll(y) (PX<•> Py) <•> 

VI 

(Exists(x) PX<•> Al1(y) Py) l 

-( 1'll(x) (Px <•> All(y) Py) <•> 
(Exists(x) Px <•> All(y) Py) ) 

1 ?O 

Theorem Variants Un l f. Succ. Search Run 
tr es unif. time time 

( seconds) 

l 1 8 4 .22 .42 
ii 2 27 5 .23 .36 
IIi 2 27 9 .19 • 33 
.IV 1 12 7 .16 .48 
V 2 312 fi6 l. 33 1.61 
VI l 11 7 .14 .48 

The theorem ~rover could be 
augmented with a connection graph. We 
have not yet done this. The partitions 
of variables and terms, as well as 
11toms, induced by successive 
substitutions, ar~ m,lntained as 
inverted trees through UNtON and FIND 
operations. Thus unity and failure 
times do ~ot increase prohibitively as 
the . compound substitutions get l11rger 
and more comRlex. 

The addition 
capabilities might 
substantially or 
First, symmetric 
avoided, Each such 
search space. 

of the following 
improve performance 

even dram11~ically. 
matings should be 

mating doubl~s the 

~ major weakness can be .ascribed to 
th!! hature of b~qktracking search in 
general. Taking the wrong pat·h near the 
root of t'he se11rc'h tree mlly predestine 
fai'lure at levels muc·h further do~. If 
the ca~~e ~f fai~ur~t c~uld be 
determin'e~, the prciv~r might 'be 
programmed to . ~ll~ktrack ma~y levels to 
~he actual f11ilur~ source. This 
'multilevel bqcktracking' m~y cut out 
huge portions of t·he search tree. 

Finally, no special methods for 
equali~y are currently available. An 
lnter!3stin~ p'roblem ls whether some 
11dv11n·tage can be ~11ken o•f the 
equivalence handling operations 11lrea~y 
present. (or others like congruence 
closure) in order to dea1 with equality. 
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A LEARNING AUTOMATON THAT INFERS STkUC'CURE FROM BEHAVIOR* 

DIOHYSIOS KOUNTANIS 

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 

ABSTRACT 

A learning ayste.aa chat infer• the atruc
ture of a aodel from a finite sample of the 
model'• behavior is described, Necessary and 
sufficient conditions on the sample behavior 
for the learning system to converge to an ex
act copy (up to iso1DOrphism) of the goal struc
ture are 1 established, The learning system 1a 
rc,presented as a state automaton, The auto
maton 1a a ho1DOmorphic pre-image of Henzel'• 
lt!arning model, which formally describes other 
wc,ll known t h .. ories of learning. A hierar
chical decomposition of the learning automaton 
ia derived from a hierarchical decomposition 
of th.: data that t he learning automaton pro
c~ases. 

Key Words: Learning Automaton, Behavior, 
Hodel Structure, Homomorphic 
Decomposition, Convergence, 

* Thia work was partially supported by a 
Fellowship Crant from the Faculty Research 
Fund, W.i,tern Michigan Univaraity 

l, INTRODUCTION 

One of the 11108t important information 
procesaing problema is the problem of trying 
to choose a model to explain a collect~on of 
sample data, Ama.rel [ l ] calls this · type of 
problem the "formation" type. 

Our work here is related to this general 
class of problems. We arc specifically con
cerned with the design of a learning system 
t hat infera. a finite statc transducer Crom a 
finite sample of input-output sequences (be
havior), 

~ore in hia fundamental paper [9 ] is 
concerned with the queation of what kind of 
conclusions about the structure of a finite 
state acceptor we can draw from external 
experi~nts, We have decomposed Moore's 
Experimenter into two parts, the learning 
Strategy part and the Input Generation 
Strategy part. Suppes (11, 12 ) has used 
[ lnlt.: atat..i Autuauta a:1 b.:havior.i L a,odcls. 
There are numerous reaearchc,rs wt10 have 
considered similar problems, such as Cold 
(4 ] , Horning (5], Feldman [3] and Crespi-

Reghhzi (2), 
Henzel (7,8) on the other hand, has intro

duced state machines as models or learning. 
Henzel'• work is systematic, rigorous and 
he has shown how hia learning theory can 
describa other well known theoriea of 
learning (learning through trial and error, 
or through coriditional reflexes, or throuah 
classification etc,) 

Although much research has been done 
using stochastic automata as models of 
learning (for example Thathachar and Rama
krishman (13]), non-probabilistic automata 
have hardly been used•• models of learning, 
Scandura [10) states that the modern infor-
1nt1tion proce1111ing psychology has a t hoorot• 
ical base which is inherently deterministic. 
Digital computers are also inherently deter
ministic devices, Non-probabilistic auto
mata theory is a well inveatigated area and 
important tool• have been developed which 
can be used for analyei• of non- probabiliatic 
models, The above reasons lead us to choose 
a non-probabili1tic model for our learnina 
1ysteiz1, 

2, LEARNING HODEL 

The atructur, of the lsarnina snviron• 
ment we have considered 1• illustrated on 
Figure 1. 

~~~~-. Output 
Black Bo.,..-:;.fr;;.o.;;.m;;;_._-11 Learning 
Machine m Strategy 1--....wcw. ................ _,. 

Input to 

Input 
Ceneration 
Stutegy - ICS 

LS 

Figure 1: Learning Enviro nment 

The Black Box contains a state machine 
from a class m(p, q, r) of machines. The 
class m(p, q, r) of machine, has the follow
ing propertiea, Kountania [6]: 

1. pis the cardinality of the aet of 
input symbols. 
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2. q h the c.ardtn.allty of the aet of out
put .. ymbola. 

l. r 11 an upper bound on the number of 
atatea. 

4. Every 11AChiae 1D a(p. q. r) 11 deter
lliniat1c. COlllpletely apecified and 
connected. 

The Input C.neratioa Strategy auppliea the 
.. chine• io the Black Box with input aylllbol• 
deterained by the obMerved behavior of a. 

The pU:rpoae of the Learnins Strategy 11 to 
1afet the a.achine • baaed on the observed input
output 1equencea produced by a, The LS employ• 
a prunin4 technique for the inference of a, 

The LS 1• defined as a quadruple LS•(H,J, 
r.DO), where H ia the aet of machines that 
include• all machines in the class m(p,q.r) as 
well as all the c·onnected submachine& of every 
m.ichirie in a(p,q,r). H can be considered as 
the searching apace for the LS. J•(I x O) ia 
the 1et of inputa to LS, where I,O are the 

. input, output 1eta over which the machine, in 
m(p,q,r,) are defined. 

F: (H x S) x J.., 2HxS 11 a partial relation 
which describes the pruning strategy employed 
by the LS, S ,J.,n.it"" th" Ht of state" of 
~very ~chine in H. Intuitively F operates a" 
followa: Assume that the LS receives an (input, 
output) patr from the m.ichine ~ in the Black 
Bux. Than F .,111 e:en.:rate a &At of (machine, 
"t3tl) pai,~ from each machine m(m t H) that 
t h .i LS h .111 ln 1 t11 111.:llll.)ry'. 
mu c His the null 11111chine, the initial ma
chlne the LS bas ·in its memory. 

The following algorithm describes the way 
F operataa: Assume that the LS receives an 
(i ,o) pdr from t he =chine in the Black Bo:it 
and that (m, 1) ia a (machine, 1tate) pair in 
LS'. llk!IIIOry. 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Sup 3: 

Step 4: 

Does the state diagram of m have 
an i-transition from state a to 
a atate •' of m? 
Yes, go to s tep 2. 
No, go to atep 3, 
ls the output on the l - transition 
the same with o in the received 
(i, o) pair? 
Yea, keep the machine (m, s') in 
11emory. 
No, elim.1nste (m, a) from the 
1Wmory of the LS becau1e the 
detenainistic constraint on the 
11!.lchinea haa been violated. 
Does m have fewer than r states? 
Yes, add a new sta.te in • and 
£0 to step 4. 
No, go to atep 4. 
Generate all possible machines 
from 111 by adding a new transition 
from the state a to every state 
of 111, the (1, o) pair received 
.,. J.nput should be the label on 
the new transitions. Keep these 
11!.lchines in memory. The number 
of generated machlnes is equal to 
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the number of •'• states .. 
The LS appliea the above algorithm to 

ev~ry machine in'memory. The process is 
repeated until LS haa only a aing,le machine 
in memory whfch w,U:l be isomorphic to the 
machine in the Black Box. Equivalence among 
machines in 111emory is determined durins the 
proce11 and only one of the• 11 kept in the 
111e1DOry, 

Figure l illu1trata1 an example of a LS, 
The m.achine min the Black Box 1a from the 
clau 11(2,2,2) defined over' I.;.{a, b} and O• 
{o. l}, The machine 11 11 illuatrated belows 
We assume that the LS receive• the input-out
put aequence a•(a,o) (b.o) (a,1) (a,o) (a.o) 
from the Black Box. 

Figure 2: Machine min the Black Box, 

Wu have adopted the following notations 
(x,y) for the (input, output) paira 
received from the Black Box. 
x/y for the input/output labols on 
the transitions of the machines 
the LS conjectures. 

The "heavy" lines in the illustration 
denote the control of the Learning Strategy. 

The "light" lines denote the transition• 
of the machine11 generated by thu Learning 
Strategy. 

Note t hat the control lines identify the 
machine in the Black Box. 

J. CONVERGENCE THEOREM 

ln this section we prove that the 
Learning Strategy converges to the machine 
in the Black Box if and only if the received 
sequence of input-output pairs meet• certain 
conditions. MxS 

Let F: . (K x S) x J _. 2 1a the P.!r-
tial relation defined before. We define P 
as the extension of P to the domain (K x S) x 
J* such that 

f (( m,s), ). ) • · ((m,s) } 
and 
F ((m,e), (i,o)o • Union of ·F (( m' ,a') ,a) 

(m',s')cF((m,a), (i,o)) 
(i,o)cJ, and). is the null wnere ocJ*, 

ffq~n~. _ 
We also define F' as the extension of F 

to the domain 2MxSx J* !!_uch that F'({(mt,•t>, 
,,,, (~, sk)),a) -~1 F ((mi,si)a) whera acJ•. 

We say that the LS converges to a machine 
mcm(p,q,r) with reap~ct to a sequence acJ* 
1f and only if ·F' ({(m

0
, s

0
)}.o) •· {(m,e)}, 

where m
0 

ia the null machine, s
0 

the only 

state of m
0

, and s a ata,te of m, 

We can easily now prove the following 
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(a,l) 

b/0, 
a/1 

(a,l) 

a/1 

(a,O) 

Figure J: An Example of a LS. 

convergence theorem: 
Let O£J* be a sequence of input-output 

pair• generated by the machine min the Black 
Rox. Then, LS converses tom if and only if a 
meets the following conditions: 

l. 

2. 
a•ahat, 

oh covers all the transitions 

goal machine m, 

of the 

). at distinguishes (111, oh) from every 

pair (m', s~)£MSh where 

sh•fm(s
0

,oh) with 7
111 

being the exten

aion of the next state function 

f
111 

of m, s
0 

is the initial state of~. 

and HSh is the set 

MSh•{(n,sh) lncm(p,q,r) and sh•f
0

(s
0

,oh) 

with f
0 

being the next state function 

of n}. 

4. HOMOMORPHIC IMAGE OF TIii! LEARNING STRATEGY 

We have defined the Learning Strategy aa 
the automaton LS .. (H,J,F,m ), Wo will now 
derive a homomorphism that /L.pa LS to Henzel'a 
Learning Syatem, 

Wolfram Henzel (8] defines hia learning 
syatem in tenna of functions and sets aa 
-followa: 

A learning ayatem over two finite seta 
I, 0 ill a func.tion ). such that ). : 

(Ix O)*--. 2(lxO) and for each aequunca 
0£(1 XO)*, if a is >. - admissible then 
n

1
(>.(a)) • I where o•(i1 ,o1) ... (in' on) ia 

>.-admissible if and only if (ir,or) 

£).((i1 ,o1 ) •.. (ir-l'or-l)) for each r~ (length 

of a) and JI h the firat projection function 
i.e. n

1 
maps a sequence o to the aet of the 

i-parts of o's (i,o) paire. 
We will now define a homomorphhm h that 

maps LS to Henzel's learning system. 
Let S denote the set of atatea of a 

m 
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11>&Chlo11 IIIL.H, Ltil 1 C:(l Jl O) denote the Ht 
of input- output p~if»-that appear as labels on 
the tranaitions of the state diagram of•· Then 
we define the following equivalence relation E 
;u111in1 the lltAtes of m.1chinea in H: 

a1EaJ if and only if a1csm and ajcsn such 

that J••J
0

, that la, two atates are E-related 

lf and only if they are states of 111achinea a, 
oc.M which have identical sets of input- output 
labels on their tranaltiona. The relation E 
la an equivalence relation. Thus, E defines 
a partition on t~e ••t S(S contains all states 
of every •c.H). 

The blocks of the partition .defined by E 
are 8£(1)• {tl•Et}, n,erefore, there exists 

a function h: S - S/E from the set S onto 
the quotient set S/E whose elelllents are the 
equivalent classes defined by E. Obviously 
his a ho1110morphism because the partition on 
S defined by E ia a closed partition (has the 
substitution pro·perty). 

We can now define the h-illl8ge machine~ 
of the LS automaton: 

~· ({8E(s)} , J, 6h, Fh, 8E(so», where 

6h: {B£(a)} Jl J - {BE(a)} is de'fined aa 

follows: 

6h(B£(s), (1,o)) • 8£ (a) if and only if 

for all acBE(a) we have that 

6(IIE(1), (1,o)) ~ BE (a). 

th 1a the Ht of tinai atatea of -~ and 

contains every 111achine in m(p,q,r). 

The aachioe ~ has the following proper

ties: 

~ has one initial state, is coa,pletely 

apeclfled over l, ia connected, la comp

l 11 tely reduced and deterministic over 

J•lJtO. 

Hcnul hh proven that his learning ayatem 
c&o be repre sented as an automaton that has 
euctly the above properti'ea. 

Therefore, Henzel' s learnin·g sys tea is a 
hom.>eorphic 1111&&• ot our LS, 

The above defined homo1110rphi1m also defines 
a hierarchical decomposition of the autolll8ton 
LS. Thia dccd11po1ition has Henzel'• learning 
ayat em aa its firat component, 

5 . APPLICATIONS 

There are seemingly -endless applications 
u»in11 th!? hicr.1rchy. 1'111: 11tates in the finltc 
.. tat.: auchin.: can be thought of at1 states of 
JOY tl)'litcm ,inJ the arc11 from one st:ite to nn
othur c.1n be th.,ught of a::1 tr.insitions from 
on.: 11 t a t e in th.: 11y11tem to another state in 
the s ystem. 

For exa111ple, a c.edical diagnostic/treat-
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mc:nL hierarchy can be created with the 11tatea 
representing certain physical co·ndition 
states of a patient and the ar·ca repr'esenting 
the transition of the patient• physical con
!l'ition from one state to another when a cer
tain treatment 1a applied . Since moat medical 
de'cUiona 'are hierarchical by oatur6, hierar
chical d'ata structure• •nd proce•••• ar• 
naturally appropriate. 

Another example would be an economic 
systeia. Here, tfie states represent certain 
economic conditions (i.e. an economic state) 
and the area re'preaent tranilitione froia o'nta 
economic condition, to another when some 
intervention · '8 arplied. Again economic 
decisions are hierarchical by nature a~d 
thus hierarchical d·ata structures and p,;o
ceases are appropriate. 

In general for any system where hier
archical decision making occurs naturally 
the hierarchy is appropriate. 
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ABSTRACT 

IIACON.$ is a p,ogram that discovars empirical l.;iws for 
summarizing dat:i.. The system incorporates lour data-driven 
heuristics for relating numeric terms , recursing to higher levels 
of description, postulal ing intrinsic properties such as mass and 
specific heat, and finding common divisors. BACON.5 also 
include$ expeclation-driven strat~ies for directing search based 
on d,::coveries that the program has already made. The:ie 
include heuristics for ex~ting similar forms of laws, reducing 
the :imount of data that must be gathered, and tahing advantage 
ol the symmetrical lo.rm of some laws. BACON is a general 
d,scov.ery system that has rediscovered a number ol laws from 
tne h,$1ory ol physics and chemistry. 

K,tyworas; scientific discovery, physical laws, data-driven 
h.i!yrastics, expee1ation-driven heuristics 

1. Introduction 
Sc1antihc d1scovary is a complex, ill -C:efined activity, and one 

ol lhd most profitable ways to study such phenomena is to 
construct intelligent programs that model them. In this paper we 
d.escrabe B.ACON.5, a program that discovers empirical laws lor 
summa.rizmg data. The core of U1is system is a set of general, 
data-driven heuristics for detacting numerical relations and 
proposing new terms to express these relations. However, the 
p,-ogram also Incorporates expectation-driven rules that let It 
La--e advantage of its ear lier discoveries. Delore moving on to 
ddScr1be the system in detail, we should first review some ol 1he 
ea.rlao?r Artif icial ln1elligence research on discovery, and outline 
tn.t scope and hm,ut,ons of the current project. 

One of the earliest attempts to model scientific discovery was 
t~ simulation work ol Gerwin (1). Gerwin was interested in how 
humans could infer numerical laws or functions, oivcn 
knowledge ol specihc data points. Of course, such descriptive 
dJscovery is only one part of the Iola! scientific process. In 
order to undersland this process, he gave subjects several sets 
of data and &sl\ed them to l1nd the relationships which beat 
summarized each data s.et. Using the verbal protocol:1 co llected 
from this task.. Gerwin built a working simulation of the subjects' 
~haviors.. The model first attempted to identify a general pattern 
m the data. such as a ~riod1c trend with increasing amplitudes, 
Of a monotonic decreasing trend. A class of functions was 
ir>tored with each pattern the program could recognize; once a 
class was hypothesized, the syst,1m ollempled to d.:itcrmino the 
st>eeihc function responsible for the data. If unexplained 
variance remained. the program treatad the dillerences between 
the ob:.ervcd and predicted valuas as a new set of data. This 
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procedure was used to elaborate the hypothe,h1 until no pattern 
could be found In Ula residual data. The program al110 had the 
ability to backtrack If the latest addition to the rule failed to 
improve predictions. One limitation of Gerwln'a almulatlon wu 
that the program incorporated specific knowledge about Ule 
shapes of functions within a specified range. Therefore, theae 
functions could not have variable parameters associated with 
them. Even though Gorwln'a model could only solve a very 
restricted range ol problems, It waa an Important atep In 
understanding the discovery process. 

Another early discovery system was DWDRAL (2). a program 
that identified organic molecules from mass spectrograms and 
nuclear magne11c resonances. The system ldentiflod chemical 
structures In three main stages - plann ing, generating plausible 
slructures, and testing those slructures. The first r.tage used 
patterns In the data to Infer that cerla ln famlliar molecules were 
present Considering these molecules aa units drastically 
reduced the number of structures produced during the 
generation stage. This second phase used knowledge ol 
valences, chemical stability, and user-specified constraints to 
generate all plausible chemical structures. In the final testing 
stage, the sys1em predicted muss spectrograms for each of these 
ttructures, which were then ronked according to their agreement 
with the data. OENDRAL relied on considerable domain-specific 
knowledge, which was laboriously acquired Ulrough lntoracllon 
with human experts In organic chemistry. 

In order to reduce their dependence on human e~perta, the 
same researchers designed META-OENDRAL (3), a systvm that 
acquired knowledge ol mass spectroscopy which could then be 
used by the OENORAL program. Mf:TA•DENORAL was provided 
with known org.inic compounds and their associated maaa 
spectrograms, from which It lormulated rules to axpl11ln Uleae 
data. Two types of events were used to explain spectrograma -
c/eav;,ges in the bonds ol a molecule and ml9r11t1on, of atoma 
from one site to another. Although plausible acllona wert 
determined using domain-specific chemical knowledge, the 
condltlona on ru les were found through a much more general 
technique (4). META -Of:NORAL has successfully discovered new 
rules of mlUIS spectroscopy for three related hsmlllea of oroantc 
molecutc,a. 

Lenat (5) has described AM, a system that has rediscovered 
important concepts from number theory. The program began 
with some 100 basic concepts ouch as HII, 1/ats, equ11/lty, and 
oparatlons, along with some .!50 houns1ic1 to direct the 
discovery process. These heuristics were responsible for filling 
the facets of concepts, suggesting new tasks, 11nd creating new 
concepts based on existing ones. New tasks were ordered 
according to their lnleresl/ngnass, with tasks proposed by a 
number of dilferent heuristics tending to be more interstlng than 
those proposed by a single rule. Using this measure to direct 118 
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w..uch UuOU\Jh 111.: &P.ice ol rn.ilhematical concep1s, AM defmed 
c:oocc:pts lor lhe in1,:geB, mulliplit.ihon, divisors-of, prime 
numbofa. and lhe unique fac1oriiation theorem. Like 
MCTA -00.D"AL. Lenat'a system incorporated some very general 
atrategies, as well as some domain-specific knowledge about the 
held ol malhematiQ. 

In our woril on IIACON, we have attempted to develop a general 
purp0$e descriptive discovery system. Rather th3n relying on 
dom.11n-dcpendent heuristics, as many of the earlier discovery 
~terns have done, OACON incorporates weak yet general 
hNristica lhAt can be applio?d to many dilterent domains. The 
current ~ addresses only the descriptive component of 
tcientihc: discovery. It does not attempt to construct 
explannhons ol phenomena, such as the atomic theory or the 
kinetic: tneo,y of g.isses, but we will have mo.re to say on this In a 
l.lter aectiOA. Neither is the system meant to replic:ite the 
hist0tic.ll details of various scientific discoveries, though of 
course we find those details interesting. Instead, it is intended as 
a model of how discoveries might occur in these domains. · 

Oescriphve discovery may lake either of two basic forms: one . 
may Slart lrom the data and use very general strategies to 
uncover regularihes in those data; or one may bring certain 
exP4<:tat1ons to the task and examine the data to see ii they 
match tho~ expect.itions. Earlier versions of BACON [8, 7, 8] 
rel,ed entirely on data-driven discovery methods. The current 
wrS1on takes advantage ol these heuristics, but also 
incorporatH a number of expecrollon-drlven discovery 
techniques. The latter t3ke advantage of discoveries that have 
already b.}en made to d,rect and simplify the search process In 
ne..., Situations. We have chosen to organize the paper around 
ttie SY$tem'a discovery methods. Since the expectation-driven 
heurl$ttCS wori\ with the results of the data-driven approaches, 
- wtll begin by locuz.ing on the data-driven components and 
then move on to their expectation-driven counterparts. Both 
r,pes of heuriatics are implemented as condition-action rules In 
Forgy's (9) OPS. production system formalism. 

2. Discovering Numeric Relations 
e .. col'l .s'a most basic heuristic attempts to discover 

polynomial nt1a11on:1 batween two variables thot take on numeric 
valu~ Th&s n .. ile computes the successive derivatives of one 
w:nn w1111 respect 10 the other, until it arrives at a set of constant 
value-. The level ol Ille constant derivative tells BACON the 
11,9hest po- nece-ssary in the polynomial it seeks. while the 
constvit delennirles the coethcient of this term. As in Gerwin'a 
SV'llem. this component is subtracted out, and the technique Is 
repeated on re:siduat values. This process continues until all of 
,~ 11.111ance hu ~n accounted tor, ond the program has 
d.etennined the complete functional relation between the two 
variables. 
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To bie 1. Oetcrmininu the coetliclent of a quadrutic term. 

A.,; 011 cAJlllple, let us consider DACON .s's u:;e of lh1s heurblic 
to discover the law y • 3x2 + 2,c + f . Thu program begins by 
examining values of the dependent term y for different values of 
the independent term ,c, as shown In Table 1. Since y Is not 
constant, the system computes the values of y', the first 
derivative with respect to x. In the table, the first value of y• Is 
(34. 6)/(3. 1) • 14, while the second value Is (121 • 34)/(6 • 3) 
• 29. Since these values are not constant either, BACON 
examines the second derivative y", basing Its computation on 
the values of y• and x. Thus, the first value of y" la (29 • 1"4)/(6 
• 1) • 3, while the second Is (50 · 29)/(10 · 3) • 3. In this cue, 
the prog'Jm finds the constant value It seeks; this tells BACON 
that an x term Is present in the final law, and that Its coefficient 
la 3. 

However, more remains to be done before the d iscovery la 
complete. Alter subtractin_u out the 3x2 term, BACON attempts to 
relate the values of y - 3K to the in(lependent term x, as shown 
in Table 2. This time the first derivative is the constant :Z, 
implying that an x term with a coeffic ient of 2 Is also present In 
the final law. Subtracting this new component out as well, the 
constant value f immediately results, as we see in Table 3. 
BACON.5 Includes this value as the final term In the law It hu 
discovered, y • 3x2 + 2x + f, which completely summarizes 
the original set of observed data. 
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Tobie 2. Determining the coefficient of a linear term. 

This method lets BACON .5 discover any of a large class of 
functions that can be expressed as polynomials with Integer 
powers and real coefficients. In cases where no polynomial can 
be found, the system considers various powers of the dependent 
term, so that ari even larger set of relations ca'kbe di:icove£ed· 
Thus, BACON can uncover relations such os y • 6. 7 f x + 
4.23x and y· 1 • 3.tsx 2 . The system entertains only one 
hypothesis at a lime, and since simpler relations are considered 
before more complex ones, they are preferred II they are found 
to hold. 
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Table 3. Determining the constant term In an equation. 



3. Levels of Dcsc riptlon 
By itself, the .lbove dilferenclng heuristic can discover 

numeric relations betv,een two variables, but more complex 
ret.11,ons lie beyond its scope. In order to find laws relating many 
~ms. llACOH.S in\lOl\es a second data-driven heuristic that lets It 
summariu regularilles at dillerent levels of description. Upon 
discovering a law at one level, this method stores lhe coefliclents 
from that law aJ the next higher level. Once enough of these 
hlghe< level v:llues have been gathered, BACON attempts to relate 
them to the independent term that was varied in each of the 
exp,:nments. The system employs the same dillerencing 
technique to find the second level law as It did at lower levels. 
Atte, a law at the second level has been found, the program 
recutMS to atilt highef levels, until all of the data have been 
summarized. 

BACON.s's discovery of the ideal gas law provides a uselul 
e•amplo of this strategy. This law m.iy be ::tatcd as PV • 
B.32NfT • 273}, where P 1s t11e pre:.sure on a quantity ol uas, 
me dependent term V is the volume of the gas, T is the 
temperature of the gas in degrees Celsius, and N is the quantity 
ol gas in moles. fn uncovering this law, BACOu first linds the 
ret.:ition 1/' 1 

a aP, where a is a parameter that varies with 
d,11.:!rent values ol T and N . Upon comparing the values or a and 
T, the system finds the law a·f .,. bT + c, where b and c 
r.:prl.)sent second level p:.irameters that potentially vary with N. 
finally, the program finds that b "' dN, and that c " eN. 
Subsllluting lhese relations into lhe lirst law, .we arrive at the 
C(lu;.ll!On I/' f • P{dNT + eur ' . BACON.5 calculates the valuo 
ct d 10 be 8.32, and e to be -227 f.36. When the factor 8.32 is 
<1,_.c.J,:d out, e becomes ·273, or the al>soluto zoro point 
t:•pressed 1n th.t Celsius scala. Thus, the equation is equivalent 
to tne standard lorm ol the icJeal gas law. Taule 4 summarizes 
the steps taken in this discovery, comparing BACON'S version of 
tne law with the standard version, and showing the independent 
terms held constant at each level ol description. 

UCON'$ ~RSION STANOARO VERSION CONSTANT TERMS 

1/VaaP PVaK T,N 
1/V • P/(bT+c) PV = i((T.273) N 
1/V • P/(dNT + eN) PV a 8.32N(T•273) 

Table 4. Summary of Ideal Gas Law Discovery. 

Taken together, the heuristics for relating numeric terms and 
recursing to higher levels give BACON.5 considerable power. 
Using these two strategies. the system has successfully 
ro!(ltscovered versions ol Coulomb's law of electrical attraction, 
Kepler's third law of planetary motion, and Ohm's law for 
elec1ncal circuits. Table 5 presents the forms of these laws, 
along with that for the ideal gas law. Variables are shown In 
upp., case, while coeff,c11:nts ore given in lower case. 
Superlicialty, the equations in the table have quite different 
torms. yet all can be expressed as combinations of the 
pol)nom,al relations tor which BACON searches. 

Ideal gas law 

Coulomb's law 

Kepler's third law 

Ohm's law 

F • 

PV • rNT 
2 ao1o210 

o3 1P2 ak 

v • rl + IL 

Table 5 . Numeric laws discovered by BACON.5. 

4. Postulating Intrinsic Properties 
The heuristics we have discussed 110 far are line lor rotating 

numeric terms, but they are ol lillle use when an Independent 
term takes on nominal or symbolic values. In such casoa, 
eACON.5 draws on a third data -driven houriotlc that postulates 
Intrinsic properllea. Thia rule associates the values ol tho 
numeric dependent term with the nominal independent values, 
11nd retrieves them In later situations. In this context, BACON 
moves beyond the refaUvely simple procesa of cur.,e fitting, and 
takes on some features of explanatory discovery. 

For example, consider a version of Ohm's experiment In which 
the batteries and wires take on nominal values, so that one C8l'I 

distinguish between them but measure none of their 
charact,3ristlcs. Ohm's law may l>e stated as/ • V/R, where I la 
the current flowing through II circuit, V Is the voltage a&SOciated 
with a wire, and R is the resistance ol the wire. (We ussume here 
that tho lnturnul ro61stanco lo nuulloll.ih.1.) Tull io 6 pro~onts data 
that mioht be gathered In on experiment with three bollerles (A, 
B, and CJ and three wires (X, Y, and Z). The values ol the current 
were calculated on the assumption that VA " 4 .613, v8 • 
5.279, Ve • 7.382, Rx • ,.327, Ry • 0.946, and Vz • 
f.508. 

BATTERY WIRE CURRl!NT CONDUCT A NCI! SLOPI! 

A X 3.47113 3 .47113 1 .0 
A y 4 .87113 4.87113 ,.o 
A z 3.0590 3 .05110 1.0 

a X 3.9781 3 .4 711) 1.1444 
a y 11 .0803 4 .11703 1,1444 

a z 3.11007 3.0500 1.1444 

C X 11 .:11120 3 .47113 1.11003 

C y 7 .8034 4 .8703 1,0003 

C z 4.8952 3.0S90 1.0003 

Table 6. Postulating the property of conductance. 

Focusing on the first three rows of this table, BACON.5 finds 
that with the battery set to A and varying the wire, the current of 
the circuit varies as well. Sinca It cannot apply Its numeric 
heuristic in this situation, the program proposes conduclanc• 
as an Intrinsic pro·perty ol the wire, and bases the values of thla 
·new term on those ol the current. Having done this, IIACON can 
apply its differencing heuristic, and linds a linear relation 
between the current and the new property, with a slope of one. 
01 course, this is hardly surprising, since the conductance was 
defined so that this relation would hold. 

However, upon varying the values of the buttery, BACON 
retrieves the · same volues of the conductance In the new 
situations, as shown In the fourth through ninth rows. When 
thoso ore compared to the currents, the system discovers Other 
linear relations with different slopes. After recursing to s higher 
level ol description, BACON uses these now parameters to 
postulate an Intrinsic properly associated with the battery, which 
we would call the vollage. The retrieval technique la actually 
stated as a separate heuristic, and shows more similarity to the 
expectation -driven htiurislics we shall discuss Inter than to the 
data-driven ones. We hava m~ntioned II here because the data
driven process ol postulotlny an Intrinsic property has little 
purpose without the abil\ty to retrieve the as~ociatcd values ot 
later times. 
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Unl0rtuna1tly , Ult discovery ol intrinsic properties Is more 
complex than - have made II appear. Some properties exist 
wtMc:h are assoclaled not with one._ but with many, nominal terma. 
An ~ioua example la the ~lliclent ol friction, which la a 
tunct,on of i,.l,s of surfaces. To ovoid difficulties In auch cases, 
HCOH.I IAkH a conservative path by comparing different aeta of 
111trirl$ic values. If a linear relation Is found, the system 
generahies and retri11Y8$ value$ as in the Ohm's law example. 
Ho_,,.,, if no relation ia found, It retains the additional 
conc1i1101"1$. Table 7 lists some of the laws rediscovered by 
aACOH.S that lncorpora1e lntnnsic properties. These Include a 
~on ol Archimedes' taw of d,splacement, In which the system 
computes the volumes ol Irregular solids as well as their denalty, 
and Proust's Llw of detini1e prnportiona, In which a constant 
weignt ra1io is associated w11h an element.compound pair. 

Otim'alaw 

Archimedes' law ol displacement 

The law of definite proportions 

Table 7. Laws discovered with Intrinsic properties. 

5. Finding Common Divisors 
The h1s1ory of chemislry from 1800 10 1860 provides some 

6dd,11ona1 e:,.amples of 1he d1:.covcry of intrinsic properties, with 
an intere: ting complication . In 1803, John Dalton set forth the 
,.,.., of simp le proportions, which t.la1ad that when two 
"l.:m.!nts could combine to form dillerent compounds, the 
we19hts contributed by one e·~ment far a constant weight of the 
other a1wa~ occurred in sm,1// lntcoar proportions to each 
other. In 1809, Jor.eph Gay-Lussac found evidence for his /aw 
of comt111,in9 volumes. wtuch s1:11ed that o similar relation held 
for th.t relative volumes contr ibuted by goseous elements In 
chom,c.11 re.ictions. Aoain, in 1815, W1llinm Prout notod.thnt the 
111om,c w,111JlllS ol the known eloments wore oil vory n.iurly 
o,v,Sil.lle by the weight of hvdrogen. And finally, in 1860, 
Stanislao Cannizzaro pointeel ou1 that when a given element look 
pa,1 in d,llerent " ' actions, thc r:ihos of the element's weioht and 
tile voluma or the re:1u11,no compound always occurred in small 
,nl<.'<J~' propor11on~ 

t'.UMOIT COMPOUND w,.,vc INTEGER DIVISOR 

HYOROOOI WAnR 0.0892 2.0 0.0440 
HYOROCf:N AMMONIA 0.13311 :s.o 0.04•11 
tHOROGEN f'THYLENE 0.0892 2.0 0.0446 

OXYGOI N20 0.715 1.0 0.71S 
OlYGOI so2 1.00 2 .0 0.71S 
OIYCEH CO 2 1.430 2.0 0.711 

HlfROGLN N20 1.2 50 2 .0 0.12S 
•11YROG.EH AMMONIA 0.12S 1.0 0 .02S 
NITROGfN N0 2 0.12S 1.0 O.Cl2S 

Table 8. BACON.s's rediscovery of Canniuaro's law. 

8ACON.s incorporates a fourth data-driven heuristic that 
enables it to discover these re9ul:irities in Iha chemical data. 
When Ute s~tem 1$ about to postulate a new intrinsic property, 
m,s rule oxamin~ the d<:pendent values 10 se<1 ii they hove a 
common divisor. II none can be found, then tho process 
cont,nues l).S described in the last section. However, ii t!'le 
numl.le<-s can be evenly divided, then the resulting in1egers are 

" 

used as the Intrinsic values Instead of the original numbE!rS. 
Also, tht: common divisor la associated with the te.rms that were 
held constant, Instead of the f .0 that would normally be used. 
Thia meana that even In caaea where BACON.a cannot generallza 
and so retrieve a aet of Intrinsic values In a new Jltuotlon, the 
common divlaora let the system break out or the tautologlcal 
circle and make further Interesting discoveries. 

Tobie 8 summarizes uco1o1.11's reformulation of Conniuuro'a 
discovery. The aystem Is given control over two lndeponder,t 
nominal terms • one of the elements enterino Into a reaction, and 
the resulting compound. The dependent wrlable la w •Iv C' or 
the weight of the element used in the re:ictlon, divided by the 
volume of the compound that results. For the element 
hydrogen, different compounds lead to different values of 
w 

8
1v c' so the system postulates an Intrinsic property. However, 

lhe dependent values are all divisible by o.q446, so the Integers 
2, 3, and 2 are used as the Intrinsic values instead of the 
originals. This process Is repealed with the elements oxygen 
and nitrogen, bul In these cases the divisors O. 7 f 5 and 0.62:S 
are found instead. The integers in the table correspond to the 
coefficients on the given elements In the balanced equations for 
each reaction, while the divisors 'correspond to the relative 
atomic weights of the elements. When lhese divisors are carried 
along to the next level of description, BACON.I also notes that 
they can all be divided by the value associated with hydrog1tn; 
this statement Is a variant on Prout's hypothesis. By searching 
tor common divisors, BACON has replicated some of the major 
empirical discoveries of nineteenth century chemistry. 

6. Expecting Similar Relations 
We have now completed, our suflley ol BA'CON.s's data-driven 

heuristics·. The remainder of the system's strategies draw upon 
information gathered in this bottom,up manner to reduce aearch 
at later stages. Thus, when we speak· of expectation,drlven 
heuristics, we do not mean to Imply that BACON starts with 
knowledge of a purtlcular dornuln. Ruther, wo moan thal the 
program Is capable of toking odvantage of. discoveries It haa 
made at early stages to simplify this process at later points. 

The simplest of Ulese heuristics proposes that if BACON.II has 
found a law in one context (i.e., when certain variables are held 
constant), it should expect a similar form of law to hold in a new 
context (I.e., when those terms take on different values). For 
example, this slmllar relations heuristic could be used alter the 
system has discovered Kepler's third law for the planets orblllng 
the sun, to predict an analogous law to hold for the moons of 
Jupiter. Specifically, if the law o3 " t.oi>2 were found In thJ 
first situation, BACON.5 expects that a law ol the form. o3 • l<P 
would hold in the new case, though it would not yet khow the 
v:ilue of the parame.ter k. Such a prediction allows BACON to 
replace Its search through the space of possible relatlonshlpa 
between two variables with a simple calculation designed to test 
the expected relationship. If this relationship holds, BACON 
calcula1es the values of ·the unknown parameters and moves on 
to further discoveries. 

Previous versions of BACON always utilized the same number 
of observations to find relationships between variables In its 
experiments. However, once the system expects a particular 
lorm of a law to hold, it can determine the nu.mber ol 
observations necessary to estimate the desired parameters. 
Using this data roducllon heuristic, BACON only collects the 
minimum number of observations necessary to complete Its 
description of the current law. II D were being expressed as a 
function ol P in the above example, BACON.5 would need only 
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Ihle.) dl"' points to dt)termon.t the value of le for the Jovian 
moons. . 

Tai.- togethff, these two heuristics algnllicantly reduce the 
p,ograrn·s search through both the space of data and the space 
of rules. The octual amount of savings depends on the number 
ol supernuous data points. In order to evaluate the impact .of the 
new heuristics, B4CON was given six values of each Independent 
variable in lour separate discovery tasks. Performance ol the 
purely data-driven system was compared to systems 
inc0tpo,ahng the expectation-driven heuristics, and Is shown In 
Table 9. From thiS table, at can be seen that the similar relation 
heuristic only resulted in a small amount of savings. This result 
is somewhat misleading, because the amount of search required 
by the diHerencing techn ique was significantly reduced; 
howevet", the OPS4 interpreter was slowed by the inclusion of an 

additional cond ition-action rule, so the effect was masked. For 
mord complex lorn~ of laws. the computational savings would 
be greater. 

00 oo .sA DD•SA•DR 

IDOLGASUW 35 34 21 
COULOMB 35 .35 23 
OHM 3 3 3 
KEPLfA 3 3 3 

Table 9. Time to discover numeric laws in CPU seconds. 3 

The present system employs a few simple heuristics lor 
dealing with no,se. In exf:cuting the dillerencing technique, 
e•co,i.s chec~s the current aerivative term to see ii its values 
are constant. All values which tall within a small interval of one 
:inother are ilccepted as equivalent. The progrum also 
c.:itculates the number of oull1<11s, or exceplions to the current 
rie lalionship. II the number ol exct!ptions is a small proportion of 
tha total number of data points, BACON.s decides the current 
term as constant, ana updates its functional description. 
A!lhough ttaese methods a'low BACON.s to cope with modest 
amounts of noise, more sophisticated techniques might be 
requ,red to deal with very noisy data. 

One such technique might be to check the dependent term lor 
systematic trends. The values of y in Table 1 are monotonically 
increa.sing. for example, which suggests a higher order 
,teravJhv.a should be calculat1.><l. II no such trends were found, 
BACON s could accept th;i current u,lationship, even though tho 
number of outliers was large. A second technique would be to 
allow the p,ogram to store several possible relationships 
bo!tween the current indep,mdent and dependent terms. Beam 
Searching techniques could be used to limit the number of 
com~hng hypotheses B4CON entertained at any given time, and 
tne program could design critical experiments to determine the 
best description ol the data. Finally, ii the system discovered 
prorrusing relationship:, in parts ol the data, the expectation
craven heuristics discussed above could help BACON to develop a 
cons,stent interpretat,on of the data, even in the presence ol 
suu:JJnllal ,io-. Coml.>111inu these tuchniquus should ullow 
BACON to ddJI w,lh realist,c amounts of noise in data in a robust 
m.;1nner. 

2
0I course, mo,e would be required II signilicant noise were 

present. but the'principle of reduced data would remain. 

3co • data-driven heuristics, 00 + SR • data-driven Md 
sirrular relation heuristics, DD + SR + DR • data-driven, similar 
relataon, and data reduction heuristics. 

7. Dh;coverlng Symmetrical Laws 
The assumption ol symmetry has been a powerful aid In lhe 

discovery ol physical lawa. Table 10 presents three well-known 
laws that exhibit symmetry. Although BACON.a could discover 
these laws .without any heuristics other than thoae we have 
already described, the Inclusion of a new component that 
postulates symmetry slgnllicantly reduces the search required 
to find these laws. This new heuristic waits until ell the terms 
associated with an object have been related. and then assume• 
that the same relation will hold for a second set ol terma that are 
associated with an analogous object. The resulting complex 
terms are then combined Into a symmetrical law. 

Snell's law ol refraction sine 8 1 tn1 • sine 8 2tn2 
Conservation of momentum m1 (V 1 • u1) • -m 2 (V 

2 
• u

2
) 

Black'sspeclficheatlaw c 1M 1(T 1 - F1) • -c 2M2 (T2 • F2
) 

Table 10. Symmetrical laws discovered by B4CON,8. 

As an example, consider BACON.5's discovery of Snell 's low ol 
refraction, as summarized In Tobia 11. The program starts with 
two objects and two variables associated with each object • the 
medium through which light passes, and the 1lne of the angle 
the light takes. Var1ing medlum2 ond holding medium I and 
sineO 1 constant, the system postulutos on intrinsic property, n:z, 
whose values are associated with dillorent media. Of course, the 
ratio sine 8 2 in2 has the constant value 1.0. Al this point, 
B4CON.!I relates the terms associated with the second object, 
and decides that II should examine the values ol slno 8 11n, 
and relate them to the former ratio . Upon gathering additlonal 
data, the program discovers that the two rolios are Identical, or 
thnt s/110 6 

1
1n 

1 
,. sine O 21n 2 , which Is one slatement of 

Snell' s law. 

Ml!DtUM1 SIN 81 Ml!DIUM2 SIN 81 

VACUUM 0.25 WATl!A O.:J3 

VACUUM 0.25 OIL 0.37 

VACUUM 0.25 GLASS 0.42 

0.33 
0.37 

0.42 

Table 11, Discovering Snell's law of refraction. 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

The B4CON.s ·system has discovered two other symmetrical 
laws - conservation of momentum and Black's specific heat law 
- following very similar paths. Teble 10 presents the full form ol 
the laws; dlrecUy observable terms are shown In upper caae, 
while Intrinsic properties are shown In lower case. The progrsm 
has also discovered two dlltorent versions ol Joule's law ol 
energy conservation, using a simple lorm ol reasoning by 
analogy. This strategy stales that If the some set of terms occurs 
in more than one experiment, one should consider combining 
them in the same fashion as proved useful before. For a more 
complete description ol this heuristic and It a application to 
Joulo's law, tha reader Is directod lo un curlier artlclu on DACON 
(10]. 

In summary, we have Been that BACON'S expectation-driven 
heuristics - expecting similar retullona, reducing the data that II 
gathered, and postulating symmetrical lawa - allow II to 
discover empirical laws with considerable reduction in search. 
Actual computational savinos for three symmetric laws are 
shown In Table 12. From this table, it can be seen that. when 
combined, B4CON.s 's expectation-driven heuristics result In 

tl,I 
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m.a,o, uvings.. t..to,eov.:,, lh.:se heuristics accomplish this with 
htlle loss in gen«ll1ty, sioce relations such as symmelry can be 
found in• .wide vatiety ol .cientilic domaina. . 

DO DD• SA• DR DD.SR.DR•$\' 

MOWDCTUM 11S 212 • SNO.L 40 40 s 
6uctt 10:1 HOO n 

Ta bi• 12. Time to di:SCOll8f aymmetrtc lows In CPU sec;_onda. 4 

8. The Importance of Structure 
If\ th,t provious se<:tions, we hove described tho empirical 

di.seovcry system BACON.$. Given a sel oi numeric or nominal 
v.iti.il>les, lhls system emr>loys a number ol heurislics to 
C1tt1t1,mine the relation between lh0$0 terms. Yet ii is wo,th 
noting lh,ll the most interesting ol BACON'S heurislics address 
aspects of discovery thal lie beyond the simple relation of 
~:in:ibles. For exlll11pfe, when an Intrinsic property is poslufilled, 
11 is always associated with some object or class al objects. 
S.milatly, U\e symmetry and arialogy heuristics apply only In 
6'tuutions where ihe s.:ima terms are associated with different 
objects. (In the symmetry case. idenlical terms are allached to 
a11terttnl objects within an expcrimenl, while in the analogy case 
the iden111y falls across e,periments.) 

In summary, these hcur~tics appear to Incorporate some 
nouon ol structu,e which e~tends beyond the simple variable
vaiue representation used in BACON.s. Given this view, one 
drawbacll ol BACON is lhal it represents this structure lmpllc/lly 
ralho?r lh:in explicitly. Thus. in replicating Ohm's experiment, 
the progrilll\ iS lo.d aoout tile battery, the length ol the wire, and 
lh<t current, but it docs not understand that the wire must be 
conndc ted to Iha batttry lo generate the current Similarly, in the 
conservation of momentum experiment, B.ACo.11 is given variables 
tor the ot>1ects along with their inilial and linal velocities; 

,ho..,.ver, 11 IS unaware that lhtt initial velocit ies are trnnstoimed 
into the linat ve locities by a collision, and that ii no collision 
occurs. lhe ... 1oci11e:. will remain unchanged. In other' words, 
IACON.S illtempts to discover Quantilatilie laws before it has 
m~tered the qu.allta1i11tt l11ws of structure (11). Thi~ feat can 
be accomplished. but only if the system is presented with a set of 
vartables tl\al have been care fully selected to contain those 
quali tative relationship$. 

Future versions of BACON should represerit structural relations 
expl1c1il'I, and should attempt lo discover the qualitative laws ola 
$1lu.1t ,on (e.g , th:11 oll1ucts co llid'o nnd criange direction, or that 
$()me chemicals como,ne to lorm new chemicals) before moving 
on 10 considering quantitative laws. Such an approach would be 
much more consistent wilh h1sioricaf developments in science 
than the current impiementation. Moreover, once the system has 
arr,11e<1 11.t a strucl\Jral mOdel lor a situ·ation, this mOdel may lind 
another use as an eJ1p/,,nt1tion for II quantilalive law lound In 
some other $1tuation. This 1s ah important point, since many 
e•ptanatory theories · including the atomic theory, the kinetic 
theory of OaMeS. anli the germ theory ol disease • are primarily 

. 400 • data-driven heuristics, 00 + SR + OR • data-driven, 
11m,1;u relation, and daia reduction heuristics, 00 + SR + OR + 
SY • data-driven, s,milar relation, data reduclion, and symmetry 
heurl$!ic;s. 

structur..il n1odels. Thus, by explortng the role of structure In a 
descriplive discovery system like BACON, we may come to a fuller 
understanding ol exi:>lenatory science ai well. 

For instance, consider the kinetic theory of gasses. which can 
tie used 10 explciin the Ideal gas law. Central lo the Rlnetic theO!Y 
Is the notion ol colliding molecule!! that obey conservation of 
momentum. Thi! hypothesis that il gas la composed of 
microscopic objects (similar to their macroscopic counterparta 
In the momentum experiment) provides an explanation of the 
macroscopic relation betweit11 temperature, volume, and 
pressure. We do not claim to iully understand the _process by 
which such explanations are .constructed, thougll soma form of 
reasoning by analogy seems a likely candidat6. In any case, the 
relation between qualitative laws of siruciure and explanation la 
a promising diroction for luturo rosoarch. 

It is interesting io note that one ol BACON'S current heuristica 
- searching for common divisors - could play an important role 
In such an explonatory discovery system. This resulis lrom the 
fact that the existence bf a common divisor for a set Of data 
suggests an important slructural a~pect of those data, namely 
that the objects Involved In lhe experiment consist ol quanta. 
Thus, one can imagine an extended version ol BACON that, upon 
finding common divisors In chemlc11I reactions, would Invoke a 
prototype atomic theory to explain ihls fact. 

Finally, we should note that an emphasis on qualitative laws of 
structure may provide a new approach to the dual problems of 
noise and Irrelevant vari11bles. Given an underitandlng of the 
structure ol some situation, It may be possible to eliminate some 
relationships and some liatiables even belore any quantitalllie 
data are gathered. For example, given ihe principle "no action 
at a distance" and an experimental context in which two objecta , 
never touch or even approoch each other, ohe can Immediately 
predict that lhe variables associated witli these objects will be 
unrelated. Again, this la an area In which our Ideas remain 
vague, but it Is also an area that deserves further attention. 

9. Conclusions 
In this paper we have described BACON.i, an emplrlc-1 

discovery system that draws on data-driven heuristics for llndlng 
numeric relat.ions between two variables, recursing to higher 
levels of description, postulating intrinsic properties. and linding' 
common divisors. In lidditiifn to Its data-driven techniques, 
BACON also Incorporates expectation-driven hiSurisliC:li .lot 
expecting similar relations, reducing tHe amount ol data tha.t 
must be gathered: assuming symmetrical laws, and reasoning by 
a simple type ol analogy. These laUer roles lake advantage oi 
discoveries BACON hail. mlide ilsell Instead ol drawing on 
knowledge about sdine plirifculor domain. Thus, the program 
retains considerable gerierality, as eiiidenced by the broatl range 
ol laws ii has been able' to discover. In addition, the expectation, 
driven methods reduce Iha overall searcti that BACON must 
perform In discovering a law. 

We have also seen that somu of BACON'S heuristics 
incorporate a notion of .slructure, but that this knowledge Is 
represented implicitly. Future ver!.ions of the syslem should 
represent structural lnformulion explicitly, and attempt to 
discover qualitali11e laws belore moving on to quantitative' ones. 
Thi:i approach ahould provide nuw mulhods for handlfng nolao 
and determining relevant variables, but It may do more than 
simply improve BACON'S techniques for discovering descriptive 
laws. Wo hope that a concern with qualitative laws of structure 
wi ll shed light on the proeess ol explanatory discovery as well. 
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r-m-TEm)RAl PfflJICTIOO - A DISTR!Blfll:1) SYSTEM FOR COOCEPT ACQUISITIOO 

lN I v£R> I TY OF TEXAS AT IWJ..PS 

Abstract 
l theory or learnifl8 baaed on the principle 

or non-temporal prediction haa been developed. 
!ha signi ricant aspects or the th.eory are that a 
data-driven part or learnill8 111 isolated and ita 
ccmputation d .. 111onstrated in the form of a highly 
distributed network or aimple proceaaora. 
Iaplementional considerationa give riae to a 
nW!lber or architectural constraints that suggest 
a particular processor topology. Ao outline or 
the theory ia presented. 

Keywords- Kodela or Learning, Sltill Acquisition 
~istributed Problem So1viD8, Society of Mind. 

Introduction 
Traditional studies or learning have 

conc11ntrated on aituations involving e 'teacher' 
(often in the rorm of a timely reward). 
!.:xplaining the learning pheomenon has usually 
depended on the notion of recency, whereby a 
memory trace decays with time. The notion of 
recency brings with it some serious problems, 
furtheMlora, it . is possible to explain the 
observed phenOlllenon vi thout reference to trace 
deca,y (Robertson [ ,:, ]) • It is contended that 
altho~h time playa an important role in many 
learning 1ituation11, there is another aore 
priaithe mechanism for learning that ia time 
inv11riant - Non-Temporal prediction. 

Knowledge ia viewed as a means of predicting 
even ts in the world. Our surv 1 val is in a large 
part Jep.,ndant on our ability to 'predict' the 
world. Learnill8 is seen as a mechanism th.at has 
evolved to meet this need. Predictions about the 
world can be divided into time-related (temporal) 
predictiona and predictions that involve 
classifying events. The latter form of prediction 
is time invariant, learnill8 or thia nature will 
l:e refered to as 'learning through non-temporal 
prediction. Two recent trends have been 
p11rticularly auccessful within certain areas of 
artificial intelligence, especially that or low 
level vision. The first haa been a concentration 
co what infoniatioo can be extracted from a acene 
(usually visual), knowledge free, that is without 
top-down influence. No table successes vi th th is 
approach are those of ~arr [ 1 2 , ] as well aa 
soae recent work on parallel algorithms for 
extracting feature points in optical flows. The 

other important trend (not entirely diajo1nt tro11 
the tirat) ha• been a drift away rro11 the 
Von-Neumann architecture aa the default tor 
modelling cognitive proceaaea. By chooeing an 
appropriate architecture, many ot the traditional 
problems disappear, and the iaauea that underlie 
the problem computetionally aurrace. Thie ie 
particularly evident in Fahlman [ 4 ] where a 
highly diatributed archi teoture ia used to 
implement a semantic network and marker 
propagatill8 acheme. A cl.sea or · probleme that are 
definable ea the union and intersection ot aete 
can be computed at high apeod where an oxpenllive 
search would otherviae have beon needed. Having 
the wrong architecture can render an ooaeotially 
simple task reatrictively costly. Inatead ot 
devoting a lot or effort to finding way a o t 
speeding up these algorithma, it ia almo,t 
certainly better to direct the effort tovarde 
finding architecturea well suited to the teak , 

Progress in VLSI techniques along vi th the 
emergence or highly diatributed architecturea, 
has awakened an interest in examining vhat can be 
done vi th certain archi tecturae baaed on i,imple 
'neuron like' proceaaora, auch 1111 Hinton ( 5 ). 
Computational intuition• tor thie kind ot 
architecture are presently lacking. A few penoil 
and paper exerciaea have been attempted with aome 
oucceaa auch u Marr ( 6 ), Minaky [ 7 6 ). 
Abelaon [ 9 ], Valtz ( 10 ]. There have al,o ba,n 
a number or aucceooful implementation• auoh ae 
aome work on relaxation algorithms, In thia paper 
ve concentrate on tvo aapeota ot auoh 
architecturea. First, ho"w"°natural conatrainta oan 
be brought to bear on the problem or chooaina: 
suitable categories without the help ot a teacher 
(without top dovn control), and how thia tor,aa 
the basia for a low-level theory o; learn1na, 
Second, an attempt to oonatrain the N exploeioo 
of proceaaor interconnections baaed on 
computational intuitiona and phyaiologioal 
evidence. 

York on learning haa concentrated on 
learning that involves a teacher to guide the 
learning proceea. Winaton [ 16] atreeoed the 
importance or the role or the teacher, We argue 
in thia paper that the importance ot the teacher 
vaa exaggerated for the following roa11on11. The 
teacher according to Winston, 111 reeponaible tor 
the choice of example/near mills in tvo reapeota. 
Firat that tha examples t'Orm a natural sequence, 



••ch bul ld ln 6 upon vh• t th• prev loua on• 
••ta,bllsh~d. St1cGnd that the dlffa,rencee batveen 
tbe uuple presented and the progra11'11 aodel 
should all ba ·111gnirlcant' differences. The 
11equence or npoeure is clearly important, it 111 
• conaequance ot the structural nature or the 
concept beiDC t&1Jiht, The very rigid nature or 
Winaton'• Sear ~11111 is a conaequeoce or the 
• • rch 1 tee ture or the prog r••' , Near •I•• wa • 
'1>•1"4 ll••d ae a tor• ot control, Chlldrwn haorn 
••ny coaplea: ooncepta without th• •id of • 
teacbar, auch a1 language, The real world 
pr .. 1.,nta ••-pl•• randoaly, v• are not told which 
are near aiaaea and which are examples, 
furthermore the order 111 not chooeen ao aa to 
fora a sequence, '!'he architecture preaentad in 
thh paper explains hov near mills can be interred 
b7 exploiting natural conatrainta, and hov 
uuplee that are not near misses (pre11ature in 
the n1~ural sequence or exposures) can be 
ignored. Nature muat provide examples more than 
once in order that by ••lectively ignorill8, the 
ccrr,,ct eequdnce can be extracted. 

Tt1acher vieved as a resource allocator 
~ny progl"llms that have sought to implement 

aoae tol"II or learnine have involved a teacher, In 
the very aiapleat fora, • teacher 111 just an 
input to a ayatea. or part of a 11y11tem, that 
indicates when leernina should take place. 

TUCHI. INruT 

figure 1 
Providing the teacher input ia the real problam. 

Soaatiaea, there ia an explicit teacher 
available sucb as vhen the Cerebrel Motor Cortex 
hachl!s the Cenibellua to perform e sequence or 
e!e:aantal aoveaenta, here • teacher input 
di uctl7 prograae • Purkinje Cell. \/hen the 
situation h one in vhich no 'wiser than thou' 
\11ach•r ia directly available (aa is probably the 
case for Cerebral Learning), this model of 

·1earniog 1s probably not appropriate. Fahlman' 11 
vorlt with IIET!. haa highlighted the point that 
aar..y i,isue11 relating to aearch can be seen in a 
dit'ferent light when processors are not a scarce 
reaource. Search 11trategie11 can be viewed 1111 
scheduling algorithma, a vay or allocating 11 

processor to euccesive nodes of a search tree. 
".'eacher inpute can be viewed in • aimilar light, 

1r tl,a number or proce1111or11 availMbl-. for 
prograu.ming 1a Hatted, • teacher input ia 
required to allocate one of the available 
procea11or11 for programming, Generating the 
teecher input ia the aourca of difficulty, it 
involves knolling vha't ill to be learne4, by vhom, 
and when, It prii'.cituora ara not a acar'i,, 
reaourc,, no teachar input 1a raquire4 tor 
allooation, It h auggaatad tpat thh 1a the 
eUu11Uon tor hu,aan Cwrw'l.ir11l Cort..•, 'l'he nu111'1.ier 
ot 'proarammable element•' in th'• Cortex, ia 
probably auff1c1ent to learn every brain atate 
encountered in one brain• lifetime, Thia treedoa 
of resource utilisation removea the principle 
problem ot vhat to learn, tor whom, and where, 
Furthel'lllore, it allows us to concentrate on more 
important ie11ue11 of knowledge representation, how 
to categorize and utilize the learn114 11gent11, Par 
too little ia lcnovn about Neocortical wiring to 
peraue the neurophy11iological enalogy presented 
above, looking at the coneequence11 ot such a 
distributed architecture however haa baan 
fruitful. 

Structured Knowledge 
If proce11eors are in abundance, the problem 

of allocatina proceaaora becomee ona ot 
diatributing complex knowledge atructurea acroaa 
a highly connected network of processors. At the 
heart of the problem is a strategy for breaking 
up II complex knowledge structure into component 
parts that respect ita structural nature, A very 
complex proceaaor could be programme4 to 
represent that knovledgl! structure, Thia 1• the 
traditional approech, An example of this approach 
is the production system model, The production 
11y11tem interpreter is the processor and the rule• 
the knovledge 11tn.icture. One serious problem with 
thill model concerns acco unting tor the rulea, 
Furthel'lllore, if ve are to assume en ebwidance ot 
processors, it 111 probably unreasonable to expect 
the individuel procaaeora (plua program) to be 
that larse, The brain'• own prooeaaora if ae 
numerous a11 euggeetad muat be very •~•ple in 
nature, Minsky ( 7 ] haa higbli&bted other 
computational reasons ror simple proceeaora, 

If a complex item of structured knowledge ie 
to be distributed over • large number ot small 
proceaaora, there arieea the probl•• of how to 
split the structure end hov 1111all the parta 
s hould be, A number of observationa auggeet a 
solution, 

(1) The brain's cortices seem to consist 
ot simple unite that compute linear 
functions of a large number ot inputa, 
These uni ta are constructed troa neurone 
vhich are threshold devicea. 

(2) Minsky and Papert [ 17) shovel! a 
number of computational limitations ot 
linear threshold based systems, 

(:~) Abelson ( 9 ] showed how many or tbe 
limitation• of (2) could be overcome. 

(4) Linear threshold functions ere known 
to have serious limitations in teraa of the 

...... , 



11u.ab.tr of !uncttcns that can be ccmputed, 
la the number of inpute to a LTF increasea, 
the ratio of poasible functione or that 
input apace to those that can be computed 
by a LTF rapidly approachea uro. 

There Metall to be a contradiction, on the 
one band current understanding of cortical 
phyololcgy ouggesta that LTF like devices ore in 
.rreat abundance and oome interconnection of these 
devices !o!'lla the computational hardware of the 
brain. Thaae uniu typically have a very large 
nuaber or inputs. On the other hand, it appeara 
that there are real limits to what can be 
ccmputed by a system or such devices (2) and the 
injividual devices are highly restricted in tenaa 
or what they can compute, especially for LTF'a or 
many inputs. In a teacher driven system, where 
processors are a scarce resource this presents a 
serious problem (much vcrk has been done along 
these lines vi th 11 t tle success). If a processor 
has a large number of inputs and the teacher 
vis!:es to teach a function of those inputs, the 
chances that the fllnction in question is one that 
can be computed by a LTF 111 very small. Making 
processors an abundant resource turns the 
situation upon its head. The apparent limitations 
o( LTF'a turns out to be their moat important 
prcperty an;! aerve11 . a11 a source of natural 
ccostr11int. The fllnctions that cannot be computed 
by a L'!'F can be thought of aa having a greater 
stru.:t ural complu:ity than can be computed by a 
L'!'F. Any complex structure csn be decomposed into 
a stru.:ture or LTF's that compute 1.t, This notion 
l..11.l:i to an idea that explains en - observable 
psychological phenomenon. 

Immediate Learnability 
Some things are easier to learn than other11, 

For er.ample, shov II child hov to open a child 
proo r pi 11 box and he vi 11 learn 1 t imme<! ia tely, 
110 r,,hearaal ill in evidence. Tell II child that 
the nonnal body temperature 1a 98,6°F and he vill 
seen rorget it, 11uch rehearsal may be required 
't:e!o re retention is achieved, This phenomenon 1a 
probably due to a number of inter11cting 
11dchani11111a. One obvious candidate ia inteference. 
'!'lie Nason or intere11t to the present diacuaaion 
concerns the idea of im.mediate learnability. If 
an agent can be rormed from the programming of a 
si~le LTF (implying that all subordinate 11gents 
have been learned on a previous occasion), the 
agent 1s said to be immediately learnable. Vhen 
structurally subordinate agents are not preaent, 
their formation 11ust preceed the learning or the 
LTF in question. 

Leerninj by being 'WRONG 
Piaget ( 15 described learning as 

'adaptation', an equilibrium betveen 
'accc.moJ•tion' and 'a511imilatio11', Thia taxonomy 
helpe to diatinguiab tvo computationally disjoint 
form, of learning, laa1milation deals vith 
!ittinc nev infol'llaticn into an already existing 
structure, vhereaa accomodation involv111 adding 
structure 110 that nev information can be 
assi~ilated, The folloving vievpoint indicates 
hcv these procdasea can proceed bottom up • 

.. ... 
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Learnl 11g by being vrong 
The structure to vhich an avant oan be 
as11imilated, can be viewed ae a prediction 
about · the world. Vhen a prediction turna 
out to be vrong, a degree of eupriaa ia 
experienced, Supriae cauaea prediotiona 
11bout the vorld to change, and h11nc11 change 
or accomodate .!?!.!!'. structures, 

The notion of aupri,e ii oloaely related to 
Winston'• [ 16 ] idea of Near Mi11. Supriae m1sht 
take many for••· Theaa~rili'e divided into 
time-related and claaairicatory aupriaea, The 
former concerns prediction• ot the form 'the 
event E vill occur at time T' being uneatiafied 
at time T (it Tia apecifioally atated), The 
latter form of 11upriee can be implemented vith 
little difficulty, this type of eupriae comea 
from non-temporal prediction, Non~temporal 
pre d 1 c t 1 o 11 . i II be a e d on the f o rm of a 
claaaification. A nev olaeaification ia 
essentially a prediction about even ta that t'all 
vithin that category, When eubaequent eventa are 
later diagnosed ee belonging to that c11tegory, 
certain differences between the expectation and 
the actual event (the supri11e) allov the 
classification to be modified. Thia form ot' 
prediction ia time invari11nt, the emphaaia ia 
placed on tile. cla11sification. Another kind of 
supriae ia the on·e that com1111 about by predicting 
some future event, such aa predicting that a loud 
noise vill rollov if an object ia dropped. If the 
noise does not eneue, the oupriae ( unfult'illed 
oxpectation) might be ueed to trigger the 
learning proceaa, Thia form of prediction ii 
essentially the eame sa the notion o! recency 
common in behaviourist theories ct' learning. The 
notion of recency 1e 11educingly intuitive, 
unfortunately it hidea many problems, auoh •• a 
computationally p·ertinant detini tion or time, 
True recency ia limited to simple laboratory 
experiment11. Thia kind or learning ia probably an 
important form of learning, but it 1111am11 to det'y 
eimple definition and may turn out to baa 
learned strategy tor learning rather than a 
primitive mechanism, If I predict that the aharaa 
of a company X vill increaae in prioa 
aubatentially in the nut rev vaeka, and buy a 
number of thoae aharae, I vill doubtleu be 
aupriaed it they do not follov my prediction, and 
I may learn t'rom it. In the mean time hovaver 
veeks may have pas11ed, and my aupriee may not be 
inatantaneoua but spread over a number ot' daya. 
Non-temporal prediction frees ua from the probl111 
of defini1141 time and recency, whilst providill8 a 
powerful learning strategy vhich ia entirely data 
driven, It remaine to be seen vhether 
non-temporal prediction is 11u!t'icient. 

Computational Nature of a Proceeeor 
Non-temporal prediction can be computed ae 

local computations on a distributed netvork ot 
( prooaaaora. Tvo iaouea require datailecl 
apacification, First, the nature of the 
computation pertor111ed by the procauora ot' the 
network, and eecond, the topology of the proo,aor 
netvork, We vill briefly dieouaa network 
topological iaauea at the end of this paper, 
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11 •v•rJ node on tb• netvork tb•r• ia • 
proceHor vblcll e itb• r iapleaen ta • ala pl• 
coaputing .!11!!.! or baa th• potential to do eo, 
Tbe coap11tat1onal coaponent ot • proceaaor cen 
theNroN be broken into tvo etaaea, the age11t 
ga11eraUoa prooaaa and the eaant retineaant 
proceu, laent 1a11erat1on vill tak, place 
vbe11ever an event ,:,ccura that h•• not ba,n 
cate11cr1ud pNvloualy, Locally, th• NaponM to · 
an eve11t vlll be aonitored and UHd to tri&&•r 
tha aaent roniatlon proceea, 'l'hia proceaa ia mora 
involved tbe11 it at tirat appeara, a d•t•lled 
ecco1111t or tbia aecheniaa cen be found · 1D 
Bobertaoa ( 1, ]. As•nt toraation itaelt conaltt• 
of cop7in1 the inputa to th• proceaaor ~t 
a•neratioo tl•• and a,ttln& • threahold auoh thet 
it tba Hae event vere to happen egaiD, th• 
procea:,or vould be activated. Hqvever, a atriotly 
identical event vill likely nevar occur again, l 
ccocept liaUarity aetric dtfi!led ea tpe DU11ber 
ct ditrerina lnputa 111 utillr.ed ao ea to define 11 
cata4or:z of aimilar evanta, 

, l nev acent detin•• a category baaed on• 
auple or one. Thill acts ea a !!.!! .E!!! pointer 
into the hndacapa. The refinement la beat 
deacrib.,J in terma ot hill climbing 111 'the 
probabilhtic landacape, 

Tha inputl to a proceaaor conaiat or eventa 
within aub-categor1ea 1do~titiad by other ~gentu, 
'the inpuU define an input event ap't) 1'- Each 
event e g f occurs with probabITiiy p e • ·It the 
metric apece or events is im88ined to be spread 
out on a plane and the prob1bil1tie1 or the 
occurence or each event on that pla!le is denoted 
•• a 'heiiht', tha co111111on eventa vill appear as 
acuntaina. A nev agent t herefore ill a prediction 
ot the rora 'the category that I define 
corroponda to a mountain in the probabolistic 
landscape'. Tha Nfinement procesa consiata or 
determiniaa the truth ot the above assertion, and 
it tru.t accurahly delimiting t he mountain, It 
there U just one aountain in the neighborhood 
1.l.1fln&J by the cata11cr.r, thia can be achieve,! 
11cno ton 1 cally by ta Icing the arithmetic mean or 
tb• aubaequant even ta that tall vi thin the 
catetory (ca11Se the threshold of the LTF to be 
reachoeJ ) . It the landacape contains tvo or more 
acuntaina, the averaging mechanism vill result in 
the threshold being . reduced to a point where the 
procuaor 1a evailab.le for re-use, because there 
is no vay or repreaenting the situation with 
single L't'P'a, tirat a LTF muat be · formed to 
Jiscri11inate the aountalns, then LTF'a . can be 
for:ned for each individual mountain, The 
utheaiatical detaila ot the refinement can be 
~ound in Robertson [ 1, ). 

To 11ummari1e, each processor ia upon 
_foraation placed in a linear programming 
ait.11atioa, aubeequent eventa define the 
land11c11pe. The proceuor attempts to find a 
linear prediction function tor the landscape, 'The 
~ction to a linear function has some 
ccmputatiooally povertul consequences as follows. 

(1) l Proceaaor attempting to rind a 
linear _ function of a higher order landscape 
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vill ultimately tail and therefore be 
available tor use elaavhere (procaaaor• 
vill not be ~aate~}. 

(2) Linear tunct1011a oan be co11'!>in114 to 
produc~ function, of higher ori!,ra, A hi1h 
order lapdacape Ifill natl!r•llJ decompo•• 
into a hierarchy or lin11ar, tunctiona, ~t• 
heirarchy c,:,rre11ponda to tqe structure ot 
the lan~aoepe, A given landacape may have 
many equivalent atruoturea. · 

(3) .Given a aequenoe of eventa and a 
categorising elgoritha auoh aa the one 
4•v1a11d by Karr [ 14 ], the atruoture ot 
the landecape vill ca11ae the procaeaea to 
organize themeelvea into the appropriata 
structure ldthout the need tor intervention 
by a teacher. 

(4) Linear Threshold Functions (LTF) have 
a povertul po!)atraining propert1, A LTP ot 
2 input• can implement 14 ot the 16 
possJble locical functions. A three input 
J,TF can implem~nt only 104 or the poeaibla 
256, As the number of inputs increaeea the 
ratio of functions that can be implemented 
to th, tota+ that are possible quickly 
approacqea zarl), In the Mummalian brain it 
is coJnJ11on to talk or proce11aing elements 
that have many thou11ende ot inputa. It a 
li!lear function ill discovered vithin th• 
landscape presented by the inputs it is 
probebilieq.cally very µnlikel1 that the 
linearity vaa an aocident. Restricting 
Processore to finding end com put '-118 Linear 
Threehold Functione t~erefor11 enablea the 
natural atructure of the problem to be 
extracted bottom up, an4 aaaµming that many 
inputs are emp)..oyad it 1a highly propable 
that when a ~TF ia found, it 1• a 
aigni ficant on11 ( pnly 'in):ereeting' agante 
are learned ) . 

When dealing with high~y i~terconnected 
ayetema such aa the one proposed here, thare 
arisea a problem of connectivity ref11rred to 1?1 
Minsky [ 8 ] ae the 2rosabar problem and by 
Fehlman [ 4 ] as the N problem, The pl'oblem h 
not encountered in Von-Neuman baaed ayatema 
because en address c11n affectively copnect any 
node to any other node. Tl)ia uae or addreuea 
results in a aerial baaed archit11ctura and 
thereby illiminatas any gains. that might hava 
been eo11Bht with parallelism. 

It ia doubttull that any brain vou~ seek to 
implement such high connectivity, The N problaa 
cannot be ignored, Minsky and Papert ( 17 ) made 
the point 

"- ve do not see tpat any good can come 
or uperimenta which pay no attention 
to limiting ractora that )1111 aaaert 
themeel vee ea soon eii the amel l modal 
ie scaled up to a usable eize." 

Ir connectivity is to be reduced, certain 
assumptions need to be made. A number or 



c:c.1111U'ah1ina tactora bav• bHn iaolaUd ( 12 1, ) 
that r•duoa the 1rovtb ot oonnectivitJ to • 
linear function ot the 11y11tea she. Thia can be 
achieved bJ aaldog th• tolloving brieflJ stated 
assW11ptio1111 about com11unication. 

l.ss1.111ptioa - Principle ot LocalitJ 
Xost coaauaicatioa betveeo proceasora takea 
place batveen proce1111ora that are 
phya1cally close. To iapleaaot these 
coaaunication channels, direct connectioaa 
are allowed tor the 'local' cOIUlunicationa. 

Det1nit1oa - ot Locality 
Lo call ty 1a defined by the product apace ot 
tvo aetric 11pace11.· The first 111 the aetric 
apace ot 'proce1111edne11a', Tb• 
'proces11edae11s' ot a proce1111or defines a 
partial ordering and 111 computed as the 
shortest distance trom the processor to an 
unprocessed inplt. It 1s tbousht to be the 
exception rather than the rule that a 
processor that 1a proce1111 ing highly 
processed intoniation vil l have cause to 
ccmmunicate vith a processor dealing vith 
very prillitive information. For example, it 
se~e absurd that a classification vould 
involve both highlJ processed information, 
such 1111 the recogni.tion or a persona race 
and low-processed data ·euch aa recognition 
ot a hair movement in the noee. 

U. 1e contended that thill generality 
1a azceaa1ve end tbat this can form the 
baaia tor architectural constraint. The 
second metric is the metric ot adjacency. 
'!'hia metric defines II locality tor 
~rocesscrs vlthin the same processedneea 
band. Processors involved in similar types 
of work are placed in close pro:rimit7. It 
1a th0Uc1ht unlikely that a high degree ot 
ccmmunication vill take place between 
proc~s~~r11 or highly differill8 function. 

Adjacency is at tirat less intuitive 
than proce:iaedne:,a, as a source or 
ard,itectural constraint. An example 11111 
clarity the point. Stimulation or a hair on 
the toreana, might be used a:, evidence, 
alo04 vith the excitation mon 1 to red on 11 

Marby hair to predict the presence or some 
object toucbin& that region of the arm. Two 
similar hairs on opposite arms vill likely 
not be considered as evidence in favour of 
a111 eucb hypothesis. 

Overlap or aeighborhooda 
':'be couunication neighborhooda defined by 
a ' processora locality overlap one another 
by a fixed ratio of their sir.a. This 
ov•rlap is defined by a vindov and overlap 
!unction. 

Sottening the Restrictions 
The above restrictions provide a 11eana or 

controlling the connectivity problem. Although 
the restrictions are intuitively valid, it they 
cannot ba defeated in exceptional circW11stance11 
they are surely counter intuitive. Rather then 

, .. 

••Y1nd that all a11aoo1at1on• ooour v1thin a given 
neig hl..orhood, i ·t would be more acceptable 
intuitively to present our intuitions about 
association local-tty in ternie ot II distribution 
euch aa the Cause. Althoush ve are unlikely to 
ever contira a particular diatribution, by 
11tatias our intuitione in thie vey, we do not 
prohibit any particular aeaociation, rathar ve 
impose a restriction on the distribution ot 
non-local a1111ooiationa. 

The archi tectura presented can be ez tended 
to incorporate non-local oonnectione ae tolloV11. 
If a processor 111 used to • relay' a distant 
connection instead ot implementing an agent, 
distant connections can be achieved. With thia 
scheme, non-local connection• have a coat 1a 
proces11or11 J'roportional to the d 1a tanoe or the 
connection (the constant ot proportionality 111 an 
inverse tunctioa ot the locality metrics)• It a 
proceaaor ia used to implement a 'relay', that 
proceasor may not be used to implement an agent, 
In order that the implementation ot relays not 
intetere with the agent formation procee11, it h 
nece11:,ary to provide enough topologically 
equivalent (with the eame connections) copi&11 of 
the proceaeor to allow both 'relays' and an agent 
to be implemented at every point in the 
architecture. Replacing every proce11aor ( in the 
original architecture) with a constant number ot 
'cloned' proceaaora increaee a the processor 
connectivity and the total number ot procea11ore 
by a constant rector. If ve aeeume II Cauaa 
dilltribution ot connectivity, the number or 
';-eley' proce1111or11 required at each point 11 
fr/dl vhere dl is the 4,iameter of the 
neighborhood. It dl • tr, the number ot 
procaeeore required at each point specifically to 
implement relays ia just one, In other vorda, it 
the neighborhood contains .1h.!, 11pread ot th• 
distribution, the proceeeora required to 
implement the relllya can be kept aa low •• ona 
relay processor per agent processor, Each point 
on the architecture therefore can be viewed ae 
rollova. 

All AT 
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Figura 2 

One proceaaor iD concerned only vith 
supporting non-local connections, the other only 
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vHb DOD-\,..pon.1 protdicUoo. Since \he tvo ideaa 
are ~bahnUally ditr.reot, it 1a natural that 
th• two proceuora ba dUhren\ in naturt. Th• 
ptoblea of for11ing relaya, ie daalt vith 
elaevbere [ 18 ], ve can however immediately 
identify ooa 111portaat difference. Tbe 
••thee11atic1 for non-temporal prediction are baaed 
OD fonaia, 84le.G\a Vi\b a large Dumber Of frianda, 
relaya on tbe othet band vUl be much more 
teatricted becauae their function ia one ·or 
tranamittiac the prognoaie of en agent rather 
then integration ot proanosea. Finally, even the 
\opology of the Nley proceaaor call be opt111hed 
\o take edveatege or the fact that th-i purpoae· or 
• relay proceaeor 1, to communid1ta vith 
~-~ proceaei>re (er. egent processore whoee 
purpose ia to integ..-~e intormetion, the bulk of 
which originate• vithin the neighborhood). 

Conclusion 
The atu.dy of loarnin~, particularly the 

learul04 or akilh b.i,:a many qu .. tione. DeepHe 
voliainous data from psychologiete, th.eories or 
ailill aqu1a1tion remain anecdotal, 
ccsputationally naive or lacking II suitable 
ccm~utatiooal tram.,work. Recent advances in lov 
level vision hava lead to a greater understanding 
or the computational issuea for vision. Although 
lurnin.c lacka the peripheral nature or early 
via ion, the methodology might still be helpful, 
that 1a to explore what can be learned knovladge 
free. At. least one part of learning, can be dealt 
with aeperately and the computational problems be 
aolve,L lion-temporal prediction may be a small 
part of learning, time related ia11uea 1t1ll 
req11lre nplanstion. It 1.a believeJ that thill may 
be easier to do vhen a greater understanding of 
the sort of distributed architecture described in 
U:ia pap.tr has been achieved. 

Tbe need to implement the ideaa of 
non-teaporal prediction, require considerable 
architectural conatraint of proces,or 
ccnoectivity. Computational intuitions baaed upon 
the notion, of 'processedness' and 'adjacency' 
allow the crossbar problem to be effectively 
taaed. · Furtber11ore, atrict adherence to 
pre-dertaed nei,:hborhooda can be defeated by a 
oupplecentary aectwniam that provides for a small 
nusber or non-local inputa. 

Mapa of Cortical projections indicate that 
inter-cortical viring respects adjacency. It 1a 
alao intereating that al though inapt red by 
different Naaona, the aetric o! proceasedneaa 
di1cu111ed in thie paper beara remarkable 
ai11ilarity to the level band principle o.r Minaky 
( 8 ). The overlap or locality neighborhoods 
baaed upon neighborhood cardinality la related to 
tbe 'interfaces' or Abalaon [ 9 ). 
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STATE-SPACE LEARNING SYSTEMS USING HEGIONALIZED PENETRANCE 

Larry A. Rendell 

C.I.S. Dept., University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario 

A new basis is presented for heuris-
tic learning in state-space problem· 
solving. Given a problem and a set of 
user-defined features, the ~ethod first 
attempts to solve user-selected problem 
instances. From the results, perfor
mance statistics are computed in local
ized volumes of the feature space. 
These data allow least squares fitting, 
and an evaluation function results, for 
use in future solution attempts. Over 
repe~ted iterations of this three - step 
process: solving, feature space 
analysis, and statistical regression, 
the evaluation function improves. 

In experiments with the fifteen puz
zle, an evaluation function repeatedly 
resulted which had locally optimal 
parameters and which consistently solved 
the puzzle, a unique result. The method 
is general and has promising extensions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Like much A.I. work, this research 
can be viewed in two basic ways. One is 
that some aspect of intelligence is be
ing modelled and the chosen problem 
domain is primarily a rigorous arena in 
wh ich to test the quality of the "higher 
level• theory of learning. Rendell 
( 1981) to some extent considers the 
present method as a partial model of 
perception. The other viewpoint is that 
a clearly mechanizable but computation
ally complex problem exists, and the 
pragmatic aim is to discover a good 
heuristic to speed solution, or more am
bitiously, to automate development of 
heuristics, possibly for a class of 
problems. This is the perspective taken 
here. 

A ~-space problem ls one that can 
b~ formulated in terms of cxpllrltly 
d~~cribable, distinct configurations or 
states. One state produces others when 
moves or operators of the problem are 
4pplied. For our purposes,~~ consider 

..• . , 
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a state either to be completely 
developed by having had all eligible 
operators applied, or else to be entire
ly undeveloped. (Partial development is 
examined in Michie & Ross, 1970, and 
Hitcnell et al, 1961.) A probl•m 
instance is specified by a giv~n 
starting state and (here a single) goal 
state, In computer implementations, the 
'it'arting state becomes the root of a 
search tree, in ~hich operators are 
edges, and the eventual solution (if ob
tained) is a path from the start node to 
the goal. See Nilsson (1971, 1980). 

One state-space problem is the 
fifteen puzzle, a four-by-four block 
containing fifteen labeled square tiles 
and a space into which an adjacent tile 
can be slid (see figure 1). This board 
puzzle has been the subject of experi• 
ment by Doran & Michie (1966), Pohl 
(1969), Michie & Ross (1970), and Chan-· 
dra (1972). Schofield (1967) gave a 
complete mathematical analysis of the 
simpler eight puzzle, which Gaschnig 
(1979) also studied in his clear and ex
tensive analysis of heuristics. The 
fifteen puzzle ia a frequently chosen 
representative of state-spbce problems 
because, on the one hand, it is diffi-· 
cult to solve by computer, having about 
ten trillion states, and on the other 
hand the problem is easy to mechanize 
and easily admits useful heuristics, 
having considerable "structure" or sym
metries (see Goldin & Luger, 1975). 
Although most discussion in this paper 
involves the fifteen puzzle, the learn
ing system to be described is problem
indttpendent. 

In theory, the entire state-space or
1 a problem exists i mplicitly, but in 

practice, a search tree is grown expli- ! 
citly, subject to computer resource con- . 
straints. If nodes are developed in thei 
order of their generation, the resulting, 
breadth-first search is impractical for 
interest~problems, since nodes in
crc..i:lc cxponcnt1.illy with 1,ruu dcµ\.li. 

' Hence, guided search is necessary to 
lead more directly to the goal, wasting 
fewer nodes and less time (see figure 
2). 
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li9<1u l, ri,fteen puu;le H,luatration. A move cor• 
reoponda to •11 e<l~e In the 1earch tree. With · 
breadth-tirat 1r.~rch, • solution (hoavy lines) is 
eventu~lly obtained, but In . order to create A heur• 
i1tlC, feature• c•n ba defined~ auch aa f-1 (di1ta~ce 
1corel and f2 l ravcraal ,core), In the ti, ti fea
t1,1re ap.ac•, p,J1nt1 clooe to ~h• ori9i,n aro bei;t•r, 

To meas.ure quality or " compieted 
Harch, Dora.n & Mich.i·e (·1966) defline,d 
the oenetrance .to be the length .. of the 
solution divided by the number of 
developed nodes . ftgure 2 shnws an ex
ample. A novel ref.inement~ of. this 
statistic forms the ~entral concept in 
the present 1,earning system; pene.tranc·e 
measures are converted into a heuristic 
to control se,ar·ch. 

On~ gener.al approach to guided search 
uses the evaluation function to order 
a nd sel e ct ___ s"'tates for best - first 
development. For exampl,e, - a- simple 
ev a luation func~ion (or the fifteen puz
:de is the d! s t11nce score , the· sum, ig 
norine; interveningtT"ies, oli th.e d-is
tances of ea c h tile f r. om its home posi
tion .(:see figure 1). 

Tn~ distance score is an exumple of 
an ev a luation function H that esti
mates path length remaining to the goal. 
~ore generally, a function can be chosen · 
of the form f ~ ~ + H or F = 
{ 1-w)G + wit where G(A) represents the 
es tim a ted sh ort es t length from the 
st a rting state to node A; H is the 

I~ 1 

hcur1 .. tic compont!nt, t il e t::1Li111iJL,;d 

le n 8 t, h fr om A to the goal ; ;,, n d O < w < 
1. The dependence of :s~arch perfo~mance 
on the accuracy of It ha.s ueen shown in 
the intereating work of Hart et al 
(1968 ) , Pohl C1970), Gaschni,g (1979), 
Huyn et a•l C,,980), and Pearl. 0980). 

In practice, however, it is usualiy 
difficul.t to discover an e,valuation 
functi•on suffi-ci;ently accurate for s·a
tis(acbory performance. For example, 
whH.e the d·istanc.e score. is an obvious 
choice for the fifteen puzzle, it often 
fails because tiles tend to become 
lodged only close to the~r correct posi
tions. Doran & M1chie i1966) added bhe 
re·.versal score , the number of instances 
of pairs of, tiles being correct except 
interchanged,, In g.eneral, sev.eral ele-
mentary functions or features are typi
cally merged into a heurfstlc function,· 
But the difficulty is in knowing just 
how to combine them. Tor.educe problems 
of stability, l~nearity is freq~ently 
imposdd, do tha~ if f is a (column) ~ec
tor of features and b a (row) vector of 
parame.ters, the heuri s,tic function 1's H 
= b.f (the vector inner prod~ct). Even 
wtih- this simplification, opiimization 
of! is no.t st~aightforw~rd since per
formance measu~e& are required, and, 
within computer· resource constraint~, 
often no sohut~ons whatever can be foun6 
to r·andom problem i .n,s.tances, whereas 
casi ones m•Y npt be rep~esentative. 
Despite th~s, several approaches to 
'.)arameter adjus,tme.n-t h·ave been quite 
successful,. among. them Sam,uel ( 19·6.J, 
1967), Michie & Ross ( 19'7Q.), and Berliner. 
(1979), Wh1be these method~ allow 
learning dur~ng a single search, tbe 
present sys,tem uti:liz,e.s only comple,ted 
searches, beginning with easy problem 
instances and impro~ing its h~u~i$tic 
f.unctio_n iteratively. 

One way of f.a ·c H Hat.ing, heu·ris~ic 
learning is to de(ine the e.valuat~on 
fuqqtion in terms of correlabions 
betw,een observed solution participatt:on 

···::.>\······ ... 
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l'igurc. 2. Two eupcrinipOsed searches for A r short ao
lution. To is breadth-first and Ti (.s·olid edges op
ly) ia more dire c t. The Doran w Michie pe netrance,, 
p(To) • 4/J4 • 0.17, where•• p(T1) • 4/6 • d.67, 



of states · and their distinguishing 
:hJracteristics (c,f, Slagle & Bursky, 
1968, Slagle & Farrel, 1971, and Simon & 
Kadane, 1975), In particular, the 
present method regionalizes penetrance 
in the user-defined feature space for med 
from the components of the evaluation 
function. Hore precisely, if r is a 
volume of the feature space and T is a 
search tree, then the penetrance p(r,T) 
is the number of solution nodes from T 
which map into r, divided by the total 
number of developed nodes falling within 
r. A simple example is show~ in figure 
3, As descrlbed later, it is these lo
calized penetrance values, that, after 
some manipulation, provide state evalua
tion. So, rather than estimate path 
distance, our eval uation functions ra nk 
states in a ra nge of probabilities 
(0 ,1 ] . The mediating feature space al
l ows state discrimination and heuristic 
modification. Probabilistic performance 
meas ures and feature space differentia
tion are topics of control theory and 
pattern recognition; see Fu (1978 ) , 
Jananabe (1 972 ) , Hunt (1975) and Sklan
sky ! Wassel ( 1961). 
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1 
rt9u.re l. Loc:eliaing penetrence. Shown are a very 
... 11 •••rch t..r .. T and feature apace r into which 
developed nodea ere 11epped. The full apace pene
trance of Tia l/6 • 0.5, vhereaa localization in r 
givea (e.g.) three differentiated veluea, p(r 1 ,TI • 
1/1 • l.O, p(r2,TI • 1/2 • 0.5, and p(r3,TI • 1/l 
• O.l. Such aolution participation proportiona can 
be uaed to generate a prob.lbilistic evaluation func
tion. 

In the present penetrance learning 
system PLS1, the state, feature and 
ranking spaces interact in an iterative 
met hod which employs three steps: (1) 
solving, (2) manipulation of resulting 
statistics in the feature space, and (3) 
parameter computation for the penetrance 
estimating heuristic function to be use~ 
for state evaluation in the next roJnd 
of solving. Hore specifically, at the 
outset the user defines a feature vector 
f. Then, at each iteration t: (1) The 
solver accepts a user-selected set of 
problem instances and attempts solution, 
guide d by the penetrance prediciing 
fu nction Ht-1· Initially, Ho gives 
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br~~dLh-first search. (2) Assuming aL 
least one successful search, penetranoe 
measures are localized or clustered in 
the feature space, where they are com
bined with previous values for normali
zation and refinement. This step is 
complex; details are given later. (3) 
The penetrance statistics are regressed 
on feature values for least - squares 
determination of the parameter vector !?.t 
to give the evaluation funotion Ht• 
1xp[~t ,[. ), This heuriatio utim1t11 
the probability or solution participa
tion. Figure 4 shows an example. In 
their interesting work, Mitchell et al 
(1981) use a different sort of iterative 
refinement, along a general-to-speoific 
partial ordering in a "version spaoe" of 
incompletely learned heuristios. 

In the terminology of Buchanan et al 
(1978), the perfor mance element of PLS1 
is the solving step ( 1) T (b) , an algo
rithm whose standardized control struc 
ture is the parameter vector b. The 
higher level learnina element comprises 

·the second two-;-teps [2) featur e space 
penetrance manipulation, and (3) regres
sion. The learning element of PLS1 im
proves b in an unsupervised manner, in 
directly- through the feature space. 
Along with b 1 feature apace penetronc1 
measures constitute the blackboard of 
structures for comm un1oat1on between the 
performance and learning elements. In
terestingly, although local optima have 
been located, there is no critic direct
ly exa mining the quality of a parameter 
vector. 

Parameters in an evaluation function 
for the fifteen puzzle have not previ
ously been optimized in any way, and 
only one other program has consistently 
solved the puzzle . Chandra (1972) wrote 
a successful bidirectional search pro
gram that used problem reduction, plac
ing outer gnomons first; this was not a 
learning system. The present PLS1 haa 
repeatedly generated an evaluation func 
tion with locally optimal parametera 
which solves all of a set of 50 random 
puzzle instances. 

Generality, stability, and extensions 
of PLS1 are discussed after a closer ex
amination of the system. 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS ANO STRUCT URES 

Forming the basis for PLS1 is the 
solution participation proportion, the 
localized penetrance. This section de
fines an idealized normalization of this 
statistic and discusses the "region", a 
convenient notation for associating 
penetrance values with feature space 
volumes. 



Given a feature vector f and set of 
search tr~es T , define tlie total count 
t(r,T) to be the number of---a"evelo'pea 
states from trees in T which fall into 
volume r in the feature space determined 
by f. Define the good count g(r,T) 
simiiarly, except each node couiited must 
also participate in a solution in a 
search tree in T. The eleme1ta1y 
~trance p(r,T) of r ror:- s 
g{r,Tl7tTr,T). It is preoiselythe con
ditional probability that a state Ai: T 
c: Tis in the solution in T, given that 
f(A) c: r. Figure 3 shows a simple exam
ple. 

As figure 2 suggests, the elementary 
penetrance is affected drastically by 
the heuristic used in the search. Since 
they result in fewer wasted nodes, good 
evaluation functions bias elementary 
penetrance values upwa~ds. Moreover, 
the difficulty of the problem instances 
solved may also influence elementary 
penetrance. For example, in a uniform 
breadth-first tree, if B is the 
branching factor and dis the depth at 
which the goal is found, the number of 
nodes developed is roughly ad, so the 
full feature space penetrance is about 
·d/Bd. Actually, this effect of lower 
penetrance with harder problem instances 
does not generalize when penetrance is 
localized. A "good" feature space 
volume tends to have high penetrance, 
independent of poorer volumes, where the 
wasted nodes congregate. See figure 4. 
ttevertheless, a more subtle phenomenon 
does remain: The importance of some 
features may depend on the difficulty of 
the problem instance. For example, in 
the fifteen puzzle, reversals cannot oc
cur in very easy starting states. This 
is reflected in figure 4 1 where the re
versal score is found to discriminate 
only in later iterations when harder in
stances can be solved. 

Since we want complete and accurate 
information in order to create the best 
evaluation function, we . could imagine 
the ideal case in which all possible in
stances of a problem were solved 
breadth-first, to give the exhaustive 
search tree set Ta • This would be a 
per(ect~llection of unbiased shortest 
solution searches. The result would be 
p(r, Ta) = p(r), the~ penetrance of 
volume r, an absolute

1 
measure of the 

worth of a feature space area r. Ap
proaching this ideal in practice, howev
er, presents considerable difficulty. 
The dilemma is that search trees for 
typical, random problem instances are 
simply too large to generate breadth
f1rst, and while enough representative 
problem instances might be solved using 
some heuristic (if a fairly good one is 
already known), the elementary 
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pe11et1 c1nce measures from the resulting 
search trees are badly biased 1n an unk
nown way. 

But, in PLS1, the true penetranoe p 
is first approximated, then the esti
mates are improved iteratively, Ini
tially, breadth- firat searoh tr eea are 
obtained for easy (solvable) problem in
stances, then a heuristic derived from 
this foothold is exploited to solve 
harder problem instances. The conse
quent elementary penetrance values, 
though biased if untreated, are normal
ized to estimate true penetrance before 
contributing to the accumulating heuris
tic base. 

As a useful notation for discussion, 
and as a blackboard structure for system 
communication and manipulation, we pro
vide a means for associating penetrance 
with its feature space location. A re
gion R = Cr, u, e) is a feature space 
volume r, real number u i: [0, 1], which is 
interpreted as a probability, and real 
e> 1, which represents an error factor 
eitimate for u. The value u can be an 
elementary penetrance, in which case R 
is an elementary region, or u can es 
timate the true penetrance ~Cr), in 
which case R is a (true penetrance) 
estimating region, I"rr:-oontains just 
one point, Risa £Oin~ region . 

In a PLS, sets of estimating regions 
(Cr, ~. e)) house the entire heuristlo 
essence. The evaluation funotlon H oom
puted from such a set is given by logH • 
b.f where f is the feature vector and b 
Ts- the parameter vector found by error: 
weighted regression. (Reasons for the 
logarithmic form and other detaila are 
discussed in Rendell, 1981). More re
cent PLS's extend the region definition 
to R = Cr,u,e,b) to provide non-linear: 
evaluation . - I 

3, PLS1 HIGHLIGHTS 

This section mentions some of the 
choices made in implementing PLS1. Oe-1 
tails and further examination are given! 
in Rendell (1981, 1982). 

Although practically unattainable, 
the most desirable heuristic information 
would be in the primary form of an ex
haustive set R = (Cr, p(r), 1)) of per
fectly accurate true penetranoe estimat
ing point regions where each r contains 
just one point and R covers the whole 
feature space. Even so, Berliner'• 
(1979) results concerning the detrimen
tal effect of local feature space "blem- : 
ishes" suggest these data should be · 
smoothed, In addition to this con 
sideration of evaluation stability, when 1 
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lt~r4llve improvement was attempted, 
Rendell !1981) found problems of 
anamalous "drift" away from useful 
heuristic function convergence without 
some control. Hence the (log-) linear 
model logH • b.r is fitted, where b and 
f represent - tfie parameter and fia~ure 
~ectors, and H is the predicted true 
penet:a"ce. A stepwise regression algo
rith~ is used, which rejects less gen
eral and useless features. 

The data used for this statistical 
regression estimate true penetrance. In 
the first iteration, easy problem in
stances are solved breath-first to give 
a set Of search trees T. Each estimat
ing region (r, p(r,T), e) is constructed 
assuming the elementary penetrance 
p(r, T) represents the true value. In 
subsequent iterations, the true 
penetrance estimate ~ is obtained for 
each updated estimating region Cr,~. e) 
by a process comparing former data with 
current elementary regions, a bootstrap
ing approach to penetrance normaliza
tion. For matching feature space 
volumes r, penetrance values of new es
timating regions and former estimating 
retions are combined in an error
weighted average to give a revised true 
penetrance estimate. Heuristic informa
tion collects and alters in c umul ative 
region:i. 

The elementary penetrance observa
tions are taken for point regions but 
the normalized true penetrance e:itimates 
are clustered into sizable volumes of 
the feature space, hou:ied in non-point 
cumulative regions. A set of these cu
~u,ative e:itimating regions, the primarj 
blackboard :structure, partitions the 
feature space (see figure~). The re
gions are rectangular and aligned with 
the axes, reducing the complexity of the 
clustering algorithm that determines the 
partition (and apparently not vitiating 
thd system). This information compres
sion relieves storage and facilities PLS 
extensions (discussed in section ij). 

In the first system iteration, the 
fe ature space is undifferentiated until 
this clustering 1:i performed (typically 
giving about three rectangles). In any 
l a ter iteration, each cumulative region 
becomes an input for the clustering al
gorithm, as the established partition 
gradually becomes more refined (typical
ly about twenty rectangles after half a 
dozen complete sy:item iterations, solv -
1n~, clustering, regres:iing). The clus
tering algorithm is efficient; typically 
ten feature:i are handled usihg less time 
th an the solving step. 

15~ 

1n dll, ~ PLS1 iteration t has thr~e 
:steps; (1) solving step: the search 
tree set Tt = T(,Ht-l , 1\ ) 1,5 obtained 
from a :selected problem instance set Pi 
using heuristic evaluation function Ht-l 
(trivial in the breadth-tirst initial: 
iteration.); (2) cluste.ring step: the cu-; 
mulative re.gion set Ct a: CCCt-lt Tt ), = . 
((r, ~. e)} is either formed (for t=1 I 
when C0 is a single all-embracing region! 
with undefined penetr.ance) or else modi- 1

1 

fied (for t>1, by penetrance revision 
and partition refinement); and (3) re
gression step: the improved evaluation 1 
function Ht = HCCt ) is computed by · 
(error-weighted) stepwise regression of 
penetrance ~ on centers of the feature 
space rectangles r. Figure q illus
trates. (The appendix shows state evaluation.)· 
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Figura 4. Typical aarly pro9r••• tor th• fiftaan 
pu••l• and uoual illuatrative featuraa. ~hown are 
cumulative rogiona with trua penotrance eatimatea 
within (output from atep 2) and non-zero parameter• 
(atep 3 result), efter (al iteration land (bl iter
ation 2. 
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q. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
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In experiments with the fifteen puz
zle, parameters, for six features si~i
lar to the two in examples here, repeat
edly converged to a local optimu~ in the 
parameter space, resulting in a . linear 
evaluation function which solved all or 
a set of 50 random puzzle instances. 
Detailed r~sults for a formula manipula
tion problem and for the fift.een puzzle 
are given in Rend.ell (1981), and 
highlights are summarized in Rendell 
(1982). This section discusses more 
.general iss.ues. 

Al~hough the local optimum fo~nd was 
not far from the paramater vector at 
just one or two iteration:i (final param
eters within a factor of about 2 or 3 of 
early values), :several facts stand out. 
First, the discovery did not u~e any 



over~ll performance measure as fee~back 
(no optimization objective function). 
Also, alternate methods of finding the 
exact optimum even after approximate lo
cation were less efficient, perhaps 
partly because PLS1 utilizes as many 
quantities as there are regions, rather 
than just one datum per solutiGn search. 
Finally, true penetrance is valuable. 

This penetrance learning is applica
ble when solutions proceed roughly along 
a low to high true penetrance path in 
the feature space. If, instead, for a 
given state-space problem, localized 
penetrance and feature space solution 
paths were highly varied among different 
problem instances, statistics for "aver
a6e• searches would frequently be 
misleading. This phenomenon could be 
called solution irregularit!. An exam
ple is shown in figure 5(a. One might 
suppose that solution irregularity is 
one way of characterizing problems not 
a~enab~e to a PLS-like method, problems 
which need •planning". But as discussed 
in different contexts in Watanabe (1972, 
pp, 563-4) and Feldman & Yakimovsky 
(1974), other paradigms are theoretical
ly equivalent to a feature space ap
proach. In the latter, successful im
plementation relies on appropriate 
feature abstraction and suitable combi
nation of the features into a good 
heuristic. Solution irregularity is 
dissolved by adding further discriminat
ing features; see figure 5(b). 

However, assuming enough relevant and 
easily computable features can be real
ized, the problem of how to merge them 
still remains. Among the limitations of 
PLS1, perhaps the most serious is that 
it attains stability through linearity 
in feature combination. In preliminary 
experiments with features having 
suspected strong interactions, a good 
evaluation function did not result. 

,., 

P19ure I. Enou9h 900d feature• d1acr1"'1nate aolu• 
t1ona. Jrre9ular eolut1on path• traced in feature 
ep,ce beco..., u.nsurpriaing when dimenaionality ia in• 
crcaeeJ. Again fl and f2 are the dietanca and re• 
v•r••l acorea. In th• one•Jimonaional f1 apace Ca), 
eolut1one eo,..till\Cle follow etange patha. However, 
they app,,ar non•.>l in the fl, f2 epace (b) , · where the 
diat•nce score ia tcmpora~i y woracnod to unclog a 
rcv.ira•l. 
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Ut11er penetrance - based sy:item.,, ex
tensions of PLS1 designed for both sta 
biity and power, seem promising. In 
one, feature nonlinearities are accommo
dated through multiple, piecewise linear 
models u<il, one for each cumulative re-

1 gion Ri• At system iteration t, auppoae 
there a.re mt cumulative regions, there-
tore mt evaluation tunctlona Ht(i) • 

exp(~t(i) • .fl (ld<mtl . Heuristic fft(i) h: 
obtained through stepwise regression aa 
in PLS1, but now the contribution from 
each region Rj is weighted by a ~alue : 
1/di~, where <I ij represents a "distance" 
betw~en the principal region Ri and the 
contributing one Rj , the fdea being 
that regions in the neighbourhood of R1 
more accurately reflect penetrance 
behavior within ~ • The rnost obvious 
choice is the Euclidean feature space 
distance dt1 = ../(~1 - Al). (ll.i - ~ + c 
where c 1 and £i are tHe feature space 
centers of the ~egions (and c is a small 
number to avoid a zero for i = j), How 
ever, since some features are more im
portant than others, and in fact .,ome 
are irrelevant, this d 11 would be 
misleading. A better choic~ might be to 
multiply each feature value by ita 
parameter, converting dtj into a 
penetrance-related measure, but it is 
the parameter vector itself that we want 
to determine. This suggests another 
iterative a(1sorithm to improve the esti
mate of ~ J in successive: regre.,sions. 
Assuming convergence in 14( 1 lrepetition:s, 
the total number of stepw\se regressions 
in (a primary) system iteration t ia 

mt 
i: k (1) . 

1•1 t 
This multiplicity probab~y 

would not slow the system significantly, 
since in PLS1 the regression step is at 
least two orders of magnitude faster 
than the solving step. This scheme 
modelling feature interactions is com
pleted by a similar distance-weighted 
state evaluation in the solving step. 

Another extension, compatible with 
this one, has additional benefits. It la 
based on Holland's (1975) genetic model 
which is capable of locating absolute 
optima. The natural example of a 
structure is DNA, within which one of a 
small number of alternatives (alleles) 
occurs at each location. In any genera 
tion, there are many individual,, eaoh 
characterized by a di,tlnct ,tructure. 
Certain genetic operators (e.g. crosso
ver, inversion) act on structures to 
produce offspring. Some fitness func
tion is used stochastically to select 
structures for procreation according to 
their survivability. As Holland shows 
in his substantial book, genetic plans 
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e ,1plo1t. inherent a.:lvantages of parallel
ism, testing schemata, whole sets or 
structures 1n a single trial, and the 
resulting gain ts much greater than sug
gested by the simple multiplicity of 
structure:,, 

In I proposed genetic PLS, the struo
iure ts the cumulative region set. At 
each iteration or generation t, there 
are Qt solving steps, each attempting to 
solve the same problem 1n:itances. In 
the normal PLS1 manner, each or these 
leads to qt region handling steps which 
independently produce Qt refined cumula
tive region u te Ct (kl (1 < k < qtl • 
These are pooled and their members are 
Judged. The fitness or a region R is 
~(R) = (average number or states 
developed in all Qt solution trials or 
the problem instance training set) / 
(average number or states developed in 
solutions associated with region sets Ct(k) 
(l<k<qt> containing a region "like" R). 
UsTni present PLS1 mechanisms, it is 
straightforward to define "like" re
gions, and beyond the multiplicity or 
trials, the global measure ~ does not 
worsen complexity sine• it is a by
product of PLSl penetrance refinement. 

From ~t c (k) , regions are chosen ac-
k•l t 

cording to their fitness, by a stochas
tic selection mechani sm which includes a 
tendency to cover the whole feature 
space. The chosen regions are collected 
and their centers perhaps reclustere~ 
before evolving, into one of several new 
structures Ct+lnt l (1, kcqt+l). Each of 
these Qt+l region sets determines a dif
ferent e valuation func~on for the fol
.lowing qt+1 parall.il solving steps. 

Although it i:, several times more ex 
pensive to compute than PLS1, this 
genetic plan has important advantages. 
The ~- weighted trial allocation gradual
ly increa:,es the proportion of good 
heuristic representatives (.successful 
regions), allowing shifts as the en 
vironment changes (as problem instances 
become harder). One would also expect 
i ood s tability, even with small qt. 
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APPENDIX- NOOE EVALUATION 

The table below shows how the five 
labelled nodes in figure 1 are evaluated 
by the two penetrance predicting func• 
tions of figure 4, H1 • exp(-O.Bf1) and 
H2 • exp(-0. Bf1 - O. 7f2). 

Stat.• '1 '2 H1 112 

"o 26 1 !1.3 X 10•.lU 4.6 X 10- .lU 

"1 27 l 4.2 X 10- 10 2.1 X 10-10 

"2 26 1 !1,3 X 10·10 4.6 X 10- lO 

A3 27 0 4.2 X 1o· lO 4,2 X lO•lO 

G 0 0 l l 
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\\'e survey theories of the nature of 
emotion and consider lhe implications 
fqr, Arlifl9ial lnlelli~_ence models of cog
mt\on. \\e ar_gue t::.at for an organism 
lo 1.:i.ve emotions, il must possess feel
ings in lhc sense of innal.e feedouck 
from its Rhysico.l body (implernenlution 
substrate; lo its rrund and coonilive 
processes. The models of mina com
monly adopted in Artificial Intelli~ence -
ln[ormalion Processing models - lend to 
focvs on cognitive 'rational' processes 
to the exclusion of 'feelings'. 

t. INTHOl>UCTION 
A rccenl paper by S loman and Croucher[ I) 

discusses lhe 1dc- a lhal eventual ly some robots or Intel· 
11,?.ent S}':;lems might be said lo have emotions . They 
discuss the concept of Emotion, und relale it p,lrticu· 
l~rly lo lhc concept or W.ol1ve. 

In this p.ipcr, we la.le~· another look at lhe conc..:pt 
ol t:raol1c.,n, and brl~ny survoy the recent litcraturo on 
thu topic. lVe .. 1,0 oXanune ~pcc10cAlly the 'Causal· 
cv.l.lu.it1vc· theory or Lyons(2] and others. and lhe 
'!:itn.i.:luu.l' An.alysis of de R1vua(3). 

'lie ~hol.11 11r.:uo lhat a theory ol feeling 1s ess,mtH,l 
to ..n adcquc1lr conce plu.al.lzal1on of 11motwn. and that 
lh11 1s missing from the lntormal1on Processing (IP) 
models of co6nillon i:coerally adopted in Arlinc1al Intel· 
l~ence studie~. We or'!er some su.:gest1ons on bow feel· 
1n; can be handled In 4J'\ IP-type analysis of mind. 

It m.iy ¥..:cm 1omewJw.t pcrver~c lo C): .. mmc such 
r .. nnod (high· lcvel) concepts as 'emotion· ln the 
prrscnt context of eomputat1on.al 1lud1cs ol intclh· 
.:cnce llowever. we argue ttwl 1l Is ncccs,snry some· 
lm1u (perhaps espec: lally in COlD1Uve Science) lo look 
ahead and 11rappl11 wilh problems wtuch we are not yet 
r.: ... dy to solve. ihu paper Is intended in part to aug· 
gesl dirccUon.s tor future research. There is a marked 
t .. c:k or detailed compulaUonal theories in this area. and 
m.iny quest1owi remain to be studied. 

a Titt:omcs onaumoN 
Over lhe cenlur1es, a wide variety or theories ol 

emot ion h.lve bcco pn:>po1tnded. Our survey will follow 
I.yon . '. 2 ) for the mo,t part., bul we ehAll con11dor upe· 
l'i..JI) •li.1l 11 ... luc these lheor1,,ll m1i;ht hJ\C in i;ul<l111.; 
proposed Architectures for minds. In Cdcl lbere is an 
enormow lller.i.ture on Emotion, bul nol much 1s 
unmed1ately relevant lo A.I. 

Sometimes il CAO be helpful, in analyzing a eon· 
ccpl. lo ciwrrnne d1ct1ona.ry dc(').nJUons. and espcci.i.lly 
tho ex.t.mples c1tod lor v.u-1ows usages. nus help:1 gWll'd 

agalnst the d11n11er ·of focu~slne; loo much 011 only purl 
or the t.olal meaning or a word. However, we must nol 
be mislead by the presuppositions of lhe lexicogra· 
phers, either. 

My dictionary[~) defines mwti.on lhus (abbrevi· 
ated): 

emoliao.: n. from: •1n0vare lo re1nove, tnovt, A\lay; 
•hake, upheave 

!. •llrrill£ up, ugllatlon, excll.,menl or r .. ellng• 
2. any of feelings-conlrllllled with mental processes of 

rea•onlfl,i (joy, &rlef , hAlred, love, fear, etc.] 
(popularly) emollon or hearl, contrasted l.o intellect 

2.1. Feel.in& Th.eories of Emollon 
This dictionary dellnition links em.otilms closely 

wilh feelings. That association Is well embedded in our 
culture . 'Feeling' theories of emotion dale from Des· 
carles or earlier, and describe emotions as mental 
events of one sort or another whlch Involve feellnas as 
the essential component. This approach. however, ii 
incomplete. 

. The definition noled above rc.,r 'emotion' leaves only 
imphcil (mainly In Its elymolo.:y) i,.nolhcr uspccl, lhul 
In many re~pccts an emotion can be something of e 
motive for action. A person in the grip .of an emotion, 
such as anger or love, Is lht:reby moved lo acl In cer· 
lain ways (or to avoid certain actions). Indeed, some
limes emotions in pcoplo are d1ugnosed by how '(and 
whether) they manlfesl lhemselves In behaviour. A 
stock example Ls "I didn 't reallse how angry I w11.1 until I 
found myself pounding on the table." 

Feeling theories of emotion do not account for thus 
salisractorlly, slnee feelings, as such, do nol motivate 
behaviour. Also, If emotions uro merely· mental evonls 
of reeling. there is .a mind-body problem in how can 
they aJTect behaviour. Emotions may Involve feelings, 
bul there Is something more . 

2.2. Bcbaviourisl Theories 
Another group or theories may be called 

'Behaviourist'. These attempt lo Identity emotions by 
(resulting) behaviour (Jim punched Roberl on the nose. 
Mary's eyes sparkled and her pulse rate increasod when 
Andrew came into the room.) ·Behaviour Is understood 
to mclude observable physiological changes (in pulse 
rate. skin t1ush, breathing, ehc.) 

Howovor, careful oxumlnallon of tho JaoL1 .aho.wa 
that emollon.1 (in hum.an,) do not po11111 a on1•Lo-on1 
m.ipping wllh 10Ld oC uuuul'v..1l>lus . 1ho 11..n10 oulwurd 
behaviourist manlfeslal1ons can lndicale any of Hveral 
dil'lerenl emollons, depend,ing on conlext. (Jim ·and 
Robert may have been lo a boxing mat.ch. or may be 
acting in the lbealre.) People only label physiological 
changes and overl behaviour as 'cmoUon' If appropriate 
co&oltions are presenl. 



There u every coos1d~rc1l>iu l1lt:ralure on emol1orui 
rrom a b<!hav1owisl perspecltve, largely founded on 
eirpenmenls ,nth animals . nus research does explore 
pa.rUcu!Arly lbe correlallons of outward SIJ!l!I or emo
uon Wllh ph~iological aspects such a.s body chemistry 
(hormones, etc.) and wilh activity in the Cenlral ner
wous system and the Autonomic nervous syslem[5). 

l.:S.. Pll)'choao&lytjcal Theortu 
Psychoanalytical theories, rnalhly derived from 

J'reud1an perspectives, interpret emotions 11s manlres
l4llons of unconscious innuences on the ego. The ract 
lhal much mental activity is unconscious is now gen
erally accepted. This perspective, also, has a very large 
literature, mainly in the context or lrealmenl of emo
llon.a.lly dLSturbed people. 

2.4. Jun&ian Theories 
Jungian theories do not have much Lo say about 

emollon as such. They m<L<e a claim, however, which ls 
some•·hal relevant. All co6nit1ons. mental associations, 
'complexes·. and thoughts are said to be accompanied 
inJrinru;all1,1 by a feeling tone·. nus is something o! a 
radical challenge to any lhc:ory or mind based (as many 
ue in Al circles) predominantly on the idea.s or lnfor
maUon Processing . Jungian the ones say that feelings 
m the form or (perhaps unan.alysable) attractions and 
repu!s1on.s, hkes and dislikes, are part and parcel o! all 
mental events. Part, m a sense. or the low-level neural 
funcllOrufll or the br.;1n (lhoUJ:h th.: implcmcnlal1on 
Cl.!i;:>ects or this are not del'ined). · 

Th.is claim. of the centrality or 'feeling tones' in menla.l 
processing. can be correlated with the observations or 
bch,w1our1:1t 'ph}'s1oloh1c,d p~ycholohf', which see foci· 
1n,::1 4nJ emotions as cssc·1,l1.1lly 'p.;ychic ~iJ-, ·cfTccl:i' or 
uct1V1ly In the C',::i or A:'-i::i . 

l''-"Chng:s and Molivc1 
1'he JU0£14ll theory 01Jer:. grounds Cor r.:gdrdin.: 

not only !cclmg:1. but also matiul!s, and goals or desires 
a.s iolruu1c to aruma.l mental tunclionmg. The lnt1mate 
connecl1on between the ment..ai phenomenon or ·reel· 
10.: :.· a.nd the physiological act1V1ty 1n the nervous sy:1· 
lcm provides a direct mcchd!Usm ~hy the animal 
should h.ave purposes; they can anse at least Crom pure 
hedoru:.m-mll.Xlmisation or pleasurable reehngs. 
Altho~h Hus appears obvious. 1t cannot l>c accommo
d ... ted by the purely cogrull\'C II' modcl:1 now muse. 

It ,~ a tnv, .. l plulo,e,phu: .. I obscrv .. l1on lh,,L no 
.unount or info=t'i!m e\·cr le.ids or 1tselr to a value 
jud6emenl. nor to a mol1vc ror action. The mental 
event that somethi~ is 'UO.!ued, or lbat some acUon or 
response ls cAlh,d for in a p.irt.1cular s1luul1on. must 
involve .i.nolher element besides lhc informulion inputs. 
nus other element 1s seen m 1L:l most pnml\cvol form In 
1:mplc rencxes. lor instance where a mosquito homes In 
on sources or Wllrm hunud &r, having been stlmulated 
to a.cUV1ty by carbon dioxide. or course, we normally 
reserve the words 'motive·. 'goal' and 'desire' for more 
eldborate rnent.al precesses mvol~ complex 1ntorma· 
taon proc.:ssmg und co6nit1ons 
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2.b Uu..1ve 1beorie• of l'.moLlon 
We have remarked that emotions aro nol j11sl lt:1:I· 

Ing ,, (or Just physlolo11lcal d1slurbancoa) bul are com· 
morJy associated with a spurrine toward, action, I.e. a 
maliue; these word• have a common elymologlcal root: 

moti,re; n. cause of movement 
1. That which ln.Owtn.cH dulrea, Inell.ea wUI ln • 

direction, lnduca •peclllc ecllon; 
Inner tore• ceuslnc apeoll\Q aoLlou 

2. Predominant feature, Idea or theme underlylna or 
runnln11 throueh an orll*llc composition, elc. 

This hM led to theories, e.e. Leeper[6,7). which aee 
emotions as special kinds or m.oti111111. IAZllJ'la and 
Magda Arnold ha.ve also argued this, and Sloman and 
Croucher[ 1) hold a position close to this. for instance, 
an angry person Is angry at someone or ~ome group 
whom s/he believes has damai:cd his/her Interests, 11.nd 
s/he may well feel an impulse lo retttllate. This 
approach dales back lo Arl~lotle. 

When we examlne our usa.1:0 or the word 'emotion', 
we find yet another clement ls 11110 Lnvolvod besides the 
motivation lo ocllon. The motive to relallalo (in the. 
above example) ls consequent on a prior porcaplion 
that 'lnleresl1 huve been dumaged' (e.g. tho ball broke 
my window, or your ~pou~e spent the money you were 
savlng tor a holiday, or tho post.al workers were on 
strike agaln) . 

2 .6. Causo.1-f.'valuaUvo 1hcorioa 
This refinement or tbe motive theory loads to a 

Causal-Evaluative theory of emotion. In lb.is. on emo
tion ls said lo consist or a subject perceiving or •val wil
ing a situation AS algnll'icant (vague word •) . Thia per
ception or evaluuUon involve~ rcrorcncc to tho MUbjcet's 
cxµcd<.1t1un!i 11.nd dus lrus. IL luulls lo (cuu~u~) soruu 
combination or chanllcd phy~lologicul ruupon~oli (in llv· 
ing creature~). fcelingw . und u motive to roacl. In thia 
lhcory, the initial .::11alu ... lio,n 1:, cc-r,Lrul, a.rnl dcpu11dM on 
the subject's purpoMes and oxpcclallons . furthermore. 
to qualify as un emotion in normal wu,no, tho evo.lul/.t1on 
and its consequences (physlolo11lcal and monlal) should 
be 'o.uloma.lic' - not directly controlled by lhe 
subJcct's will-power. 

To explicate, vlsuul · perception Is ulso an 
'automatic' proces~. and Cor the most pe.rl we CD.Mot 
directly will to aee or nol 1uc an object lo tbe vl•Wll 
field prcsr:nted lo our eyes. Simllarly, we co.nnol wlU to 
foci or not feel a pi!rtlculur cmoUon. lhougb or courao 
we can Influence our cmollonlal lndlruclly, 1uch Ill by 
leaving the room or consctou11ly rudireclls1" our allen· 
lion. The ti.olive component may or may not result In 
overt action. Fear or an enemy may lncludo a desire lo 
nee, but can result In p11ralys1s or action dopendlng on 
the circumstances. 

. However, tbe emotion mu.y not directly Involve a 
epocinc maliu11 at ell. f'or Instance. In the ar1or ol 
bereavement It Is hard to 1denttry any motive a, result· 
ing rrom the sense or loss. (This wlll be related to the 
concept of 'fluid' and 'fixed· emotion.a to be discussed 

. later.) 

t.'valwi.Uoo.a or l'orcoplJoQJj 
Thu evoluollon lnvulvud ln un emotion 11om1rully 

involves prior ·mental states, expectations and beliefs. 
For Instance, If Emma comes Into lbe room while I am 
eating lunch. and I dlapl11y signs o! llgllallon, you would 
need to know more ubout my prlor mental slate lo 
Judge what emotion I mJghl be feeling. For Instance. I 



could a,., 1.:cr.:lly IU lu,c \I alh her, or perhaps I d1shke 
her very much. Allernal1v.:ly, I might have a pnvAte 
message ror her wtuch is makmg me aruaous, or I might 
fear she will embarrass me. Alternatively, I might be 
&etun. 1nd1gest1on. and her arrival was a coincidence . 

~ole that the MIJaluation leading to an emotion Is 
aomewh4l 1mular to those processes oormally re,arded 
u 'perceplioo'; they are automatic and present an 
e.nalys11 or the allualion. ljowcvcr, whale 'perception· 
1enrrally Involves retcrence to beliefs and expectaUon.s 
[ I. 8) It does not lnvplve (as usually understood) refer
ence to our purposu and d.u-ins. The evaluation for an 
emotion typically does involve reference to our pur
poses and desires. We might Infer that feeling an emo
t.Jpn involves a more elaborate mental machinery than 
IS reqwn!d for perception. Or It may be that lhe under
ly1"6 mtormat1on processin,~ mechanisms are essen· 
ta.a.lly 31m1lar. but have access lo 'higher level dala· 
b4s111· Lt1 the cue or emotions. 

2.. 7. Coj:n1Uve lhL-ories 
Sloman's(l] analysis Is consistent wtlh tile causal· 

ev4luat1ve posit.Jon, though perhaps over-estimating 
motJ,·es a., compared with the evaluation. It seems 
!arced to describe a pain. as a kind or 'motive'. When 
you sit on a lhumb·lack, tho renex ncl1on:1 (a gasp, and 
1.,;pw.,,rd leap} Art.l hardly med1bled by 'molivcs' as lhe 
term is usuo.lly understood. Toe whole process im•olves 
o:1 1y phyto.cnotically ancient p:i.rts or the nervous S)'S· 
IL-m (rt.,n<:xcs). and 1l ts .i. moment taler lh.ll hi•hcr co.•· 
r:.\1\·.: procc,sc~ AS$1rn1l<1te th.! signals llu1L your re:;, 
end Ms been punctured . J.'.oUves (and possibly erno
l1ons) thcn fo llow. iu In removin.: lll<l otlcndang objpct 
~lore Sllllng dol(tl 11ga1n, and maybe feeling 11.nger at 
lhe careless (or deliberate?) placement or the tack. 

A.din. a, su1,bcsled e.irhcr, ll 1s 11n 1U1usual usage 
lo de5crabe the pol1n in the crnol1on or r,ne! as a 
·mol,vc ' . And s,m&lurly tor lho c1110L1011 or ' longing' (tor 
aomcone Absenl). 1nesc '(lxed' emol1ons tend lo per-
111l ror a period of lime. 1111d 11ro not amen,1ble to being 
rno!vcd by tnkint any outward Action. Al so lhcre is no 
explosion or emotion with c11tbart1c errcct in these 
c.i.scs (Compare lhe emoUon or 1:1.Ilger al someone's 
net.Joa, where pcrat1llm~ ci,:prcssion o! the emoljon 
cou A lon41 way tow.irds rcmovm~ it.) 

Slom41'1 does mention rightly tho Intrusive lnvolun· 
l•ry n•ture ol emotions III menlal disturbance. though 
mental disturbance &.lone does not co·mpose en emotion 
(pac• acme beh1w1our1st p,ycholog11ts). Such dlatur
b..lnccs could indeed be surf.,rcd by en arliflc1al intel1 1· 
eence . 11 they are consequ::nt upon an evaluative pro· 
cess u described above. perhaps even a robot mitJhl be 
u1d to be feeling an t:moUon. However. this 1s 
c!et'uutely strelchi.ng the ,.ord a bit m favour of lhe 
robot, unlen In some s~csc lh<J robot dlso ha.s fccliogs. 
ilu• •• nol a mo'lll"r of phy,;1oloi11c .. 1 daslurlrnn.ce, but wi 

1llol.,1ested earlier l:t perhap~ dcpendanl on \<lluthcr the 
co.;:ruuve mactune directly 'possesses feelings' All a 
prmut.Jve 'datwn ·. .L!ore precise form ulallons are 
needed 1n Uus area. The word ·teehlll' has diverse 
me4!lln,gs In English. 
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fcclUl& 
In. 1. phy~tco.J aeru.11Uon. »e11lic114>c; 

power of, capacity for, uxvurlonc11111 au11.a.l1u11. 
2. a. speclftc aense.Uons; b. 1peclllc emotion or 

aontlmonl; c. e premonlllon, lnluilion 
3.[pl.) a. the emollona; 

b. (speclll.cally) ldcdly, eo~erollll •enllment. elc 
4. excllemeril o! mind; esp. e11&ry, et.c. sentiment 
6. Intuitive ae1U1ellc eppri,clallon, dcltcnle and 

Jlllll senslblllty (e .g. reeUnc for beeuly) 
ll adj. havine, anlrnated by, expres•llli, slrone feelin& 

And emotion. 

Note that It Is dlslinclly anomulous for someone lo 
soy "I love (tear, envy, elc.) Janet, but never have any 
reeltngs towards her." In racl, a common way lo report 
an emotion is lo say, e.g. "I fee! love (etc .) for Janel .H 

3. A TAXONOMY 01' ~OTIONS 

Previous writers have, ot course. made distinctions 
between the various ·emotions. Sloman, for Instance, 
distinguishes Anger, Exasperallon. Annoyance, and 
Dismay. Nevertheless, different people often draw 
slightly different divisions between such re lated emo
tions, and doubtless these differences depend on lhe 
community one grows up to. For Instance, 'beihg emo
tional' about something is not (tor me) quite the same 
as 'having an emotion' uboul ll. To my mind, the 
rormer Is a comment primarily on tile subject's 
behaviour, while the lotter implies that the subject hes 
a det\nlte emotion le mJnd (Jealousy, for example). 

Again, 'being ernoUonnl' can mean a disposition. 
attitude or mood, or could be a molter ot temperament 
or character. These are di/Terent things again from 
"occurrent emollons"-·cmolions 'in the act' . or course, 
disposillonal usages or emotion words depend on the 
occurrenl usages we have been discussing so far . Thi• 
dislincllon ls well understood. 

De Rivera[3) presents a taxonomy for emotions 
which he claims Ill fairly comprehensive, und ~hows the 
relationships and contrasts between the different emo
tion words. It is based on a structural analysis built on 
the concept of psychological dlslaoce ln lnterpersonAI 
space. An emotion Involve s a movoment··a push or 
pull-bet we on tile subjecl and an object or 'other'. 

The movement or roroe may be tO'IJJarcL~ or awa11. 
The movement may be o/ the Subject, or of Lho Objuct. 
In e ither case, lho one moVing may be Initialing the 
motion (active) or It may be forced by the other (pas· 
slve). The movemunt may bo In any one or tho dimen· 
sums of Belonglng. Recognition, or Being. Figure 1 from 
(3, Fig. 11) summarises the overall scheme. 

De Rivera expl11tns his throe dimensions In Lerma of 
James' (9) notions of the 'Selr. The Belonging emotions 
relate to one's 'm11terial' sell (one 's body, family, home, 
etc.). Toe Recognition emotions relate to one's 'social' 
selt • Image in the eyes of others. The Being emottons 
relate to one's 'spiritual' seU (one's spiril, soul, m.ind, 
psyche) . 
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t'\CURA l. ).!atruc of Emotions (lrom de Rivera [3]) 

nus 1tructurlll analysi:1 i:1 very intercstmg, yo,l laus 
&n a.tr of considerdble rormal structuring. One rears the 
won:! mearullls might h.ive been !creed into the mould 
of a neat cua;:ram. However, de Rivera cites some 
contlrma.tlon or ltus ta.xonomy [op .cit .]. TI1e 's ites· in 
the cubic di4tr,m1 represent 'pure types' or emotion. 
And h4ve been labelled with i.ords generally rcpruenlu· 
live or their kmds. }!e cl,mns that individua l emotion 
•on:!s have meuungs which tend to cluster mto one or 
e.noth1:r 'site' an the d.!a;:ram 

His continued andlysis surveys how :some or I 00-
plwi dilterent emotion words an use nt into this scheme. 
llus shows that 1n some co1:1e :1 d1CTerent emotion words 
occupy the same 'site' yet are distinguished in e very
day use . Thus further distinctions must be made in the 
structural apparatus. 

The one extra distinction that appears to be fairly 
clearly established is in the dimension "nuid" t"flxed". 
J'or example, both Ang er ll.fld Hate occupy the site for 
movement By the Subject in the Belonging dimension 
Away from the object . Howc,·er the behaviour evinced 
in an an.1ry person does somdhmg to resolve the emo
llona.l feelllli:S (·catharsis ') '>·tule 'hale ' 1s in a sense 
'frozen· and II not relieved by outward action. (The 
most one can do ls to turn ones attention away from the 
obJecl ot the hate, or seelc a dlfferent pers pective so as 
lo ch.utie the eva.luallon Wlderlying the motion. 
Pc~ps eventwilly the ho)le can bu eo11vcrtcd lnlo 
ange r, And lhen worked out; lhe fact we can talk about 
Uu:i conversion lendi; credence Lo lhe analy~lll .) 

-, 
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.. . lill.A.TIONSIIU' or Tilt:St: 1'111':0l(JY.:.i TO Al 

Followi.oj Sloman [ 1, 10) we CIU\ adopt a modul i:,f 
mind archH.eclure lnvolvtlli ll dalaba1e or information 
(tact.a, lied Into model, ot the world and or the ult
many partial model.B actulllly) and databases (stores) ot 
current purposes, goals, expectations, etc. The Intelli
gent beln& has many purposes al any parUcular lime, 
only some or which are selected ror attention. Purpoaea 
may be represented by descriptions or 1tatea or 11venl1 
lo achieve or .lo avoid, and are lllso characterised by 
descriptions of their relative 1mporllU\CC or prlorlUes, 
and dependenelca. 

The conslder11llon1 adY<1ncod 1>tiovv lead pur
auaslvely lo a ca'ttsal·uvafoa.tive theory or emotion. We 
mu1l now allund lo lwo lmporlanl cornpononh or 
prerequisites for h!iVlng umollons : feelings, and pur
posa:r. 

In the context or cognitive science, hitherto. pur· 
poses have received attention, while ror the most part 
feelings have not. This Is pre11umably the result of 
applying the Information-Processing meluphor for men
tal runctionlng, which draws ll.tlention towards lnlellec· 
lual and rational fUI1clioni1 and away rrom lc<dings. For 
instance, feelings aro barely mentioned Ill [ I OJ. Md are 
not even listed In the Index !or ( 11). Sluter[ 12) 
describes entertainin~ly how our male-dominated cul
ture encourages us to Ignore foolings. und olhor food· 
back signals, as we pursue our lndividu<1llsl1c goals 11nd 
life scrlpls. 

4.1. Fcoling11 
Somehow. feelings· have lo be brought lnto the 

scope or the ln!ormallon processing model. AJJ a Ont 
step, we regard feelings as the psychic or mental coun· 
terparl ot the racl thal lntclligonl (11nd s tupid) bcln&s 
have bodies- a physicnl substrate. In the cuHc ot living 
creatures, al least, the physical body and the mind aro 
related. and evolution (or creation?) h.i s provided rood
back loops trom body lo mind . Th.ls !oedback ls partly 
lhrou.:h perception rnech11rusmu. such 11s sli:ht and 
hearing, and partly lhrougb whal we call feelings. 

Taking a hint from Jungian psychology, wo · model 
the ln/\uence or toellngs lo cogn.1l1vu ml.!chanlsmH 
lhrou.:h associating 'Jaahng victors' with all mental 
processes and data In the lnforrnnllon proceulng 
model. A calculus or theory for how lhesu feelllli vec· 
tors should be transformed during rn<:ntnl processing 
remains lo be worked oul. 

The simplest model or this kind would bo to 1uwool· 
ale a single signed numerical "desirablhty'' or "Inten
sity" value with each lhoughl and process. Indeed, thls 
case bears some analogy to the f'reudlan theory, which 
sees llll mental processes as Involving nows (and some
times captures) of Libido or psychic energy between 
d1tTerenl parts ot tho psyche [ 13J. This Is undoubtedly 
too simple a model, but It meshes quite nicely with 
other parts of the theory. (ll also 1uggosl11 lhal a 'con· 
servalion law' for feellng veclora or for psychic enor&Y 
should be sought.) 

Sloman and Croucher (1, 10) ldenll!y dl.tferenl pur• 
poses and dlCTercnt mollvua us buvlng dlCJerln& 'priori· 
ties', This 'priority' can be seen as really (part or) the 
feeling interu11ly for the purpo11e or motive. (One can 
even see how evolulloruu-y mechanJsms might fllvour 
organisms able lo malco priority dtsllncllorus bolwoon 
confucling urges.) Similarly. do H1vt:ru has a ·move
ment' component (tow11rd11 or uwuy) 1n Odeh emolion. 
This again is 11 (signed) 'lnlen1ily', with negotlve values 
(by convention. but nol 11rbltr11.rily uo) bulni;: for move· 
ment1 11wa11. 



A&aJ.n. 1ome oth.or antellleent l}'lllem1 have 
d.i1played a need for sirrular continuous-value·d control 
p&ramelera. Expert 1yslems auch u IJYCIN use 
lhem(t4]. Berliner has Also demonslnted tbo need for 
1omethll\& like lhla in g.imo playing programs, with his 
'amoothly VcU')'ll'lg appllc.ll.iou cocl11ci1:1nls' [ 1:-,'), 

The rreud.ian aod Jun,im theories are Wlited In 
ucnbma all sources ot psychic energy to the uncon.s
c1oua, with root, ultun.ately In the lnstmcluill mochan· 
lSm.t of the or&e.rusm (those 1.1'1Sllocls bcln~ renected 111 
'archetypes· accord.in& to Jungi6.ll theory). Jn. a com· 
puler, we can ol course mad.el such a theory ol leelin&. 

We clAtrn. nevertheless, that for feeling to be 'real' 
(wh.alever lhAl means, depending on your philosophical 
1!AI1t) It must be ba.sed at leo.sl In part on 'geneUcally 
pro1trAmmed' or '1Male' mechanisms which provide 
fredb4ck to the mind from ll.i phys,c.J lrnplemenl11.tion 
body. Thus It will be premature Lo lal!t aboul feelln&• in 
r'obot.s u.ntll they do lnl!eed need to interact Wllh the 
environment for lhe tr 'life ,upport', etc .. and have some 
b.ullt·ln awueness or this. ,\ robot which periodiclllly 
has lo rechAr;te Itself from a wall socl<et, and the 
rrucro-mlce In the maze compel.Jlions, are Ii. primitive 
sU,rt In ttus d1recUon. These conclus1·ons are consistent 
with, the argument.a or DeMett ( \6). 

11:ote, however, that we do not consider a single· 
valued real number associated' wilb each mental datum 
to be an adequate model or feelings. We s~gest that a 
vector or values. or some other struclurcd data- type, 
would be more appropriate. Jlowcvcr, unrn such 
models are 1mplemcnlt!d and tcsled, lhcre is no evl· 
de nee lo settle the m,\ller. 

4.2. PuFpO:iC:I and lfolivoa 
Given the understanding that purposes and 

motives are qu.iht\ed by focllng vectors. we have lilll'e 
rurther to add to previous d1;cussions ot 'purposes' and 
·motives·. Sloman [ 1. !OJ bas presented an outline 
a·ccou.nt or how purposes and motives can be imple· 
mentad under an 1n!ormat1on processing model or ihe 
mind Boden·, [ 11 J po~1t1on seems lo be compo.t1ble 
• 1th this e.lso. She argues that purposes are roolcd .in 
the mecharust1c pr,occs3cs ol lhe br.un, but thul we Me 
not thereby forced to adopt a rcducuonist (or deter
rrt1rust or behAvounst) vt<:wpolnt. We emphasise more 
stron,:ly th11 role or leel1ngs as pdrl or the: rootin~ or 
mcnl61 processo• in the phys1c .... 1 brutn··and 1n tho 
or&4!Usm generall'y . 

4.3. Analysa1 ol t:molJona llild · l·'ccli~;1 

'fi.e S~lest that de Riv,:r.,·s structur11l 11.n11lysis i$ a 
fruitful startmg point. We sha.11 outline how to reinter
pret his model in the conccpls o! ,,n IP n,o<.ld of cogni· 
uon (swtably enhanced). 

An objecUon of principle might be made, that lhe 
alructur<1l analy111 Ulvolve:1 All asswnpuon that every 
emotion mvolves ·an other'. nut this 1s n::>t rt.!ally a ne1v 
d11T1culty; the same a.sswnplion Is embedded in the view 
lho1t an emotion involves 11.n cv<1luat1on or the :.,tualton 
.. tuch mcludes cons1derat1on or the subject's purposes. 
The three ·cumens1oru · or [folon.~1ng. Rccoi;rulton, o.nd 
llcmg are not re11d 1ly grasrcd; lhcy were mlroduced 
t.1,uhcr, ..nd wo return to tlu:m shorlly. 

De Rtvar.i. m.ucc11 .i d1>l1n<.:l 1u11 lld»cc11 "Ou1d" ,u,J 
"l\xed" emotions. (It ~ n.;it cl.:ar whclhcr llu:1 1:; 

intended as a discrete bU1<>ry-l.' .. lued or c:. contmuous 
J'-'r.irnc,lcr .) \'l'e 1~1:cst th .. t this d1slincl1on c .. n be.: 
anlerpreted 1n lh11 1n!ormol1on p,·oc,is:110,: model u fol· 
lows . A F1wd emouoo 1s one incluc!tng consequent 
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mot1veti tor action, and If the 11cllons are laki,n ll,.,1, 
this remove, that psychic energy from the emotion as 
1ucb (ahadea or Libido tbeoryt). 

A F\xed emotion. by conlrasl, 111 one whore no 
direct mollvu1 ar.e genoraled (pac11 Slomun). Thero· 
fore, naturally, no tmmediale outlets tor the emoti.oo 
present themselves. (Thla is not to say a Fixed emoti.oo 
cannot be resolved in other ways.) The Fixed emotion. 
In Sloman's termlnolo&ly, may Involve Motive Generlllars 
and In some later changed clrcwn-stancea these aenera· 
tors may be able to produce actual motives for action. 
which can take ot'f aome of the bottled energy. The pro
duction of actual motives can be regarded as AD 
unfreezing of the emotion. converting it Into a Ould one. 

Now to reexamine the threo dlrncnBlon1 of 
Interpersonal space. We may compare them tentatively 
with Jung's 1beory of Types (17]. JWJ&l cla¥~lflo1 
people 's temperaments fand by Implication their emo
tions and reellngs) on four dUTerent dimensions or 
·tuncllons': the Feellng function (sensitivity to values); 
the Thinking runction (orientation towards Intellectual 
and rational thought); the Sensation function (aware· 
ness or physical sensations and perceptions): and the 
Intuition funt:Uon (sensitivity towards hunches and 
Intuitions which well up from the unconscious mind). 
Each or these !'uncllons Is present In• a person, though 
one· or another may be stronger. 

This theory has been criticised that it may owe 
more lo an attractive 'manda la' representation than it 
does lo observation. Nevertheless, It seems to have 
some descriptive value with humM beings. 

The Dimensions or Interpersonal space (a La 
James[9]) can be rou,;:hly mapped onto Jung's ·rune· 
lions· as follows. The Being emotions, and spiritual self, 
are roughly equ.lvalenl to the Intuition function. The 
Belonging emotions and material self are roughly 
equivalent lo the Sensation function. The Recogn1tion 
emotions and social seU are roughly equivalent to the 
Feeling function. Jung's Thinking function ts not 
Involved here. In this view. 

The ldenlll\cations suggested in the' previous para· 
graph are Inevitably only tentative, at th11 stage. In the 
absence of working computer n,odclH of emotion 
according lo these lights. Tho whole of Seclion 4 above 
Is intended to show bow to modHy the "classical" Infor
mation Processing mode.:! of cognition (lls expounded by 
:::i loman and others, in various forms) lo lako account o! 
the phenoniena or reellngH and emotions. 

b. SUI.IMAllY 

A wide range or theories al>out the nature of Emo
tion has been surveyed. The causal-evaluative theory 
oppc:ars to be the most adequate opproach, and it can 
be interpreted In terms or an Information processing 
model on the general lines suggested by Sloman and 
others. The Information processing model as described 
hJlherto must, however, be extended by Inclusion of a 
notion of feeling. 

We discuss fecllng11, and describe how they can be 
Integrated into an Information processing model of 
mind. They underpin any adequate description or 
motives and o! purposes. With this addition, we have an 
upproach to a more adequate model or ,motion. Wo 
a lso draw on do Rivera's structural onalysls of emotion, 
and Integrate also elements ot the Jungian and Freu
dian theories or the p~yche. Our goal is to develop a 
unlOcd lhcory of feeling . omollon, and motivation. 

•. ' 



In summuy, we consider Lhal feelings Are essen· 
llAl for an adequate theory of mind, lhal they do not 
enst in a 'pure intellect· but depend on interaction 
bet-,een the body and mi.nd, ond that without lbem It is 

1rw.ppropr1ate to Wk or Emollon.s. An intelligence 
"'tuch has a body, and fee ling s . ond purposes, will be 
Able lo have emotions ond indeed will be almost human 
(or at any rate Animol}. 
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. EVE.NT-BASED ORCAH1ZATI0N OP TUIPull AL DAl'ABASES 
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tt..oy problem- 1olvin& application• need 
~oforwatioo about temporal propertie1 of object• 
in the domain of app l ication as well as teat for 
pattern, of teaporal relationship, between 
d~f!erent object1, In the approach pre1ented 
b"ue temporal infonutioo i• organized io the 
!or. of event• which de1cribe 1ome temporal 
P.roperty o! ao object. In thia acheme, eventa 
are orgaoiaed around aome 'key-eventa" in ~ 
hierarchical faahion to fora "epiaodea'. 
Cont1nuoua event• are aodelled by ao epiaode of 
related polnt-eventa. Recurring epiaodea form 
an eplaode-cluater, Thia acheme alao handle• 
toe iapreciaion and variety io temporal 
deacriptioo in a natural auoner, Finally; 1ome 
•trategie1 are diacu11ed for answering many 
typical temporal quer1e1 in the context of 1 
particular application of tbe1e ide11 for 
or,aniaing temporal data io the medica l domain. 

INTJ!ODUCUQH 

la aany do...aina, aolvin& problau or 
prov1din& ••pert-like conaultatioo not only 
require, a datab11e o! fact1 about object, io 
tne domain but al,o information about temporal 
variet1on1 in 1oae attribute• of theae object,. 
£.x1J11ple1 of 1uch dooaio1 include clinical 
deciaion-auking, fault - diegno1i1 of electrical 
or mechanical 1yatem1, economic forecaatiog, and 
monitor1ng change, in the atate of aome 1y1tem, 
1~ medical di1gno1i1, tor in1tance, one not only 
needa to model the 1tate of the patient at the 
t\Jll e of diagnoaia but alao changes io the 
va r1oua •i&oa, l}'lllptcn:ia, and labdata over a 
pe riod of tuie. In addition, many diagno1tic 
rule• are baaed oo the temporal and cauaal 
r • l1t1on1h1pa between different data concept,. 

Tbe tempo r al information requi r ed to model 
tbe dynaaica of the objecta in the domain of 
•ucb application• ia typically event-oriented , 
lo otner worda, the dyoamica can be adequately 
repreaented by deacribiog !!'..!l.!l. event• occurred; 
~ they occurred; how~ they lasted, if 
indeed it i• u1eful to repr esent their duration 
of occurrence; and how they were related 
temporally and cau1all7. Given such a databa1e, 
tn e typica l t empor a l question• are of the 
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following kind: Ca) What event, occurred at 
tl.llle T? (b) Did event Y occur? Wheof (c) Did 
event Y occur before or after event Z7 How far 
apart were theyf (d) What vu the change in 
aome attribute of ao object during interval TT 
Ce) When did event Y etartf How long did it 
la1tf 

Io thi• paper, we de1cribe ao eveot-ba,ed 
orgaoizat ion which can be uaed to repreaent the 
different kinda of temporal information aod 
answer a wide range of questions baaed OD that 
information, Thia organization i1 baaed oo the 
following obaervation,. lil:!!.. events which cao 
be conveniently viewed al having occurred at the 
•••• tl.llle can be grouped together into aa 
event-cluster. Becau1e of thi, groupia&, 
retereoce to ao event implicitly refer• to the 
event-cluster a, well to which an event beloo11, 
For this reaaoo, we 1hall use the ter1111 event 
ana eveot-cluater interchangeably, except where 
the diatioctioo ii important. Second', eveotl 
are typically organized around some 'key' 
event,, io effect forming a group of 
event-cluster, related temporally. The eveot1 
in each 1uch group are related to eacb other by 
certain criteria. Theae group• will be 
coo1idered a, epi1ode1. ~. de1criptioo of 
temporal relatiooahip between event, i• often 
illlpreci,e, incomplete, or both. The illlplicetioo 
of tbil obaervatioo ii tbat 10111e que1tioo1 aay 
not be answerable at all aod other, only 
partially, io any given 1tate of tbe databa1e, 
though availability of more preci,e information 
io the future ahould lead to a re-orgaoizetioo 
aoo poaaibly more accur1te ao1ver1, l2l!..r.lh, tbe 
tlllle vheo an event occurred can be described in 
• variety of way, aod it ahould be poaaible to 
integrate them all io a ,iogle organization. 
Pitth, there i1 an inherent duality between 
interval-baaed and poiot-ba,ed repre1entatioo1 
of temporal ioform1ti0D, lo other word1, it ia 
poaaible to 'collapae' interval a into 
po i nt - event• and vice-veraa (where applicable) 
depenaiog on the que1tioo1 asked and 1pecificity 
desired in the reapon1e1, · 

These obaervatiooa point to the need for a 
aet of possibly inter-linked epiaode cluster,. 
The questions described earlier can all be 
anavered by auitably 1e1rching io thi1 largely 
hierarchical organization of event,. We hava 



uae4 lbia approacb to repreaeot a variety of 
aedical data about patieota vhich can then be 
uaed by an automated medical diagooaia ayatea. 
The tvo ayatnaa, PATREC vhich orgaoi&ea medical 
data about patieota and KDX which provide• 
clu1ical conaultation uaiog thi• data, are 
deacribed elaewhere (Mittal and Chandraaekarao 
1980, M.iltal et al 1979, Kittal 1980]. Here ve 
vitl focua only oo thoae aapecta of the databaae 
organiaation vhich pertain to temporal 
infona.ation. 

ll!PU:SDITATIOH OF TDO'OR.A.L DATA 

Ve ahall diacuu our approach to 
repre1entation of ·temporal data io the context 
of examining the nature of description and uae 
of temporal iofonnatioo in applicatiooa auch aa 
cluaical deciaion-making or trouble-ahooting 
complex aechanical ayatema. For illustrative 
purpoaea ve vill uae the medical domain though 
aimilar iaauea are relevant in other domain• aa 
we 11. 

~acription tl f:vl!nta 

An event can bl! vieved aa an aaaertion 
about the occurrence of aome data concept. For 
example, in ~ wel!ks after admiuion, ill 
pat1~nt had intermittent jaundice, one of the 
~vent• ia 'patient had inteI'lllittent jauodicl!' 
vh1cb ia an assertion about the data concept 
'jaundice'. Event• occur at aome point in time 
which ve ahall call the temporal descriptor of 
an event. Thu1 in the above example, 'two veek1 
after adaiaaion· ia the t"1llporal descriptor for 
'intennittent jaundice·. Note that the temporal 
d•acriptor not only daacribo• when an avenl 
occurred but alao serve• to uniquely identify it 
(of cour,e only to the extent that the temporal 
deacription itaelf ia unique). For example, in 
'jaundice at admi1aioo• and 'jaundice three day• 
atter aurgery•, the temporal deacriptora "at 
admiaaion" and "three daya after aurgery" not 
only deacribe the time of occurrences of the two 
jaundice event• but alao diatinguish between the 
two events. There are 1ome interesting iaauea 
about what -happen• if these descriptors refer to 
tne aame event (thi• may be determined from 
otncr information) or if a temporal description 
doca not identify a unique eveot-clu1ter. We 
ahall poatpooe • diacuaaion of these i,s uea to a 
later report [Kittal 1982). 

Alao note tbat often the time of occurrence 
of one event ia de1cribed in terms of another 
event. In the previoua example, the temporal 
deacriptor for the event 'intermittent 
jauoc1ice',namely, "tvo veeka after admission" 
waa in teni• of another event 'admiaeion·. In 
general, the notion of event• and · their temporal 
de,criptiona will be relative to one another. A 
particularly u1eiul instance of this relativity 
occur• in the caae of certain events whose time 
of occurrence ia given in teI'llla _ of the event 
itaelf. A, ve point out later, th11 

1elf-reterent1ality i1 often an important clue 
tnat theae event• play a illlporLant role in tba 
domain for organizing other eventa. 

!l!.!!!!!. Cluatera. Event, which are~•• 
having occurred at the aame time, i.e., defined 
by tbe tame temporal deacriptor, can be grouped 
into an event-clutter. Thia groupio1 i• 
actually an artifact, albait a very uaaful one. 
It allov1 extraneoua temporal infoniatloo to ba 
ignored becau1e even though event• within an 
event-cluater may have occurred hour• or even 
day, apart, they can be uaefully viewed aa 
occurring at the 1ame time. Thi• 'collapain1' 
of an interval into a point-in-time i1 e11eotial 
in managing the large amount• of temporal 
information. The clu1tering may ba perfoniad 
1tat1cally by the uaer, i.e., • let of event• 
may be given to the aystem aa an event-cluater 
(vita a aingle temporal deacriptor), although, 
in reality, the event• may hava occurred at 
different tl.lDH, · Thh cluaterin1 may al10 ba 
performed dynamically by t he 1y1tem in reaponaa 
to certain que1tion1. One of the intere1tin1 
cbaracteristica of our scheme ia thi• ability to 
maintain the duality between point and 
interval-baaed repreaentationa, i.e., allnv 
temporal descriptor• of event• to be dcacribed 
to any degree of apecificity but alao allow an 
interval to be viewed •• • aingle 'point in 
time' for answering 1ome question,. We will 
di1cu11 tbia i11ue in greaJer detail latar on. 

There i, an important con1equence of tbia 
cluateriog of event,. A temporal de1criptor of 
any event in a cluater al10 de1cribe1 the time 
of occurrence ot any other avent in the clu1t1r. 
lo other word•, uniquely 1pecifying an event io 
a cluater alao apecifie• the cluater. ror 
example, given the following cluater of event,, 

"at admiuion the patient bad jaundice, 
pruritua, abdominal pain, and complained of 
nausea and vomiting", 

tbe temporal deecriptor 'at admi11ion' not only 
deacribea when the patient had jaundice but alao 
pruritua, naueea etc, Furthermore, a new 
temporal deacriptor 'at(jaundice at admiaaion)' 
can be created from one of the event• in th• 
cluater, namely, jaundice, which aervea the 1ame 
function a• the previou1 temporal deacriptor. 
Thua, ve ahall use the teni event to refer to 
event-cluater1 alao in thereat of the paper, 
keeping in mind that an event implicitly alto 
refer• to the event-cluater to which it belong,. 

Grouping related ~ .i.!lUI. epi19de•• 
Given these event-c luatcra, huw do we repre1ent 
the temporal relation1hip1 between them? 
Typically, these events do not exiat io • linear 
temporal relation. There are variou1 rea,ona 
ior tbia. Firat, the temporal deacription• 
def1ning an event are impreciae or incomplete. 
For example, "tvo week• after admi11ion" doel 
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Dul ~~.u p,eci&ely 'twu weeks' but only 
appruximuely ,o. Siml1arly, in the following 
data about a patient, 

• ••• a veek after 1urgery, the patient 
cc.plained of 1evera pain in the abdomen, 
nauaea, and vomitting. Three day• after 
adai11ion, be had high fever and complained 
of chi1h ••• ", 

a vHlr. after 1urgery' ii impreciH, But the 
relation betveen thia de1cription and 'three 
da11 after adai11ion· i1 not even knovn, unlese 
one ••Ir.•• the inference that the 'admi11ion' 
beina de1cribed au1t have taken place .!f!.tr. the 
event '1evere pain', in vhich caae the 
relationabip i• Ir.Down but atill impreci1e. Io 
t·nia eauple, there are two event-cluster,, "a 
week after 1ura1ry" (abd01Dinal pain, nauaea, 
,i;oaitt ina, etc.) and "three day, after 
adaiuionN (fever, chilli, etc,), with tb11 
latter occurring after the former, 

Second, nev event, are de1cribed in term, 
of exi1tina event,. For example, in the above 
frapaent, 'a veelr. after 1urger7' va1 derived 
frma ,ur1er7 1 'three day, after admi11ion• via 
derLved froaa adaiaaion, and admiaaion vaa, by 
inference, 'after a veek after aurgery' or more 
praciaely 'after the event aevere pain vhich 
occurred a week after aurgery', Thus, there is 
a natural arouping of event• around one• which 
are uaed to deacribe them, 

Finally, there are 1oae event• which are 
v1ftled •• 'lr.ey' event,, in the 1en1e that aany 
event• are grouped around them, The1e are 
event, which are important to remember (and 
otner event, are remembered ba1ed on them) baaed 
on doma1n-dependent criteria. For example, in 
tne aedical docnain, 'admiuion', 'diacharae·, 
'aur&«ry', etc. are ,ome of the key-event,. An 
important property of theae event• i• that they 
can be ,elf-referential in the aense defined 
earl1er. One conaequence of thia property of 
key-event• i1 that large 1ub-aet1 of temporal 
Jat1 can be uae!ully orK•ni&ed and retrieved 
aruuno tnaae key-event• without knowing 
preciaely (or at all) hov theae event, are 
related to other event• in the databa~e. For 
~a;&aple, larae amount• of data about a patient 
can be oraani&ed into event-clu1ter1 around the 
key-event 'adai11ion', and uaeful diagno1i1 
perfon.ed, without ever knowing vhen this 
edai1aion ev1ot actually took place. 

We ahall refer to theae group, of event, 
oraani&ed around aome key-event•• episode,. In 
1ener1l, an epiaode can be viewed a1 a 
p1rtLtLoned hierarchy of event-cluster,, 
or1ginat1n& froaa the key-event cluster. Each 
level in the hierarchy contain, events directly 
defined v1tD re1pect to the event at the next 
hi~her level (let u, call this event the 
d-event, 1bort for the 'defining event'), The 
lett partition contain, event• which occurred 
before the d-event and the right partition 
conta1n1 event, which occurred after the 
d-event, Mote that the partitioning is only 
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witn respect to the d-event at that level and 
Mt tile key-event at the top of the hierarchy. 
One implication of this relative grouping of 
events (i.e., relative to the d-event at each 
level) ia that 1ome event, in the left partition 
might actually have occurred after the key-event 
defining tbe episodic hierarchy. The converse 
may hold true for the right-partition. Thua for 
etficiently an1vering question• 1uch u "Did X 
occur before/after event Y?", the epi1ode1 might 
al10 be organized into a separate hierarchy: 
her• event• at one level are atrictly before or 
atter tbe events at otber levels to which they 
are linked and different event• at the 1ama 
level are temporally indeterminate with re1pect 
to each otber. (By temporal indeterminacy we 
mean tbe following: due to a lack of preciaion 
in temporal de1criptions, it may not be po1sible 
to 1ay vhich of the two event, in queation 
occurred before or after the other one,) Thi• 
latter hierarchy i1 a hierarchical 
representation of whet may be thought of aa the 
t1111e-grapb of event• in an epieode. The former 
hierarchy can be thought of aa the definitiop 
hLe·rarchy of event, in an epiaode, The latter 
can be created from the information contained in 
tne former, 

Let us illuatrate this organization with an 
example. Consider tbia somewhat complex 
description: 

"A montb before admiuion, the patient 
firat complained of fever and chilli. He 
took medication and felt better, A week 
later, the fever recurred, accompanied by 
anorexia. A few daya later, be developed 
jaundice, At admission, be va1 found to 
have jaundice, pruritu1, anorexia, 1evere 
abdominal pain, etc. Two month• before 
admiaeion, he had eaten shellfish and had 
vomited a few times the next day. A few 
veeks later, be bad an attack of acute 
abdominal pain, but it aubaided. Three 
day, after admi11ion, hi• labte1t1 were 

Two day• later, he va1 ope~ated upon 
for &allatonea. A few day• .after 
admission, he vaa alri~ht and di1charged," 

The key-event for organizing all thi1 data ie 
'admission', All other event, can be directly 
or indirectly grouped around '1t admiaaion'. 
The tvo hierarchiH - definition and time-arapb 
- for thi• episode are 1hown in figure• 1 and 2 
respectively, A few explanatory c0111111ent1 are in 
order here. Our current implementation doe• not 
parae the natural language text as presented, 
Instead, the information contained in the text 
baa to be given to the 1y1tem in a 1tylized 
format, one event-cluster at a time with each 
cluster preceded by the temporal de1cription of 
the cluster, Figure 3 shows the actual format 
for entering some of thia data, However, not 
processing the actual text prevent, the ayetem 
from making certain inference• which would help 
in reducing some of the impreciaion in the 
temporal deacription of event,. For example, by 



itaelt it i1 bard to aay if tbe event E9 (refer 
to figure 1) occurred after the event ES or even 
r7. Tb1a ia becau1e of the iobereot impreci1ioo 
iD toe pbra1e ·a fev day• after admiaaioo'. 
However. the textual occurrence of E9 after E8 
ana E7 coupled vitb tbe fact tbat 'a fev day1' 
can be aore tbao 3 or 5 day•, cao be uaed to 
infer that !9 actually occurred after E7 aod ES. 
Other inference• are alao po11ible b11ed oo 
domaua knovledge. for example, a property of 
toe event 'adai11ioo' io the medical domain, 
n1111el71 pat1eot1 are admitted for problem• 
or1gioat1og before admi11ioo. cao be u1ed to 
decide tbat event ElO muat have occurred before 
!.l ( i.e., adaiuioo) even though the phrue • a 
fev veek1 later' 

Other criteria 12.r. creating episode,. So 
far ve have de1cribed only one criteria for 
crouping eveotl into epiaodea, na.mely, grouping 
around aome key-event. There i1 often need for 
otoer tJpea of epiaodea aa vell. For example, 
event• vitb duration can be modelled •• ao 
epiaode about the occurrence ·of the event. 
Theae epiaode1 vould contain information about 
toe evCAt deacribiog the start of the event, 
event• deacribiog change• io the atate of the 
concept underlying the event, the termination of 
tbe event. other eveot1 vhich may he closely 
linked. etc. Consider the following 
ducriptioo: · 

•Jaundice v11 firat noticed a veek after 
1urgery. It gradually increased io 
ioteoaity, till the patient wa1 given 
medication four day• later. It aub1ided, 
but recurred a month later vheo the patient 
vaa admitted. Three daya later, he waa 
operated a aecood tiae. There waa oo 
jaundice a day after aurgery" 

Tb11 deacriptioo cao be modelled a• ao episode 
for jaundice (in addition to the other epiaodea 
baaed oo key-eveota), but 001 io which only 
event• pert1oeot to jaundice are atored. Such 
ao epiaode allova queatioo• about jaundice to be 
etficieatly anavered, aa vell ~a allova jaundice 
to be treated 11 e point-eveat io the other 
epiaodea. We 1hall diacuaa thi1 in more detail 
ia tbe next aection. 

We are currently inveatigating vhat other 
criteria are uaeful for episodic groupinga. 
Tb1a ana related iaauea are dealt in a 
fortbC0111.iog report [Hittal 1982]. It ehould be 
eaphaai&ed that epiaodea other than those baaed 
oo key-eveota are meant to provide additional 
or&aoi&atioa for efficiently answering certain 
kinda of que1tiona, in particular, quest iooe 
about contiauous eveota and causal 
relationahipa. The key- event based episodic 
~roupa contain all the neceaaary information for 
anawering aucb question•, though oot quite aa 
efficiently if theae additional atructuree are 
not impoaed. 
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NclotiooahiP between cpiaodea . An epi•oda 
may be linked to another epi1ode either directly 
by meaoe of a known temporal relationahip 
between the reapective key-eventa or indirectly 
becauae of a relationship between aventa in the 
tvo epiaodea. For example, in tho deacription 
for jaundice aiveo above, there are three 
epi1ode1: "at first surgery", "at admi11ioo", 
and "at aecood aursery". Tha relation betvean 
tbe laat tvo epilodu ii direct, namely, "at 
aecond aurgery" vaa "three .day• after(at 
admiaeion)". But the relation1hip between tbe 
firat tvo epi1ode1 ii more indirect, namely, "at 
admiaaioo" va1 "l month after" the event "4 day• 
atter(l week after(at first surgery))". 

There are other reason• alao for relatin& 
different epiaodea. One particularly important 
one ia between different epiaode, of a recurrin& 
event. For example, different admi11ioo1, 
different boutl of jaundice, etc. We •hall 
refer to group• of epi1odea baaed on recurrina 
epiaodea •• epiaode-cl~. Lack of apace 
doea not permit a comprehenaive di1cu1aion aod 
interested reader• ahould see [Hittal 1982). 

Variety ·of Temporal Descriptiog 

Aa the example• diacuaaed 10 far ahov, 
temporal descriptiooa can take many form,. Some 
of the different kinda found in the medical 
domain are: (1) key eventa, auch a, 
·admi1aioo'; (2) thoae derived from key event•, 
auch •• 'tnree month• after aecond admiaaioo'1 
(J) thoee derived from other event,, euch •• 'a 
week before jaundice', or 'a mouth after the 
laat time he wae adminiatered halothaoe'; (4) 
tnoae contexually derived in a narrative, auch 
•• ·tour deya later ••• ', 'a month earlier', or 
'two week• after the previou1 aurgery'; (5) and 
calendar event a, 1uch a• 'Karch 1975', • January 
1), 195b, 4:56pm' or 'latter part of 1981'. All 
of these different kind, are frequently uaed to 
d11cribe tba time of occurr1nc1 of avant,, all 
can be more or le•• impreci•• and amblguou1 1 and 
they require different kind, of knowledge to 
unaeratana and integrate. 

Aaide from requir1og a model which can 
integrate all theae different kinda of 
de1cription1, thh variety alao creatu 
potentially conflicting multiple temporal 
description• of the aama event. Iaau1a 
pertaining to ioconaiatency or ambiguity in 
temporal relation1hip1 are beyond the •cope ot 
tnia paper. Interested reader• are referred to 
[Hittal 1\182). 

EPISODIC ORGANIZATION IN TI{E PATREC ~ 

In the earlier aection, va have deacribod 
ao episodic orgaoi&ation for the repreaentation 
of temporal del11. To recapitulate, t11111poral 
data are represented •• event,. Evant• 
occurring 
together 

at the same time are cluatered 
and described by the aame temporal 
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•••cr1ptur. £vent-clu•ter• are further arouped 
into epi1ode1, often organiaed around aome 
key-r<rent. Finally, epi1ode1 of recurring 
event• are cluatered into epi1ode-clu1tera. 

Ve have iapleaented 1oae of tbe1e idea• in 
toe teaporal component of the aedical databaae 
•1•t.,. (P4TJ.!C, aee [Kittel and Chandraaekaraa 
lY80)) and tbe follovln1 di1cuaaion will be ln 
taa coate&t of tb1 PATlt~ 1y1tea. t ha import1nt 
taiaa, to know about th• PATIEC ayatra are1 it 
baa a conceptual aodal of medical data, 
oraaniaed •• a hierarchy of frame•; and the 
actual data about a particular patient are 
1tored aa a patient •odel by iaataatiatia& the 
relevant framu fros the conceptual model. 

E.cb ln1taac1 of a medical data concept can 
b1 v1r..ed a, an event. !vent• that are 
dcacribed aa beloagiaa to the aame eveat-cluater 
are grouped in an event-clu1ter frame. Each 
event-cluster frame baa an •••ociated temporal 
daacriptioa frame which define• the 
event-clu1tar. Each e-vent-cluater ie organiaed 
in one of the bierarcbiea - one for each key 
event deacribed for a patient. An event may be 
impl1citly linked to more than one hierarchy 
becau1e of the multiplicity of description,. 
Sometune• event, may be deacribed which cannot 
be l1n&ed to any of the ~ey-epi1ode1 (i.e., 
epi1ode1 formed from aome key-event). In auch 
c11e,, tbe definin& event i1 uaed to create a 
temporary key-event around vhich an epi1od1 may 
b• for:"Aed. 

~epre1entat1on .2!. Impreci1ion 

In our current i.Jnplementation ve have 
adopted a relatively aimple representation of 
toe i.&lpreciaion of temporal de1cription, which 
nevertn1e11 ha1 proved to be quite powerful. 
Our model all°"11 for both implicit and explicit 
iapreciaion. The former refer, to the 
ob1ervat1on made earlier that temporal 
dc1cr1ptiona are inherently impreci1e. For 
••ample, aiv•n 'oaa ye1r .,.', it i• repreaented 
.. ( l Yu.RS l) ( KONntS u )( DAYS u),. Another 
b1ur11tic that i• u1•ful for implicit fuaaine11, 
auumu tnat the higher unit• of time, if not 
a pre if ied, are xero. For examplr, 'three 
montna ••• ' ia repre1ented aa ((YEARS O)(MONTHS 
))lDAXS U)). 

Soaet1ae1 the ranee of i.Jnprrciaion ia made 
aore explicit. For example, 'between two and 
tnree year, ••• ' will be repre1ented •• ((YEARS 
(a!."1\IEEM 2 l)HHONTIIS UHDAYS U)). 

Durio& the proce11 of aearching the 
temporal 1tructure for anavering queationa, 
taeae l.lllpreciae deacriptiona are combined u1ing 
1ome aimple heuri1tic1. One 1uch heuri1tic 
1t1tea that, 'if the bigheat prec1a1on in one 
de,criptor fall• within the impreciaion of 
another, then the new de1cription i• no more 

preci•e than the aecond one'. For eaample, 
combining 'one year' and 'tvo montba' atill 
yielda 'one year'. Needleaa to aay, auch 
heuriatic combination• can eaaily introduce 
error,. However, in the medical domain our 
experience indicate• that i.Jnpreciae •¥eat• are 
combined (or compared) not for obtaining an 
exact anaver but mainly for relative order, a 
purpo,e adequately urved by o.ur haurhtic 
approach, 

Ia order to complete the di1cu11ion of thi1 
model, let ua con1ider bov aome typical 
que1t1on1 can be answered uaing the organiaatioa 
outl 1ned above. 

When !l'.ll guest ionp 

One common type of que1tion1 are of the 
form, "when did event Y occur?". Example• of 
such queat1ona are, "when did the patient have 
jaundice?", "when wa1 the fir1t occurrence of 
pruritus7", "when wa1 liver aurgery performed?". 

The ba1ic atrategy for anawering such 
queat1on1 involve, a aearch of the different 
epi1ode1 in which the event could have occurred. 
For all auch epi1ode1 •elected, the aearch 
begins at the key-event defining the epi1ode. 
Thu,, question• about key-event• can be answered 
moat efficiently. (Thia could be viewed a• 
another definition of key events.) Aa mentioned 
earlier, episode• may be created baaed on other 
criteria a1 well. Therefore, in ca1e of event 
type• for which auch epi1od11 exiat, auch 
que1tiona can again be answered efficiently. la 
general, however, the temporal organization i1 
not sufficient by itself for efficiently 
answering when-type question,. A variety of 
secondary acceaa atructurea need to be created. 
Theae structure• capture pattern• of temporal 
relat1onahip1 ·inherent in the domain. For 
example, direct link• may alao be kept for 
certain eventa which are frequently queried 
about. These allow quutiona 1uch u "Did X 
occur?·, "When waa the fir1t(or laat) occurrence 
of Xr" etc, to be anawered without a great deal 
of 1earcb, Certain data concept• h1v1 
con1traint expre11ion1 which limit the epi1od11 
in which event• about th••• concept• can occur. 
For instance, labte1t1 are only performed after 
admission. Thu, giv.en a question such ae 'When 
wae SCOT performed?', the 1y1tem need only 
search tbe time-graph hierarchies in the 
admission episode-cluster and then only the 
right part1tion1, Moat of the1e eecondary 
access links are domain-dependent and beyond the 
acope of this paper. 

Questions oyer .!. time interval 

Even though the organization ia largely 
event-baaed, it allow• for the creation of time 
interval• and aaking queatiouj over that 
interval. Examplea of 1uch question• are "did 
the patient have pruritua in the year preceding 
admiuion?", "did he have abdominal pain between 



tbe on1et1 of j1widice end pruritua1", "bov lon& 
did tbe jaundice vbich atarted a veek prior to 
adaiaaion laatf". The firat tvo require the 
1yatea to create an interval and aearcb it in 
tDe required order. Aoavering auch ~ueationa ia 
.are efficient than the general vben-type 
queationa becauae here tbe apecification of aome 
intenral provide• a more bounded temporal 
organiaation. In medical diagnoaia, at le11t, 
1ucb bounded vheo-type que1tiona are much more 
frequently aaked than the general one,. ln 
particular. once a certain interval i1 
•pecified, a large nuabera of queation1 are 
aa~ed in that interval. For example, the 
typical diagno1tic acenario involve• apecifyiog 
a 'vindov' around aome key-event and then 
querying the databaae about the occurrence of 
lar&e nuaber of medical data objecta. 

The atrategy for answering the third type 
of queation mentioned above1 namely, "hov long 
did jaundice which atarted a veek prior to 
adai.iasion laat?" depend• on hov a particular 
continuoua event ia modelled in the databa1e. 
Some event• vith duration are modelled aa 
oeparate epiaodea. lo auch ca1e1, moat of the 
vork ia in determining the relevant episode in 
toe epi10De-clu1ter for that particular data 
concept. For example1 in the case of the above 
que1t1on, the firat atep i1 finding the epiaode 
for jaundice vhich occurred "• veck prior to 
admiaaion•. Thia ca.n be done by the aame 
atrategy ewaployed for bounded when-type 
que1t1001. Once the jaundice epiaode ia 
retrieved, it can be eaaily searched for the 
~vent repreaenting the termination of jaundice, 
ann the anaver returned. Thia latter search can 
often be avoided for aome queationa by 
aummari&ing the important temporal propertie• 
from tnia data-episode into the point-event 
repreaented in the key-epiaode. Thia al,o 
allova a natural vay to handle continuoua event• 
which have not terminated yet, or swmnarize a 
data-epiaode into a point-event, or awmnariae an 
epiaode-cluater into a aingle epiaode. For more 
d~taila reter to [Kittal 1982). 

iepre1ent1ng continuoua event• by aeparate 
epi1odea ia neither required for all data 
object a oor feaaible becauae of apace 
l 1.aitat1ona. Therefore, temporal information 
about the continuous behavior of tho•• data 
object• vhich are queried about 1111 oftan i• 
repre1ented by point-event• describing when it 
•tarted, vheo it ended, cauaal lioka to other 
event•, etc. lo auch ca1ea, anaveriog theae 
queat1on1 could involve an exbauative search of 
toe key-epiaode(a) in which eventa describing 
tbe data object lie unl••• aome reaaooable 
aa1U11pt1001 were made about typical duration of 
particular event• or typical temporal interval 
between tvo cauaally-related events. lo our 
curreot iaplc:mcotatioo ve expect the date 
coocept behiod each event to contain knowledge 
about typical duration etc. to limit the 
aearch. I 
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· One of the moat important type of quution~ 
toat are aaked are of the form, "did event Y 
occur vitoin interval T of event Zf". Buch 
queationa are very uaeful in eatabliahing cauaal 
l1nk1 between eveota. Here ve deacribe aome of 
tbe baaic atrategiea for aucb queationa. For 
more detaiia aee (Kittel 1982), 

(1) If the tvo event• have 111ociated 
calendar timea, then uae them, unle11 the 
preciaion ia le•• than apecified in interval T, 
or tbe preciaion doe• not allow a compari1on. 

(2) lo aome ca1e1, event• Y or Z 
defined in terma of the other. 
rel1tion1hip would be used with the 
noted above. 

may be 
Thia 

caveat, 

(JJ If botb eveota are organized in the 
aame epiaode, then try to find a colIIDlon event to 
vbicb botb can be related. Again the aame 
caveat, apply. 

(4) If the event, are orianized io 
different epiaodea, fir1t try to relate each 
event to toe key-event of the epiaode. Next, 
try to relate the tvo key-event,. Again the 
aame caveat• apply, 

lt ahould be pointed out that the lack of 
precision and completeneaa in temporal 
description impliea that not all auch queationa 
can be answered and acme may be anavered at beat 
aa 'maybe'. 

The little work that ho• been done in 
representing and reaaoning with temporal 
knowledge can be categorized on a apectrum 
ranging from domain-dependent to 
domain-independent. By domain-dependent ve 
baaically mean that the temporal atructure and 
reaaoning are atrongly guided by the conteqt of 
tne object• in a particular domain. An 
important work of thia type i• tolodner and 
Schank'• model for organizing event• alon& the 
hoea of human memory organi.ution. The CYllUB 
databaae 1y1tem (Kolodner 1978), which ia baaed 
on tnue idea,, h organhed u1io1 a 
eemantically-rich model of object• in the vorld 
of diplomacy such ae political peraonalitie•, 
role•, place•, event•, etc. Queatiooa about 
eventa anQ relationship between event• can be 
answered by exploiting a rich interconnection 
between different type• of event,. Our epiaodic 
model va• alao influenced by Kolodner and 
Schank'• vork. 

One of tha earlieat atLo~pta at buildin& • 
domain-innependent time-expert vaa the vork by 
Kahn and Corry (Kahn and Corry 19771. Some of 
tneir analyeea regarding description of event•, 
ana Eepreaentation of fuzzine•• have proved 



M•etul iD our wor~. Hore recently, Alleo (AlleD 
1~81) bea propoaed ea iotervel-ba•ed 
repreacotet100 of teaporel koovledge. The 
notion of 'peraiatence' of eveDta end uae of 
iotervele to repreaent iapreciaioo in event 
deacriptioo ••Y prove to be uaeful in organiain1 
teaporal databaaea too. 

nie approacb preaeoted io thia paper 
•iffer• froa tba earlier oaea io developio& a 
frU1ework in wbicb doaaio knovledae cao be 
eaaily integrated into • leraely 
doaa1n-iodependent ache ... Ae ve ahoved, our 
approach allova a variety of teaporal knovled&e 
to be efficiently organized aod queried about 
re1ardle11 of tbe domaio beiog •odelled. 
Anotoer intere1ting property of our ,cbeme i, 
tne ability to maintain the duality between 
point-baaed and interval-baaed repreaentation of 
event• and ••k• a traneitioo from one to the 
otner dependin1 OD the que1tion1 aaked. 
Interval• are repreaented in the progre11ion 
frOC1 eventa, to epiaodea, to epi1ode-cluater1. 
Interval• can be collapaed by the uae of 
eveot-cluatera, by 1w:,carizin1 data-epieodea 
into an event, and by eummarizing 
cpi1ode-clu1tera into epi1ode1. Finally, our 
tchcae allov1 for domain knowledge in tbe fonn 
ot key-event a, constraint• on temporal 
relat1001bip1 between event,, typical behavior 
of cont1nuou1 events, etc. to be integrated 
VLtn tne otner docain- independent mechani1m1 for 
better pertor,aance. 

Anotner iotere1tin1 vork, though orthoaonal 
to the vork rt:ported here, i1 the RX 1y1tem 
[Blu~ 1981}. Io thia 1y1tem, a temporally 
organi&ed databaae i1 uaed to infer new 
rt:lation1hip1 between c~dical data, that ie, 
t fflpor al rel at ion1hip1 ar.e uud to infer cauul 
rcl1tion1bip1. 

We deacribed an epiaodic event-baaed 
or,anizat100 of tniporal database• that are 
typically uaed io many expert-1y1tem 
1ppl1cat1on1. Tbe organization allow• a large 
number of eventa to be reprcat:nted and 
efticiently queried about. lt wa1 shown hov a 
variety of temporal description• can be 
intc6rated into a 1ingle organization, even vheo 
aucb de1cription1 are imprecise and incomplete. 
A v1Je ran~e of qu~ationa vcr~ conaiJcred which 
~an be eati ly anavered uaing tbia acheme. Ao 
in tereat1ng feature of the organization ia the 
ability to answer interval-type question• in • 
~atural canner uaing e11entially an event-baaed 
repreaentation, Thia point• to the duality of 
tlle interval-bas ed and point-baaed 
repre1entat1on1. Finally, aome detail• of tbe 
actual implementation were di1cuased which 
iocorporatea both domain-depeo·deot and 
Jowa10-iodcpcndent aapect1 of temporal 
koovled,e, 
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1. Introduction 

A suit.able representation can render difficult 
probluns marogedble. Artificial Intelligence [AI J 
rct,~t.:rs arc prcoccupio.l with kno..ilo.lge repre
sentation for this reason. In addition, data base 
!l'\Mla9t!ll"Cnt {00"1 I reseurchers realise that large 
quantities of physical data can be administered 
rrore efficiently if there is a logical content or 
relationship anongst the data atans (O\arrberlin, 
1976). The rules for intc'.rpreting a data base via 
a data rrodel, i.e., d.:1.ta semantics, has becare of 
incrc.uiing interest to data base managers. 

The extent of tlie divergence be™-.>en artificial 
intelli~cnce J<.no.,ledge representation [AD<R] am 
CX)nVCf'ltional 00.'1 over the logical rontent of data 
1s 1rc1cate:i by their fidelity to the classical 
ice.l of c!cduction. ~ is relatively faithful to 
logical cedoct1on, with the exception that derota
tional scm.mtics has not been universally adopted 
(~t:Dernott, 1978b). Fran its inception AI (and 

A!KR) has boon rooce.rned with 'ca ta rrodels • which 
pe..r:!!'..i t logical deduction usually as an analogue for 
hl.hm reasoning. For AD<R, the neoo to represent 
a.rd ITU!Up.lldtc rrore carple.x and abstract data struc
tures has oot.ivated the developnent of oore elabor
ate data SEl!Wltics aoo a~ying deductive mech
anisms. 

T,4<.lit..io,w,.lly, 01.lH tiAs ~' coricernu.1 with d.:i.ta 
inJcpcrrlenoe to the exclusion of lcx:,ical deduction. 
'tut.l definitions' or 'sc'"icrn.ul' have bcc.n developed 
"''h.ich can describe~ collection of = data. 
As d.!iu base administrators beocrre ITOre airoitious 
about capturing t.he ~ng of their data, they 
consider cpistcr.ologically adequate data ll'Odels. 
I.ogicall) consi!!tent data sanantics nust be devel
opoo along with episterrologically adequate data 
nx'.els. 

Botll ~ aoo OOH are evolving fran heuristic 
.to ll"Ore formal methodologies. The convergence of 
the alternative metl'odologies should occur, we 
boliC"VC, with the gradual adoption by AIKR of the 
W! paradi(Jll ard the inclusion of AIKR reasoning 
systems into the DEN paradigm. 

2. Artificial Intelligence as an f}rpirical Study 

2. l Tho Ad-Hoc Developnent of Represent.a tian 
Tools · 

Early l\l representation techniques were devel
oped in an ad-hoc manner, largely in response to 
t.~ constraints of implerentation. ()vest.ion-answer-

RAndy Goebel 

C'arp.iter Science Deparbrent 
· University of Waterloo 

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 

ing systems developed during the 1950 • s all lack
ed a coherent notion of representation. They 
used a dictionary and a limited predetermined 
damin of diocoureo. Tho gucation-a.rwworing 
data bases cnnsisted of attribute-value pairs1 
queries were evaluated by sirrple patterrHMtching 
aca:irding to various criteria, until answers were 
fourii. 

The conversation imchine developed by Green 
Berkeley, and Gotlieb's (1959) used attrib.lte- ' 
value pairs. Their 'conversation machine' oper
ated in the danain of weather. The data base 
stored knowledge of tile weather which character
ized each season and the dictionary stored mean
ings for ordinary and opera tor words. Ordinary 
words included srt:M, rain, hail, tilre, today, 
yesterday, etc. The dictionary represented rrean
ings as attribute-value pairs, e.g., the attri
bute of a ti.me-classified word is a type of tine, 
caleroar or relative, and the associated value 1a 
a code for the arrount. q;,erator word attributes 
consisted of furctions and values, supplied when 
the associated functions were executed. Ordinaty 
words were coded similarly to operator "'°rds. 

. The meaning of a declaration, query, or asser
tion was represented by the set of codes for the 
ronstituent words. Words not in the dictionuy 
wun, c:x:irudclcr"'l nltl<lnintJlt>tsll and ats11ignt.d II OOlle 
of zero. Otherwise each '"°rd was fourii via table 
lookup and coded by its attribute-value pair. 
The conversation machine then ccmpared this 'lllf:ll!lno 
ing' with its o.m store of coded declarations and 
selected an appropriate response 'frame• fran 
merrory (witb slots to be filled in with words fran 
the originaldeclaration of query). 

The conversation machine limited syntactic 
analysis to only a few constructions and the prob
lan of selecting the correct response. Enood.iz¥J 
terms with attribute-value pairs is still utillsai 
to sane extent today, 

The nurerous question-answering systems l::uilt 
after the 'conversation nachine' include the BASE
BALL program of Green, Wolf, Chansky, and 
Laugherty (1963), SAD SAM fran Lindsay (1963), 
PIOI'OSYNTIICX of Sirmons, Klein, and Mc:Conlogue 
(1964), the 'deductive guest.ion-answering syst:en' 
developed by Black (1968), SIR fran Raphael (196~, 
and the 'serantic rnarory • rrodel of Q..tilliam (1968 • 
These sys tans were limited in representational 
epista10logy. They coose snall, well-defined 
problem clana.in.s, relied alrrost exclusively on the 



attriLut.a..-value pairs provided by LISP property 
li.sts, and utilised clever prograrrmin;J to gcxxl ad
vantage. The lack of a coherent representation 
frarrework limited further developnents in An<R. 
~tly AIKR has achieved better unccrstandi..N:3 of 
abs tract representational prirni ti ves. S tra t:eg ies 
have been mapped out for property inheritance anong 
c:xn:epts, and associative processing algorithns for 
rel.Atin,J cxmcepts, etc. NcM AIKR can apply the 
representational strat.e:JY to a large real \ooOrld data 
(kro.> l00:1e) base. 

2.2 The~ Paradigm and Artificial I ntelligence 

The data base .ranage!Tel'\ t paradigm w'ltlch we 
believe could significantly contril:otc to the arti
ficial intelligence treat:Jrent of large knowledge 
bases is presented in Figure l. 

Figure l. 

The data rrodel makes explicit the data inter
relationships within the data base. The external 
and int.erna.l. schem3.s represent interfaces between 
the ca ta rrcdel, the user of the data rrodel, and 
phys i cal dcvioes respectively. Figure 1 illus
trates a weak kinship between knowle:ige represen
tatio n la.ngu.:iges [KRL J utilising frame systans (and 
scrii:,ts, schaTUta) of AIKR ard exterrul schanas and 
between associative networks (and logical represen
tations) of AIKR and internal scherras. The parallel 
bet,,,.,een the AIKR representations and parts of the 
W t pa.radiCJll is rot exact, rut assists discussion 
of the advantages of using the OBI-! paradigm for AIIB. 

Bractman ( 1979) classified levels of 'sanantic' 
network representations fran implerrentation to the 
linguistic level. 1-dapting Brachnan's classificatJcn 
to representation in general results in our sumiary 
of representation levels presented in Table l. 

.. ' 
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REPRESENrATICX-1 LEVELS 
- - ------ - --- - - - - - -------
Level Representation 

Primitives 

Inplemen- Atans, Pointers, 
tational Arrays, Seta, etc. 

Logical Proposi tiona, Predi
cates, Argumenta, 
Opera tors, FUnctiona 

Epistaro
logical 

Conceptual 

Linguistic 

Concept structures 
and types, Inheri
tance and structur
irq relations, Topic 
predicates J<JU.' o 

Sanantic, cxmcep\11al 
relations (cases ) , 
Primitive actions, 
States and C'Vc.nts, 
Frames, Scripts 

words, Concepts 

Examples 
(mo-exclusive ) 

Data Structurea 

Schubert, 1975 
Cercone, 1975 
Shapiro, 1971 
Herdrix, 1975 

BraciTnan, 1978 
o:>ebel, 1977 
Schubert et al, 

1979 
Bobro.r ' 

WiO-:XJrad, l'J77 

Schank, 1972 
Wilks, 1973 
Norman et al, 

1975 
Minsky, 1975 

Swlovita, 1977 
Quillian, 1968 

Table l. Rcpres ent.ational Levels. 

Obviously these classifications arc fraught 
with fuzzy boundaries; only with h.i.rdsight ooul.d 
they have been drawn at all. The ad-hoc develop
went of A!KR representation techniques hae led 
rrost AI researchers to elaborate thclr reprcocnt:a
tion level into a 'canplete' representation for 
their t11eory. Thus it is th.'lt srnliJJltic ne o.orka 
and frame systems can be thought of as correspond
ing to ej ther external or internal schem,.s in the 
rrore structured Oft.I terminology. 11.l t.h:>ugh the 
analogy is imperfect, for purposes of ClClllpdrison 
we prefer to think of associative neb.Orks (in 
Schubert's sense) as rrore closely aligned to 
i nternal schemas, and the frllllle-bascd representa
tion languages aligned to external schC!Tl!ls. The 
major missing cx:xrpment for AIKR ie the DBM data 
IOCK.'lel. 11.IKR, in fact, lacks a coherent data 
IOCK.'lel and oofuscates the data rrodel cor¥.:cpt by 
amalgamat.i.ng the notion under the guise of repre
sentation systems, with a oorresporrlir¥J loss of 
data indeperoence enjoyed by DBM systems. We 
propose that AIKR capture the data rrodel concept 
by designing a logical data nodal, utilisil'¥) the 
associative neb.,.,ork as an internal schema and a 
kno,,,,ledge representation l.Arquage All the external 
schema to map user-interface constructions onto 
the logical data rrodel. Thua tar, thi11 tunctional 
delineation has not been achieved in Ail<R eyst:ana. 

3. Fundamental. Notions in Kn:iwledge Representat.Jai 

3.1 Krx:iwludgo versus Data 

~ledge can be thought of simply aa a range 
of one's information or understanding. J\rtificilll. 
intelligence uses an 'erpirical' notion of know
ledge: the information which rray be accessed by 
a program is its knowledge . A progro.m'a know
ledge usually takes the fonn of an internal 
representation, organised in ways w'ltlch ue 
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~iate tor Ullil program'a various usee. sane 
o! the ntjoc approaches kn:Jwlei:i9e representation 
~istserpl.cy to design such progrAnB include -
antic nea.ork5 (~lian, 1968; SChank, 19721 
~ and Bower, 1973), logical statenents 
(SArrlel.nl.l, 1971: Moore And Newell, 1973), and 
prooedurcs (Wi.nograd, 1972: Hewitt, 1972). 

Art.! ficial. intelligence progr~ have, tn.oever, 
tracti ti.ona.lly structured information in an ad-hoc 
l!l,,U\Mr, in the sense of Lindsay (1973). This 
st.tu::turing is partly the responsibility of the 
int..erpret.e.r Cprogr«n) And partly the responsibility 
of the e.xper i.me.ntcr (progr amner) • 

04 tA, on the other hard, can be defined as 
tactual information used as the basis for reason
i.rq, discussion, or calculation. The concept of a 
<!atA rrodel in DBM systems separates structure fran 
c.!.lta: the data rrodel concept is intuitively implied 
in sa:-c /IJ. awroaches, for example, productions 
s~t.crns and scrne frame systems, but has lacked 
t.'1e cl.1.ri ty of the conc(.>pt a,s used for DBM • 

3.2 C\lrrent Issues in AIKR 

't1ie designer of a knowledge repres entation 
systErn rrust face fundamental representation issues 
very early in his approach to design, and his 
chJi.ces are critical. The designer rrust decide 
"-'h,lt st'a.lld be represented, that is, the content 
of the rcprc,;cnt.ation, the form of the representa
tion, an:! the lC\lcl. to w!'1ich the· representation 
is restricted. In ~Jit.ion, since the representa
tion strongly infl= the organis..-i.tion of kn:M
lecge, the appropriate organisational strategies 
AN.1 structures must be examinerl. On the basis of 
t.'.ese considerations, we have argued previously in 
fa\'our of a non-primitive associative ne~rk 
rt.,=ircsentAtion in which prop::,sitions are organised 
in ro=l form determined by the ooncept hierarchy 
(SChuoott et al., 1979), We believe this repre
scnuition serves the role of an expressively 
a..!o.JU-:1te, scrra..nt.ically well-defined (Tarskian 
ICl'UIC ) logical level representation. We vie., this 
l<.'\'Cl of rcprescnt.ition .is Al'\llogous to Olli-l's con
C(.,Pt of internal scho'M a.rd briefly defund that 
V i CW h.:Jre , 

~ (1975) believes that 'intensional I and 
'extensional• entities nust be represented by 
.:lif!crcnt &arts of rodes in an associative network . 
[Extension and intension are terms used to distin
guish that to which a designator refers or applies 
.i.oo its moaning). For exarrple, Woods says that 
·in sane contexts •the prettiest blame" refers to 
only •s.,J,ly SUnshine•, yet in other contexts •the 
·i::rettiest bloooe" depends on the notion conveyed 
by the descriptive phrase. \ob:lds believes that 
these contexts are distinguished by different sorts 
of o:;,dcs (or sub-netJ.IOrks) • We believe that terms 
·<or n::xlea l Alreildy cncarp.i.ss both extensions ard 
i.n tensions• and that a syn tac tic dls tine tion is 
rot. appropriate to distinguish extensional and 
i.nt.ensiona.l information. It is a~iate to 
expla.in the cr::n:litions under which a term contri
butes to the truth value of a sentence through its 
intension rather than through its extension alone. 
We ~se that a distinction be mooe between pro-

posi LJoual oontent and pragmatic aspects. We 
agree with W:>ods that internal meaning represen
tations ah::Juld reflect both propositional content 
and pr&:JMtic aspects, but the ~ sorts of infol'
mation should rot be inextricably mixed, to 
handicap .the canprehension prcx:esses which must 
utilise the acquired knowledge. WOods • special 
syntactic representational device 1o0Uld also 
encumber the matchi.rxJ process since the rMtching 
processes seeking wit.able referents of discourse 
descriptions 1o0Uld depend on the original text. 
In contrast, Schank (1975) has presented oonvinc
i.rq reasons why an internal representation sh:luld 
be in canonical form, relatively independent of 
the original En]lish sentence. Mi.rqling propos
itional arrl pragmatic information about utteranoas 
would disperse pragmatic information about a 
part.ia..ilar section of discourse CNer the propos
itional data base. Information about speaker 
intentions and assunptions \\OUl.d be bJ.ried with 
kn'.:lwledge about dogs, people, etc. We maintain 
that a separate rrodel for discourse status 
(speaker intentions and the like) is necessary, 
This model is tl)e proper place for sanantic 
informa ti.on. 

We limit o..ir discussion of the form of repre
sentation to the issue of property inheritance. 
our entended sanantic network notation is capable 
of expressi.rq any arbitrary prop::,sition expres
sible in En:Jlish. But any system designed for 
reasonil'l:J about the real \\Orld nust also effec
tively exploit property inheritance within gener
alisation hierarchies. Conceptual entities 
typically consist of many ccrnponents, the rela
tionship between these ccrnponents is valuable 
information. We require a mechanism which allows 
inheritance of the relationship fran cxmp::ments 
to correspondi.rq cxrrq:x:ments within · a oonceptual 
entity. For example, the attachment relationship! 
bet:ween the bo:ly parts of birds would require 
non-trivial inference processes to transfer to 
other similarly structured animals. 

The meth::>d of 'variable-sharing' solves thia 
problan and allows for trivial transfer of rela
tionships. Knowledge associated with a generalis
ation hierarchy· is stored as a set of implicative 
propositions which share one universally quanti
fied node and any number of existentially quanti
fied nodes deperoent on the universally quantifim 
node. The antecedents of the implications invol\e 
the universally quantified node as argurrent and 
correspond to concepts which ocrnprise the general
isation hierarchy. Thus the int>licants of a con
cept are acx:essible by topic rather than by a 
lorq list of propositions involved in the concept. 
see Goebel (1977), This mechanism facilitates 
addition of new information and we speculate that 
it is p::,ssible to organise other than rronadic 
concepts, say relational ooncepts, hierarchically 
as well, 

To argue against the use of a snall number of 
very general primitive predicates for representirg 
meani.rq in natural l~age utterances, we con
trast the methods of Schank (1972) and Wilks 
(1973) with the ne~rk-oriented state-based rep
resentation, Schubert et al. (1979}. Wilks is, 
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perhap&, the nnst vcx::al advocate favouring the use 
of a &1Ml1 ruroer of primitive predicates to repre
sent meaning. Indeed his representation is based 
a.l.im:l,st · entire! y en approximately sixty primitive 
predicates. In a recent poai tion paper, Wilka 
(1977), o~ to ao!t.en that stance, yet rCSMina 
vague. 1n puticular, Wilks cites Hayes (1974, 19n 
for presenting a IUllTber of sophisticated ( radical 
and ran-radical) argunents against the use of san
Antic primit1ves4.5 Schank and Wilks use them. Wilie 
writes: 

•ene aspect of these criticisms is rot radical
in the sense of (i'.Jestioning the very basis 
of primi till~ -t:nt 1 t is a denand by Hayes 
that primitive systsns give a more explicit 
aa:ount of the rules regulatirq inferences 
c:cncerniNJ a primitive for substance, like 
S'ru!T. This denand for greater explicitness 
is a good one, t.h:lu;Jh there is reason to doubt 
that any c:cherent an:! oonsistent metaphysics 
of substance can in fact be given. Two and 
a half millenia of philosophy have failed to 
provide ooe, yet tl-.:"CO:Jhout that time every-
cay conversations a.l:x:>ut substances, such as 
coal, oil, and air goes on unimpe:led . It is 
ir:-:partant to stress this fact, so as rot to 
fall into the error of iJnaginin:J that lanJuage 
about substances requires such a metaphysics 
of substances in order to furction at all, 
It clearly does rot.• 

Wilks misinterprets Hayes ' renarks when he 
ascribes to Hayes t:t.c belief that a coherent and 
consistent metaphysics for STUFF is necessary for 
all ordinary language carprehension. At the other 
t~'<trano, orbo.!din.J the minim:11 content of terms 
into u minimal corccptualisation does rot facilitate 
t.ha.: 111..111.lJl interpretive process. The original term 
it.self stqJests what content we CO.Jld infer in add
ition to the minimal content. This idea of infer
ence can be efficie:1tly programned in a sanantic 
suucture by inserti~ probable infererces with 
direct reference to the =rd definitions. This is 
si.-,:ilcr tlun analysirq the minimll representation 
an.i t..'.e.n lookirq for applicable inference rules. 

Wilks rejects Hayes' criticisn that there is ro 
rro.i.;?1-theoretic senantics for primitive based 
syst..Jns. Wilks feels that 11.:iycs' dcnund for such a 
rrod.!1-theorctic sonantics makes radical Hayes' 
d.:r.und for a metaph~-:::..cs of SI'UFF. Wilks anphati
cally rejects the application of rrodel-theoretic 
sa:iantics (in the manner of the senantics that 
Tarski constructed for logic) to the analysis of 
natural 1.an:Juage meaning. Wilks believes that pre
fer~ senantics evolves inevitably into a 'natural 
lan:Juage' itself. However, Wilks misconstrues 
'truth conditions' as serving to determine the 1>CI'UN.. 
truth of senterces in the object language, and givm 
tr.e exarrple of the ir.appropriateness of canputing 
over a possible worl.1. Nevertheless, i:ossible 
worlds are rot interrled to be conputational danains, 
liut a.s p.ll't of an abstract corception of n>eanirq 
anJ truth. Truth is thus only relevant to truth
determination. H::idel-theoretic senantics does, in 
fact, provide a practical means for decidirq truth
ceteonination e.g., checkirq whetrer an inference 
sr.echanisn is truth-prcservirq. 
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l~i lks also chides Bobrow (1975) for arguing 
thal a primitive expansion or 'paraphrase' 
requires a roore canplex match than does the 
original English word that the paraphrase is for. 
He dis?}tes the canplexity of the matchin;J, 
however, ain::Jepreference sanantica doea rot 
operate in paraphrase node; he uses Schank'• 
argunenta about the paraphrase node of Schank'• 
primitive-based system to reject B-:ibrow's 
critique, E>canining Schank' s defence ot primi
tive-based systans, we firrl the following list 
of advantages: (1) paraphrase relations are 
made clearer, (2) similarity relations are made 
clearer; (3) inferences that are true of variowl 
classes of verbs can be treated as caning !ran 
the individual (primitive) 1\Crs. The inferences 
cxrne fran l'Crs and states ratrer than fran words; 
and (4) organisatioo in mem.,ry is siJTplified 
because 11U.1ch information need not be duplic:ated. 
The primitive ACTs provide (ocal points uooer 
which information is organised. 

As Schubert et al. (1979) argue, the 
increased clarity of paraphrase and similarity 
relations derives fran Schank• s use of canonical 
form ratrer than his basirq his meanirq represen
tation co primitives. Neither can the last b.o 
advantages be traced to the use of sCJM.ntic prim
itives. The sharing of i.nferences within classes 
of verbs can be acccmplished without r<>..statirq 
=rds in tenns of pr imi ti ve l\Crs. See Cercone 
( 1975) for the detailed example which daron.st.ratee 
that both 'eats' and 'drinks' as sa]Uential forms 
share in the implications that a single primitive 
'irqests' 1,,QJ.l.d store oot they are conservative 
of storage space and canput.'\tion time. Also, 
argument constraints for predicates rMy lxl ahn.rCld 
by related 'rem-primitive' prcrlicates through a 
constraint inherituncc mechanism. Monx,vor, 
while we see no disadvantages of non-primitive 
based representations, i:oint (4) shows a major 
disadvantage in their elimination, n.::imoly the 
resultant need for matching canplex primitive 
representation instead of originally sirrq:>le 
proi:ositions. 

The meanirq formulae of primitive-based 
representations do single out those properties 
roost frequently needed for oanprehension and 
simple inferences. 'l'his ia their rc.roainirq sal
ient feature. The primitive-based rcprescntatior& 
do capture major properties of the defined cor,
cepts and we only add minor details to them. But 
to rely on meanirq caricatures as Schank arrl 
Wil1cs do ensures that canprehension will remain 
of the crude sort. Non-primitive based repre
sentations can be equipp:ld with the advantages 
of the Schank-Wil1cs approach, si.Jrply by providirg 
lists of the most frequ(!f)tly needed properties 
for c:anprehension of each predicate and allc,..,irq 
the significant properties of cxmcepta to beocrns 
independently ao::.:essible witoout invoking the 
full meanirq rl!presentation definirr;i the corct.-,,t. 
The canplexi ty of a a:mcept does rot interfere 
with its matchability since it is retriwed by 
its n5lle. Considerations of storage eooncrny Md 
the o::inputational cxxnplexity of pattern-<lirecta::l 
retrieval convice us of the limited value of 
primitive-based representations. 
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IL\v 11"1:J 1wid .. 11 ot tlie al:ove, nevertheleas, we 
~ the iln{::ort.ant issue oenteri.rg on primitives 
is one of 'lcro.iledge st.ructuri.rg primitives' and 
not an issue of defW.rq sanantic primitives. This 
issue is properly treated at the epistemological 
level of represent:Ation. we can only speculate at 
this time which lcrowledge structuri.rg primitives 
ato.ilil prevail and which stnlld rot. 

J.3 Separat..irq Rt..>prescnt:Ational and 
O:Jnpltational Issues 

Within any theory of krowledge representation 
systBM [KRS), representational issues nust be 
separated !ran conputational issues. sane resear~ 
ers. such as Feigenbalrn (1977), treat this distinc
tion betloleen the theoretical and CCfnf.Uta ticnal 
issues in KRS in a perfunctory manner. The tell1IS 
' lcrow 1 edge engineer i.rg ' and 'progr iJ'l1S as thoory • 
reflect this oclectic manner of thinking. However, 
~~thy and Hayes (1969), Hayes (1974), ard 
~'C!)cnre)tt (1978) recognised the distinction and 

• t..'1eir KRS "'°rk benefited with well-defined, logical
ly elegant representational constructs. We choose 
to evaluate kr.o.!ledge n .-presentation systens in 
t.c.rms of both t.ho::iretical and a::rrp..tt.ational merits, 
s l.l'IOC a:rnputat.ion.al pcrfo.rmance may not reflect 
rup~scnt.alion.,.l adequacy and vice-versa. 

Rcptl!S<.'nta.t.ional issues can be investigated as 
thuy a.re exixisoo when spccifyirq a representation 
La.-quage, SubstitutiN;J the rrore neutral tei:111 
' sc.hone' for '13.IlgU!lge', Hayes (1974) describes a 
represent.at.ion schene as a set of admissible <Xln-

f igura tions lolhich den:>te dana.i.n objects and rela
tionships between them. The interpretation assigns! 
to 11 _configuration depends on the schrnle's sanan
tics: the way objects in a dana.in correspord with 
n,rcscnt.ational objects, and t.he way configuratias 
rcprcscnti.rq dc:rnain relationships are assigned rroan
inJ within the scheme. The former issue corcerns 
t.h1 sc.'1ane's ontology, and deteonines the level of 
detail at which ron-<leconposable representation 
ob~ects will aserve as surrogates to •real-world' 
concept.a whose actual relationships are to be cap
tured in configurations involvi.rg these surrogates. 
The choice of an ontology profoundly impact.a the 
representational 'pc:ll,,ICr' of a scheme. 'Block•, 
'P)-ramid', 'box', and relations like 'above', 
'inside', ard 'on' ma~, capture t.he essence of a 
b!ock.s aucroo..orld, yet the ll'Ore general notions of 
' set' ard 'element• might be demanded by arother 
don.lin . Success in interpreting configurations 
rc.$\.llti.rq fran a danain to schene mapping deperds, 
t o a dogree, on the precision with which an ontology 
h.ls t..cen &peci f ied. Argumcn ts for and against the = of a fixed ontology (Schank, 1974; Wilks, 19771 
Sd11..1lx~t ct .i.l., 1979) centre on tic flexibility of 
a r epresentation (cf . Hayes, 1974) and the -degree 
of detail to which interpretation is necessary for 
the proper treatment of a problem danai.n. 

The se<X)rrl major a:mponent of a scheme's sanan
tics facilitates interpretation of configuratioos 
inwlvi.rq the derotil"&'.J objects, and specifies lni 
configura t.1.oos are related . This specification 
forms the bas i s for infe rence within a scheme, i.e., 
th.? specifi=tion of a s cheme logic which can det
ermine the irrplications of existil"&'.J configurations. 

'l'lit: tiUl.lndess and oanpleteness of a scllt!lne's 
rea:;oning capabilities can be analysed only to 
the extent of this conponent's precision. 

Jlepresentational and CXJl)fAltational issues 
are frequenUy confoonded when semantics are 
specified 'on-line' while programning. When the 
specification of a schane and its associated 
semantics is viewed as the 'implanentation' of a 
progrcmning larquage, diffio..iltiea of interpre
tation are boond to arise (e.g., Bobrow Aid 
Winograd, 1977). At least sane SE!MJltic theory 
must be prespecified and adopted as the basis 
for a representation scheme. The resultin:3 
'systan' sh:uld assign meanings via the chosen 
sanantics. 

O:Jnpltational issues are addressed when a 
representation schane is implemented. Experi
ments with implementation often SU:3gest IT'Odifi
cations to a schene's semantics. For e><ample, 
the local C'Ol'ltexts of Conniver (Mc:Demott and 
S\J.Ssman, 1974) arise fran inadequacies of t.he 
si.rqle global context of Microplanner (Sussman, 
Winograd, and Charniak, 19 70 l • 

A knc:M'ledge representation system evolves 
fran a k.nowle1ge representation schene when an 
irrplementation provides the user with the 
facilities for managio::i configurations in a 
manner consistent with the prespecified achene. · 
This illplanentation requires the design of data 
structures and efficient canpanion algorithns 
which capture the specifications of the scheme. 
The implementation also requires the cevelopnent 
of a tuman user-interface which offers the nec
essary capabilities witlnlt excessive, elaborate 
detail. The design of a representation schane 
must be responsive not only to issues of repre
sentation and canputation exposed upon implemen
tation, wt also to CXJnp.ltational issues exposed 
alorq the man-machine interface. It is unlikely 
that a si.rgle cx:mprehensive 'representation 
Language' can successfully address all of the 
issues of knowledge representation syst.ens. 

4. lldopti.rq the DBM Paradigm for Artificial 
Intelligence 

4 .1 DBM and AIKR: evolution and objectives 

Initially DBM developed in response to the 
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noods of large public and private organisations 
to organise data. The requiranents of these 
organisations continie to dictate DBM develorrnent, 
aro the objectives of DBM are = clearly defined 
(Fry and Sibley, 1976): (1) to make an integra
t.c<l colk,ction of data available to a wiclc.i 
variety of users; (2) to provide for quality and 
integrity of the data; (3) to ensure retention of 
privacy through sea.irity measures within the 
systan; and (4) to all.o,.,, centralised control of 
t.he data base, which is reoessary for efficient 
data administration. 

The general objectives of DBM have ranained 
irore or less unchanged; research has refine:i 
metrais for achievi.rg those objectives. In con
trast, objectives f or JI.IKR are evolvirg along 



with tl1c definition of AJ. wt is instn.lCUve to 
focrulate AI.KR objectives in teens of DBM objec
tives. 

o:nsideri.ng the first c&t objective, the AD<R 
system should provide for an intelligent program 
what a tffi system provides for organisational 
users. An AIKR system shculd al.lcw rnanip.illltioo, 
interrogation, and analysis of a rep::>sitory of 
information which the program can consider as its 
'lanJledge'. Hakirg t.'1e int:S]rated data available 
bt:,:Jins when the AI program is defired. The AI 
progr au may be viewed as a oollection of use.rs or 
as a multi-faceted innividual. Sane AI researchers 
are explicit in the fonner, extrarely nodular 
p::,sition, e.g., H~"Witt et al, (1973): Hewitt (1977) . 

The second 08H objective, pr~idin:J for quality 
and integrity of the data, can· be adopted directly, 
alt.hou:;Jh in AIKR the issues pertaining to this 
objective are different fran their manifestations 
in w.t. In [ft,! tenns, the data base administrator 
is responsible for maintaining data quality. The 
hur.a.'l being is the conscience of the information 
system. The data base administrator is rot 
explicitly inc a.mated in the JU paradigm, t.hou3h 
it might be ic:entified with that ccmponent of a 
systan responsible for the maintenance of (say) 
crec..ihility values. 

Credibility or certainty factors enable a sys
tan to interpret the quality of its o,.,n data. In 
general, the autanatic assignirg of credibility 
values to inp.it data also requires the maintenance 
of int.em.al belief struct11res or user views which 
the S'i'Stan can interpret. A syst.an which maintains 
scr..e beliefs about the external world can use tl'Ose 
beliefs to help deternine the cre:hbility of new 
CU!ta. M\'CIN (Srortliffe, 1976) and Im'ER-lIST 
(~le, 1977) may be int.erpr-eted as attempts to 
auto:\ate the data quality function of a data base 
a:ninis tr a tor. 

OOM and AIKR have been attentive to data inte:J
rity: l:oth argue that data into<)rity should be 
r.uint.aincd autanatically, oa-1 researchers consider 
a r;mge of into.Jritics fron physical to logical, 
whc.rea.s l\IKR has concent.ratoo only on logical integ
rity. As a result of this different onphasis, DBr-' 
is rrore advanced in its i.Irplonent.ation, while AIKR 
s."o.'S a rrore sophisticated treatroent of data sanan
tics. Altln.lgh this gives the advantage to 00.'I 
research at tt e .irnplB".le!ltation level, AD<R remains 
r.-ore sophisticated in their t.reatroent of data san
antics. 

The third objective, that of security and pri
vacy, derives fran the fear of misuse and destruc
tion of vital data, a fear which is rot yet an 
i =c in JUKn. l lowcvcr, the sco..u: i ty urv:I pr i v...icy 
issue includes data ~C'Olrity in an AD<R envirorrnent 
of a collection of auton::mou.s ACI'OR-lik_e nodules 
1o.-:-ose acx:ess can be both recursive and heterogenous 
(see Hewitt, 1977). 

The final DBM objective, •to 411.o.i centralised 
axlt.rol of the data base, which is necessary for 
c! ! icicnt o..!mi.nistration", is a plausible Al.KR 
ol>jo::tivc, with sane re-intc.rpret.:>.tion. Control of 

tJie duw l.>ase is oentrali s oJ in the daua I.Jasu 
administrator. It the AIJ<R interpretation which 
views the data base administrator as an autcrMtic 
a:mponent of the ,u program is accepted, then the 
apirit of the objective is ayronanoua for l:oth 
1U}(R and DBM. 

Whether a user views an information syst.eu, 
aa an anthroparorphic artificial intelligence, ar 
a collection of Dif.l tools achninistrated by 
another lunan seans largely a matter of taste. 
llowever, the extent to which the data base aanin
istrative function is performed autcrnatica.lly 
does provide a criterion for distirquishin:J l\IKR 
and oa,i. 

4.2 ',l'he DeM Metrodqlogy 

A data base management !!}'Stem iocludea a data 
rrodel and a data sublan:JUage [DSL]. The use of 
data sublanguages, by which a user ccmnunicates 
with a data base affords the D™ systm Wepen
derx:e of logical and physical representations. 
The rot.ions of data model and data sublan:Juagea 
are discussed with respect to the internal aro 
external schemas cx:mronly a11plpyoo in traditional 
data base systems. 

A data rrodel is a strategy accordiJig to which 
data is organisoo in a data base. All data within 
a data base can be interpreted in the same manner, 
in accordance with the data rrodel. The mcrulil'XJ 
of a collection of data is determinoo by the 
inter-relationships between the data as defined 
by the data rrodel. The subtlety of data inter
relationships which a data model can captllre 
deperds primarily on the basic data structure or 
ontology used in the data rrodel, e.g., pop.11Ar 
data rrodels include tl'Ose basoo on rolationa, 
hierarchies, and networks. A superior dat., rrodel 
can capture all of the meani.n:3ful relllUonships 
within the data. For the effort experrled to 
transform the data into a form specified by the 
data model, a user is rewarded with dcrnain in::Je
pcndent techniques for manip.ilating his data b!lse. 
These facilities depen::l largely on the languages 
provided for the use of a data model. 
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Data 6\lbl.an,ruages including dota definition 
lan:Juages [DOLi and data manipulation languages 
[CML] facilitate CXl1tl\UJ1ication with a data b!lae. 
A DDL is used to describe the relationships 
within scrne data in terms consistent with the 
structural constraints imposed by the data nodal, 
A user must describe the relations within his 
data in tem,s of the concepts provided by the OOL, 
which derive fr011 the dat:.ll model. 'l'ho use of a 
consistent DDL peDllits maintenance and manip.ila
tion of the data base by donain in::lcperdent soft
w...ire and hardware. A r»'L uses the definitions 
provided in the DDL to enable the user to update, 
insert, arrl retrieve data rero.ered in terms of 
the data model. 

Sane DSL'a, such aa those which consist or 
DBM primitive operations enbooded in a general 
p.irpose prograrrrniN:J UU¥JUl1CJe, keep tho user in 
close contact with the manip.ilation of his datA. 
Thcso DSL' s manip.iloto dati.l in ten1111 of tho low-
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est level data relationships or structurea, i.e., 
the bit.sic oanponcnts of the data model. Other DSL's 
provide a cnnplet.c cx:rnpl.encnt of canp.itatioml fWlC
tions in:lependcnt of any other system. These rrcre 
aophJ.s tica t.ed rrystena for manip.1la ting data cb ao 
in terms of the data descriptions. For exanple 
data i.np..lt and verification may be entirely the

1 

ws.er' a resp:>ns ibli ty or data can be aut:.anatically 
oollec:tad aoo verified with the user supplied data 
clef 11\itioM. The lcve.l of 80phistication required 
in • est. is a function of the data 111:ldel, the user, 
and the user's data. DSL's will continue to develq> 
111 response to new carhinations of those factors. 
The rot.ioo of external schema (or schemata) ia 
cloeely related to the rot.ion of OOL. 

The interlace bet;i..oeen the user• a view of his 
data And the 00.'1 systen's view of his data ia 
cefined by the data rro:lel is an .irnp:lrt.ant interface. 
Tt-e e<ternal schema is the set of DOL descriptions 
,,,h.ich a:mprise a user's view of his data. The 
external schena enables the user to oonoept,..ialise 
his data in t.erms of the data rrodel. The user first 
a:w::eives his data inter-relationships in his exter
nal schano:l, .imros~ the data rrocel oo his data by 
means of user written OOL expressions. External 
i.ci\Cr.\a!I may be unique to A given user's data base, 
~ aoveral ~terr.al scll8M.5 describing all or · por
tiona of a 111rqlo data base might pro.,ido multiple 
U!.Cr Vlf.~l.l'\tS 0 

The internal scllC'M is the DBM systan ocxnponent 
wtlicl_l manages data at the level of physical devices. 
':'he 1.nterna.1 sctona i.ntp:)ses the data rrodel a, the 
inte.rn.,.l. representation of tho data. A user oon
Cf.-ptualiscs his data in an external sdlema which is 
fo.rnaliso.1 in a data m:.xfol, and the data ~l is 
i.q:>l(rlel1t.cd via the internal scher.a of the L&1 
systEm. At the internal scheT.a level, user's expre&
sioos in a data rnanip.1L3tion language are finally 
wtcrpretoo. At this level, the abstract data rrodel 
u O{Jtimiscd for storage, retrieval, And rrodifica
tlon of user data. The fidelity with whicil the 
intcmAl aclltmil .iznp:>ses the data nodel onto the 
phys.J.cAl devices whicil will perfoan storage, retrie
val, and moJification of ~ data is the rrost 
L":"fX)Ct.Ant factor in the cwerall performance of the 
ru-t system. The internal schema irnplanents the 
dAta. r.-odel in a canp..itatiorially efficient manner, 
And insulates the user fran all physical data 
m.ir..lqanent oondderations. A 00~1 system which 
p1-oviJ.:,s users this insulation pro.,itlcs 'data· 
1n!epcn:le.noe', the greatest achiev£Jl\ent of gcxxi 
data ll\allagBTS\ t. 

4.3 Apply~ OOH to Artificial Intelligence 

H.w irq in t.roduoerl 00M sys tans, we spea.i late· on 
the ai:,-plicability of DB.'I rotion.s to AI represent.a
t.ion systens. 0.lrrently D~-1 I.is better defined aoo 
more c;unpn:!hensive ideas of data managancnt than AI, 
esp..'C.wlly at the level of phys.1.cal representatioo 
And m..u1ip..llation of data on actual devices ard DBM 
systons architecture provides a structured frcme
...ork in 1,,'hi.cil to view AI representation schanes. 

O;Jrprchens1ve kn::lwle:}ge representatioo languages 
(KRL] (e.g ., rru., Roberts arx1 Cbl.dstein, 1977; KRL, 
Bobrow ard Wi.rograd, 1977; NETL, Fahlrnan, 1979; 
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KL-0.JE, Brachnan, 1978) are AI' e attanpts to 
develop an AI . data base management system. Kl'lCM
ledge representatiai larquages act as the data 
sublanguages of OOH syst611S. OOL'e facilitate 
oc:mnunication with a data base and KRL ' e perfoon 
a similar function for AI data bases. KRL's are 
rrcre ambitious in design because they at:tarpt to 
aca:rri)liah all of the functions of C8H with a 
ain,Jle progrllllllin,J systan. 

A cx:rrprehensive ~l manipulation includea 
the data definition larquage arx1 data manipula
tion language of DBM systens. It is a disadvan
tage that aspects of data representation and 
manip.1lation which are clearly separable in C8H 
beccrne cx::nfused in the rrorolithic KRL approach. 
nie concept of a data model beocmes less clear, 
especially when data representations overlap with 
procedures for their manip.1lation. KRL-O's 
(Bobrow and Winograd, 1977) procedural attachnent 
demonstrates this dissolution of data ma.nagenent 
and encourages an implementational treatment of 
data rrodel specification, KRL designers general.Jv 
specify data rrodels, rut rather imprecisely, so 
that the data model is susceptible to adjustment 
of its semantics upon canp.1ter implenentatial. 
Once the data rrodel becxmes diffused, it is dif
ficult to distinguish the data base of represent
ing e>epressions fran the rest of the systan. If 
the representing cxprm1sions are identified, it 
is sti~l diffi°:1lt to intex:pret them consistently 
and um.foanly swoe the sanantics of the data 
model are rerxiered only procedurally, by inple
irentatiai. 

Frames, s=ipts, ard schanat:.:i organise the 
krowledge which they represent aocordin;J to the 
function of that kno..ledge. The followin;J 
exanple illustrates the functional organisation 
for frames. 

Knowledge associatively aooeesed via f~ame 
slots can be procedurally enbedded; eD<ecu
tion of these procedures provides a oanpu
tational canprehension for concept aid 
context. In the sentences (see Schubert 
et al., 1979) 

John unlocked hie car. (1) 
He used his key. (2.) 

John graded the exam. (3) 
He used his key. (4 ) 

the meaning of 'key' changes fran sentence 
(2) to sentence (4), cx:mprehension of its 
different tnearu.n;JS depends upon the 'unlock
in;Jcari:;' !:rLllle and i;he ·gradir,ge>e:ams' frame. 
The franes might contain slots for carkeys 
and exaninationkeys, or s l ots for other 
frames .to explain car ard exanination keys. 
The francs might also oontain information 
about the kind ard use of keys in general. 
The description of 'his key' guides clever 
access mechanisms to select the appropriate 
slot. 

This functional organisation of frames, 
scripts, and schanata makes than the AI counter-

r• ,r1 • • 



pa.rt t.o the 00.-' data noool. They serve as an epis
te:ological level representation (cf. Brachnan, 
1979) between the JU 'external sc:hena • (CXll'lCept:u4l 
level representation) and the JU • int:erna 1 schema• 
(logical level am implanent.ation level representa
tion) • nus, functionally organised represent.atia,s 
can be evaluated as data rrodels. The use of frames 
(scripts, schena ta) as a data rrodel sto.ild free the 
kncwlcdge representation systan fran external and 
internal schana CDnside.rations until the 66llalltica 
of the proposed m:.rlel are investigated. Unfortun
ately, the saMntics of these nodels has not been 
a:zrpletely investigated. As a result, schsna oon
siderations have been ignored, or c:cnsidered pre
maturely. The sanantics of functionally organised 
representations are frequently treated as a conpu
tatiaial rather than a represent.aticnal issue. To 
be effective 'prcx:edural sanantics' (e.g., Win:Jgrad, 
1976) l!lLISt dist.i.nguish beti.oeen inplanentirg a well
specified notion and specifyin;J a notion by imple
men~ it. For example, various fraire based sys
ta:is treat the sekction of replaoerrent franes dif
ferently, as a <XInpJt.ation.al problem to be solved 
by clever inplanentation, rather than as a represen
t.aticnal issue to be solved with well-specified 
=tics whi.ct delineate various se.l.ection classes. 

Associative networks ( includin:J senantic net
'"°1"lcs, see Firdler, 1979) are organised accordirg 
to the concepts which they represent. This concept
oen tred organisation is the definitive characteris
tic of associative netw::>rlcs. 

Associative net....arks corre.-pand closely to the 
OOH internal schana because neo.o.rks provide an 
accessin:J structure for the concepts which they 
reµ-esent. Associative networks have also been USld 
as the basic data rrodel for AI kn:,.,ledge representa
tion systems, usually as alternatives to frames, 
scripts, and schar.at.a. The functional organisat.ial 
o:r.r.on to fr!llleS, scripts, and schenata make than 
the Al counterpart to the DOM m:xlel. Ho.icver, since 
net....ar'ks provide an accessing st:xucture for the cxin-. 
c,ept.s they represent, associative ret:\,,Orks corres
p:,n.l rrore closely to the D~ internal schana than 
frllr.'leS, script.s, and c.c.'.cM.ta. The net:\,,Ork organi
s.stion operates as an irdex for the concepts, their 
properties and descriptions, this organisation is 
closely related to the DBM inteznal schana notion. 
All of the krowledge about a particular concept is 
aooessible fran that concept. In a similar manner, 
the internal schana instantiates the data mcx!el as 
the actual representation of data in a data base. 
In CDnVent.i.ocul DBM, the data nodel defined all 
1tans of data as interrelated, so the internal 
scill:ffl3 was the actual relationship between items of 
data, which made then aooessible fran any sirgle 

. Cd t.a i tern. 

£Ven · in non-net:i.ork representations, such as KRL 
(Bobrow and Winograd, 1977) and PLJ\?\."lER (Hewitt, 
1972) netlo/Ork organisations are used in .llll)lanenta
tion. 'nle CDOOept or •object• centred org anisa ti.on 
is a natural choice for an internal indexirg struo
ture. This is due, in part, to the earlier psycho
logical notions a.tout the organisation of maoory 
(see Arrlersan and Bower, 1973; Wilson, 1979). In 
the process of .llll)lement.ation, when the equivalent 
of an internal schana must be defined, nct'ooOrk organ
i...:itions are u&ed. This rot only strcrqthcns the par-
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allel l.ietween associative netwox:ks and logical 
organi~ticns l:ut oli,o indicates that net,,,,,ork org
anisations are useful ones. 

Nebo.iork prop:,nents who draw parallels between 
conceptual organisations and external scl)B!l4S 
izrq)ly that the conceptual organiBlltion parallel.a 
the user's oonception of his data expressed in 
terms of the data mcx!el. To allow conceptual 
organisations to be identified with an external 
schana, these researchers sacrifice the indep
eroence beo,,een internal and extcrnAl schcrno.s. 
This violates a furoamental DBM tenent of 
external and internal ech~s. External and 
internal schemas were originally distirguished 
by Dlfo1 in order to achieve data Weperrlence. It 
\o,O.lld be contrary to a major objective of DBM, 
that is data d.nde~ence, to permit lllllal.gamation 
of the internal and external sch~s. 

A production systen includes a set of rules 
(productions), a global data base, and an inter
preter for c.'llaluating rules in terms of the data 
base (Davie and Kirg, 1977). The productic:n 
system data base typically stores state infotmll
tion aoout a danain, and production rules specify 
row state changes in the data base can be effect
ed. The interpreter acts as a kirrl of pattern 
matcher, selecting rules according to 6Cllle a 
priori rule orderirg, then applyirg them to the 
data base to possibly affect 6llbs~ent rule 
applications (cf . Microplanner, Sussman et al., 
1971) • Production systems diffw: fran fr,Jmes, 
scripts, schemata, and nco-.orks in that they 
include methods for changing the information 
stored. The nultiple cx:mponcnt nature of pro
duction systems precludes a direct oorrespondence 
with any single part of the D~ paradi.gm. Their 
data base canponent gives production systems the 
appearance of a (naive) DBM scheme which, with a 
suit.able interface, \<,OUld provide a canprehen
sive information managanent tool. 

However, productions systerruJ data bases lack 
a unique data rrodel (Davie and Kirq, 1977). The 
structure of each data base and its product.ial 
rules is detcnnined by the application (e.g., 
DENDAAL, Fci.genb&.rn et al., 1971), For eKllTlpla, 
rule patterns and data base expressiona of 
DCNDRAL are graphs represcntirg chemical struc
tures. The data model is IOOtivated by the probo
lem danain, where the structure of roolecular 
c:crnponents is to be dete.anined fron mass spec:to
gram data. Alternatively, MYCIN (Shortliffe, 
1976) uses a data m:xlel based on diagrostic rules 
which, when applied to expressions representirg 
rncidical laboratory test results, produces a 
n1.1t1eric measure of credibility for a particular 
diagnosis. Each rule is assigned an a priori 
credibility which oontril:utes to the credibility 
of a suggested diagnosis. Both systems rival 
human performance in many cases. With or without 
data rrodels, production systems manage data bases 
in a more structured manner than do IT'06t AI 
systems, and provide a framework in which to 
explore issues of representation. 

4.4 A Data t,pdel for Artificial Intelligence 

Data roodels are specified in response to user 
expectations of his data daMin. Cbnventi.onAl 
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D.>H d..aw 11u..J..:l:; W\.:<u lwut..o.i to a siJ1vlu extension
al t.roatnient of the OOTlil.in partly because such a 
t:reatll'ent seemed sufficient for the data oonoerned, 
and partly beca= data rrodels which woold capture 
intensional k.ncA.tledgc would delay ~lementation 
of the data base ~ and Mylopolous, 1977) • Arti
ficial intelligence dare.ins are expected to aooc:m
ll'O'.!.l.te rrore c:onplex 'hll1'ilJ"l-like' use of data, there
fore Al developed rore sophisticated represent:Btion 
set.ares to represent intensional l<ro,Jledge. Repre
ga\t.ation ideas lotiich are imnature with respect to 
"''hat AI resc.ircher l"O:]Uire of dcrnains greatly ext.em 
the ocmain with respect to the expectations of a 
conventional chta base. tel-I rese.irche.rs are bea:rn
~ responsive to the advantages accruing fran rore 
~stic.ated data rrodels (Codd, 1979). 

If A.I specified a data rrodel, it wo.ud separate 
in~rnal and ext.e.mal scheras, and foster investiga
tions of data indcpercence·. Fidelity to an AI data 
n:x!cl I.Olld eliminate ad-hoc representations. Like 
t."lei.r 08.'1 cnmtcrpart.S, representation theorists 
\.O.Jld be forced to separate representational and 
1::-plerrcntatiannl issues. Without this separation 
t.':e rotions of internal and external schcrras and 
<.!.it.a indcpcncc.nce 1.-ould lose their meaning. 

C'u.aent.ly rro.re in'{:ortant, AI. representation 
sd'dncs could be c:orparatively evaluated with res
pect to one anoU1er if each one declared it.s datll 
i::o:!e.l. 'Ihere c.xist.s a surfeit of representational 
~A.JllCS, each raising a host of questions and 
i5sues. A unifio:I data rro:lel wo.ud identify tnlly 
~"!.neral represent.a ti anal issues rather than beoan
i..rq restricted to the problans of one particular 
represent.at.ion. 

A precisely specified data rrodel rrust define 
ex.w::tly t-.:w each data base expression =rresporrls 
with the problf.311 c:k:IMin. Since logical serrantics 
a.re precise, we SU'J':JCSt logic as a c!ata model. The 
logic will brirJ3 scnw-:tic consistency to the data 
r:o:!el. Arbitrarily cx:rrplex logical sentences have 
rcpc..1 t.cdly been in terprc ted us in;, logical semantics 
and the in~rpret.ations have been evaluated. ~ 
1ntcrpretations have been precise crough to fore-:
st.lll criticism of the logic oontainod in them 
(~..1n.sky, 1975). CUrrent approaches to autanatic 
pro:Jrcmning, data b.l.se managerrent, and problen 
solv~ in::llcate that the logical perspective has 
a.J.tln beoatw.l fashionable (van Dr<len, . 1977; Gallaire 
and ~tinker, 1978; McDe.rrrott and t'oyle, 1978). Thore 
a.s yet unconv.i.roed that the logical point of view 
has gained asccroency srould cxmsult Hayes (1977) • 

I.ogice.l data ll'09els have been used by research
c~ woo have l'X1t yet explicitly defined a data 
ll'lX.el. Schubert (1975) relied on a logical data 
rro.!el to gi,ro precise int.crprct.Ations to sanantic 

· ~t\.Ol'.ks. SCh\.lbcrt's work dcm:mstrates row expres
sions fran a logieal dat.a rrodel can be exteooed to 
a st.nrture which provides an a=ess scheme for 
represented kn:M~e. The logical dal:4 rrodel 
~t.rates hc:M the associative nct:i.lOrk functions 
a.s an internal schema. The logical data nodel has 
elucidato:l interpretations for representations with 
rrore vague data mocels, such as frames. Hayes 
(l977bl discusses 'the logic of frarres' and offers 
logical interpretations for the structure of frames. 

,:io 

ln I ii'-' Logical analysis he finds that fru111Ci; 

have tJie potential for reflexive reasoning (i.e., 
a frtune l<ro,Jin; &alV:!thing about itself). The 
logical data rrodel provided the tools necessary 
for such an evaluation. 

Usin; a logical data rrodel, Hayes dEIIOOS
trates how the syntax of representation languages 
can obscure the underlyirJ3 data rrodel. Syntaxes 
which are designed to provide amenable user
level languages frequently disguise the under
lyin; data l!Odel. This is arother instance of 
confusion between the hunan-~ineered interface 
and the data ll'Odel, lotiich the precise specitica
tion of the data no3el can resolve, 

As is the case with traditional DBM data 
ll'Odels, the requirerrents anticipated by poten
tial users dictate the form of a logic-based 
data rrodel. . An AI data rrodel should provide a 
soi:nisticated treatment of representation. Ho.l
ever, since programning invariably uno::,vers 
unforeseen difficulties, pressure for experimen
tal lJ!l>lenentations affect the specification of 
refinanent.s in successive data rrodels. 

A logic-based data rrodel will consist of a 
logical language whose sanantics offer a precise 
interpret.ation for each language expression. A 
standard syntax will suffice since any difficulty 
with the syntax of data rrcdel expressions should 
be alleviated by a suitable user DSL, as with tre 
relational DBM rrodel. The experience of the 
KRirO design group 1.0Uld attest to this point. 

We expect the logic used as the basis for a 
data rrodel to inclu:le prcof theory which can be 
used to manip.ilate expressions of the data l!Odel. 
The capabilities of the proof theory will depend 
on the logical systan adopted and how expressions 
of the correspondi.n;J data rrodel are interpreted 
with respect to a dcmain (Nicolas and Gallaire, 
1977). 

The use of logic to describe the data consid
ered by traditional Off,! data rrodels illl.1Tl.inatea 
the developrent of a logic-based AI data nodel. 
An edited volune (Gallaire and Minker, 1977) 
treats this subject exclusively. One current 
approach (Kowalski, 1977) rerrlers the extensional 
relations of a relational rrodel as base :t'elatiors 
in a first-order logic. Kowalski discusses how 
general statements (i.e., quantified fornulae) 
can be interpreted procedurally to maintain 
integrity or derive implications in the exten
sional data base. 'l\,,10 levels of representation 
can be identified: the base relations which 
express a cx>llection of extensional facts, and 
a collection of general expressions which expr&IB 
kn:Mledgc about the base relations. We concur 
with Kowalski trot a m::ire sophisticated approach 
would cx>nsider the general expressions as data 
given in the data ll03el. 

Jl.ecent representation investigations 
(Braclrnan, l.979; Schubert et al., l.979; Davis, 
l.976) suggest the use of several levels of kn:;lw
ledge representation. Each level wool.cl express 
info.rmation about the lower level with the base 



level cocr~pandinJ to an actual danain interpreted 
via a traditicnal logical senantics (e.g. , Tarskianl . 
Nonetheless, it would seen that a rrore elaborate 
data irodel is necessary, for example, a m::>del in 
\oh.ich sentenoes in a meta-language express knew led,Je 
alxlut to., to manip..11.ate the senterx:es in a rorres
pondirq object l.angwige. '!he OOUIX project des=ib
ed briefly by Hayes (1974) is concerned with the 
specificatioo of such a language. Meta-level infor
ination, when interpreted, provides control infonna
tion for the use of object-level infonnation. 
~ther the implied regress can be closed within a 
sirqle oanprehe.nsive foonal system remains an open 
question. 

Jle.iter's (1979) default logic provides a p:,wer
ful systan for viewirg a data base of first-order 
and default expressions as a a:msistent set of 
beliefs atx:,ut a dona.in. A default is a statement 
1,.hlch su:,gests rew information, which is assuned 
tnle, will rot be inconsistent .with the existing 
data base. The logic is non-m:ootonic, i.e., new 
ax.ions = invalidate old theorens. The rw::>n-!TOno
tonic logic of ~toerroott and Doyle (1978) is another 
candidate for ccnsideration. Since the formal 
interpretaicn of meta-level expressions requires a 
higher level logic, the second order theory of 
Gil.Jrore (1971) can also be investigated as a pos
sible data rrodel. 

5. Final Remarks 

We c:oocll.rle by urging the adoption of the DBM 
pa.ra:!ign by AI researchers and the developnent of 
a strong data rrodel of AI. The success darcnstra
ted by AI in the retrieval of infonnation implicit 
in t.."!e data (krowlecge) base and manifested by th!,'! 
varioos pattern-directed (oroccdure-invoked) match
ing algoritlms srp_ild oontribute significantly to 
the c.cveloprent of canantics for the data model. 
t-:e-:ertheless, the concept of a data model must first 
be ina::lq:orated by AI int:.0 their systems. The ariop
tion of the DOM data ITOdel should prove to be an 
invalU3ble vehicle for improving the performance of 
AI syst.e":15 which operate with a large knowledge base. 
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ABSTRACT 

The principal characteristic of. the RESEDA 
1>ystem is being able to question a biographical 
database a.bout the causal relationships which may 
be inferred between different attested facts in the 
base. This paper deals with the two classes- of 
inference procedures existing in the system, 
•hypotheses• and •transformations•, and their 
oocplementary practical aims. It will show that, 
froa a very general point of. view, the differences 
between the two classes only concern the instru
~ntal level : in theory, a same common sense 
rule can be interpreted, and execJted, equally 
well as a •hypothesis• or as a "transformation•. 

INTRODUCTION 

.. 
RESEDA is a system for managing a biographical 

data.b4se using Artificial Intelligence (AI) tech
niques. The term •biographical data" must be 
understood in its widest possible meaning : being 
in fact any event, in the public or private life, 
physical or intellectual, etc., that it is possible 
to gather about the personages we are interes ted in. 
In the pres_ent state of. the system, this inform
ation concerns a well-defined period ·in time 
(approximately between 1350 and 1450) and a partic1r 
lar subject area (French history), but the tech
niques used in RESEOA oould just as well be applied 
to biographical information concerning other areas 
(medicine, law, etc.). 

RESEOA differs from •classical• factual data
b41>e manaqcment systcms in two ways : 
a l Th" information is rc,cordcd in the bAse ut1ing a 

particular Data Definition Language (metalan
guage) which uses knowledge representation tech
niques. 

• The RESEil,\ project is financed by grants from the 
·D,!l~atJ.on Generale A la Recherche Scientifique et 
Technique• (RESEOA/0, CNRS- DGRST Contract n• 75. 7. 
O~So), froaa the •Institut de Rechcrche d'lnforma
tique et d'Automatique• (RESEOA/1, C~RS-IRIA 
Cont.ract n• 78.206), and froai the •centre National 
de la Recherche Scientifique• within the framework 
of the •Action ~he"llati~e Prograa.nee Intelligence 
Artificielle•. 
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bl A user interrogating the base obtains not 
only information which waa dix·ectly intro
duced into it but also implicit information 
found using _J.nferance moch4nJ.sm'1 particular 
to the system - see, in tho same vein, 
Carbonell (1978), Kolodner (1 980 1 1981), 
McGregor and Malone (1 901), etc. 

In this article, I uhall dual mainly with 
the aspects of the system concerning the •infer
ence procedures". More specifically, after 
having explained the differing practical 
aims of the two ways ot using the inf.eroncea, 
"hypothesis" mode and "transformation" mode, I 
shall try to s how that, from a very general 
point of view, that difference only concern• 
the instrumental level : in theory, the Bil.Die 
common sense rule can be interpreted, and execu
ted, equally well as a "hypotheais" or aa a 
"transformation". I shall conclude by noting 
that, in practice, the kind of searches that 
RESEOA favours actually impede systematic 
switching botwuen one intorprotation modu and th• 
other. Knowledge of. their "deep" identity doo• 
however enable a more coherent systemati2ation, 
on a conceptual _level as on the l e vel of. prac
tical efficiency, of RESEOA'a inference mechan
isms. 

THE RESEDA SYSTEM ANO ITS INFERENCE RULES 

I- shall ·ttrst of. all state some fundMJental 
facts about RESEDA. 

The biographical inforn,ation which conati
tutes thu uyutcm'a database 1• organized in the 
form of. units called "coded epi8odes" or "plane,". 
There are several different types ot plane I the 
"predicative plane", the most important, corre
sponds to a "flash" which 1llu8trates a pnrt1cu
lar moment in the "life story" of one or more 
persons. A predicative plane is made up ot one 
of five possible "predicates" (BE-l\f'FEC'I'ED-BY, 
BEIIAVE, BE-PRESENT, HOVE, PRODUCE), to which 
one or more "modulator•" may be attached. The 
modulator's function ie to specify and delimit 
the semantic role of. tho predicate. Of course, 
the "meAning" of the modulator plua predicate 1• 
•defined" - aa for all elements of the RESEDA 
Data Definition Language - by the general 
behaviour of the system rather than by the usual 
function of. these coil~e in natural language,. 
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·Th.a pr.Jicat• of the plane i• accanpanied by •case 
slots• (Rosner and Somera 1980 1 Charniak 1981) 
which introduce the predica'te argumenta. 

Dating and apace location information ia alao 
given within a prodi~tive plane, aa ia the biblio
graphic authority !or the statement. Predicative 
plan•• IMIY be linked either through the label of 
one plan• bainq th• value of an argument alot (the 
alot OBJ) in another, or through explicit links 
•an4•, ·o~·. •cause•, •tinality•, etc. 

, The extremely a!.mple example given in figure 
'should provide a clearer idea of what I have juat 
explained. It ia the representation of •Montreuil 
w.&s opposed, between 1413 and 1416, to the Burgun-
d 1an party on the subject of tho Hundrer Years War•, 
the bibliographical authority is the historian 
Valois. The codes given in capital letters indicate 

1 l against+BEHAVE SUBJ Montreuil I Paris 
OBJ burgundians 
ARC hundred-years-war 
datel 1 14\J. 
date2 1 1416 
bibl I Valoia,IV 

tlgure I 

the predicate and the cases associated with it 1 

•against• is a modulator. For each predicative 
plane there ia a pair of temporal marker,, "datel
date2•, which give the duration of the episode. 
•H.::intreu11" is one o! the historical personages 
w~osd ·tife story• is recorded in the database , 
M~ur~1ur\Ji~n•" ar1J •t,undrod-yoaru-wAr• aro •!ntrio& 
tn RtSEOA's lexicon, wh.ich provides the historical 
background o! the syste11>. •paris" is obviously the 
•aub)ect location•. If the historical documents 
q,v~ ua aome explanation !or the Montreuil'• 
AttltuJe recorded in plane I, then the correspond
inq phntts would b4t introduced into the database 
snd the plAne I would be associated with them by 
an explicit link of the •cause• type. 

When the system is considered from the point 
of view of its utili~ation, the fundamental concept 
which must bu introduced is that of the •search 
111.:>del" . A •search model• gives the essential el
~'Clents, expressed in tenns of the RESEOA metalan
gua~"• of a co.:led episode which it is necessary to 
aearch tor in the database. A search n,odel may orig
.in.1te from outside the system, if it is the direct 
translation of a query posud by a user . On the 
other hand, it may be automatically generated by the 
s y s t,m, 45 will be clarified later on, during tho 
execution of 40 inference procedure. 

Let us suppo1e, for example, that a user is 
111terrog.iting the system about the relationships 
butwccn Hontreuil and the Burgundian party concern-
1nq the Hundred Years war. In this case,the user 
himself creates the search model given in figure 2, 
with the aid of a proo:pting program. The only 
notable difference between this formalism and the 
Conii.,li,;m rcquir,-d for tho repre»entatlon of tho 

ep1auJe~ in the database is that of the presence 
of a "search interval", "boundt-bound2", which 

BEHAVE SUB.J Montreuil 
OBJ burgundians 
ARG hundred-years-war 
boundl , 1400 
bound2 1 1420 

figure 2 

the user will employ to limit the period he 
considers appropriate to explore according to the 
information for which he is searching, 

I do not intend, here, to go into the 
details of the procedure adopted to test the 
match of a search model with data in the base , 
instead, for details of this, see Zarri et al. 
(1979 1 1980) . It is, for ex~ple, obvious that 
the model in figure 2 may be directly matched 
with the plane in figure 1 1 this of course is 
the exception rather than the rule. 
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In the case of a dead end, a first class of 
inference rules may be applied to the mpdel, 
that is the "transformations". To keep to an 
extremely simple. example, the search model , 
" ( for+BEIIAVE SUBJ x OBJ y ) • to be favourable 
towards ...... could be substituted by the model 
" (against+BEHAVE SUBJ x OBJ 11 ) ", given that 
information regarding the unh.vourable attitude 
of person x toward person !I ia at t he sAme time 
a response to any query about the possibility of 
a favourable attitude. Note the existence of an 
underlying common eoneo rulo ovon in such 11 

simple transformation. 

A second example of a transformation is 
that given in figure 3. The underlying common 
sense rule is : "if a person x has a university 
degree w, then this person has followed some 
course v" (one or several persons!/ have 
"produced" the course v with the intention of 
x ) . In figure 3, I have only partially detailed 
the "restrictions" associated withe the "vari
ables• x, !/, v and w, the use of variables 
allows maximum generality in the formulation of 

PRODUCE SUBJ 
OBJ 

~ ~ BE-AFFECTED-BY 

DEST x 

x • <personage> 
y • <personage> l <personages> 
X ; !/ 
v k <university-course> 
w • <degree-obtained> 
W n f (v ) 

figure 3 

SUBJ x 
OBJ w 

the common sense law underlying the transfo,;m
ation. The values which replace the variables in 
the retrieved plane (or planes ) using the trans
formed model must obviously respect these 
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rcat.rict1ona I for ~xa.:r.ple, the particular type of 
•degree• which will have been aubstituted for w 
auat be compatible with the value of v ln the orig
inal model ; which I have indicated for si.mplicity 
aaw•f(v). 

Unlike the tra.nsfor:1114tion •tor/against• given 
earlier, the tranaformation in figure 3 1• •one way", 
that ia, it ia pouible to tranaform the model from 
left to right, but not the inverae. 

Very often the paasage of one model to another 
is subject to certain conditions I it is only po••
ible to substitute one model for the other if a 
particular con.Jition has been satisfied. Thia 1a 
verified by checking the existence of episode• 
within the base which are able to guarantee the 
appropriate conteJCt I examples of conditional trans
formations will be examined in the next section. 

Note that the use of concepts comparable with 
our •semantic transformations• is quite co,m,on 
when using AI techniques to exploit a factual data
base, see for example •elaborations• in l<Dlodner 
(1980), •extensions• in Hafner (19811, •expansions• 
in HCCArty and Sridharan (1980), etc. 

Even taking into consideration this first 
cateqory of inference rules, the behaviour of the 
system such aa it has been described up to now is 
entirely classic 1n type. There is, however, a 
second, more original way of searching RESEDA I it 
1s possible to search for the i.a>plicit "causes", in 
the widest sens of the vord, of an attested fact in 
the b4se. For example, if the user, in submitting 
the query in figure 2, obtained in reply the plane 
in figure 1 and if we assume that the •causes• of 
this negative attitude of Montreuil towards the 
Burgundians are not explicitly recorded in the 
.Jatab.lae, he will now be able to ask the system to 
autom.atically produce a pl.iusible explanation of 
thi• attitude by using a second category of infer
ence rules, the •hypotheses• . 

In order to give a first idea, on an intuitive 
level, of the functioning of the hypotheses, flgure 
4 shows the formulation in natural language of four 
characteristic hypotheses of the RESEDA system. 

The first part of each of these rules corre
aponds to a p.articular class of confirmed facts 
(planes) for which one ask• the causes. For example, 
the plane in figure 1 1• clearly an exemplif1cat1pn 
of the first part of the third hypothesis in figure 
~. In RESEDA's terminology, the formal drafting of 
the first part is called a "premiss" . The second 
p~rt ( the •condition" ) gives instructions for 
searching the datab.lse for intormation which would 
be able to justify the fact which has been matched 
with the premiss. That is, if planes matching the 
p~rticular search model which can be obt.iined from 
the •condition• part of the hypothesis can be found 
in the d.itabase, it is considered that the facts 
represented by these planes could constitute a 
Justification for the plan-premiss and are then 
returned as the response to the user's query. An 
.unportant point to notice is that search models 
generc1ted by the hypotheses, like any search model, 
can b.> transform~d as well in the case of an initial 

fail~rc of the match procedure• . 

a) ••• one might cease to act on behal t of 
aome other peraon 

BECAUSE 

one has abueed that person'• confidence 
(e.g. by misrepresenting his view• to 
a third party) 

b) ••• one might leave something (in one's 
will) to a (religious) conuounity 

BECAUS/! 

one had some special connection with 
this community 

c) ••. one might take a particular attitude 
in an argument 

BECAUSE 

one has close links with one of the parties 
in a conflicting situation 

d) • •. one might lose a position (of civil 
servant) 

BECAUSE 

one is replaced by a supporter of the 
(political) party which haa just taken 
power. 

figure 4 

In the case of the enquiry about the cauae• 
of Hontreuil's attitude, the search models gener
ated by the hypotheaia in figure 4c enable the 
retrieval from the biographical base of the 
plane• in figure 5 , plane 2 tranelatoa the feet 
that MC>ntreuil (and Gontier Col) were among•t 
the Armagnac ranks between 1400 and 1415, while 
plane 3 tells us that the Armagnacs and Burgund
ians were in conflict between 1407 and 1425. 

The following 1• a "r6sum6" of what I have 
expressed in the preceding paragraphs. There 
exist in RESEDA two fundamental ways of rot.riev
ing information requested by a user . In the firat 
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2) BE-AFFECTED-BY SUBJ armagnaca 
OBJ (COORDI Montreuil Col) 
datet 1 1400 
date2 1 1415 
bibl r Le-Due 

3) recip+against+BEHAVE SUIIJ (COORDI arma911aoa 
burgundiana) , 
France 

OBJ (COORDl armagnacs 
burgundiana) , 
t·r1rnce 

datol 1 1407 
date2 1425 
bibl , conu e nuuu 

figure 5 

case, the information which we wish to obtain ia 
data that alr~ady exiutu in tho base and iu 
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••tc1 .. v~...t • • ~-•..:h , w1t1.0ut further proce,uing, Thill 
data can~• ubtain~>d by direct match of the aearch 
ll>Odel th.at correaponda to the user'• question. If 
thia 1• not posaible , we can still try to get an 
answ.tr by uaing the inference procedures of tho 
•tranaformation• type, The second method retrieve• 
information which, on the contrary and most import
antly, 1• created ex nihilo by the search procedure 
ttaelf. It expreaaea, in fact, .the possibility of e 
n•w cauaal relationahip, in the baae, between the 
coJlld episode provided explicitly by the u ser and 
one or more planes ·that the aystem retrieves by 
applyill9 the •condition• part of an hypothesia, In 
f.hia second approach, and to the opposite of what 
hap~n• in the first, th• reaearch procedure modif-
1•• in aome way the primitive diatribution of tho 
data. The second method is only possible by direct
ly employing a particular category of inference 
pi-ocedures, tho,ie of the type "hypothesis" : trans
tor.nations can atil l intervene in this framewor k , 
how.ever, to aid the mAtching of the search models 
obtained froa, the condition. 

THF. SUllSTAAT'UH COHf't:>N TO RESEDA' S 
INt"ERF.NCE OPERATIONS 

lAt u• now look in some detail at the hypoth
••1• ahown in tigure 4d. A whole fam.ily of inference 
rulea express~ in R£Sf.OA's metalanguage corre
sponds in reality t.o the natural language formula
tion shown in t hi s figure I o ne of these realis
aLions is ahown in figure 6. A description of the 
procordure tol lowod in ord.er to isolate the elements 
ot the•• tam lli es can be found in Zarri (1981) , 
a,•e a l »o Zarri (1979) ! or the general methodology 
tor construct.ing hypotheses. 

The fonnulatton in figure 6 has been simplified 
Ln unler to ""'k• it eaaie'r to understand . The vari
ables concerning dates, locations and the perso~ge• 
are indicated simply by the letters "d", "l", •p• 
wlth their indices, whilst in reality a more com
pl.,x 1y11t.,. of variables a nd restrictions is needed 
to account tor their actual represe ntation inside 
thu syatem. In the same way,we have given to the 
variable• m and" only the value• that are most 
llkely In the historical context of R£SEDA, without 
any attempt at 911neral1ut1on. Thus the "jobs" that 
r,1 may have lost to p2's advantage ar4i limited · to 
monarchical or sftig niorial posts directly provided 
("SOURCE ,,•1 by the corresponding . authorities. Not" 
that tho ay,nbol •v• means "excl usive or", and tho 
1.oyn,OOl "A• mean• •and" ( sec tho "condition"). 

The meaning, in clear, ot the fonnaliS!II in 
figure 7 1• al follow• (see al10 figure 4d) : to 
expla in what brought the adlllinistration n to deprive 
rl of his job - pl no longer (end) disposes (BE
AFFECTED-BY) professionally (soc) on the initiative 
(SOURCE) of n of job m - the hypothesis suggests 
we check in the system's ~emory for the following 
three tacts 

A) al a datu contemporary with, or later than, the 
diuussal ot pl, the administration n gave the 
pual to a second personage p2 (p2 begins to 
dupose of this post ) : 

Bl at a date that coincides with, or is previous to, 

Jl, t 11<· administration 11 comes undt,r th" lcader
ahip of a personage p3 (n atarts to have p3 for 
chief ( lid • leader)) 1 

C) p2 ia p3'a "prot6g~·. 

Note that, in order to be aatiafied, the con
dition needs the concomitant matching (link 
•A•) of the three search models A, 8 and C, 
the pattern C corresponds to a "relational 
plane", which is a particular type of plane, 
without space or temporal information, re
aerved in RESEDA for the expre1a ion of kinship, 
social or interdependancy relationahipa (of the 
kind "protector/prot6g6" uaed in C), etc. Of 
course, in the actual application of the formal
ism in figure 6, C could be "transformed" into 
a whole series of search models which will try 
to match in the base punctual evidence of the 
dependancy re lationship - for example the fact 
t ha t during some period p2 was an employee of 
p3, see again Zarri (1981) . The hypothesia in 
figure 6 thus provides a reasonable explanation 

Hypothesis concerning the dismissal from a 
post because of a change in political power 

premiss : a 

a) e nd+soc+BE-AFFECTED-BY SUBJ p1 
OBJ m 
SOURCE 11 

datel dl 
date2 1 

Z.1 
Z.2 

restrictions on the variables of the premiss 
achenn: 

m • <monarchical-post> V <soig niorial-post> 
11 • king's-council v seigniorial-council 

condition : A AB AC 

A) begin+soc+BE-AFFECTEO- BY SUBJ p2 
OBJ m : 'tl 
SOURCE 11 Z.2 
bound! 1 U 
bound2 1 12 

Bl beg1n+l1d+8!-AFFECT£D-B¥ SUBJ 11: ti 
OBJ pl 
boundl I i3 
bound2 14 

C) (COORDI p3 p2 (SPECIF prot6g6)) 

restrictions on t>ie variables on th" condition 
schemata: 

ii • dl < 12 
13 < dl • 14 

figure 6 

of the dismissal, in September 1413, of Philibert 
de St L~ger from hi s post of baillif of M!con, to 
t he advantage of Robert de Bonnay, chamberlain 
of Charles d'Orl6ans who took power and the 
leadership of the royal council in August 1413 . 

we shall also take into account the two 
patterns B' and C' of figure 7, which express 
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t.he fAct that p,4, of whee p1 was the prot~g~. loat 
the leadership of the administration n. These two 
patterns are part of a parallel hypothesis having 
to do with the same general context of the disn11se-
4l fr0<9 a po~t because of a change ln power. 

8' ) end+ lid+ BE-1'.FFECTEI>-BY SUBJ 
OBJ 

n: Z2 
p4 

bound! 1 iS 
bound2 I i6 

C') (COORDl p4 pl (SPECIF prot~g~)) 

figure 7 

If we try to use the patterns of figure 6 and 
7 according to the logic of inferences "by trans
fonnatlon", we obtain a resul t that at first sight 
la surprising I the six patterns a, I'., B, C, B', C' 
can be equally distributed in four "one-way• trans
formations. Hore accurately, a first transformation, 
without conditions, allows us to go from model a 
to model A: proof of the fact that pl lost post 
mat a date dl can be obtained by ensuring that 
this post was occupied by p2 at the same date dl 
or a later date. A second transformation without 
conjitions which, as the previous one, makes use 
of the mechanism of the "end/begin" opposition, 
enables us to transfe r::, B' into B. The .two remain
ing transformations, or, the other hand, have condi
tions. One of them enables us to go from search 
model a to model B', on condition that we ca n 
check for the existence of a roalisation ot model 
C' : if the search for a direct statement of the 
dis.,iissal of p1 by the ajr.,inistration 11 ·fails, the 
1n!ornw.tion provided by the fact that p4, protector 
of ;-1, left tho lcaJorshlp of >1, c.:111 bring a n in
direct element to conf1rm - not decisively - this 
dismissAl. Fin11lly, tl.e parallel transformation 
with conditions changes search model A into model 
B, as long as C is verified. 

Let us now go back to the hypothe.sis in figure 
-le, th.a,t we hAve alreajy exami ned in the preceding 
section. Without going into formal details, it is 
obvious that, in this case too, one can look at tho 
relationships between premiss and condition as one 
ot the type "transfonr.atlon• rather th.,n of type 
"hypothesis•. To stay with the example that we have 
already commented, the information ih plane 
(wh ich corresponds to a particular at:tuallzation of 
the premiss), "Montreuil was opposed 1 to the Burgund
ian pari:y on the aubject ot tho ttundre.J Yoare War·", 
is equivAlent to the information in plane 2, 
•Hontr~uil is in the Armagnac party• on condition 
that we know that ·~gnacs and Burgundians were 
1n completely opposite position during the period 
in quest.ion• (plane 3 ) . Planes 2 and 3 provide the 
result of the use of the search models deduced from 
the condition in the particular case that we are 
tak.ing into account. 

There is no need here to insist further on 
this point - other exa:::ples of the •hypothesis
transformation" equivalence c11n be found in Zarri 
(1981) 1 I shall simply point out that, if the 
sem=tic content of tt.e hypothesis in figure 4a 
fully justifies the possibility of seeing it in a 
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11 t.rar1!.otvrwa.tion" contttMt, some doul.Jt u,ay llp!Jc.:11 

about the hypothesis in figure 4b. The "~cmanti<.: 
distance" between the information which could 
bo rotriovod from tho prcmlon-modol (tho atato
ment of the gift) and the information brought 
by tho matching of the different. eearch modelu 
which actualize the condition in practice, the 
giver ia a pariehioner of the religioue cOIM\un
ity, the giver or a relation of tho giver h•• 
had some important duty inside that community, 
etc., see Zarri (1979), seems too great to really 
be able to speak of "automatic equivalence• 
between tho two classes of data. The problom is 
interesting because it is intrinsically linked 
to that of marking, if possible, a line between 
"certain" and "uncertain" transformations, a 
distinction which is implicit in the very con
cept ot transformation .but which is vory hard 
to express in formal terms. 

Broadly 11pe11king, tho former m11inly involve 
11 simple reformulation of the original idea by 
using other terms of the metalanguage, without 
modifying the original semantic domain. An 
obvious example of thiu is provided by the tranit
formation which translate the common oense rule 
"if someone goes from one place to another, he 
has certainly left hiu starti ng point", and 
which allows us to change a fonnulation in terms 
of " e nd+BE- PRESENT" into one in t e nns of "MOVE", 

soe.f igure 8. 

end+BE-PRESENT SUBJ X 

k. • <per sonage> 
k, l • <location> 
k ,i i 

figure 8 

k ;> MOVE SUBJ Z 

OBJ z 
k 
L 

Note that in the terms of RESEDA's metalan
guage, the movements of a personage are always 
expressed under the form of a eu!Jj.,ct z which 
moves itself as an object. 

The second, on the other hand, would have• 
function analogous in the long r un to that. which h 
assigned to the hypotheeo•, although exorciaed 
from a different point of view and according to 
different practical modalities. Thin would be to 
suggest tho use ot now noarch mod8lu which could 
lead to information with an interesting logical 
relationship with that originally eearched for, 
that is to draw "intelligent" parallels which 
were not a priori foreseeable. ot couree - 188 

the ca s e of the transformations that could be 
extracted from the "gift" hypothesis - these 
parallels are eometimee unexpected and - due to 
the "inductive" nature of RESEDA'e inforonces -
alwayc; conjec t u ral. In tho light or these laat 
remarks, the poesibility ot uaing the eo.mo corrmon 
sense rulee in totally different operational 
contexts mu s t eurely ueem less surprising. 
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CONCLUSION 

In th• preceding aection, I waa only concerned 
vlth taking a atatt!lllent originally formulated in a 
•hypotti.lala• context in order to adapt it to a 
•t.ransfot"1114tion• context. The opposite operation ls 
of course possible, but leas interesting in prac
tice ID4inly for the following two reasons 1 

- T~ lnfonD4tion content of the common aenae 
rules underlying many transformations, especially 
•cerr..in• ones, 1• very 8111&11 and appears useless 
when searching for implicit causes, that is when 
se~ching for new logical relationships between 
events that appear a priori to be completely inde
P41nd&nt. 

- ..,,reover, the fact that the new links that 
RESEDA can find only belong, for the time being, to 
the category of •causes• - even if this concept la 
$ufficiently gc,u,cal for ua I for a description of 
the •taxonomy o! causality• in RESEOA see for 
example Z.uri et al. (1980 1 7-11) - impedes the 
use of a whole aeries of transformations in the 
"hypothesis• mode. To quote just one exdlllple, the 
lr,rnsfonn.>tion - sc,e Zarri •t aL (1979 : 49-51) -
l>As-,-J on t.h., <.-oamion sense rule "tho redoing, by the 
111.1nJator or on his order, os aome work given to a 
tru stee la proof of an unfavourable attitude of the 
1114n,1ator tow .. rds the trustee about the work in 
question• could be interpreted as a hypothesis, 
t.hat i~ to create new semantic links between the 
d.>ta, only in the case ot a relationship ot the 
typ., •at tho time of" - which is not explicitly 
!'onnalixed in the current state of the system -
~tween the tangible demonstration of an unfavour
able 11tt1tudo and the act of redoing the work. An 
interpretation of the type •cause• would really be 
tev arbitrary in this case. 

De1pite these last remark1, the point that I 
have tried to dl't!lonstrate in this paper, that of 
the equival,mcu, "ducp rooted" and within certain 
llmita, ot tho two ca tegories of inference rules 
u1eJ in RESEOA, seems to be auft1c1cntly well baaed. 

,llcyond th<! in.med! ate U80 of auch a not lon to roach 
• better formal definition ot the system's infer
o:nc..i rules - this topic was part·icularly emphasized 
in Zarri 11981) - this equivalence allows us to 
reuse in a completely different context of oper
ation the s.amc •common sense rules" obtained 
thanks to a patient study of the historian's work. 

.~hen one thinks of the difficulty involved in 
establishing 11n intense, daily coll.>boration, 

,between two cl.>sses of researchers, historians and 
co~putcr scientists, whose scientific background 
and methods of work are extremely different, one 
can appreciate more fairly this precious reuse 
C4p.>lli 11 ty. 
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Abstract 

The p~r be<Jln1 .,I th an out 1 lne of a concl&e 
notation for affialng rule&. oriented towards . u,e by a 
IIIOl'pnological analyzer. After a brief discussion of 
"'°"d constituent P•rslno based on the output of a 
oorpnological analyzer, !he paper turns lo the problem 
of •em.antic analyst• of afflaea . The problem Is 
conaloored within the frameworK of Ga2d1r'1 theory of 
generalized phra,e ,tructure granmar for English. Thia 
tra-..orl\ h e•lremely attractive for Al purposes, 
since It cont>lne& a , lffl)l e, eminently par,.ble syntax 
wtlh an equally sl~le technique !ba sed on the worl\ of 
Richard Vontagu,,J for deriving the loc;ilcal form of 
input ,entences as a byproduct of the parsino process. 
The present appro.och Oeparls from Gazdar' sonly In the 
<>eta, la of the semantic rulea. Those are for,,.,.lated so 
•• to y\ela rro,.e or l e•& 'coovenltona1• logical 
Iran.lat ion & of Enoltsh sentences, rather than hloher
orO•r translation, In a Wontague·stylo Intensional 
lOQ IC . Ne,;;ia llve adject Ive pref I •el, noun 
pluralization, and len•e/aspecl Inflections are lOOl\ed 
at 1n acme detail. In each case, the affix logic 11 
lound to 00 Inseparable frOIII the loc;il c of l arger 
,yntactlc 1tructures In .,hlch the Inf lecl ed word Is 
~d«:I IAP1, "'P1, and VP& respt,ctlvolyl; I.e., 
logically the afflaea oo not operate 01rectly on word 
, t~, but on larger s lructures. In a l I thrtie cases, 
ho..e-.er, the goal of Obtaining 'conventional' 
tr•n1latlon• seems atta inabl e. For e,arrp le, semantic 
rule• are sl\etched for ten,e/aspecl ,tructure which 
generate pr11<11c•t1ons over time variable,, rather than 
lon,e logic tor,,.,.lae . 

1 , lntroduct Ion 

A very promising recent development In llngul,tlcs 
1141• ~n the for,,.,.latlon of context · freo grallll\ars for 
na tUI' • I l anou•oo•. The dd-.e lop,i,,,.,t I• ,urpr 1, I 11g, 
,1nce It runs counter to the transformational school 
ot thcor .. tlc•I l1nou1stlcs, which hd~ held ~Wd)I for 
two and a halt Oecao.,,. Of partlcul~r lnt urest from an 
Al point of vi""' I• the worl\ of UdZdar and othttrs on 
Phrase Structure GrarM\ar f PSGI IGa zdar 1981a, b, 
GaZdar et al., to appearl . PSG does away with 
tran,for111atlons, .. itnout loss of descriptive economy, 
by relying on certain m.,talinouistlc device,. 
Specifically, It represents classes of context - free 
pnra,e ,tructure rules by means of rule schemata and 
inct1rules, wl'"lere the latter tal\e phrase structure 
rules as Input and generate new phrase structure rules 
•• output. The oetol l s need not concern us here. lhe 
e,,ent ul point ts th .. t the ooj.,ct level rule, are 
conte&t·tree, allowing tho a~pl , cation of efficient 
conle•t·fr.,., par~l11g elgorl tn.11• I 1hon'4)•on 1901, 
Scn.,o.,rt & Pol lotter, Iv appear I. Another crucial 
aov•nt~ge lie, 1n th<! fact that thtt phra,o structuro 
rule, •re ,emantlcd lly notlvated, and are paired with 
•enwntlc rule:s that generate the l~ical translations 
of the senlt:nce, they ana I yze. A I th~n the 
translations are not pr•,Jf1\,lllcally disarrOiguated, they 
•µpear to provide • -.ory appropriate point of 
oc~arturo for the pragnat1c phase of ,untence 
co,1"4>renon1 Ion. 

A phrau, atructure gr11n1nar consist• ot ru ,.,, i.uch 
•• the fol lowing . 

< 1. ( IS DECLI INPI f VP 11, (NP' VP' I> 
<2, If NPI ( PNI I I PN' >' 

PNf2 . {John, Mary, Romo, ... , 
<3, 11 VPI IV) I V' >, 

Vf31 • (runi 1ml lo, vanlah, .. ,) 
<4, 11 VP I (VI IS THATI • :v· s· :> 

Vl4) • (believe, notice, remenuer, ••• J 
<5, (IS THAT I I that I IS DECLII, s· > 

Each rule 11 head&d by a rule nunber, and II follOloled 
bye phra1e structure rule and the corre,pondlng 
1emanttc rule. The phra1e structure rules are of ffQre 
or le11 conventional typo, apart from being given a 
node·1dmia,tblllly rather than generative 
Interpretation . For exafl'f)le, the phraae structure part 
of rule 1 statea · that an S faenlenco) node with 
feature OECL and direct duacondant, of category NP and 
VP la adm i ssible . f In genera I categories aro feature 
bundlo1; detal 11 have been •uppreHed here . I Eact, 
aemantlc ru le 1peclfle1 how to form the logical 
tran1latlon of tho auperordtnato node from tho logical 
translation, of the subordinate node1. For •••n~ lo , 
the ,emant le part of rule 1 atole1 that 11111 S· 
translation la to be formed by applying the VP· 
translation to tho NP · tran~latlon; the somant i c part 
of rule 4 atatea that the VP · tran1latlon la to be 
formed by applylno the v- tran1latton to tho S
translatlon . (Solid aquaro l.>ruc.ket, are used for 
sentence, In Infix form and l.>roken bracKet1 for non· 
.sentential predlc11te expression, In prefix form. Thou 
convention, are purely cosmetic • • they ylold very 
readable tran1 latlona. I In addition, for eoch rule 
Introducing a lexical category there la a 
spt1clf teat Ion of the ,ubcatogory of lexem&a allowed In 
the rule. Tho ,anple rule, can account for auch 
sentencti, as • John not Ices that Mary ,ml le&·. The 
structure a&61gned to thi1 sentence by tho rulo1 can 
bo lndlcat .. d by bracketing and rule nui1t,11r1 11 

fol lows: 
I 112 Johnl (4 notice& 15 thal 

1112 Maryl 13 smile&IIIII 

The target lD9IC for the semantic ruloa la 
slandardly Montague• lnten,lonal logic !Montague 
1970a, b, c l . For Al purposu, , however, It would be 
preferable to have a morn convunt tonal target logic, 
,uch 11 a aocond order ntO<.ldl predlcoto logic. The 
reasons are that convent Iona I log lea have a nore 
natural semantic& fe .g., In Krlpke ,e,nantlc1 namo, 
denote lndlvidubl6 rather than prop1,rty sell ), make 
Inference more trac1111.>le, and require fewer n~antno 
postulate,s. Thu exprt>••lve bduquacy of conventiona l 
logic, .. as called Into quustlon by Mont11gu11, 
partlcutarly with r<,gard to lntenalonal locution• ,uch 
as "John looks tor a unicorn", "John conceives or a 
unicorn·, and "John worahlp& a unicorn• . However, 
Schubert & Pel loller It o appear I argue that ,uch 
locutions admit conventiona l tranalatlon1 Involving 
modal oper a tor&, and ahow how to reformulate Gazdar' s 
semdntlc ru les to yield •uch translation~. 
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lhe purJX>•e of the preaent paper la to eatend thla 
c.on-.enllonaltzec:1 PSC. fra-..ork lo dHI with •ome 
a..,,..;ta of affla structure and meaning. Suen 
eat..-,•lona are t,rportant not only because they 
uriourden lhe lealcon u,ed by • par,er, no longer 
requ1r1ng II to llat lnflectlonal and derlvallonal 
v•rlenta of every lea ... ne, but al,o becauae tney 
prov10e a baal• for ~•ll.l.J.!!g ca1eoor1e, and 1N1anlngs 
of ur-..no..n words. lhe syntactic tor11141l1,m proposed 
herein for affl• llructure II e•,lly ·conp lled" Into a 
for• aui14ble tor efficient affla 1n•ly,1, . logical 
t~•nala11on rulea are offered for a ft:w affla type1, 
rwlftely neQatlve preflaes, noun plurall, Ind 
,..,1e/u~c1 Inflection,. 

Z, ''Fl•tll9'l ,no woro con,t!!vont 1trvctuc1 

lhe for• of affla rule• la llluatrated by the 
follo-lno rule •et, which covara regular plural• 11 
"'!tll •• the ll'Of'a l"l)Orlanl lrr~ular plurala : 

<lett,h,a,1,y,z>f/11 

<"°"'><alelolllr>ff/ve1I 

<cl,>r11/ol 
< 111 he, 1>h l/1 I 

I lf1/w1 I 
<Cl)nt. >ol /11 I 
<sl a>l/ea ) 

<vo.,><sjz>l/•etl 
<con•>z /eal 
<cons>ly/ ,.,,) 
<vo.,u>yl /5 1 
< l c, t t ,q>uy ( I• I 
QUI y/ 1111 I 
<· ><ch•r>(' 11 

~.!!R.l.U 
ace,, strifes, skis, 
radios, caroos, oafs, 
belief,, rdef,, proof1, 
cliffs, gulf,, ac•rf1 

leave,. loave1, thleve1. 
hoOves, calve$, elve1, 
...olves, scarvd& 

churche1, bushel 
blah,, bough,, 1ylph1, 
oatn, 
knlve,, wive,, live, 
heroes, carooes 
lense$, k 1•~es 1 bu1e,. 
toae, 

bu1u,, qulzze, 
b II ues, f I zze• 
f I 1e, 
oay•. key•, boy, 
guy• 
sol i loqules 
I',. 5', 

lacn rule con1l•t• of a sequence of ,1nple or con-pound 
cnarac ter predicate, and &uballtut,on rule&. For 
e•-.'1) 1e, the 11r,t rule ,peclflea ttiat If I word (noun 
,1.,..., end, 1n • lel\er wnicn 11 nei tt1ur an h, ,, x, y, 
or .i. t,,.n tne .,,,Jty Ch•r•cter at the, end of th• word 
" lo De rcp l-c,:c:J by an I to form ttu, plural. lhe 
1...co,,d rule oppl1c• lo• 1ot0rd wl\OSe lhlrc:J last letter 
,, 1 vo,,el, "''"''" •ecood l ;ut lett,er u •. "· o, l, or 
r, •no who•• 1,1.l letter •• f; th12 plural t , fornttJd by 
r.plect~ the , t1y vu,. Thu rct1tklln 1ng rult,1 ar1t 1rore 
or I"•• 111'·.,apl.an.tory, I In lhu la•I rulo, <·> h a 
pr«J1cc1t1t ti.tu,,1 ry\1'{.I .a ,rorphc,"u WuncJo1ry. I FurthtJr 
rule• I even ..orc:J·,po,clfic rul es I can ea,i ly be addud. 
For e••Al)le, the null plural auffl• for "fi,h", the 
trreQUl4r plura I tor ·n,ou~e· and · lo.is.,· , and lh<' 
l•t1n •~scu l lne plur•l ca n be ••pressed dS 

<·>fl1ti fish, ~hlteflsh 
<·><l lm>lous/lcle lice, fleldmice 
<vo,,><c.on1l><conal><con,!>lu1/ll dtti. foci, cacti 

Here <cons!> 1lgnlfle• a con•onant or an enpty 
ct>1r1cler. 

Such rule, can be converted automatically Into I 
a.c1,1on tree ,u ll ab le for morpnolOQicdl an1ly1l1. A 
P&SC~L prO\)r•m h•• t;o,un written lo oo \ti1s In a way 
..,.,,en permit, ea,v ed iting of the ru lu set. The root 
ot the tr.., corre,pon<h to ,,.,., eno of 1,,., word to be 
41na1,,-... and tne br•n~h•a. Cof'rttbl~W to 111uccu,•tvtt 
t••t• appllao to IUCCUbllve cnar.ctcr, uf !hc, word In 
• rignl·lo·left ,can. lhe test , (both s lnple and 
<..O~"l<ll aro, aft lclt:nl ly lnplurn.:ntud •~ COOl)ar t,ons 
•g••n1t b•l vuctor,. Tnt, resultant f lo., of control 
0ur1no auff Ix &114 lysu I~ .._.ch the same a5 l.n a 
01r .. c1 ly progr•"""'d 'morpher' •uch a& thdt of Cercone 
I 1977 1. Prefl•ei can be dealt wilh In much !he ••oie 
... y. 

The lyµe of morpher output that will be 16•uo~d 1, 
,1m1 lar lo that dl,cus&ed by ~oy I 19771 and la 
I l lu,tr•ted by the following analyala of 
"Interplanetary·: 

·ary 

t • e • r 

·v 
In• 

lhe node reached by the aub,ldlary character chain 
labelled ·e• would become an arc de&tln1tlon If the 
lealcon contained lor the context leads to postulation 
ofl I verb or noun "planetare" transformable lo 
"planetary" lcf ., scare-> ,caryl. 

In addition, the rrorpher (aided by the lexlconl 
aupplle, the categorle1 of the word con,tltuent,, auch a, 

I Inter· A/A N/N VIVI, (In· A/ A V/Vll lplanet NI, 
l·ary A/N N/N ,,,), (·y A/V A/N N/N . 

Here N/N I• the affix category which forrns 
nouna, ·A/V the category. which forms 
adjectives from verbs, etc. Dols Indicate 
lncorrplele categorical knowledge. 

nouns froni 
ldeverb1ll 

potentially 

From the morpher output, the parser Is assumed to 
produce phra,e ,tructure 'tree•' ,uch a, 

IA IA/A lnler ·I IA IN planet) IA/N ·arylll 

uall'l(J phrase structure rule, ,uch ea (AN A/ NI 
I A A/ A A). 

and 

The scene 11 now •el for defining logical 
tran,latlon rules for afflxe&. Thi& ta&k la far more 
challenolng than defining affix ·,yntax, since afflxe1 
v•ry ,o widely In ,en~ntlc function. Therefore, 1h11 
paper focu,es on the three portlcular (but l~rtantl 
case, of negative odjecllval prefixes, noun plural,, 
and (an&a and a,pect Inflections. 

3, 'Convgnllonpl' ~"'"PDt!C Cl/11'1 

The transhllon of I word la to be con1tructed rruch 
1s the translation of , sentence la conatructed In 
PSG, I .e., by conblnlng operators with operands In an 
order determined by the parse tree. Above, the 
translation of ··ary" would be applied to the 
translation of "p lanet". and then · the translation of 
"Inter·· would be applied to the re&ult to yield the 
eapre,alon translating "Interplanetary". 

At th IL point the rulu• for construct lno logical 
trans lat Ion• In accordance with &pee I fl c semant le 
rules need to be recapitulated. 

The lOQical translations of Individual lexical 
Items (usually single words l are Individual constant1, 
pred lcators, functor,, and quantifiers; e .g., the 
trans lat Ions of "Mary ·, "boy", and "loves· might be 
the constant Mary2, the monadic predicator boy4, and 
th~ dyddlc predicator lovesl respectively, The 
numerical Indices 1, 2, 3, ... in such translations 
are not obtained from the lexicon, but rather are 
affixed ~ lexical retrieval . Strictly, the 
resulting indexed syrrbol& are not to be regarded as 
proper logical by,roolL, but rathur u prellmlnary 
translation& which may be airo1guoui,, They are to be 
replaced In a later postproces&lng phase by 
unalTt.llguou, laolcal ,ynt>o l , ,uch •' MARY17, BOYi, and 
LOVl~. A crucial coo,tralnt l,rpubed by the preliminary 
trdn,latlon, lij that ld11nllca l synoot, (11nd In 
g<'ntiral, Identical ,,.presslon,) must be Identically 
di,a1Tt>1guated . for exarrple , 

1Jonn2 &haves1 John21 

can only lllt!an that John shav~• himself, whereas 
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,.n aean that one lndtviduol named John ,have, another 
1nc11vtaual nameo .JolVl. ~n•ICJ\IOU& ren~rk, apply to 

l<,ome2 .-.an3> lhjvesl <•0'1~2 rnan3>) 
ver,us 

l<sc.ne4 onan5> &havost <some2 rnan3>). 

In tt\41 1enwntlc rule•. e,pro••lon1 of form IE2 Ell 
:Et E2;, IEI E21, ana <Et E2> all donote conolnatl~ 
of an express 1on E 1, •• opera lor, "'t lh an exprcu 1on 
E2, •• operand. lhe re,ultant e•pre,,ton In the ftrat 
case II a sentence tin 1nft• forml, In the second " 
prcdtcalo e•pre,,ton I tn preft• forrnJ, tn !he third a 
funcl Iona I e•pres s ton I in prefu form), ana tn the 
fourth a quantifier e•pre,slon (cons.Isling of a 
quanllfter follo..ed bv one or nore pred1cato 
eapres11on1 con~tra1ntng the quantifier I. 

Both In the '"'""ntlc rules and In tho tran,latton, 
thev prOduce, application of an operator to a k·luple 
of opcr•na1 la r,:,,Jarot,d •• equiva lenl lo applying the 
oi..er•tor to tho flr•t opt:riSnd, then apµlylng the 
resulting e•presston to the second operand, and 10 
on.' 

E•~le1: 

I. With El • glvesl, E2 • llary2, E3 • <a3 dog4>, 
:E1 E2 E3! • :a, E2! EJ; 

•::gtvesl Mary2; <a3 dog4>: 
• :gives l 11ary2 <a3 dog4>:. 

2. 111 th EI • :otvu 1 Mary2 <a3 dog4> l, E2 • JohnS, 
IE2 Ell • l..iot\n~ !g,vesl Mary2 <a3 dog4>: I 

• I .JonnS 01vesl ~ary2 <a3 dog4>} . 

l. 111th fl • <thc2 lb1g3 m.sn41>, E2 • !framS Nrs:. 
<El E2> • «the2 10193 m.,n41> :trams NY6l> 

<th<12 lb1gJ 1'14n41 !framS NY6:> . 

In addll Ion to lhe at.>ove typ.,, ol opera! Ion, the 
,.,..ntlc rule, can aha &P<>ctly la•Oda abstraction. In 
particular, an e•pre,slon of form AAE 1peclfie1 that 1 
n<"W variable 11 to be ,uost,tuted for al I occurrence& 
ot'a 1n E and the r es ultant e•pression prefixed "'Ith A 
follo,.,..ct by the new var1aole. Also. in the above rule& 
tor aperand application, i~1ate larrooa conversion 
,, lo oe carrl..cl out if the operator i& a larrbda 
aoatracl. 
l•an'llle: 

•1tn Et • IJohnS glve,1 • <a3 dog~>), E2 • Mary6, 
:.1.,E1 E2! • :.i.y!John5 give&I y <a3 dog4>} Marys: 

• (Jonn5 otve11 Mary6 <a3 dog4>1. 

In lhe pra(lfflAt le po&l·proceulng phase which 
follo.1 tranahtion, Quantifier expres&lons In term 
po11t1ona are replaced by variables and rroved lo the 
head of a 1enlence 1n which they ... ere formerly 
~: at tnt, &tage quantifier &cope amb1gultie1 
are resolved. For e•AtrCJle, 

l<1ane4 boyS> love11 <every2 glr13>) 

1>eec-e1 el ther 

IIOllle4 a: boy51 levery2 y: glrl3) I• loveal y) 
or 

levery2 a: glr131 l10t11C4 y: boySI (y love1l •I. 

hote that predicate eapre11lon1 1uch 11 
: toveal llary2! are e-Qulvalont lo ~•I• 
.i.,da love1I llary2) re1pecl1Vely, l&&umlng 
and loveat are one· and two·argumc:nl 
re1pec:tlvely. 

boy5 Ind 
boy5) and 
that boy5 
predicate, 

• Tnt1 equivalence a,1~tlon can be Ju&tlfled 
1enwntlcally by interpreting operator applications In 
ter= of :.ectlons of relations . 

!he µ, ·.,bent task I• 
the abuve lyµe for 
rel at ively &lfllilo ca,o 
lhe1oe are 

to for.....,lato a.,mont le rule~ o f 
aff l •e~ . l.>eutnnlng 1111th lho 

of rwga II vt1 ad Jee t Ive pro fl,.,,. 
a·, an·, di&·, 11·, Im·, In·. Ir·, non•, and un ·. 

What h of lnterut 11 tho i..¥..1.Wl!.Usi co,rponenl of 
tho moaning conveyed by tl11'5u prefl•e1. Tho 
1opecl1llzed nioanl ng1 of ' ""'""'' auch ,1 "d l 1gracefu l" 
t cf. , • ungracetu l" J , • l•per II nent • , • unfl Inch Ing•, 
etc., 111 a • Ide tuue . Al10, It la lnµortanl not to 
confu1e adjective prefl•o• ... tth verb preflxo1. For 
e•a"l)le, dt1· l a an adjecte prefix In "dl1agreeab te• 
and "d laconlented" but a verb prefix In "d l acouraged" 
and lprobablyl "dlsplea,e.d". 

The first ta&k t, to dotermln1 the lOQlcal category 
of the ~U!!Q! of the prefixes In quoutlon. The main 
poulbllltle, are lllu1trated by the followlng 
e•arrple&: 

l a l John la unconsclou1; 
John 11 lllltorale; 

lbl John I& dl&&al l&fled with Mary', "'ork; 
John I& unwilling lo leave; 

lei John ia an uneducated boor; 
John &wa llowed aomo nonto•lc paint; 

Id) .John bouQht a non · genulno ijnllquo; 
.John la an a typical ,tudent; 
John I& &n un&kl .1 lful aurgeon. 

In the l a ) •••rrplu, thtore la little doubt thot the 
negative prefl•e• aro prodlcate n~xl lf l.,ra. An 
appropriate oynlocltc-~emantlc prefixing rule la 

<6, IIAP PREOI IA/A f l IAP PREO fl), IA/A ' AP' I>, 
A/At6) • If), f e I •· , an·, ... , un · ). 

Here tho prefix I teolf l a uuid •• an ogreelhent feature 
to enaure that the correct choice of pref I• wt II bo 
made for every adinl"lblo adjective. But oburve that 
lha rule conoln.,, the pre fl• not wl th th" adJnct lvo, 
but "'Ith on AP ladJectlve phroae): thi, latter 11 
formed from the adjective by the rule 

<7, IIAP PREO f ) IA PREO fl), A'> . 

The rea,on for thla approach will be 1ta t ed •hort ly . 
The feature PREO pick& out adjective, that can appear 
In predicative po11tton. In lheae cu111, thon. the 
prefix acta &emanllcally II a function tram prodlc1te 
nieanlnga to predicate mo1nlng1. 

In the lb) exa"l)le1, It la unclear "'hether the 
operandi are predicate, auch •• ·1at11fled with Mary'• 
...ark" and • ... 1111ng to leave· or Ju1t the predicate• 
!.2!:.!!!J..ng oper .. tora ·uttsfled" and • ... 11 llng•. lhe 
trouble ~Ith the latter analy1ta I t that II treat, 
th01e profl•e• ...ntch are applicable to a variety of 
adjectives with dl&parate c~loment requirement• •• 
11 I z., most or 111 of them • • a1 mu It 1 vocal; ror It ta 
hard to 1ee how one and the Game &emant le funct Ion 
could have both predicate, and vartoua predicate· 
forming operatora a, argument ,. Whl l e 1ome categorlea 
of English worda may be genuinely multlvocal (ue the 
dt1cu11ton of numerala belowl, the llngulatlc evidence 
In the preaent case 11 agatnat 11'\Jltlvocaltty. For 
e•a"l)le, If un· were "iulllvoc1l, a 1ent onco like 

John 11 unenthusta,tlc abOut the JOb 
1h0uld be amblguou1 between • reading according to 
which John dou not fHI ent hu1l11t l e about the Joo 
and another according to "'hlch hie foeltng about tht 
job 11 one of 'non ·enthu1l11m': ,uch 11 not the cue. 

Therefore the flrat analy1l1 ha1 been adopted, 
according to which the negative prt,fl~e, operJle on 
cO"l)lete lnonadlcl predlcatu. It 11 to 1ccon,1od1lt 
thi& analy&I& that the pref I• operand In rule 6 w11 
chO&en to be an AP. If the analy11' la correct, It 
trrpl\01 that adjective, with negative preft•e• !even 
directly le•l c;s l lzed onu,I do not d11l Iver th•tr 
rncdnlno all at onco: lhe n.eanlng of the at..m la 
deployed fir,;t, a llowing It to conblne with 
coupleu,enlli; i,ieanwht le,, the neuat Ive force of tho 
prefix remain, enc11p1u laled In thot pr11flx feature, to 
bd . relc,aaed only "'hen an AP haa been formed. Simi lar 
delayed action effoct, ore 1"1)1iclt In 1ome of 
Ga~d1r'1 rule.s, ,uch a• lhoao for coorutnatlon. 
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In lh,o .tel •••"'4>1•• Ille preflaea appear lo operale 
on predlc1le e,ac;Jlfler•. Ho..ever, lhe re•ull of the 
oper111on ta 1n1utt 1vely • conjunct ton: •n ·uneducaled 
l>OOI' • u ,om..ona ..no h unc:duc • I c,d !.!!!1 • boor , and 
a l•tlarly ·nontoalc paint· 11 aluff that h nonloalc 
t'J!JP•lnl. lhua the preflae1 actually aperale on 
priec,,c•te•, •no no new p,..,, t• rule t& r\tit:ded. The rule 
.n1ch 1r1n1l1te1 certain adjective, In attributive 
~,111on 11 pr~dlcate1 conjoined with the noun 11 
rOUQh l y the follo,., 1ng l re1t1ted rrore accur1tely •• 
rule 10 b.tl°"'l: 

<ii. (IA"I IAP PREDI tNll. h((a AP') 4 I• N' )J>. 

in 11 .. ldl •••~lu, ~ver. the neo1ted 
M:ljecllve, ire o,,nuln.t predicate IT'<Xllfler1: a "genuine 
ant1Que· 11 not an article that II oenulna and 1n 
1n1111ue, • "typical at..ctent· la not •omeone w,lO 1, 
1-rn1ca1 ana • student, and a "akll l tul 1uroeon• 1, not ""'""on. •r\O h akl l lful and a 1urguon. Neverlheleu a 
rNu<;llon to ll>e prod1callve c11e, 1ln1llar to lh11t for 
.,,. I b I c1,.,,. aeems po11 I b I e: In • non·genu I ne 
antique", ·atypical atudent• afld "unskillful ,urgeon•, 
t"'9 pref he, can be vlewud aa oper1t1no logtca ·lly on 
,...., '1.~.tSl~-'.~.1-U ·oenulne ant tque·, "typlca l student· 
ana ·~k1lltull at uirgery" producing results similar 
to ·not a o.,nu1ne •nttQue·. ·not a typical atudent· 
ind 0 1\Ql aklllfu l al &urgery• respectively. Note, 
hu,,,ever, th1t i 1n contrail with the ca•e of a non· 
Q<0nuir>e antlQu<> I , an atyplc1l alud,,nl ta 11111 a 
I I uO,en I Ind an ur11k I I l fu l lurot:on I I It I I l a suroi,on; 
furl""r"'°re, In ca,es llke tnat of lhtl unskillful 
•urv,;o,,. It la po11ible to lm.ig1ne conte•l• te.g., a 
ow,d•C•I ,cnool 1occer play·offl In 1o1hlch the 1kt 111 
rorf.,rrc.d to are not tho,e determined by the noun on 
.. ,11cn the •dJttCllvu ,)l")erale•. Syn tact 1c·h:onanllc rules 
"'" u. for....,lated which corr.,ct ly make tnu,e 
01,tlnctlon,, rendering lhe aecond and lh1rd tdl· 
.,,.,,,i1e, a5 conJur'ICt ions ,1ml l ar to "Jahn I& not a 
typ•c•I 1tuoent anc, 1, 1 student· and "Jahn is not 
'"" lful al \(>ftl<':thlng tpragrt1atical l y, at surgery) end 
,, a auro.,on·. lhe 1rrport4nt point for present 
purpose, 1s tha1 the neQat1ve preflaes are treated 
uniform ly as pr~tcate rnodl-f1tir1. 

Of cour1e . 1 full at:manllc Investigation of 
""Q•l1ve prefl••• requires nore than an analy&ls of 
tr-..,1r role In lhd n1Jpp1n<J from ,urfactl synta• to 
l ..,.J , c•I form; 11 a t ~o requires fornulallon of aaloms 
cap tur1no th .. ,r content. A Key Question concerning the 
n~,J•l1ve prc,1,.., Is lo 1o1t\ll eaten\ lheir semantic 
lff\><.>rl a1ff.,r1 from lh•l of neoallon. All of lht,m 
l.'.!.tl,LI.J neu•llon lan 1p.:,llt1cal pt1r1on I, not 1 
p,,f, t1cal p<1r1on, • dlogro,eable Odour ta not an 
•orou,blo (l!JOUr, an lr>eonplele aucces1 1s not a 
c,"l) lote auccess, at,d 10 onl but 1s the converse 
ll"'i.erally lru.. as lolell? A perusal of dictionary 
entries revoala f°"' convincing countere•anples. lhe 
fvl lo.1ng ara probJbly as good as any: 

,n oelv<Jr 1"•t 11 not agreeable need not be 
011,gre.,able; It nwy ai~ly be nt1ulral; 

• conau~t th,t 11 not moral need not be 1~ral but 
"'4y 1\lll)ly be a1rOr1l l ! I 

• 1 person"''°'° II not k1nd need not be unkind but 
A"WY nv,re l y btt al0vf. 

Ho..,..,..,,, &Ince such ca,e, are relatively ,carce, they 
can b<I treateo a, e•c~ption1 wr-.ose e•act meaning 
c,nnvt be r~constructed from tne mc,,n1no• of tn~ 
p,.,11, a"J II<'•"· If their ""'an1ngs were syst.,matlcally 
Ootlcrml~. the fol lCM1ng rather aimi lar e,arrples 
an.>u '" ........ equa 1 ly go.XJ ,en,o: 

• 1 per •on 1ono I & not hoo,es t need not be 
d I Sl'>Onel t; 

• t..o , llu"I ton1 that are not 11ml hr need not 
ti., disslml lar; 

• orlN\1nQ that 11 not rroderalo need .not be 
,n11w;xh2f'" 4 t e,; 

• • ren-.,,cty that ta not effective need not be 
,net feet Ive; 

• on<> .no •• not afraid need not be unafraid; 
• c.:w"lduc l t n1 t I• not fa Ir net,d not be un fa Ir . 

eut tf\ey •r~ not; a ccrt1ln mental effort 11 requ1red 
to .. k• any t.on•o of th""', lnd1cat Ing that some, 
112.l.~~ of tne uluol n~anlno• ,, rtlquirod. Pernap, 
t'hct.c "•d111,>le• ln<Juct'f • b\ furc•t ton of tllc;!dlll~~. or 
, .,p•rat 10,1 of nldan1no con1)0('cnls, nuch a, the 
fol lowing e••nple, dO: 

Jot ,n 1a tho lo1er, yet he la not. 
uot,n halo, Mary, yet he dotl1n' t. 
Selnu helped by John 11 not being helpHd, 
but hindered. 
Tnere are wlnea, and then there are wines. 

Aho, the 1lluatlon la very likely conpllcdled by 
meantno overtone, such aa lrrpllcatures and 
connotaltona. II may we l I be, for exarrple, that 
application of the di&· operator to a degree adjective 
ln:pltcate, a more drastic lnver1ton ot attribute, than 
mtire negation. However, the tocu, htire 11 on bare 
laotca I content, 1.e.•, on Iha content re lav1nt to 
truth eoodltlon1; and on Grice'• 1naly1l1, truth 
conditions are Independent of lrrolicaturoa !Grice 
I 975 1 . 

Tne upst\01 ta that to a flrat approxlltiallon, all of 
Iha negative adjectival pref I••• can be trenalatad In 
term, of a conman m,gat Iva operator, 1ay •non•, 
related to •ontentlal negation by tn'e a•IOIII schema 

•ltnon Pl • >.a-.(x PJJ. 

Thu,. the property of being uneducated 1, the praperty 
of being an Individual that Is not educated, the 
prope rly of being dlGhoneat la the property of being 
an Individual that ls not hone&,t, etc. The g i ven 
schema 11 entirely corrpallble with the manlf.,,t non· 
aynonymy of such phratie& •• ·corrpletely uneducated" 
and ·not corrpletely educated " , since l coopletely 
x,-.(,.,ducated!I 15 not equivalent to >,x-.(x 
tcorrpletely educaledl). 

In I slmllar way, many other alflx~& 
d~rlvallona l offl•e•I can be treated 
predicate modifier,. 

!i, Noun plpr&h 

t e,poc I ally 
log lea I ly u 

lhe logic of ne<.:1atlve prefixes was seen lo be 
closely bound up with the logic of l arger 
construction,, e&pectally of AP& and NP1, and for 1h11 
reason non· tran,parent. The &arne 1 • true ot noun 
plural,. In the first place, It 1, to be expected that 
VP pluralization will Interact l'oglcally wtlh noun 
p luralization l"n plural NP•VP ·,entencea . .. MOrtlover, 
p lura l ization does not correspond slrrply lo 
application of some 1o0 ·1cal operator to the 
tranalatlon of the plurullzed noun, a, the fol lowing 
•entence denon~tratea: 

lhe ,errata leavea of lhe old oak covered 
th" ground. 

c1 .. arly the 1ontenco moke1 retereMce to ~ plurality 
eacn of whose menber& la a serrate Teat, rather than 
to a 1errate plurality of leaves; 1.o., the plural 
applies logically to ·serrate leaf", not to ,"loat•. 
lhu, the etfc,ct of plura ll;at ton, ll"Ke that of 
neoatlve pref1•ea, 1w In genera l dohy11d. 

lhe above 1entence al'so lllu&lratoa another point: 
plural, can give rhe to eller·natlve reading,, 
correspond I no to dis Ir lbul 1 ve and ·co 1 l ecl I vo 
Interpretation, of ,the NP. though , tho only natural 
reading of the sentence happens to be tho collective 
one, It can In principle be taken to 111aert that .. ach 
leaf lndtvldua I ly cover, 111., ground. 

Aa tar 01 the eemanttc, of plura l I tie, 
(c;ollectlons, ensemble&, ... I Is concerned, ·I theory 
like that of Link 11982 1 seem, ·appropr-1 -ate: 1.e., 
pluralities are Individuals 1o1hlch are '&1;J1T11' · of other 
tndtvtdua 16. lhe '.5um' of t1o10 pl~ra l _l t 1es equa_l& tho 

' 1 1.W11' of their individual constltuen°t&, and a 'sl.Wll' ot 
one atomic constituent equal, that at0111lc constituent 
(cf., Bunt 1979 and Moore 1981 1. P l ura 111 l es of atoms 
are lo be dlstingut&hed from their 'material fusion ' . 
Link use, en api,rulor ••• lo convert predlcat·e& over 
atoms lo predicate, over corresponding plura 11tes , and 
! to form predlcule• over proper p luralllle& of two or 
more atoms. As an aid to Intuit ton~ wll I be wr1tlen 
·t .. o · or · moro· htire. For e•u~le, (two · or·more ·111af l h 
a predlcutu ov~r plural I ti~~ of l~dvc.•; or pultlny 11 
a little more e•pllclt ·ly, It 16 a predicate thal 
appl les truly to objtict, wl lh two or more atomic 
constituent, ea c h of which Is a leaf. The Engll1h 
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,.,_.rala one. t-o. three. . . . can 
an.al~1ly a1 predlcale operator& 
prec11cate1 over p luralltlea; thu& 
pre01ca1e truly •ppllc&ble lo any 
l eAacllyl '"'° loavoa. 

be lnlorpret11d 
which generate 

llw0 loaf I h • 
plurality of 

&oth the collectlve·dlatrlbullvo arrt:>lgully, and an 
lapllclt qu&ntlflor anolgulty arise, In lho foll0wlng 
untence: 

T"'° people can paddle a canoe. 

The foll0wlng paraphrase& resolve lhe lnµltctl 
QU&ntlfler ant>lgulty lwhtlo pre1ervlng the collective· 
distributive anClgulty l : 

~ h«> people can paddle a canoe. 
lhore are two people wno can paddle• canoe. 

IThere 11 an analogous anClgulty about the phraae •1 
canoe·, ..tilch cou ld mean ·any canoe" or ·,ome canoe", 
but thla h not of concern here.) N0w, the flr1t 
l "any"I reaa lng c learly calla for quantification over 
plur,al1tle1 of t..o peop le, In the =nner 

IV.1; lt..o per1on l 1 ••• 

lt then alM> 1eema natural lo render the •econd 
reading a1 

I fa: I two person I I ••• 

· Nao,, this translation seems well suited to expressing 
the co ll ective version of the existent i al reading; but 
how Is the distributive reading to btl expressed, lo 
_lhc effect that lh.,re are two p.,op lc, tl£!) of whOm can 
p•:.>dld a canoe? Link wau ld t:<rp loy lhe pluralized 
p,e<11cate I • can paddle a cano., ) here, oblalnlng the 
""-lulva lent of 

lhc•c 1• a plurality of tw0 people. 
.. t lh the property lhat each atomic 
consllluent can paddle a canoe. 

But r,.,re a subt l e: di lt:nma arises. In view of the close 
synlacllc 1 1ml l.1rity of phrases like 

a person, some J)"rson, 
one pc,rson, two persons, 

It ..ou ld ' also seeni natural lo translate 
airc,ctly as quantifiers, in this manner: 

t2a: peraon I ••• , 

the nuneral, 

I.e . , "At leaat t..o per1on1 are such that each of lhem 
" llore-ov11r, this w<>uld gl\1e a sulJslanllAlly 

alai>ler translation of the al1trlbut 1ve exl1t11nt1al 
re•j1ng of th<O Sdnto,n<;e unch,r consldt:rat Ion than the 
sort of lranslallon 1ndicateo above, involv1ng the two 
pluralizing cp.,rator, "twe· and···. Shou ld numeral, 
lherefor• be tre•ted a, 1> 1vuca I? E•per ln,c:ntat Ion wl th 
,yntactlc·1emant1c rules ot NP torm.itlon has failed to 
turn up convincing evidence tor or aoalnst blvocallty. 
""""ever, the follc,wlno ob•.,rvH lon ho, help.,<J to tip 
lnct •C•I•• tn ta..,Our of • btvue • .t lrt2t1ln-,nt of 
nu,,er• 1,. If LI nl\' • t reo l""'n t w<!re ·car rt:c t , the 
'c,no.,· &entence ShOuld be four ways arrt:iiouous: 

two people can . paddle a canoe. 
Somo, log<!ther 

llul there .11 no "any"·"each" reading. N0w, the "any" 
reading of the NP h lndl,penuble, hence It la the 
·each" reading of the VP which nust be rejected. In 
other ..oraa, the VP 1, unaociguou,. and Involve, no 
pluralulng operator. 01 courie, this analy,h also 
gc,ts rid of the ·somo"·"each" reading, but thl& 11 
~r,ocisely the reading re-instated by translating ·two· 
•• a quantifier. 

lhere ta a clo,e connection between the pre,umed 
blvoc•llty of the nutc,r• I• l u\CJ , .. rtaln r11latod 
'"'1Jcct111111 Including ·-ny", ·tew·, "countlou· and 
'nun.,rou,·1 and th .. b,,h•vlour of "and" tn ,uch 
sentence, a, 

Jotv'I and Mary can paddle a canoe. 

Again, tt,e choi c e 11 between tr111t Ing Iha N~ a• 
unlvOC• l and the VP a, ••clguou, bet.,enn ·aach· and 
"together" readlnQI, or treating the NP•• ant>lguou1 
and the VP•• unlvocal . Only the latter approach 11 
con111tent with the uniform treatment of and/or· 
coordination propo&ed ehewhere •• part of • 
'co,wentlonallzed' version of Gaxdar'a granmar 
!Schubert 4 Pellettor, lo app111rl. 

The following are aome NP tran,lattona tn keeping 
with the preceding dtacuaalon. They will be followed 
by aome remark• on lhe NP yrallmar needed lo generate 
then,. P abbrevtatea ~vi v julcyl 4 Iv applell, Q 
denote, the appropriate VP tranalatlon In the flrat 
three exerrple1, and~ ta t~e predicate which relate, 
atoma to plurallttea containing them. Tho NP 
tran,lattona are ,hown u they would appear In the 
par&er output (mlnua lndtceal', I.e., prior to var table 
Insertion and quantifier extraction. 

five juicy apple& had worms In them. 
(<5 P> Q] 
~ . .!£Y....Ml.l.UU coat a dollar n0waday1 . 

I < Y I f t ve P l Q I 
five juicy a'n'lo, fl I led thll ba,ket. 

I< I ( f Ive 
the flVM jui c y apQICI 

<the (five Pl>, 
<V :( <the lflve Pl>!> 

the jutTy apn.!.e.1 
<thetwo· or · more Pl>, 
<Y :( <the (twe·or · more Pl>:> 

ftve of tt~.£YJ~ 
<5 ;< <fhe . ltwo·or·more Pl>!>, 
<V (ftv11 :< <tho (two· or·nw:>re Pl>jl>, 
<I ( fl ve : < <tho ( two · or ·nore PI> .I> 

pll (of) lht; /u1cy •mtll!.i 
<V !< <the five Pl>:>, 
< lhtt P> 

pll jof t~ five 1uJc¥ PPD]H 
< V ; < < t he"tl Ive P > , >, 
<the (five Pl> 

pll flyg of tho tutcy @OPl§f 
<V ;< <the !five !< <lhetwo · or·rnore Pl>!l>l>. 
<tho I fl ve : i < lhe I two -or ·more PI>; I>. 

After variable Insertion and quantifier e•lractlon the 
fl r, t and I a5 t exanp le5 wou Id become 

(5x: P)lx 01 and 
(the z:(flvo ~withe y:(two · or · more Plllw < y! II , or 
I the y:ltwo·or·nore Plllthe z:(flve >.wlw < y )I,' 

re,pect lvely . 

lhe NP rule• no,eded lo produce theae tranalatlona 
beg, n w I I h the p 1 ur a 1 a f f I x . r u I e 

<9, IIN PLURI (N SINGI (N/N PLURI), N'>, 
which n~rely Introduce, thoi PLUR teature while taking 
th• translation of the plural noun to be the 1ame •• 
that of tht, atngular noun . Tho rematntng rulu fall 
naturally Into ,even groupa: thoae which add 
prcrrodl f I era I u tn· "wJ.!!t: ... ~.no.lA h,n1" I: tho .. whlc~ 
ac.Jd an AP other than a nu111ural or ordinal (aa In 
l ~rge. be~vttfvlly l.Jncl~ garden"I; tho,o which 
add a numeral (as In 'Lb111 httavy 1nowfalh"I; tho•• 
which add an ordln;;i--las In "!J..!:.§1 five heavy 
&nowfalls"); those which add a determln"r (aa tn "l!lJl 
julcle~t upplc " I; those which add a prcd6tormlm,r Ta11 
In "ill the apple•"); and those which •dd 
postmodlfter• la• tn "the apple on the tuo te "'~ 
left for vou • l. 

In the format ton of a NP from• N, lntermudlate AN 
l"adjectlvtt& plu& noun" I c0<1olnatton1 are formed. Tho 
con,tratnt, governing the addition ot premodlfter,. 
APs, numeral,, ordinal, and determiner, can be 
forrrulated In terms of feature• added to the AN by 
lhe,e con&tltuent, . Fealure• that appear to play a 
central role are PRED (carried by adjective& like 
• Juicy" which are allowed In predicative poaltlon, I , 
AITH tcarrtod by ndJttcltve, llko, •conaunmal•" allow•d 
only In attrlbutlv• po&lttonal, NUM (c1rrted by 
numeral adjective, like •five" and non· extre,ne 
ordinal, like "fifth· I. ORD (carried both by extreme 
ordinal• like "first " , "n••t", "la1t·, and "only", and 
by non · extre,,ne ordtnalal, COMP lcarrted by COfll)aratlva 
adjectives like ·more excited" I , and SUP !carried by 
&uperlattve adjective& like "jutcteat"I. 
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fo, ••aapl.e. en IAP ORO) cen be added lo the AU 
only•• long•• the feature~ ORD, COMP and SUP are not 
:rel pre1ent; lwltne11 •ltwt flr&t Juiciest apple, •the 
llr,rt f1,,.: u,cund •w•e,1 .• An '""°rfant ,ei:.antlc 
a1pect of trw. ORO and SUP IHture, II that their 
1ntr0<)u(:tton Into the synte• 11 accOffl)antad by the 
1ntroouc:tlon of 1enlence 1c~1 conjoined wllh lhe AN 
Into the AN · tran1latlon; the1e 1che<na1 contain 
d11tlnou11hold predicate varlablaa IP and O belowl ""''ch are ult 111\Alely bound to the p01l1T1CX11f I era of .the 
IIP, II eny. Co,,•eq"c,nlly, In • pnra111 like ·the 
.1\ll_e.1.u,l apple on ll>e tebl•·, the •cope of the 
'"'~live adJecllve will ttnc0f1t>a1• Iha po1tll'Odltylng 
PP, """''• In a non·1uperlatlve caae like ·the jlo!J.S.y 
apple on the hble', Iha . ,cope ot lhe adJecllve 
eaclu<>e1 the po1tlll0dltler . 

A,..., tentellve NP rule1 are 

<10, 

<II, 

<12, 

< 13, 

<14, 

<IS, 

IIAN PREO -ATTA ""flUM -.ORD -suPI 
(AP PREO -SUPI IAN -PREO -ATTA -NUM -ORD)I, 
h l I• AP' I & I• AN' I l > 

IIAN PLUA NUii -.ORD) IAN PLUR -NUM -.ORO)!, 
I l..a · or · aore AW I> 

IIAN NUii -.ORO) IAP NUMI !AN - Nu~ -ORO)I, 
I AP' AN' l > 

IIAN PLUR NUM ORDI 
I AP ~ull ORDI IAN PLUA NUii -ORD --CDIIP -SUP)!, 
I o~o· >.•II• AN' l & I• PI & I• O 111 > 

I INP NUII I IOET NUII I I AN -NUii -ORO -SUP) J, 
<DET' lalla AN" I & I• Pl & I• Oil» 

I INPI IPPI J, :.t.PNP' PP':>. 

lule 10 provide, lhe conjunctive lran1latlnn ot a 
r,ot o,nthlly predicative AP {n attributive position. 
ijul e 11 e 1unttally transhtos a null numeral as ·two· 
ur - ,.,o,..,• lbut wl!hout actually pol!ulat~ng a null 
c.:,n,t lluentl. Rules 12 and 14 re1pect ively trc,at a 
nv,,,,,ral a, an adj..ctlve and •• a determiner, 
tran1l•tl"'J It••• pr.,d•catc, lnOdlller 1n the flrat c••• and a, a qu•nt, lier in th" ,.,cond . Rule 13 

. ln!roduce, •n ordina l , 1,.,allng It u, a noolflt:r of 
proK.11c1te1 ovor plura II t ,.,,, and adcllng conjunct a to 
the tr1n1latlon -ntcn are to be bound by 
posllft0dlf1er~: thu& the scope of the ordinal wl 11 
~ncurpaa, the po•tmudlf1er1. In the 1,amc, way ru l e 14 
••>Sur,i1, 11,a I ll'le r.cop-, ot the num,,r le quant if ler wl 11 
er>eO<f'(>AI& tt,e POllnudlf1er1 . Rule l~ binds the 
pv1t .. Xllfylng PP 10 tl'le (originally free) predicate. 
variable P. 

6, Tenu •nd upect 

The final topic to i,. looked at, more supertlclally 
t"41n ,,... otMrl, h the ,.,.nant ic1 of ten•u/aLpt!CI 
Int lect ton1,. 

Once again, there 11, a close Interaction belween 
the 1ynta1 and •em.intlc1 of tru, Inflect lon1 In 
q.,,eat,on and thtl 1yntaa and ,emantics of the 
atr...cturea In whlcr, the tnf 1.ected words art1 enot:dded. 
In the prau,nt cue II 11, tho gramn.,r of the VP, and 
tn P••tlcular of the au•I l lery sy&tu,n , wl'llch provldt11 
t"e cont••• tor 11.., Inf h,ct Iona I µ•r·udllJ "' · lt,o, rttadur 
" relarred to Gu..ier, Put 1un 6 S•o I 19801 for a 
c()lll1)renen$tve au•tl,ary t.y1i,tt:m gran11w:1r bds.t:CI on nutual 
con•tr••nt1 an,ono VP feature• •••OCiilcd wlttl the 
•u•t ll•r••• · A11 lh•t 1a nott<'ldd for prbbunl purpob~b 
, , tr-... a,au•1->llon that ,ufltA on4ly$h lu<Julhur with 
, vnte.:ttc recaonlllon of · o., · . ·r,avt1", ·w, ll". and "bo 
ool•'IJ 10· •u•l l 1•rte1 i. c.>pdble of ro:cuunlzlno the 
fol low1no type~ of synt•ct IC const I tue,11, : PRlS, PAST. 
~Q()y (pr0Qre1•tve aspect : •be V-lng" I, PERF 
1p.,rlect1ve ••peel: "r,•ve V-..n•l, AOSF t ab•oluto 
future : ··wl 11 v· 1, and RELF Ire lat 1ve future: ·ue 
QO•no;i to v· 1. 

traditionally, tense and a,poct have been analyzed 
l<>Q•cal ly by a•5oc1atln,;:i a n event llnd, one or two 
ref er • nce t 1o,e,. and a t ,me of 1,petch with c1ny 
Ott<:l•rat1ve sentence, and po•tulat1ng a partlculor set 
of r .. 1.1 lon&hlps .,rono lhus., tlm,, , for c•ch po,s\ple 
1-,n•., · • :.1....ct c0o1t lQuro1t 1on . ll1h ~p1>ro•ch Is I.Ju,: lo 
kulc,-.o.acl'l 11 947 1 ano ha~ fr.,qu.,nt 1y •ervt:CI a, a 
1, ... ~h• tor .)l\ .. lyt..t : I, of ,,.,u.u In Al t o .u. 1 ~Ct! o,·ucu 
1~72 , ~•"" 1975, and Conen 19771 . for t•irrple, a pa,t 
r,. rf wc t .:on,truc tlon 1ucn • • ·11., had lauotu:d " ls ••HJ 
to pl .. c • tha • v•nt t \f1110 btdoru thu rt.:fcrenctt t \n-, 
wlllch t, ln turn prtor to the t 111itt of ,p.,uch. For n 

cau, 111\u • '""'• paal, , wht,rtt 1nlulllvc,ly 011ly two 
tln>e1 o1re b .. lng, related, the reference time h 1alcJ to 
coinc1dt1 with the. i,.veAI time. For the pre,unt tenae, 
all three time• are ,aid to coincide. 

from the point of vli,w of phra,e atructure granmar, 
thl& approach I, qui.le unnatural.; for It hi h to show 
how the neanlng of• VP In the tenporal dimension la 
built up Incrementally , In parallel with Ila 1ynt1ctlc 
construction. For exanple, how 1, the meaning of •wt 11 
have leughed• lunct Iona !Iv. determined by the moaning 
of ·w111· and ·have laughao·? 

Montague ( 1970c} Incorporated future tenae and 
pre,enl perfect Into hi, frago,enl of Engl hh In a way 
which Is Indeed conposltlonal. For 1h11 purpoae he 
used Intensional operator, Intuitively expre11lng "It 
will be the ca,e that· and "Ith•• been the ca,e 
th11t•. Thu&, "John will have laughed• Is Intuitively 
eaprea,ed a, ·11 wlll be the caae that 11 ha, been the 
case that John laugh,·. The, formal aemantlc& II In 
ketplng with Reichbnbach' • ana ly,11 In lhl• ca,e, but 
In genera I there 1, no fl aed nt of t \me poi n t• which 
• 1t1ntence relate,; Instead, one new time reference t, 
Introduced by each appl i cation ot a ten&b operator. A 
similar approach 1, taken In Schw ind' & tense logic 
{Schwind 1978). Guenthner ( 19781 extend• Montague'• 
l e&&enllally Prlorlanl tense, log{c lo deal with time 
{n lervah;. 

The present framework for determining the loc;ilcal 
form of English ,entonce1 11 e•praaaly de&lgned to 
stay wl th convent tonal logic a, far a, po11lble, Since 
tense operator, are non-standard, the qub1tlon 11rl1ea 
whether translation rules can be fornulated which 
treat t lme conventlona lly, I. e ., which Introduce t lme 
v11rl1blo1 and e•pros, time relallonshlpa 111 
p r edication& over these variab l e&. Such an approach 
would also have corrputationa l •dvantagos; to date moil 
{perhapa all} lanouaoe unclt!r&tandlng aystems which 
have atte,rpted to deal serious l y with time rave re li ed 
on t1apliclt represent1Allons of nu,.,nt, and Intervals 
of llmt1 .to facflltato Inference of time relatlon,hlp1. 

Tho following 11 a sketch of such an approach. 
Intuitively, any ten,a or aspect functor la to be 
viewed as mappf_ng a given input t i me Into an output 
time, while sitn.Jltaneously generating a constraint 
re l ating tho•• llmea. The constraint• are of the 
fol lowing lypt,, ...,,.,re In each case t l a I.ha Input lime 
variable and l' or now' tho output time variable (and 
now' evaluate, to ttle line of spe~ch l: 

PRES: It enda·at now' I 
PAST: It before now' I 
PROG: It spans t' I 
PLRF: It 1.,.,1ore t' I 
A!ISF: It af tar now' I 
RELF: It llfter I '} . 

For e•aupt.,, suppoo;e thal tD d .. nolt1& lhe ll111t, of . 
John', louohlng In •John will have laughed•. Thu& the 
VP la of form IABSF IPERF I laUQh at tO )ll, and ao PERF 
ts applied first to tO, producing output limo 11 (1ay l 
and constraint 

I tO bofore ti ) . 
Neat ABSF Is applied to ti, producing output time now2 
{• time of speech ! and constraint 

It 1 after .now2 ) . 
In effect, ti Is the Relchenbachlan reference time In 
thl& llllofll) l e, but 1h11 lln"' has been general11d II• 
bypro<Jucl ot the &lepwl~a lran,lotlon procusa. Nola 
lh~I no r .. ference !Imo wl ll be oenerated tor a lnple 
prusent, pa•! and future. Proper llp,e relations •re 
automatically oenerat.ed for constructions &uch •• 
·Mary had lbughed · , ·Ma ry had been laughing•, ·Mary 
ho1d been going to lauoh", ·Mary will have been going 
to be laughing•, etc. Nole t hat in the la&t two 
e•a1rpl.,s two and three 'reference tlme1' are produced, 
and quite properly so. (The constraint, specified for 
the tense / aspect functors apove are not a lways lhe 
correct ones, but they are among those most frequently 
intended. for exafl1)le, there Is a progres,lvo reading 

.of .PRES and 1 · futur.e reading of PROG.) 



lechnlca I ly, the •~nt le ru lea for the 
tense/a~t functor& can be eapressed In the some way 
as other rules. In effect, they recast o 1entence auch 
a, "JOhn will have laughc,d" as "John l aughs at~ 
t '""!I ~torr IC!""t ti""' fflrr "°"!". The "•rlable 
g,,nc,ra1 1on proces1 descrit><:d In intultl"e terms above 
IS acco,tpllshed by e•lstent1al quantification. To 
Illustrate tho 111eChan1,m, here are the rule, for PERF 
and ABSF I Ignoring details of features): 

<16, I !VP PERFI IV have I IVP ·enl), 
:ATVP' !before<! T>:!> 

<17, I IVP A8SFI IV wt Ill IVP BASE)), 
:>.1vP· :after now'::>. 

T la a dtatlngulahed tlme·predtcata "artable. When a 
t~al VP 11 tlrat forme<1, prior to Incorporation of 
the au•lllarles, It ts l•medlately applied to a ttmo, 
,r(J\Jlllent <I T>. Thus, prior to the application of PERF 
ano A8SF, the translation of "laughed" in the 1entence 
unoer consideration wil l be 

! laugh& <f T>: 
When the PEAF translation rule ta applied to this, the 
result I& 

!AS: laU(Jhs <f S>l !before <f T>!: 
•: laughs <f :before <I n:: 

lliote the rena~lng of T to S In the lalTtxla abatract 
1n accordance with the rulea described earlier.I 
Slal lar ly, "'"'°" the ABSF rule 15 appl led, the result 

" :1augt11 <f :before <f :after now2l>:>l. 

Ultl""tely, when eapllctt "arlablea are Introduced and 
the quantifiers eatracted fr~ the sentence matrix, 
tr.e sentence translation becom.,s 

lftl: :after now2jl lltO : !before 11:1 
!John lauoh s tOI : 

~Ith !after now2! • ~•I• after no..2), etc., and with 
ou•ntlfler restrictions con"erted to conjuncts, the 
result 11 

lltlllltOllltl after now2 1 & ltO before tl)l 
(Jahn laugha tO)J, 

""''Ch la the sort of conventional translation 
frequently preauppased In kno,,le<Jge repre sent a tion 
ay1t""" le.g., !.chubert, Goebel & Cercone 1979). 

1. Cnncluston 

lheae eatenalona further aubstanttate the theala 
that logical form can be C(l(l\'.)uted as o byproduct of 
paratng l aa Montag..,. 1n4tntalneol and further, that the 
target laolc can be kept n-ore or less co,went Iona I. If 
true, these clat-.s 11'\o.J ld prove very prof I table for 
Al, alnce they l~ly that the natural language 
unoer1 landing proceu tat lea. t in the. tn It I a 1 s taoes I 
11 stll'l)ler and more sy,tem.stlc than has g e nerally been 
•t.1PQO• ea . 
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ABSTRACT 

Although a great deal of research effort has been expended in support of natural 
language (!fl.) database querying, little effort has gone to NL database update. One 
reason for this state of affairs is that in NL querying, one can tie nouns and stative 
verbs in the query to database objects (relation names, attributes and domain values). 
In tlllny cases this correspondence seems sufficient to interpret NL queries. NL updnte 
seems to require database counterparts for active verbs, euch as ''hire," "echedule" 
and "enroll," in addition to what is needed for NL querying. There currently seems to 
be no natural candidate to fill this role. 

\le suggest a database counterpart for active. verbs, which ve call vcrhft!:_~hs. 
The verbgraphs may be used to support NL update. A verbgraph is a structure for repre
senting the various database changes that a given verb might describe. In addition to 
describing the variants of a verb, it may be used to disambiguate the update co!Jl111and . 
Other possible uses of verbgraphs include specification of defaults, prompting of the 
user to guide but not dictate user interaction, and enforcing dat~bsae integrity 
constraints. 

1. MOTIVtATlOll A.'ID PRDBLE'.:-1 STATCiENT 

\le want to support natural language interface 
for all aspects of database manipulation. English 
and English-lik.e ~ systems already exist, such 
as R0BOT[Ha77l TQAlDa78], LU!IAR.[W076] and those 
JucribeJ by Kaplan[K.179], Walker[lla78] and Walt& 
(Wz7~]. \le propose to extend natural language int~r
action to include data modification (insert, delete, 
oodify), rather than siJnply data extraction, The 
deslr3bility and unavailability of natural language 
database modification has been noted by Wiederhold, 
et al.[WiSl]. Database systems currently do not 
contain structures for explicit modelling of real 
worlJ change•. 

A database (OB) t..s an attempt to abstract infor
aation about the real world. A state of the DB is 
•eant to represent a atate of a portion of the real 
world. \le re.fer to the abstract description of the 
N>rtlo" of the real world l)i,inB mo,lel led RR the 
sem.intic data description {SUU). A SUU indicate• a 
set of reai""world states (RWS) of interest, a DB 
definition gives a aet of allowable database statea 
(PBS). Ihe correspondence between the SOD and the DB 
definition induces connections between DB states and 
real w~rlJ states. The situation is diagrammed in 
t'isure 1. 

!iatural Language (tlL) querying of the OB re
quires that the correspondence between the semantic 
Jescription and the OS definition be explicitly 
stateJ. The query system must tran~late n question 
phrased in teni.s of the se.ciantic description into a 
question phrased as a data retrieval command in the 

l11n11ua11e of tha DB ayatam, Tha re,pon•• to tha 
conunand must be translated back into terms or the 
SOD, which yields information about the real 
world state. For NL database modification, this 
stative correspondence between OB states and real 
world states is not adequate. We want changes in 
the real world to be reflected in the DB, In 
Figure 2 we see that when some action in the real 
world causes a state change from RWSl to RWS2, va 
must perform some modification to the OB to 
change its state from DllSl to DBS2, 

We have e means to describe the,)lction that 
changed the atata of the real world( active 
verbs. We aleo haves maana to daacriba a changa 
in the DB state: a data manipulation languaga 
(DML) command sequence. But given a real world 
action, how do we find a DML command sequence 
that will accomplish the corresponding change in 
the DB? 

Before we explore ways to represent thia 
active correspondence--the connection between 
real world actions and DB update•-- , let ua 
examine how the stative correapondence iB 
captured for use by a NL query ayetem. We need 
to connect entlileH and rilatlonships in the 
semantic description with file•, fields and field 
values in the DB. Thie stative correspondence 
between RWS end DBS is generally specified in a 
system file. For example, in Harri•' ROBOT eya• 
tem, the aemantic description 11 implicit, and it 
iB assumed to be given in English. The entiths 
and relationships in the description are rouRhly 

*This research ia partially supported by NSF grnntB IST-79- 18264 and ENC-79-07994. 
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tngll,h nouns and ,tative verb1. The correapondence 
of the semantic d<!acription to the DB h given by a 
lexlcon that associates English words with files, 
fields and field values in the DB. Tilis lexicon 
also r,lves possible referents for word and phrases 
auch aa '\,ho," '\,here" and ''how much." 

Con,sfJer the follfflling example. Suppose we 
have an office OB of employees and their scheduled 
IU!ltings, reservations for meetinp, roo!ll5 and me,
a.1ge• from one employee to another. "1e capture thia 
lnfol"llloltion in the folloYinR four relations: 

~[P(name, office, phone, supervisor) 
APP0INT~l£NT(name, date, time, duration, who, 

topic, location) 
HAILllOX(nAllle, data, t 1me, from, m.e&sage) 
ROO'.utl:SF.RVE(room, dace, time, duration, 

reserver) 

with dom.1ins (permis11ible set·a of values): 

OO~lAIN 

pdrsonna111e 

roomnUII 
phonenUIII 
c,1lcndard.1te 
cloclc.t ime 
elapge,lt ime 
text 

ATIRIBlJTES WITH THAT DO!-lAIN 

name, vho, fro111, reserver, 
supervisor 
room, location, office 
phone 
date 
·c1oe 
duration 
message, topic. 

Consider an analysis of the query 

"',/hat is the nlllDe and phone ~ of the person 
Yho reserved rooo 85 for 2: 45pm today?" 

U~inR the lexicon, Ye can tie words in the query to 
,1<,,,u ln:i and rcl.H lons 

n.uae - peraonname 
phone - phonenum 
person - pcrsonn.uie 
who - personn11J11e 
re,ierved - ROO)t'U:SERVE rel11tion 
roo111 - roomnUIII 
2:45pa - clockti111e 
toJay - calenJardate 

lie need to connect relations tMP and ROOHRESl::RVE. 
Th• possible joins are room-office and name-reserver. 
If we h.ave stored the inform.ation that offices and 
reservable rooms never intersect, Ye can elim1nate 
the (lrat poaslbility. Thus we can 11rrive at the 
query 

ln DU', ROOWlESERVI:: retrieve name, phone where 
~ nAl!le•reaerver and roo111•85 and time•2:4~ 

and date•CUR!l£:'ITDATE 
(\Je •••wn• we have access to some system maintained 
v.ariablea 1uch as CU'R.Rl::.\TIDCE and CIJRR.ENTDATE.) 

Suppose we now want to make II change to the 
d&tabase: 

"Schedule !\ob Harley for 2:15p111 Friday." 

Thia request could mean schedule a meeting with an 
lnJlvldual or achedule Bob Knrley for a seminar. 
\Je want to connect "schedule" with the insertion 
of a tuple in either APPOINTMENT or ROO'.IRESERVE. 
Although we 111&y have pointers from "schedule" to 
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APPOll,flll::NT ·and ROOMRESERVE, we do not have 
adequate inform11tion for choosing the relation tu 
update. We need a way to generate a question 
that will distinguish the two senses. Then addi
tional information must be requested to construct 
a complete tuple for insertion. Finally, there 
may be integrity constraints to check, such as no 
one can have two appointments at once, or the 
same room cannot be reserved twice at the same 
ti111e, 

Although files, fields, domain& and value, 
seem to be adequate for expressing the stative 
correspondence, we have no similar DB object• to 
Yhich we may tie verbs that describe actions in 
the real world. The best we can do with files, 
fields and domains is to indicate what ia to be 
modified; we cannot specify how to make the modi
fication. We need to connectthe verbs 
"schedule," "hire" and "reserve" with some struc
tures that dictate appropriate D}ll. sequences to 
perform the corresponding updates to the DB, In 
addition, we have seen that a verb may denote 
various . actions, that is, it may have different 
senses. The particular sense can depend on the 
entities involved in the action. There can also 
be variants within a given sense. To what can 
"schedule" be connected to in the DB? There is 
no explicit database object that represents ell 
the changes in the database that correspond to 
the changes in the real world brought about by 
the action "schedule." The best we have is a 
specific DHL col!IIDand sequence, a transaction, for 
each in&tance of "schedule" in the real world, 
No single transaction truly represents all the 
implications and variants of the "schedule" 
action, "Schedule" really corresponds to a set 
of similar transactions, or perhaps some para
meterized version of a DB transaction. l101Jever, 
there ia no such "parameterized transaction" in 
the DB with which to connect "schedule," Our 
approach is to design and employ a structure on 
the DB side that explicitly represents para
meterized transactions. 

Tile desired situation is shown in Figure 3, 
where R"1Sl stativcly corre11ponda to DBSl. 1,/a 

have an active correspondence between "schedule" 
and a parameterized DB transaction (PT), 
Different instances of the schedule action, Sl 
and S2, cause different changes in the real world 
state, from R"1Sl to RWS2 or to RWS3. Froni the 
active correspondence of "schedule" and the PT, 
we want to produce the proper transaction, Tl or 
T2, to effect the correct change in the OB state. 

To iJDplement the parameterized transaction 
outlined above, which issues a correct DML 
sequence for a verb in the real world, someone 
could, of course, write a separate program for 
each action to generate the DML commands, We re
.1ect this ap!)roach because we want a higher-level 
and more structured representation. l,le desire a 
hiRh-level description for updates that corre
ar,onda to verb senses and their variant•. We 
want a system that, Riven a description' of an 
action in the real Yorld using th•t verb sense, 
will automatically select a Dl1L sequence that 
properly updates the database. 



~. have adJitional uses in mind for these 
higher-level descriptions. First, they can help u11 
select from among senses of a given root verb used 
in an action description. Another is to specify 
the necessary inform.'.ltion the action description 
aust conta.1.n to properly select a D!il. sequence. 
It should also serve as a convenient means to 
specify defaults. The verb representation can also 
serve to express constraints on the update opera
tion, juat a, functional dependencies represent 
con~tralnte on the 11tate of a JataLR6c. 

\lhat ..st the high-level verb descriptions look 
like and hov •hould a system that uses them operstef 
~e 10USt be able to readily express the correspond
ence between actions in the semantic world and verb 
descriptions in this high-level specification. We 
depenJ heavily on this correspondence to process 
natural language updates, just as the stative corre
spondence is used to process natural language 
queries . Finally, the verb description helps to 
disanbiguate multiple verb senses and aids in selec
tion of the proper variant of a given verb sense. 
lo the next section ve examine these requirell)ents 
ln more detail and offer, by example, one candidate 
for the representation. 

Another indication that active verbs are a 
problem in D~ shovs up in a semantic data models. 
Semantic data models are .systems for constructing 
precise descriptions of portions of the real world -
se::iantic data descriptions (SDO) - using terms that 
come from the real vorld rather than a particular 
D8 system. A SDD is a starting point for designing 
anJ comparing particular DB implementations. Some 
of the semantic models that have been proposed are 
the entity-ro!lationshlp model[Ch76], SD~![IIH81], 
R.~/TCCo79], and BetaCUr78]. For some of these 
models, methodologies exist for translating to a D8 
specification in various DB models, as well as for 
expressing the static correspondence betveen a SOD 
in the semantic model and a particular DB implemen
tation. These models generally have constructs 
corresponding to entities, attributes and relation
ships (stative verbs) in the real vorld, which can 
be given natural n.imea: person, height, supervises, 
To express actions in these models, however, there 
are only ten,,; th.:1t refer to Olis: . insert, delete, 
modify, rather than schedule, cancel, postpone ( the 
notable exceptions are Skuce[Sk80]and TAXIS[HBW80)). 
Such terms are not useful for expressing the corre
spondence of r;al world actions tci DB changes, since 
they already refer to the DB. Perhaps the defici
ency exists because of the difficulty of extending 
the translation methodology to actions, or even 
expressing the correspondence betveen action and 
database modification. 

While there have been a number of approaches 
11.1de to NL querying, there seems to be little work 
on~ update. Carbonell and HayesCCH81) have looked 
at parsing a limited set of NL update commands, but 
they do not say much about generating the DB trans
actions for thesa commanda. Kaplan and Davidson 
[1:D81] have looked at the translation of NL updates 
to transactions, but the active verbs they deal with 
are synony,ns for DB terms, essentially following the 
se=ntic data models as above. This limitation is 
intentional, as the following excerpt shovs: 
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Flr11t, it is as11umcd that the u11dorlyin11 
dutabuee update must be a aeries of trsn~ 
sctions of the same type indicated in the 
request. n,at is, if the updato roqueata 
a deletion, thia can only be mapped into 
s series of deletions in the databaae. 

While some active verbs, such as "schedule," 
may correspond to a single type of DB update, 
there ara other verbe that will re'luire 111ultiple 
types of DB updates, such aa "cancel," which 
might require sending message aa well aa removin& 
an appointment. Kaplan and Davidson are also 
trying to be domain independent, while wa are 
trying to exploit domain-specific information. 

II, NATURE OP THE RF.PRESENTATION 

We propose a structure, a verbgraph, to 
represent action verbs. Verbgraphs are exten
sions of frame-like structures used to represent 
verb meaning in HORAN[Sa78, Sa79], One vcrbgraph 
is associated with each sense of a verb; that 
structure represents all varianta. A real world · 
change is described by a sentence that contains 
an active verb; the DB changes are accompli11hed 
by DHL command sequences. 

A verbgraph ia uaed to select DHL sequence• 
appropriate to process the variants of a verb 
sense. The primitives in these structures are 
the relations, attributes and values from the OB, 
employed in OHL-like expressions. We actually 
generate transactions in some intermediate lan
guage (IL), rather than a particular DHL, in 
order to avoid trying the represontation to a 
particular database system. The IL can then ba 
translated into various DMLa. We alao wish to 
capture that one verb may be used as part of 
another. An analog ia subparts in the noun 
world, where month, day and year may be subparts 
of date. Similarly, we may have a verb senae 
RESERVE-ROOM that may be u11ed by itself or may be 
used as a subpart of the verb SCHEDULF.-'XALK, We 
vant our representation 11tructure to capture the 
knowledr,e that some IL command sc<]uencea may be 
re peatedly used as subparts of other, larger IL 
command sequences. 

Figure 4 ia an example of one po11uible struc
ture for a verbgraph. It models the '~chedule 
appointment" sense of the verb "schedule." Thero 
are four basic variants we are attempting to 
capture; they are distinguished by vhether or not 
the appointment ia scheduled with someone in the 
company and whether or not a meeting room ia to 
be reserved. There is oleo the possibility that 
the supervisor must be notified of the meeting, 
Tl~ different operationu for each varinnt are 
described below. In every ca(Je the peroon sched 
uling the appointment gets an entry in the 
APPOINTMENT relation, 

1) Meeting vith person in company, no re11erv
ed room. Make an appointment entry for the 
other peraon and leave a meesage. The location 
of the meeting will be one of the tvo offices of 
the people involved, Optionally, supervisor may 
be notified, 
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2) lketing with person not in company, no re
aerved room. Meeting vill be in scheduler'• office. 
Optionally, aupervisor notified. 

J) Keeting with another employee, reserve a 
rooa. Kake an appointment entry for the other per
aon and aend a message. Reserve a meeting room for 
the aa.me time. Optionally, supervisor m.ay be 
noUfied. 

4) Meeting vith peraon not in company, reserve 
a room. Reserve a meeting room for the same time. 
Supervtaor must be notified. 

The varbgraph ii directed acyclic graph (DAG) 
vtth 5 kinda of node,: header, footer, information, 
A.'ID ~ and ORO • Header. ta the source of the graph, 
the footer ta the •ink. r.very information node has 
one incoming and outgoing edge. An AND or OR node 
can have any number of incoming or outgoing edges. 
A variant corre9ponds to a directed path in the 
graph. We define a path to be connected subgraph 
such that 1) the header is included; 2) the footer 
11 included; )) if it contains an information node, 
it contains the incoming and outgoing edge; 4) if 
it contains an A.'l'D node, it contains all incoming 
and outgoing edKes; anJ 5) if it contains an OR 
node, · it cont3ins exactly one incoming and one out 
going eJge. \JI! can think oftracing a pathin the 
1~r.1ph by starting at the header and following its 
outr,oini; edge. l.11enever we encounter an information 
noJe, we go through it. 1,'henever we encounter an 
A.~D node, the path divides and follows all outgoing 
eJges. We may only pass through an A.'l'D node if all 
its incoming edges have been followed. An OR node 
can be entered on only one edge and we leave it by 
any of its outgoing edges. 

An exillllple of a complete path is one that con
alata of the header, footer, information nodes, A, 
B, D, J, and connector nodes a, b, c, d , g, k, 1, n. 
Although there is a direction to paths we do . not 
Intend that the order of nodes on a path implies 
any order of processing the graph, except the footer 
node is always last to be processed. A variant of 
a verb aenae ia described by the set of all expres
alona in the information nodes contained in 
a puh. 

Expreasions in the information nodes can be of 
two basic types: assignment and restriction. The 
aaslgl\lllC!nt type produces a value to be used in the 
update, either by input or computation; the key 
word input indicates the value comes from the user. 
SOIMI ex&mplea of assignment are: 

l) (node labelled A in Figure 4) APPT.who + 
input ~ peraoqname 

n,e user 111Uat provide a value from the domain 
per• onna11e • 

2) (node labelled Din Figure 4) RES.date+ 
APPT.date 

The value for APPT.date ia used as the value 
11.E.S.date. 

n,e for• of a restriction ia 
< tvar> .<attrname> {~} in <valu·eset>. 

All exa.mple of restriction ia: (node Bin Figure 4) 
A.PPT .who .!!!, RJ. where RJ. • in E:HP retrieve name , 
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These btateinenta restrict the value of Al'PT.who 
to e1Lher be a company employee or not. Also in 
Figure 4, the symbols R1, R2, R3 and R~ stand for 
the retrievals 

R1 • in EMP retrieve name 
R2 • in EMP retrieve office~ name• 

APPT.name 
R3 • in EMP retrieve office where name• 

APPT.name or name • AP·l'f:wiio. 
llij • in EMP retrieve supervisor where name 

APPT .name, ---

In Node B, INFORM(APPT.who, APPT.name, 'meeting 
with me on %'APPT.date at %APPT.time 1 ) 11tands for 
another verbgraph that represent• sending a mes
sage by inserting a tuple in MAILBOX, We can 
treat the INFORM verbgraph as a procedure by 
specifying values for all slots that must be 
filled from input. The input slots for INFORM 
are (name, from, message), 

III. WHAT CAN WE DO WITII IT? 

One use for the verbgraphs is in support of 
NL directed manipulation of the DB. In particu
lar, they can aid in variant selection, We 
assume that correct verb sense hse already been 
selected; we discuss sense selection later. Our 
goal is to use information in the query and user 
responses to questions to identify a path in the 
verbgraph. Let us refer again to the verbgraph 
for SCHEDULE-APPOtNTMEN'i' shown in Figure 4 . 
Suppose the user COllll1)Eind is "Schedule appoi,ntment 
with Jamee Parker cin April 13" where James Pa.rker 
is a company employee. Interaction with the verl>
graph proceeds as follows. First, information is 
extracted from the command and claesHi'.ed by 
domain, For example, James Parker is in domain 
personname, which can only be used to instantiate 
APPT.name, APPT.who, APPTZ.name and APPT2.who , 
However, since US·ER is a system variable, the 
only slots left are APPT.ioiho· and APPri.name, 
which are necessarily the same, Thus we can in
stantiate APPT .\./ho and APPT2 .name with "J·amea 
Parker." We classify "April 13" as a calendar
date and instantiate APPT,date, APPT2.date and 
RES ,d·ate with it, because all these mus·t be the 
same, No more useful information is in the query. 

Second, we examine the graph to see if a 
unique path has been determined. In this case 
it has not. However, other possibilitiee are 
constrained because we know the path muat go 
through node B, This is because the path muat go 
through either node B or node C and by analyzing 
the response to retrieval Rl, we can determine 
it must be node B (i.e., James Parker ia a 
company employee), 

Now we must determine the rest of the path. 
One determination yet to be made is whether or 
not node Dis in the path. Because no room waa 
mentioned in the query, we generate from the 
graph a question such as '1Wher·e will the appoint
ment take place?" Suppoue the answer 111 "my 
office.'' PreeU111e we can translate "my otfice" 
into the scheduler's office number. Thia re
sponse has two effects. First, we know that no 
room has to be reserved, so node Dill not in the 



path. Second, 1111 can fill APPT.where in node F. 
Fin.ally, all that re111aias to be decided 1s H node 
B ia on the path. A question like "Should we notify 
your supervisor?" is generated. Supposing the 
anftN!r i.a "no." Now the path is completely deter
llined; it contains nodes A, Band F. 

Now t~t we have determined a unique path in 
the graph, we discover that not all the infonnation 
has been filled-in in every node on the path. We 
nov ask questions to complete these nodes, such as 
~t tiae?", "For how long?" and "What is the 
topic?". At this point we have a complete unique 
patb, so the appropriate calla to INFOR.~ can be made 
and the parameterized IL in the footer can be 
filled in. 

Note that the above interaction was quite rig
idly structured.· In particular after the user 
issues the original coamand, the verbgraph instan-
t 13t ion progr;im chooses the order of the subsequent 
data entry. TI1ere is no provision for default, or 
optional values. Even if optional values were 
alloved, the program would have to ask questions 
for them anyvay, since the user has no opportunity 
to specify them subsequent to the original command. 
We vant the interaction to be more user-directed. 
Our general principle is to allow the user to volun
teer additional information during the course of the 
interaction, as long as the path has not been deter
mined and values reraain unspecifi~d. We use the 
following interaction protocol. The user enters the 
initial cOC1manJ and hits return. The program will 
accept additional lines of input. However, if the 
user just hits return, and the program needs more 
infon:iation, the program will generate a question. 
The user then answers that question, followed by a 
return. As before, additional information may be 
entereJ on eubsequent 11nus, It the u•er hits re
turn on an empty line, another question is gener
ateJ, if · necessary. 

The following advantages accure from letting 
tho1 u1oer volunteer information, The user may c hoose 
the ord.:r of data entry. I..',: can now have optional 
values, but not have to ask questions about them, 
Since the u,.cr h.1s on opportunity to volunteer any 
v.1lues, if he or s he does not volunteer the value, 
a default value vill be used, 

Brodie[Br81] and Skuce[Sk80] both present 
•Y•tem.s for representing DB change, Skuce 1a goal is 
to proviJe an English-like syntax for DB procedure 
specification. Procedures have a rigid format and 
require a.11 information to be entered at the time of 
invocation in a specific order, as with any computer 
subprogram. Brodie is attempting to also specify 
D!I procedures for DB change. lie allovs some infor-
111.lt ion to be specified later, but the order is fixed. 
H.: also gets information from the DB when possible, 
~either allov the user to choose the order of entry, 
anJ neither accomodates variants that would require 
different sets ·of values to be specified. However, 
111..e our method, and unlike Kaplan and Davidson 
(KJ.>:ll], they .itt.:mpt to modlll Dll chan1;.:a th.it corre
:,;ponJ to real worlJ action,. rather than just speci
fying English synonyms for single DB commands. 

We are currently considering hierarchically 
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atructun,d trsnaaction11, as uaed in the TAXIS 
semantic model (MBW80], as an alternative to verb
grapha . Verbgraphs can be ambiguous, and do not 
lend themselves to top-dovn design. Hierarchical 
transactions would eeem to overcome both problem•. 
Hierarchical transactions in TAXIS are not quite 
as veraatile as verbgraphs in representing vari
ants. The hierarchy 111 induced by hierarchic• on 
the entities classes involved, Variant11 baaed on 
the relationship alllOng particular entities, as 
recorded in the database, cannot be represented, 
Al·so all variant• in the hierarchy must involve 
the same entity classes, where we may want to in• 
valve 11ome classe11 only in certain variant, . 
However, these shortcomings do not seem insur
mountable, 

Certain constraints on updates are implicit 
on verbgraphs, such as APPT.where + input from 
R3, vhich constrains the location of the meeting 
to be the office of one of the two employees, We 
can also use verbgraphs to maintain databsoe con
sistency. Integrity constraints take two formal 
constraints on a single state and constraints on 
successive database states, The second kind ie 
harder to enforce; few systems support con
strsints on successive states. There are also 
constraints on successive database atatea partic
ular to a given update action, Par exnmple, if 
we had a verbgraph for postponing sppointment11, 
it should check that the new appointment time ia 
later than the current appointment time, although 
t his is not a general constraint on changing 
appointments, 

Verbgraphs provide many opportunities for 
specifying various defaults, First, we can spec
ify default values, which may depend on other 
valuoa. Second, we con epecity default patha. 
Verbgraphs are also a means for specifying non-DB 
operations. For example, if nn appointment is 
made with eo,noone outside the cumpany, ROnorat• 
a confinnation letter to be sent. 

All of the above diacualion has auumed we 
are selecting a variant where the aenae ha• al
ready been determined. In 11eneral aenae selec
tion, bein11 equivalent to the frame aelection 
problem in Artifical Intelligence[CW76], i• very 
difficult. We do feel that verbgrsph will aid 
in sense selection, but will not be as efficacious 
ns for variant selection. In euch a situation, 
perhaps the English parser can help disambiguate 
or we msy went to ask an appropriate question to 
select t he correct sense, or as a last resort, 
provide menu selection, 
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CHF.OULE-APPOINTHENT 

A 

APPT.name + USER 
APPT. time + input from clock.time 
APPT.duretion + inpu~ from elapaedtime 
APPT .date + input from calendardota 
APPT .who + input ~ peraonn8lll8 
APPT. topic ... input .f!!!!! text 

I 

APPT .vho in Rl 
APPT2. name""""• APPT .who 
APPT2 .who ... APPT .n&111e 
APPT2.t1me + APl"T.time 
APPT2 .date • APPT .date 
APPT2.top1c + APPT.topic 
APPT2 .where + APPT .where 

p 

call IN'FORM ( A.PPT.who, 
APPT.name, 'Heeting 
vith me on !APPT.date 
at %APPT.time' 

d 

1 

f>J'PT.where 

• 

!APPT .who ~ !!!. Rl 

0 

., 

RES.room+ APPT.where 
RES.date+ APPT.date 
RES.reserver+ APPT.name 
RES.time+ APPT.time 
RES.duration+ APPT,duratlon 
APPT.where + in ut ~ roomnu~ 

!APPT ,where ~ !!!, Rl j 

FIGURE 4 
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c.,ll lNFORtl(R4, Arl'1'.namu, 'HeetinK 
with %AJ'J>T,who on :':APPT,dota in 
room %APPT.where') 

n 

in APPOINTMENT ineert APPT, APPT2 
in ROOMRESERVE insert RES 
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Abstr.act 

Users of natur.ll langu;igc darnbase systems will sometimes 

phrase inputs with respect to the perceived focus of lhc dialogue. 
In order lO interpret such inputs correctly, the system must· 

n:uin a model of lhc user's current focus. This paper discusses 

the requirements of suc:h a model, and describes the method of 

user modi:ling impkmented in the PIQUE system. TI1is method 

n:lies on retention of a fom1al description of the segment of the 

J;1t:1h.LS<: ~·urrcntly in focus. A number ofeAamplcs of the use of 
th.: focus mod.:1 arc presented, and its :1pplicabili1y and 
li111it.11iuns .m.: J i~usi;cd. 

I. Introduction 

Naturjl language dat:1base systems which do not retain user 

mo<lds v,ill b(ha~e inappropriately in a large class of na1urally 

occurring situations. Without such a mo<lcl, the system may 

misinterpret the user's input. mis-handling such linguistic 

phenomena as definite noun phrase n:f.:rence, word-scn~e 

ambiguity, ;ind grjfi1matic.il ambiguity. 

ComiJcr the follo~ini; dialugue b.:twecn a user and a datab,l!ic 
management system 1: 

Q 1: Who arc the proi;r.immers? 
I{ I: Jones. Smith, 13:iker 
Q2: What is Jonc:s' salary? 
R2: There arc 37 emplo)·ees named "Jones"; 

which one do you mean? 

The system here is being uncooperative, failing to recognize the 

(appar.:nt) intent of the user's second query. This problem 

occurs bcc:lusc the system attempts to interpret the query in 

~latioo; oo this b;~is.. the referring noun phrase" Jone:;" in Q2 

is gc:nuindy ambiguuus. However, the conte~t of thc first Q/R 

pair Slrongly suggests a· likely referent, and this should be 

dc:t.:cted by lhe system. 

1 tumplc due to Bob t.foorc 

The use of tJ1e abbreviated form of reference by the user for 

his second request is not an isolated occurrence. Users of 
"intelligent" systems will tend LO attribute human·like 

intelligence LO those systems. In the case of natural languugc 

systems, this means that the users will observe !iOllle of the 
rules of conversational coherence, and phrase Inputs with 

respect to the current context In the example above, lhc 
user has obeyed the Coopcralive Principle (Grice, 1975), and 

made his specil1cation exactly :L~ informative as (he believes 

to be) necessary. To prevent the kind of failure which has 
occurred here, the system must retain some model, however 
simplc, Qf the user's current "sli1tc of mind." 

This paper describes a simple yet ndequate npproach LO user 

modeling, which has been implemented as part of the 
PIQUE (Program for Interpretation of Queries and Updates 

in English) natural language database system (Kaplan und 

Davidson, 1981)2• This upproach is derived from formal 

work in databases. and relies on retention of induced v/ew.f, 

which are analogous to tJ1e view mechanism in datubase 

management TI1is method allows the system to interpret 

correctly the phenomenon discussed above (Md othen.), but 

dOl:s 1101 rc4uirc any ;idditio1wl linguistic c;q>ahllitic~ In tJie 

natural language interface, nor any additional domain

dependent information beyond that encoded In the database 

schema and lhe database Itself. 

The next section cont;1ins a discussion of user modeling ns It 
has been done in artilicial Intelligence and In database 

m:inagement Section 3 describes, In detail, the approach to 

user modeling used in PIQUF_ Section 4 contains a detailed 

presentalion of the use of this upproach to nddrcss one 

problem: interpretation of definite noun phrase reference. 

The following section illuslrntcs a number of other problems 

which are amenable to the focus model approoch. The final 

2Eiomplcs simil:ir to lhc one, prescnlcd In 1he paper hnvc been nm on 
lhc PIQUE ,ys1cm. PIQUE Is wrillcn ln INTEJtLISP. nod runs oo lhc 
DEC,y,1.e111·20 ol SRI. 111c PIQUE par.;cr ls wrilLCn In LIFER (llendrl1, 
1977) 
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section contains a di:icussion of the coverage and adequacy of 
lhi1 method. 

2. Ustr modtlln&: In :utinclal · lntcllii:encc and datahasc 

auui:emeat 

a~ of LJ.'iCr models for computer programs c.in be divided 
along th~ dimensions (Rich, 1979): txp/icil/implicil (docs the 

us.er h:nc to build the model himself, or docs the system infer It 

from his behavior). rononicaVindividual (is the model intended 

to reprc:,.:nt users in general, or is there a different model for 

each user). and long-Urm/sJ1ort·term (is the model intended to 

n:p~nt the user's profi le in genernl, or is it intended to be 

more dynamic. changing us he focuses on different tasks). 

Within this fr.uncwork., the class of models considered here is 

implidt. individual. and ~hort·tcnn. A better term than "user 
model. for this class might be "focus model", since it concerns 

the u~r's current interest, rather than his global characteristics; 

11oc will 1c;c the latter lenn. 

There hclS b.:cn some work in artificial intelligence on the use of 
fu, .. -us mu.l.:b in dialogues, although none in the runtext of 

u.1ta~ ai.:l.= G1us.c (1977) th:vclopcd a system for modeling 

f,x."Us in t;1.Sk-oricntcd dialogues.. That model relied on a 

tloouin·~p«:ific rcpr=ntation or the twk hiaarchy- thc global 

rcl.ition!>hip b.:twccn the tasks and sub·tasks b.:ing worked on. 

·n,e focus model (which was rcprcs.:nted using partitioned 

:1emantic nctworls) was used mainly to resolve non-pronominal 

dcf1nitc noun phrases appc.1ring in the discourse. Siclner (1979) 

ih::,i:ribeJ a more general method of ;maphor.i comprehension, 
"'hich relied on a mod,:! of f<>cus similar to Grosz's. Cohen nnd 

Perrault ( 1979) d.:vclof)<!d a sophisticated model, capable or 

n:pre:.cnting th.: u:.cr's wants.. beliefs. and intentions, as part of a 

pl.,n·b:iscd theory of spl.'Cch acl.S.. 

I >.,1;1b;i,,c intcr.ictions pr~nt particular prohkms for focus 

modcling. lx-.:ausc there is, in scncml, no a priori stn1cture to 

the linds of dialogues which can occur (as there is. for example, 

in 1;c;~ -oriented dialogues). The u.ser's .icc1.-ss of the database 
; "'ill fullow no i;lob.il paucm. 

Within dat;1base management. only restricted fonns of user 

111\ld.;lini; h;1Vc b.:cn provided.. Dat;1b;1s.: tl11.:ory provides n 

fon11al nution of an ~xternal model (also c;illcd data submode!). 
·ni.: C.ltemal mcxkl is a transfonnation of the conceptual model 

(th.: "actual" d.11aba:.c). rcpr.:s.:nting the a~pccl of lhc database 

visible to a u:.cr or group of users. 111c external model is 

rum(>0:>4:d of views (d.:rivcd relations), that arc formed from the 
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undi.:rl) i11g database by operations such as projection (e.g., a 

user rn;iy be allowed to examine employee records, but not 

the salary atuibutc) or restriction (e.g., !,he user may examine 

the records ofonly those employees in the sales department). 

However, the structure or the external model is long·tenn, 
and must be fully specified In advance or any transactions 

Involving the model, by the database administrator. 

Short·tenn models have been considered in only a few 

instances. Rowe (1982) has implemented a system that takes 
into account the user's preferences (as dictated by the task 

that he is trying to accomplish) to decide which Items from 

the database to present. and in which order to present them. 

However, this depends upon (a) having a prc·specified 

model or the task to be performed, and (b) recognizing the 
current dialogue as an instance of an attempt to perform tha.l 
task. Finkelstein (1982a) uses a short·term, implicit. 

individual model, to improve eff1cicncy of query response by 
rccogniz.ing commonalities between successive queries. 

While his mechanism is similar to ours, his 
goal-optimization of response time- is very different from 

ours. which might be termed cooperativeness or habitability. 

3. A formal mechanism for rcprcscntin~ focus in datahasc 

systems 

This section presents a focus representation which ha~ been 
developed as part of the PIQUE system, together with the 

motivation for this model. In brief, the PIQUE focus 

representation models lhc user by noting which aspects or 

the database he has previously examined. 

11ie development of a focus model entails three 

considerations: (a) a representation for the user's current 
focus; (b) a method of deriving the focus n:prcsentulion, and 
maintaining the model uuring the cour.;e ora diuloguc; (c) an 

explicit mechanism for using the focus representation, when 
appropriate, in interpretation, or response generation. The 

representation and derivation of the focus will be detailed 
here. 111e use of the representation, since it varies with the 

type of the problem, will be explained together with the 

examples in the following two sections. 

3. a) The focus rcprcscutatlon 

11ie user's queries to the dat.ibuse arc expressed, al some 

level, in a formal data manipulation language (DML), which 

is typically a variant or the relational calculus or relational 



algebra (Ullman, 1980). For elample, the query "Who an: 

the programmers?" might be upresscd, in an idealized 

calculus-based DML: 

( a.name : a(emps I x.occupation•"progranvner• f 
(ic.. ·Print the names of all the members of the employees 

n:lation whose ou:upa1ion is 'pfl>&rammcr'.") 

This c1prcssion can be viewed as an intensional description of 

the cla:,s of programmers. as well as as a query, Thus. the DML 
can scl'Yc as a rcpre:..:n1a1ion language for describing segments 

of the datab."ISC (a rcpre:sent.ation language that has the benefit of 

a formal s.:mantics). The user's focus is assumed to be that 

si..-gment of the dat.abasc that he is curren tly accessing. so in 

PIQUE. the current focus. at any time, is represented 

intensionally by a DML CAprcssion. The intcnsiori (description) 

is a more useful roncept than the extension because it describes, 

not only the entities 1ha1 are currently in the focus. but also the 

mp«t of them that is currenlly of interesL 

Focus c1pressions encoded in the DML bear some resemblance 

10 wie\\-S. as described in_ the previous sect ion; both are described 

with D\f L expressions. The difference is 1ha1 focus is short· 

1em1 and implicit, whereas views arc long-term, and explicitly 

specifkd by the daubasc administn1tor. 

3. b) Derhini: the focus representation from the dialogue 

PIQUE uses a ~mple method of u-ncking the focus in a 
dialogue. Each request by the user establishes a temporary 

·rocus space", represented by the DML form or ll1c rcquesL 

Suo:,.~i~e inputs may make use of tli"is space, or shill to a new 

focus space. Focus spaces arc "stacked". 10 allow reference back 

10 events or entities mentioned farther back in the dialogue. 

Such n:forcnccs arc rare, however. 

Unlike Grosz's work. the dat.abasc domain docs not provide 

st~g clues for the closing ofa focus space. Rather, such nclion 

is indiaited by a shill 10 a new focus space; shifls arc indicated 

by queries which examine different areas of the database, 

queries ~hkh invole entities outside the previous focus space, 

CIC. 

lflk: .-."tu;>I OIi.ii. u:...-J in PIQUE i:l a nllldifkd fonu or SODA, a I.ISi'· 
uo111ullblc >allJUI u( ldJli<Mlal ..-aku lu s, ,k,dup,:J by lk,b ll.luocc; ClWl>l IOI 
,,uu,. it" fun.J.111i.:111,ll1 ><kn1iwl h-> 1hc D!\1L 11..:d h,rc. 

-'· th~ ol forn s In l11tcrprctl111,: nu11·pru110111i11al tldi111lc 1101111 

phrases 

A focus spa<.:e, in general, establishes n "highlii;htcd" ~ubset 

of the objects or en lilies in the domain of discourse. In the 

database context, the entities of the domain arc those that 

appear us entities In the database ("entity" Is used here In the 

sense of Chen (1976).) 

The focus space identifies subsets of certain entity sets. This 
focus space might then provide ll1e referent for referring 

expressions in subsequent dialogue. Further queries which 

r_efcrence the entity set in question may be evaluated over the 

subset. instead of the entire set The interpretation-in· 

conlexl can be effected via query modiflcatlon: the DML 

expression of Ilic subsequent query can be modincd 

algorithmically 10 incorporate the intension of ll1c focus. 

(See, for example, the / NGR ES system (Stonebraker, 1975).) 
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·11,e focus 

urc the 

Consider again the example of Section 1. 
representation , cst.ablished by Ql, "Who 

programmer..?", would be expressed in the DML as: 

{ x.name : x(emps I x.occupAti_on•"prooru11u11orJ 

iJcntifying a subset of ll1c set of emp loyees. 

The initial interprct.ation of Q2, "Whal is Jones' salary'/", 

(wilhoul context) would be: 

{ x.sal : xEemps I x.name•"Jonos"} 

Q2 may be modified, lO range over Ilic subset cs1.ablbhcd In 

Ql: 

{ x. sal x(empa I x.ncmu•"Jone a"A 
x.uccupftlion•"programmer•} 

1l1e decision lO use the focus in Interpreting a query Is based 

on a number of factors, and is discussed below. 

Consider a more complex example or definite noun phrase 

reference: 

Ql: List the name and type of all American ships 
that. arc docked in French ports. 

Rl: Name type 

Kmnj supertanker 
Totor tanker 
1'<.:4uoll bulk ~,rricr 

Q2: Whal cargoes an.: lhc t.lllkcr.. ~irryln~? 
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The DMI. c:orrc:;pondinc 10 QI Is: 

( a.na••. a.lype : a(shipi, yCporls I 
y.portn••a.portn• A y.counlry•"france • A 
a.country•·us·} 

(tc.. containing • single jo/11 between the ships and ports 

relations). nnd the D\1L for the global intcrprctntion for Q2 is: 

( y.cargo : &($hips, y£shipments I 
a.type•"tanker• A y.shipment#•x.shipmentl} 

(also containing a single join; note that in the database, 

shipm~nu arc kept in a separate · rcbtion, to preserve n 
pc:nn.1n.:nt record). 

lhc focus t.lctc:rmincs a subset of the sl,ips relation; Q2 can be 

inicrprctcd with n:~pcct to that subset, to mean, "Wh:it cargoes 

;ire American t;1n~ers that arc docked · in French ports 

c1rryin~?": 

y.cargo: •Cshlps, yCshipmonts. z(ports I 
a.lype•"lAnkor" A a.country•"US" A 
y.shirmonll • a . shipmontl A z.portnm•x.portnm 
A 1.country•"franco" } 

(Nute that renaming of variables may be necc:;sary duri~g query 

nioJi 11.:ation.) 

Th.: f.x:us sp;1cc also induces ::i subset of the ports relation. lfQ2 

h.,J txen "What ;,re the 11;1111.:s of the ports?", 

{ x.portnm: a(ports} 

a reasonable in1crpret.a1ion would have been 10 interpret it with 

re;rx:ct to the focus space, to mean, '"What arc the names of 

FrcrKh ports that haYc American ships docked in them?": 

{ a.portn•: x(ports, y(ships I • 
y.portnm•a.portnm A x.cou ntry •"fra nce • A 
y.country•"US" ) 

In natural dial9guc. items not explicitly mentioned may 

some times be considered to be "in focus". Consider, "I bought 

a new briefcase yc,,tcrday, and the handle broke". The phrase 

·the handle:", although not mentioned pr.:viously, is in focus 

thn>ugh a type of Jurtgrounding. This phenomenon of imp/lei/ 

Jocu1 arises occasionally in n::itural langtwge querying; consider 

a database of projects and parts, where parts have numbers, 

~t.s, etc.: 

Ql: Whal pans arc ne.:dcd for project 10? 
RI: d· l2,j-79 . .. .. 
Q2: What an: the costs? 

Clearly. the cu;ts rcque:;tcd arc those of the pans mentioned in 

Rl. However, Q2 oontains nothing 10 relate it to QL The 
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difTc1..: 11 u.: between this example nnd the previous 0111.:~ is that 

in the earlier cases the follow-up query cxplicilly mentioned 

an 1111ribu1e.or relation that appcarcJ in the focus space (or o 
value for such an allribute). 

This phenomenon can be handled with the same mechanism. 

TI1e initial inLerpret.atlon ofQ2 Is: 

{ a.cost : x€parl} 

(i.e., list all the costs in the database). This interpretation Is 
dictated by the database schema, which finds that costs occur 
only as an altribute of parts. Since the variable ofQ2 ranges 
over the "parts" relation, and the focus space provides a 
restriction on that relation, the query may be interpreted In 
conlexL Thus, the datnbase schema und focus mechanism, 

together, provide a type of implicit focus. 

4. a) Appropriateness anil efficacy 

Like all heuristic approaches, the method discussed here has 

limitations. In this section, we consider the class of situations 

in which the model is appropriate, the kinds of errors that 

can arise in the use of the model, and methods of avoiJing 

inappropriate use. 

For the focus model discussed here, an Inappropriate effect 

wou ld be to eva luate the query with respect to a restricted 

focus space, when the user had 1101 intended this restriction. 

IL is instructive to consider the kinds of errors which can arise 
from inappropriate application of the focus mechanism. 

ConsiJcr lhe sequence: 

Ql: Which employees make more than $20K? 
Rl: Forsythe, King .... 
Q2: Who lives in San Francisco? . 

Suppose that the system assumes lhnl the second query refers 
10 employees making murc than $20K who live In San 

Francisco, when this Is not actually the case. The answer 

returned from Q2 will be lncomplete-omiuing many 

employees- but not wrong: all the information that does 

appear will be correct 

As another example, consider: 

Ql: Which suppliers are located in LA? 
Rl: ADC, •.. 
Q2: Which parts do not have suppliers? 

If the restricted version of "supplier.;" induced by the first 

query is used in interpreting the second query, some parts 



might erroneously be included in lhe answer set (i.e., parts 

which ha,·c only suppliers outside of LA.). 

The difTerencc hctwecn these two queries is that the first is 

monOlonic (Finl.:elstein, 1982b). Roughly, monotonic queries 

arc those 11,hich ronuin neither uniYusal quantificalion, nor 

(certain forms of) negatio11. (In the re lational algebra, these 

correspond to lhe operations of diYision and sel difference.) This 

is a large class of queries, which includes the common select· 

proJttt-join queries. On ly non-monotonic queries such ns Q2 in 

the second c1ample above admit errors of incorrectness. 

PIQUE avoids such errors by restricting the use of focus to 

monotonic queric!S; er:ors which do arise are, at worst, sins of 
omission. 

The problem of inappropriate applic.·nion of focus may be 
ameliorated in sever.ii ways. 111e simplest is to provide 

f .. -.:db:icl.:, to infom1 the us.:r whenever a contextual, as opposed 

to a global, interpretation of his query has been chosen. PIQUE 

11~ a simpk natural language generJtion module for this 

· purpose.. For the e1ampk of section 1, the ~tatement produced 

would be: 

Dy • Jones", I assume y,iu mean the employee 
"Jones" with occupation= "programmer" 

Fecdbad; of this form does not solve the problem of 

inappropriate use. but warns the user of the possibility of errors. 

Another method of avoiding error is to be "conservative" in the 

use of the focus mechanism - to amid 1.-onte~t·Llirectcd 

illlerpn:tation if there is Lluubt as to "'ln:thcr that is the user's 

int.:nt In PIQUE. this lkcision about appropriateness of the 

fUC\ls is made heuristiC11ly, based on two mies: 

(I) If thc qu,:ry idcntifks a subset of ;111 entity set whkh is 

already restricted by the focus space, Lio 11ot use the wntextual 

interpretation. 

·n,is prc~cnl:i si1u.1tions such ns: 
I 

QI: Which employees worl.: in the sales department? 
Rl: Kegan, Desjardins~... · 
Q~: Whil.:h employees live in San Francisco? 

The: ~cond query is presumably not intended to be interpreted 

in l111: con1c1l of the fi~L If the contcxtu;tl interpretation had 

lx"\:n intended, the user would probably ha1e chosen a different 

fom1ula1ion for Q2, such as "Wl1ieh of them live in San 

'Fr.u1eisco.,_. l'hc inrncation of the focus mechanism here would 

bc blocked by the rac1 that Q2 asks for the name (an 
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idcnti 1°1.:at ion field) in a subset of the set of .:mployccs. 

(2) If the contextual lnterpret.,tion of the query is alieady 

answered in the focus space, do not use the contextual 

interpretation. 

Consider: 

QI: List the name, salary, and occupation of 
employees who live in Palo Aho . 

. Rl: Name Salary · Occupation 

Baker 20 clerl.: 
Allen 25 progmmmer 
Monro 30 programmer 
While 25 typist 

Q2: Whal are t11e salaries oflhe programmers? 

In t11is case, Interpreting "the programmers" us "the 

programmers who live in Palo Alto" leads to a reading which 

is already answered in QI. The contcxlllal reading of Q2 is 
subsumed by Ql; the test for suhsumption can he performed 

directly on the OML expressions. 

A third method for avoiding inappropriate use of focus is to 

operate in "failure-driven" moJc - use focus only when the 

interpretation without context fails due to rcferc:nce /allurt. 

An instance of reference failure appears in the example of 

section 1 :' t11c structure of the query Q2 lndicalcs lhnt "Jones' 

salary" is presumed to have II unique referent, bul lhal is not 

the case for the global interpretation. The failure-driven 

method has not been implemented in PIQUE. because the 

DM L <.h>es not have the cap.ihi'iity of cxf)res.sinc assumptions 

of unique ness, as occur in Q2 or the example. To encode 

such uniqueness, a meta-query lani;uage, like t11at used in 

(Kaplan, 1979) would have to be used. Also, the fnllurc
driven approach docs not handle plural noun phrases. 

5. Other examples or use or thl\ 111odcl 

We Jiscuss a number of other uses for o focus mechanism. 

These fall into two classes: (a) interpretation of potcntinlly1 
ambiguous user input; (b) other applications: upllnlcs, 

explanation, response generation, etc. 

5. u) use of focus to aid In dl~amhlcuation 

A natur;1l language d;1tabase ~ystem will often produce 

<tl',onuminal rcrcrcncc prc•cn11 d1ffc1cnl prohlc1111, nnd 11 1yplcolly 
~H.ldr..:SM:d wilh UiflC1c11L mcch;111is111s ; inlcrp1ct1t1ion uf p1onouna b not 
implcmcnlcd in t' IQUE.. 



muhipt..: intcrpl\:t:itions of a ~inglc inpuL ·n1csc all inJicate the 

presence of some form of ambiguity i~ the user's inpuL In many 

c:isc:s. a preferred interpreL1tion may be ~lccted, using 
heuristi~ based oo information contained in the database 

schema (e.g., Kaplan, 1979), or in the database Itself (e.g., 

lfarris.. 19n). Interaction with the usu (e.g., Codd, 1978) is 
another possible scheme for resolving ambiguity. The 
information provided by the focus model nlso allows use of 

hcuriStiC3 that provide a preference ordering for the possible 
interprct.:11ions.. 

5. 1. l) S1ru<.1ural ambiguity - navigation 

Natural language database systems must perfom1 navigation 

between the roncepts mentioned in a query, in order to reach an 

111tcrprct.a1ion. If two roncepts arc multiply ronnectcd (i.e., tho 
!.Cl of permitted ronncc1ions speciticJ in the database schema 

l."l>r1Wi11s a cycle). each p:ilh between them will rorrespond to a 

dirT.:rent interprcL,tion. The query might not provide enough.' 

infurmation to determ ine the rorrcct path. TI1is problem might 

be called pragnui1ic or sirucrurol ambiguity, and can be 
ad,lrc:....:d by 11 suitable ·rontext mechanism. 

Coosidc:r a planning d:llaba.sc, for an (American) city: 

Residents 

I name I homo - address I office -a ddress I ... 

Z1p-Codn 

I address I z1p-cod• I 

and a !.implc dialogue: 

QI: What is the 1ip code of Forsythe's home address? 
R \: 90120 
Q!: What is Brown's zip code, 

Q2. by ILSClf, ls nmbli;uous, since the connection between 

wllrown" and "zip code" within the database can be made in 

twll w;1ys. c;1ch imolving a join: 

y.zlp-codo : yCzlp-codes, •Crosldonls I 
a.name•"Brown" A y.address•x.home-address} 

y.zip-code : y(zip - codes, aEresidents I 
x.name•"Orown• A y.address •a. offico -address} 

Using the focus derived from the Ql. we see that the user is 

11:mpllrarily focusing on a panicular sub·structurc of the 

databas.!, in v. hich navigation bctwt:cn per.;on and zip codes is 

pcrfurn1.:d via the home address. The structural similarity 

h.:1 ... .:cn the focus c,aablishcd by Ql and one of the 
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int.:1p1ct.itiuns of Q2 can be recogni,cu by ohsct vi11g that 

they have the same connecllon graph. Roughly, the 
connection graph Is tJ1e representation of lite connections 
between relations implieJ by the query (Ullman, 1980), and 

is SDmetimes fonned automatic.'llly in course of query 

processing. Equivalence of connection graphs can be 

checked easily, allowing the preferred reading to be selected 

with the aid of the focus. 

S. a. 2) word-sense ambiguity 

As in normal English, a word may have a number of different 

meanings in a database query prog~am. Focus will oflen 

suggest the intended meaning. Consider a shipping database, 

which has information about classes of ships, inclJdlng 

length, beam, dran, etc., and the following dialogue.. 

QI: How long are tankers? 
{where "tankers" arc a class ofshi'ps} 

Rl: 240 ft. 
Q2: Which is the biggest class? 

"Uigi;est" has two distinct meanings In the lexicon, referring 
to the length of ships in a class, or the number of ships in the 

class. Given tJ1c dialogue ahove, the former reading seems lO 

be preferred. Thal reading can be selected, using the fact 

that the attribute (property) ineniloned In the query also 
appears in th'c focus. 

Use of focus to aid in disambiguation, as in the above 

examples, is invoked only when global' query interpretation 

has failed (produced multiple readings). Thus there is no 

danger of lnappropriatt use of the mechanism, although, of 

course, the heuristics themselves may be wroh'g. 

S. b) other appllcatlons 

In addition to nldlng In query disambiguation, focus models 

may find application in a range of other database tasks. 

S. b. 1) database updates 

The main goal of the PIQUE system is the intcrprelalion of 

upd:ite requests. Processing updates expressed in natural 

language introduc~s problems beyond those encountered in 

processing natural language queries. These difficulties stem 

from the fact l11al the user will naturnlly phrase requests with 

respect to his conception of the domain, which may be a 

considerable simplification of the .ictu.il underlying database 

structure. Updalcs which arc meaningful and unambiguous 



from the us.:r's swndroint may not 1.r.u1slate into meani11gful or 

unambisuous chaoses to I.he undcrlyins database. Update 

rcque:;ts may be impollible (cannot be performed in nny way), 

ambi!,'UOUS (can be performed in several ways), or paihological 

(can be performed only in ways which cause undesirable side. 

c:fTccu). Natural lansuage upd;lles cmnot be handled without 

some form of focus model; I.he model is necessary in order to 

gcnc:r.11e the possible ways of perfom1ing the update, nnd to 

choose among them. 

Conskh:r a very simple database consisting of two relations: 

£.,ps Depts 
Na111e £11pno Dept Name 

Brown 103 Sales Sales 
Adams 222 Invntry lnvntry 
Lark. in 145 Sales 

a.nJ the: rono .... ing dialogue: 

QI: Li.st the employees, and the managers 
ofthdr dep:mments. 

Rl: Name 

Brown 
Adams 

Mgr 

Jones 
Lasker 

Larkin Jones 

Mgr 

Jones 
Lasker 

Q:!: Change Brown's manager from Jones to Baker. 

The: up<.IJte is a n..-qu~ to modify the information which was 

prC5<:nted in RL Since that relation is only deriYed, the change 

must be effected in the underlying database; the only reasonable 

.,.ay to do this is to n:pl...:c Jones with ll;1kcr as 111:111.ii;cr or the 

Saks D.:panmc:nL (If ful:c:r had been manager of another 

dcparuncnt. say Production, another possibility for performing 

the update would have been to move Brown to that 

dcpanmenL) 

Focus cm be used in two ways here: 

(I) Without consideration ofQl, Q2 may be rather meaningless; 

(2) The upJate Q2 has the lide effect of ch;rnging the mannger or 

Lartin. PIQUE would inform the user of this with 11 message: 

N..xc that the employee l...lrtin has abo had the 
man~er attribute changed to" £laker". 

Without II focus model. these side effects c;innot be detected. 

The proccs;ing of natural language updates with a focus model 

is analogous to the problem of pcrfom1ing updates through 

,iei.·s or databases.. which has been extensively studied (see, e.g., 
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Kcll..:1. 19!!2; Dayal and Ucrnsteln, 197!!; ll.i11cilllu11 ,111d 

Spyra1us, 1981). The difference lies in the ~lwrt ·tcnn n:iturc 

of the focus model, compared to the long-tam chamctcr of 

views. For mon .. details on the update process, sec (Kuplan 

and Davidson, 1981). 

S • b .2) response generation 

The generation of descriptive expressions requires a model of 

the user's viewpoint, just as intcpretation or such expressions 

does. TI1e referring expression must be precise enough to 

enable the user to pick out the object(s) specified from 1111 the 

otJ1cr objects that he knows ubouL 

Consider another update interaction with the database 

above: 

QI: List the employee nu111bi:rs of c111ployccs In 
the sales department. 

Rl: . N:une 

Brown 
Lnrkin 

Empno 

103 
14S 

Q2 : Change Brown's cn!ployce number to 222. 

This time, there is exactly one way LO perform the update: 

change Brown's employee number in the underlying 

database. If, however, there is 11 semantic constrnint that 

employee numbers be unique (i.e., a functional dependency 

Empno -·> Name), the change will be blocked because of the 
tuple (Adams 222 Inventory). ·nie explanation given to the 

user by PIQUE would be: 

The EMPNO value of222 hus already been nsslgned to . 
the employee Adams, whose department is "Inventory". 

which Informs the user of the existence of the "Adnms" 

tuple, nnd indicates why that tuple wns not seen previously. 

In this case, the model was necessary In order to understand 

which aspects of the tuple in question were salltnl to the 

user, allowing the system to present only those aspects. 

7. l)iscusslon anJ Conclusions 

A method has been presented for modeling focus during 

naturnl language interaction wilh u datubusc 8Y8tcm, which 

enables the system ID exhibit more appropriate behavior in 

certain situations than is otherwise possible. 

Creation and maintenance of models of this sort arc 



inc1pens.ivc; lhe operations involved in rcw ining the focus, and 

deciding the applicability or a focus 10 a later query, arc cheap. 

The lat for applbbility of focus will n.:tum quickly with 

nc:gati ve rcsu Its in most cases. 

The view model docs not n:quirc an explicit list or the 

information lnown by the user (.is is the case in some other 

npproxhcs), but rather opcrJtCS with the intensional fom1 of the 

user's view, resulting in II space efficiency. However, it may 

sometimes be d~ireable Lo retain the exte,uion of the focus 

spxc. in the fom1 of a -temporary- or "snapshot". In such · 

cases. s.ignificant improvements in efficiency of query processing 

may rcsulL In appropriate cases. the query may be evaluated 

ai;:,inst the 1empor;1ry, rather than the full database. at much less 

cost; Finkelstein (1982a) consider.; th is possibi li ty in detail. 

The nppm.1ch docribcd here clocs not req uire any additional 

infom1ation. beyond that which is alre:1dy encoded in the 

<1.11.ab.1-,c and schema. natur.11 bngu:ige c:ipability (embodied in 

the i;r.uumar) need not be cxti.:ndcd, since all operations arc 

p.:rformcJ at the kvel of the DML 1l1cse points are requisites 

for portability of the natural language intaface lO a new domain 

or nc-.. djtab.1sc system. 
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WHAT •xsA· IS AND ISN'T 

Ronald J, Brachman 

Fairchild Laboratory tor 
Artificial Intelligence Research 

Palo Alto, CA 94304 

l. Introduction 

This is a treatise on knowledge 
representation - in particular, on the 
style of connecting up representational 
entities in semantic network and frame 
systems, A taxonomic hierarchy with some 
sort of •inheritance• link has been the 
mainstay of sema ntic nets since the work 
of Collins and Quillian (7, B), and the 
•1sA link• (a.k.a. "IS-A·, •1s•, •suPERC", 
"AKo•, •suBSET·, etc., etc.) has been 
perhaps the most stable element of 
semantic nets as they have evolved over 
the years. But this stability is perhaps 
merely an illusion: as this paper• sets 
out to illustrate, there is often very 
little in common between ISA links in one 
system and another, 

The idea of •1sA• is quite simple. 
Early in the history of semantic nets it 
was observed that much of representation 
of the world was concerned with the 
conceptual relations reflected in 
sentences like "John is a bachelor•, and 
•a Dog is a domesticated carnivorou s 
Mammal•, That is, two of the predominant 
forms of statements to be handled by AI 
knowledge representation systems were the 
predicative one, expressing that an 
individual (e.g., John ) is of a certain 
type (e.g., Bachelor), and the universally 
quantified conditional one, expressing 
that one type (e.g., Dog) is a •subtype" 
of another (e.g., Mammal). The easiest 
way to get such statements into a semantic 
net scheme was to have a link that 
directly represented the "is a• parts of 
the above sentences, and thus the ISA link 
was born. 

*Thia paper ia a brief summary of an 
invited talk of the same name to be 
presented at the Fourth National 
Conference of the Canadian Society for 
Computational Studies of Intelligence, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, May 17-19, 1982. 
It is not intended to be a thorough 
treatment of the issues, but rather an 
outline of topics to be covered in the 
presentation. 

It was quickly noted that the ISA 
connections formed a hierarchy (or in some 
cases a l~ttice) out of the types being 
connected. The hierarchical organization 
made it easy to distribute "properties• 
such that shared properties were stored at 
the place in the hierarchy that covered 
the maximal subset of nodes that shared 
them. This made the semantic net an 
efficient storage scheme, since shared 
properties were not replicated every place 
they held true, they were instead 
"inherited• by all nodes below the ones 
whee~ they were stored. This, of course, 
is the notion of inheritance of properties 
that is always mentioned in the same 
breath as the ISA link. 

Once the pattern of a network of ISA 
links with property inheritance was 
established, all kinds of new schemes 
developed that used the net as a basis for 
more elaborate kinds of statements, 
descriptions, etc. (see (5) for a 
survey), There also quickly arose a 
debate about whether the network structure 
was just so much obfuscation of the simple 
predicative and conditional statements 
tha t the ISA links were representing. It 
seemed that all such semantic nets 
provided was an indexing facility over 
formulae just as well (and perhaps better) 
expressed in the language of first order 
predicate logic (18, 12, 13, 15). The 
interesting . thing about the debate was its 
consistent •apples vs. oranges• flavor -
each time the logicians tried to pin down 
the intent of ISA, the net-workers would 
claim they were missing the point. The 
same was true of cross-net comparisons -
one scheme was criticized on the baeie of 
what the critic thought the ISA 
connections should mean, while the scheme 
was defended on the basis of what the 
author thoughts/he meant. 

If nothing else, the various debates 
over semantic nets have made it clear that 
there i- not a single ISA link. It is 
also clear that little scientific progress 
can be made until we understand what the 
link could mean, since a coherent debate 
on the merits of logic vs. semantic nets 
cannot be had without some firm logical 
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clai• about the import of ISA. (At the 
very least, it is hard to imagine trying 
to justify the advantage of a semantic net 
over logic without formally characterizing 
the expressive power of the former.) 

So the questiQn we set off to 
investigate here is thiea just what ie it 
that ISA linka are intended to mean? tn 
the courae of this investigation we shall 
find aome interesting and perhapa 
aurprisin~ thinga1 

o the more or less •standard• use 
of ISA (the •default 
interpretation of ISA·) has some 
serious problems. You cannot 
use a network based on it to 
represent complex concepts, and 
the notion of •cancellation• 
that follows from it can wreak 
havoc with your world knowledge. 

o the tight association of 
inheritance and ISA serves only 
to confuse already confused 
matters further, and only by 
placing . inheritance in its 
proper place (it is an 
implementation issue and not an 
expressive power one) can we get 
clear on what the claims about 
ISA really are. 

Along the way, we will produce a 
rational reconstruction of the ISA 
relation, and make some constructive 
auggestiona as to how the next generation 
of knowledge representation languages 
should be otructured. We'll also have 
some fun with the "cancel link". 

2. What ISA is 

First we are going to attempt to 
catalogue the various semantic relations . 
that ISA has been used to represent. This 
will most likely not be a complete 
catalogue, and it may even be unfair to 
certain network de~igners. But . a somewhat 
careful look at the literature will reveal 
that this is such a murky area that 
perhaps we can be excused on these two 
counts. 

2.1. An enumeration of ISA-intents 

Before enumerating the ISA's, we need 
to quickly cover the kinds of things that 
ISA has been used to relate. This in 
itself complicates matters immensely 
semantic net nodes (and frames, for that 
matter) have been variously thought of as 
representing seta, concepts, kinds, 

predicates, propositions, •prototypes•, 
general terms, individual terms, and 
individuals (and probably many more things 
as well). One major split that we can 
make, despite this variety, is that 
between generic and individual 
interpretations of nodes. Roughly 
speaking, some semantic net nodes are 
thought to be descriptions that can apply 
to many individuals (think of •apply• here 
in the loosest sense possible), and some 
are thought to represent either 
descriptions applicable to a single 
individual, or such individuals 
themselves. 

Generic nodes can be more or less 
specific than other generic nodes this 
is what gives semantic nets their network 
structure - while individual nodes tend to 
be all at the same Level of specificity.* 
Thus, all internal nodes in the network 
are gP.neric, and the leaves are 
individual. so we can immediately divide 
the ISA relation into two major subtypes -
one relating two generic nodes, and one 
relating an individual and a generic.** 
For example, if generic nodes are 
construed as sets and individual nodes as 
individuals (see, for example (14)), then 
we would expect to find an ISA for the 
subset relation, and one for the 
me mbership relation. 

2.l.l. Generic/generic relations 

When two generics are related by an 
ISA connection, the intent is usually that 
one is somehow related to, but less 
general than, the other. We have at least 
the following kinds of uses for 

*Unfortunately, even this is 
controversial. Some authors distinguish 
between two kinds of individuals, roughly 
corresponding to •John• and •John as a 
child·. The latter is sometimes called a 
"manifestation•. Further, sometimes the 
individuals in semantic nets are 
considered to be descriptions and 
sometimes to be Russellian logically 
proper names (descriptionally vacuous). 

**To the extent that an "IS" relation is 
considered a cousin of these ISA's (see, 
for example (ll), we also have a relation 
between two individual nodes to consider. 
We would consider at least the •is" of 
equality of individuals ("Cicero is 
Tully•), the •is" of attribution of an 
individual description to an individual 
("Kareem is the tallest player•), and the 
"is" related to manifestation. 
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generic/generic relationss~ 

Subset/auperaet1 when nodes are construed 
as sets, then the connection that gives 
the network its structure represents the 
subset relation. Some nets app~ar to 
represent relations like •a NUKE.SUB ISA 
SUB."lARINE·, but when these are sets, they 
really capture the proposition •all 
NUKE.SUBS are SUBMARINES·. In other 
words, •tor all x, if xis in the set 
NUKE.SUBS, then X is in the set 
SOB.'\ARINEs• is the meaning of ISA here. 

Generalization/specializations 
generalization seems to be expressible as 
a simple conditionals e.g., 
NUKE.SUB (x) ::> SUBMARINE (x), 
This is the interpretation of the ISA link 
offered by Hayes (13), and is probably the 
standard semantic net connector. We 
should point out that something further 
needs to be said about the quantifier on 
the conditional - while Hayes speculates 
that a universal quantifier is what is 
meant, networks that interpret nodes as 
•prototypes• or somehow typical generics 
embed their conditionals in more 
unorthodox "defaults•. We .investigate 
this point further in Section 3, as it 
bears strongly on the expressive 
capability of the language using it.•• 

•AJt.0•1 ·AKo• means •a kind of•, and is 
intended to stand for the relation between 
•camel• and •Mammal• in •the Camel is a 
kind of Hamma1•. To a very large extent, 
this is exactly the same as a 
generalization relation, however, somehow 
it feels wrong to have an AKO link from a 
concept that does not represent a kind 
(e.g., •a person who just happens to be 
walking to school right now• is certainly 
a person, but seems not to be a kind of 
person). Thus, we get the impression that 
one ought to distinguish between nodes 
standing for kinds and nodes standing for 
more arbitrary descriptions, thereby 
distinguishing between the 
generalization-style relation and the 
AKO-style relation. 

Value restrictions another relation 
between generics is the kind intended in 
•the trunk of an elephant is a cylinder 
1.3 meters long•. The intent here is to 
say that a certain kind of entity (in this 
case, a •trunk•) in some context must be 
of a certain type. This is r~lated to 

*Borgida (2) offers a similar treatment 
for the case where the objects related by 
ISA are procedures. 

**Another related issue is the presence 
or absence of the •necessity• operator 
see Section 2.2.4. 

•attr!uution• in (l), 

Conceptual containment, in some calie&, the 
intent of aq ISA connection ie not merely 
to state a generalization, but to express 
the fact that one description includes 
another. Instead of reading •a TRIANGLE 
ISA POLYGON· as a simple generalization 
(ouch that there are triangles and 
polygons and this happens to be the 
relation between them), we want to read it 
ae •to b• a Triangle la to be a Polygon 
with three sides•, Thia ia the •xsA• of 
lambda-abstraction, wherein one predicate 
is used in defining another. Note that 
this demands interpretation of nodes as 
structured descriptions, not simple 
predicates. 

Set and its characteristic types this 
isn't really an ISA relation, it's the one 
between the set of all Elephants and the 
concept of an Elephant. It associates the 
characteristic function of a set (e.g., a 
•prototype• in NETL (10)) with that set. 

2 . 1.2. Generic/individual 

The general intent 
generic/individual connections ie to 
that an individual is describable 
general description. 

of 
state 
by a 

Set membership, if the generic la 
construed as a set, then the relation is 
membership •cLYDE ISA CAMEL• means 
•cLYDE is a member of (the set of) 
CAMELS•. 

Classifications this is the use of ISA 
that predicates a description of an 
individual. It usually involves a type 
predicate, like •ooG•, or "BRICK·. 

Abstractions this relation •goes the other 
way•, in a sense. An abstraction is 
individual, like •the camel•, the 
abstraction relation is that between the 
singular description •the camel" and the 
(generic) predicate •camel(x)", 

Conceptual containments when the 
individual node is thought of as • 
structured individual description, the 
relation between it and a generic could be 
one of conceptual containment the 
generic description could be used in the 
formation of the individual description. 
This is the case with the relation 
between, say, •the father of John• and 
•father • in •the father of John is a 
father•. Note that the relation between 
the two occurrences of •father• in this 
statement is the classic type/token 
relation of the earliest semantic nets. 
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2.l.3. The •general purpose• ISA link 

One approach to the plethora of 
ISA-relations that has surfaced from time 
to time is the •general purpose 
inheritance link•. Since ISA has so mariy 
guises, its inventors argue, they are best 
served by making a •progra mmable• 
connection between nodes.• The user can 
turn off attributes that he doesn't want 
inherited by the more specific node, and 
turn on others that he does. Primitives 
like •pAss·, ·Ano•, ·EXCLUDE·, and 
•suBSTITUTE· (11) give the user extensive 
flexibility in making his ISA link do what 
he wants. The se mantics of ISA relations 
constructed this way; however, cannot in 
general be predicted. 

2.2. An analysis 

There seem to be several different 
dimensions along wh ich ISA links can vary. 
Each of these will be briefly described 
below: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

first, there is the type of 
conceptual entity that a node 
can embody (description, set, 
predicate ) - this has a direct 
effect on the import of the ISA 
link (it governs the shape of 
what we'll call the •matrix• in 
Section 2.3)1 

second, there is the basic 
syntactic function of t he link -
in particular, we contrast a 
sentence-forming intent .with a 
description-forming oneJ 

third, for sentence- forming 
ISA'S, we have a notion of the 
•quantifier• of the statement 
(e.g., honest-to- goodness 
universal vs. default); 

for these types of relations, we 
need also consider modality 
(necessity vs. possibility), 

finally, we must consider 
whether or not the link, by its 
very presence, makes an 
assertion. 

•• • • • a knowledge representation system 
aust represent arbitrary mappings between 
concepts.• (11) 

2.2.1. ~ffects of ontology 

The first major influence on the ISA 
relation is the type of item that ISA is 
about. If ISA is a relation between two 
sets, then it ls usually about t heir 
me mbership or cardinality. In the typical 
case, it is a relation between 
me mberships, with an implicit statement 
about cardinality (the cardinality of the 
iess generic node must be no greater than 
that of the one it is related to). The 
generic/individual version is typically 
the set membership relation (although see 

(14) for variations). 

When the items to be related are 
predicates, then ISA typically has 
something to say about predications that 
follow from oth~r predications, using the 
material conditional. The hierarchy 
derived from this style of ISA has an 
•if/then• flavor - if you are a person, 
then you are a ma mmal, etc. Note that 
this tends not to say what it is that 
makes you a person in the first place (see 
Section 3 for more on this). If the 
predicates r elated by ISA are all 
one-place, then the se mantic net style 
link will suffice without elaboration. 
If, however, the predicates have arity 
greater than one, something must be done 
to account for the mapping of variables 
from antecedent to consequent. This has 
traditionally been done with slot names, 
but see (20, 4, 5) for a detailed 
d i scussion on the ins ufficiency of this 
mechanism. 

When the ISA- relat•d objects are 
intended to be a•scriptions, or 
•concepts•, then the relation between them 
tends to be either about t h e structure of 
the descriptions the mselves or about the 
classes of objects satisfying the 
descriptions. In the former case, an ISA 
like •a TRIANGLE ISA POLYGON• says that 
part of the description of any triangle is 
that it is a polygon. The same •kind of• 
relation holds if one of the descriptions 
is an individual description. Finally, 
when the ISA link is about the objects 
satisfying the ISA-related concepts (as 
opposed to being about the descriptions 
themselves), the relation is much like the 
subset relation. 

It should be pointed out that the 
notion of an ISA relation carrying 
structure between structured descriptions 
is the point of most radical departure 
from standard predicate logic-based 
representation schemes. All of t he other 
ISA sub-factors we have pointed out are 
easily expressed in standard 
quantificational languages (although see 
Section 2 . 3). 
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2.2.2. Sentence-forming va. 
concept-forming 

ISA links in most semantic nets are 
uaed to make statements about the world. 
When we say •an ELEPHANT-WITH-BLUE-EYES 
ISA ELEPHANT•, we intend to make a 
statement about two classes: all things 
falling under ELEPHANT-WITH-BLUE-EYES also 
fall under ELEPHANT. If we want to be a 
little more explicit about the fact that 
these elephants have blue eyes, we might 
say •an ELEPHANT-WITH-BLUE-EYES ISA 
ELEPHANT, and has BLOE EYES·. But let's 
not be misled by the hyphenated node name 
- this could just as well have read •a 
G0047 is an ELEPHANT and has BLUE EYES·. 
This looks plainly like an assertion about 
some independently existing G0047 class. 

But what about the class of elephants 
with blue eyes (no hyphens)? A different 
ISA-import is needed to create a 
description of that class. The standard 
sentence-forming ISA-import isn't enough, 
since we don't intend to imply that there 
is some independent class, 
elephant-with-blue-eyes, that is not 
merely the elephants with blue eyes, So 
there needs to be a distinct 
description-forming style of ISA to 
express the relation between the concept 
of an elephant with blue eyes, and the 
concept from which it is formed, elephant, 
This is what we have been calling 
•conceptual containment•, above. 

2.2.l. ·A weak sense of 'every•• 

As just mentioned, just about 
everyone uses the ISA relation to make a 
statement about two classes or a class and 
an individual. While the obvious 
quantifier to assume holding over such 
statements is the universal one (e.g., see 

(13)), this appears not to be in every 
semantic net designer's mind. For 
instance~ consider, 

I am using a weak sense of the 
word •every• here: I mean that the 
property is true of every elephant 
for which it is not explicitly 
cancelled. ( 10) 

Pahlman has an operator to take a •weak 
sense of •every•• quantifier and make a 
standard one out of it - the •sacred• 
operator. so, for any sentence-forming 
ISA link, we need to know if it is a true 
universal, or merely a default. 

2.2.4. Ia this necessary? 

While the distinction ls almost never 
made in semantic net systems, there is 
another dimension along which ISA's can 
vary. Some statements, be they universal 
or default, could be otherwise it la 
quite conceivable that, for example, banks 
in Massachusetts might have been open on 
Sundays, it just didn't turn out that way 
(i.e., "MASSACHUSE'rTS-BANK ISA 
COMMERCIAL-INSTITUTION-CLOSED-ON-SUNDAY" 
is contingently true). However, it is not 
possible that triangles could be anything 
but polygons. The latter is a necessary 
truth, the former a contingent one. 

one property of the term-formation 
style of ISA is its implication of 
necessity for the concomitant relations 
(it is impossible for an elephant with 
blue eyes to fail to be an elephant). 

2.2.5. To assert or not to assert 

In many systems, the ISA link asserts 
a truth by .its mere presence. Having the 
statement "CHRISTOPHER ISA SON-OF-J.R." in 
your semantic net me ans your system 
believes the horrible truth about 
Christopher. Without some other form of 
ISA relation, we are not free to 
contemplate a proposition without 
incidentally asserting it. Thus the 
distinction between asserted ISA'e and 
simply structural ISA's adds another 
dimension to the ISA connection. 

2.3. Why isn't this just logic? 

Our analysis has left us with the 
following picture, there ls a major split 
of kinds of things to aay with ISA into 

l, those that take one concept and 
form another out of it, and 

2. those that make some sort of 
statement about the relation 
between two sets or the 
arguments to two predicates. 

The ones that are used to make statements 
have four sub-component•• 
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l. the •assertional force" of the 
statement - whether or not the 
statement represented by the 
ISA is to be considered 
believed. 

2. the •modality• of the statement 
- whether the truth represented 
by ISA is necesaarily true, or 



. I 

I 

l. 

i• just contingently true (and 
could thus be contemplated to 
be otherwise). 

the •quantifier• of the 
statement - whether the matrix 
is to be considered universally 
true, or ji.lst •true unless 
explicitly cancelled". In the 
latter case, the ISA is a 
default (see, for example, 

(19)). 

,. the •matrix• - the content of 
the statement. As illustrated 
above, this generally has the 
structure of a set inclusion 
(or membership, in the case of 
a generic/individual ISA) or a 
material conditional (or 
predication, in the case of a 
generic/individual ISA) 
statement. 

These four factors used to form the 
ISA relation look suspiciously like the 
pieces that make up more or less special 
cases of more or less standard logical 
statements (in, say, prenex normal form). 
Is the ISA link, then, accounted for 
completely by standard, off - the-shelf 
logical machinery? Why isn't this just 
logic? 

Well, much of it is - but all of the 
factors combine to force us out of the 
realm of the standard, well - understood 
logics. We won't belabor the point here, 
since it is treated in depth in (15), but 
the modalities and defaults are enough to 
put us ,on shaky logical ground. When 
lambda abstraction, or something like it 
(the concept-forming kind of ISA), is 
added then a semantic net account that is 
sem~ntically well-specified is as valid a 
candidate for a logical account as 
something that looks more like predicate 
calculus. 

In addition, there are other factors 
that make the concept-forming style of ISA 
and the resultant network- style lanuages 
look like real alternatives to standard 
predicate logic accounts.* For one, having 
s tructured terms that are interrelated 
provides a basis for a formal account of 
the terminology used to descri~e a domai~. 
Predicates in standard predicate logic 
accounts ar e all atomic (see Section 31, 
and thus, the relations among the 
predicates themselves are not supported by 
the logic (remember above, where we 
mentioned that while it is easy to say •a 

*These 
depth in 

factora are discussed 
( 3) • 

in more 

person is a manuna1•, what being a person 
is in the · first place ls left unsaid). 
While thla ia not an issue of more 
expressive power (you can say what needs 
to be said in a primitive- predicate-based 
system), it is a matter of perspicuity, 
and perhaps even computational 
tractability. 

Also, semantic net-style 
representation emphasizes certain 
compelling patterns in knowledge 
representation that do not emerge from 
predicate-logic based ones. For example, 
at least one interpretation of the 
concept/role paradigm (see 3.1 for the 
appropriate logical form) can be expressed 
easily in a standard logical language, but 
that pattern is just one among infinitely 
many. Network schemes have elevated the 
pattern to the level of a built-in form 
because of its widespread utility in 
representing knowledge, Another 
compelling pattern ls the very distinction 
of "ISA· from "is• - semantic nets have 
acknowledged the prevalence of reasoning 
based on types from very early on, and 
have made a prominent distinction between 
the sense of •is• in •John is a man• and 
all other senses of • is• (e.g., •John is 
running scared•, •John is extremely 
ta11•) .* Some recent interest in using 
sorted logics for knowledge representation 
(e.g., in KLAUS (17)) indicates that this 
is another area where semantic net-based 
schemes can make a contribution. 

so, in sum, it's not as if network 
schemes with their ISA-links are a 
non-contribution to the world of 
representation, it's just that we're 
usually pretty confusing about the nature 
of that contribution. Expressive power la 
not the crux of this knowledge 
representation issue, it's just one part 
of a multi-faceted job, We should try to 
be much clearer about the logical import 
of our networks, frames, or whatever, so 
that we can clearly see what is a real 
contribution, and what is just syntactic 
sugar. Section 4 provides an example of 
one aspect of the ISA link that has served 
more to confuse its import than to 
highlight its contribution. 

3. What ISA shouldn't be 

Now that we have elaborated a bit on 
the factors that make up the multi-faceted 
ISA link, there are two final observations 
to be made. The first, treated in this 
section, concerns the more or leas 

*Notice that substituting an "is" link 
for ISA (1) undoe s this distinction. 
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standard use of ISA links in modern 
semantic nets and frame systems. The 
second involves the way that •inheritance• 
fails to fit in with the rest of the 
semantics of the ISA relation, and is 
treated in the next section. 

3.1. The default interpretation of ISA 

As ve mentioned above, Hayes 
proposes the following as the meaning 
frame representing the concept C, 
slot-relationships R , ••• ,R: 

\/x C(x):::, R (x, 
l 

,\/x C(x):::>R (x, 
2 

' 

l n 

f (x)) 
l 

f (x)) 
2 

(13) 
of• 
with 

However, the standard use of ISA is 
AS A default - ·CLYDE . ISA ELEPHANT· is a 
truth about Clyde until it is retracted 
(•cancelled•). This logical notation 
expresses the material conditional style 
of ISA, but not the default nature of it 
(remember that the standard ISA involves 
•a weak sense of 'every••).* The claim is 
made that without the ability to cancel 
properties, exceptions cannot be 
represented, and the world is such that 
exceptions are an important aspect of 
kno~l~dge representation. 

Thia style of representation 
(aaterial conditional embedded in a 
default} strongly suggests that we think 
of the nodes in the net not as concepts, 
but simply as holding points for bundles 
of default properties. For example, a 
node like ELEPHANT should not be 
interpreted as representing the concept of 
a elephant, but instead as the place to 
find all of the properties of •typical• 
elephants. so, if we know "CLYDE ISA 
ELEPHANT·, then we assume that all 
properties of the typical elephant hold of 

*The default rules can be expressed as 
in Reiter's •Logic for Default Reasoning• 

(19), leaving the object language as is. 

him.• At some point we may learn of uome 
specidl feature of Clyde that 
distinguishes him from the prototypical 
elephant (say, for instance, that he has 
only three legs) . We notate this by 
•cancelling• the normally inherited 
property (e.g., that typical elephants 
have four legs) and substituting the new 
one. An explicit cancelling mechanism 
allows accommodation of the fact that 
rarely do real elephants match their 
prototypes exactly. 

Given that the properties of the 
prototype can be violated by instances of 
it, these properties are clearly 
non-definitional (which they would be if 
the •conceptual containment• style of ISA 
were used). Thie conclusion is reinforced 
by the •outward• nature of the alote of 
the frames1 if Clyde is an elephant, then 
he has typical-elephant-properties - not 
the other way around (i.e., the connective 
in the above logical reformulation is the 
conditional, not the biconditional). 
Again, this seems well and good, since 
there are cer~ainly no defining propertie• 
for elephanthood the elephant is a 
•natural kind•. And, you might add, eo 
are most, if not all of the concepts that 
an AI system will have to deal with1 leave 
abstract and defined concepts like RHOMBUS 
to the mathematicians, and leave the 
philosophers to argue about whether 
"bachelor• can be defined. 

But this intuitively appealing and 
pervasive line ie predicated on an 
interesting, though unargued and plausibly 
erroneous, assumptions as the elephant 
goes, so goes everykind else . The 
unwarranted belief that, with a few 
technical exceptions, every concept is 
natural kind-ish has had a significant 
consequence. There has been no felt need 
to provide a facility for expressing 
analytic or definitional connections. 
This perhaps raises no problems with the 
conceptual counterparts of lexical items 
like "elephant•. But just as we can 
create the English phrase, •elephant that 
lives in Africa•, we should expect to be 
able to create the node for the composite 
concept that it expresses. Two things are 

*Note that we could be tempted to 
interpret the node holding the 
elephant-properties as representing •the 
typical elephant•. Fahlman (10) even 
goes so far ae to label hie nodes in that 
fashion. The major problem with this is 
that it ie totally unclear what kind of a 
thing •the typical elephant is• - it 
certainly isn't any particular real 
elephant, like Clyde. And we don't want 
the ISA to mislead us into thinking that 
Clyde is the typical elephant. 
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certain - an elephant that livea in Africa 
can't fall to be an elephant, and lt can't 
help but live in Africa! That ia, the 
composite concept certainly standa in an 
analytic relationship to its •head• 
concept, even if that concept ia 
associated with a natural kind. 

The fact that defaults have been 
almost universally adopted at the expense 
Of definitional or other analytic 
connections has left network 
representationa in a funny state, the 
material conditional style of ISA works 
okay in one direction (Clyde will accrue 
the properties of elephants once you 
assert that he is one), and one can 
represent exceptions (three-legged 
elephants and the like). But one cannot 
represent even the simplest of conceptual 
composites. And it follows from the lack 
of composites that every single node (or 
frame or whatever) in the network is in 
fact semantically simple - ·in other words, 
a primitive. An AI system can certainly 
use such a network as a database 
repository for such classifica~ory facts 
as the user sees fit to tell it (e.g., 
CLYOE ISA TYPIC/'\L-ELEPIIANT), but it cannot 
draw any such conclusions itself. Without 
be ing told explicitly, the system cannot 
even tell that an elephant that lives in 
Africa is an elephant. 

3.2. The ~yth of cancellation 

The preponderance of default-style 
nodes in semantic nets has admitted 
cancellation of properties into the realm 
of repcesentation. With it has 
unfortunately come A raft of technical 
problems (!lee (9), for example) - but 
even worse, the semantic consequences of 
cancellation have not been thought 
through. The intuitive feeling is that 
cancellation can be constrained to handle 
just the meaningful cases of exceptions, 
the truth is that cancellation admits the 
most bizarre structures with the most 
trivial amount of work. 

For example, take this simple case. 
Aa we mentioned, if the nodes in a 
default-style semantic net are to be 
thought of as representing some kind of 
thing at all, they are best attributed 
representation of •typical• types of 
things. So the node labelled ELEPHANT 
would best be thought of as representing 
•the typical elephant•. Let's say that we 
assert th4t ·cLYOE ISA ELEPHANT·, by which 
we really mean that . Clyde is a typical 
elephant. Now let's say that poor Clyde 
has had a checkered past and lost one of 
his limbs in a street fight we simply 
tllke advantage of the ability to cancel 
properties, and change Clyde's having four 
legs to his having three. Note that the 

ISA connection between Clyde and ELEPHANT 
is still there, all the while insisting 
that Clyde is a typical elephant. But our 
taking advantage of the typicality intent 
of ELEPHANT should have changed that 
typical elephants have four legs and poor 
old Clyde has only three. Unfortunately, 
in default-style nets, there isn't any 
node to point to that would allow us to 
simply say •c1yde is an elephant, however 
many legs he has• - all of the nodes are 
just like ELEPHANT. 

Anomalous behavior of all kinds can 
be generated from the standard ISA link 
and the concomitant association of 
typicality with the nodes it connects. 
For example, it's easy to imagine the 
ELEPHANT node having a connection that 
says •a TRUNK ISA CYLINDER with LENGTH 1.3 
MBTERs• (see (16), ch. 6, p. 22, for 
example). Well, then, why isn't a 
BABY-GIRAFFE simply an ELEPHANT whose •1.3 
METER CYLINDER· is its neck and not its 
trunk? 

4. What ISA isn't 

One important observation to be made 
about our analysis of the semantics of the 
ISA link i~ that •inheritance of 
properties• has played no part in our 
understanding. This is not without good 
reason - even though much has been made in 
the past of the significance of 
inheritance in semantic nets, no one has 
been able to show that it makes any 
difference in the expressive power of the 
system that advertises it. At best, any 
argument that inheritance was useful was 
made on pragmatic grounds: it saves 
storage space in an implementation. 

Without denying the importance of 
implementation concerns, we submit that to 
the extent inheritance is a useful 
property, it is strictly an 
implementational one and bears no weight 
in any discussion of the expressive or 
communicative superiority of semantic 
nets. For one thing, any expression of 
properties at •the most general place• in 
a network-style system can duplicated 
easily in a logical one. You simply 
associate the property axioms with the 
most general predicate, and the standard 
conditionala do the rest. Further, 
inheritance is only one cut at the 
time/space tradeoff for storing properties 
in a semantic net, it may be tremendously 
easier in some cases to store all 
properties explicitly where they apply to 
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cut down search time.• Thus, although the 
ISA relation can be factored into 
sub-components, the useful ones for 
seman~ic purposes are assertional force, 
modality, etc., and not •pass this 
property• and ·block this one•. While 
these latter may be very useful tools for 
implementing a particular ISA methodology, 
they should not encroach on discussions of 
the adequacy of semantic net schemes for 
representing knowledge. 

5. What ISA oughta be 

What might be a viable prescription 
for future ISA-schemes? It is our feeling 
that the obvious one should be explored 
first. We advocate proceeding along the 
lines of our analysis of the import of 
ISA. 

First, we should carefully 
distinguish between description- or 
term-forming operators and 
sentence-forming ones. There is a useful 
place for each, and a marriage of the 
traditional logical approach and the more 
recent •object-centered• terminological 
approach along these lines has not been 
explored. In (3), we explore some of the 
technical details of the marriage, and 
discuss in some depth the value of a 
completely definitional taxonomy over and 
above the •flat• logical axioms that it 
implies. We believe that structured 
predicates (or concepts) play an important 
role in expressing knowledge, and the 
vocabulary should be preserved in a 
representation, despite the fact that all 
statements using defined predicates might 
be reducible to a set of statements using 
only primitive ones. One way to do this 
would be to have a network-style 
representation scheme where the principal 
relation is the ISA of conceptual 
containment completely distinct from a 
network (or set of axioms) expressing the 
facts of the world. The latter set of 
statements (in the •assertional 
component•) would use terminology from the 
former (the •terminological component•). 

The assertional component is where 
statements about the world are made. 
Thus, it needs to have the expressive and 
inferential power of at least standard 
predicate logic. This could be 
accompli1hed by u1ing 1 1tand1cd 
quantificational language, or we could use 

•in an implementation of KL-ONE (6), 
despite our purported "structured 
inheritance• framework, we ended up opting 
for •memo-izing• properties in order to 
cut down time searching up the network. 

a more network-like language. 
latter cuse, the backbone of the 
would be the sentence- forming 
ISA. 

In the 
network 

style of. 

Thia ISA could be broken down 
componentially into a "prefix• and a 
•matrix•. The prefix would have three 
parts1 the assertional force of the 
statement (whether or not it was to be 
believed), the modality (neceseary, etc.), 
and the quantifier (universal, 
existential, •typical•, etc.). The matrix 
itself would include conditionals much as 
in the •frame• equivalent above. What 
needs to be done is to specify what ia 
implied by each kind of structure in the 
terminological component. 

6. Conclusion 

Semantic nets have prospered as a 
framework for knowledge representation, 
but all the while, their keystone 
construct the ISA link - has wavered 
considerably .in its interpretation. ISA 
has been used principally to form 
sentences that could be asserted in 
particular, sentences with a default 
import. However, there are many other 
things that ISA has been used to mean, and 
comparison between networks and between 
networks and logic has been rendered all 
but impossible. The analysis presented 
here indicatee that thinge might be a lot 
clearer if ISA were broken down into its 
semantic sub-components, and those used in 
turn to support representation (a similar 
kind of analysis should be done for the 
"PARTOF· or "HAS• link that semantic nets 
use to describe properties). 

Finally, we should make it a habit to 
be careful about sprinkling talk of 
expressive power with implementation talk. 
Each has its proper place, but taken 
together, they tend to get confusing. 
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.Abe tract 

Our group'• work in 111edical decision malting 
baa led ua to formulate a framevorlt for expert 
ayatem design, in particular about hov the 
dooain ltnovledge aay be decomposed into 
aubstructurea. Ve propose that there exiat 
different problem- aolving type•, i,e., u1e1 of 
\novledge, and corresponding to each ia a 
1eparate 1ub1tructure apecializing in that type 
of problem-,olving. Each aubatructure ia in 
turn further decompoaed into a hierarchy of 
,pecialiat1 vhich differ from each other not in 
the type of problem-solving, but in the 
conceptual content of their knowledge; e.g., one 
of them may &pecialize in "heart disease," vhile 
another may do ao in "liver di&~aae," tho~gh 
both of them are doing the aame type of 
problem-solving, Thua ultimately all the 
\novledge in the ayatem ia diatributed among 
problem-aolvera which \nov bov to u1e that 
knowledge. Thia ia in contrast to the currently 
doainant expert 1yat~Q paradigm which propose• a 
cocmon knowledge base accessed by knowledge-free 
problem-aolvera of varioua kinda. In our 
framevorlt there ia no di1tinction between 
\novledge ba1e1 and problem-1olvera : each 
\novledge aource .i.!. a problem-solver, We have 
10 far had occaaion to deal with three generic 
problea-1olving type• in expert clinical 
r~a,ouiog : diagnoai1 (claa1ification), data 
retrieval and organization, and reasoning about 
conaequencea of actiona. Io a novice, theae 
expert 1tructure1 are often incomplete, and 
other \nowledge atructurea and learning 
proceaaea are needed to con1truct and complete 
thea. 

Introduction 

for the paat two year• our re1earch group 
(conaiatin& of the author, F, Gome&, s. Kittal 
and J. W. Saith, Jr.) baa been investigating tbe 
iaauea of probl=-•olving as well as· lrnowledge 
organiaation and representation in medical 
deciaion aaking. In parallel with this 
inveatigatioo ve bave alao been building and 
e&teodiog a cluater of ayatema for varioua 
aapect• of medical reaaoniog. The major sy~tem 
in thia cluater i1 MDX, which is a d1agno1t1c 
ayatea 0 i.e., ice role ia to arrive at a 
claasificatioo of a given case into a node of a 
diagooatic hierarchy, The theoretical baaia of 
tbi• diagnoatic problem-aolviog i1 laid out in 
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&owe detail in Come& and Chandra•ekaran (lJ. 

The KDX system, vhich ia wholly diagnostic in 
it• knowledge; communicate, vith two auxiliary 
1ystems, PATREC and RADEX, PATREC i• a data batie 
assistant in the sense it acquire• the patient 
data, organize• them, and answer• the queriea of 
KDX concerning the patient data, In all theae 
activitiea PATREC usea varioua type• of inferential 
knowledge embedded in an underlying conceptual 
model ot tbe domain of medical data . RADEX ia a 
radiology consultant to MDX, and it 1ugge1ta or 
confinna diagnostic posaibilitiea by reasoning 
based on· ita knowledge of imaging procedures and 
relevant anatomy, See Mittal and Chandrauekarao 
(2) and Cbandrasekaran et al (JI for further 
details about these subayatema , 

Though in a aenae RADEX and PATREC can both be 
vieved 11 "intelligent" data b11a 1peciali1t1, 
RADEX baa some additional feature• of intereat due 
to the perceptual nature of aome of it• knovledge. 
However, for the purpoae of thia paper, it ia not 
neceaaary to go into RADEX in much detail, and wa 
can viev PATREC •• prototypical of thia cl••• of 
auxiliary ayatema. 

Our aim in thia paper ia to outline a point ot 
viev about bov a dolDAin gate naturally decompoaed 
into aubatructure• each of which apecializea in one 
type of problem- aolviog. Each of theae 
aubatructure• in turn further geta decompoaed into 
1mall knovledge aourcea of the 1ame problem- aolvina 
type, but apecializing in different concept• in tb1 
domain. We ahall aee that thia aort of 
decompoaition reaulta in more natural control end 
focua propertiaa of the overall 1yatem. 
Identification ot theae aubatructure and how tbey 
commun.icate with one another ia vital to the proper 
organi;ation of the body of ltnovladge for 
problem-aolviog in that domain. 

Our method in thia paper vill be to eltAllline 
bow knowledge ia u•ed in a few well - defined taake: 
diagnoaia, data atorage and retrieval, and 
reasoning about consequence, of action•, It should 
be emphaaized that the1e ta1k1 are not particular 
to the medical domain. Rather they are very 
fundamental generic ta1ka occurring in a vide 
variety of problem-1olving 1ituation1, Thu• the•• 
taaka ere element& of a taxonomy of baaic 
problem-aolving type,, When we are done vith thi• 
examination, the general principle, of knowledge 
decompo1itoo will begin to take on aome clarity. 



One final point: we will uae example• froa 
both •edical and non-wedical domaina. lo 
particular there are ... ny aimilaritiea between 
reaaonins about diaea•e• and therapiea on one 
band and trouble-ebooting and ayntheaia of 
corrective action, in complex engineering 1y1tema 
on tbe other. 

Ibc Di1ano1tic Iaok 

ly the tera "diagnoatic ta1k," ve mean 
•~thins very apecific: the identification of a 
caee deacription vitb e 1pecific node in a 
pre-determined diagooatic hierarchy. For tba 
purpoae of current die'cua1ion let ua ae1uma that 
all the data that can be obtained are already 
there, i.e., the additional problem of launching 
exploratory procedure, such as ordering nev te1t1 
etc. doe• not exi1t. The following brief account 
ia a eulllllary of the •ore detailed account given 
in [l] of diagnoetic problem- ,olving. 

Let u1 iaagine that corre1ponding to each 
node of the cl•••ification hierarchy alluded to 
earlier ve identi-fy a "concept." The total 
diaiooatic knowledge ie then di e tributed throug~ 
the conceptual uodea of the hierarchy in a 
epecific manner to be di1cu11ed shortly. The 
proble~- aolvioc for tbia taak will be perfonned 
top down, i.e., the top--uooat concept _ will firat 
get control of the caee, then control will pa11 
to an appropriate eucceeeor concept, and eo on. 
lo the "'cdical e,uuap-le, a fragment of auch a 
hierarchy might be: 

INTERNIST 

r------___ 
LI VER. HUJI.T 

/~ 
lltUTlTl& JAUNDICE 

Hore general claa•ificatory concept• are higher 
in the atructura, while more particular on•• are 
lover in the hierarchy. It ia •• if INTERNIST 
fir1t eatabliahea that there ia in fact a 
diaeaee, then LIVER eatabliehea that the ce1e at 
band i• a liver diaeaae, while aay UEART etc. 
reject the caae a, being not in their domain.· 
After thi• level, JAUNDICE mAY eatabliab iteelf 
and ao on . 

ta ch of the concept• in the claaaification 
hi e r ar chy baa "hov - to" knowledge in it in the 
for• of• collection of din£nostic rulc1. Theae 
rule• are of the fora: <symptoms> ---> 
<concept in hierarchy>, •. g., "If high SGOT, add 
n unit• of evidence in favor of cboleata1ia." 
~cauae of the fact that vhen a concept rule• 
itaelf out fro• relevance to a case, all ita 
1ucce •aora al10 get ruled out, large portion• of 
the dia11noetic k.nowledge atructure never get 
c 1crc11ed . On the other hand, when a concept i1 
prope rly invok.ed, a small, highly relevant aet of 

rul~• cowe1 into play. 

The problem-aolvin& that &oe• on in auch • 
atructure i• dietributed. The problew-aolving 
regime that i• implicit in the 1truc:ture can be 
characterized u an "esta,blish-refine" type. 
That i•, each concept firat trie• to e1tabliab or 
reject itaelf. If it 1uc:ceed1 in e1tabli1hina 
it1elf, then th• refinement proce11 con•i•t• of 
1eeing which of .i.t.J. 1ucce11ora can e1tabli1b 
it1elf. Each concept ha, 1everal c:lu1ter1 of 
rule11 confirmatory rula1, axclu1ionary rule•, 
and perbap1 1ome rec0111111endation rule,. Tba 
evidence for confirmation and •~cluaion can ba 
auitably weighted and combined to arrive at a 
cooclu1ion to eatabli1h, reject or au1pend it. 
The la1t mentioned 1ituation may ariae if there 
is not sufficient dat, to make a deciaion. 
Recommendation rule• are further optimization 
device, to reduce the vork of the subconcept,. 
Further discussion of thi1 type of rule• i, not 
oeceaaary for our current purpoae. 

The concept• in the hierarchy are clearly 
not a static collection of knowledge. They are 
active in problem-solving. They alao have 
knowledge only about establishing or rejectin& 
the relevance of that conceptual entity. Thu• 
they may be termed "1peciali1t1, 11 in particular, 
"diagnoetic 1j,ecialiat1. 11 The entire collection 
of apecialiat1 engage• in diatributad 
problem-1olving. 

Tbe above account of diagooetic: 
problem-aolvin& i• quite incomplete. We have not 
indicated bow multiple di1e1se1 can be handled 
within the framework above, in particular when a 
patient ha1 a diaease aecondary to another 
disea1e. Gomez baa developed a theory of 
diagnostic problem-aolving which enable• the 
specialist• in the diagnostic hierarchy to 
communicate the result• of their analysia to each 
other by mean• of• blackboard (4], and hov the 
problem-eolving by different apecialiet• c:an ba 
coordinated. See [ l] for deta ila. Similarly, 
how the •pec:iali1t1 combine the uncertaintiea of 
medic•l data and diagno1tic knovldege to arrive 
at relatively robuat coocluaion• about 
eatabli1bing or rejecting a concept i1 an 
important i1aue, for a diacuaaion of vhich ve 
refer the reader to [5]. 

The point• to notice here are the following. 
Tbe control tranafer from apeciali1t to 
apecialiat ia akin to the corresponding 1ituation 
in the medical community. We ahall have more to 
say about thi1 later on. The mo1t important 
point I'd like you to notice i• that there i, no 
"problem-solver" •taoding outside, .lll.i.n& a 
knowledge base. The hierarchy of diagno1tic: 
specialiats .u. the problem-solver aa well u the 
knowledge-base, albeit of a limited type and 
acope. · That i1, the particular kind of 
problem-aolving i1 embedded in each of the unit• 
in the knowledge structure. 



Data Bctriev1l and Inference 

Conaider the folloving aituation that might 
aria• in diagooatic problem-aolvin~ that vaa 
diacuaaed earlier. Suppoae a rule in the liver 
apecialiat vaa: "If hiatory of anesthetic 
expoaure, conaider hepatitia." Thia ia a 
legiti.m.ate diagno1tic rule in the uenee deacribed 
earlier, i.e., it relate• a manife1tation to a 
conceptual 1peciali1t. However suppose there ia 
no aention of ane1thetic1 in the patient record, 
but hi• hiatory indicate• recent major 1urgery. 
We vould expect a competent phy1ician to infer 
po11ible expo1ure to anesthetic, in thi1 ca1e and 
proceed to conaider hepatiti1. Similarly, if a 
diagnoatic rule baa "abdominal 1urgery" aa the 
datum needed to fire it, but the patient record 
aention1 only biliary aurgery, it doe• not take a 
deep lr.novledge of medicine to fire that 
diagnostic rule. In both these cases domain 
lr.novledge ia needed, but the reasoning involved 
i1 not diagnostic reasoning in our specific 
technical aenae. One can imagine an expert 
diagnoatician turning, in the courae of her 
diagnostic reasoning, to a nurse in charge of the 
patient record and aaking if there vas evidence 
of aneatbetic expoaure or of abdominal surgery, 
and the nur1e answering affirmatively in both the 
inatance1 without bia being trained in diagno1ia 
at all. 

llben ve faced thia problem in t .he deaign of 
KDX, ve reali&ed that it would be very inelegant 
to coaibine reaaoning of thi1 type with the 
Jiagnoatic reasoning that ve had isolated aa a 
1pecific type of problem-1olving activity. We 
were led to the creation of a separate subayatem 

· for aan.aging patient data, aucb like the nurae 
alluded to earlier. For all questions concerning 
aanifeatationa MDX aimplJ turned to thia 
aubayatem, vhicb performed the relevant reaaonin& 
and returned the anawer. We were 1urpri1ed to 
di1cover that all the retrieval activitiea of 
thia "data ba1e a1ai1tant" could be captured in a 
unifora paradiga to be elaborated abortly. 
Kittal (6) deacribea thia in detail aa do tbe 
references (71, (8). Similar to our diacuaaion 
regarding tbe diagnoatic taak, ve juat touch upon 
the -..in i••uea here sufficient to make our aain 
point• regardin& decomposition. 

tbi, cuta baee ~ called· PATREC ia 
or&aniaed a• a hierarchy of medical date 
concept,. A fragJDent of thia hierarchy i, ahovn 
below. 

KEDATA ------=--~ • • DIUIC ORGAN PROCEDURES 

• ~TliETlC / sutcE~ 
I 

HALOTlWIE 
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AL a repreaentational level, there i• 
uoLl.ing novel here : each medata concept i• 
represented aa a frame, and the inference rulaa 
that we ·vill deacribe ahortly are implemented•• 
"demon," or "procedural attec:hmenta." However 
what will be worth noticing ia tbe fact that all 
theae rulea will be of a certain uniform type. 
For the purpoae of illustration, let ua conaider 
the SURGERY concept. SURGERY frame has LOCATION 
and PERFORMED? alota, among others. The 
"PERFORMED?" alot bu the following rulu 1 

l, If no aurgery in the enc:lo1ing organ, 
aurgery not done, 
2. If aurgery in a component, infer 
surgery in thia organ, 
3. If no 1urgery in any of the 
component,, then infer no aurgery in thia 
organ. 
4, If evidence of aneethetic, infer 
"possibly." 

The DRUG frame ha• the following rule• in 
the GIVEN? slot: 

l, If any drug of thi1 type given, then 
infer this drug 1110, 

2. If the drug claaa wa• not given, rule 
out thia particular drug, 
3. If ..o.11 druga of thia type were ruled 
out, then rule out the claaa too. 

Theae rule• need not be attached to the 
aucceaaor• of DRUG, aince they can inherit the•• 
rulea - tbia ia a fairly atandard thing to do in 
frame-baaed aystema, A aucce11or may have 
further rules which are particular to it, e.g. 
the ANESTHETIC concept has the rule: 

1. If major eurgery, infer ANESTHETIC 
given, poaaibly, 

Let ua reempbaai&e that the intereating 
thing about the ayatem ia not that it uaea frame• 
with embedded production rule• - by nov it ia a 
rare knowledge base 1y1tem that doean't - but 
that it it a collection of conceptual apecialiat, 
tuned to a particular type of problem-aolving. 
All the embedded inference rule• have a COIDlllon 
atructure : derive the needed data value from 
data value• relating to other concept•. Tha 
inferential knowhd&e thet h encoded in the 
concept• i, apecific to the data retrieval talk 
in a data baao activity, 

Let ua conaider aome ••ample,. 8uppo•• the 
atored .datum ia that "Patient wa, given 
halothane,u The HALOTHANE frame nov haa ita 
GIVEN? alot filled with "Yea." Conaider tbe 
following aerie• of queationa: 

Ql. Given Anesthetic? 
A: YES 

(ANESTHETIC 1peciali1t inherit• the rulH 
from the DRUG frame, Rule 1 generate• the 
queation, among other•, "Given Ualothane7" 
"Yea" i• propogeted upwarda,) 

Q2, Any Surgery performed? 
A : Poaaibly 

(SURGERY apecialiat fail• with rule• 1, 2 
and 3, rule 4 place, query "Given 
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AAutbetict• to IJIESTH£TlC 1peci1li1t, 
"Yea• anaver r 'eaulta in "Pouibly" to Q2, 
Thia i• 10 ex.aple of leterel ioberitence.) 

Siailarly if the atored detua vere "Patient bed 
a.1jor 1ur&ery." •nd the query vere. "Given 
.A.neathetic?"• rial• 1 in ANESTHETIC vould beve 
&iven tbe 1n1ver "poaaibly," 

AAotber. •ore complex •~Pl• of dete 
retrievel reeaooio& by PATIi.EC ia the following. 

DATA: A liver-acen 1hoved a fillio& 
defect in the left hepatic 

lobe, Tbe liver vaa ooraal on 
phy1ical e:ua, 

Q Liver Noraalf 
A: No 

(Oo liver-acao date, follovio& chain of 
inference took place: Ca) filling-defect in 
lobe-~ lobe .n9.t normal; (b) lf <comp-of> 
Liver not no~l --~ liver not normal. On 
the other hand Phyaicel examination produced 
•Norm.al"•• anawer. By uaio& a general 
principle that when there are contending 
anavera, pon-defautt value should be choaen 

the default for "Normal?" alot of LlVEll 
i• "Yea" - the answer "No" vas generated,) 

The main point• relevant here are, aa in the 
caae of tbe diagnoatic teak: (1) There ia no 
,eparatioo between a knowledge baae and. 
problem-aolver, Problem-aolving ia embedded in 
the knowledge· atructure. (2) All the conceptual 
1pecialiat1 perfo"' the aame type of 
problear-aolving, in tbia caae, inheritance of 
data from other 1peciali1t1, (3) Concept• vitb 
the aaae name, aay LlVER, in the diagnostic 
atructure and the data retrieval structure bave 
different piece, of knowledge and do different 
thin,•, Thia ia akin to the fact that tbe LIVEi 
concept of a diaguoatician i• bound to be 
different froa tbat of the data base nurae. Tbe 
coacept1 in thia 1en1e are "tuned" for different 
typea of ~novledge uae, 

What-Will-Happen-If or Conuguence Finding 

We aaid that among tbe many type• of 
problem-aolving that take place in a 
lu>owled&e-rich domain ia that of an•vering 
que1tion1 of the fonu ''\/hat vill happen if Xia 
doae?" EllAmplea are: ''What vill happen if valve 
Ai• closed in thi1 power plant when the boiler 
i• under high preaaurel"; "What vill hoppen if 
drug A ia adminittered vhen both hepati ti s .and 
art hritia are known to be present?" Questions 
auch aa thia can be surprisingly complex to 
anaver 1ince foraally it involves tracing a path 
in a potentially large atate space. Of course 
vb.at makea poaaible in practicu to trace this 
path ia dam.tin k.novledge which coatraina the 
po11ibilitie1 in an efficient way. 

Tb• problear-aolving involved and 
corre1pondiagly the use of knowledge in thia 
proce•• are different from that of diabnoaia. 
For one thing m.any of the pieces of knowledge for 
the two taaka are completely different, For 
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e&Mwpl~, con1ider anavering the que1tion in the 
automobile mechanic' 1 domain: "What vi 11 hdppen 
if the engine get• bot?" Looking at all the 
diagno1tic rule• of the form, "hot engine-----> 
<malfunction>" vi'l 'l not be adequate, aince 
<malfunction> iu the above rulu i• the £.1.1!.ll of 
the hot engine, vbile the consequence finding 
proce11 looka for the effect, of the hot engine. 
Formally, if ve regard the underlying knovled&• 
a1 a network connected by cau1e-effect link,, 
where from each node multiple cause link1 aa vell 
a, effect link, emanate, we 1ee that the 1earch 
proceaaea are different in the two in1tance1 of 
diagnoaia and consequence-finding. The 
diagno1tic concept• that typically help to 
provide .LQ£!!.!. and constrain search in the pur1uit 
of correct cau,u vill thua be different froua the 
WWl!I concept, that would be needed for tbe 
pursuit of correct effect•. 

The embe dded problem-aolving ia aho 
correspondingly different. We propoae that the 
appropriate language in vhich to expre11 the 
consequence-finding rule• i1 in term, of 
state-changeg. To elaborate: 

1. WHI-condition ii first underetood u a 
1tate change in a subsystem. 

2. Rule• are available whicb have the for111 
"<atate change in aubayatem> vill re1ult in 
<a~ate change in aubayatem>". Just a1 in the 
ca1e of the diagnosis problem, there are 
thouaands of rule• in the caee of any nontrivial 
domain, Again, following the diagnostic paradigm 
ve have already aet, we propose that tbeee rule, 
be associated with conceptual epeciAliet1, Th~• 
typically all the state change rules vhoae left 
hand side deah vith a subsystem vill be 
aggregated in the spe~ialiet for that aubar1tem, 
and the right band side• of thbae rule& vill 
refer to state changes of the immediately 
affected systems. 

Again ve propoae that typically the 
apecialiata be organized hierarchically, eo that 
a 1ubay1tem apeciali1t, given a 1tatil change t ·o 
it, determine,, by knowledge-baaed rea1onin&, the 
Hate changu of the immediately l 'ari;er ayatem of 
vhich it is a part, and calla that 1peciali1t 
vith the information determined by it. Thia 
proceas will be repeated until the 1tate 
change{a) for the overall system, i.~ •• at the 
most general r·elevant level of !lb&traction, are 
determined. Thie fonn of organization of the 
rules should provide a great deal of focus to the 
reasoning proceaa, 

An Illustrative Example 

Consider the question, in the domain of 
automobile mechnanics, "WWlll there ia a leak in 
the radiator vben the engine ia runnitig?" We 
ahall firat 1ugge1t the speciali1t1 are to be 
organized aa followa: 



Electrical 

Overall 
Autott.0bile 

System 

Power Production 
System 

Radiator Fluid 
System 

The internal atate• that the radiator flyid 
1ub system might rec ognize may be partially liated 
a1 followa: {leaks/no leaks, rust build-up, 
total &mount of water, •• , } aimilarly, the 1A.n 
fu~systcs 1peciali1t might recognize 1tate1 
{bent/straight fan bladea, 
looae/tight/diaconnected fan belt,.,,}, The 
cooli n! •ystem ,ubsystem itaelf need not 
reco~nize &tales to this degree of detail; being 
a apecialiat at a IOl!lewbat higher level of 
abstraction it will recognize states such aa 
{fluid flov rate, cooling-air flow 
rate ••• etc •• }. Let ua say that the radiator 
1.l!!.i!! lpecialiat baa, among other, the following 
rulea. The rulea are typically of the form: 
<internal atate change> -~--> <aupcrsyatem 
atate change> 

leak in the radiator~~~> reduced fluid 
flov-rate 

bigb ruat in the pipe•~~~> reduced 
fluid flov-rate 

no antifreeae in the water and very cold 
veather ~~~> aero fluid flow etc. 

Tbe cooling ayatea apecialiat might have rule• of 
the forw. 

lov fluid-flov rate and engine running 
~~~> engine atate bot 

lov eir-flov rate and engine running~~~> 
enaiae atate bot 

Again note that the internal atate recognition ia 
at the appropriate level of abstraction, and the 
concluaiona refer to atate changea of ita parent 
ayatem. 
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Fan, etc, \later Pump 
System 

It ah ould be fairly claar how such a 1y1tem 
might be able to respond to the query about 
radiator leak. Again a blackboard for thi• task 
would make it possible to take into acco un t 
1ub1ystem interaction, 

Unlike the etructures for the disgnoatic and 
data retrieval ~aeke, we have not yet implemented 
a eystem performing the WWHl-task. While ve 
cannot epeak with ase urance about the adequacy of 
the proposed 1olution, we feel that it it of a 
piece with the other ayatemt in pointing to the 
1ame aet of · morale: embedding •till another type 
of problem- aolving in a knowledge structure, 
which conaieta of cooperating 1peciali1t1 of the 
uame problem- solving type, 

Role of Co,mnon sco•IL..ll.Wl 
"Deep" Knowledge Structure1. 

Recently Hart (9) ba1 claimed that expert 
ayateme which uae causal or other knowledge will 
perfol'lll better than . 1y1tem1 which uee "compiled" 
knowledge. Our foregoing di1cu11ion indicate• 
that it need not be ao. Suppo,e our diagno1tic 
atructure i1 mi1aing the rule, "If high SCOT, add 
n unit• of evidence in favor of chole1ta1i1." 
Then clearly if a knowledge 1tructure involving 
knowledge of underlying biochemiatry of liver 
function were available, and if the 
problem-1olver knew bow to .Y.l.C. that knowledge, 
then it could get out of the diagnoetic atructure 
temporarily, acceu the biochemical/phy1iological 
knowledge structure, do aome problem-aolving, 
actually J1.e.1:i¥..t the rule relating SCOT and 
choleetaaia, and re-entei the diagno1tic 
structure to proceed to e1tabliah or reject 
cbole1taai1 on the baai, of thi, new-found 



kllowled&•· HO\lever once the rule i• derived it 
i• not oec:e•ury to invoke the "d.,eper" knowledge 
•truc:turea. Si.Ailarly the role of c:ocmon aeoae 
k.nowled&• and learoio& etructur•• i• to create 
new piec:e• of knowledge in other atruc:ture1, a, 
productive thinking re•ulta in new under1tndin& 
vh~n nev •ituatioo• are faced and 1olved. 
However, we bold that, in principle, there exiat 
•cocplete" problem-aolving •tructure, for 
dia&no•i•, conoequence-findiog etc. Given auch 
.i~l.ixtA_.c._x~..t.I..tJ., it i1 not nec:easary to have 
tbe ao-called deeper knowledge atructure1. 
However, real-life expert• often may have to 
acce11 tbe underlying atructure1 in the abaeoce 
of aucb "compiled" rule,. 

There baa been a gro.;ing ·reali:tatioo in tbe 
field that the important issue in knowledge 
,yatema i• to determine bow knowledge i1 to be 
u,ed. Our foregoing examination of the three 
taaka ~ each of wbic:h i• not some ad 1J..2s need 
for medical reaaoning, but i• a generic: taak that 
ariaea in a number of domain• ~ leada ua to 
propo•e the following tbeae1. 

(1) There ia taxonoaiy of problem-aolving 
regiaca that are involved in expert 
probl~m-aolving. We have identified three 
m<m~ra of tbia taxonomy 

- diagnoatic (classificatory): 
eetabli, h-refine, top-down. 
- consequence-finding: abstract state from 
low- l evel description to higher-level 
de•cription, bottoc- up. 
- data retrieval: inheritance/inference of 
values froni' data value• in other concept•, 

Tber• are obviou1ly more. Our re&earc:h ia 
orienLed toward, finding acre clement• of thia 
L11.0oomy and determiuini; their 
1oterrel1tion1hip1. 

(2) For each type of problem-aolving there 
la• aeparate knowledge atructure, with the 
uaociated p. •• regime embedded in it. Tbua a 
doa,aio of knovledge can be decompoeed into a 
collection of 1tructure•, each of which 
IR~cialite, in a p.,. type. We can call thia a 
hori;ontal dccompo1ition of• domain, 

(3) Each of the 1tructurea in (2) above can 
b4 further decompo1ed into a collection of 
apeciali•ta, all of vhom are of the aame p.1, 
type, but differ from each other in the 
conceptual content, We have indicated bow tbia 
decompo1ition can be done for the three taek• 
con11dered. We term tbia decomposition a 
vertical decompo1itioD• 

A Par1diJt111 Shift 

The prevalent approach to knowledge baae 
ay1ten1 i• ha1ed on the following decompoaitioo: 
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Knowledge 
Base 

Inference 
Mechaniam 1 

Inference 
Mechanism 2 

in thi• paradigm, knowledge repre,eotation i• 
aeparated from ita u,e. Thi, approach ha, the 
attraction of generality and a certain kind of 
modularity, 

The representational queatiooa are dealt 
with in thi• approach in a manner to 1atiefy the 
criteria of expreasiveneaa, or the so-called 
epistemological adequacy of McCarthy (10), The 
efficiency responsibilities are put on ·the 
shoulders of ihe inference mechanisms; they have 
to have the so-called heuristic knowledge in 
order to use the knowledge efficiently for 
problem-solving, Our approach ia based on a 
rather different decompoaitioo ·of the same 
problem, aa indicated in our di•cusaion on 
horizontal decomposition in the previous section. 

Pictorially, the viewpoint of knowledge 
baaed ayatem that we advance can be given a, 
follow,: 

Knowledge & 
Problem-Solving 

Structure 

Type i 

Knowledge & 
Problem-Solving 

Structure 

Type j 

Thus the overall knowledge 1y1te111 i, viewed•• e 
collection of 1pecinli1ta in inference tvpea, who 
cooperatively aolve • given problem. While in 
the figure we have indicated the communication 
among these 1peciali1t, to be unconatrained, in 
fact, however, it may not be ,o. There may be 
reaaon1 why only certain problem-aolvin& 
1peciali1t• can talk to other problem-,olving 
1pec:iali1t,. Thia ia an open reaeaich problem Ln 
our approach, · 

Production Rule Hethodologv 

In most of the preceding diacu,aion, the 
representation of knowledge baa been in the form 
of rule•. We feel that thi• i• not accidental, 
but that rule, represent a baiic form of 
cognition, viz., "hov-to" knowledge. Thia vaa 



recognised early in Al by Newell and Simon [11) 
and they gaye it the naae production rule•• 
Later, the Stanford Beuriatic Programming Project 
extended thia production rule methodology for a 
vide claaa of expert ayatem deaign problema. We 
are thus in agreement vith the use of rule• aa a 
baaic lr.novledge repreaeotation formaliam in 
expert ayatema. 

There are two aapecta in vh'ich our 
aethodology differ• from current vork on 
rule-baaed expert ayatema. We have already 
alluded to the difference in the viewpoint vhich 
regard• lr.novledge not aa an independent atructure 
to be uaed by different problem-~olvera, but aa 
cmlNdimentl of implicit problem-aolving 
ILnovledge. Related to that ia the ' idea that the 
central determinant of effective uae of knowledge 
i• hov it i1 organized. Our approach begin, to 
provide criteria for performing the organization 
of a complex body of knowledge. It is well-known 
that production rule• need to be organized not 
,imply for purposes of efficiency, but for~ 
and control in problec-aolving (see [12] for a 
diacuaaion of theae ia1ue1). We are proposing 
tvo organi,i~& sonatructe, vhich extend the 
production rule methodology to make it applicable 
to a larger claaa of problema. One construct ia 
the problem-solving regime and the other ia that 
ot a conceptuol apecioliet. 

Related to theae organizational notion• ia 
the other aspect of the difference between our 
approach and the current production rule 
methodologiea. We do not use uniform 
problem-aolving mecbaoiama (bachiard chaining, 
e.g.) acroaa the whole domain. A• indicated, the 
problem-aolving method differ• from koowledge 
atructure to knowledge structure. 

The Organi;ation of the Medical Community 

tyidcncc of Horizont1l ~compo,ition 
The medical coccunity collectively ia a good 

ca1e 1tudy in the principle• by which koovledge 
aay be atructured for cooperative, effective 
proble.-aolving. Corre1ponding to our notion of 
horiaontal decompoaition along the lines of 
proble.-aolving type•, ve can identify 
clinician•, educator•, pathologists, 
radiologiata, medical record• 1peciali1t1, etc. 
Clinician• coabine the diagnostic and predictive 
lr.nowledge atructurea, for practical reasona 
having to do vitb the cloae interaction between 
diagnoaia and therapy. Medical record 
apecialiata, aa their name indicate•, aerve to 
organiae patient data and retrieve them 
effectively. lladiologiata are not diagnoaticiana 
in the auae aenae a• clinicians are: their 
problaraolving ia to reason from imaging 
deacriptiona to confira or reject diagnostic 
poaaibilitiea; they are largely perceptual 
apecialiata. 

tyidcocc of Vertical ~cOJRpo1itioo 
Corre1ponding to our vertical decompo1ition, 

a.any of the above problem-aolver& are organiaed 
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into cuuceptual hierarchiea, For inatance, an 
.internist ia the top-level diagnoatic apeciali•t, 
who may call upon 1iY.tl or ~ apecial iata for 
further inveetigation of a problem, Tbo top- down 
problem- eolving for diagnoai1 i1 indicated by the 
fact that a sick person typically fir1t goea to 
an intetniat, who may refer tho patient on to 
wore detailed specialiate. 

Evidence for Embedding Problem-Solvin& 
If the medical community were organiaed 

according to the currently accepted paradia;m in 
expert ayatema, i.e., a common knowledge baa• 
ahared by different prohlem-aolvera who 
themaelvea are without domain-knowledge, 001 

would e~pect to have knowledge-apecialiat1, who 
would be rather like encyclopaedia,, and 
problem-solving speciali1t1 who would poaae11 
expert-al.gorithms for, say, diagnoaia, without 
any medical knowledge about particular medical 
concepts. Thus whenever a patient came, the 
diagnostic specialist would consult the 
knowledge-base specialist and together they would 
arrive at a diagnoatic conclusion. 

However, that ia not the way the community 
works. lllatead we find that e~perieoced medical 
apeciali1t1 possesa expcrtioe which ia not a raw · 
knowledge-base, but which ia highly effective ill 
problem-1olving. On the other hand, a medical 
atudellt without clinical experience is more like 
a pure knowledge-base. Aa he or •he become• more 
experienced ill various type• of problem- aolving, 
the unstructured knowledge buae alowly begin• to 
ahape and structure itself, ao that piece, of 
knowledge are tuned for ready use. 
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Abstract 

This papet explores the relative costs ond powers of three dlf, 
lerent kinds of parallel computing architecture that have been 
p,o~ lor use in Al . lnstoead of parcelling a problem out to a 
small , lixt':d number ol procoe550rs, all of these systems employ a 
much higher degree of parallelism: they provide enough processing 
elements that we can ass,gn a separate processor to every asser
tion in a large knowledg,3 base, to every pixel in an image, or 10 
every word in a speech system's lexicon. But, wh ile these three 
kinds of systoem share this ooenerol orientation toward the massive 
use ol parallelism, they differ markedly in the complexity of their 
r,rocessing t: lements and intcrconnections. They also differ In the 
11.,nds ol problems that they can attack in paral lel, without resorting 
to :;cnal processing techniques. In order of increasing complexity 
and power, thes,:1 categories are mar~er-passing systems, 
•aJ.;e-passmg systems, and message-pass,ng systems. 

1. Introduction 
For several )ears, my students and I have been exploring the use 

of sp~1:il1zed. high ly parallel computing architectures for a variety 
ol Al tasks, especially the ta:.k of representin'.) anti accessing large 
amounts of real-world knowledge. Most of this work has cenlered 
around the NETL system [3]. a desion that is al once very powerlu, 
and very hm,ted . On the one hand, NETL uses a separate hardware 
processing element lor every entity and every simple asserlion in its 
i-nowledge base. lhus. for a large c lass ol problems involving 
Se.lfChes and simple deductJons in this knowl~ue base, the avai l· 
able p,ocess,ng power grows at the same rate as the problem. The 
1,me required for such operations is constant or nearly constant, 
r,eg:ird less of the size ol the knowledge base. In a very large 
i..nowledge base, such a system can perform some tasks thousands 
°' millions of tomes laster than a traditional serial processor built 
from comparable technology. On lhe other hand, the NETL 
p,ocessing elements are so simple and their abilities are so limited 
that some tasks cannot be attacked in parallel al all; these tasks 
must be dealt with serially, just ns in a lradilional machine. In such =· all of the parallel processing hardware buys you nothing. 

The p,oblem is lhat we have not had a clean way of charac
tur11.,ng which 1.-isk:s ;i NETL-1,ko markor -pa:;:;ing :;ystcm can hanc11o 

111 p.:uallel and 'Nhich tasks must, unavoidably, bd handled serially. 
W<J have never been quote sure, when NETL ,s unable to handle 
some p,Oblem in paralle l, whether the problem is inherent In the 
linuta11ons of lhe arehitecture or is merely a result of our particular 
Choace of notations and algorithms. Other architectures, more 
powerful and much more costly, have been proposed from lime to 
lime, bul wilhoul a good theory of the powers and limitations of the 
var,~ parallel arehotectures it has been ,mpo.;s,u le to see clearly 
wnat the mor.i complex hardware buys you . 
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In wrestling with these problems over the last few years. we h11v11 
learned a great deal. We still do not have anything as elegant aa 
the theory of Turing computability for these parallel systems, but we 
con precisely characterize some of the things that a marker -passing 
system can do, and we have some examples of tasks that definitely 
cannot be done in parallel by such n system. We have ulso dis· 
covered that some of the tasks that are lmpos~ible for u marker
passing system to perform in parallel can be handled by olhor, more 
complex parallel archilectures. This paper wil l explore three 
c lasses of parallel systems that 6oom to form a hierarchy of Increas
ing complexltyand Increasing power. 

NETL is an example of the 5implest of the three c las:;es, which I 
cu ll "marker-passing" systems. These pass only a few types of 
sing le-bit messages, co iled "markers", among the processinsi elo
ments and can p.erform only simple Boolean operations on them. 
More complex ore the "value -passing" systems, which can pass 
around numbers or cont inuous values and do simple ori thrnotlc 
operations on them as they flow through the network. Masi com
plex are the "message,passing" systems, which can pass around 
messages of arbitrary complexity and . can perform arbitrary com
putations on them within each clement. 

2. The NETL Architecture 
The NETL architecture con be taken M the stereotypical marker, 

passing system, though many variations on the basic theme are 
possible. Let us begin, then, with a brief description of NETL. 
Readers already familiar with NETL can skip this 6ec!lon . 

NETL is a descendant of lhe semantic network memory llral 
proposed by Quillian (11). Each primitive concept In the memory 
(elephant. Clyde-the-elephant, gray, truth, last· Thursday, etc.) Is 
represented by a node, which In NETL Is a very simple hardware 
device. (See figure 1.) Each node communicates with the centrul 
control computer, a serial computer of the fami liar kind, via a 
shared party -line bus. Each no<.Je has a unique serial number by 
which ii can identify itself to the central conlroller ond which can be 
used as an address when the controller wants to send a command 
to just one node. Inside each node there are a few (perhaps 16 or 
so) independent bits of memory that can be set and cleared by 

various commands on the control bus. These are called the rn1111<er 
bi/s: ii bit 3 is on, then the noc1o 1:1 suid lo be markod with murker 3. 
There ore also a few wrote -once type bits that record some ad
d1lional information about the node: whether ii is representing an 
Individual or a class, etc. 

Each simple asserlion in NETL, for example "Clyde la an 
elephant", is represented by a /ink . A link is also a simple hardware 
element, and it also communicates with lhe cen1ral control com
puter over a shored bus. A link has a few write -once type blls, plus 
o number of wires (lyµicully four), each of which can w connectl}d 
to any node In the notwork. To &lore on u:isertlon, the control 
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c;,ompuL.w must locate an unused lank element and permanenUy 
connect its wires to the appropriate nodes. To store "Clyde-ls an 
elephant", '°' example, an unused link has its wires connected to 
tt'>e C/yf;Je node, the e leph•nt node, and the is-• node. Normally, 
two ol the wires, called "A" and ·e·. are tied to the nodes that the 
-1IOI\ Is about (Clyde and e1eph11nr, in th is case). A third wire, 
c..allod "parent· Is tied to a node representing the type ol ·relatlon, 
$tup ("is-a"). The lourth wire, "conte><t". is tied to a node 
r._bng the conteKt In which the 8"ertion Is stated to-be true; 
ii the .iat<tment Is unrveraalty true, It Is tied to the 
• .,.,.,where..tnd-11tw11ys node. 

These connections must be p,ivate-line connections, since lnlor
rnat,Of'I (in the lorm ol marker bil5) will be flowing ovor many ol lhem 
at once - that is one wurce of the system's parallelism. The con• 
nechons must al:so be permanent; ii a connection is broken, the 
syst-,m forgets the asser11on that the link is trying lo represent. For 
most purposes. it is sulhcient to think ol the connections as phyaJ. 
t.11 w1r" that are soldered into place when a new !act is learned, 
but in a p,actical NETL machine these connections would actually 
be ~t up in a switching netwo~. similar in design to a telephone 
sw,tching system but designed so that all the subscribers can be 
talking at once. 

And so, a working NETL system consists of a serial control com
puter conncctt.'d to a huge number ol node and link elements 1 

w,red up-to represent the ent ities and relalionships of some body ol 
knowl,.'Cfge. The control computer can ·order an individual node, 
at'ldrc:.s...'<:1 by ,ts serial number, to set or c lear a certain marker, or it 
can .iddrt.-ss a command to whole classes ol nodes: • All nodes with 
both marker 2 and marl<er 3 on, set marker 4." This command 
,ntc~ects two marked sets: ii on the nodes representing members 
of one set are marked with mart<.er 2 and .ill the members ol an·other 
:o.et are mari..ecl with marker 3. this command puts marker 4 on the 
m.im0crs of tho intersection-set ,n a s,ngte-cyc le. ·A serial m.ichine 

would h:ivo? to consider every member of ona of the se ts individually 
to Perform the &ame ta.5k, ao the time requ 1rnd wou ld be propor, 
11on,11 to the "ze ol the smaller aet . 

Th15 operation of intersecting stored sets. somet imes very laroe 
ones. is a common and important one in Al, p:irticularly in recog. 
n,t1on and knowle<lge -acce~1ng •lasks. Very often, for ex·ample, we 
must in clh:ct a'.ik the knowlt'<J\)e base whether there is any stored 
,t..::.c11p1,on ,n mon,ory that exhibits II particul;ir i.ct of lealures . We 
m••1ht w.,nt to know. lor cxc1111ple, ii thcro ,s any c1 1scnso charac
"'"l'-..J lJy n..iuso..i. hc..1d,1Ch\!!., a ru:.t,. anti no ft;vcr. Thi:i is basi
c.i ll y an ullcrsflcllon task: we have sets of d iseases that lire' a,. 

soci:ited with nausea, with leser, with no lever, ond so on, and we 
n1u!;t l,nd the intersec11on S<!t. Serial Al systems either settle lor a 
w.!,Y small knowledgo base and scan it linearly, or they pick certa in 
1.!atures as the most irnpor1ant ond index the memory using these. 
The ·problem with the latter npproach is that, in noisy real -world 
situa11ons. we cannot be sure that the Indexing features will be 
;i.,non<J thoso thal were obsl!Nt!d; ,f they are not, we must either loll 
b.lck on linear sc.irch or g ive up altogether. So the abi lity to inter
M.>ct stored 5Cts ,n paralle l ,s very useful in Al tasks. 

The control computer can also address a command to a whole 
b= of hnk.s: "Every .is-a hnk whosa A-wire goes to a node with 
mar-.er 3 on, hckle tho nod,3'on your B wire . Every node that !eels· 
ltSell being hc"ldd,•and that does not already have marker 3 on, set 
marker 3 now and indicate that something ·changed by -tugging on _ 
lhe r11siionse hne of the shared control bus.· This command 
i:,ropaga,~ marker 3 one level up the hierarchy ol ,s -a relation-

1 
In """" _.....,. ol NE Tl.. tht.n II only one type ol etemcnl that can be u

- • a no&N o, a..._ 

ships . 1ro1n all the nodes that currently have marker 3 to their Im· 
mediate superiors. We could, for example, mark the Clyde node 
with marker 3 and then, by repeated ly giving the above command, 
ma~ all ol Clyde'a auperlora In the is-a hierarchy with marker 3 u 

·well. When nobody tuga on the response line, the propagation 11 
complele, and all ol Clyde's superiors have been ma~ed. 

Operations of this aort give us a way to perform the tranaltlve 
closure operation over networks of I•-• relationships In time propor, 
tional to the length ol the longest chain ol linkl that muat be lol• 
lowed. On a serial machine, this operation would take time propor, 
lion al 10 th·e 101a1· number of nodes In the tree. Because of branch• 
Ing, this might be very much larger than the height of the tree. We 
can also perform last transitive c losures over other transitive rela
·11ons: pan-of, before, bigger-than, and so on. Nole, however, that 
the operation can only proceed in parallel ii the relationships that 
form the tree are explicitly present In the network; computing and 
udding new links is a serial o·perotion in NETL'. 

This ability to do transitive closures quickly is very useful in prac
ticaf Al systems, especially in knowledge-base systems in which the 
properties of the typical member of some class aro slored only with 
the node representing that c lass and are lnheriled by the IUb· 

classes and their members. To find the color ol Clyde, we mark the 
Clyde node with marker 1, them propagate this. marker lo every 
type-node above Clyde in the is-a hierarchy; we have now found all 
ol the classes from which Clyde Is supposed to inherit properties. 
Then, in a single cycle, we can look for any color -of links emanating 
from one of these marked nodes. In this case, we would find the 
co1or-ol link between elephant and gray. This operation is very 
quick because the branches of the is-a tree are never very long, 
though the tree may be very bushy and a node may have many 
superiors. Without a parnllel transitive c losure mechanism, we 
mus! either store information redundantly redun_dantly at each node 
or take care lo lim i_l lhe amount of branching in the is-a hierarchy. 

In addi tion to lnterr;ecllon and transitive closure, the NETL a,. 

ch,tecture makes It possible f,or a marker on one sol of nodes to 
gate the flow of other markers through the network. For example, 
the controller coulci

0

direct marker 1 to flow up /s-a links, but only to 
cross those is-a 'links whose context wire is connected to a. node 
with marker 2 set . and not to enter nny node that has marker 3 aot. 
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This 03ting ability Is also very useful in knowledge -representation 
lyStems. Some assertions in a knowledge base are universally true, 
but many are only true at certain times, certain places, or in aome 
alternative re.ility such as a novel. By tying each link to a conte><t 
node and by marl\ing the set al context nodes that are to be active 
at any given tJme, we can perform searches and deductions using 
onty those assertions whose context nodes are active; links whose 
context nodes lack the "active · marker simply play dead. The con· 
text nodes are connected into a comple><, tangled hierarchy similar 
to the hierarchy of is -a realtions, and many ol them are normally 
active at once, each with many associated assert ions. For example, 
ii it is January 20 in canada, it is also winter, and in the winter 
context. it is cold, certain animals are white, others are hibernaling, 
and so on. The parallel gating mechanism gives us a way ol dealing 
with complex sets of overlapping contexts, each with its own set ol 
115sertions. at essentially no extra cost. in access time. 

3. Marker-Passing Systems 
·A key observation about NETL-like marker-passing systems is 

U1at they are about as cheap and simple as any massively parallel 
system can be. It is true that NETL requires one element tor every 
entity and every simple assert ion in the knowledge base, but these 
elements are very simple. A typical system might have storago tor 
16 volallle marker bits and lor 16 write-once l'ype bits per element. 
All that a NETL element really contains is these 32 bits ol . slate, 
M>me logic to perform simple boolean operations on them, 11nd a 
control-bus interface that can be shared among all the elements on 
an IC chip. II the number of private-line connections required were 
not a problem, then with today's technology one could easily lit 
1CXXl or more ol these elements onto a single chip. 

However, the elements are not the whole story, or even the most 
important part al it. Most ol the long-term knowledge in a NETL 
!5)·stem is stored in the pJttern of interconnections between the link· 
wires and the nodes. It 1s the switching network that contains most 
al the state ol the system, and not the elements themselves. This 
switching network implements many-to-one conn1:ct1ons: each link 
wire goes to only one node terminal, but a node terminal may be 
connected to many link wires. The signals are simple .binary levels, 
and they are OR'ed together at the node terminal. II a particular 
matker IS being prop:igated from link wires to nodes during a given 
cycle, a nodd docs not have to record how many instances al that 
marker have arrived or where they came fr.om; 11 si mply records that 
marker N was received. Of course, when a marker is moving lrom a 
no.Jd to uu, attacht:<.I hnk w11cs, each link w11e U•Jls a copy. 

This OR'ing together of the markers arriving at a node is the 
defining feature of marker-passing systems. It means that the 
SWttching network can be quite simple, while st ill guaranteeing that 
there is no contention. II a million instances of marker 3 arrive at a 
node, they can all be accepted at once, in one cycle, and the arrival 
of ffl3fker 3 can be recorded in one bit ol memory within the node. 
During th1-s cycle, ma,ker 3 is the only message being pass~. so no 
confusion can result. 

In bet, it would be impractical to tie a million wires directly to a 
&inglod node tef'minal. A real marker-passing machine would use a 
mylU·level switching network. and would allow connection paths 
bound lor Ule same node 10 merye at any lt!vel 1n the network. The 
result is a tree of connections, with OR'ing and amplification occur
nng at each level ol the network. See (4] for a sketch ol how such a 
system might be built lor a million-element NETL Machine. 

We have seen that mar\o.er -passing systems al this sort , despite 
lheir s,mphc1ty, oller us some definite advantages over serial 

machi11~:, lor certain Al tasks. We have grodually come to under · 
stand that they suffer from some fundamentul hm,ta11ons as well, 
and we are beginn ing to understand what these l11nit11tlons mean In 
Al conte><l.a. 

The key limitation Is In the nature of the markera themsolves: only 
a small, fixed number or markers are available, and it is impossible 
for an individual marker to record where It came from or what path 
it lollowed through an arbitrarily complex network. This means that 
certain apparently simple operntions cannot be done In parallel. 
Suppose, for example, we want to mark the set ol all sons who art 
hated by their own lathers2. We can easi ly mark all the males with 
marker 1, their lathers with marker 2. and everyone hated by a 
lather with marker 3. Every node wilh both markers 1 and 3 ls a aon 
who is t:,ated b·y some lather, bul Is he haled by his own lather? The 

system has no way to tell, except by serially Inspecting each of 
these nodes and seeing ii the hater and tho lather are one and the 
same. Some additional parallel operations can be performed to 
narrow down the list of suspects . . for example, we can eliminate 
any son, hated by somEeone, whose fathor halEeS no one .. but we 
cannot get the desired answer without somo serial processing of 
individual nodes. 

What is needed in this situation Is a more complex form al 
marker. Suppose th11I each node could paint the markers it nenda 
out with its own unique color al paint (a co lorful version lo its 11erlul 
number). Then each lather could send a painted marker 1 to each 
ol his sons and a painted marker 2 to overyono that he hntos. The 
son-nodes could then compare th e color of the marker 1 it recetvoa 
with the colors on all of the marker 2·s that arrive. (Some of the 
sons might be hated by lots of fathers. ) If th ere Is a match, the aon 
is hated by his own father. This compa rison happens to be one-to· 
many, but ii the problem were to identify all ol lho people who BIO 
hated by any ol their sib lings, tho match would bo many-to-many; 
the question would be whether any marker 1 has tho same color aa 
any marker 2 received by the s11me node. 

Nole that this use ol painted markers Is inconsistent with the 
del1nition ol a marker-pusslng system that we gave above: since the 
color of each ol the incoming nodes must be pre!ierved, we c_11nnot 
just OR incoming nodes together and receive them as a sing le mes
sage. Instead, we must 11ccepl each incoming marker Individually 
and store it away for later comp11rison, at least in lhe many-to-many 
case. Since there is no a priori bound on the number ol links that 
might be connected to a node, there Is no limit to the number ol 
messages that might show up at once, and no limit to the amount al 
stornge rcqu11cd to hold on to them. If 1110 Incoming mes.sages ore 
all to be accepted at once, we need un unbounded number or Input 
ports on each node. More likely, we use a single Input port and 
queue up incoming messugos: thla means that we must be 
prepared to tolerate unbounded delay due to contention al the most 
popular nodes. In short, by ollowlng painted marke,.. with an un
limited number ol co lors In the system, we have crossed the bound· 
11ry from simple marker-passlno purollclism to the much more com
plex message -passing parallelism, which we will discuss later. 

So, ii we are to remain within the chcop, contentlon-lree marker
passing discipline, we must live with the fact that some oporationa 
cannot be performed without resorting to some amount of &erlal, 
node-by-node processing. There are sovorul woys to charactorlze 
this class ol problems. In the language ol relational data bases 
(see, lor example, [2)), the operations we cannot hundte aro called 
joins. In the language of the lambda calculus, we can only have aa 
many distinct lambdn-bimJinos in ell oct at one lime as we have 

2,h,s eaampltt was fuat aoggeatod 10 me by 8 11an SmUh. 
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IT\Jrkll~ to rcp1e:.cnt them. lhe prolJlem allove 1s lhat we want to 
looi. nt 1111 of tho pos.'.".illlo! l>indin1,1s of f;ither at _once, but we must 

ll~p the various bindings of larher distinct and not treat them as 
interchangeable members of a set. 

Some other problems we have encounlered in NETL aeem to 
811$6 from this s.1me fundamental limitation. The copy-confusion 
-,>d b1nd1ng-nmb1ouily probl<1ms discussed in section 3.7 of 
Fahlman (3) could easily be solved in a system with painted 
nuuker-s. hut thoy require r.omu amount of careful serial processing 
ii they a,e to w handll!d correctly 1n NETL. Similarly, most of the 
p,oblt?ms "'e have had w11h cancellation (see {5]) would go away ii 
we could write arl.ll lrary messages on mari,.ers as lhey pass through 
c.ena,n nodo:1s in lhe network: when a marker passes ihe tail of a 
cancel-link. the link would add a spot of its own color of paint to the 
marker, when a marker passes the head of a cancel-link, it would be 
slopped and inspected, and if it hos that link's paint on it, it would 
he ~1n11n.~ted. In effect, each node. must be able to carry with It a 
history ol where it has ~en, and there is no a priori limit on how 
much 11110,mation such a history might hove to include. Since, in a 
pure marker-passing system, we cannot paint the markers, we must 
e,tller do some serial processing when a cancel-link is encountered 
during a p,opaga11on, or we must do some serial analysis whenever 
th..i network changes and store the result as redundant auxiliary 
l,nl,._s 1n the network. 

4. Message-Passing. Systems 
Let us turn now to the most complex end powerful of the lhree 

lam1h,:s. the m,:ssa9e-passing parallel systems. As stated earlier, 
11-..,~ sys1,:ms allow BJb1trary messages ·10 be ·passed around the 
n<.?twor~ can store any number of messages within the element (in 
pr.ic1,ce. ol cour:1e, ttiere is some limit, but it can be taken to be 
very 1.-irge), and can perform arbitrary Turing-machine computa
t,ons on the stored messages. The signed-marker. algorithms dis
cu~ 1t1 the pruv,ou~ s..ic11on are umong th<1 s,mplest usos of mel• 
s.,ge p.is.s1ng p;iralleh~n; more complex are the ~society of agents• 
mo,.J,:ls ol M,nsky [10J, und Hew11t's ·actors" {12J . Clearly, II 
nwch1r,es on this class must resort to serial processing, it is due to 
some lundarn,:ntal constraint w1th1n the problem . . lhere is no more 
powerful class ol parallel machine to which we can appeal, short ol 
an or.1cle. 

Ooe problem with machines ol this eta" is that they are hard to 
p,ogram and to control. II the elements are communicating via 
a,o, trary me=ges. they must alt speak the same language and 
Obey the same conyent1ons. The more complex the messages, the 
more d1tlicult 11 is 10 se t this longuoge up and maintain ii ns !he 
sysll!ln grows and changes. II some ol the elements are, in effect, 
!Ible to control the opera11on ol others, then careful atlention to the 
control mechanisms is rt'Quired to prevent chaos on the one hand 
IIM.I 11.111ous sorts ol dcacflocks on the other. These problems may 
not I:><! insurmountable, but they are difficult. By contrast, ell ol the 

comple• 1ty in NETL lies in the serial programs in the control com
puter; the elements are too si mple to get into any mischief. 

Of course, to simplify the communication and control problems, 
we may choo5e to use a message-passing machine 1n very limited 
wa~ The pa1ntt:d -marker scheme is an txample of such a limited 
sty ld, really no hard,:r to prO<Jram and onalyie than NETL itse lf. 

But even if wo leave aside Ille programminu problems, a 
mc,~ao.i-pa:.s1ng system remains very much more 11xp~ns1ve to 
1mp1cmcnt than a marker -passing system. Each ind1v1dual element 
r11u~t IJ.! some sort of Turinu-equivalt?nt microproct:ssor, an\J there 
must be a largo 11mount ol storage for the saved messages, perhnps 

a lew thousand words per node. Instead ol getting a thousand of 
these on a chip, we would be lucky to get one. Cont1:1ntion In the 
netw0rk is inevitable, and bulfering for stacked,up messages must 
be provided. II the complex messages are to be transmitted bit· 
serially, keeping down the cosl or the network hardware, this makes 
the potential for delay even worse. So, whlle these systems can do 
In parallel ~me of the thing& that NETL mu&t do eerfalfy, the 
"parallel" operations themselves may Introduce unbounded delciya. 

One Ingenious aolution to 1h11 dilemma 11 currently being ex• 
plored by Hillis (7). HIiiis allows only a small, fixed number of con• 
nections to be made to each element, limiting the number of me• 
sages that can arrive there at once nnd therefore also limltfng the 
amount of storage needed and the amount of delay due to conten
tion. A node, in the NETL sense, Is represented not by a alngfe 
physical element, bul by many, connected in a balanced tree struc· 
lure. When the need arises to add more connections to a node, 
more hardware elements are recruited end are added to the tree of 
elements that already comprises the node . . Thus, as the number of 
potential Incoming messages Increases, the number ol Input ports 
and the amount ol internal storage In the node increases propor
tionately. Unfortunately, since the node .is no longer atomic, there 
is now the need lor internal message traflic and the possiblfity for 
contention within the data paths internal to the node. This would 
be especially bad ii the problem involved a many-to-many match of 
the stored messages, es in the "hated by any sibling• problem 
described above. Still, lor some tasks this approach holds promise, 
and it will be interesting to see how far Hillis and his colleagues can 
take II. · 

So. the message-passing systems escape from some ol the 
problems that force a marker-passing system into serial-processing 
mode, but with a fundamental and very substanlial increase fn cost. 
An interestong question, then, Is whether this added power Is worth 
the cost. How important is it that we be able to perform arbitrary 
join operations very last? Can people do this? How close can we 
come to handling copy confusion and cancellation properly with 
marker-passing, and how much trouble will be caused II a few 
cases slip through? Can we at least determine, In parallel, that we 
have encountered a case where a correct answer will require serial 
processing? On the other hand, ii we do need message-passing, 
how bad will the contention and memory problems be in real 
problem domains? Though unbounded In principle, these things 
might be quite tractable for many domains of lntereat. All ol these 
are interesting questions, end at the moment I can't answer any ol 
them. At least, given this structuring of the -problem, we can begin 
to look lor answera. · 
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5. Value-Passing Systems 
The value-passing systems are Intermediate In complexfty and 

power between the marker-possino systems and the messaoe· 
passing systems. Instead ol passing around discrete marker-bits, 
the value-passing systems can pass around numbers or continuous 
quantities with some limited amount of. precision •· eight bits, for 
example. Such values carry more information than a efmple 
mli.rl<.er, but they are not kept separate as true messages must be. II 
severai values arrive at a node at once, they are added together and 
only the sum Is received and recorded. Alternatively, the maximum 
or minimum of all arriving values might be saved. Other combining 
functions might olso be used, such as multiplication or averaging, 
but these ore. more difficult to Implement; for now, we will allow only 
sum, min, nnd ma~. 

II a multi-level switching network Is used, the connections to a 
sing le node will form a tree, with values coming together at each ol 



" layer$. Since the combining operations are associative and 
...ommutatJve, the aame combining rule may be used at each place 
...tiere a new value joins the tree. Each clement must provide 
storage tor a few of these lllllues, and must be able to do a few 
$imp1e arithmetic cperations on them: comparison, negation, scal
ing by a constant factor, ·and so on. All of tt,ese operations are 
undo!r the control ol a seria l computer, just as in NETL. 

It should be clear that a 1181ue-passing machine of this sort can 
easily simulate a mari<.er-passing machine, so its capabilities must 
be a superset of those possess1."'<I by NETL. It should also be clear 
Ulal. since messages are combined rather than being handled 
separately, this a va lue-passing machine cannot do a parallel Join 
any better than a marker-passing machine can. However, this same 
property of combining messages makes it possible for a value
passing machine to get by with bounded memory requirements and 
it guarantees that no contention can occur in the network. In fact, a 
1talue-pa.ssing machine is more complex than a marker-passing 
m.:ichine lo the same size, but only by a const:int !actor, perhaps a 
factor of 4. By contrast, a message-passing machine could easily 
~ hundreds of 11mes more complex, depending on how much 
"unbounded" memory is pr_esent in each node. Of course, all of 
thcSe num~rs are 'lli!ry rough; the machine designer has con
siderable freedom to trade oll complexity against speed. 

This particular combination of value-passing with massively 
paral)et hardware and with some sort ol ~quential control is reta. 
lively new. Some of the same elements were present In the old 
Perceptron models and in such abstractions as the fuzzy logic of 
Zadeh {13}, but in a dillerent mixture and a different context. The 
current wave of research in th,s area has been inlluenced by some 
recent findings an neuroscience and by the work of David Marr, end 
,t tends to emphasize problems in vision and motor control. See 
Hinton [8]. Feldman (6), and Ballard (1) for examples. One inter, 
8!.ting des.:lopmcnt is the use ol what Hinton cal ls a "mosaic " 
rc:p1c:-.cnt:it1on : where some analog value, such as the angle of a 
hne in the v1:.ual field, is to be represented, its range is quantized 
into a number ol smal ler ranges. each represented by a node. The 
:ictivation on each ol these nodes is a measure of how strongly the 
system beli.:ves that that particular value is the right one. 

Value-passing systems share many ol the fundamental limitations 
of 1n.1rker-passing systems. in that they cannot perform parallel 
joins and c::innot perform the painted-marker operat ions describ.x:l 
above. However, they do have some advantages over marker
passing systems in other areas. Often the few discre.te markers ol 
NETl. are 100 coarse for the task at hand. Conside;, tor example , 
the l<ind of recognition problem described earlier. II we have only a 
lew discrete features to deal with, we can assign one marker to 
each feature and look for descriptions that have collected all ol 
th..::se marl\ers. But ii we do not find such a description, we must 
consider descnptions that have. co llected only lour out of live 
markers. or three out ol live •• in other words, we must resort to a 
sort or scoring system. At least, we need some arithmetic 
mechanism in each node that can count up the number ol markers 
present If we h:ive many features, a few of which will be spurious, 
and ,r the features are ol dillerent stren\;lths in helping to select or 
rc,ect certain hypotheses, a true value-passing system is needed. It 
nltows each observed le:iture to vote for some collection of 
hypotheses, and 10 vote lor each with a different strength. If one 
descnption gathers many more votes than its competitors, that 
de-scnpt,on win~ 

This sort of system meshes very well with NETL-type marker 
~ng: at lhtt more abstracl levels, marker-passing deduction can 
be used to select a set of poss,ble descriptions. The nodes in this 
Set are marl<ed, and the mark is cashed in tor some amount of init ial 
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acl ivaliun . 1 he observed features then cast their 1101es and a w111 -

ner is dclt:rmined. The winner gets a new mark, and this can bo 
used on subsequent high -level processing. 

Even _ more Interesting Is the possible use of value-passing In 
what mrght be called Gestalt recognition, In wl)lch the ports of an 
image cannot be recognized out of context, and the context can 
only be delermined by use of the parts. For example the words 
"base", "diamond", "pitcher", "strike", and "ball" ure

0

umblguoua 

individually, but taken together they c learly aelecl a baseball con
text; this, in turn, selects a particular meaning for each of the 
words. This is a simple, discrete example that can be. handled ade
quately by a marker-passing machine, but In many tasks the lea· 
lures are more numerous and, Individually, lea.s powerful. In auch 
cases, we again need a mechanism by which features can voto for 
the hypotheses of their choice, and the hypotheses can reinforce 
certain interpretations of the features. This Is a complex feedback 
process, and due care must bo oxerci::.ed to prevent Instability, bul I 
believe that II may offer some real hope !or solving real -world 
recognition problems thal otherwise would be Intractable. Work In 
this area Is just beginning , however, and It Is loo soon to h11ve much 
evidence to back up this hunch. 

There are some other places In NETL where tho obility to poa, 
around values woufd help us out of awkward problems. In under• 
standing Engl ish text, we often favor one meaning for t1 word over 
another on the basis of the guneral context we ore In 11.nd th• 
"semantic distance" between ouch meaning and the other llom1 
that have been mentioned recently. To pick a very simple example, 
ii we have rooks and pawns around, the word "king" tends to be 
interpreted as a chess piece; ii we hevo crowns and thrones 
around, we gel the other meaning. This is just a predisposition; 
other evidence can override this se lection. A voting system worka 
much better tor this than the discrete marker-pass ing of NETL. 
With a voling system, we can take into account how many llcms we 
have seen that would reinforce each moaning, how long ago these 
Items were mentioned, and how close the relutlonshlp is between 
each meaning and the other Items In the context. 

Attempts to Implement something . !Ike the Harpy opooch 
understanding system (9) In NETL huvo also demonstrated the need 
lor continuous values. In such systems, we create t1 few now 
hypotheses at each · step of the analys is. and we must keep 5eoro1 
!or several hypotheses al once, since the top-rated hypothesis may 
well be knocked out by new evidence. In general, a mar1(er-paulng 
style seems to work well at the high er conceptual levels ol the sys
tem, except when we are doing the aort of lree-assoclntlon 
described above •· Clyde Is either on elephant or h11 Is not. Con
tinuous values aeem to become more Important oa we get cloaer to 
the inputs and outputs of the system. II we build everything out of 
value-passing hnrdware, we con easily mix marker-passing and 
va lue-passing styles ol operation, using each where It seems most 
appropriate. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 
A few points should by now bo clear: 

• The marker-passing parallelism style ol NETL helps ua 
to avoid many problems that have p lagued serial ap· 
preaches to Al. 

• Some of the fundamental limitations of marker-passing 
create very awkward problems lor NETL. Some kinds 
or tasks must be done In serial II they ere to be done 
properly. 
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• Mcssage-passi~ eliminates many ol these problems, 
but because it must l)undle rr,essaoes separately, ~ Is 
muc;h mOl:e expensive IQ iqlplement al')d, sulfers from 
cootention ,n the networ1\. 

• Votue-paMit)g p.1r,allel1sm Is only sligtitJy more e11.pen
S1W than man<.tN' -pnssing, and is contentior)-11~. II ol
lo,s a.ome ad)lantaoes ovo, marker-passiog, especially 
in low-level 1/0 domains, t)ut 11 sullers lrom many of the 
$4~ limitations. 

. II is too euly to draw any sweeping conclusions from all this. My 
o,,,n QUI!$$ is that l\lR mes.sage-P,assiog will prove to be unneces-. 
sary in creating a human-like intelligence and that some mixture of 
man.er-passing and value-passing will sulfice, My own immediate 
plan 1$ to wo,k with va lue , pass,ng systems to learn mroe abqut what 
they can ljo and, how they can be combined with marker-passing 
systems hko NEll... I mny alsq try to Implement a value -passing 
n1.1ch,no ,n hn,dware, lf , s,mulallon of ,thesii systoms prqves to be 
inad~uate. Once these ·systems 11rc well-understood, we will be 
nblo. 10 ~ mqre c learly whether they are suffic ient for the task. 
The sir!'lilarity between some of the value-passing _ models end · spme 
models coming, out of neur.oscience is encouraging, though cer• 
ta•l')ly 11ot concl~s,ve. Some good people are working on message• 
p.;c;.$1ng systems, so that approach is c9vered as we.II. 

In any L'Venl, by skelching out this hierarchy of-parallel systerps, I 
hope 10 have contribuled !.Orne useful struc ture to the ongoing ex
plora1,on ol mass,vcly parallel systems for Al. New paral lel models 
,1nd inl<!testmg hybrids w,11 cer1ainly arise, and the hierarchy ol 
l)pt..-s descrrbed here may help us to classify and understand these 
new syslems.. 
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ll\looo,gt, le1r•l•g la one of the •ost laportaot 
are1a for reso1rc~ I• the f i e ld of 1rt l flcl1I 
latell lgonco. ,ery llttle hos bo1n 1ch l o,od In tho w17 
of I general Uoor7 of hu11n lurn l ng. This la due, wo 
bollo,a. t.o the aeod for l11rnlng t.o t1ko pl1co within 
tho froaowork of I g,n,rol understanding 17sto1 . Vo 
bo ll e,o t ho\ rosaorch 1t Yolo In t ho f lo ld of bu ll d lng 
sue~•• undorst1ndlng s1st•• hos proportd us t.o work on 
• ao4t l of laornlng. 

We ,~pose four b11lc cr i teria that, aod1 I of 
lo1r•l•g can be Judgod by: 

1. FORII - Tha atructure of what la t.o ba 
lu ned 

2. CONTEXT Th1 eo•a1t provided by the 
undorst1ad l •g sys\lt for the l ••••l•g of••• 
l tus 

3. OEVELOP"ENTAL • ,ropoalng 1 1od1I t ho\ la 
cons istent wi th known f1ct1 about the 1t11•• 
of hu11n l1ornlng 

4. EV OLUT IONARY - ,ropoa ln1 1 aotlwotlon for 
lo1rnlng In th1 conto1t of und1rst1ndln1 
which wlll allow the 1ystta to cont inua to 
loorn ind ovo l 11 11 lt1 1tructur11 grow. 

Our aodal la b111d on two ldon: "uory 
Org.,n lzot lon P1ckat.a, or " 0Pa, wh ich are our propoaal 
for 111or7 atructur11, and the concept of f1 llur1 
dr i ven 1odlf lc1t lon of t hes, 101ory atructurea . 
Brlafly, " DPs provide e1 p1ct1t lon1 about s l tutt lons th1 
undtrstondor la ftcod wi th, 1nd t ho ft llur1 of tho10 
11pocht lon1 11 u11d to lnd11 1 la l lar op l aodoa i nd to 
Indi cate 1odlf lut lon1 which aust be ud1 to th1 MO, 
structural. 

Va wlll discuss how our aodo l 1ddros101 our four 
cr i teria . In add i t ion, n wl II ro ln br lerly thl work 
on loornlng t.o dtte In Al, and d lacu11 how It 1ddr1a111 
• or fa ll s t.o 1ddro11 - t hosa l1su11. 
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Abstract 

Computational vision is the study of computa
tional systems that interpret images. Representa
tions required at different level s of vi sual pro
cessing are discussed , Some specific knowledge 
sources that constrain the descriptions produced at 
each level are presented. These include laws of 
physical optics and generic knowledge of possible 
configurations in the ~orld. Th e transformation of 
a description of image features into a description 
of scene features i s the crucial step in any compu
ter vision system. The image irradiance equation, 
based on the reflectance map and the gradient space, 
provides an appropriate theoretical tool to under 
stand and exploit this transformation. Examples are 
drawn from applications to industrial automation and 
rce>..>te sensing, 

Introduction 

Computational vision is the study of computa
tional systems that interpret images. That is, it 
is the study of systems that produc e symbolic des 
criptions of a world from images of that world. 
Computational vision can be distinguished from other 
disciplines that deal directly or indirectly with 
imJges along two principal dimension s: the problem 
addressed and the approach taken. 

Computational vision is concerned fundamentally 
with images of three - dimensional worlds. A scene 
JomJln consists of objects und sur(Jcos defined In 
three spatial dimensions . An imaging device pro
jects rays of light onto a plane, The image domain 
consists of a spatially varying brightness function 
(image irradiancc) defined over a bounded planar rc
~ion . The problem of computational vision is to re
construct a three-dimensional representation of the 
scene from its two-dimensional projection onto the 
image plane. ~lore succinctly, computational vision 
produces symbolic descriptions of surfaces from 
measurements of image irradiance. 

Tho approach taken is a computational one. 
That is, any vision system is regarded as a general 
information processor perfonnini: computations on and 
11anipulatin& internal symbolic descripdons of visual 
information. Within this frame1o,ork, key questions 
become: What representations arc required at 
various levels of the computation? What information 
is being made explicit at each level of the computa 
tion! llow arc the various representations trans 
fonieJ from one level to the next ? What additional 
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constraints are required to move from ono level 
to the next? Are these constraints generally 
valid? 

Computational v1 s1o n has developed Its own 
paradigm for research . On e aspect i s to choose a 
stylized fragment of rcnllty to study In dupth . 
In early computational vision research, the frui: 
ment of reality wns a . world of plane - faced poly 
hedra, uniformly painted with matte white point 
and assembled into structures on a flat table 
covered with matte blnck felt. The tusk of muk~g 
sense of this block swor ld had a precise function
al definition. The goal wus to underst und images 
well enough so that o copy of the scene in view 
could be automatically assembled using a robot 
arm and a warehouse of spare parts. This copy 
demonstration was the focus of research lusting 
for about ten years (1%S - 1975) (! -B J. 

Substantial progress hus bcon rnudc since, 
1975 both to define tho levels of representation 
required in computational vision und to describe 
specific modules of . vi sion working at each love!. 
This is large ly the work of Oavid Marr und his 
colleagues (9] but has also benefit ed from the 
work of others [10, ll] . 

Four levels of representation emerge. Firs~ 
there is the representation of locations in an 
image where intensity is changing abruptly. (Man
calls this the primal sketch) , Second, explicit 
surface properties arc assigned to the locations 
described in the primul sketch . (~lurr culls thh 
the raw 2 1/2 - D sketc h) . Ex plicit surface proper• 
ties include: reflectance changes; Illumination 
changes (shadows, highlight s, etc.); discontinui
ties in depth; discontinuities In surface orienta
tion. Third, the explicit surface properties 
determined at specific Image locations aro inter
polated so that the surfuco properties aro de
fined everywhere in the image . (Morr cal ls this 
the full 2 1/2 - 0 sketch. This level of represen
tation has also been called an intrinsic ima&o 
[11). When the surface property in question is 
surface, orientation, it ha s also been called a 
needle map (12).) These three levels of represen
tation ore all defined in u viewe r-centred co
ordinate system. That is, they all define spa
tially varying functions over the plane forced by 
the imaging geometry. The final and fourth level 
produces full 3-0 models of t he objects in view 
defined in an object-centred coordinate system. 
This lost representation is independent of viewer 
position. 
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!>J>c:dfl.: inuJulcs that have been 'stuJied in de
tal I include : binocular stereo [13, 14); shape from 
sh~ding [JO, IS); photometric stereo [16); shape from 
motion (17); shape from texture [18]; shape from con 
tour (19 - 21]; optical flow [22). ffoJules which have 
so far eluJed analysis Include the humon - like percep-
tion of li~htness anJ colour. · 

M.lny lessons have been learned. Perhaps the 
aost important is that wr.iting computer programs to 
Interpret lm:1ges In a domain requires a careful teas
Ing out of the relationship between objects in the 
"arid and their pictorial traces. This relationship 
defines the semantics of imaging for the particular 
visual world in question. 

Computer vision systems do not have to be uni
versal in order to be useful. A common sleight-of
hand occurs in maling the transition between image 
features and scene fraturcs. Isolating where this 
trans1t1on occurs is the key to understanding when a 
p.inicular system will work nnd when it will fail. 

Typical application areas include : industrial 
automation (visual inspection, manipulation and Joco
r.ot ion); remote sensing ·(interpretation of aerial nnd 
,.,tel I ite inwgery); biomedicine (microscope images, 
raJioi:rJphic images, tomographic reconstructions). 

This paper accomp.rnies uninvited tall with· the 
same title. The talk highlights the relationship 
between inwge features and scene features using 
.. x.,mples from industrial automation and remote sens
ing. The purpose of this paper is to provide a 
"'"'~..iry of the issue s discussed and an appropriate 
list of references. 

l_nte_:Jireting__l_!:!JC ~eatures ils Pr~erties of the 
t•n,Jcr~Sccne 

There is no siaple correspo11dencc between image 
irraJiance, _the quantity measured in an image, and 
properties of the underlying scene. Image irradian:e 
results from the interacti.on of several factors, sore 
of ~hich are properties of the objects in view and 
some of ~hich are not. The effects of those which 
arc. surface shape and surface material, must be 
s eparate<l from each other and from the artifacts of 
those which are not, illumination, shadows, viewing 
Ji r,~t iun anJ fl'lth phenomena. 

Several examples serve to illustrate the diffi 
culties. One example ~hows an egg carton with sev
,;ral compartaents containing eggs, others empty. The 
:H' ll se of ""hich compart•c'nts cont a in ei:i: s i s reve rsed 
~hen the saae i1Bage is shown again upside down. This 
corresponds to a fundai:icntal ambiguity in distinguish 
in~ indentations from protrusions. It is lnown that 
hu::wns prefer an interrretotion which corresponds to 
th.: i I )U111ination coming from above : 

A second example is more subtle . An image is 
presented ""hich corresponds to a right circular cone 
1L1.Je of a certain 113terial and illwninated from a 
particular direction. It is demonstrated that this 
1aage also corresponds to a right cone with ellipti 
cal cro ss section made of a slightly more reflective 
rwtcrial anJ illuminated from a slightly different 
dir ection [1S]. Trade -offs emer ge between surface 

shapL ;Jlld. surface material that cannot lie resolved 
in a single view . Appl !cations of computational 
vision often assume uniform surface material and 
known illwnination so that changes in image ir
radiance can be reliably related to surface shape. 

Fu~ther examples come from applications to 
remote sensing. Remote sensing often assumes a 
uniform surface and known illumination so that 
changes in image irradiance can be reliably re
lated to surface material (i.e., ground cover). 
Computer-based remote sensing has been most 
s uccessful for wheat and other crop inventories in 
the prairies ·of North America where, indeed, the 
ground is flat and changes in image irradiance are 
due principally to changes in ground cover. It is 
also not surprising that these same techniques 
applied to forest in~entory in British Columbia do 
very poorly since changes in image irradiance are 
dominated by changes in surface. shape (i.e., local 
topography) [23]. 

Methods for assigning surface properties to 
image features in a single view embody assumptions 
about surface shape, surface material and illumi
nation conditions. To deal explicitly with these 
factors, it is necessary to understand how images 
are formed . 

Developing the Image IrruJlancc Equation 

Four factors interact to determine image ir
radiance. They are: imaging geometry, incident 
illumination, surface photometry and surface topo
graphy. The imaging geometry determines the pro
jection of three-dimensional scene coordinates 
onto two ~dimensional image coordinates. Without 
illumination, there can be no image. Incident 
illumination is characterized by tho spatial and 
spectral distribution and state of polarization of 
raJiont energy foiling on the scene. Surface 
photometry determines how 1 i ght reflects off a sur
face. It is determined by the optical constants 
of the material and by its surface microstructure. 
(Surface microstructure is surface detail which is 
too fine to be resolved in the image but which 
nevertheless alters the way light is reflected). 
Surface topography is surface detail which is 
within the resolution limits of the image sensor. 
It characterizes the gross object shape relative 
to the viewer. 

Four lmui:e~ of sphoro-Jlko objocts lllustrutc: 
an image of a full moon in which there is no cha,ge 
in Imago irruJionc o a s u function of surfuco topo 
graphy; an image of a shiny coloured billiard ball 
showing a component due to specular reflection; an 
image of a flat white ball showing characteristic 
Lnmbertian reflectance; on image of a pollen grain 
obtained with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
showing a non - intuitive yet easy to interpret 
pattern of shading. 
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An image irradiance equation can be developed 
to relate the geometry and radiometry of image 
formation [10, 15]. The reflectance map, origina
ted by Horn, allows image irradiance to be written 
as a function of surface orientation in a viewer
centred coordina t e s ystem . The reflectance map 



uses the aradient space, popularized by lluffman (4) 
and l>bc...,or · h (6) to represent surface orientation. 
The reflectance in;Jp provides a uni foT111 represent at i(J'l 
for specifying the surface reflectance of a given 
a.:iterial for a particular light source, object sur
face and viewer geometry. 

In computational vision, the image irradiance 
equation is used to help analyze what is seen. Un
fortunately, the reflectance map itself is not in
vertible since surface orientation has two degrees of 
freedom and image irradiance provides only one 
aeasure11ent. In order to determine the underlying 
scene, additional infoI'lll.'.ltion must be provided. 

Recent work has explored how constraints on sur
face curvature can simplify the analysis . Surfui:e 
orientation can be determined locally for planar sur
faces fanning trihedral corners [10] and for develop
able surfaces and generalized cones [15). TI1ese re
sults help to delineate shape infonnation that can b, 
determined from geometric measurements at object 
houndaries and shape information that can be deter 
mined from intensity measurements over sections of 
smoothly curved surface. 

The image irradiance equation also helps to 
analyze what isn't seen, Recent work on binocular 
stereo natches zero-crossing segments from a left 
und right view of a s~enc [13). (Zero -c rossing seg-
11ents are the basic assertions of Marr's level one 
representation, the primal sketch), Specific surfuce· 
properties are attributed and matched to produce a 
depth 11\BP at the level of the raw 2 1/2-D sketch. 
These depth values must be interpolated to produce 
the full 2 1/2-0 sketch. The image irradiance equa
tion constrains the surface interpolation in regions 
-here there is an absence of zero-crossing segments. 

In remote sensing, the image irradiance equation 
tus been used to predict variations in image irradi-
1rnce due to a known topography. This foci 1 i ta tes 
ima~e rectification (2~) and helps to delineate 
changes in ground cover from topographic affects In 
areas of rugged relief (23). 

Photometric Stereo 

Another vay to provide additional constraint is 
to obtain multiple images. A novel application of 
the image irradiance equation is the technique called 
photometric stereo [16]. Binocular stereo determines 
rJnge by relating two images of an object viewed from 
different directions. If the correspondence between 
picture elements is known then distance to the object 
can be calculated by triangulation. Unfortunately, 
it is difficult to determine this correspondence. 
The iJca of photometric stereo is to vary t he inci
dent illumination between successive images, while 
l,olJini: the viewing direction constant. lt is shown 
that this provides sufficient information to deter
•ine surface orientation at each image point. Since 
the imaging geometry is not changed, the correspon
dence between image points is fixed. The technique 
is photometric because it uses the radiance values 
recorded at n single image location, in successive 
~iews, rather than the relative positions of dis
p1,,.-,.,.1 fcatun•s , 

l'hotoiuctri~ stereo is c.isily i111pl em<;nted. Th" 

stel'cv computation, ofter un lnltiul ~11lihratiu11 
step, ,s purely local and muy be implemented by 
table lookup, allowing real-time performance. 
Photon,etric stereo is a pract lea! sc heme for en 
vironments, such as indu s trial inspection, in 
which the nature and position of the incident 
illumination can be controlled. (25] 

Image Analysis and Scene Analysis 

One thing that seems to make computatlonol 
vision difficult ls the fact that many different 
kinds of knowledge can Influence the interpreta
tion of an image . Humans, for example, arc good 
at recognizing the identity of a fumlliar face in 
a photograph. The step from image to interpreta 
tion seems i~nediate. Intermediate stages seem 
beyond introspection. 

An important question to osk concerns how 
much of the interpretation is forced by the image 
and how much can he attributed to the influence of 
prior knowledge and expectation. This is a diffi 
cult question in human perc eption because it is 
impossible to separate one effect from the other, 
At best, one .might characterize human vision as 
the interaction of ·diverse, partially complete an!' 
highly redundant knowledge sources, 
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In computational vision. it has been useful 
to make the distinction between image analysis rud 
scene analysis. The purpose of image analysis is 
to produce a symbolic description of the "impor
tant" intensity changes in an image. (Needless to 
say, it is difficult to define "important"). The 
purpose of scene analysis is to produce a symbolic 
description of scene features according to some 
externally defined goal. 

The exact boundary Is often a matter of taste. 
For some, it is the distinction between bottom-up 
(dnta driven) and top-down (model driven) inter
pretation . For others, it is the distinction be
tween domain independent u11d domain specific In 
terpretation. It seems, however, that both lmuge 
analysis and scene unuly~is roqulrc gener i c know
ledge of imaging and the scene domain . This know 
ledge includes properties of sensors, laws of 
physical optics and constraints on possible con
figurations in the world. 

While the exact boundary is unnecessary to 
define, it is nevertheless clear that it hos moved, 
One consequence of early work in the blockswnrld 
was the . view that descriptions pr.oduct'd by ima1:e 
analysis were fundam.entally impoverished. Empl.i~is 
shifted to obtaining uddltlonul constraint by the 
downward flow of knowledge from tho scene domain . 
Current work demonstrates that image onulysis is 
capable of producing rich and ful I dc si:ri ptlons 
by the upward flow of constraint .it l evels analo
gous to the primal sLetch, the ruw 2 1/2 -0 sketch, 
the full 2 1/2 - 0 sketch und 3-0 models. Image ir
radiance me.isurements carry a great deal of useful 
information about the underlying object scene. 
Image analysis attempts to exploit this fact. 
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A C;1se for l•a&e Analysis (The Blo-:~s .. ·orlJ Revisited) 

ln bloclsworld vision, the distinction between 
1~1ge anJlysis and sc~nc analysis seemed clear. Tho 
purpose of im.1ge analysis was to produce a line 
drawing of the underlying scene. That is, image 
analysis converted the array of image irradiance 
measurements into a symbolic description equi·valent 
to a list of 4-tuples, where each J-tuple represenred 
the coordinates of the two end points of a line seg
~ent. The pur1~1e of scene analysis was to inter
pret the I inc drawinii in ·terms of the underly in& 
objects and relationships between objects in the 
scene. Thnt is, scene analysis grouped line segments 
.into regions and regions into bodies, d·etennined the 
identity of the objects and dctennined relationships 
between objects nnd groups of objects. 

~~st of the published literature in blocksworld 
vision is in the domain of scene analysis (1-8]. 
That is, one presumes from the outset to start with 
a l inc drawing. (The argument that people do very 
1,ell at interpreting line drawings is not relevant 
here, TI,e problem, defined for computati"onal vision, 
is to go from i=i:es to surfaces). It was of minor 
concern that pro~rams to produce the required line 
drawin~ were of modest succe ss . at best. 

It Is Instructive to examine why simple line
fin..Jin.: programs fail. First, not at"l edges in the 
sce ne proJuce intensity changes in the image, Oe
pcnJing on the orientation of the planes which inte:r
sect an,I on the position of the I ight source, image 
1rr:1Jiance ~y be constant across the edge. Second., 
cJges in the scene produce different kinds of inten
sity changes in the image. Intensity changes vary in 
sign, 11c1gnituJe and spatial extent. Often, intensity 
measurements across an edge show values outside the 
r.rni:e of values determined by the planes which inter 
S<"S:t to fonn the edge. Thus, finding line segments 
1,ith a simple "edge-detection" operator fails. In
stead, most programs embody multiple operators, one 
opti111.1I for each Und of intensity change that has 
~cc n catalo~ued. 

In early work, no attempt was made to interpret 
the different kinds of intensity changes. One was 
never sure whether the image was responding to some 
physical characteristic of the scene or merely demon
strating some artifact of the sensor. 

In current work, we can do more . First, the 
quality of image sensors is now high enough that we 
can be sure that the imaee is responding to physica.l 
ch:ar;i.;teristics of the scene. St•,·011<1, using the re
flectance 11.11p and the observation that surface orien
tation ls rarely discontinuous In the real world 
(i.e., there is likely to be a slight rounJing of tho 
,:.Jgc .. here two planes meet) one can interpret inten
sity profiles across lines in terms of the underlying 
cJ~es semantics (i .e., convex, concave, obscuring, 
crJcl, shadow, etc.). A paper by llorn includes an 
excellent discussion of edge imperfections (10). 
llorn pre sents ,his results modestly without drawing 
co nc lusions beyond the work actually done. I, how
ever, would lile to pose the following as an open 
4ucstion: 

The problem of proJucing a line drawing 
irom t he image of a blocksworld scene is 

ti«.: aame as the problem of proJucini: a 
l abelled line drawing (i.e., a line 
drawing for which the underlylni: cJi:c: 
scffl.'.lnt ics - convex, concilve-, obscuri ni:. 
crack, shadow - has been identified). 

It seems that in order to produce any line 
drawing it is necessary to have already deterrnino.J 
the underlying edge semantics. In retrospect, it 
seems that the line drawing is an impoverished 
description. It is ridiculous to describe~ 
variety of intensity changes and then throw this 
description away in order to begin with an un
labelled line drawing. At the very least, image 
analysis can produce a partially constrained 
labelling of the line drawing if it can produce a 
line drawing at all. The conclusion that emerges 
is that image analysis ought to produce as rich a 
description as possible of the intensity changes 
in an image. Assertions about the presence of in
tensity changes is crucial. But, so are asser
tions about the size, magnitude and spatial extent 
of those changes. The research strategy that 
emerges is to exploit as much as possible the in
formation contained in image intensities. That is 
not to say that scene analysis is neither neces 
sary nor important. Rather, it argues that a 
boundary between imuge analysis and scene analysis 
cannot be d·rµwn unt i I one knows exactly what can 
or cannot be determined directly from image 
intensities. 

Conclusi-ons 

Computational vision has developed its own 
paradigm for research. A better understanding is 
emerging concerning the represent,ations required 
at different levels of vi , ual _processing and con
ce~ning the specific knowl•dl~ sdurces ~nd con
straints that contribute to the descriptions pro
duced at each level. 

At the same time, computational vision con
tinues .~o resort .to stylhcd world·s for its devel
opment . The image irradiance equation, based on 
the reflectance map and the gradient space, is a 
powerful theoretical tool indicative of the grow
ing maturity of the field. Research issues can be 
identified and studied in isolation, in the right 
stylized world. -Difficulties that arise in styl
ized worlds will certainly be present in more com
plicated real -worlds. In practical applications, 
such as industrial automation or remote sensina, 
it is important to be able to estimate the nature 
nnd magnitude of these difficulties and to suaaost 
configurations in which they are minimiied. 
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